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I am glad to share my views on the occasion of publication of seminar papers; which were 

presented by academicians and research scholars in a Multidisciplinary National Seminar.  It was a great 

experience to host such a seminar under the dynamic leadership of our president and under guidance 

of our respected members of the college governing council. and guidance of our president and 

governing council members of the college.  I hope said research journal will prove a valuable source of 

knowledge and findings as an outcome of hard and sincere study of concerned researchers. 

It is my assurance that the journal will be value-added for all the stakeholders and to the 

learners as a reference text in their further study. We have been a As a team we are working as a team 

since working sincerely since 1989 and during this journey we have set numerus milestones including 

present seminar as well as said research journal.  I am thankful to all authors and their parent 

organisatiosn to spare their valuable time and their finding from the platform of my college. As a best 

college of Mumbai University in the rural category we always appreciate and encourage research and 

innovations with a proactive stand. 

I am once again thankful to the Teachers of department of GEOGRAPHY, department of 

COMMERCE and Teachers of our IT, BCS & BMS for their wholehearted involvement in the successful 

organisation of present national level multidisciplinary seminar.   

 

 Dr. Gopinath Sarang 
Principal 

ICS College, Khed  
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  It is a great pleasure for me as an editor to present the seminar papers in the form of said 

research journal. It was a great experience during the entire phase of organisation of seminar and up to 

publication of the journal. This research journal consists of 73 papers which were evaluated in advance 

and presented on the national platform of a multi-disciplinary seminar in front of expert jury members. 

As per statement of authors said papers are part of their own research work and due care have been 

taken to ensure all scientific parameters of research proceedings. 

         The papers which are included in this journal have represented four parts as per theme of the 

seminar. Such as papers concerning Geography, Commerce and IT as well as fourth part made 

separately for the papers which have been presented in Marathi medium. Due care has been taken to 

publish the paper as it was submitted and presented. Said journal has been published in the form of a 

special issue as it is the part of seminar proceedings which was organized at ICS College of Arts, 

Commerce & Science, Khed.   

I am thankful to authors for their time to time response in the process of necessary corrections 

and compliance. I am thankful to the entire team of Aayushi Publication for their passions and valuable 

support.   
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Associate Professor 

Editor 
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History of Forest Management in India with Special Reference to  

Konkan Region of Maharashtra 

 

Dr. Prakash Dongre, Associate Professor &  

Suresh K. Shetkar, Associate Professor 

 

 Introduction 

      While studying forest and spatio-temporal changes especially with reference to its causes, it is essential 

to look in to the role of the state and the people.  India is committed to genuine and meaningful partnerships 

with the local communities and other sections of the society. For this, we have created and are still improving 

upon a sound policy, institutional and legal framework. This allows decentralization of management, control 

regimes and empowers the communities to take decisions on management issues and also for benefit sharing. 

The concept of forest management in India has been broadened to include economic, environmental, social, 

and cultural dimensions, in line with the National Forest Policy. Forestry is directly linked to overall land use. 

Hence, forest policy and legislations flow from, and constitute a part of, the national land use and legislative 

framework for natural resource management and use. 

1.1. Forest management in Ancient Time: Puranas, Vedic texts and epics give instances of forest and human 

relationships. Vedas provide description about the uses and management of forests. Ancient Hindu culture is 

said to have evolved in Aranyas. Forest was a place of learning life. In ancient India, several plants were 

considered sacred because of their natural, aesthetic and medicinal qualities. Vedic traditions confirm that 

every single village comes under three main categories namely Mahavan, Tapovan and Shrivan. 

Vrikshayurveda is an ancient text on the science of plant life, which discusses various topics related to plants. 

  The earliest indication of forestry administration in India is found in 300 BC. It was during the reign 

of Chandragupta Maurya. He appointed a Superintendent of Forests to look after the forests and wildlife. Later 

Ashoka continued the process. Much importance was given to planting trees along roadsides and camping sites 

(India Net Zone, 2011). 

1.2. Forest management in Medieval Period: The bhakti movement of medieval period also emphasized 

respect for nature shown by inhabitants. Sant Tukaram in his Abhangas mentioned love and affection towards 

plants and vines. While the planting of trees was performed largely by individuals, conservation efforts were 

also undertaken at community level. Sacred groves are such examples of community conservation. Majority of 

the scared groves are protected and maintained by people around temples, sources of water such as springs and 

lakes.  

  The Mughal policy on forests was one of indifference. Neither did they seem to pay much attention to 

the forests nor did they have any religious scruples to destroy them. Mohammed bin Tughlaq in the Delhi 

Sultanate (1325-51 A.D), gave rewards to the farmers who cleared forests for agriculture. The Mughal looked 

upon forests as game reserves. They were interested in trees for gardening.  

1.3. Forest management during Maratha Rulers: The importance of trees for political and defensive 

purposes was also evident. Chatrapati Shivaji emphasized large-scale afforestation in and around his forts. He 

said that forests would provide defense and safety to the fort.  During emergency this forest can be used as 

timber and fuel wood. He gave a written order to respect forests and interests of owners of the forests.  He used 

the forests as an integral part of warfare against his opponents (Ambre-Rao, 2008).  

     Peshwas and other Maratha rulers imposed restrictions on harvesting of teakwood from the village 

common lands.  They also controlled the use of some pastures and levied tax on wood. In certain cases, people 

were fined if they cut wood from government pastures. Kanhoji Angre, a Maratha Naval chief, ordered the 

villagers to sow seeds to raise timber for his cruises. As a result, there were good teak plantations near the 

coast in present Raigad district. Angre protected Bandh-Tivare forest reserves in Dapoli taluka. The Marathas 

who had ship building yards at Malwan, Vijaydurg, and Bankot showed a prudent regard for forest 

preservation. The teak forests of Bankot, Nagothane, Goregaon and Nizampure were of very superior quality. 

Most of the wood required for shipbuilding was available from the local forests of Konkan. There is hardly any 
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evidence of conflict between agriculture and forests during the pre-British times, as land was more than 

adequate for a sparse population in Konkan.    

1.4. Forest management during British Raj: The coastal areas of Bombay Presidency were thickly forested 

before the arrival of British. However after the transfer of Ratnagiri district from the Peshwas in 1818 to the 

British, deforestation took place on a large scale. Massive exploitation of Indian forests land had taken place, 

during the early years of British Raj. The teak forests along the coast of Malabar were exploited to cater to the 

requirement of the British Royal Navy.  Guha and Gadgil mention that by 1860 Britain had emerged as the 

"world leader" in deforestation, destroying not only its own forests, but also those in Ireland, South Africa, 

India and some parts of the northeastern United States in order to provide timber for ship-building, iron-

smelting, railways and land for farming. 

      The British governor started making plans for forest conservation in the 19
th 

century. Captain Watson 

was appointed as the first Conservator of Forests in 1806. In 1849, demarcation of forest boundaries was 

started under Dr. Gibson in the Bombay Presidency.  This was basically to manage timber supply from the 

West Coast of India to Europe. The first teak plantation was raised in Kerala in 1842. In 1855, the Government 

of India issued a memorandum outlining the rules for the conservation of forests for the whole country 

(Gazetteer of Bombay Presidency, 1908).  Following Forest Acts were implemented during the British rule in 

India: 

1.4.1. Indian Forest Act, 1878: Dr. Dietrich Brandis was appointed as the first Inspector General of forests in 

1864. The British began extending their control over forests in India after passing the Forest Acts of 1865 and 

1878. The forests administration was codified for the first time in 1865, when the Indian Forest Act (VII of 

1865) was placed on the statute book. Subsequently, this was replaced by the Indian Forest Act (VII of 1878) 

which was further amended in the year 1890, 1901, 1918, 1919 and 1927. For the first time forests were 

classified into two categories - Reserved and Protected forests. During the initial stages, protection and 

consolidation was the primary task since the forests were considered as no man's area. The Forest Act of 1878 

ensured that the reservation of forests did not affect the existing rights of individuals or communities. The Act 

became operational in most of the provinces in India including Bombay Presidency.  

      Imperial Forest Research Institute was established in 1906 in Dehradun. The training for the upper 

class forest staff also started at Dehradun. Board of Forestry was created at national level in 1910 which was 

chaired by Inspector General of Forests. National Character of forest administration was considerably diluted 

in 1921. With political changes in 1921, forest administration came to the Provincial Governments (Eco-info 

India, 2011).  

1.4.2. The Indian Forest Act, 1927:The Indian Forest Act-1927 was for the purpose of consolidating the law 

relating to forests, the transit of forest produce and the duty to be levied on timber and other forest products. It 

also defines the procedure to be followed for declaring an area as a Reserved Forest (RF), a Protected Forest 

(PF) or a Village Forest. This Act defines forest offence, prohibited activities inside a RF, and penalties on 

violation of the provisions of the Act. This Act also mentions moral duties of the citizen to help Forest Officers 

and Police Officers in carrying out their duties within the purview of the Act.  

      Under Indian Forest Act, 1927 section 26 (1), kindling in or setting fire, trespassing and pasturing of 

cattle, felling or damage to the trees, quarrying stone or removing any forest produce, encroachment and 

poaching are the main acts prohibited in the RF. Similar activities are prohibited in the PF if a notification 

under section 30 or Rules made under section 32 are contravened. In addition to the tolls, vehicles used in 

committing such offences are liable to seizure and may be confiscated (Eco-info India, 2011). 

      Gains from the forest policy administration and conservation got a severe setback during the two 

World Wars. During this time there was massive deforestation in Konkan region for fuel and timber. Charcoal 

production was increased for supply to run army trucks. After the wars, forest based industries cropped up in 

great numbers. Forests never got a chance to recuperate and the exploitation continued unabated. 

1.4.3. Bombay Forest Rules, 1942: In this Act, rules are made to regulate the felling of trees in private forest. 

As per the section 2 (F) of this Act, there are 16 scheduled trees which require felling permission in 

Maharashtra.  These trees are Hirda, Teak, Mahua, Tamarind, Mango, Jackfruit, Khair, Sandal, Bija, Haldu, 

Tiwas, Ain, Kinjal, Anjan, Jambul and Mangrove. In Sindhudurg district, in addition to above, eight other trees 
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also require felling permission. They are Shisam, Shivan, Nana, Behada, Kazra, Bhedus,   Pandhra Ain and 

Kajoo. The “Tree Officer” has the authority to grant the felling permission, who also happens to be a Range 

Forest Officer. The District Collector is the Appellate Authority.  

      Transportation of any forest produce requires a transit pass from the officer or any person duly 

authorized under rule 67 of the Bombay Forest Rules, 1942. However, the following trees have been exempted 

by the State Government vide notification dated 5
th
 March 1990. These trees are Nilgiri, Babul, Subabul, 

Prosopis, Ashok, Shewaga, Sindi, Orange, Chickoo, Bhendi, Acacia and Poplar.  

1.5. Forestry Post-Independence: During the post-independence period, the task of consolidation of forests, 

unification of forest laws and extension of scientific management on a reasonably uniform basis was the most 

important task of the forest administration. In early 1950`s most of the States enacted new legislation affecting 

land tenure systems. Large areas of privately owned forests came to rest with the FD of the states.  

      Following important Policies and Acts were formed and implemented in India for the protection and 

conservation of forest resources: 

1.5.1. Forest Policy of 1952: It was the first policy of independent India. Freedom of thought given to the 

people through earlier policies was strictly wiped out. A probable reason for the same could be making the 

country industrially productive and reviving the economy, accepting several compromises which were thought 

inevitable.  An independent and democratic India saw a lot of new political initiatives. Large forest areas of 

princely states and Zamindars were acquired by the government. The Policy adopted a recommendation that 

33% of the total land area of the country should be brought under forest or tree cover. It provided detailed 

guidelines for management and protection of forests and wildlife. The policy also suggested functional 

classification of forests as Protection Forest, National Forest, Village Forest and Tree-Land (Maslekar, 2008). 

Sawantwadi acceded to the Dominion of India on 15 August 1947, becoming part of Bombay State in 1948. 

State owned forest became part of forest department.  

1.5.2. Wildlife Protection Act, 1972: According to the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972 "wildlife" includes any 

animal, bees, butterflies, crab, fish and moths as well as aquatic or land vegetation, which forms the part of any 

habitat. In accordance with Wildlife (Protection) Amendment Act, 2002 "no alteration of boundaries / National 

Park / Sanctuary shall be made by the State Govt. except on recommendation of the National Board for 

Wildlife (NBWL)".  

      Further, in terms of the Supreme Court Order dated 13
th
 November 2000, the State Governments have 

to seek prior permission from the Supreme Court before submitting any proposal for the diversion of forest 

land in National Park and Sanctuaries. Whenever, any part of Wildlife Sanctuary / National Park is getting 

affected by a hydro-project, the proposal in respect to such project is entertained by the Ministry of 

Environment and Forest (MoEF), Government of India (GOI). The MOEF gives the initial permission for de-

reservation or denotification of Wildlife Sanctuary /National Park. Then after the recommendation of the 

Standing Committee of NBWL, the proposal of dereservation or de-notification goes to the Honorable 

Supreme Court for ratification. 

      Konkan has one National Park and four Wildlife Sanctuaries, a Marine Wildlife Sanctuary and an Eco-

Sensitive Zone (Table-01). Although the Marine sanctuary has been designated; it exists only on paper, as the 

regulations have not been implemented. Total area under the Mumbai Wildlife Circle is 1451 kms
2
. This area 

is further divided into Thane, Borivali, Pune, and Kolhapur Wildlife Divisions. The area of Thane and Borivali 

Wildlife Divisions is mainly in Konkan:  

Table -01: Notified Protected Areas in Konkan 

Sr. No. District Name of Protected area Notification Year Area in kms
2
 

1. Mumbai/ Thane Sanjay Gandhi National Park  1983 86.96 

2. Thane Tansa Wildlife Sanctuary 1970 304.81 

3. Thane Tungareshwar Wildlife Sanctuary 2003 85.00 

4. Raigad Karnala Wildlife Sanctuary 1968 4.48 

5. Raigad Phansad Wildlife Sanctuary 1986 69.79 

6. Sindhudurg Malvan Marine Wildlife Sanctuary 1987 29.12 

7. Thane/ Raigad Matheran Eco-Sensitive zone 2002 214.73 

Source: Maharashtra Forest Department, 2010 
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1.5.3. The Maharashtra Private Forest (Acquisition) Act, 1975: This Act was implemented in Maharashtra 

from 30
th
 August 1975 to control degradation of the private forest land. The Act was implemented with an 

objective to promote systematic and scientific management and to maintain the ecological balance. Another 

objective of this Act was improving the socio- economic conditions of the rural population, particularly of the 

adivasis and other backward communities who live in forest. Those private land owners were having forest 

land more than 12 ha, it was acquired by this Act. Government paid compensation to forest owners as sum 

equal to twenty times the assessment value of the trees of forest land. By the end of year 2010, the area of 

private forest brought under the possession of the FD was 560 kms
2
. (Maharashtra State FD, Report 2009-10). 

This Act was amended in 1978, where the land was returned to owners whose holding stood less than 12 ha. 

 By this Act 319 kms
2
 was acquired in Konkan by the end of the year 2010 (Table- 02). The maximum 

private forest acquisition of 144 kms
2 

was in Sawantwadi Division. In Alibag, Roha and Jawhar forest 

Divisions too substantial area of private forests was acquired. Very small area of private forest was acquired in 

Chiplun, Shahapur, Thane, and Dahanu forest Divisions. This may be due to the small size of land holdings per 

owner. Comparatively, these forest divisions have a high density of population. Large number of cases related 

to the acquisition of private forests are still pending in various courts.  
 

Table -02: Private Forest brought under possession of FD (Area in Kms
2
) 

District Private Forest land area  

notified as on 30
th

 August 1975 

Area brought under   FD as  

on 31
st
 March 2010 

% of acquired forest 

to notified area 

Thane 805.27 75.29 9.34 

Gr. Mumbai 19.59 5.64 28.79 

Raigad 625.27 125.24 20.03 

Ratnagiri 1.63 1.63 100.0 

Sindhudurg 380.12 145.25 38.21 

Maharashtra 3036.57 559.83 18.44 

Source: Maharashtra State FD, Annual Administrative Report -2009-10 
 

 In 1975, this Act came into force, bringing with it a whopping 3.03 lakh ha of private land under the fold 

of RF area. The implementation of this Act was very slow and in the due course a number of private forest 

owners sold their land to third parties. There was poor coordination between the FD and Revenue Department 

to implement this Act.  Although forests have been shrinking rapidly, land records for over three lakh ha are 

still to be updated for more than 30 years after the Acquisition Act came into effect. Callous and corrupt 

practices have led to the depletion of private forest land. 

1.5.4. Forest Conservation Act – 1980: This Act deals with the conservation of forests and related aspects. 

This Act covers all aspects of forests including RF, PF or any forest land irrespective of its ownership. This 

Act deals with the conservation of forests and matters related to the protection of trees from illegal felling and 

destruction. There are five main clauses in this Act which guide through the use of forest resources and limit 

the harm to forest reserves. The salient features of this Act are: 

 1. No part of a RF can be used for non-forest purpose by the State Government without prior approval from the 

Central Government. 

 2. State Government cannot lease forest land or its portions to any private person or to any authority, corporation, 

agency or organization which are not managed or controlled by government. 

 3. A forest land can be cleared of trees only when this land is to be used for reforestation. 

 4. The Central Government may constitute an advisory committee that can guide the government for matters 

concerned with the conservation of forests. 

 5. If a person, authority or department is found guilty of committing an offence under the Forest Conservation Act, 

he shall be liable to be proceeded against and punished accordingly as per the rules and act. The head of 

department or an authority or any other person cannot be rendered to any punishment if he proves that the 

offence was committed without his knowledge or he exercised his full power to stop the offence from being 

committed.  

      As per this Act, wherever more than one hectare of the forest land has to be used for non-forestry 

purposes, permission from MoEF is compulsory. Also, under this Act compensatory afforestation in proportion 

to the loss of forest land is mandatory. In the land records, the ownership of the land remains with the FD.  
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 From 1980 to 2010, in Maharashtra 57,594 ha of forest land was diverted for non-forest use in 1354 

proposals. In Konkan, due to the urban influence and infrastructural development, more than 10,000 ha of 

forest land was diverted for non-forest utilities. Maximum diversion of land was in Thane district followed by 

Raigad. Most of the land diversions were for irrigation projects, drinking water projects, road construction, 

quarries, mines, electricity transmission towers, etc. 

 As per the NGO - Campaign for Survival and Dignity, “the forest clearance for non-forestry use under 

the Forest Conservation Act 1980, is decided by the Central MoEF, on the basis of the report of Forest 

Advisory Committee. None of those members involved are in any way accountable to the people and in 

particular to the most directly affected forest dwellers. In 2008, Parliamentary Standing Committee observed 

that in the process of forest land transfer - forest dwellers are "neither informed, nor consulted, nor 

compensated" (Minutes of Lok Sabha - 22
nd

 October, 2008). 

1.5.5. Forest Policy 1988: The role of forestry in the national economy and in ecology was further stressed in 

this Policy, which was an alert call to ensure environmental stability, restore ecological balance, and preserve 

the remaining forests in India. Other objectives of the policy were to meet the need for fuel wood, fodder, and 

small timber for rural and tribal people while distinguishing the need to actively involve native people in the 

management of forest resources. Also in 1988, the Forest Conservation Act of 1980 was amended to assist 

more firm conservation measures. The policy proposed that 60% of the land in the hills, 20% in the plains and 

in all 33% of the total geographical area should be under forest cover. This policy also envisaged community 

involvement in the protection and regeneration of forests. It accorded highest priority to sustainable 

management of the forest resources. The basic objectives of the 1988 National Forest Policy are:  

 1. To maintain environmental stability through preservation and restoration of the ecological balance. 

 2. To conserve the natural heritage of the country by preserving the remaining natural forests with the vast variety 

of flora and fauna. 

 3. To check soil erosion and denudation in the catchment areas of rivers, lakes, reservoirs in the interest of soil and 

water conservation, for mitigating floods and droughts. 

 4. To increase substantially the forest/tree cover in the country through massive afforestation and social forestry 

programmes. 

 5. To meet the requirements of fuel wood, fodder, minor forest produce and small timber of the rural and tribal 

population. 

 6. To increase the productivity of forests to meet essential national needs. 

 7. To encouraging efficient utilization of forest produce and maximizing substitution of   wood. 

 8. To create a massive peoples movement with the involvement of women, for achieving these objectives and to 

minimize the pressure on existing forests. 

1.5.6. The Biological Diversity Act, 2002: The Ministry of Environment and Forests has enacted the 

Biological Diversity Act, 2002 under the United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity signed at Rio de 

Janeiro on 5
th
 June 1992. This Act is to "provide for the conservation of biological diversity, sustainable use of 

its components, fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out of the sale of biological resources, 

knowledge and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto." As per the provision of the Act certain 

areas, which are rich in biodiversity and encompass unique and representative ecosystems are identified and 

designated as Biosphere Reserve to facilitate their conservation. All restrictions applicable to protected areas 

like National Park and Sanctuaries are also applicable to these Reserves. Western Ghats is one of the 

biodiversity hot spot and in 2012, 39 sites of the Western Ghats are declared as UNISCO World Heritage sites. 

Dr. Madav Gadgil Commission (March, 2010) and later on Kasturirangan Committees (2012) were appointed 

by the government to demark boundary and to give recommendations for the conservation of biodiversity of 

Western Ghat.   

1.5.7. Recognition of Forest Rights Act 2006: India's forests are home to millions of people, including many 

Scheduled Tribes, who live in or near the forest areas form many centuries. Forests provide sustenance in the 

form of minor forest produce, water, grazing grounds and habitat for shifting cultivation. Moreover, vast areas 

of land that may or may not be forests are classified as "forest" under India's forest laws, and those cultivating 

these lands are technically cultivating "forest land".  

 The Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006, 

was passed in India on 18
th
 December 2006. The law concerns the rights of forest-dwelling communities to 

land and other resources, denied to them over decades as a result of the continuance of colonial forest laws in 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scheduled_Tribes
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/India
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India. Under these laws, the rights of people living in or depending on the area to be declared as a forest or a 

protected area are to be "settled" by a "forest settlement officer." The Act are summarized as: 

1. Title rights: Title rights of ownership - to land that is being cultivated by tribes or forest dwellers as on 13
th

 

December 2005, subject to a maximum of 4 hectares (Ten acres); ownership is only for land that is actually being 

cultivated by the concerned family as on that date.  

2. Use rights: Use rights to minor forest produce (also including ownership), to grazing areas, pastoralist routes, 

etc. 

3. Relief and development rights: Relief and development rights to rehabilitation in case of illegal eviction or 

forced displacement and to basic amenities, subject to restrictions for forest protection.  

4. Forest management rights: Forest management rights to protect forests and wildlife. 

      Eligibility to get rights under the Act is confined to those who "primarily reside in forests" and who 

depend on forests and forest land for a livelihood. Further, either the claimant must be a member of the 

Scheduled Tribes living in that area or must have been residing in the forest for 75 years. 

Supporters of the Act claim that it will redress the "historical injustice" committed against forest dwellers, 

while including provisions for making conservation more effective and more transparent. Opponents of the law 

claim that it will lead to massive forest destruction and should be repealed. It has been observed that there is 

wide interstate variation in implementation of this Act.  This Act has reached a fairly advanced stage. 

However, high rate of rejection of claims and very low receipt of community claims were matters of serious 

concerns.  

 As on 31
st
 July 2011, in Maharashtra 3, 39,689 claims were received under this Act. Out of these 

claims 1, 04,767 claimants received the land title and 2, 21,795 claims were rejected. 13, 127 claims are 

pending with various level committees. About 2, 45,305 acres of forest land have been distributed to the forest 

dwellers. 65% claims have been rejected at various levels in the state.  

 In Konkan distribution of scheduled tribe population is very uneven. Population of scheduled tribes 

declines from north towards south.  As per Census 2011, 14.42% population of the Thane district belongs to 

ST. In Thane district Jawhar, Vikramgad, Mokhada, Dahanu and Talasari talukas have more than 50% tribal 

population. As per Census 2011, in Raigad district scheduled tribes population is 12.18%. In this district 

scheduled tribes are mainly found in Karjat, Sudhagad, Murud and Alibaug talukas. Here the tribal 

concentration is around 20% in each of these talukas. In Ratnagiri and Sindhudurg district tribal population is 

negligible (less than 1%). In Konkan more than 71,000 claims were received at the Gramsabha level. No 

claims under this Act were received from Ratnagiri and Sindhudurg districts. Nearly 70% claims were rejected 

at Gramsabha and Sub-divisional level on various grounds. Still the process of implementation of these Act is 

going on in Konkan.  

Conclusion:   

      Forest is an important natural resources from ecology and economy point of view. To protect this 

resource along with effective policies and Act there is need of public awareness. Konkan is a hilly region and 

so there is need to maintained good forest cover. At present only 20% area of Konakn is under government 

forest cover. Large tracks of land in Sothern Konkan are under private forests. By effective policy/act there is 

need to protect these forests tracks. In Northern part of Konkan there is concentration forest dwelling tribal 

groups such as Katkari, Thakkar and Warli. By the effective policies there need to up lift socio-economic 

conditions of the tribal groups. It is essay to form policies but difficult to implement, and it is very difficult to 

bring desired changes with the policy.  
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Water Scarcity in Mumbai: Need For an Efficient Solution 

Dr Baishakhi Dutta,  

Associate Professor 

 

1) Introduction:-  

Water use has grown at more than twice the rate of the human population over the last century 

which account for70 per cent of global freshwater use. India has 4 % of the world‟s freshwater which has to 

cater to 17 % of the world‟s population. As per NITI Aayog Report released in June 2019, India is facing the 

worst-ever water crisis in history. Approximately 600 million people or roughly around 45 % of the population 

in India is facing high to severe water stress. As per the report, 21 Indian cities will run out of their main 

source of water i.e. groundwater by 2020. The report also says that nearly 40 % of the population will have 

absolutely no access to drinking water by 2030 and 6 % of India‟s GDP will be lost by 2050 due to the water 

crisis. 

World Water Day is held annually on March 22 to focus attention on the importance of fresh water and 

advocate sustainable management of this precious resource.  Each year this day highlights a special aspect of 

freshwater.The theme of 2019 was about tackling the water crisis by addressing the marginalized groups – 

women, children, refugees, indigenous peoples, and disabled people for safe access to water.  Human 

population is growing continuously, which means there is less water for everyone to satisfy the need for a 

healthy life.  Agriculture accounts for 70% of freshwater withdrawal and the rest for industrial, domestic, 

energy, fisheries and environment related consumptions. The last 50 years have witnessed a rapid acceleration 

in water resource development.  Coping with population growth and ensuring access for all related to water 

requirements poses an all-time challenge to India and the world. 

Life does not exist without water and it is essential not only for the existence of the living flora & 

fauna but also human life.  It is also essential for our happiness, peace and prosperity.  Today water scarcity is 

emerging as a major issue confronting the world.  This could soon be true in India as most of the cities face a 

water crisis.  Rapid urban and industrial growth together with unprecedented demands for water is taking a toll 

on our economy.  Mumbai ranks among the  top 20 global cities in terms of municipal water demand in the 

next one decade followed by Delhi.  The other Indian cities are Kolkata, Pune, Indore, Hyderabad and others 

[McKinsey Global Institute Report, 2017]. Since the last 2 years the problem of water crisis and water shortage 

has increased manifold.  All of us are responsible for this crisis and all of us have a duty to overcome the 

problem. 

Water scarcity indicates insufficient freshwater resources to meet the human and environmental 

demands of a given area. Adequate access to safe drinking water is a priority for global development. 

However, given the challenges of population growth, unfiltered use, changes in weather patterns due to global 

warming, many countries, both wealthy and poor are facing water scarcity in the 21st century.  

 

2. The research questions which arises here is that:– 

1. What is  the real problem of water crisis in a megacity like Mumbai 

2. What can be the causes to the problem? 

3. Can we think of some effective and efficient solutions to the water crisis? 

 

3.  About The Study Area 

Mumbai (previously known as Bombay) is the capital city of Maharashtra located on the West coast of 

India.Mumbai is also a leading commercial, financial and industrial Megacity. It has the highest GDP (Gross 

Domestic Product) in the South, West and Central Asian regions.The greater Mumbai metropolitan area – 

comprising of “Mumbai suburban district” as well as the cities of Navi Mumbai, Thane, Bhiwandi, and Kalyan 

– will soon be a home for 27.7 million people by 2030.(UN World Urbanization Prospects).                                            
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Table 1 

 
Megacity Mumbai is a major contributor to State and National economy which accounts for slightly 

more than 6.16% of India's economy contributing 10% of factory employment, 30% of income tax collections, 

60% of customs duty collections, 20% of central excise tax collections, 40% of foreign trade and rupees 40,000 

crores (US$10 billion) in corporate taxes to the Indian economy. (TOI, February 2017). People of Mumbai 

deserve a better level of basic public services which is a major challenge for city planners today.  It is predicted 

by environmentalists that Mumbai is likely to see a serious water shortage with poor monsoon rains rapidly 

bringing down water levels in the six lakes that feed the city. 
 

4.Water Supply Of Mumbai:- 

Mumbai‟s water supply is totally handled by Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai whose 

mission statement is to provide all users in the city with continuous, uninterrupted, reliable, good quality clean 

water which is cost effective.  The primary sources of water for cities like Mumbai are lakes created by dams 

across rivers near the city.Mumbai‟s water supply comes from seven lakes – Tansa, ModakSagar, Bhatsa, 

Vaitarna, Tulsi, Vihar and Powai.  The monsoon precipitation is collected in these lakes and supplied to the 

city throughout the year.  The system is made up of reservoirs, storage tanks, pipes and taps. Map 1 indicates 

the sources of the lakes which provide water to the megacity Mumbai. Table 2 indicates the year of completion 

of the dams and quantity of water supply along with the cumulative supply by all the schemes together. 

Map 1 

 
Table 2 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: MCGM 
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Presently MCGM [Municipal Corporation of Greater Mumbai] supplies 3470 MLD of water from the 

seven main water sources, out of which 120 MLD is supplied to Thane and its neighboring rural areas.  The 

water distribution in Mumbai is very old.  Water is supplied to the city after lake water is treated and stored in 

23 service reservoirs.  The service reservoirs are mainly situated on hills like Malabar Hill, Worli Hill, Raoli, 

Pali Hill, Malad, Powai and Bhandup.  80% of the water connection owned by BMC is metered.  Currently 

BMC earns about Rs 4.5 billion or 450 crores annually. (Department of Water Data, MCGM) The total water 

demand for the city of Mumbai is 4250 MLD and the total water drawn by MCGM is 3470 MLD leading to a 

demand – supply gap of 780 MLD.  Demand for the mega city is expected to rise to 5400 MLD in 2021 

[Chitale Commission Report, 2006] which may worsen the situation and make it an emerging issue with the 

increasing population. 

4.Water Woes And Challenges:- 

Mumbai gets its water supply from conventional sources of water example lakes, dams, reservoirs, etc.  

However with the growing administrative limits of the megacity and increasing population, these sources of 

water are being proved inadequate creating a crisis – like situation.  Recommendations of Chitale Committee, 

March 2006, is being looked into seriously as the two dams,Gargai-Pinjaland Daman dam are going to take 

care of the water supply requirements of the megacity Mumbai in next five to seven years.However the 

question arises that how much could one depend on rainwater, when monsoons are getting delayed every year? 

Many areas of Mumbai receive only 30 minutes of water supply every day, like Malabar Hills, Cuffe Parade, 

Bandra, Versova, Mahim, Andheri, Kandivali and so on. 

Mumbai’s requirement of water resources has been well thought and planned and the water 

supply systems have been well designed to meet the increasing demands of the growing population. This 

deficit like situation in Mumbai, there is due to lack of proper management of water resources,  
 

Situation Analysis:- 

The following features are being reflected in the status of water resources in Mumbai:  

 Out of the gross available water supply of 3,740 MLD, the losses through leakages and other sources make the net 

available water supply to 2,320 MLD, which also includes 600 MLD water supply for non-domestic purposes i.e., 

industry and commerce. There is a shortfall of about 900 MLD between the water supply and demand in Mumbai.  

 The losses arising from leakage through water supply distribution system amount to almost 25% and above (with the 

inclusion of theft and pilferage, it may even rise up to 30%), which is very high in spite of the MCGM attempts to 

reduce it to 15%.  

 The entire range of functions of water supply and sewerage are concentrated with the single entity MCGM, which is 

responsible for wide range of functions. Concentration of all services in the hands of one large organization has led to 

inefficiency in the service delivery and promoted corruption at various levels. 

 The spatial, temporal and sectoral coverage of water is still missing i.e., some parts of the city do not receive water; 

some of them receive it intermittently; and some sectors have more privilege in accessing it more than others. 

Moreover, water supply is not quite reliable option to some areas which are off from the main trunk line of the 

distribution system. 

 Even though water has the characteristics of public good MCGM should identify the threshold point of necessity and 

levy higher water tariff for greater amount of unit water consumption.  

 Some areas are facing low pressure water supply as they are located at an elevation and few at the end of the 

pipelines.   

 Corporators also agree that the worst affected areas are Kurla, Mankhurd, Chembur, Mohammed Ali Road, etc.  

[Observer Research Foundation, Mumbai].   

 Pipelines network are old in the city thereby repair and replacement becomes difficult.  There is acute shortage of 

experienced staffs in MCGM making the scenario gruesome.   

  The Hindustan Times undertook a survey on the problems faced by Mumbaikars.  Almost 75% of people are 

concerned with water shortages.  40% of residents say that their water supply situation has deteriorated and only 13% 

residents think optimistically that this condition will improve. 

5. In Search Of Efficient Solutions :- 

MCGM has initiated some bold steps to improve water supply system in the city by strengthening the 

supply –demand management.  Some suggested solutions taken up can make the situation better. They are as 

follows – 
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a) Invent new water conservation technologies- In areas where aquifers are drying up and rainwater is 

increasingly unpredictable, innovation is needed. There is a need to explore multiple options and not 

completely depend on rainwater when monsoons are delayed.  For this, recycling is one of the options that were 

thought over.  Desalination is another option as Mumbai has a vast sea water reserves.  Cost is an important issue 

but if technology is available, desalination plants can gradually procure water, decreasing the cost in the long run. 

Public- Private Partnership can make such initiatives which in the long run turn out to be a very fruitful 

association managing water in big cities. 

b) Recycle Waste Water-  World Water Day celebrated in March panelists, are trying to recycle water to become 

more self-sufficient. The scientists are trying to develop advanced technology that cleanses wastewater for other 

uses. In Mumbai big builders have joined hands e.g. Hiranandani, Lodha. Godrej etc. and have taken initiatives 

to recycle waste water for their esteemed project as a CSR initiative. 

c) Rain Water Harvesting :Another solution which is being emphasized by the government is rainwater 

harvesting.  Lots of co-operative societies in Mumbai are implementing this method to save water.  In this 

process extra water during rainfall (monsoon season) is collected in underground tanks and preserved.  This can 

be used for gardening, washing, toilets etc. during parched seasons.  Rainwater harvesting requires little space 

and less cost.  It needs a rooftop or ground pipelines, a row of soak pits or a tank concealed below the ground.  

Rooftops or grounds can be used as the catchment area.  Sealine Housing Society in Khar, Mumbai has no 

shortage of water, despite varied rainfall as they have installed a rainwater harvesting system in their buildings.  

It took 6 lakhs rupees forsetting up Rainwater Harvesting, but the residents saw it not as a cost but an investment 

for the future.  In these times of scarcity, Sealine Society, Khar could set an example for other societies.In the 

corporate world, Asian Paints, India‟s largest paint company has taken a huge stride to promote water 

conservation by setting up a Total Water Management (TWM) Centre at Bhandup.  It showcases live working 

models on rainwater harvesting and water conservation.  It provides free expertise to citizens free of cost to 

implement such concepts. 

d) Appropriately price water: Water pricing go hand in hand, with consumers behavior and use of the precious 

resource. 

Water tax is so low in Mumbai that common man do not acknowledge the importance of it. If the water tax is 

raised people will automatically change their behavior and will not waste water or add to pollution. 

e) Stop  Leakages Immediately-Some immediate steps should be taken up which includes plugging of leaks in our 

existing water supply lines, zone wise water cut once a week, 30% water cut for commercial consumers, no new 

connections to high rise buildings, penalizing water wastage, etc. can also bring in a sea – change in the scenario 

of water crisis. 

f) Social Networking-The Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC) will have its profile on social networking 

sites like Orkut and Facebook and post information on issues like water conservation methods and causes of 

water problems in Mumbai. The BMC is the first municipal corporation in the country to join the online 

networking community. The profiles will have information on water harvesting, desalination, conservation and 

success stories. 

g) Sensitization Programmes-Mass educational campaigns should be taken up by the government and NGOs to 

encourage every citizen for some behavioral change towards saving water.  Campaigns should sensitize and 

provide incentives for water conservation.  Politicians, residential groups, schools, industries, hotels, hospitals 

and big institutions like TIFR; TISS & B.A.R.C should actively participate in checking water deficit. 

 

6)  Conclusion:- 

To conclude,there should be a long term sustainable solution.  Administrative efficiency should be 

beefed up, backed by strong political will and citizen‟s support. There should be appropriate emphasis on 

raising water literacy and promoting proper management of water resources.  It is well said that water must 

have a price. Anything that is for free won‟t be used prudently.  Therefore every resident‟s mission should be 

to save water to save Mumbai.Students volunteering with the civic body can be considered a project work for 

them.The need for demand managementhas also been implied through the need for changes in pricing strategy 

and technological solutions for water conservation. However, more than that there is an immediate need for 

undertaking various institutional and sectoral reforms for improving the water resources management, which 

will lead to enhanced water supply services both quality and quantity.In fact, in order to cope with future water 

scarcity, it is necessary to radically reform all forms of consumption, from individual use to the supply chains 

of large companies. 
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          SOURCE: TOI’S INITIATIVE TO BRING CHANGE. (19th February 2020) 
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Potential of New Tourism Types in Konkan- A Geographical Study 
 

Dr.Anita Awati,  

Associate Professor 

 

Introduction 

Tourism is known as multidimensional and multifaceted activity in world with diverse social, cultural 

and economic impacts. It has evolved as one of the largest and most significant industry. Tourism has been 

recognized as a major force in global economy and a key driver for socioeconomic progress. Tourism cannot 

be considered as just an economic activity but now has described as a social phenomenon. It is now accepted 

that tourism is bridging the gap between „Haves‟ and „Haves-not‟.  

India has been a spiritual and cultural destination for tourists from all over the globe from time 

immemorial. India‟s physical and cultural diversity, religion, languages, Music, art, historical monuments have 

attracted millions of tourists from all over the world. Since ancient times ,the  rulers of various kingdoms in 

India have built luxurious palaces, marvelous temples, grand forts, tombs and memorials  shows the rich 

cultural heritage of our land . Still today India has immense potential for all types of tourists across the world. 

According to Max Muller (the world famous Orientalist) “ If we look over the world to find out the country 

most endowed with all the wealth , power and beauty that nature can bestow- in some parts, a veritable 

paradise on earth – I should point to India.(Muller, 1882)     

Being the most dynamic economic activity in the world, tourism is witnessing the emergence of new 

tourism forms and trends every day. People were travelling for specific purposes from before few years ago, 

i.e. religious, meeting relatives, pleasure, but now the motives of tourists are changing very vastly. 

Objectives of the Study – 

1. To study the development of tourism in Konkan, 

2. To identify the  potential  places for development of  new types of tourism, 

3. To know the problems related to the development of new types of tourism and suggest the remedies for 

sustainable tourism development of Konkan. 

Research Methodology – 

Primary and secondary data is used to study the new trends of tourism in Ratnagiri district. Primary 

data is collected by field visit through proper questionnaires. Secondary data is collected through various 

government departments, local NGOs, newspapers and websites. 
 

Study Area -        

Konkan is an important region of 

Maharashtra state which has its own identity 

since historical period. Konkan is a  720 km 

long coastal strip occupies the entire west 

coast of Maharashtra which extends from 

Dahanu in the north up to Goa in south and  

surrounded by the Sayhadry hills on the east 

and the Arabian Sea on the west. The Konkan 

includes the districts of Palghar, Thane, 

Raigad, Ratnagiri and Sindhudurg. Konkan's 

greenery, coconut trees, beautiful virgin 

beaches, waterfalls, mountains and lush green 

valleys will definitely provide a rich and 

pleasant experience for the traveller. 

Konkan which is famous for golden-brown sand, sea forts and the mesmerizing blue sea, has 

tremendous advantage to develop as a tourism destination due to its connectivity with entire state & nation. 

Konkan is well known for its natural beauty and that‟s the reason the region is referred as naturally gifted. .  
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Konkan is truly a heaven on earth for nature lovers who wish to relax in beaches, adventure to the top 

of hills and enjoy the beautiful waterfalls and sport in the clean backwaters. Konkan is well known for its 

natural beauty and that‟s the reason the region is referred as naturally gifted. Most of the district area is 

covered by dense rain forest, and are suitable for habitant of wild animals. 

Generally the climate of Konkan region is hot and humid. The region witness all climatic seasonal 

changes i.e. monsoon, winter and summer. Most of the district area is covered by dense rain forest, and are 

suitable for habitant of wild animals.  

Historically, Konkan has been the land with dense forest cover, waterfalls, mountains and lush green 

valleys with beautiful beaches, picturesque hamlets, paddy fields, coconut groves and mango orchards. Konkan 

is blessed with many unspotted & virgin natural beaches which is the major attraction of tourists. Government 

of Maharashtra has announced many tourism development plans but in reality this region has yet to be 

developed as heart of coastal India. There is wide scope to develop coastal Maharashtra / Konkan   as a tourism 

destination by converting challenges into opportunities. 

Analysis of Data  

Konkan region is known for its natural beauty and cultural diversity. Tourism has developed in various 

districts of Konkan, but is not developed evenly everywhere. Few places like Alibag, Ganpatipule, Malvan- 

Tarkarli, Devbag  are developed on large scale, while other places  are very less developed. As per the 

potential of tourist resources in Konkan region following new trends of tourism can be developed in coming 

years – 

 

Adventure Tourism :-  

As a kind of tourism in India, adventure tourism has recently grown in India. It involves exploration of 

remote areas and locals and engaging in various activities for adventure tourism in India, generally tourists 

prefer to go for trekking to places like Ladakh, Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakand, and North Eastern Himalaya. 

The various kinds of adventure tourism activities in India are Rock climbing, Skiing, Camel safari, 

Paragliding, Mountaineering, Rafting , Trekking . Konkan is also having the great potentiality of Adventure 

tourism in various areas. Coastal areas of Konkan   can become favourite hot spot sites for snorkelling, scooba 

diving, paragliding, parasailing and other water sports. In some creeks and coastal areas dolphins are seen 

frequently, so here development of Dolphin tourism can easily started on commercial level with proper 

training. 

             As another type of adventure tourism, rock climbing is also has tremendous potential in Western Ghat 

of Maharashtra, whereas ,Kanheri Caves,Manori Rocks ,  are popular sites , but Karnala and many more sights 

near Mahad, Ratnagiri are still waiting for development. Bicycle rides/ bike rides also can be developed in 

Ghat sections of Sahyadri mountain.The jungle treks of Andharban forest, Kalavantin Durg trek near Panvel, 

Makrandgad – Mahipatgad – Sumargad – Rasalgad trek , Nageshwar trek, Chakdev trek and Mahimatgad trek 

near Devrukh of Ratnagiri have great potential to attract adventure tourists.  

             Adventure tourism in India has recorded a steady growth in recent years.  

For the continuous growth , efforts are taken by the government of India. Similarly in Konkan also planning 

and policies should be implemented for the development of adventure tourism by state government and local 

authorities. 

Wild Life Tourism :- 

  India has a rich forest cover which has exotic species of wildlife in world, out of which some are even 

endangered and very rare. This has boosted wildlife tourism in India. Almost 40% of Konkan   is covered with 

green forest and home to a rich variety of flora and fauna. The Konkan is home to many endangered and rare 

species of plants and animals along with 367 species of marine flora and fauna. Most of the  area covered by 

dense rain forest, Amboli hill station area is most suitable habitat for wild animals like leopard, wild cats, 

rabbits, wild hen and  wild buffalo also appears in winter season. 

Konkan is home of various migratory birds after rainy season. Flamingos‟, Painted stork,Sea-gulls and 

so many different species of birds are seen every year in  various parts of Konkan, this can be a  great 

opportunity to introduce  Bird tourism as a new type of tourism. Karnala Bird Sanctuary and Sanjay Gandhi 
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National Park, Borivali are popular tourist places. Similarly, crocodile safaris in rivers/ creeks, butterflies and 

vultures in Phansad sanctuary, coastal sites of birds, and Olive Reedley turtle sites on entire Konkan coast can 

attract tourists from all category which will promote sustainable and eco-tourism in Konkan. 

Ecotourism :-  

Ecotourism, a environment friendly type of tourism has developed in India recently, but it can be 

developed in most of the parts of Konkan. Konkan is known for its lush green forest, paddy fields, coconut 

groves and mango orchard which has already great potential and have all the things to develop Eco tourism. 

Ecotourism means traveling to places known for their natural beauty and social culture, while making sure that 

not to damage the ecological balance of the place.  

             Ecotourism means conscious and responsible effort to preserve the diversity of a naturally endowed 

region and sustaining its beauty and local culture. Konkani people have been known since ages to worship and 

conserve nature in the form of Devrai or Sacred Grooves. Most of the rare species are seen here; because this 

forest is not cut by local people from so many years. They keep forest on the name of god, which is a good 

indicator of preservation of forest. These sites can be used for ecotourism. Matheran is famous  eco tourist 

place in Maharashtra, but other places like Machal in Lanja tehsil, Amba Ghat and other such areas can be 

developed as eco tourist sites as per the demands. 

             There are few beautiful lakes and water bodies in the region of Konkan, Dhamapur Lake and Moti 

Talav are two most famous among them. Dhamapur Lake is a natural and one of the largest lakes of Konkan, 

an ideal picnic spot can be utilised up to its natural potential for various nature related activities. 

Cultural Tourism :- 

India has been considered the land of ancient history, heritage, and culture from time immemorial. The 

rich Indian cultural heritage is one reason why tourists in all over world come to India to experience it. The 

various fairs and festivals that tourists can visit in India are the Pushkar Mela, Kumbhmela, Taj festival, as 

well as Ganpati festival, Pune and Elephanta festivals, etc. Various rulers who ruled on India since historical 

periods have made impact on Indian culture. This impact has seen on various forms of dances, paintings, 

music, art, architecture, traditional customs, languages and food.  The “Incredible India campaign” started by 

Indian Government has given successful identity to India at world level and this has led to the growth of 

culture tourism in India.  

             Konkan is known for its historical monuments, ancient caves and beautiful temples also. The rulers 

like Chalukya, Vakatak, Marathas, Portugij, and British etc. have spread their rich culture from historical 

period. The major forts of Maharashtra are situated along with the Konkan coastline; which includes the sea 

forts of Sindhudurg Fort, Janjira Fort and Vijaydurg Fort Suvarndurg Fort. Other most famous forts of Konkan 

are the Raigad Fort, Bhagavati fort, Kille Nivati and the Jaigad, Purnagad Fort, Rasalgad, Mahipatgad forts.  

These amazing forts can attract tourists as one of the most important trekking destinations to understand the 

glorious history of past  and  it will  also bring tourists close to colourful facets of Konkan traditions and 

architecture.. 

              The Konkani People are   festive by nature. Their love for celebration is deeply rooted in their culture 

and it discovers its expression through the different celebrations celebrated throughout the year. A few of the 

Main Festivals celebrated in the Konkan region are: Ganesh Chaturthi, Holi, Diwali, Dassera, Gudhi Padwa, 

Narali Pournima and Makar Sankranti. 

Cuisine Tourism :– 

Cuisine / Food tourism, the new type of tourism has tremendous potential as India has diverse culture 

of traditions, customs. Every state has its unique identity of variety food .Maharashtra being a large state has 

known for different food culture according to the regions. 

             Konkanis are a very diverse group of people. The diversity is reflected in the religion and also in their 

food dietary. Good sign of Konkan region is that Konkani food and cuisines are famous for its mouth-watering 

delicious. Malvani cuisine means famous and spicy dishes of sea-food dishes, Malvani Mutton Curry and 

Kombdi Vade along with local Solkadhi one of the popular local drink of the Konkan region Ukadiche Modak 

and many dishes of Konkanastha Brahmin. All these food variety have potential to attract many more tourists 

from all over Maharashtra. 
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Wellness Tourism  :- 

            Wellness tourism is one of the fastest growing forms of international and domestic tourism in India. 

This form of tourism involves people who travel to the different places for the  maintaining  of personal health 

and wellness. Wellness tourism include Naturopathy, massages, body treatments, facial treatments, exercise 

facilities & programs, weight loss programs, nutrition programs, Spa treatments and mind/body programs. In 

Konkan also Madhvbag near Khopoli is known for panchacarma, Pachal for naturopathy. Some other places 

have the potential for the development of such wellness tourism. Massage centres, mind/ body peace 

programmes, Vipassana centres Yoga centres can be easily started for the tourists who come for rest / 

refreshing / peaceful stay. The tourist places like Dapoli, Guhager, Ganpatipule, Ratnagiri, Malvan Tarkarli, 

Alibag etc.wich are already attracting thousands of tourists can be developed as centres of Wellness tourism 

related activities. 

Heritage Tourism :- 

Heritage tourism is a travel to experience the places and activities that authentically represent the 

stories and people of the past and present, which include historic, cultural and natural attractions.  India is 

known for its rich heritage and culture since the past and has recorded immense growth in the last few years in 

heritage tourism. Heritage tourism has two types i.e. Natural Heritage and Cultural heritage.Natural Heritage 

means the areas of rich biodiversity.  Cultural heritage can be seen in many forms including buildings, dance, 

food, dress, events, values, lifestyles and handicrafts. India's rich heritage is reflected in the various temples, 

palaces, monuments, and forts . Similarly Maharashtra and Konkan has also potential of heritage tourism. The 

rock sculptures which have recently found in many villages of Ratnagiri district has a great potential to attract 

not only Indian but foreign researchers, tourists also.  

Famous Wooden toys  of Sawantwadi, Dashavtar art form of Sindhudurg, Pinguli art and  paintings, 

Warli art and paintings , Balya dance, Koli dance form and various other folk dances are the assets of Konkan. 

Pinguli or Chitrakathi -- As a traditional art form of the Konkan region, Chitrakathi is quite unique and 

unlike any other because it engages the audience with nothing but mythological fables narrated with the visual 

help of pictures drawn on paper. This form of art was a speciality of the Thakar community and practised with 

vigour and passion when it had royal patron Chitrakathi is the art of storytelling with the help of pictures 

painted on cardboard pieces and cut to proper size. These tales are mostly based on the Puranas and popular 

epics such as the Ramayana and Mahabharata. The pictures are pasted on the top of a wooden strip and these 

are held by the artist and displayed in front while he narrates the story from behind. 

Rock Art / Petroglyph in Ratnagiri District :- 

A petroglyph is usually a prehistoric carving in a rock. Prehistory refers to the period of time before 

civilization and writing. Petroglyphs which are carved into the flat open rock surface gives them a scale and 

look that is unique. The recent discovery of 1,000 rock carvings on Maharashtra‟s Konkan coast is expected to 

provide new insights into the early history of the region. Jayant Sriram reports on the archaeological 

significance of these petroglyphs, which are estimated to be 12,000 years old. This carving is one of the over 

1,000 such petroglyphs that have been discovered in and around the Ratnagiri and Rajapur districts over the 

last two or three years, making them one of the most significant archaeological finds of recent times. The 

carvings cover over 52 sites across the region. 

             India is famous for ancient caves and 80% of caves are found in Maharashtra. Konkan is also having 

lot of caves sites in various places. Elephanta caves are popular among tourists but there are some other sites 

where tourists can visit easily if these sites can be developed as tourist places. Panhale kazi caves, Gandhar 

Pale caves near Mahad, Kondana caves near Karjat- Raigad are few examples of such caves 
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Agro Tourism :–  

            This form of tourism has enormous potential in India due to its agro-based economy and more rural 

population. Various states of India have agriculture problems, so in such situation if Agro tourism has to be 

promoted by Government/ local authority. Maharashtra a famous state in agriculture, but facing various issues 

of agriculture will be great advantage if Agro tourism is developed. A large numbers of migrations have taken 

place to Mumbai and other large cities after Independence. Today Konkan region is ideal for the development 

of Agro tourism to reduce unemployment and out migration. The warm and humid climatic conditions are 

quite favourable for Horticulture, e.g. Mangoes, Kokam, Cashew Nuts, Coconuts, Beetlenuts, Chikoo and 

many fruits are cultivated. Even Rubber Plantation is also successfully practiced in some areas. Konkani 

people depend mainly upon fishing and farming for their income and nowadays some are making their living 

with the assistance of growing Tourism in the area. The areas of Devgad, Dapoli , Khed and Ratnagiri are well-

known for its Alphonso mangoes. The Coconut, Mango Orchids can attract thousands of tourists from all over 

India as like Goa and Kerala. Still now few Agro tourism sites are well known and popular among the tourists. 

Entire Konkan coast has large potential for agri tourism sites, because of clean, calm beaches are close to 

agricultural fields. Agro tourism will be beneficiary to local people fot stopping of out migration and to 

increase the local people income. 

Coastal /Beach Tourism :– 

             India having the 7500 km. coast line which has not utilised still up to it‟s potential. Coastal / beach 

tourism related various activities have not given that much importance as this can promote India as world 

famous tourist destination. The states like Goa and Kerala have been attracted large number of tourists from all 

over world. Maharashtra being a coastal state have 720 km. long coastline which has virgin and pristine 

beaches. Most of these beaches are untouched, unspoiled having white and golden sand, but proper plans 

should be implemented for development of these coast. Snorkelling, scuba diving and water sports related 

games are the attractions here. Similarly Malvan- Tarkarli, Devbaug, Ganpatipule, Alibag- Murud-Janjira etc. 

few beaches are well developed but rest of all beaches and all the coastal villages can be focused as new tourist 

sites. 

  Sea world project at Malvan is pending from last 10 years, while Angria Bank which is rich in corals 

will be  one  the great attractions in future. This area has been declared as Marine park of India. Velas, Anjarle, 

Dabhol, Guhager and many sites are known for Olive Reedley turtles nesting sites can be developed as 

ecotourism hubs of Konkan. Dolphins cab be seen in most of the coastal areas and creeks, these places will be 

introduced as Ecotourism and sustainable tourist destinations of Konkan. 

Cruise Tourism :-             

       It is fast emerging new marketable product in world and India. Konkan with its vast and beautiful 

coastline, virgin beaches can attract tourists for development of  cruise tourism.  Before independence cruise 

transportation was an only mode of transportation, but due to development of road and railway network it was 

neglected. Cruise tourism can be better option to attract tourists on large scale. Cruise can be run in creeks, or 

sea as per the available demands, for example Mumbai to Goa such cruise is started before few months ago and 

getting good response from tourists. Various creeks like, Karli, Jaigad, Dabhol , Thane creeks has potential to 

start such cruise tourism. It will helpful for local fishermen also to increase their income. 
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Conclusion and Recommendations :–  

Tourism is emerged as an important instrument for sustainable human development including poverty 

alleviation, employment generation, environmental regeneration and development of remote areas and 

advancement of women and other disadvantaged groups in the region. 

Historically, Konkan has been the land with dense forest cover, waterfalls, mountains and lush green 

valleys with beautiful beaches, picturesque hamlets, paddy fields, coconut groves and mango orchards. Konkan 

is blessed with many unspotted & virgin natural beaches which is the major attraction of tourists. The right 

policy at right place, will ensure growth of tourism industry in Konkan and Maharashtra.  

Konkan region is naturally endowed region of variety tourist  resources. Out migration after 

independence has affected lot of on the local development and economy. People were not accepting big 

projects like Sterlite, Enron, Nanar, Jaitapur etc. at one side and employment opportunities were lacking other 

side . Konkan is a must visit travel destination that you can enjoy with your entire family. To develop the new 

types of tourism in Konkan region following are the few recommendations -- 

1. Attract the private sectors/ investors to come forward for the investment in tourism infrastructure. 

2. Through PPP investment, development should be in both tourism and civic infrastructure.  Efforts towards 

development of overall transport infrastructure in the form of good quality roads, rail network, airports, 

helipads, availability of tourist vehicles etc. may also be strengthened in order to improve the overall 

infrastructure. 

3. There should be provision of way side amenities, such as drinking water, well maintained and clean waiting 

rooms and toilets, first aid ,Bank and ATM facilities,  Petrol pump information, etc., tourist information 

centres and websites for providing requisite tourist information.  

4. Access and connectivity should be developed within tourist places, specially the rural potential sites or new 

types of tourism sites. 

5. Aggressive and catchy advertisement campaigns on the tourist destinations should be made to attract more 

and more tourists.  

6.  To fulfil the tourist demands well trained manpower or workforce is required, hence local people should be 

trained   skills and mannerism of hospitality industry.    

7. Audio-visual shows should be arranged to tell the past and present features of history and life of the eminent 

people of the region. 

8.  Focus should be remained on different segments of tourism i.e. newly married couple, Family, school/ 

College students, Retired persons/ senior citizens and foreigners. 

9. Plan for sustainable growth of rural tourism and balance of economics with people, culture and environment 

can be prepared for protecting natural resources, local heritage and lifestyles. 

10. Promotion of local traditional tourism products for long-term growth and prosperity. 
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Morphometric And Land Use Land Cover Analysis For Prioritization  

Of Watershed In Kalu River Basin. 

 

Vilonia Durai , Dr. B. B. Sonule 

 

1. Introduction: 

 Watershed management plays a significant role in conservation of water and soil resources and their 

sustainable development. Adoption of better watershed management practices overcomes issues of drought, 

flood, excessive runoff, poor infiltration, soil erosion, human health, and low productive yield.  

River basins comprise a distinct morphologic region and have special relevance to drainage pattern and 

geomorphology (Doornkamp and Cuchlaine, 1971; Strahler, 1957). Morphometry is an essential means in 

geomorphic analysis of an area. Horton (1945) for the first time, proposed quantitative methods for the analysis 

of morphometric characteristics of fluvially originated drainage basin. Morphometry is defined as the 

measurement and mathematical analysis of the configuration of the earth‟s surface and of the shape and 

dimension of its landforms (Clarke, 1966). Morphometric studies involve evaluation of streams through the 

measurement of stream properties with the analysis of various drainage parameters namely ordering of streams, 

basin area, and perimeter of basin, length of drainage channels, drainage density, stream frequency, bifurcation 

ratio, texture ratio and circulatory ratio. Morphometric studies involve area, altitude, shape, size, slope and 

profiles of watershed. (Singh S. 2000). 

 Morphometric properties of a drainage basin are quantitative attributes of the landscape that are 

derived from the terrain or elevation surface and drainage network within a drainage basin (Goudie, AS, 2004). 

According to Gardiner, 1982, the morphometry is potentially a most important approach to geomorphology, 

since it affords quantitative information on large scale fluvial landforms, which make-up the vast majority of 

the earth configuration. Morphometry has two distinct branches viz. i) Relief Morphometry and ii) Fluvial 

morphometry.  Relief morphometry includes the analysis of terrain characteristics through hypsometric curves, 

clinographic curves, percentage hypsometric curves, area- height curves, altimetric frequency histogram and 

curves, superimposed, projected and composite profiles, which assist in dealing with different aspects of 

landform characteristics of a drainage basin or of any geomorphic unit.  Fluvial morphometry includes the 

consideration of linear, areal and relief aspects of a fluvially originated drainage basin. The linear aspect deals 

with the hierarchical orders of streams, numbers and lengths of segments and various relationships among 

them, morphometric laws e.g. law of stream numbers and stream lengths. The quantitative analysis of drainage 

system is an important aspect of watershed characteristics. 

 Land use/land cover analysis is an important indicator for the environmental degradation including a 

watershed. Integration of LULC analysis in micro-watershed prioritization has been tested and applied by 

several researchers (Malik and Bhat 2014; Sujatha et al. 2014). Remote Sensing (RS) and Geographical 

Information Systems (GIS) techniques has been applied for prioritizing Kalu river basin, which is a basic 

requirement to prepare management schemes by the planners and policy makers to implement a selective 

approach considering the immensity of the watershed area (Javed et al. 2011). 

 The main objective of the present study is to assess the morphometric as well as Land Use Land Cover 

parameters of Kalu river basin to prioritize the sub-watershed for resource management and conservation. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Description of study area 

The study area encompasses the Kalu river basins, which is the sub-basin of the Ulhas River in the 

Thane district. The Kalu River lies between 19°18'8" to 73°11'17" North Latitude to 19°20'68" to 73°30'15" 

East Longitude. It flows from east to west. This river after flowing westward in its downstream receives a 

small river Bhatsa and later meets the Ulhas river near Kalyan, an industrial suburb of Mumbai. The total 

length of the Kalu River is nearly 110 km. 
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The annual precipitation in this region is about 2500mm and the post-monsoon availability of water is 

plentiful. However, owing to the higher slopes and scarps of the western limb of the Sahayadris (Western 

Ghats) flanking the eastern parts of the basin, the surface runoff is quite high.  

 
2.2. Data-sets used 

The toposheets were collected from Survey of India of scale of 1:50000. The topographical maps were 

geo referenced in ArcGIS software. The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM Arcnovoid) data were 

used to derive the DEM. The boundary and 39 sub-basins of Kalu river basin was delineated using both 

toposheets and DEM. For the convenience of Land Use Land Cover analysis, LANDSAT-8 (30m resolution) 

was used for the present study.  

2.3. Methodology 

The Survey of India toposheets and  SRTM Arcnovoid DEM was used for estimation of morphometric 

parameter of Kalu river basin such as: Bifurcation ratio (R b ), Drainage density (D d ), Stream frequency (F s ), 

Stream length ratio (R l ), Mean stream length (L μ ), Form factor (F f ), Elongation ratio(R e ), Circulatory ratio 

(R c ), Length of overland flow (L o ) etc. The detailed adopted methodology is expressed through flowchart 

(Figure 2). Table 1 explains the formulae used for quantitative determination of morphometric parameters. The 

delineation of the thirty nine sub basins were demarcated manually rest all other analysis was performed in the 

Geographical Information System environment with the aid of ArcGIS software. 

LANDSAT-8 (30m resolution) for the year 2019 as used for LULC analysis. The image was processed 

in Arc-GIS software.  Supervised classification was adopted and its verification was done with Google earth 

image for prioritizing the Kalu river basin (Figure 2). The sub-basin was demarcated into five classes, i.e. 

Agricultural land, Forest, Barren land, Water body and Settlement. 

 
Figure 2. Flowchart of methodology. 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/24749508.2018.1452482#F0002
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/24749508.2018.1452482#F0002
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Table 1 Formulas incorporated for the computation of morphometric parameters 

Morphmetric 

Parameters 
Formulas References 

Stream Order Hierarchical rank (Strahler Scheme) Strahler (1964) 

Steam Length Length of the stream Strahler (1964) 

Stream Length 

Ratio 
  = 

   

     
,    = is the stream length ratio,     = the mean stream length of order and        

= the mean stream length of the next lower order. 

 

Horton (1945) 

 

Bifurcation ratio 
  = 

   

     
,     = the bifurcation ratio,      = the number of streams of given order            

= the number of streams of the next higher order. 

 

Schumm (1956) 

 

Weighted Mean 

Bifurcation Ratio 

     
               

         
 

     = the weighted mean bifurcation ratio,     = the bifurcation  ration between  1st and 
2nd order streams,    =the total number of stream segments involved in calculation, and so on. 

 

Schumm (1956) 

Length of 

overland flow 
  = 

 

   
 ;    = Length of overland flow,   = Drainage density Horton (1945) 

Drainage density 

(Dd) (km/km2) 
  = 

  

 
 ; ∑L = the total length of streams in unit area and A= a unit area Horton (1945) 

Stream frequency 

(   ) 

(Per km) 

  = 
   

 
;   = the number of stream per unit of area (stream frequency), ∑ N = total number of streams 

segments of all orders within the given basin. A is the area of that basin in square meter. 

 

Horton (1945) 

Drainage density 

(Dd) (km/km2) 
  = 

  

 
 ; ∑L = the total length of streams in unit area and A= a unit area  

Horton (1945) 

Stream frequency 

(   ) 

(Per km) 

  = 
   

 
;   = the number of stream per unit of area (stream frequency), ∑ N = total number of 

streams segments of all orders within the given basin. A is the area of that basin in square 

meter. 

 

Horton (1945) 

Drainage texture 

    ) 
  = 

  

 
 ;   = drainage texture,   = total number of streams in all order, P=Perimeter of the 

basin. 

Horton (1945) 

Form factor    )   = 
  

 
  

;    is form factor,    is basin area and    is the basin length Strahler (1964) 

Circulatory ratio (  )   =      
 

   ;    =circulatory ratio,   = 3.142, A= area of the basin and P= perimeter of 

the basin 

Strahler (1964) 

Elongation ratio (    
   =

 

  
 ×√

 

 
 ; Where,     = elongation ratio, A= area of the basin (km2),  = 3.142 and    = 

the maximum basin length parallel to the principle drainage line. 

Schumm (1956) 

Constant of Channel 

Maintenance  (C  
    / km  

C=
 

  
 ; C= constant of channel maintenance,   = the drainage density. Schumm (1956) 

 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1. Estimation of linear parameters 

3.1.1. Stream order :The stream order is a measure of the position of a stream in the hierarchy of the 

tributaries. In the present study, stream ordering has been carried out using Strahler‟s scheme of stream 

ordering.  It is evident from the map that Kalu is a seventh order stream. 

3.1.2. Stream number : The count of stream channels in each order is known as stream number. It is evident 

from table that the number of streams decreased with increasing order of the streams in Kalu river basin.  The 

attribute data have been generated in GIS environment for counting the stream number for the entire Kalu river 

basin. Table 2 reveals a decrease in number of stream segments with an increase in the order of stream in Kalu 

river basin. 

Figure 3: Drainage network of Kalu river basin 
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Table 2 Stream orders for Kalu river basin 

Stream Order No. of stream Stream Length              

(Kilo meters) 

1 2815 1622.52 

2 649 521.42 

3 156 300.27 

4 33 121.98 

5 10 67.77 

6 3 60.59 

7 1 73.37 

Total 3667 2767.92 

 

 

Table 3 Kalu river basin: Morphometric parameters 

Sub Basin Basic parameters Stream analysis 

Area (sqkm) Perimeter  

(km) 

Basin 

Length 

(km) 

Total Number 

of Stream order 

Total Number of  

Stream Length 

K_01 52.486827 33.903023 12.44 311 195.25 

K_02 24.135316 22.344299 8 147 87.55 

K_03 26.887357 27.518849 8.51 172 107.44 

K_04 17.786445 28.539376 6.73 46 36.75 

K_05 9.883243 16.700287 4.82 34 28.68 

K_06 16.065457 18.340126 6.35 68 56.1 

K_07 22.670862 29.410795 7.72 63 44.82 

K_08 56.513673 35.065312 12.98 228 163.68 

K_09 12.19354 19.296788 5.43 28 21.9 

K_10 206.630588 75.754711 27.1 650 503.89 

K_11 83.278244 61.453006 16.17 171 155.34 

K_12 35.395395 35.87066 9.95 58 48.46 

K_13 30.635433 30.127633 9.16 73 51.21 

K_14 127.402951 60.968991 20.59 323 261.12 

K_15 181.501158 68.251042 25.18 356 364 

K_16 6.136273 11.217412 3.68 26 13.51 

K_17 8.899595 17.605363 4.54 43 20.63 

K_18 7.540412 16.406893 4.13 28 20.54 

K_19 11.579687 16.049107 5.27 64 36.28 

K_20 25.691729 26.914333 8.29 123 69.6 

K_21 10.303146 14.899314 4.94 34 21.04 

K_22 12.009708 21.725233 5.38 34 19.91 

K_23 16.370285 18.689812 6.42 56 28.88 

K_24 7.837038 11.849021 4.22 35 18.01 

K_25 16.268278 25.378919 6.4 56 35.75 

K_26 11.210099 15.541368 5.18 87 43.53 

K_27 10.838337 15.265292 5.08 20 20.54 

K_28 10.880603 15.68038 5.09 36 24.11 

K_29 9.46067 15.029157 4.7 16 15.85 

K_30 7.135957 11.165453 4.01 25 16.56 

K_31 4.418328 10.311692 3.05 25 10.46 

K_32 4.148048 9.489896 2.94 21 10.57 

K_33 5.938444 11.804525 3.61 18 10.71 

K_34 8.594366 12.851932 4.45 35 21.93 

K_35 7.177143 16.387533 4.02 41 24.83 

K_36 7.602138 17.930188 4.15 13 9.65 

K_37 6.313336 15.268913 3.74 20 11.62 

K_38 6.713033 12.305845 3.87 42 18.83 

K_39 8.133277 12.578551 4.31 39 21.82 

Total 1134.66 935.89103 292.62 3665 2671.36 

Sub Linear parameters Shape parameters 
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Basin Mean 

stream 

length 

Bifur 

cation 

ratio 

Weighte

d Bifur 

cation 

ratio 

Length of 

overland 

flow 

Drainage 

density 

Stream 

Freq 

uency 

Draia 

nage 

texture 

Form 

factor 

Circul

atory 

ratio 

Elong

ation 

Ratio 

Const

ant of 

chann

el 

maint

enanc

e 

K_01 13.27 7.94 4.18 0.13 3.72 5.93 0.63 0.34 0.57 0.66 0.27 

K_02 7.65 6.78 3.92 0.14 3.63 6.09 0.60 0.38 0.61 0.69 0.28 

K_03 9.1 7.14 4.55 0.13 4 6.4 0.63 0.37 0.45 0.69 0.25 

K_04 4.25 6.5 4.89 0.24 2.07 2.59 0.80 0.39 0.27 0.71 0.48 

K_05 4.31 5.63 6.65 0.17 2.9 3.44 0.84 0.43 0.45 0.74 0.34 

K_06 5.21 5.74 4.3 0.14 3.49 4.23 0.83 0.4 0.6 0.71 0.29 

K_07 4.7 8.08 5.59 0.25 1.98 2.78 0.71 0.38 0.33 0.7 0.51 

K_08 15.87 7.79 4.71 0.17 2.9 4.03 0.72 0.34 0.58 0.65 0.34 

K_09 4.79 5.5 7.18 0.28 1.8 2.3 0.78 0.41 0.41 0.73 0.56 

K_10 39.86 9.11 4.55 0.21 2.44 3.15 0.77 0.28 0.45 0.6 0.41 

K_11 17.25 8.29 4.18 0.27 1.87 2.05 0.91 0.32 0.28 0.64 0.53 

K_12 11.17 8.19 5.48 0.37 1.37 1.64 0.84 0.36 0.35 0.67 0.73 

K_13 7.57 6.5 4.47 0.3 1.67 2.38 0.70 0.36 0.42 0.68 0.60 

K_14 27.8 8.57 4.29 0.24 2.05 2.54 0.81 0.3 0.43 0.62 0.49 

K_15 25.81 7.85 3.6 0.25 2.01 1.96 1.03 0.29 0.49 0.6 0.50 

K_16 3.24 4.5 4.04 0.23 2.2 4.24 0.52 0.45 0.61 0.76 0.45 

K_17 4.54 6.33 4.7 0.22 2.32 4.83 0.48 0.43 0.36 0.74 0.43 

K_18 5.62 4.88 5.29 0.18 2.72 3.71 0.73 0.44 0.35 0.75 0.37 

K_19 6.07 6.05 4.91 0.16 3.13 5.53 0.57 0.42 0.56 0.73 0.32 

K_20 4.73 7.19 4.16 0.18 2.71 4.79 0.57 0.37 0.45 0.69 0.37 

K_21 4.91 5.3 5.35 0.24 2.04 3.3 0.62 0.42 0.58 0.73 0.49 

K_22 1.72 5.3 5.35 0.3 1.66 2.83 0.59 0.41 0.32 0.73 0.60 

K_23 3.99 5.27 3.91 0.28 1.76 3.42 0.51 0.4 0.59 0.71 0.57 

K_24 3.42 5.43 4.38 0.22 2.3 4.47 0.51 0.44 0.7 0.75 0.43 

K_25 7.13 7.06 5.64 0.23 2.2 3.44 0.64 0.4 0.32 0.71 0.45 

K_26 5.43 5.77 3.45 0.13 3.88 7.76 0.50 0.42 0.58 0.73 0.26 

K_27 7.08 3.88 3.61 0.26 1.89 1.85 1.02 0.42 0.58 0.73 0.53 

K_28 4.46 4.75 3.99 0.23 2.22 3.31 0.67 0.42 0.56 0.73 0.45 

K_29 4.13 3.5 3.56 0.3 1.68 1.69 0.99 0.43 0.53 0.74 0.60 

K_30 3.75 6.5 9.84 0.22 2.32 3.5 0.66 0.44 0.72 0.75 0.43 

K_31 2.31 4.4 3.89 0.21 2.37 5.66 0.42 0.47 0.52 0.78 0.42 

K_32 2.55 4 3.33 0.2 2.55 5.06 0.50 0.48 0.58 0.78 0.39 

K_33 3.56 3.83 4.13 0.28 1.8 3.03 0.59 0.46 0.54 0.76 0.56 

K_34 4.56 5.43 4.38 0.2 2.55 4.07 0.63 0.43 0.65 0.74 0.39 

K_35 5.85 4.88 3.62 0.14 3.46 5.71 0.61 0.44 0.34 0.75 0.29 

K_36 1.6 3 2.77 0.39 1.27 1.71 0.74 0.44 0.3 0.75 0.79 

K_37 2.09 4.17 4.72 0.27 1.84 3.17 0.58 0.45 0.34 0.76 0.54 

K_38 3.3 6.1 6.77 0.18 2.81 6.26 0.45 0.45 0.56 0.76 0.36 

K_39 2.99 5.71 4.78 0.19 2.68 4.8 0.56 0.44 0.65 0.75 0.37 
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3.1.2. Stream length 

Stream length is measured from the farthest drainage divide to the mouth of a river. Generally the total 

length of stream segments is the maximum in first-order streams and decreases with an increase in the stream 

order. As far as the whole basin of the Kalu river is concerned, the total length of stream segments is maximum 

in case of first order streams. It is observed that the total length of the stream segments is comparatively lesser 

in case of higher order stream i.e. 67.77 km and 60.59km in fifth and sixth order streams respectively in the 

study area. Moreover, the total length of seventh order stream is 73.37 km, which is greater than the sixth order 

stream i.e. 60.59km. Hence, the stream segment of various orders doesn‟t make a geometric series. It might be 

attributed to stream courses traversing areas of high altitude, moderately steep slopes and varying lithological 

conditions.   

3.1.3. Mean stream length (L μ) 

The mean stream length is a dimensional property, revealing the characteristic size of the components 

of drainage network and its contributing surface (Strahler A N, 1964). This general tendencies are observed in 

most of the sub basins expect in K_02, K_06, K_10, K_13,K_23,K_26, K_28, K_30, K_35, and K_36 where 

there is a deviation from the general observation. This deviation might be due to the variation in the slope and 

topography (Vittala (2004), Chopra (2005) and Rudraiah (2008). 

3.1.4. Stream length ratio (Rl ) 

Stream length ratio is the ratio of the mean length of the one order to the next order of the stream 

segments (Horton R. E., 1945).  Highest stream length ratio can be spotted at sub basins K_17 and K_11 with 

8.50 and 8.32 respectively, whereas, lowest stream length ration can be seen in sub basins K_28 and K_30 with 

0.38 and 0.35 respectively. The increasing trend in the stream length ratio could be attributed to early mature 

geomorphic stages o the watershed. However the sudden decrease of stream length ratio in higher order stream 

segment might be due to mature topographic impression of the basin. 

3.1.5. Bifurcation ratio (Rb ) 

The term bifurcation ratio refers to the ratio between the total number of streams of one order to that of 

next higher order (Schumm, 1956). The    in the sub basins of the study area ranges from 3.00 to 9.11. Higher 

   values with more than 5.00 are found in the 28 sub-basins of Kalu river. This indicates strong structural 

control on the drainage pattern and low permeability of the sub surface strata. Whereas the lower     values 

with less than 5.00, found in the remaining 11 sub-basins are attributed to the characteristics of less structural 

disturbances which in turn has not distorted the drainage pattern.   

3.1.7. Weighted Mean of Bifurcation Ratio 

The weighted mean bifurcation ratio (    ) may be defined as the average of bifurcation ratios of all 

orders. In the present study, Rbwm varies between 2.77 to 9.84. Sub-basin K_05, K_07, K_09, K_18, 

K_21,K_22,K_25,K_30 and K_38 indicates a strong structural control on the drainage pattern and rest of the 

sub-basins fall under normal basin category. 

3.1.8. Length of overland flow (Lo ) 

Horton R. E. (1945) defined length of overland flow (Lo) as length of flow over the ground surface 

before the runoff becomes concentrated in definite stream channels. The values obtained in the study area vary 

from 0.13 to 0.39 km. The minimum Lo values found in sub-basins K_1, K_3 and K_26 indicates shorter flow 

paths, high relief or steep slopes and the rainwater will enter the stream quickly which results into high runoff. 

Whereas the maximum Lo values found in sub-basin K_36 indicates longer flow paths, low relief or gentler 

slopes and the rainwater had to travel relatively longer distance before getting concerted into stream channels. 

3.2. Estimation of areal parameters 

3.1.6. Drainage density (Dd ) 

The drainage density (Dd) is the ratio of the total channel segment length (L), computed for all orders 

within a sub-basisn to the basin area. The average drainage density in Kalu river basin is 2.35. It ranges from 

minimum 1.37km/sqkm in K_12 to maximum 4.00 km/km2 in K_03 sub basin. It is observed that low drainage 

density found in regions of highly resistant or permeable soil material under vegetative cover and low relief. In 

contrast, high drainage density is found in the regions of week and impermeable sub- surface material, sparse 

vegetation and mountainous relief (Nag, 1998).  
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3.2.8. Drainage frequency (Fs) 

Stream frequency may be defined as the number of streams per unit area. In the study area, it is noted 

that the value of      vary from 1.64 to 7.76. It‟s been classified into very low, low, moderate and high stream 

frequency zones. Overall sub basins are dominated by moderate stream frequency. The variation is due to 

rainfall, relief, infiltration rate and initial resistivity of that terrain to erosion. 

3.1.7. Texture ratio (T) 

Texture ratio refers to the the relative spacing of drainage lines. Horton (1945) defined drainage 

texture as number of stream per unit area.  In the present study, classification given by Smith (1950) has been 

adopted, i.e. very coarse (<2) and coarse (2-4) texture can be seen at the central and western region of Kalu 

basin , moderate texture (4-6) are found in K-14, K_15 and K_20, fine (6-8) and very fine (>8) drainage 

texture are found in the northern and eastern region of the study area.  

3.2.3. Form factor (Ff) 

The ratio of basin area to the square of basin length is called the form factor (Horton,1932). The shape 

of a basin is identified by form factor (Rf). The Rf value „0‟ confirms highly elongated shape and „1.0‟ 

indicates circular shape of the basin. Low form factor ratio will be for basin of flatter peak flow for longer 

duration with less side flow for shorter duration and high main flow for longer duration and vice-verse (Biswas 

S, et. al.,1999 and Reddy, G.P.O., et. al., 2002). In the present study, form factor ranges from 0.29 to 0.48. It 

reveal that, almost all the sub-basins have low    indicating elongated shape and suggested that hydrograph 

peak for long duration. Flood flows of such elongated basins are easier to manage than those of the circular 

basin. 

3.2.1. Circulatory ratio (Rc) 

It is defined as the ratio of basin area to the area of a circle having the same perimeter as the basin. The 

circulatory ratio is influenced by the length and the frequency of stream, geological structure, vegetation cover, 

climate, relief and slope of the basin. In the study area, the     values range from 0.27 to 0.72. The sub basins 

K_02, K_16, K_24, K_30, K_34 and K_39 have the highest     values (more than 0.60), which indicates that 

watershed shapes are like circular. These sub-basins have higher peak flow as compared to elongated basins. 

Almost all the sub basins falls under elongated shape as their values are below 0.5. The exceptions are K_30, 

K_24, K_34, K_29, where it is less elongated in shape. Here, the watershed shapes are like circular as a result 

it gets scope for uniform infiltration and takes long time to reach access water at basin outlet, which is further 

subjected to existing geology, slope and land cover (Reddy O.G.P, 2009). 

3.2.2. Elongation ratio (Re) 

It is the ratio of diameter of a circle having the same area as the basin and the maximum basin length. 

The values of elongation ratio generally range from 0.6 to 1.0 over a wide variety of climatic and geologic 

types (Schumm S. A. 1956). The values close to 1.0 are typical of a region of very low relief, whereas values 

close to 0.6 are generally associated with high relief and steep ground slope ( Strahler, A.N., 1964 quoted in 

Singh 2000).  In Kalu river basin the elongation ratio values range from 0.60 to 0.78. The sub-basins K_01, 

K_02, K_03, K_08, K_10, K_11,K_12, K_13, K_14, K_15 and K_20 falls under elongated category and the 

remaining other sub basins falls under less elongated category 

3.2.6. Constant of channel maintenance (C) 

The constant of channel maintenance indicates the minimum area required for the development and 

maintenance of a channel; that is, the ratio represents the amount of basin area needed to maintain one linear 

unit of channel length (Ritter D.F., 1978). It is the area required to maintain one linear kilometer of stream 

channel. . Generally a higher constant of channel maintenance of a basin indicates higher permeability of the 

rock of that basin and vice-versa. In the study area, the value of C ranges from 0.26 to 0.79. Except for the sub 

basins K_12, K_22, K_36, rest other sub basins falls under low to moderate constant of channel maintenance. 

It indicates that these sub basins are under the influence of high structural disturbance, low permeability, steep 

slopes and high surface run off. 

3.3 Land Use/Land Cover analysis 

 The modification of landscape done by human being has a profound effect on the natural setting of the 

environment. The influence of human being in the changing pattern of the land use at present is the main 
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environmental concern. “Knowledge about land use/land cover has become important to overcome the problem 

of biogeochemical cycles, loss of productive ecosystems, biodiversity, deterioration of environmental quality, 

loss of agricultural lands, destruction of wetlands, and loss of fish and wildlife habitat.” (Mallupattu & 

Sreenivasula Reddy, 2013). On the basis of the interpretation of the remote sensing imagery, the study area is 

been classified into five categories.  Out of the total area of Kalu river basin (1134 km
2
), around 626.79 km

2 

area comprises of agricultural land, 188.98 km
2
 area falls under forest, 270.97 km

2
 under barren land, 

21.91km
2
 comprises of water body and 25.85 km

2 
occupied by settlement (Table 4). Figure 4 shows that 

agriculture is the predominant occupation in the study region. Areas under forest are comparatively less than 

the barren land. Chances of bringing more barren land under cultivation is possible in near future.  There 

should be a proper planning for the barren land to convert into forest area.  

Table 4 LULC of Kalu river basin (2019) 

Sr.no Class Area (sqkm) 

1 Agricultural land 626.79 

2 Forest 188.98 

3 Barren land 270.97 

4 Water 21.91 

5 Settlement 25.85 

Total   1134.5 

 

Figure 4 Land Use/ Land Cover of Kalu river basin. 

 
4. Prioritization of Sub-watershed The morphometric parameters like drainage density, bifurcation ratio, 

stream frequency, elongation ratio, form factor, circularity ratio and compactness constant can be termed as 

erosion risk assessment parameters and have been used to prioritize watershed. (Biswas, et al. 1999). The 

analyses of morphometric parameters are significant in identifying and determining the zones of areas of high 

erosion risk (Yadav et al., 2016). Prioritization of thirty nine sub-watersheds has been done to identify the zone 

having high soil erosion activity so that proper conservation measures can be taken to check the soil erosion of 

that particular area. The sub-watersheds have been classified into five priority zones according to their 
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compound value as Very high, High, Medium, Low and Very low. The watershed wise prioritization ranks are 

given in table 5 and the final prioritized map of the study area is shown in figure 5.  

As far as the morphometric parameter are concerned,  very high priority zone consist of six watershed, 

highest priority zone consists of nine watersheds, medium priority of six, low priority of eight watersheds and 

very low priority of ten watershed. Land Use/Land Cover classes are categorized as agricultural land, Forest, 

Barren land, water body and settlement at the sub-basin level. It is observed that very high priority zone consist 

of seven watersheds; highest priority zone consists of eleven watersheds, medium priority of thirteen, low 

priority of six watersheds and very low priority of two watersheds. Thus, environmental management and 

conservation to be applied first to K_10,K_11,K_12 and K_14 sub-watersheds followed by other sub-

watersheds. 

  Table 5 Prioritization of Kalu river basin (Morphometric parameters) 

Sub 

Basin 
R b R bw Dd Fs T Lo Rf Rc Re Cc Compound 

Factor 

Prioritized 

Rank 

Interpre 

tation 

K_01 6 24 3 5 20 37 5 26 6 38 17 2 High 

K_02 12 30 4 4 25 34 11 34 9 39 20.2 3 Medium 

K_03 10 17 1 2 22 38 9 15 10 37 16.1 1 Very high 

K_04 13 12 24 30 9 14 13 1 13 36 16.5 2 High 

K_05 21 4 8 20 5 31 24 16 24 35 18.8 2 High 

K_06 20 22 5 15 7 35 14 33 14 34 19.9 3 Medium 

K_07 5 6 28 29 15 12 12 6 12 33 15.8 1 Very high 

K_08 8 15 9 17 14 32 6 27 5 32 16.5 2 High 

K_09 22 2 32 33 10 6 17 12 17 29 18 2 High 

K_10 1 18 16 26 11 23 1 17 1 30 14.4 1 Very high 

K_11 3 25 30 34 4 9 4 2 4 31 14.6 1 Very high 

K_12 4 7 38 39 6 2 7 9 7 28 14.7 1 Very high 

K_13 14 19 36 32 16 3 8 13 8 24 17.3 2 High 

K_14 2 23 25 31 8 15 3 14 3 25 14.9 1 Very high 

K_15 7 35 27 35 1 13 2 19 2 26 16.7 2 High 

K_16 31 28 22 14 32 17 34 35 34 27 27.4 5 Very low 

K_17 16 16 18 10 37 20 25 11 25 17 19.5 3 Medium 

K_18 28 10 11 18 13 28 28 10 28 18 19.2 3 Medium 

K_19 18 11 7 8 29 33 19 23 18 19 18.5 3 Medium 

K_20 9 26 12 12 30 29 10 18 11 20 17.7 2 High 

K_21 25 8 26 24 23 16 20 28 19 21 21 4 Low 

K_22 26 9 37 28 27 4 18 4 20 22 19.5 3 Medium 

K_23 27 31 34 22 33 7 15 32 15 23 23.9 4 Low 

K_24 23 20 20 13 34 21 29 38 29 13 24 5 Very low 

K_25 11 5 23 21 19 18 16 5 16 14 14.8 2 High 

K_26 19 37 2 1 36 39 21 29 21 15 22 4 Low 

K_27 35 34 29 36 2 11 22 30 22 16 23.7 5 Very low 

K_28 30 29 21 23 17 19 23 24 23 7 21.6 4 Low 

K_29 37 36 35 38 3 5 26 21 26 8 23.5 5 Very low 

K_30 15 1 19 19 18 22 30 39 30 9 20.2 4 Low 

K_31 32 32 17 7 39 24 38 20 38 10 25.7 5 Very low 

K_32 34 38 14 9 35 25 39 31 39 11 27.5 5 Very low 
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K_33 36 27 33 27 26 8 37 22 35 12 26.3 5 Very low 

K_34 24 21 15 16 21 26 27 36 27 3 21.6 4 Low 

K_35 29 33 6 6 24 36 31 7 31 4 20.7 4 Low 

K_36 38 39 39 37 12 1 32 3 32 5 23.8 5 Very low 

K_37 33 14 31 25 28 10 35 8 36 6 22.6 5 Very low 

K_38 17 3 10 3 38 30 36 25 37 1 20 4 Low 

K_39 39 13 13 11 31 27 33 37 33 2 23.9 5 Very low 
 

Table 6 Prioritization of Kalu river basin (Land Use/Land Cover parameters) 

Sub 

Basin 
Agricult

ure 

Forest Barren 

land 

Water Settlement Total Compound 

factor 

Prioritized 

Rank 

Interpretatio

n 

K_01 19 37 3 4 28 91 18.2 2 High 

K_02 34 28 7 11 29 109 21.8 3 Medium 

K_03 23 27 6 18 26 100 20 3 Medium 

K_04 20 22 9 10 18 79 15.8 2 High 

K_05 38 23 12 23 17 113 22.6 3 Medium 

K_06 39 33 10 20 23 125 25 3 Medium 

K_07 10 31 11 21 12 85 17 2 High 

K_08 7 34 4 30 7 82 16.4 2 High 

K_09 14 21 15 26 21 97 19.4 2 High 

K_10 2 38 1 2 4 47 9.4 1 Very High 

K_11 4 36 5 6 5 56 11.2 1 Very High 

K_12 5 10 13 9 11 48 9.6 1 Very High 

K_13 6 11 18 5 8 48 9.6 1 Very High 

K_14 3 35 8 3 3 52 10.4 1 Very High 

K_15 1 39 2 1 1 44 8.8 1 Very High 

K_16 26 1 16 39 36 118 23.6 3 Medium 

K_17 13 2 21 19 33 88 17.6 2 High 

K_18 21 7 20 28 35 111 22.2 3 Medium 

K_19 15 12 14 25 27 93 18.6 2 High 

K_20 8 20 17 8 6 59 11.8 1 Very High 

K_21 16 18 23 34 14 105 21 3 Medium 

K_22 12 14 26 15 25 92 18.4 2 High 

K_23 11 30 27 17 16 101 20.2 3 Medium 

K_24 29 16 24 13 15 97 19.4 2 High 

K_25 9 25 29 32 19 114 22.8 3 Medium 

K_26 31 32 33 36 30 162 32.4 5 Very Low 

K_27 17 24 35 35 20 131 26.2 4  Low 

K_28 25 26 28 12 10 101 20.2 3 Medium 

K_29 18 13 32 22 22 107 21.4 3 Medium 

K_30 24 5 36 16 9 90 18 2 High 

K_31 35 8 31 27 34 135 27 4  Low 

K_32 33 3 22 33 39 130 26 4  Low 

K_33 30 9 34 29 31 133 26.6 4  Low 

K_34 37 29 37 37 38 178 35.6 5 Very Low 
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Figure 5: Prioritization of Kalu river basin (Morphometric parameters) 

 
 

Figure 6: Prioritization of Kalu river basin (Land Use Land Cover parameters) 

 

 

 

K_35 28 17 30 31 32 138 27.6 4  Low 

K_36 22 6 38 7 13 86 17.2 2 High 

K_37 36 4 39 24 2 105 21 3 Medium 

K_38 32 15 25 14 24 110 22 3 Medium 

K_39 27 19 19 38 37 140 28 4  Low 
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5. Conclusion:   
Morphometric and Land Use /Land Cover analysis is an important tool to evaluate the soil erosion and 

watershed management of the Kalu river basin. In the present study, morphometric analyses were carried out 

through measurement of linear and areal aspects of the watershed. Lowest drainage density is found in the 

middle course of Kalu river basin where the subsoil is highly resistant permeable under dense vegetation and 

low relief. High drainage density are found in the rugged region towards east, indicates impermeable rocks. 

Average drainage density is 2.41 which indicate moderate permeability and better vegetation cover. The 

bifurcation ratio indicates strong structural control on the drainage basin. The value of circularity ratio and 

form factor suggests that the sub watersheds are more or less elongated in shape. The flood flows of such an 

elongated basin are easier to manage than those of the circular. In the Kalu river basin, the value of elongation 

ratio for all sub watersheds indicates high relief and steep ground slope. 

Watershed prioritization is one of the most important aspects of planning for implementation of its 

development and management programs. The result of prioritization of sub-watersheds as per morphometry 

shows that, sub basins K_3, K_7, K_10,K_11,K_12 and K_14 falls under high priority category. As per Land 

Use /Land Cover analysis, sub-basins K_10, K_11, K_12, K_13, K_14 and K_20 falls under high priority. 

Comparative analysis of both Morphometric and LU/LC analysis gives us similar results, where the priority 

class more or less overlaps in the same category. High priority sub basins are having greater degree risk of soil 

erosion and environmental degradation. Therefore, immediate attention towards soil and water conservation 

measures is required in these watersheds to preserve the land from further erosion. 
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Potentials for Tourism Development in Konkan 

 

Mrs. Deuskar Sanjyot Pritam, 

  Mrs. Savitsmita Vilasrao Chawan, 

 

 

1. Introduction 

Konkan, a region endowed with natural beauty and rich in ancient cultural heritage has a great 

potential for developing as a leading tourism destination in India. Potential for tourism development in Konkan 

is put forth here with reference to Potentials for development of Tourism types. 

 

Potentials for development of Tourism types 

Konkan region is endowed with natural beauty and historical structures that are still underutilised for 

attracting the tourism segment to this region. Therefore promoting different tourism types would provide a 

great momentum to tourism business in the region. These are: 

 

Beach Tourism:  

Konkan is gifted with long coastline of 720 kms. It has number of peaceful and clean beaches waiting 

for the tourists. Beaches from Raigad district like Alibag, Kihim, Revdanda, Kashid, and the beaches from 

Ratnagiri like Anjarle, Ganpatipule are visited by more tourists. Sindhudurg district has become famous for 

Devbag and Tarkarli beaches. But apart from this there are   beaches which are awaiting for the tourism 

development like Bordi, Devgad, Mochemad, Mithbav and Tondavli. 

 

Cruise Tourism:  

India and UAE have agreed to boost maritime transport so as to increase the people and people contact 

and increase tourism, especially cruise tourism. India is also looking at visa exemptions for official and special 

passport holders, which can benefit Maharashtra, especially Konkan region. 

 

Ecotourism:  

Ecotourism is a form of tourism involving visiting fragile, pristine, and relatively undisturbed natural 

areas, intended as a low-impact and often small scale alternative to standard commercial mass tourism. It 

means responsible travel to natural areas, conserving the environment, and improving the well-being of the 

local people. Its purpose may be to educate the traveller, to provide funds for ecological conservation, to 

directly benefit the economic development and political empowerment of local communities, or to foster 

respect for different cultures and for human rights. 
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Map 1: Tourism Attractions in Konkan Region 

 
 

 

Key: Tourism Attractions in Konkan region 

ID NAME ID NAME ID NAME ID NAME 

1 Shridhon 41 Mahad 81 Adivare 121 Napne 

2 Shivthargal 42 Kankeshwar 82 Anjarle 122 Kunkeshwar 

3 Shantivan 43 Raigad fort 83 Asud Keshavraj 123 Nirmal 

4 Tara 44 Bankot fort 84 Vyadeshwar Mandir 124 Palu 

5 Jawhar 45 Janjira 85 Ratnagiri fort 125 Bhira 
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6 Vajreshwari 46 Alibag fort 86 Jaigad 126 Chandepatti 

7 Alkoli 47 Khanderi 87 Ratnadurga 127 Avas 

8 Ganeshpuri 48 Sagargad 88 Vijaydurg 128 Rajwadi 

9 Tungareshwar 49 Karnala 89 Sindhudurg 129 Diva island 

10 Malshej Ghat 50 Kolaba 90 Suvarnadurg 130 Tivare 

11 Mahalaxmi 51 Revdanda fort 91 Purnagad 131 Kankaditya 

12 Vajreshwari kund 52 Korlai 92 Mahipatgad 132 Nivli Petroglyphs 

13 Titwale 53 Underi 93 Vasota 133 Gavadewadi 

Petroglyphs 

14 Shahad 54 Lingana 94 Bhairavgad 134 Medhe 

15 Malang gad 55 Akshi_1 95 Prachitgad 135 Vimleshwar 

16 Ambarnath 56 Sarasgad 96 Rasalgad 136 Dhamapur 

17 Vasai fort 57 Sudhagad 97 Sumargad 137 Achara 

18 Thane 58 Ratnagiri 98 Govalkot 138 Anganewadi 

19 Mahuli 59 Guhaghar 99 Gopalgad 139 Sagareshwar 

20 Ghodbunder 60 Karde 100 Panhalikaji caves 140 Ozar 

21 Tansa 61 Murud 101 Palshet 141 Aravali 

22 Bhatsa 62 Harne 102 Chikhali 142 Rameshwar 

23 Vaitarna 63 Kelshi 103 Velas 143 Ajgaon 

24 Palghar 64 Dabhol 104 Palgad 144 Devgad 

25 Vikramgad 65 Nandivade 105 Murud town 145 Bharatgad 

26 Alibag 66 Malgund 106 Derwan 146 Bhagwantgad 

27 Akshi 67 Ganpatipule 107 Dapoli Agricultural 

University 

147 Valaval 

28 Nagaon 68 Chiplun 108 Malvan 148 Sarjekot 

29 Revdanda 69 Ladghar 109 Tarkarli 149 Mahadevgad 

30 Kihim 70 Unhavare 110 Mochemad 150 Manohar 

Manasantoshgad 

31 Kashid 71 Aravali 111 Mithbav 151 Ranganagad 

32 Murud 72 Unhale 112 Tondavali 152 Shivapur 

33 Diveagar 73 Pawas 113 Bhogave 153 Kunkeshwar 

34 Shrivardhan 74 Hedavi 114 Nivati 154 Ainari 

35 Bagmandla 75 Rajapur 115 Kondura 155 Khajandevi 

36 Harihareshwar 76 Parshuram 116 Shiroda 156 Sawantwadi 

37 Matheran 77 Velneshwar 117 Vayangani 157 Pinguli 

38 Tapalwadi 

waterfall 

78 Marleshwar 118 Velaghar 158 Akeri 

39 Zenith 79 Karneshwar 119 Amboli 159 Sindhudurg nagari 

40 Pali 80 Dhutpapeshwar 120 Dajipur 160 Vengurla 

 

Velas has come up as important eco-tourism centre. Mahuli fort and Tansa wild life sanctuary is 

another important eco-tourism centre. Malvan marine Natural Park is yet another avenue. But apart from it 

there are number of opportunities for eco-tourism. Alibaug-Murud-Janjira is the coastal belt which attracts 

large number of migratory birds. It is also rich in local bird species. Mhasala creek is the ideal location for 

migratory birds like crab-plover, oyster catcher, plovers, sand pipers, godwit and alike birds. Hornbill, 

Woodpecker, Golden oreal and birds of heaven are commonly seen here. The coastal belt between Dighi to 

Harihareshwar (Raigad District) is also very rich in bird life. Turnstones migrate from Europe and Siberia and 

land here. Reef herons, Green herons, Black headed and Brown headed Gulls, Shank, Lesser crested tern, Rosy 

tern, and Eagles are found here. Phansad bird sanctuary near Alibag in Raigad district is rich in biodiversity. 

Currently it is visited only by trekkers and bird lovers. It has potential to attract more tourist in different parts 

of the year. Mauli Lake near Paat-Parule near Kudal supports great variety of water lilies, lotus and various 
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other aquatic plants. It also attracts variety of migratory birds especially during winter season. Such sites can 

be explored for eco-tourism. Tradition of „devrai‟ (sacred grooves) is found in some villages of Konkan. These 

areas can also be used for eco-tourism. 

Geo Tourism:  

It seeks to provide tourists with relevant information on the formation of a place‟s geology and 

geomorphology. Apart from these, geo tourism is also involved in encouraging both the local community and 

the tourists to work together in maintaining the quality of each geological site by following the preservation 

guidelines that are already in place. 

Hot water springs, steep slopes of Sanhyadri, waterfalls, caves, valleys, sea cliffs, features of erosion 

and weathering and sea wave cut landforms are found in different parts of Konkan. Such places can be selected 

for the promotion of Geo tourism. 

Brahman ghal located in Ratnagiri district has outstanding potential. A small gorge is situated near the 

beach. At the time of high tide, sea waves rush into this gorge and collide on rocks and a water column of 

about 15-20 meters rises from this gorge. 

Rural Tourism: 

 To showcase rural life, art, culture and heritage at rural locations in villages and to benefit the local 

community economically and socially as well as to enable interaction between tourists and local population for 

a mutually enriching experience, rural tourism can be promoted. Rural tourism focuses on actively 

participating in a rural lifestyle. It can be a variant of ecotourism. There is a segment of the urban population 

that is interested in visiting the rural areas and understanding the lifestyle. Agro tourism is one form which can 

be promoted in Konkan. It is helpful to both farmers and urban people. It provides additional income source 

and job opportunities to the farmers and nearby youth. Development of agro tourism has started in Konkan. 

But it is very limited. Awareness about government schemes and training facilities are provided by some 

NGO‟s like Konkan Pratishthan. It is helping the farmers to start this activity. 

Heritage Tourism: 

 Konkan has treasure of tangible and intangible heritage resources. It has an enormous capacity to 

support and inspire the development of the region. Many of the region‟s innumerable cultural jewels are 

threatened, in some cases by overuse, in others by neglect, and in many simply by the pressures of economic 

development and striving toward a better future. The presence of these highly valuable cultural endowments in 

the region opens up major opportunities for development, providing a major source of employment, and 

thereby contributing to the reduction of poverty and the decrease of chronic joblessness. 

 

Heritage resources of Konkan 

Petroglyphs: 

 Petroglyphs, the sculptures which are beautifully carved on the open and vast lateritic plateaus in 

Ratnagiri and Rajapur talukas are the unique tourist attractions. As of January 2019, there have been 52 

confirmed and explored sites and over 1000 petroglyphs discovered. Still the explorations are in progress at 16 

more sites. These magnificent rock carvings are made in hard lateritic rock during Mesolithic and Neolithic 

period, almost 10,000 BC. Even though these sculptures which are made of various animals, birds and 

geometrical structures are very mysterious, yet they are a beautiful man-made invention. Two researchers 

namely Sudhir Rishbud and Dhananjay Marathe, from Ratnagiri have thoroughly studied these sculptures and 

made a classified list of them. Tejas Garge, Director of state Archaeological department has estimated that 

these petroglyphs date back to be between 10,000 BC and 2,000 BC. 

In many places, the size of the carvings of elephants and tigers are as big as the actual animals. The 

carvings of a crocodile, tortoise, fishes, and snakes can also be seen. But in all the sculptures; human figure 

carvings are more common. Geometrical shapes were excavated in the square of Gawadewadi and Nivaliphata. 

The purpose of this carving is yet undiscovered. Many of the sculptures are unfinished but most of them have 

been carved clearly and beautifully. In Maharashtra‟s cultural records, there is no evidence of any art being 

practiced until about 3,000 BCE, which is when the first mention of painted pots and clay figurines are found. 
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In this context petroglyphs are a significant find for a better understanding of the history of this region and its 

artistic traditions. 

There are depictions of wild animals including pythons, leopards and wild boars, birds such as the 

peacock and aquatic creatures such as sharks and stingrays. The petroglyphs also depict the gamut from sea 

turtle to a bird known as “elephant bird” that's not local to Konkan. 

The State government has set aside ₹ 24 crore for further research on these sites. A lot of administrative work 

still needs to be done to showcase these petroglyphs as tourist attractions for the region.  

This would involve a system of viewing galleries and refreshment facilities a small fee and possibly 

sell tea and snacks. The Maharashtra Tourism Development Corporation has planned to develop some of these 

sites and to incorporate them into the tourist circuit of a region. 

Historical forts: 

 There are two varieties of forts in Konkan namely land forts and sea forts. Every district of Konkan is 

characterised by existence of historical forts. Palghar district has – Two forts namely Vasai and Arnala. Thane 

district have three forts. Raigad district has got its name from the fort Raigad. It has one beautiful sea fort 

namely Janjira and four land forts. Ratnagiri district is the richest district in this respect It has twelve major 

forts. Sindhudurg district also has got its name from the sea-fort of Sindhudurg. It also has four major forts. 

Most of these forts are visited only by hikers or trekkers except Raigad, Sindhudurg, Janjira, Vasai, Arnala and 

Vijaydurg. These forts can be made more accessible to the tourists by providing required infrastructure. 

Archaeological Sites: 

 Existence of ancient civilisation in Konkan is proved by numerous archaeological sites in different 

districts. Elephanta caves, Panhalekaji caves, Ainari caves, Akshi, Kunkeshwar, Palshet, Waghbil and 

petroglyphs are the examples. 

Warli Art:  

Warli painting is a style of indigenous art mostly created by the tribal people from the North Sahyadri 

Range in India. This range encompasses cities such as Dahanu, Talasari, Jawhar, Palghar, Mokhada, and 

Vikramgad of Palghar district. The tribal style of art is thought to date back as early as 10th century A.D. The 

Warli culture is centred on the concept of Mother Nature and elements of nature are often focal points depicted 

in Warli painting. Farming is their main way of life and a large source of food for the tribe. They greatly 

respect nature and wildlife for the resources that they provide for life. Warli artists use their clay huts as the 

backdrop for their paintings, similar to how ancient people used cave walls as their canvases. 

These wall paintings use a set of basic geometric shapes: a circle, a triangle, and a square. These 

shapes are symbolic of different elements of nature. The circle and the triangle come from their observation of 

nature. The circle represents the sun and the moon, while the triangle is derived from mountains and pointed 

trees. In contrast, the square appears to be a human invention, indicating a sacred enclosure or a piece of land. 

The central motif in each ritual painting is the square, known as the "chauk" or "chaukat", mostly of two types 

known as Devchauk and Lagnachauk. Inside a Devchauk is usually a depiction of Palaghata, the mother 

goddess, symbolizing fertility. 

The central motif in the ritual painting is surrounded by scenes portraying hunting, fishing, and 

farming, and trees and animals. Festivals and dances are common scenes depicted in the ritual paintings. 

People and animals are represented by two inverse triangles joined at their tips: the upper triangle depicts the 

torso and the lower triangle the pelvis. Their precarious equilibrium symbolizes the balance of the universe. 

The representation also has the practical and amusing advantage of animating the bodies. Another main theme 

of Warli art is the denotation of a triangle that is larger at the top, representing a man; and a triangle which is 

wider at the bottom, representing a woman. The ritual paintings are usually created on the inside walls of 

village huts. The walls are made of a mixture of branches, earth and red brick that make a red ochre 

background for the paintings. The Warli only paint with a white pigment made from a mixture of rice paste and 

water, with gum as a binder. A bamboo stick is chewed at the end to give it the texture of a paintbrush. Walls 

are painted only to mark special occasions such as weddings or harvests. These art forms are now painted on 

papers and canvas and other mediums are also used. The art has become world famous. But the places where it 

originated can attract tourists by organising workshops and exhibitions and festivals. 
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Chitrakathi:  

This is ancient folk tradition and a unique style of painting dating back to 17
th
 century. It is practised in 

Pinguli, a small village near Kudal, in the district of Sindhudurg by Thakar community. It involves story telling 

with the help of pictures. „Chitra‟ means picture and „Katha‟ means story. Together, the term was originally 

used to describe storytellers who narrated stories using visual aids accompanied by music. It is also known as 

Paithani art. 

Broadly speaking, Chitra Katha is identified in four forms: 

 Leather Shadow Puppets: These two-dimensional profiles of mythological people cast haunting, colourful and 

vibrant shadows on a screen of thin cloth. The performance is usually at night, back-lit by huge oil lamp, with the 

complement of reading instrument and singing. The puppets are made out of leather beaten thin paper and painted by 

Natural dyes cut and perforated. 

 Stringed Wooden Puppets (Kalsutri): The string puppets of wood of  about 1.5ft in size are used by the artists. The 

puppets are colourfully clothed. Their faces are painted representing mythological heroes, queens, demons & humble 

servants. The nimble fingers of artist along with the singers and drum players create three-dimensional drama. 

 Picture Stories (known as Chitrakathi): The Thakar community claim to possess a series of paintings depicting 

traditional stories for over 300 years. The stories belong to Ramayana, Mahabharata and Nandi Puran. By showing 

painting and singing alongside the artist builds vivid narratives. The paintings are usually 12″x18″ and the paints are 

from natural sources. The sutradhar (narrator) unfolds the tale in the form of songs supported by the music of the 

vina, Taal and the huduk. 

 Bullock Art Show: These sacred bulls along with his master, the drum beater, roam around from house to house and 

village to village, blessing people and receiving alms. The bull is draped and ornamented with interpret embroidery 

bells and peacock feathers. 

Many individuals from this tribe were craftsmen of one type of the other. The main occupation was to 

move from village to village and entertain people. Many of them used to work as spies of rulers and especially 

during the reign of Maratha Kings, they were very active. Under the pretext of narrating episodes from the 

Ramayana and the Mahabharata through pictures, puppets and other visual aids they used to establish closer 

contact with the people, to extract political secrets and to furnish such information to the village heads. 

The government of Maharashtra and other cultural organizations are coming forward to encourage this 

art form. One museum and art gallery has been set up by Parshuram Gangavane at Pinguli to revitalise this art. 

But tourists should be informed about it through various platforms and that can really help in promotion of this 

art. 

 

Religious Tourism 

 Temples: Konkan has temples built in local architectural styles and locally available building material. 

These temples are situated in scenic natural settings. Most of the temples are of lord Shiva and are situated 

near sea coast or on the hills. Every temple has its own history and tradition of fairs and festivals. These 

traditions are still followed by the local people. One of the ancient temples is located at Ambarnath. It can 

be promoted as religious and historical heritage site, by implementing better management plan. 

 Fairs and festivals: Almost all temples and villages of Konkan have tradition of fairs and festivals. These 

are celebrated in most traditional manner. Most of the fairs start after the agricultural operations is over i.e. 

from the month of October. The fairs attract local producers and artisans. Such fairs can become tourist 

attraction for the urban tourists. There is example of Bharadidevi Yatra (Angnewadi Yatra), at Masure near 

Malvan. 

Ganpati festival is celebrated in most sustainable manner in Konkan. The Ganpati idol is made of 

shadu clay and the decoration is done with locally available flowers and fruits. “Matoli” is the beautiful 

example of eco-friendly Ganpati decoration. Dahi kala, Balya dance, Bohada, Holi or Shimga Celebration can 

become added tourist attractions. Devdiwali is celebrated in Konkan in very traditional manner. During the 

Diwali festival farmers of Konkan are busy in agricultural operations. Therefore they celebrate Devdiwali 

which come in month of Margashish (November/December). They worship their livestock (Cows and 

bullocks) first. It is to show gratitude. They also worship „baliraja’ who is considered to be the god of farmers. 
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Designs from rice or rice bran are drawn and other local products like arecanuts and beetle leaves are used for 

the worship. 

Deepotsav is celebrated at most of the temples in Konkan in which patterns of earthen lamps are made 

by the local women. Such traditions can be brought in limelight. 

Culinary Tourism: 

 Culinary tourism has emerged as a central facet to any tourist experience. It encompasses cultural 

practices, the landscape, the sea, local history, values and cultural heritage. Food serves to connect us with the 

land, our heritage and the people around us. It is a diverse and dynamic channel for sharing stories, forming 

relationships and building communities. By combining travel with these edible experiences, food tourism 

offers both locals and tourists alike an authentic “taste of place”. 

Being a coastal area Konkan has tradition of variety of fish preparation and various vegetarian dishes 

made with coconut and other local ingredients. Raigad district has tradition of „Popati‟, Ratnagiri district is 

known for its vegetarian recipes like Modak, Pangi and Sindhudurg district is known for Malvani cuisine. 

Malvani cuisine is the standard cuisine of the South Konkan region of Maharashtra and Goa. Although 

Malvani cuisine is predominantly non-vegetarian, there are many vegetarian dishes which are becoming 

famous. 

In Malvani cuisine coconut is used liberally in various forms such as grated, dry-grated, fried, coconut 

paste and coconut milk. Many masalas have dried red chillies and other spices like coriander seeds, 

peppercorns, cumin, cardamom, ginger and garlic. All these ingredients are locally produced. Kokum, 

tamarind, and raw mango (kairi) are used to add to the taste. Solkadhi is a pink-coloured drink made from the 

kokam fruit (Garciniaindica) and coconut milk. It is used as appetizer. 

Film Tourism: 

 It is estimated that film tourism has a scope to generate $3 billion by 2022 in India as there is a 

potential for up to 1 million film tourists to visit the country by 2022. Konkan with its natural beauty and 

heritage resources can be promoted for this type of tourism. Marathi film industry has paved its way in 

Konkan. Locations like Mochemad, Mithbaw, Bhogawe and Nivati have become famous recently amongst the 

film makers. Alibag, Kihim, and other beaches from Raigad district have been used by Hindi film industry due 

to its proximity to Mumbai. Other beaches and scenic places from Ratnagiri and Sindhudurg districts can be 

also developed for this purpose. Film tourism provides direct benefits like employment and revenue generation 

apart from building brand image of the area. 

Destination wedding tourism: 

 There is increasing trend of destination weddings in India. States of Gujrat and Rajasthan have 

exploited this avenue of tourism. Similarly tourism product of Konkan can be used for this purpose. 

Unpolluted beaches, rural setups, historical and archaeological sites can be used for this purpose. Sea-fort of 

Janjira is largely used for pre-wedding shooting by the people from Mumbai and Pune. Other forts of Konkan 

like Sindhudurg, Raigad, Vijaydurg, Jaigad, Devgad can be used for this purpose. Revenue collected from such 

use can be used for conservation of these heritage resources. Private hotel owners at Anjarle beach are 

providing facilities for destination wedding. Such facilities can be provided by hotel owners or government 

agencies at different beaches of Konkan. 

 

2. Conclusion 

Potential for tourism lies in its natural and cultural attractions. Types of tourism that can be promoted 

here are beach tourism, eco-tourism, geo tourism, rural tourism, heritage tourism, religious tourism, culinary 

tourism, film tourism, destination wedding tourism and cruise tourism.  

Konkan receives majority of tourist from the cities of Maharashtra like Mumbai, Pune, Kolhapur and 

Nashik. These cities have the service sector which creates employment opportunities continuously. There is 

continuous addition of aspirants in these cities. This employed section can be a target sector for the stake 

holders of tourism industry. Similarly other non-coastal districts of Maharashtra can be tapped to attract 

tourists. Konkan attracts tourists from middle income group. This segment of population is continuously 

increasing in the country. Dynamic use of social media can help in attracting more number of tourists.  
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In terms of domestic tourist visits Maharashtra ranks fifth. This position can be upgraded by following 

the footsteps of Kerala, which is achieving sustainable development with the help of tourism.  

Strengths and opportunities of Konkan in terms of tourism development are in the form of its natural beauty 

and patrimony resources. The planners can focus on various steps like plan for disaster management, tourist 

information centers for domestic and international tourists, signage system and provision of human resource 

development centers. 
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Roll of Weekly Market in Sustainable Development of Rural Area:  

A Case Study of Kherdi Weekly Market  

Dr. Madhura Vardam 

 

Introduction:  

A weekly market is a gathering of buyers & sellers at an appointed place & time, usually between 

mornings to evening. These markets attract large number of buyers & sellers. The present study is based on 

spatial interaction between these two participants & their role in the rural development. 

    

Objectives:  

Role of weekly market in rural development is studied with respect of following objectives: 

1. To study the sellers & buyers of Kherdi weekly market. 
2. To assess the role of Kherdi weekly market in sustainable development of rural area. 

 

Data Collection:  

Data collected mainly from primary & secondary sources. 

i. Primary data collected from Interviews of 70 sellers &175 buyers of Kherdi weekly market,          

ii. 49 Sellers of daily Kherdi market, interview of Grampanchayat members & Observations. 

iii. Secondary data collected from Gram Panchayat office of Kherdi, Ratnagiri District Census 

Handbook, 2011 & GIS software. 

 

Research Methodology:  

Entire research work is based on primary data & to some extent secondary data. To analyze the 

available data some cartographic technique like simple bar graphs & divided circles used at appropriate places 

& some data was analyzed in tabulation form in this work.  

 

Hypothesis: Kherdi weekly market helps for rural development.  

 

Study Region: 

A Kherdi weekly market is located at the centre /heart of the village in open space of the Kherdi 

village with access roads & adjoining the Grampanchayat office. Kherdi is in vicinity of Chiplun city and 

Wednesday is the day of weekly market. This weekly market is started since 1994. Total area of Kherdi is 6.6 

sq. km and area of weekly market is 1.75 acres. Location of Kherdi weekly market is on Vijapur - Karad - 

Chiplun High Way (Proposed NH No. 78). Mumbai - Goa High way is two km. away from the market.    

 

Study of Kherdi Weekly Market:  

 2011 census estimates that 69 per cent of the country‟s population living in villages. Maharashtra is 

the most urbanized state in the country but Ratnagiri district is one of the most rural district in the state. Kherdi 

weekly market in Chiplun tehsil of Ratnagiri district holds the major share of sellers & buyers of its rural part 

which helps sustainable development of surrounding rural area.   
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(Source: Q-GIS Softtware) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sellers of weekly market:  

Sellers who are interviewed at Kherdi Weekly market were 70 and they are from Chiplun and Guhagar 

tehsils are maximum (40 sellers) and remaining (30 sellers) from Patan, Karad and Satara etc. districts. (Tab. 

No.1). It means that the majority of the sellers were coming from the Chiplun and Guhagar tehsils of Ratnagiri 

district. While sellers from remainng places are also the nearby districts of Chiplun namely Patan, Karad and 

Satara districts (Tab. No.1). 

 

Table No. 1 Places wise No. of Seller 

Places/Villages No. of Sellers Villages No. of Sellers 

Chiplun 18 Patan 11 

Kherdi 11 Karad 09 

sa herdi Sawarde 02 Umbraj 04 

Kalawande, Terav, Kanhe 

Pimpli, Tinvad, Talsar 

05 Satara 02 
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Guhagar 04 Nilanga, Morgiri, 

Pandarpur, Shiral 

04 

Total – 17 Places other than 

Kherdi 

40 - 30 

Total Sellers 70 

(Source: Field work, 2019) 

 

From the study of rural market, it is found that there are various types of sellers and these are: 

  

Types of sellers 

 

Tab. No. 2 A 

1) Full time & Part time Sellers 

 

 

(Source: Field work, 2019) 

There are 96% of sellers in weekly market who sell for Full time in market (Tab. No. 2 A) 

 

2) Regular & Irregular Sellers 

Table No. 2 B 

Regular & Irregular Sellers 

Regular In Percent Irregular In Percent 

64 91 06 09 

91% of sellers visit regularly in the weekly market (Tab. No. 2 B). 

Table No. 2 C 

Local & Outside Sellers 

Local 

Sellers 

In Percent Out side 

Sellers 

In Percent 

40 57 30 43 

                                          (Source: Field work, 2019)      

57% of sellers are local sellers. This shows that Kherdi weekly market provide source of employment to local 

people (Tab. No. 2 C). 

Tab. No. 3 

Classification based on Startng Year of Selling 

    

 

 

 

` 

 

                             

(Source: Field work, 2019) 

Every five - six years; number of        sellers is increasing in the market due to increasing their sale of 

goods. Number of sellers always increased in the market from starting period it indicates growth of the weekly 

market.  

 

 

 

Full Time In Percent Part Time In Percent 

67 96 03 04 

Starting year No. of sellers In Percent 

1994-2000 28 40.00 

2001-2006 13 18.57 

2007-2013 14 20.00 

After 2014 15 21.45 

Total 70 100.00 
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Fig. No. 1 

 

 (Source: Field work, 2019) 

There are predominantly 52.85% & 38.57 of Sellers between age group of 20-35 & 36-50 which is the 

impressive figure because of participation in sell of young & adult people (Fig. No.1). 

Tab. No. 4 

Based on Modes of Transport of Sellers 

Modes of Transport No. of Sellers Percentage 

Tempo 45 64.29 

Pick up/Truck 08 11.42 

Rickshaw and tam-tam 09 12.85 

Other 08 11.42 

Total 70 100.00 

(Source: Field work, 2019) 

The table shows that maximum sellers come & bring their goods by tempo (64.29%) & Pick up/trucks 

(11.42%). They bring their goods in partnership. It reduces the individual transportation expenses of sellers. 

Tab. No. 5 

Share of Annual Income of Sellers from Kherdi Weekly Market 

Amount in Rs. No. of Sellers Percentage 

Less than 100000 45 64.28 

100001-200000 18 25.73 

200001-300000 05 07.14 

More than 300001 02 02.85 

Total 70 100.00 

(Source: Field work, 2019) 

 There are 64% of sellers who have share of Kherdi weekly market in their annual income up to 

100000 Rs.  While 3% of sellers are having share of annual income more than 300000 Rs. It shows income of 

the sellers from a single weekly market in the Kherdi market.  

Tab. No. 6 

Sellers Selling in Other Weekly Markets 

Other Weekly Markets Percentage of sellers 

One 27.16 

Five 17.14 

Ten 31.42 

More than ten 24.28 

Total 100.00 

 

(Source: Field work, 2019) 
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79% of sellers go in other nearby weekly markets, especially in Savarda, Tali, Lote, etc to sell the 

goods in a week. 21% of sellers come in only Kherdi weekly market in a week.          

Problems of sellers : Besides this sellers said the problems which they are facing daily.  

     1. There is no perment shed and platforms in the market. 

     2. Number of toilets are very less and they are much uncleaned. 

     3. There is a big open drainage which creat unhygienic surrounding in the market.  

  

Buyers of weekly market:  

Survey was also related with buyers of weekly market. Total 157 buyers were surveyed on the field 

work & it is found that:  

Fig. No. 2 

Classification Based on Year of Coming to Buy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Source: Field work, 2019) 

Many buyers always come to market from the starting year of the market. Figure (Fig. No. 2) indicates that 

from 1994 number of buyers is always increasing. That creates opportunities to unemployed youth.  

Fig. No. 3 

Local and Outside buyers 

 
 

(Source: Field work, 2019)       

78.98% buyers are from outside of the Kherdi. It means majority of outside buyers visited the weekly 

market. So there is a great scope for sellers to sell the goods. 

Tab. No. 6 

Total Expenditure of Buyers on goods 

Expenditure in Rs. No. of 

Buyers 

In Percent 

100-500 90 57.33 

501-1000 67 42.67 

Total 157 100.00 

(Source: Field work, 2019) 
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57.33% of people do expenditure in weekly market between 100-500 Rs. & 42.67% buyers have spent 

501 to 1000 Rs in a single day. It increase the income of the sellers. 

Table No. 7 

Means of Transport 

Modes of Transport No. of 

Buyers 

In % 

Walking, Bicycles &Two 

Wheelers 

105 66.88 

ST, Auto ,Tam-Tam 52 33.12 

(Source: Field work, 2019) 

The mobility of buyers depends on available transport facilities for buying. Very little buyers come 

from S. T. Buses. It shows the necessity of S. T. Buses in the day of weekly market.          

 

Problem of buyers: 

Besides, buyers said daily problems while they come in the market. These are:  

1. There are no lanes for waking in the market. 

2. Fish shops are middle part in the market. 

3. Cattles are wondering here and there in the market. 

4. There is too much dust in the market. 

 

Kherdi Market Local Daily Sellers:     

 

Fig. No. 4 

Local sellers and outside sellers in Kherdi Daily Market 

 
 

(Source: Field work, 2019) 

 

Figure (Fig. No. 4) indicates that dominance of local sellers (88%) in the market. Very few are from 

the outside of Kherdi.  

Fig. No.5 
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Total 49 local sellers were surveyed.  Sellers in Local market is in between age groups of 20 – 35 & 36 – 50 

years respectively i. e. the efficient working age group (Fig. No.5). 

 

Tab. No. 8 

Selling of Goods Increased on the Day of Kherdi Weekly Market 

Times Twice Thrice 4 times None 

No of Local Sellers 27 04 03 15 

In Percent 55.10 8.16 6.12 30.62 

(Source: Field work, 2019) 

Majority of the sellers said that Kherdi weekly market had a positive impact upon the selling of goods 

on day of weekly market. Their share increased by two to four times on a weekly market day (Tab. No. 8). 

Conclusions: 

 From the survey of sellers of weekly market, it is concluded that:  

 Participation of young & adults is more in selling. 

 Sellers come from local areas near Kherdi weekly market. It provides source of earning to many peoples. 

 Full time sellers are more than part time sellers in market. 

 91.42% sellers are regular while very few sellers are irregular. 

 Number of sellers always increased in the market from starting period, it indicates growth of the weekly market.  

 Sellers bring their goods by pick up & tempo with partnership. It reduces the individual expenditure of sellers. 

 90.10% sellers have income up to 2 lakh from a single Kherdi Weekly market. 

 

 From surveyed buyers, it is found that:  

 From the beginning, number of buyers is increasing. Many buyers always come to market from the starting year 

of the market. That creates opportunities to the unemployed youth.  

 78.98% buyers are from outside the Kherdi. It means majority of outside buyers visit the weekly market. So 

there is a great scope for sellers to sell the goods. 

 57.33% of people do expenditure in weekly market between 100-500 Rs. & 42.67% buyers have spent 501 to 

1000 Rs.  

 Very less buyers come from S. T. Buses. It shows the necessity of S. T. Buses in the day of weekly market. 

From survey of Local Daily Sellers Kherdi Market it is concluded that: 

 Dominance of young & adults in Local market. 

 Large no. (88%) of people in local market are from Kherdi itself.  

From this conclusion, it is concluded that Kherdi Weekly Market is benefited for sellers, buyers & 

local daily sellers which help for the rural development.   

Suggestions: 

 Begin weekly market centers in big villages, so that youngsters can involve in this activity. 

 S. T. Bus service should be increased, so the people from other villages can come for selling & buying. 

 Grampanchayat should construct platforms & sheds for shops and lanes for walking. 

 Fish shops should be in separate place instead of main place. 

 Grampanchayat should take benefits of government schemes like Maharashtra Agriculture 

Competitive Project for weekly markets. 

 Increase number of toilets and they keep clean. 

 Drainage should be covered. 

All these have boosted to weekly market for sustainable development in rural areas. 

 

Reference: 

1. Census Handbook: Ratnagiri District, 2011  

2. Tisha Dey & Dr. A. K. Phate, 2016 (10SR- JHSS), Vol 22. 

3. Website: wwww.macp.gov.in 
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Circle Wise Spatial Distribution of Population in Surgana Tehsil in  

Nashik District of Maharashtra 

 

Ramesh H. Gavit B. B. Sonule
2 

 

I) Introduction: 

 Demography is the scientific study of human populations, primarily with respect to their size, structure 

and development from quantitative point of view. Population dynamics is the study of size and age 

composition of populations as dynamical systems and biological and environmental processes driving them 

such as birth and death rates (Alex de Sherbinin, et.al. (2007).   

   There are several means of describing the spatial distribution of population and many devices have 

been developed to portray population distribution and population density. Geographers, demographers, 

sociologists, statistician all have made their contributions in developing the means to describe population 

distribution and concentration. One of the simplest ways of measuring population distribution has been 

percentage distribution whereby the percentage of people living in the geographic areas of a given class has 

been computed. 

   The geographers have also shown some interest in calculating sort of an average point for population 

distribution within a country or an area. The geographers have been making more frequent use of the concept 

of density of population. It is a simple concept of relating population size to the land area with a view to 

assessing crudely the pressure of population upon the resources of the area. 

   Thus, it is a measure of incidence of population concentration and is generally expressed in terms 

persons per square kilometer or per square mile of land area. The numerator in this calculation is population 

and the denominator is area. 

   Denko (1970) recognizes that land and people constitute the two significant elements of an area and, 

therefore, the ratio between the two is of fundamental interest to all scholars concerned with population 

analysis. 

  Geographers have made frequent use of the three types of densities suggested by Trewartha, although 

general dentistry or arithmetic density had found more favour in comparison to physiological and agricultural 

densities. 

Therefore, study of the population has a 

very wide range of analysis and the resulting 

inferences provide necessary inputs to policy 

makers, social scientists, and various agencies of 

the government. The projections of future 

requirements of food, water, education, medical 

facilities and energy are all based on population 

studies. Ultimately population studies help the 

planners in successful implementation of plans.   

II)  Study Area:  

 Surgana teshil lies between 20
0 

21‟ 28” N 

to 20
0 

43‟17” N latitudes and 72
0
 22‟ 41” E to 73

0
 

48‟ 65” E longitude (Map 1).  

 Surgana tehsil is situated on western slope 

and partly in the east of the Sahyadri mountain 

range in the north of the Nashik district. The tehil 

has bounded Dangs district and Dharampur teshil of  

the Gujarat state in the north and west respectively. Kalwan tahsil on the east, Penth and Dindori tahsil of Nashik 

district in the south. It has 190 inhabited villages and is covered 843.76 square km. area. The total population 

observed 1.75 laks from which 87 thousands are male and 87 thounds are female. Density of population was 172 

and 208 per sq.km as per census 2001 and 2011 respectively.  

 

Location Map 

Map:1 
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III) Objective:  An objective of the present study is as follows: 

1. To study spatial distribution of population, sex ratio, density of population, and growth of 

population in Surgana tehsil.  

2. To study some physiographical determinants of density of population in the study area.  

Hypothesis: 1. 

H0: There is no association between density of population and elevation. 

H1: There is some association between density of population and elevation. 

 IV) Methods and Materials:  

 Secondary data has been used to study circle wise spatial distribution of population in surgana tehsil in 

nashik district of Maharashtra. The present study is based on the village level data obtained from 2001 to 2011 

census. The analysis of data has been carried out using statistical techniques. For the representation of spatial 

distribution of population ArcGIS software has been used to cartographic representation of data. Microsoft 

office, Excel and SPSS is also used to processes data in form of correlation matrix and graph. 

 The study of circle wise spatial distribution of population, sex ratio and growth of population has been 

carried out by applying following equations.   

i)                     
                            

                   
       

ii)           
  

  
      

iii)                                     
      

    
       

 

V) Discussion: 

1. Distribution of Population: 

 Distribution of population is the prime component to know population at micro level in the region. The 

distribution refers to the way people are spaced over the surface of the Earth. In the other words, it emphasises 

the pattern of actual place location of a population. The distribution may be linear, dispersed or agglomerated 

(Ghosh,1985).   

The distribution of population mainly depends on physical features, climatic conditions, means of 

communication, development of agriculture and industries etc. Distribution of population is measured by the 

degree of population concentrated or dispersion. Several methods like percentage distribution of population, 

listings the geographical areas of a given class into rank order which enables comparison of ranking from 

census to census, dot map techniques is used for depicting the spatial distribution of population. This provides 

changes in population trends over time and the point of maximum population potential.   

Surgana tehsil has four revenue circle. i.e. Umbarthan, Surgana, Barhe and Borgaon. There are total 

190 villages and one city. Distribution of population is shown by dot map method, one dot represent 50 

persons .  (map no.2). It shows that the villages in each circle are Umbarthan 44, Surgana 50, Barhe 66 and 

Borgaon 32.  

The distribution of population map shows variations in number of persons resides in each circle of the 

Surgana tehsil (Table 1).  From the total persons in each villages of particular circle, less than 400  persons was 
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observed in villages are Gondune, Songir, Mohupada, ranvihir, Krisnanagar and Amzar in Umbarthan circle. 

Vijaynagar, Navapur, Patli, Umbarde, Chinchapada, Deola and Merdand in Surgana circle. Chirai and Roti in 

Borgaon circle. The villages in Barhe are Sule, Waghadi, Bendval, Sarmal, Alivpada, Wanganpada, Biurpada, 

Mahismal, Rongane, Nadagdari and Tapupada. 

The greater number i.e. more than 2000 persons are observed in various circle are Umbarthan and 

Kathipada in Umbarthan circle. Alangun, Palsan, Khoblamani & Surgana (CT) in Surgana circle. Hatgad, 

Shribhuvan, and Shinde in Borgaon circle.  Mankhed and Thangaon in Mankhed circle.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Compile by Researcher 

2. Density of Population:   

 The density of population is 

usually computed as population per 

square kilometer (Km
2
) of land area 

excluding area occupied by water. 

Different scholars have devised 

different types of densities for 

utilization in different situations 

with the aim to arrive at a better 

indicator for the population resource 

relationship 

The present study is based 

on the circle wise density data 

obtained from 2001 to 2011 census.  

In this chapter the analysis of 

population density has been 

confined to the ratio of population of 

a given geographical or 

administrative unit to the area 

occupied by that unit. Population 

distribution describes the way that 

people are spread out across the 

earth‟s surface.  

                                                                  Map : 2 

Table: 1 

Distribution of Population (2001 and 2011) 

Sr. 

No 

 

Circle 

 

Year 

 

Class  

< 200 201 - 400 401 - 600 > 601 Total 

1. Umbarthan 2001 0 8 13 23 44 

2011 0 6 8 30 44 

2. Surgana 2001 3 10 10 27 50 

2011 1 7 7 35 50 

3. Barhe 2001 3 22 37 4 66 

2011 7 6 20 33 66 

4. Borgaon 2001 0 2 3 27 32 

2011 0 2 2 28 32 
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Table:2 

Circle Wise Density of Population 

 

Sr.No. 

 

Circle 

Density of Population Sex Ratio 

Year 2001 Year 2011 Year 2001 Year 2011 

1. Umbarthan 180 214 992 995 

2. Surgana 234 282 830 1013 

3. Borgaon 233 289 965 963 

4. Barhe 192 234 1010 1026 

Source: Data Compile by Researcher 

 

2.1 Circle Wise Density of 

Population:  

 As per census 2001 and 2011, 

circle wise density of populations 

(persons per sq.km.) are identified that 

are i) Umbarthan 180, 214 ii) Surgana 

234, 282 iii) Borgaon 233, 289 iv) 

Barhe 192 and 234 respectively (Table 

2 and Map 3).  

 

                                                                                                 

 

 

 

 

                                                                      Map:3 

3. Growth of population: 

 Population growth refers to the change in the number of persons residing in a territory during a 

specified period of time. The growth or change may be positive or negative. The analysis of population growth 

in study region enables understanding of its demographic structure. It is fundamental processes of demography 

which all demographic attributes are directly or indirectly associated with population growth. Population 

growth determines density, distribution and composition of population (Hridas Pisal, 2007). 

 The phenomenon of population growth during two decades serves as one of the indices of a region‟s 

development in relation to its resources. There geographical study of population growth is an importance to 

know its dynamism and planning at regional and local level. No planning can be success unless the planners 

are aware of the population growth rates and the areas in which population is much more rapidly growing than 

the others. (Chopra. G.2006). There are many responsible factors for the natural growth of population. The 

influencing factors are demographic, social, economic and geographic.  

  Decadal growth of population has been computed by using following formula. 

  
      

    
      

 Where,  R= Growth Rate of Population 

  PG= Population Growth 

  Pn= Population in later year 

  Po= Population in earlier year 
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3.1 Growth of population since 2001 to 2011: 

 Circle wise growth population during 2001 and 2011 has been given in table 3 and fig.1. It shows that 

the population growth of each circle observed varies i.e. 18.84, 20.55, 23.69 and 21.59 in Umbarthan, Surgana, 

Borgaon and Barhe respectively. 

 
Table:3 Growth of population 

 

 

Circle/ 

Tehsil 

 

Pop  

2011 

Pop  

2001 

Pop 

Growth 

(%) 

Umbrathan 38848 32690 18.84 

Surgana 51604 42807 20.55 

Borgaon 39169 31668 23.69 

Barhe 47071 38712 21.59 

Surgan 

Tehsil 

176692 145877 21.12 

 

 

 

Fig.1 

4. Hypothesis Testing: 

   Landforms influence the distributional pattern of population both macro and micro scales. The most 

striking evidence of the influence of landforms upon population distribution at macro level has been observed 

between mountain lands and plains. The factors like attitude, slope, and drainage subsoil water table have been 

affecting population distribution more dearly at local level.  

 The areas characterized by difficult terrain have conspicuously sparse population. Ever since the 

earliest civilization, valleys have been the chief attraction, while slopes and hilltops have scrupulously been 

avoided. Wherever the landform is hospitable, population have tended to cluster. By comparison, the rugged 

terrain has repelled human settlement largely because of limited cultivable land, high cost of agricultural 

operations and in accessibility. 

 To rectify second objective, how geographysical factors i.e. elevation determines on distribution of 

population in various circles of Surgana tehsil has been tested through correlation matrix using Pearson 

correlation coefficient in SPSS software.  The density of population and elevation is given in the table no. 4.   

 

Table: 4. 

Density of Population and terrain height 

Sr. 

No. 

Circle Area 

(sq,km) 

Population 

(2011) 

Density of 

Population 

(2011) 

Elevation 

(in mts) 

1 Umbarthan 181.61 38848 214 727 

2 Surgana 183.23 51604 282 892 

3 Borgaon   135.75 39169 289 1175 

4 Barhe 201.40 47071 234 710 

                  Source: Compile by researcher 

 

 

 

 

Umbrat

han 

18% 

Surgana 

20% 

Borgaon 

23% 

Barhe 

20% 

Surgan 

Tehsil 

21% 

Population Growth During 2001 to 

2011 ( in%) 
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Table: 5 Correlations Matrix 

     Area_sq_k

m 

Pop_2011 Elev_mts Den_2011 

Area_sq_k

m 

Pearson 

Correlation 

1 -.632 -.934 -.632 

Sig. (2-tailed)  .368 .066 .368 

N 4 4 4 4 

Pop_2011 Pearson 

Correlation 

-.632 1 .859 1.000(**) 

Sig. (2-tailed) .368  .141 .000 

N 4 4 4 4 

Elev_mts Pearson 

Correlation 

-.934 .859 1 .859 

Sig. (2-tailed) .066 .141  .141 

N 4 4 4 4 

Den_2011 Pearson 

Correlation 

-.632 1.000(**) .859 1 

Sig. (2-tailed) .368 .000 .141  

N 4 4 4 4 

           **  Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

 

Analysis:  

   As per correlation matrix  given in table 5, Pearson correlation (r) is .859 and no of observation are 4.  

The Pearson correlation shows that there is moderately strong positive relationship between density of 

population and elevation of the four circle area of Surgana tehsil.  Hence, it is fail to reject H0, but there is no 

such evidence at 0.01 level of significant to state the concrete association between two variables. 

Inferences:    

It can be inferred from the above correlation matrix (Table 5) that there exists moderately strong 

positive association between density of population and elevation in  all four circles of Surgana tehsil. 

 

VI)  Conclusion: 

More population concentrated in revenue centre and city area and low population observed in the areas 

of inadequate resources. Density of population observed 214 to 234 in 2011, it has quietly increases from the 

year 2001. Overall population growth in Surgana teshil during 2001 to 2011 was 21.12 percent. According to 

census 2011, sex ratios of region are 995, 1013, 963 and 1026 in circle of Umbarthan, Surgana, Borgaon and 

Barhe respectively. It is quite increase in 2011as compare to 2001 except Borgaon circle. The correlation 

matrix indicates that there is moderately strong positive association between density of population and 

elevation in the all four circles of Surgana tehsil.  

 

VII) References: 

1. Manoj Kumar (2015), 2015 IJLTEMAS, „A Study of Population Distribution‟, Volume IV, Issue III, pp.24-28.  

ISSN 2278 - 2540 

2. District census handbook Nashik 2001 and 2011. 

3. Govt. Of India Ministry of Water Resource Central Ground Water Board.Ground water information Nashik 

District.  

4. http://www.dictionary.com 

5. https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/ 

6. https://www.un.org/en/sections/issues-depth/population/index.html 

7. http://www.mahaagri.gov.in/ 
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Sustaining Agriculture in The Era of Climate Change in India 

 

Dr. Shaikh A.G. 

 

Introduction 

This position paper, while agreeing in principle with India‟s international stand in climate negotiations 

that agriculture-related Green House Gas emissions cannot be equated in any manner with lifestyle-related 

GHG emissions and appreciates the „common but differentiated action‟ demand, takes a stand that if 

sustainable agriculture is promoted and established even for adaptation reasons, it will result in mitigation of 

GHGs too. Sustainable Agriculture practices in farming are therefore a win-win option where mitigation 

cannot be interpreted as coming in the way of equitable and just growth of the nation.  These practices as the 

following sections show, contribute to increased food and nutritional security, contribute to sustainability of 

productive resources and improvements in rural livelihoods. They also lead to mitigation of GHG emissions 

from farming. 

The Indian government has no reason to shy away from understanding and stating the negative impacts 

of GHG-inducing intensive models that have been promoted so far. It is time that fundamental shifts are made 

in the agricultural technologies that are promoted in the country, to address the imperative of climate change 

(amongst other imperatives). 

 

Climate Change & Agriculture In India 

India is a large country with 15 agro-climatic zones, with diverse seasons, crops and farming systems. 

For a majority of people in India, to this day, agriculture is the main source of livelihood. Agriculture is the 

most vulnerable sector to CC as it is inherently sensitive to climate variability and CC will leave its impacts on 

Indian agriculture in various direct and indirect ways. This obviously means an impact on the lives and 

livelihoods of millions of Indians.  

For instance, it is reported that about two-thirds of the sown area in the country is drought-prone and 

around 40 million hectares is flood-prone. The poorest people are likely to be hardest hit by the impacts of 

climate variability and change because they rely heavily on climate-sensitive sectors such as rainfed agriculture 

and fisheries. They also tend to be located geographically in more exposed or marginal areas, such as flood 

plains or nutrient-poor soils. The poor also are less able to respond due to limited human, institutional and 

financial capacity and have very limited ability to cope with climate impacts and to adapt to a changing hazard 

burden. 

 

Impacts of CC on agriculture 

Climate change is manifesting itself in many ways across the country. Among the indicators, while 

long term rainfall data analysis shows no clear trend of change, regional variations as well as increased rainfall 

during summer and reduced number of rainy days can be noticed. In the case of temperature, there is a 0.6
o 
C 

rise in the last 100 years and it is projected to rise by 3.5-5
o 

C by 2100. The carbon dioxide concentration is 

increasing by 1.9 ppm each year and is expected to reach 550 ppm by 2050 and 700 ppm by 2100. Extreme 

events like frequency of heat and cold waves, droughts and floods have been observed in the last decade. The 

sea level has risen by 2.5mm every year since 1950 while the Himalayan glaciers are retreating. These are all 

symptomatic of climate change.  

Available research indicates that climate change-induced rise in temperature is going to affect rainfall 

patterns – farming in India depends on monsoons and there is a close link between climate and water resources.  

The organic carbon levels and moisture in the soil will go down while the incidence of runoff erosion 

will increase. The quality of the crop will also undergo change with lower levels of nitrogen and protein and an 

increased level of amylase content. In paddy, zinc and iron content will go down which will impact 

reproductive health of animals. Insect lifecycles will increase which in turn will raise the incidence of pest 

attacks and virulence. Other likely impacts are change in farm ecology viz. bird-insect relations, and an 

increase in the sea levels which will cause salinity ingression and submergence. 
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It is projected that due to climate change, kharif rainfall is going to increase and this might be positive 

for kharif crops. Further, for kharif crops, a one-degree rise in temperature may not have big implications for 

productivity. However, temperature rise in rabi season will impact production of wheat, a critical food-grain 

crop. 

The surface air temperatures will increase by 2 to 4°C by 2070-2100. As mentioned earlier, the rabi 

crop will be impacted seriously and every 1
o
C increase in temperature reduces wheat production by 4-5 million 

tons, as per a study by IARI.  This loss can be reduced to 1-2 million tons only if farmers change to timely 

planting. Increased climatic extremes like droughts and floods are likely to increase production variability. 

Productivity of most cereals would decrease due to increase in temperature and decrease in water availability, 

especially in Indo-Gangetic plains. The loss in crop production is projected at 10-40% by 2100, depending 

upon the modeling technique applied. 

The impacts of climate change are already visible. A network of 15 centres of ICAR working on 

studying climate change has reported that apple production is declining in Himachal Pradesh due to inadequate 

chilling. This is also causing a shift in the growing zone to higher elevations. Similarly, in the case of marine 

fisheries, it has been observed that Sardines are shifting from the Arabian Sea to the Bay of Bengal, which is 

not their normal habitat. In fact, fisheries are the most vulnerable sector to climate change. Crops have the 

ability to adapt to extreme climate variability even up to, say, 4
0
C while fishes and animals do not. It has also 

been recorded that the pest ecology of certain crops is changing due to climate change.  

Extreme weather conditions resulting in disasters will obviously have their own socio-economic 

impacts, especially on the poor. Further, changes in crop productivity will have implications on farmers‟ 

incomes. Changes in agronomic practices etc., will  

 

Impacts Of Agriculture On Climate Change 

While climate change affects Indian farming and farmers‟ livelihoods adversely, the converse is also 

true – Indian agriculture, even if not in the same degree as the developed world‟s agriculture, does contribute 

to Climate Change.  

Capital depletion and massive additions of external inputs in a „linear‟ model (as opposed to cyclical 

systems in ecological farming models) are characteristic features of intensive, industrialized models of 

agriculture. In this model, a farm is treated like a factory with inputs and outputs calculated in a monocropped 

situation with grain yield given the highest importance compared to any other parameter and often, the 

externalized costs are ignored.  

Amongst various GHGs that contribute to global warming, carbondioxide is released through 

agriculture by way of burning of fossil fuel; methane is emitted through agricultural practices like inundated 

paddy fields, for example; nitrous oxide through fertilizers, combustion of fossil fuels etc. Nitrous oxide has a 

global warming potential 296 times greater than CO2. In India, it is estimated that 28% of the GHG emissions 

are from agriculture; about 78% of methane and nitrous oxide emissions are also estimated to be from 

agriculture.  

As per the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), every quintal of nitrogen applied in 

farming emits 1.25 kg of nitrous oxide and globally half of the nitrogen applied to crops is lost to the 

environment. The greenhouse gas emissions from fertiliser manufacture and use in India reached nearly 50 

million tonnes of CO2-equivalent in 2006/07, which represents about 3 percent of total Indian greenhouse gas 

emissions. 

Another major contributor of GHGs is the burning of crop residues. In Punjab, wheat crop residue 

from 5,500 square kilometers and paddy crop residues from 12,685 square kilometers are burnt each year. 

Every 4 tons of rice or wheat grain produces about 6 tons of straw. Emission Factors for wheat residue burning 

are estimated as: CO- 34.66g/Kg, NOx – 2.63g/Kg, CH4 – 0.41g/Km , PM10 – 3.99g/Kg, PM2.5 – 3.76g/Kg. 

Burning of crop residues also impacts the soil (fertility). Heat from burning straw penetrates into the 

soil up to 1 cm, elevating the temperature as high as 33.8–42.2°C. Bacterial and fungal populations are 

decreased immediately and substantially in the top 2.5 cm of the soil upon burning. Repeated burning in the 

field permanently diminishes the bacterial population by more than 50%. The economic loss due to the burning 
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of crop residues is colossal. Each year 19.6 million tonnes of straw of rice and wheat, worth crores of rupees 

are burnt. Used as recycled biomass, this potentially translates into 38.5 lakh tonnes of organic carbon, 59,000 

tonnes of nitrogen, 2,000 tonnes of phosphorous and 34,000 tonnes of potassium every year. 

Another potent GHG is methane which is emitted in copious amounts through inundated paddy 

cultivation. In India, of a total area of 99.5 Mha under cereal cultivation, 42.3 Mha (or 42.5%) is under rice 

cultivation. It is grown under flooded conditions and the seedbed preparation involves puddling or plowing 

when the soil is wet to destroy aggregates and reduce the infiltration rate of water. Such anaerobic conditions 

lead to emission of methane and possibly nitrous oxide through inefficient fertilizer use. Emission of methane 

from rice paddies in India is estimated at 2.4 to 6 Teragram (Tg) out of the world total emission of 25.4 to 54 

Tg from all sources and 16 to 34 Tg from rice cultivation. The average methane flux from rice paddies ranges 

from 9 to 46 g/m2 over a 120- to 150-day growing season. 

Another indirect contribution of agriculture to GHG emissions comes in the form of large dams. Large 

dams contribute 18.7% of emissions in India as per an estimate. Total methane emissions from India's large 

dams could be 33.5 million tonnes (MT) per annum, including emissions from reservoirs (1.1 MT), spillways 

(13.2 MT) and turbines of hydropower dams (19.2 MT).  

The livestock sector is another major contributor to production of GHGs. For the year 1997, livestock 

contributed 9.0 Tg methane and 1 Gg nitrous oxide which in terms of CO equivalent it is around 190 Tg. Shift 

to stall-fed systems of livestock rearing creates problems with the dung while shift from fodder to feed, 

concentrates etc. carries higher ecological foot prints. 

There is also the issue of more energy use in intensive farming models in the form of fossil fuels for machinery 

like tractors, harvesters and so on, pumps for irrigation etc.  

 

Potential Of Sustainable Agriculture As Low-Ghg, Resilient Farming Systems 

Sustainable Agriculture can be defined as an integrated farming system (with crops, trees, livestock 

etc.) which is based on locally adapted agro-diverse cropping patterns and use of local resources (natural 

resources and natural processes), based on local knowledge, skills and innovations 

This Position Paper would also like to highlight the potential of sustainable agriculture, in terms of mitigation 

of GHG emissions as well as adaptation to climate change. Further, sustainable agriculture holds great 

potential for meeting global and national food security requirements even as it leads to improvement of 

farmers‟ livelihoods through enhancing their net incomes and improving the productivity of their resources in 

the long run.  

Food security: A question that is often posed with regard to sustainable agriculture or organic farming is 

whether it will be able to feed the growing population. We respond by saying that sustainable agriculture does 

not imply lowered yields, as experience of successful farmers bears out on the ground. This is reinforced by an 

FAO report (2007) which says that “conversion of global agriculture to organic management, without 

converting wild lands to agriculture and without using N-fertilisers would result in a global agricultural supply 

of 2640 to 4380 Kcal/person/day”. Sustainable intensification in developing countries through organic 

practices would increase production by 56 per cent. A meta-analysis of 133 scientific papers concluded that 

organic agriculture was particularly competitive under lower yield environments, a feature that is common in 

developing countries. Organic yields on average are comparable to conventional yields although yields do 

decline initially when converting from high-input systems and almost double when converting from low-input 

systems. In India, it should be remembered that a majority of land is rainfed and continues to be low-input by 

default.   

Improvement in rural livelihoods: While macro-level food production and availability levels are likely to 

increase through sustainable agriculture, at the individual and community level too, there are bound to be 

improvements. As FAO notes again, access to food will increase by livelihood improvement both for farmers 

and agricultural workers through organic farming. Organic agriculture improves food access by increasing 

productivity, diversity and conservation of natural resources, by raising incomes, improving employment and 

by reducing risks. It has been recorded that shift to sustainable agriculture practices can reduce the outward 

migration from rural areas.  
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Reduction in GHG emissions: Changes in farming models and practices towards sustainable agriculture offer 

a significant opportunity at reducing GHG emissions. Organic farms use on an average 33 to 56 per cent less 

energy per hectare, as per FAO (2007).  

Organic farming reduces its fossil fuel dependence in many ways. For instance, for soil productivity 

management, internal inputs and practices are used rather than chemical fertilizers – for instance, creating the 

micro-climate required for increased soil (beneficial) microbial activity. This is done by returning bio-mass to 

the soil. Legume production, crop rotation, mixed cropping etc., are other ways of achieving this. Pest 

management also does not depend on chemical pesticides but a variety of local resources and practices. 

IFOAM notes that avoidance of methane emission is also possible through organic agriculture – 

through the promotion of aerobic micro-organisms and high biological activity in soils, oxidation of methane 

can be increased. Through practices like System of Rice Intensification, which is mostly based on principles of 

ecological farming, flooding in rice paddies can be reduced and thereby, methane emissions. 

Nitrous oxide, result of overdoses and losses on nitrogen, can be effectively minimized through 

sustainable agriculture practices. While production of chemical fertilizers is an energy-intensive process that 

emits carbondioxide and nitrous oxide, application of nitrogen fertilizers makes the soil emit nitrous oxide. 

These can be avoided through organic farming. 

Sustainable agriculture also increases the Soil Organic Carbon (SOC) by incorporating organic 

materials into the soil. Soil can be a major source of storage of carbon, about twice as much carbon as in the 

atmosphere. Fertiliser use replaces soil organic matter in intensive systems, which reduces potential 

sequestration. Crop, tree and livestock integration with a systematic recycling of organic wastes is an integral 

part of sustainable agriculture. Long term studies have shown that compost application and cover crops in 

rotation were particularly adept at increasing soil organic matter even in comparison to no-tillage techniques. 

While conservation tillage is promoted elsewhere as a way of sequestration of carbondioxide, this is often done 

by the use of chemical herbicides and GMOs which have their own ecological implications. In sustainable 

agriculture however, mitigation of climate change can be addressed both carbon sequestration and minimized 

emissions of GHGs. Agro-forestry is also a desired principle of organic farming which further adds to the 

potential of SA in carbon sequestration.  

 

Creation of resilient systems leading to better adaptation: 

Extreme and unpredictable weather conditions are part of the reality of climate change even as 

temperature rise and changes in rainfall, changes in pest and disease incidence etc., will also be the stark reality 

for farmers. What the situation then requires are resilient and adaptive farming systems with the least amount 

of loss to the productive resources, production and the farmer. 

One of the most important requirements for adaptation would be farmers‟ knowledge, in negotiating 

complex agro-ecosystems. As a philosophical approach, organic farming has always laid thrust on farmers‟ 

skills, knowledge, innovation, horizontal sharing, observations and intuition etc. Several large organic farming 

projects across the world have built successful institutional models for systematic support for farmers‟ 

knowledge and innovation and constant enhancement. This forms a key part of the adaptation potential of 

sustainable agriculture. 

To address extreme weather conditions, organic farms will be better suited. The better drainage and 

water holding capacity of organic soils reduces the risk of drought and soil erosion, for instance. Organic 

farming practices are in a good position to maintain productivity in the event of drought, irregular rainfall 

events and rising temperatures, notes a recent technical paper from International Trade Center (WTO) and 

FiBL. This paper notes that soils under organic management retain significantly more rainwater thanks to the 

“sponge properties” of organic matter. Water percolation is 15-20% more in organic systems. Water capture in 

organic plots was twice as high as conventional plots during torrential rains, which in turn reduces the risk of 

floods.  

The most important component of organic systems - diversity - contributes a lot to the resilience of 

organic farms. Enhanced biodiversity of organic farms have several positive ecological implications – pest 

prevention, and similar effects on diseases, better utilization of soil nutrients and water etc.  
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Organic farming is also associated with decreased irrigation needs by about 30-50%. This becomes an 

important part of adaptation in drought conditions.  

Given the mitigation and adaptation potential of organic systems, as well as the potential to increase 

food security, it becomes imperative to shift agriculture towards more ecological farming models which are 

sustainable.  

Potential of Organic Farming beyond purely agricultural technologies 

Organic farming often also focuses on consumer behaviour and encourages lower ecological footprints 

through localized food production and consumption and reducing food miles too. Responsible consumer 

behaviour also goes a long way in mitigating emissions since it is found that a significant contribution to GHG 

emissions is also from long food miles and any plans for addressing CC should focus on the entire chain from 

farm to plate. 

This paper would like to reinforce that such farming, even though farmers adopting it are at a 

disadvantage due to lack of support systems in the form of extension, marketing, grassroots institutions etc., is 

already being practiced successfully in lakhs of acres all over the country. In large government-supported 

sustainable agriculture projects like Community Managed Sustainable Agriculture (CMSA) in Andhra Pradesh, 

where women farmers are taking a lead in implementing a large ecological farming project on more than ten 

lakh acres, it has been found that it is possible to scale up organic farming onto large areas, with sensitive 

support systems built along with people‟s institutions at the village level. The CMSA programme, being 

implemented since 2005, has shown that farmers do tend to adopt and spread ecological practices at a rapid 

pace provided they are collectivized into village-level institutions and provided that appropriate extension 

support is provided from the village upwards. In this programme, available data shows that there has been no 

fall in yields for farmers shifting to organic farming. Data shows that the village economy stands to gain a lot 

due to savings on expenditure on external inputs and net incomes of individual farmers rise.  

 

India’s National Action Plan On Climate Change (NAPCC) 

India has announced a National Action Plan on Climate Change in August 2008. The NAPCC‟s 

formulation processes were found to be very top-down and non-participatory by many analysts.  

The NAPCC proposes to address climate change-related issues in India through the setting up of eight 

inter-connected Missions: National Solar Mission; National Mission for Enhanced Energy Efficiency; National 

Mission on Sustainable Habitat; National Water Mission; National Mission for Sustaining the Himalayan 

Ecosystem; National Mission for a “Green India”; National Mission for Sustainable Agriculture and National 

Mission on Strategic Knowledge for Climate Change. 

 

The following are some of the key points of (NAPCC) proposal 

 Definition required: Sustainable Agriculture is a misnomer for what has been proposed in the NAPCC, under 

the name of Sustainable Agriculture and therefore, a correct, common understanding of the term is required. The 

current set of proposals would not lead to improving the soil health, central to sustainable agriculture, nor to 

cyclical models of farming, internalizing farm inputs (including crop waste) into farming systems, which define 

sustainable agriculture. On the contrary, the existing suggestions would continue the conventional linear, 

intensive models that further the existing dependency of farmers on external agencies for everything, including 

for knowledge. That is one of the reasons for the current day crisis in agriculture. 

 Creating the imperative for the paradigm shift: The NAPCC makes no mention and assessment of Green 

Revolution-induced climate change in India. Shying away from stating the issues with the current model of 

agriculture will not create the imperative for a shift to sustainable agriculture, which is a requirement both for 

mitigation as well as adaptation. The NAPCC should clearly specify incentives to farmers for shifting to organic 

farming and sustainable agriculture practices. The government should realize that the imperative to shift to 

sustainable agriculture is larger than climate change. 

The NAPCC, especially in the sections related to agriculture, does not bring up mitigation possibilities 

at all – while that could be a posture adopted at the international level, for common but differentiated responses, 

it is interesting to note that the only place where mitigation is mentioned is to make the entry of Genetically 

Engineered crops a possibility. Further, the NAPCC should expressly acknowledge the potential that exists of 

mitigating GHG emissions from farming through a shift to organic farming.  
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 Policy approach: Strategies should be evolved for a time-bound phasing out of climate change-inducing 

practices towards sustainable agriculture with clear targets and financial outlays. This includes a focus on the role 

of pasture lands, fisheries, animal husbandry (rather than the bias on crop husbandry that is present in the 

NAPCC) and seed banks governed by farmers‟ bodies as major thrust areas for adaptation. Or, when plans are 

made about access to information, the emphasis should not be just on information packages to farmers in a top-

down manner about geo-spatial impacts of climate change, but also data on conventional vs. organic practices so 

that informed choices can be made by farmers.  

 Biotechnology: On the use of biotechnology, especially genetic engineering, as part of the NAPCC, it is felt 

strongly that the government should focus on reducing the present subsidies to GHG-emitting practices like 

fertilizers rather than come up with GE seed varieties which are supposed to reduce GHGs. In fact, an assessment 

of the stress (in)tolerance of GE crops should be an important part of understanding the implications of Genetic 

Engineering as an agricultural technology in the era of climate change. There is no one GM commercial plant 

available throughout the world that has the characteristics described on p.37, although this has been claimed for 

advertising for the last ten years. Even on the biotech company basis (www.isaaa.org), the GM plants include in 

2009 63% herbicide tolerant plants that can grow only with the herbicide company's treatment, 15% of new 

insecticide producing plant making a kg/ha of pesticide, and 22% of both combined characters (or 2 herbicide 

tolerances + 1 or 2 insecticide production in the plant). The more complex characters such as stress responses are 

driven by almost 50 genes that are not even cloned all today. There will be no agronomical truth behind that. 

Then once obtained maybe, it will take another 10-15 years to develop these crops on a worldwide basis, since 

todays crops have been developed 15 years ago. 

 ‘Land to lab’ programmatic interventions: The NAPCC focuses too much on setting a research agenda for the 

NARS (National Agricultural Research System), following the old model of „lab to land‟ research and not so 

much about programmes to be implemented immediately at the farmers‟ level. In the context of climate change 

and adaptation, there is hardly any time to be lost and farmers‟ need for resilient systems cannot wait for more 

research in the old paradigm to be taken up. The need is for solutions discovered from the farms, assessed and 

validated and spread to others, especially in terms of adaptation. There is a strong opinion that there is enough 

evidence of time-tested practices and experiences from the ground of certain sustainable agriculture principles 

and practices creating resilient farming systems. Further, civil society organizations also have enormous 

experience with creating effective people‟s institutions at the ground level which will allow for the delivery of 

programmes in an effective fashion. Therefore, the overwhelming need is for immediate programmatic 

interventions drawing on the strength of traditional knowledge and resources, farmers‟ innovations and 

experiences with the civil society. 

Alternative, horizontal extension systems with farmers‟ organizations at the centre are an important part of 

information-centred addressal of climate change. 

As part of the NAPCC, capacity building of agriculture scientists and extension workers on organic 

farming should be taken up so that they are equipped to take the message to farmers. 

 Traditional knowledge & resources: The National Action Plan does not give adequate prominence to 

traditional resources and knowledge, which need to be made a cornerstone for interventions on sustainable 

agriculture. It was felt that popularization of traditional knowledge in addition to ever-evolving innovations in the 

fields of practicing organic farmers should be considered to be an important component of adaptation to climate 

change in agriculture. Such farmers should be identified and lessons learnt and disseminated through the 

extension system.  

There should be an emphasis on falling back on indigenous resources (seeds, animal breeds etc.), which 

have proven track record of adaptation to stress conditions. The Plan should also make Seeds, as replicable 

resources in the hands of farmers institutionalised the form of seed banks, as a major thrust and strategy for 

adaptation. As part of the NAPCC, there should be a mechanism evolved to track and monitor genetic erosion for 

all of the country due to climate change. 

 Centre-State relations: State governments should be involved in consultations and planning right from the 

beginning – it is not enough that centrally-evolved plans are imposed upon them. In fact, it is ultimately the 

departments of agriculture and the extension and delivery mechanisms at the state level which will directly take 

everything to farmers and support them to bear the consequences of climate change. For instance, seed rolling 

plans need to be evolved by each state, with an emphasis on revival and restoration of open-pollinated, traditional 

and locally-adapted varieties. 

 „Public-People’ Partnership: Similarly, it was felt that civil society and its institutions should also be involved 

in planning and implementation related to the NAPCC. For instance, alternative, horizontal extension systems 

with farmers‟ organizations at the centre are an important part of information dissemination and learning for 

adaptation to climate change. The stress should be on public-people partnership in the Plan. There should be 

recognition that only market-driven technologies are not the answer in the era of climate change. There is a need 

for renewed thrust on public research in partnership with communities. 

 Risk management: When it comes to Risk Management, it should be acknowledged first that the existing risk 

management strategies and mechanisms have failed farmers badly. There is a need for complete recasting of the 
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existing models and mechanisms. We need new mechanisms to assess damage and loss and better ways to deliver 

support - including weather insurance, livestock insurance and effective crop insurance.  

 Clear convergence: The Plan should clearly spell out how it converges with other plans and missions both 

within the NAPCC as well as in other agencies like the Planning Commission. 

 Social safety nets: As part of adaptation strategies, strong social security nets should be put in place for the rural 

households, including with a provision of minimal incomes, pension, insurance etc., with special emphasis on the 

agriculture workers. 

 

Sustainable Agriculture In The Era Of Climate Change 

Sustainable Agriculture (ecological farming/organic farming/LEISA/Non Pesticidal Management/SRI 

etc) approaches are now acknowledged for the wide set of ecological and economic benefits that accrue to the 

practitioners as well as consumers of agricultural products. These approaches which are based on low external 

inputs are also low energy intensive and less polluting hence mitigate and help in adapting to the climate 

change.   However, the promotion of sustainable agriculture on a large scale is often confronted about its 

potential as well as its practical limitations. In the last five years two large scale initiatives, NPM scalingup 

(Community Managed Sustainable Agriculture-CMSA) in Andhra Pradesh and SRI promotion in states of 

Tripura Orissa and Tamil Nadu have brought in new learnings and broken the earlier apprehensions on scaling 

up such practices and their relevance on a large scale.   

These successful experiences had three elements in common.  First, all have made use of locally 

adapted resource conserving technologies.  Second, in all there has been coordinated action by groups or 

communities at local level.  Third, there have been supportive external (or non-local) government and/or non-

governmental institutions working in partnership with farmers.  Almost every one of the successes has been 

achieved despite existing policy environments which still strongly favor „modern and established‟ approaches 

(technology and support systems) to agricultural development.  Now the challenge is to create a policy 

environment to scaleup across the nation.  This needs a newer approach in terms of capacity building, 

horizontal learning, newer institutional systems and newer forms of financial support to be put in place. 

The programmatic support to agriculture today favour only high external input based agriculture.  As a 

result, none of the mainstream programs provide any support for promotion of these models. This needs the 

recasting of program guidelines or initiating newer program to provide support to more sustainable models in 

agriculture which can be easily accessible to small and marginal farmers.  The mission on sustainable 

agriculture can initiate a programmatic support to scale up sustainable agriculture with the objectives to  
 

 reduce the risks and vulnerabilities with uncertain weather conditions and degraded and limited natural 

resources in these regions, by adopting suitable cropping patterns and production practices 

 diversify the assets and income sources to sustain the livelihoods by integrating livestock and 

horticulture into agriculture and promoting on-farm and off-farm employment opportunities, 

 conserve and efficiently use the available natural resources like soil and water, and promote biomass 

generation, organise farmers into institutions which can help them to have better planning, greater 

control over their production, help to access resources and support, improve food security and move up 

in the value chain, 

 build livelihood security systems to cope up with the natural disasters like drought, floods and other 

climate uncertainties 

 

1. Sustainable agriculture: Sustainable Agriculture can be defined as an integrated farming system which is 

based on locally adapted cropping patterns and local resource (natural resources and natural processes) use 

based on local knowledge, skills and innovations.   
 

The capacity of a farming system to adapt to changing climate and weather conditions is based on its 

natural resource endowment and associated economic, social, cultural and conditions. The viability of these 

elements also constitutes the basis for sustainable agriculture, understood as agricultural production that: 

ensures adequacy of food production; does not harm the resource base; is economically viable; and enhances 

quality of life.  Many climate and weather risk management strategies fit squarely into sustainable agriculture 

practices and can, therefore, be promoted with several of the programs and policies targeting environmentally 

responsible production. 
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Strategies to be adopted 

a. Changes cropping patterns and cropping systems to suit the local resource and weather conditions.  

Multiple/mixed cropping, intercropping systems with legume components etc.  

b. Ecological farming practices which can maximise the local resource use.  Many of these practices are 

based on indigenous knowledge and focus on building soil biological productivity.  Non Pesticidal 

Management, Organic Soil Management, Community Seed Banks, System of Rice Intensification, soil 

moisture management etc have already proven to be useful. 

c. Locally adopted crop varieties specially in saline and flood prone areas, drought prone areas, making 

suitable selections adopting Participatory Plant Breeding and Participatory Varietal Selection. 

d. Developing suitable farming systems integrating agriculture, horticulture and livestock. 
 

2. Farmers’ Institutions: Organized communities have proven to be more effective in planning and 

managing their resources and livelihoods, lobbying for a policy change and securing their entitlements. 

Appropriate institutional systems for each of the purposes need be established.  

 

Strategy to be adopted  

a. The farmers would be organised into common interest groups federated into producer collectives. 

Existing institutions like Women SHGs etc would be used to initially anchoring the program.   

b. These institutions would take the roles of planning, mobilising resources, organising production, and 

take up post harvest management and marketing activities.  

c. The producer collectives will improve the collective bargaining power of the farmers, will internalize 

market activities like bulking, primary and secondary processing which improve the village economy. 

 

3). Food and livelihood Security: Shift to sustainable agriculture is often seen as a compromise on food 

security.  This is mainly because food is understood as only wheat and rice, few pulses, oilseeds and 

vegetables.  The food basket can be increased if we can expand the scope to include millets, coarse cereals, 

dryland fruits, uncultivated greens etc which can also bring in nutrition security.  Data from National Centre 

for Organic Farming (NCOF), ICRISAT and CMSA have proven that crop productivity can also be 

maintained with organic/ecological farming. Going beyond the current food security systems like PDS and 

mid-day meal schemes, systems need to be established to improve livelihood security in terms of sustaining 

food production in the village, improving income generation opportunities to the small farmers and 

agriculture labor is important in the rural areas especially in rainfed regions. The frequent monsoon failures 

results in droughts and support systems needs to be build to help the farm families and livestock to tide 

over.  

 Building house hold food security systems by adopting suitable cropping patterns 

 Village level management systems for alternative models like grain banks would be appropriate and 

attempted.  

 Suitable off-farm and non-farm employment opportunities would be identified and promoted. 

 

4) Financial Support Systems: Currently all the financial support systems to agriculture are   given only for 

external inputs.  We need to create proper support systems for farm internalized inputs, community based 

infrastructure, knowledge and skill building and sharing etc.   

a. Direct Subsidies to farmers rather than input subsidies  

b. Integrating NREGA with sustainable agriculture so that each farmer gets 100 labor days for farming 

can provide ample scope in this direction. 

c. Explore tools like Direct Income Support which exist in many developed/developing countries need to 

be explored as decent living income cannot be explored only through pricing mechanism. 
 

5) Partnerships:   

At the district level we need build partnerships between various governmental and non governmental 

agencies to implement the program. At the national level we need to build an alliance of Public sector research 

organisations, extension agencies, departments dealing with rural livelihoods and NGOs which are working on 

sustainable agriculture/ organic/ natural/ ecological farming. 
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Conclusions 

 Indian farming is at a cross-roads and climate change is one more factor adding to the existing agrarian 

and agriculture crisis in the country, that requires a decisive direction shift at the policy level;  

 Fundamental changes have to come from the acknowledgement and realization that unilateral, top-

down, prescriptive “knowledge generation and transmission” models of agriculture development adopted in the 

country so far have in fact resulted in an ecological, economic and social crisis in the farming sector of the 

country within 40 years of adoption and that climate change is one more imperative for drastic change to 

address the situation. 

Climate change is already a reality for Indian farmers and that conventional models of agricultural research and 

extension will fail to address the need of the hour unless some fundamental recasting is done. The immediate 

need for interventionist action precludes traditional models of research and support systems and requires 

alternative but urgent programmatic interventions, led by farmers‟ institutions and their local resources, 

knowledge and innovations. 

  Existing mainstream models of farming are GHG-inducing and are not conducive to adaptation either 

given their high external-input dependency – models which increase the risk of vulnerable farmers. 

Sustainable agriculture, on the other hand, holds immense mitigation and adaptation potential, specifically in 

the context of climate change even as it improves rural livelihoods and addresses the ecological crisis in Indian 

farming (genetic erosion, land degradation, water depletion and contamination etc.) 

  As the International Assessment of Agricultural Science & Technology for Development (IAASTD) 

concluded, business as usual is not an option any more. In fact, this paper concludes that there are no options in 

front of the Indian government and Indian farmers but to establish, promote and adopt sustainable agriculture 

for all of India.  
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Municipal Solid Waste Management in Emerging Mega Cities: 

A Case Study of Pune City 

 

Ithape Vijay Chandrakant 

 

Introduction 

Rapid industrialization and population explosion in India has led to the migration of people from 

villages to the cities, which generate thousands of tons of MSW. The MSW amount is expected to increase 

significantly in the near future as the country strives to attain an industrialized nation status by the year 2020. 

Poor collection and inadequate transportation are responsible for the accumulation of MSW at every nook and 

corner. The management of MSW is through a critical phase, due to the unavailability of suitable facilities to 

treat and dispose of the large amount of MSW generated daily in the metropolitan cities. Unscientific  disposal 

causes an adverse impact on all components of the environment and human health. Generally, MSW is disposed of 

in low-lying areas without taking any precautions or operational controls. Therefore MSWM is one of the major 

environmental problem of Indian mega cities. It involves activities associated with generation, storage, collection, 

transfer, and transport, processing and disposal of the solid waste. But, in most of the MSWM system comprises of 

only four activities, i.e. waste generation, collection, transportation and disposal. The management MSW 

requires proper infrastructure, maintenance and up gradation of all activities. This becomes increasingly expensive 

and complex due to continuous and unplanned growth of urban areas. The difficulties in providing the desired level 

of public service in the urban areas are often attributed to the financial status of the municipal corporations in the 

city. 

The city of Pune is a historical city and well known for its educational importance. Today the city is also an 

IT Hub. The area of Pune city today is 244 sq. km. with a vast population of 35 lakhs. It is still developing and 

expanding by lips and bound and by 2015 the population will rise up to 50 lakhs, and by 2025 it is expected to go 

upto 65 lakhs. 

In the present study an attempt has been made to provide comprehensive review of the MSWM of Pune city in 

Maharashtra that happens to be one of the largest emerging mega city in India. 

Characteristics of MSW 

There are many categories of MSW such as food waste, rubbish, commercial waste, institutional waste, 

street sweeping waste, industrial waste, construction and demolition waste and sanitation waste. MSW contains 

recyclable (paper, plastic, glass and metal etc), toxic substances (paints, pesticides, used batteries, medicines 

etc.) compostable organic matter (fruit and vegetable peels, food waste) soiled waste (blood stained cotton, 

sanitary napkins, disposable syringes). 

The quantity of MSW generated depends on a number of factors such as food habits, standard of living, 

degree of commercial activities and seasons. Data on the quantity variation and generation are useful in 

planning for collection and disposal systems. With increasing urbanization and changing lifestyles, Indian cities, 

now generate eight times more solid waste than they did in 1947. Presently about 90 million tons of solid waste are 

generated annually as byproducts of industrial, mining, municipal, agricultural and other processes. The amount of 

solid waste generated per capita is estimated to increase at a rate of 1 -1.33% annually. Many researchers have 

reported that MSW generation rates in small towns are lower than those of metro cities, and per capita generation 

rate of MSW in Indian cities ranges from 0.2 to 0.5 kg/ day. It is also estimated that the total MSW generated by 217 

million people living in urban areas was 23.86 million ton/yr in the yearl991 and 39 million ton/yr in the year 

2001. The quantity of MSW is as shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 : The Quantify of MSW   

Sr. Name of the State No. of Municipal Municipal Pre capita 

No.  Cities Population Solid Waste 

(t/day) 

generated 

(kg/day) 

1. Andhra Pradesh 32 1,08,45,907 3973 0.364 
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2. Assam 4 8,78,310 196 0.223 

3. Bihar 17 52,78,361 1479 0.280 

4. Gujrat 21 84,43,962 3805 0.451 

5. Haryana 12 22,54,353 623 0.276 

6. Himachal Pradesh 1 82,054 35 0.427 

7. Karnataka 21 82,83,498 3118 0.376 

8. Kerala 146 31,07,358 1220 0.393 

9. Madhya Pradesh 23 72,25,833 2286 0.316 

10

. 

Maharashtra 27 2,27,27,186 8589 0.378 

11. Manipur 1 1,98,535 40 0.201 

12. Meghalaya 1 2,23,366 35 0.157 

13. Mizoram 1 1,55,240 46 0.296 

14. Orissa 7 17,66,021 646 0.366 

15. Punjab 10 32,09,903 1001 0.312 

16. Rajasthan 14 49,79,301 1768    . 0.355 

17. Tamil Nadu 25 1,07,45,773 5021 0.467 

18

. 

Tripura 1 1,57,358 33 0.210 

19

. 

Uttar Pradesh 41 1,44,80,479 5515 0.467 

20. West Bengal 23 1,39,43,445 4475 0.321 

21. Chandigarh 1 5,04,094 200 0.397 

22. Delhi 1 84,19,084 400 0.475 

23. Pondichery 1 2,03,065 60 0.295 

  299 12,81,13,865 48,134 0.376 

Source: Status of MSW generation, collection, treatment and disposal in class-I cities ([CPCB, 2000] AND [CPCB, 

2000]) 

Currently Pune city is generating around 1100 metric tones of solid waste per day, which is collected, 

transported and disposed at a sanitary landfill site which is about 20 km away from Pune, viz at Devachi Urali. 

The total cost for collection, transportation and disposal is about used at the sanitary landfill site.  

The composition and the quantity of Municipal solid waste generated form the basis on which the 

management system needs to be planned, designed and operated. In India MSW largely with respect to the 

composition and hazardous nature is compared to MSW in the western countries. The composition of MSW at 

generation sources and collection points in Pune city is as follows: 

1. Organic fraction (40-60%), 

2. C/N ratio - 20 and 30 

3. Lower calorific value - 800 and 1000 kcal/kg. 

4. Paper - 5% by weight 

5. Plastic - 5% by weight 

6. Glass - 10% by weight 

7. Ash and fine earth - 15% by weight 

Also the ward wise generation of solid waste as shown in Table 2 

60 crores per year and nearly about Rs. 20 - 25 crores are spent on transportation and equipment    
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Table 2 : Ward Wise Generation of Solid Waste  

Sr. No. Ward Office Waste Generated Per Day in 

TONS 

1 Aundh 70 

2 Karve Road NA 

3 Ghole Road 90 

4 Warje-Karvenagar NA 

5 Yerawada NA 

6 Dhole Patil Road 65 

7 Hadapsar 60 

8 Sangamwadi NA 

9 Vishrambaug Wada 70 

10 Bhawani Peth NA 

11 Tilak Road NA 

12 Sahakar Nagar NA 

13 Bibwewadi 55 

 

Waste Segregation  

Segregation at source (garbage generating point) is the most important step in waste management and 

is done in two major categories: dry waste and wet garbage. The recyclable material that is separated and sent 

for recycling, thus preserving loss of natural resources, energy and labour which goes into its manufacturing. It 

also makes the job of rag pickers easy, besides providing them employment. The wet garbage is composed 

through vermiculture. 

Wet waste means biodegradable waste and it includes household waste of all kinds, cooked and 

uncooked, including vegetable waste, egg shells, and bones, hairballs, flower and fruit waste including juice 

peels, soiled paper, disposable diapers, house plant waste, house sweeping and waste from slaughter house, 

meat and fish markets, fruits and vegetable markets and ashes etc. 1
st
 July 2005 was the last date to the 

residents for non-segregation waste collection; from here onwards corporation has started collection of only 

segregated waste and residents are forced to segregate the dry and wet waste. Pune Municipal Corporation has 

done ground trothing in 14 wards regarding solid waste segregation practice in eight categorized places namely 

Societies, Bungalows, Slums and Chawls, Hotels, Restaurants, Juice Bars, Wedding Halls, Hostels, Slaughter 

Houses and Shops. Aundh ward has maximum segregation of waste in slums. There is no segregation of waste 

in Warje Karvenagar Slum Area. Hotels in Karve Road, Ghole Road, Dhole Patil Road, Hadapsar, Yerwada 

and Bhavani Peth ward area segregate all the waste. 50 % of the wards segregate hotel waste as dry and wet 

waste. Solid waste is not segregated in slaughterhouses of Warje Karve Nagar and Sahakar Nagar. 

The income from the sale of scrap collected from the ghantagadis is their earnings. As a matter of fact 

in these wards they have free paid municipal labour that have been redeployed for road sweeping and other 

works. It is also possible to introduce registered rag pickers on all ghanta trucks and ghantagadis at no cost to 

PMC. 

 

Waste Collection and Transportation 

PMC is playing a positive role in door-to-door collection of waste by deploying vehicular fleet as follows: 

1. Nearly 450 cycle rickshaws are operating in various parts. 

2. 65 Ghanta Trucks have reached 60% properties in doorstep services. 

3. Separate system for collection hotel waste with the help of 20 trucks. 
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Due to augmented doorstep collection services, PMC could achieve in making container free areas by 

reducing more than 300 containers of 3.8 cu.mt. capacity and similar number of compact buckets. Dhole Patil 

ward office has reduced 162 containers followed by Yerwada by 157 containers. Lowest of 15 containers 

removal was observed in Vishrambag wada and Warje Karvenagar ward offices. Total reduction in container 

was  from 2555 to 1520numbers in the year 2005-2006.  For waste collection and transportation, PMC has set 

up six different ramps at strategic locations in the Pune city. The solid waste from each collection point is 

brought to these ramps, by dumper placers or other transportation equipment. Before sending entire waste to 

disposal site at Devachi Urali, the entire waste is send to transfer stations for weighing, and a computerized 

record is maintained. In all the 14 Administrative ward offices the collection route map is prepared and waste 

is collected accordingly. The total number of vehicles used in this regard is as shown in Table 3 

Table 3 : Total Number Of Vehicles Used 

Sr. No. Type Number of Vehicles 

1. Open body truck 18 

2. Tipper truck 11 

3. Dumper placer 33 

4. Compactor vehicle 18 

5. Tricycle 356 

6. Community bin container (3.8 cu.mt.) 530 

7. Community bin container (1.5 cu.mt.) 150 

 

Chakachak Toli 

Clean and beautiful city is a dream of every citizen of Pune. For this purpose the PMC has taken 

special efforts through various SWM programmes. Mechanization of process, increasing human resource or 

privatization are the easy alternatives but they are expensive. PMC has adopted the system of public awareness 

and active participation in reduction and disposal of solid waste. This approach even though time consuming 

has proved to be effective for efficient implementation of the programme. All audio-visual aids are used in 

awareness programme. The help of students, senior citizens, community group, institutions, consultants, 

NGOs is found to be effective in achieving the goals. Chakachak offices are opened in all zonal offices. 

Computers and telephone facilities are made available to the team members and citizens. 

Treatment and Disposal 

All the waste generated in the PMC area is collected and transported to the landfill sites. There the 

waste is either dumped or treated properly. The compost is sold to the farmers. The landfill sites are closed 

scientifically. 

Forthcoming Projects 

As per the present rate of waste generation i.e. 400 gm/capita/day, the total amount of waste 

generation in Pune city will be as follows: 

 

Year Expected population growth Waste generation 

2011 45 lakhs 1800 MTD 

2021 60 lakhs 2400 MTD 

2025 65 lakhs 2600 MTD 

 

In order to take care of expected population growth following projects may help to solve the problems of 

MSW. 

1. Setting up biogas plants on BOT basis with a capacity of 50 MTD of wet waste in decentralized manner. 

2. 50 MTD of vermin-culture plant and 500 MTD of mechanical composting plant. 

3. Compost plant on 1 acre land. 
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Conclusion 

The segregation of waste at source and promotion of recycling or reuse of segregated materials reduces 

the quantity of waste and the burden on landfills, and provides raw materials for manufacturers. The 

composition of MSW shows mostly organic matter, so composting is a good method for treatment and 

production of soil amendment. The rapid increase in the quantities of MSW and the inability to provide daily 

collection services may cause a nuisance and health hazard. In PMC area such situation rarely arises because of 

efficient and scientific MSW practices implemented. The decentralized biogas plants based on solid waste will 

be the ideal solution. It will also to generate the electricity, which will be the additional advantage. 
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Geographical Study of Hydrogeomorphological Characteristics of  

Jamwa Ramgarh Sub Catchment Area 

 

Mr. D. D. Bombe,  Dr. Vikramsinh S. Pawar,   

Mr. Suvomoy Pramanik and Mr. Rajiv Das 

 

Introduction 

Rivers and dams are the major sources of fresh water for drinking and irrigation. Over exploitation of 

natural resources are getting degraded over a period of time. The conservation of water resources is an urgent 

need to overcome a problem of water shortage in any region especially the urban areas. River catchment 

factors are topography, soil type, and land use affects the surface water runoff and underground water level. 

Catchment topography affects the time for rain to reach the river, while soil type and development determine 

the amount of water to reach the river. Hydro geomorphology describes scientifically and evaluates the 

physical environment through the water circulates. Quantitative and qualitative investigation of drainage basin 

provides the foundation for the variation in hydrogeomorphic response of a river basin. The present 

investigation is measuring the description of linear aspect of channel network, areal aspect of drainage basin, 

relief aspect of channel system and basin form. In this view hydrogeomorphology is science that deals with 

occurrences of water with respect to landform or hydrogeomorphology. The river catchment is a function of 

rainfall, surface and subsurface topography, drainage basin morphology and runoff etc. 

The area selected for the study is Jamwa Ramgarh sub-catchment located near Jaipur (Rajasthan) and 

one of the oldest man-made lakes in western India. In recent years there has been increasingly greater concern 

for inland freshwater resources which are affected in different ways by all kinds of human activities. The 

Jamwa Ramgarh sub-catchment was the only and important source of water supply to Jaipur city from 1904. 

The reservoir and groundwater of sub-basin was used to meets the domestic and agricultural demands of Jaipur 

and the nearby areas. The human intervention in catchment area is now deficient in water availability and not 

able to supply any water to Jaipur city after 2007. The increasing population and increasing water demand is 

the major cause for the depletion of surface and groundwater. 

The surface water flow takes place when the rate of rainfall is higher than the rate of infiltration. After 

fulfilment of infiltration and percolation water starts flowing towards low lands, depressions or downslope by 

the gravitation pool. As the water moves forms a stream and network of streams collect the water of a region is 

called a river catchment. The quantity of water moves tangentially to join the streams below is called 

subsurface flow (Pareta, K. 2005). Perfect estimation of surface runoff and its volume from the catchment of 

river basin is becoming difficult for hydrogeomorphologist. But the analysis and findings of such researches 

are used for several purposes e.g. river flood forecasting, water conservation, hydropower generation and many 

other applications (Sherwani, A. et al, 2014).  

Nag (1998) carried out a study in the Chaka sub-basin of Purulia district in West Bengal and 

mentioned that the surface water and groundwater occurrence at any place on the earth is not a matter of 

chance but generally consequences of the interactions of climatic, geomorphic, geologic factors intensively. To 

understand the surface and sub-surface inherent characteristics of the catchment, it is necessary to understand 

the morphometric properties of the area (Gaur et al., 2011 and also mentioned that the morphometric 

characteristics such as slope and drainage analysis along with weather and soil characteristics have been 

calculated to estimate the surface and the sub-surface runoff.  

Jamwa Ramgarh reservoir near Jaipur in Rajasthan is one of the oldest man-made lake. The spatial and 

temporal variation in rainfall distribution and its extreme conditions studied in detail of the catchment area 

(Gopalet. al., 1981). Soil parameters determined through use of remote sensing data for the estimation of 

runoff (Bohneret. al., 2006). Preta and Preta (2016) summarized the forms of the Ramgarh hill structure along 

with the several geological structures i.e. dips, floods, faults, joints, and lineaments in every direction. Sreevedi 

et al. (2013) in their study used SRTM DEM analyzed by GIS techniques which provides with precision, fast 

and inexpensive way for calculating morphometric analysis. Remote sensing data provides accurate, timely and 

real-time information on various aspects of river basin such as size and shape of the watershed, land use, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soil
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Land_use
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rain
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physiography, soil distribution, drainage characteristics and identification of existing or potential erosion-prone 

areas and provides inputs to many of the soil erosion, sediment yield and runoff models (Suresh, 2004) which 

are very useful for flood estimation, soil analysis and watershed management. Bohneret al. (2006) in their 

study used the combined hydrological and meteorological model for the catchment and was being tested by 

simulating historical flood events of known magnitude of the river catchment.  

Thus the hydrogeomorphological study decided in present investigation is very useful for identify the 

geomorphological characteristics which are helpful for watershed management, water harvesting systems, 

irrigation planning etc. 

Location of Jamwa Ramgarh sub-basin 

Jamwa Ramgarh is a sub-basin of the Banganga River. The part of river sub-basin are lying between 

26
o
57‟ N to 27

o
 25‟ N latitude and 75

o
49‟ E to 76

o
12‟E longitude covers the part of Bairath, Amber, Jamwa-

Ramgarh and Shapura of Jaipur district.  

 
The sub-catchment area is like a four-faced star. The maximum length of sub-catchment area is 53 km 

from north to south and east–west stretch is 37 km and the total area is approximately 831 sq. km. The basin 

has a semi-arid type of subtropical monsoon type of climate with dry-hot summers, low monsoon rain and a 

cool winter season. Precipitation data from Global Weather shows that the average yearly rainfall is 56 cm. 

Most of the rainfall occurs during the monsoon months (June to September) with lowest record of rainfall is 52 

cm and highest record of rainfall with 60 cm in a span of last many years.  

Aims and objectives :  

Geographical study of hydro-geomorphic characteristics of Jamwa Ramgarh sub catchment: 

1. To study the hydrogeomorphic characteristics of Jamwa Ramgarh sub catchment. 

2. To find out the reasons for the water deficiency in sub-catchment area. 

Significance of study:  

The Jamwa Ramgarh dam is constructed and completed in 1904 to provide water to Jaipur city. The 

dam was important because it provided water for domestic, industry and irrigation purposes. Domestic use 

includes everyday activities such as water for drinking, cooking, bathing, washing and gardening. Over a 

period of time excessive use of water from the Jamwa Ramgarh dam with increase of population, water for 

irrigation and encroachment in river basin as well as deficiency of rainfall cause the water shortage. Poor water 

management and exploitation of groundwater with extensive tube-well systems threatens the underground 

water level drastically. Water is very much important thus there is urgent need of scientific study of water 

sources, safe drinking water supply and problem related to water. Thus the study of river and dams as source of 
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water supply has been considered in the geographical study of hydrogeomorphological characteristics of 

Jamwa Ramgarh carried out accurately with precision by deploying the GIS and RS technology. 

Methodology 

The area for the geographical study is decided the Jamwa Ramgarh sub-catchment. The SRTM (30 m) 

is satellite data used for geomorphological analysis such as landforms, slope, aspect, flow accumulation, 

drainage density, stream ordering etc. To identify the suitable catchment area for water with the help of 

Stranger‟s Method was assessed by using soil texture, rainfall distribution, and land use land cover from 

different data sources websites such as rainfall data has been used from the Global Weather data web portal 

similarly soil data from Global Soil Grid data. Slope map prepared from SRTM DEM downloaded from USGS 

web portal and Land Use Land Cover layer has been procured from the Bhuvan website. The average values is 

ranged to find out the magnitude of a yield to the total  are calculated to find out the good, average and bad 

catchments which has been applied to estimate the potentiality of each sub-catchment. Geomorphic 

characteristics verification carried out from the topomaps and field observation. The wise interpretation is 

supported by secondary information from available books and research articles. 

A. Terrain and drainage analysis 

Terrain includes the geomorphic and surface features. 65% region is plain and 13 % area is slope land. 

Only 4% area is under the high ridges. Therefore, the whole study area is plain land with some dissected ridges 

and hills. 

 

 
Slope of the land is essentially the gradient or incline of the land. It is observed that more than 80% 

area having gentle slope in study area. Only 7% of the area comes under the steep slope. Aspect measures the 

direction of steepest slope for a location on the surface. 

Landforms 

Landforms Area (Sq km) % Area 

Streams 15.18 1.80 

Mid slope Drainages 49.17 5.92 

Upland Drainages 6.77 0.81 

Valleys 40.93 4.93 

Plains 544.69 65.55 

Open Slopes 85.00 10.23 

Upper Slopes 25.44 3.06 

Local Ridges 0.76 0.09 

Mid slope Ridges 22.99 2.77 

High Ridges 40.33 4.85 

 Sum 831 100 
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Morphometric features 

Feature Area % Area 

Planar 512.91 68.66 

Pit 0.26 0.03 

Channel 93.97 12.58 

Pass (saddle) 2.96 0.40 

Ridge 136.41 18.26 

Peak 1.36 0.18 

 Sum 831.26 100.12 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Slope 

Slope in Degrees Area (Sq. Km) % Area 

 Gentle slope (00-10)   702.84 84.52 

 Mod. slope (10-15) 68.49 8.24 

 Steep Slope (20-35) 59.94 7.21 

 Sum 831.27 100 
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Vertical distance to channel network is very much high to the 1
st
 order stream area where undulation is 

very much high and found vice a versa in later order streams. The topographic wetness index (TWI), also 

known as the compound topographic index (CTI), is a steady state wetness index.  Almost 80 % area in river 

basin is semi dry and having topographic wetness index in high elevated area because of the coarse soil texture 

and less rainfall. 

Topographic Wetness Index 

Wetness Index Area % Area 

Almost Dry 362.32 43.60 

Very Low 302.38 36.39 

Low 95.06 11.44 

Moderate 60.19 7.24 

Wet 11.19 1.35 

Sum 831.14 100.02 

 

The relationship between topographic wetness and slope is negative in Jamwa Ramgarh basin which 

indicates that the high elevation having low wetness and low elevation having high wetness.  

It is observed that Ramgarh basin has 6
th
 highest order stream. The maximum frequency of streams 

found in 1
st
 order on the hilly rugged terrain and the number of streams decreases significantly in the study area 

with the higher order. 

 
Stream 

order (u) 

Stream 

number 

(Nu) 

Stream 

Length 

(Lu) (km) 

Mean 

stream 

length 

 (Lsm) 

(km) 

Stream 

length 

ratio 

(RL) 

Bifurcation 

ration  

(Rb) 

Mean 

bifurcation 

ratio (Rbm) 

I 627 531.66 0.85 - - 1.76 

II 288 531.62 1.85 2.18 2.18 

III 137 114.61 0.84 0.45 2.10 

IV 97 76.75 0.79 0.95 1.41 

V 63 43.36 0.69 0.87 1.54 

VI 39 30.73 0.79 1.14 1.62 

 

Stream length ratio (RL) can be defined as the ratio of the mean length of the one order to the next 

order of streams. For the 2
nd

 and 6
th
 order stream, it is highest 2.18 and 1.14 respectively and for, 3

rd
, 4

th
 and 5

th
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order; it remains low due to the less variation of the topography in the basin area. The mean bifurcation ratio of 

the Ramgarh basin is 1.76. 

 

 
Drainage density of Ramgarh basins ranging from 0 to 2.96 km per sq. km with average of 1.36 km per 

sq. km which indicates that river basins are consisting homogeneous lithology which is controlling the 

drainage density.   

The soil texture of the region is characterized by the coarse-grained sandy soil spreading in the entire 

sub-catchment area. Rainfall is controlled by monsoon winds. The precipitation is high in north east and low in 

south west part of the sub-catchment. Land use /Land cover characteristics of this region is emphasized that 

rabi crop is predominant in this region followed by the fallow land. The scrub land and degraded forest is 

spreading on the sloping grounds of the hills. The sub-basin region is relatively plain and gentle slope except 

small scattered hills.  

 

Soil Type Area (%)   Land use Type Area (%) 

Sandy Clay 42.92 Settlement 0.53 

Sandy Clay Loam 23.65 Rabi Crop 25.37 

Sandy Loam 6.18 Degraded Forest 4.84 

Sand 27.25 Scrub Forest 14.07 

Slope Area (%)   Rainfall (mm) Area (%) 

0.00 11.81 523-542 16.41 

3—5 62.51 542.1-559 15.24 

5—15 15.26 559.1-574 19.50 

15-25 6.51 574.1-585 27.27 

>25 3.92 585.1-601 21.58 
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The catchment area is classified in three categories that are good, average and bad by weighted score 

using Krigging method and the sub-catchment is divided in five sub divisions. The subcatchment 1 shows high 

potential runoff whereas subcatchment 2 and 3 shows an average potential of surface runoff and 5 are not 

suitable catchment for surface runoff. The average rainfall observed of about 588.83 mm and subcatchment 4 

and 5 is showing the least runoff among the sub catchments thus the sufficient rainwater is not reaching up to 

the storage place of the Ramgargh dam.  

The major reasons for the water deficiency in subcatchment 4 and 5 (lower subcatchment) is water 

harvesting structures which have been constructed under the different watershed management programs of the 

state and central government. Dam water storage area is dry due to the excess use of water at upper catchment 

area for agriculture and other purposes through the wells and tube wells. The encroachment of settlements in 

the river bed also may be reason to reduce the subsurface and underground water level.  Thus, dam is dry since 

2007 and even underground water is also over exploited through tube wells.   

 

 

 
Well 

 

 
Handpump 

 

 
Agriculture 

 

 
Water harvesting 

 

Conclusion 

 Physiographical study of Jamwa Ramgarh sub-catchment reveals that the majority of area is under the 

plain terrain with few dissected hills and ridge topography. 
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 The major cause for the deficiency of water in the catchment area is growth and encroachment of 

settlements in river bed, excessive use of surface and underground water for irrigation through the 

installation of water harvesting systems.  

 

Suggestions 

Water is indeed an essential resource for life on earth and it must be conserved. In fact, historically, 

humans had learned to conserve the available water resource by building dams. The Jamwa Ramgarh is an 

example of source of water to Jaipur city which is dried up due to unwise management. So we all people in the 

country need to be aware about and need proper utilize of water and effective utilization of geospatial 

technology for watershed management. 
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A Comparative Study of Rainfall in Drought Affected  

Districts in Maharashtra 

 

Mr. Rajendra M. Shingate 

 

Introduction: 

           Drought has been major problem in India as well as Maharashtra. It is an unpredictable climatic 

condition and occurs due to failure of one or more monsoons. Drought prone region of Maharashtra faces the 

various problems i.e. low agricultural productivity, agricultural instability, Drinking water, migration, farmer 

suicide etc. This is a result of erratic rainfall and lack of sufficient irrigation facilities. The Maharashtra state 

and Government of India have made many efforts to overcome the problems created by the drought in 1972 

and 2012. Drought is an extended period of months or years when a region notes a deficiency in its water 

supply whether surface or underground water. Generally, this occurs when a region receives consistently below 

average precipitation.  MH state is affected by severe droughts in the year 1972, 2003, and 2012. In 

Maharashtra Solapur, Ahmednagar, Sangli, Pune, Satara, Beed,  Nasik, Latur,  Akola, Osmanabad, Nanded, 

Aurangabad, Jalna, Jalgaon,  Parabhani, Buldhana and Dhule these 17 districts  were  affected by this famine.  

Therefore, it becomes necessary to study the rainfall in drought-affected districts in Maharashtra. 

Objectives: 

 To study the normal rainfall in the drought affected districts in MH in the year 1972 and 2012. 

 To study the actual rainfall in the drought affected districts in MH in the year 1972 and 2012. 

 To compare the rainfall in the drought affected districts in MH in the year 1972 and 2012. 

 

Study Area: 

       The region selected for the study is the drought-affected districts in Maharashtra state. Maharashtra 

State has a geographical area of 3,07,713 sq. km and is bounded by North latitude 15°40‟ and 22°00‟ and East 

Longitudes 72°30‟ and 80°30‟. The State has 35 districts and 353 talukas. Out of these 35 districts 17 districts 

were drought affected. Those districts are Solapur, Ahmednagar, Sangli, Pune, Satara, Beed,  Nashik, 

Latur,Akola, Osmanabad, Nanded, Aurangabad, Jalna, Jalgaon,  Parabhani, Buldhana and Dhule. 

 

Data Base And Methodology: 

Data has collected by referring different statistical abstracts, district gazetteers, agricultural statistical 

information of Agriculture Department of Maharashtra, Pune. The Secondary data was also collected from 

various Government offices, Institutions, and Maharashtra Economic survey -2012-2013. The collected data 

was processed, edited and analyzed by applying different statistical methods and is presented through tables, 

maps and diagrams. 

Drought Definitions: 

Drought is an occasion when the rainfall for a week is half of the normal or less, when the normal 

weekly rainfall is 5 mm or more. Drought is a period of drier-than-normal conditions that results in water-

related problems.   An extended period of dry weather, creating extreme dryness due to lack of rain. 

A drought year is defined as a year in which the total rainfall received is less than 75 % of the normal. 

Maharashtra was facing its worst drought in four decades with over 115 talukas and 7064 villages in 

the state being declared drought affected. The Maharashtra government was declared areas which have 

received less than 75% rainfall and sowing as drought affected. According to this criteria 17 districts in 

Maharashtra was drought affected.  
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Rainfall In Drought Affected District In Mh: 

Table _1 Total Rainfall in drought affected districts in 1972 and 2012 (in mm) 

  Districts Normal 1972 2012 1972 as  

% of normal 

2012 as 

 % of Normal 

1 Ahmednagar 497.1 319.9 383.3 64.3 77.1 

2 Pune 830.1 661.1 676.6 79.6 81.5 

3 Solapur 559.7 251.1 412.0 44.8 73.6 

4 Satara 922.1 980.4 917.8 106.3 99.5 

5 Sangli 551.6 665.2 407.9 120.9 73.9 

6 Aurangabad 675.3 289.8 368.8 42.9 54.6 

7 Jalna 688.1 336.4 324.0 48.8 47.1 

8 Beed 668.5 271.1 434.9 40.5 65.1 

9 Latur 788.6 325.9 760.0 41.3 96.4 

10 Osmanabad 741.7 257.4 390.6 34.7 52.7 

11 Nanded 943.7 382.3 660.7 40.5 70.0 

12 Akola 734.9 567.5 828.1 77.2 112.7 

13 Nashik 1073.9 643.1 863.4 59.8 80.4 

 14 Dhule 566.4 538.0 405.7 94.9 71.6 

15 Jalgaon 702.9 379.6 404.6 54.0 57.6 

16 Parbhani 776.6 342.6 637.1 44.1 82.0 

17 Buldhana 713.0 453.2 612.2 63.5 85.9 

In table number 1 the figures show normal and actual rainfall in drought affected 17 districts in 

Maharashtra state in the drought year1972 and 2012. While comparing the actual rainfall of 1972 and 2012 it is 

clear that in 8 districts which is Solapur, Aurangabad, Jalna, Beed, Latur, Osmanabad, nanded and Parnhani  

the actual rainfall was less than half the normal in 1972 while it is only in Jalna district in 2012.    

     In 1972 Osmanabad district had lowest rainfall 257.4mm which is 34.7 %  of normal rainfall 741.7mm 

while it is in Jalna district 324mm which is 47.1 % of the normal in 2012. 

    The highest rainfall in drought affected district in 1972 is in Sangli district 665.2mm which is 120.9 % of 

normal rainfall 551.6 mm while it is in Akola district 567.5 mm which is 112.7 % of the normal 734.9 mm in 

2012. 

The normal rainfall in Ahmednagar district is 497.1mm. But in 1972 the actual rainfall in the district 

was 319.9 mm which is 64.3 % of the normal while in 2012 the actual rainfall is 383.3 mm which is 77.1 % of 

the normal. Like this in 1972 the actual rainfall and percentage of the normal in drought affected districts 

Solapur 251.1 mm, (44.8%),  Sangli 665.2 mm, (120.9%) , Pune 661.1 mm,(79.6%), Satara 980.4 mm 

(106.3%), Beed 271.1 mm,,(40.5%),  Nashik643.1 mm, (59.8%), Latur352.9 mm (41.3%), Akola 567.5 mm, 

(77.2%), Osmanabad 257.4 mm, (34.7%),  Nanded 382.3 mm, (40.5%), Aurangabad 289.8 mm, (42.9%), Jalna 

336.4 mm, (48.8%), Jalgaon 379.6 mm, (54.0%),  Parabhani 342.6 mm, (44.1%), Buldhana 453.2 mm (63.5%), 

and Dhule538.0 mm, (94.9%) while in 2012 the actual rainfall and percentage of the normal in drought 

affected districts Solapur412.0 mm, (73.6%),  Sangli 407.9 mm, (73.9%), Pune 676.6 mm (81.5%), Satara 

917.8 mm, (99.5%), Beed 434.9 mm, (65.1%),  Nashik 863.4 mm, (80.4%), Latur760.0 mm, (96.4%), Akola 

828.1mm, (112.7%), Osmanabad 390.6 mm, (52.7%), Nanded 660.7 mm, (70.0%) , Aurangabad 368.8 mm, 

(54.6%), Jalna 324.0 mm, (47.1%), Jalgaon 404.6 mm, (57.6%),  Parabhani 637.1 mm, (82.0%), Buldhana 

612.2 mm, (85.9%) and Dhule 405. 7 mm, (71.6%). 

Rainfall Table_ 2 

Sr.no % of normal 1972 2012 

1 Less than  50% Solapur, Auragabad, jalna, 

 Beed, Latur, Osmanabad, 

 Nanded, parbhani 

Jalna 

2 50% to 60% Nasik, Jalgaon Auragabad , Jalgaon, Osmanabad 

3 60% to 70% Ahmednagar, Buldhana Beed 

4 70% to 80% Pune, Akola Ahmednagar, Solapur, Sangli, Naded, Dhule 
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5 80% to 90% - Pune, Nasik, Parbhani, Bhuldhana 

6 90% to 100% Dhule Satara, Latur 

7 More than 100% Satara, Sangali Akola 

In Solapur, Aurangabad, Jalna , Beed, Latur , Osamanabad, Nanded ,  and Parbhani district the actual 

rainfall is less than 50%  of the normal in 1972  where as Jalna is only one district  where the actual rainfall is 

less than  half the normal. 50% to 60% rainfall of the normal is in Nasik and Jalgaon diatrict in 1972 while in 

Aurangabad, Jalgaon and  Osmanabad  district in 2012.In Ahmednagar and Buldhana district the rainfall is 

60% to 70% of the normal in 1972 where as in 2012 is in Beed district.In 1972 the actual rainfall in Pune and 

Akole district is 70% to 80% while  in Ahmednagar, Solapur, Sangli, nanded and Dhule district in 2012. 80% 

to 90% rainfall is not in 1972 but in Pune, nasik, Parbhani and Buldhana district it is in 2012.In Dhule district 

90% to 100% rainfall of the normal is in 1972 while it is Satara and Latur in 2012. The actual rainfall in Satara 

and Sangli district is more than normal in 1972 where as in Akola district in 2012. 

Most drought affected district in 1972 &2012(rainfall) Table 3 

Sr. No District 1972 2012 

1 Solapur 44.8% 73.6% 

2 Auragabad 42.9% 54.6% 

3 jalna 48.8% 47.1% 

4 Beed 40.5% 65.1% 

5 Osmanabad 34.7% 52.7% 

6 Jalgaon 54.0% 57.6% 

7 Nanded 40.5% 70.0% 

Among the 17 droughted affected district  Solapur, Aurangabad, Jalna, Beed , Osmanabad, Jalgaon  

and nanded are the maximum affected district in Maharashtra in 1972 and 2012.  

Let us look the figer of the rainfall in both drought year  we see that Aurangabad, Jalna, and  osmanabad 

district were the most affected district in both drought year. 

 

Conclusion: 

In 1972 in satara and Sangli district the actual rainfall is more than normal but they were drought 

affected districts because the rainfall was maximum in June and July in both district but the distribution of 

rainfall was not equal in the whole district. 

Akola district has more than 100 % rainfall in 2012 but it was also drought affected because the 

maximum rainfall is in June, July and September but it was not equal distributed in the whole district. 

 While comparing the study of drought affected district in Maharashtra in 1972 and 2012 drought it is 

concluded that Maharashtra‟s worst drought  is 1972 because there is 17 districts which is more than half in 

Maharashtra was affected by drought. Among those 17 districts 8 districts which had very poor rainfall which 

is less than half the normal. But the drought in 2012 was not as severe as compare to 1972. The drought of 

1972 was a natural calamity but the drought of 2012 is disaster of water management accompanied by 

corruption, extremely water intensive cropping pattern unsuitable for drought prone areas, absence of 

responsive disaster management system and absence of long-term view to manage drought. 
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Landuse and Land Cover Changes in Mira- Bhayander Municipal Corporation  

and Its Impact on Environmental Quality 

 

Miss. Kirti N. Ranjane, Miss. Yamini B. Mewada, Dr. Prakash Dongre,  

 

Introduction 

Mira-Bhayandar Municipal Corporation is located in Thane district of the state Maharashtra. This city 

shares a border with Mumbai. In 2011 Mira-Bhayandar had 814,655 population (Census- 2011).  This city has 

rich historic and geographic significance. Bhayandar was an important port and has been approached by 

various historic legends. On 12
th
June 1985, five villages naming Bhayandar, Kashi, Mira, Navghar and 

Ghodbunder were integrated to form Mira Bhayandar Municipal Council. In 1990 the Council got extended by 

including four other villages naming Chena, Varsova, Rai – Murdha, Dongri – Uttan. Today it is an important 

residential and industrial city in vicinity of Mumbai. Post 1991 onwards population in Mira-Bhayandar 

increased due to migration of people mainly from Mumbai due to improvement in suburban railways. Due to 

this land use in city started getting change at rapid rate. These changes in land use started affecting urban 

environment.  

 

Study Area:  

Map-01: Location map of Mira-Bhayandar 

 
Map 01 shows the location of city Mira-Bhayandar. Almost entire Mira-Bhayandar is located on 

coastal plain. It is located on the coast of Arabian Sea and on left bank of Vasai Creek. Western part of Mira-

Bhayandar i.e. Uttan and Dongri has low hills with elevation ranging between 20 mtr to 80 mtr.  Eastern part 

of Mira-Bhayandar is under protected area of Sanjay Gandhi National Park. Here also there is presence of low 

hills and eastern part of Ghodbunder has an elevation of about 200mtr. The latitudinal extension of Mira-

Bhayandar is between 19
0
15‟25” to19

0
19‟01” north of equator and longitudinal extend is from 72

0
46‟45” to 

72
0
 54‟16” east of prime meridian. As per census geographical area of Mira-Bhayandar is 79 sq.km and is the 

smallest city by area in Thane district. City has population of density 10194 persons per sq. km in 2011. 

Majority of the city‟s population depends up on Mumbai city for employment and other needs including 

educational institutes. The present study focuses on the investigation of spatio-temporal land use and land 

cover changes in the Mira- Bhayandar by using geospatial technology.  

Aims and Objectives of Study:  

 To study the demography of Mira Bhayandar. 

 To make land use land cover map of Mira Bhayandar for the year 1999 and 2019  

 To understand and interpret land use and land cover changes. 

 To give suggestions for better land use in the city.  
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Literature review  

Land use and land cover are the two different aspects. Land cover is the physical features of the Earth. 

It includes forest, vegetation, and water body. Land use is the manmade features used for various purposes. It 

includes built ups, commercial, industries. Remote sensing is said to be as studying the earth surfaces without 

coming into its physical contact. It is one of the best methods used in analysis of land use land cover change. A 

study was conducted in Chhattisgarh, India for in understanding the LULC change and its impact on ground 

water using the LANDSAT images. The ground water pollution has increased mainly due to LULC change 

(Khan & Jhariya, 2018).  Another study was done in Islamabad, Pakistan; the researchers had carried out 

quantification of spatial and temporal LULC changes in Islamabad between 1992 to 2012. Researchers had 

used the supervised classification algorithm and post-classification change detection technique (Hassan et al., 

2016). A study was conducted in the Dubai to study the trends in urbanization using the LANSAT images. 

Researchers had prepared the LULC maps using the image segmentation and extraction methods (Aldogom et 

al., 2019). Bianet K.A and Taniguchi M, in 2009, presented a paper which synthesizes on the issues of 

subsurface resources and assesses the factors that contribute to its degradation. The findings of the study says 

that the economic growth has led to rapid urbanization and population growth in Asia, this is beneficial to the 

Asian cities as it has become the center of production but also created various environmental problems, 

manifested deterioration of air and water quality, pressure on various resources, insufficient sanitation 

facilities, traffic congestion and increasing solid waste etc. It mainly emphasizes on subsurface and its role in 

urban development and states that urban waste water, oil and sewer leakages, fertilizer residuals and effluents 

from mining activity deposited in the ground and reached the acquirers have the potential to generate 

contaminants and pollute the ground water quality. Chandra M, in 2015 presented a paper, the main objective 

of the paper was to study the reasons behind the low environmental quality in India, despite of various 

powerful environmental laws. The study was conducted to gain knowledge about various environmental 

pollution, their reasons and their impact on the mankind. Paper also reveals about various laws formulated by 

the government of India in interests of environment protection. The findings derived from the study was that 

there is rapid economic growth is experienced by India resulting in adverse and harmful environmental 

conditions. The existing environmental laws cover a wide spectrum of environmental concerns, but they are 

ineffective due to lack of enforcement.  

 

Research methodology 

 
For the present study researchers had used two satellite images one for the year 1999 and other 2019. 

The study area was clipped for the land use land cover classification based on supervised and unsupervised 

classification technique. First level LULC classification for both the years land use categories are made as 

water bodies, saltpans, mangroves, vegetation, open/barren and built-up. The classification was done using 
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Erdas Imagine and Arc Map software. The change detection analysis was done for the two time period using 

the Idrisi Selva software. The Land change modeler of Idrisi Selva software, helped in better understanding the 

landuse landcover change over the two decades.  

The thematic maps were prepared using the Arc Map software. For the interpretation and demographic 

understanding District Census Handbook Data were collected from 1981 to 2011. The analysis and 

interpretation of results was done by visual interpretation method.  

 

Results and analysis -  A.  Demographic changes in Mira-Bhayandar:  

1. Population Growth: Diagram -01, represents population growth in Mira-Bhayandar from the year 1951 to 

2011. Population of city was just 6327 in1951 and it increased to 809378 in 2011. It shows that growth of 

population is increasing in Mira-Bhayandar. There is a sharp population growth from the year 1991 to 

2011(10%-50%). Before 1991 Mira and Bhayandar was different, former was village and later was industrial 

town, so population was low. Western part of Mira Road was covered with salt pans and eastern part of 

Bhayandar mainly have industries. In fact, the neighboring city Mumbai saw a negative population growth rate 

(-0.55) in the past decade indicating a huge demographic shift towards the periphery of the metro region that is 

expected to continue. The main reasons behind it is unaffordable housing in Mumbai. Saturation of Mumbai 

and availability of cheap housing at the periphery are the two major factors behind the population shift towards 

Mira-Bhayandar. 

Due to the policy of Mira-Bhayandar Municipal Corporation (MBMC) population began growing and 

has gradually increased over the last twenty years. City enjoys all the facilities similarly provided by the 

Brihan Mumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC) in Mumbai city including power from BSES, telecom facilities 

from MTNL and transportation from BEST. These factors have been instrumental in people choosing to live in 

Mira- Bhayandar. Builders providing all the modern amenities to residents, Mira- Bhayandar is fast becoming 

a place where the common man‟s dream of owning a flat is becoming a reality. 

Diagram: 01: Population growth in Mira-Bhayandar Diagram: 2: Density of population 

  
Source: Census 1951 to 2011 

2. Density of population: Diagram -02 represents density of population/sq. kms. In 1981 density of population 

was 1049 and increased to 10194 persons per sq. kms in 2011. Density of population has been increased 

rapidly from 1981 to 2011 by 10 times. Density of population has increased mainly due to conversion of 

village with town as well as people were migrating from Mumbai and Thane for better living facility. Also 

Mira-Bhayandar is in outskirt of Mumbai so it has better opportunities for development. Population density is 

highest near railway stations and it decreases as distance increases from the station. Near railway stations one 

can see number of multistoried buildings. Second high density area is located along with national highway.  

3. Ward wise distribution of population-2011: Map -2 represents ward wise population in the Mira-

Bhayandar for the year 2011. Population is not uniformly distributed in Mira-Bhayandar.  Very high 

concentration of population found near the railway stations of Mira Road and Bhayandar. Other area with high 
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population is near National Highway. Since last decade population concentration is increasing with 

development of multistory buildings. Wards away from railway stations are with low population size.   

 

Map -2:  Ward wise distribution of population – 

2011 

Dia-03: Mira Bhayandar - Sex Ratio 

  

Source: Census data 2011 Source: Census 1961 to 2011 

1. Sex ratio: Sex ratio is increasing from the year 1961-1991 (800 - 857) (Dia. -3). This is because in the 

past importance was given to females. And also new technology of sex determination of female 

feticides, abortion were not innovated hence sex ratio was increasing. But it is diminishing from the 

year 1991-2001 (857-817). This was because at that time sex determination of child in the mother 

womb was done through songraphy and if child was girl than abortion was take place. But it has grown 

again in the year 2011 from 817-886 due to ban on sex determination in hospitals and awareness 

program by government to show importance of girl child in society.  

 

Results and analysis – 1. Land Use Changes:  

The processed data reveals various changes in the land use and land cover in the study area over a 

period of 20 years. The following are the results derived from the recent study. Map -4 and diagram- 4 

represents land use land cover in year 1999 where it is observed that the maximum area in this region was 

under open/ barren land (31%) followed by vegetation cover (24%), built-up, saltpans and water bodies. 

Substantial open area was due to fallow land and open grounds. Vegetation cover was good in eastern part due 

to Sanjay Gandhi National Park. Area near the creek was either covered with mangroves or salt pans. 

Settlement or built-up area (12%) was only seen near railway stations and national highway. It clearly indicates 

that in 1999 there was initiation stage of urbanization process in the city.  

Map-3: Mira-Bhayandar LULC -1999 Diag-4 : Land Use in sq. Kms 
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Map -4 and diagram- 4 represents land use land cover in year 1999 where it is observed that the 

maximum area in this region was under open/ barren land (31%) followed by vegetation cover (24.14%), built-

up, saltpans and water bodies. Substantial open area was due to fallow land and open grounds. Vegetation 

cover was good in eastern part due to Sanjay Gandhi National Park. Area near the creek was either covered 

with mangroves or salt pans. Settlement or built-up area (12.19%) was only seen near railway stations and 

national highway. It clearly indicates that in 1999 there was initiation stage of urbanization process in this 

reagion.  

  Map-5 and diagram - 5 represents land use land cover in year 2019. Lots of changes took place in  

LULC from year 1999 to 2019.  The built up area increased more than double and it covers 27.3 sq. kms. 

Major increase in built-up area is observed on open/ barren land.  Those open plots were there in 1999 brought 

under the construction of residential and commercial purposes. Built-up area which was almost absent in 

western side of railway stations in 1999 was substatitially increased in 2019. The road which is connecting 

Kashi-Mira to Miraroad and Bhayandar railway station also seen with major construction activities. It also 

indicate that there is very rapid population growth in this City. This is not the natural growth but it is the 

growth due to migration of middleclass families from Mumbai to Mira-Bhayandar.  
 

One can see a sharp decline in the area under open/ barren land and natural vegetation. The area which 

was under agriculture and saltpans, mainly the privately owned land is brought under the construction. Slight 

increase in mangrove and vegetation is good sign but in comparison with population growth it is too less. This 

city needs more open spaces, gardens and play grounds. Regular belts of vegetation are needed to control air 

pollution in the city.  

Table-1: Changes in LULC over the two decades 

Sr. No Land Use % of area in 1999 % of Area in 2019 % Change 

1  Built-up  15.06  34.28  +19.22  

2  Mangroves  12.07  12.61  + 0.54  

3  Vegetation  28.66 29.82 + 1.16  

4  Open / Barren  38.27  20.95  -17.32  

5  Salt pans  0.54  00.38 -0.16  

6  Water bodies  3.50  3.86 -0.36  

   Total  100  100   

Mira Bhayandar is located on the coastal belt and has good network creeks and inlets. The city is not 

having waste water or sewage treat treatment plant, so entire amount of this water allowed to drain in to the 

Map-4: Mira-Bhayandar LULC -2019 Diag-5 : Land Use in sq. Kms 
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creeks. So this growing city need the waste water treatment plant to control water pollution in creeks. Area 

around Uttan and Dongari was associated with farming and fishing. The hills were covered with vegetation. 

But since last two decades this belt is emerging as tourist destination. Number of resorts are coming up in this 

area on farm lands and on hills. There is need to implement CRZ rules and efforts to protect natural vegetation.  

Table -01 shows status of land use changes in the city from year 1999 to 2019.  

2. Change Detection in Major Land Use:   

Map -06 shows change detection built up area in Mira-Bhayandar from 1999 to 2019. No change in 

built-up area has been observed near the railway line as this area was already occupied by residents.  Major 

gain in built up area is seen along the road connecting Mira Road and Bhayandar station with National 

Highway no-08. Second important area with gain in built up area is observed at Bhayandar west. This is 

mainly due to construction of railway fly over which connected National Highway with Uttan.  Third area of 

built-up area gain is seen in and around Uttan. Slight increase in built-up area is observed near village Kashi 

and Mira around highway. Major gain in built-up area is over the land which was open or barren.   

Map-5: Change in Built – up Area 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Map-6: Change in Mangroves and Vegetation 
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From 1999 to 2019, the vegetation got also changed. Over the years the few patches of mangroves as 

well as vegetation cover had gained. This is mainly due to conservation efforts taken by Mangrove cell and 

some NGO‟s. A major gain is observed along the Manori and Vasai creeks. Loss of vegetation is seen near the 

built-up areas. Here one can see the change in economic activities of the people from primary to others and that 

is contributing towards vegetation changes.   

Conclusion:  

There has been drastic LULC change over the two decades in the Mira Bhayandar region. As the Mira 

Bhayandar is situated near to the Mumbai city, there has been substantial increase in population from the year 

1991 onwards. This resulted in change in LULC over the years. Mira Bhayandar comes under the Mumbai 

Metropolitan Region. Hence, there are quite good facilities are available to the people. Property rate are quite 

less in this city and therefore lower middle class and middle class population prefers this city for residence. 

Still substantial area of city is under open or under vegetation, this areas need the attention of local authority 

and MMR implement good planning.   This study will help the planners in planning the LULC, to maintained 

environmental balance.  
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Industrial impact on Urban and Rural area in Thane District 

 

Dr. Rupwate R. L 

 

Introduction  

Thane district is a district in the Indian state of Maharashtra in Konkan Division. At the 2011 Census it 

was the most populated district in the nation, with 11,060,148 inhabitants;
 
however, in August 2014 the district 

was split into two with the creation of a new Palghar district, leaving the reduced Thane district with a 2011 

Census population of 8,070,032. The headquarters of the district is the city of Thane. Other major cities in the 

district are Navi Mumbai, Kalyan-Dombivli, Mira-Bhayander, Bhiwandi, Ulhasnagar, Ambarnath, Badlapur, 

Murbad and Shahapur.  

Aims And Objectives 

1. To study industrial development in Thane District. 

2. To determine the population characteristics an its effect on agriculture and industries. 

3. To analyze the non-agricultural determinants from the view point of agro based industries. 

4. To study performance of micro and small scale industries of Thane district. 

5. To study the cottage and village industries of the region. 

6. To find out the industrial problem and suggest our own measures.  

Map of Thane District 

 

Hypothesis  

• Improve industrial status and give the infrastructure facilities to change the industrial development. 

• Globalization process helps to industrial development in Thane District. 

• Change the socio-economic condition of the industrial workers through the process of industrial 

development.  

Database and Methodology 

 The primary and secondary is used for the study .Particularly the period of study is chosen from 2011 to 

2018. 

 Collection of primary data field survey, special questionnaires will be used. Secondary data obtained from 

Socio-Economic review, District statiscal census handbook etc. 

 Data regarding the number of large, medium and small, micro scale industries, capital investment and 

working capital capacity obtained from District industries center (DIC) and field survey, special 

questionnaire have been used to collect data.   
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 The region under study Thane district a part of the Maharashtra state is situated in Vaitarna Basin & in the 

extreme north of Konkan. 

 The area of the District is 9558 sq.km. 

 The Arabian Sea forms the western boundary, while it is bounded by Mumbai city district and Mumbai 

sub urban district on South-West & Raigad district on the south.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Percentage of Cottage & Village Industries 

 

Percentage of Employment in Cottage & Village Industries  
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Physiographically Thane district divided into three parts. 

1. In the eastern parts of the district Sahyadri ranges & its north side the thick forest is situated. 

2. The Central region to the district is mostly flat & this area is covered by Vaitarna, Ulhas river & their 

tribute rivers. 

3. The Western parts of the district is coastal which  covers 15 sq.km to 20 sq.km area. This region has a 

112kms Coastal line. 

 

Industries 

• Thane is the third most industrialized district in the State. There are 1548 large and medium scale and 

18,480 small scale industries in the district. The main products of these industries are Drugs, Textiles, 

Adhesives, Plastics, Rubber, Steel, Pharmaceuticals, Engineering, Fertilizers, Electronics, Chemicals and 

Iron & Steel. The Thane-Belapur-Kalyan industrial belt is the center of highly sophisticated modern 

industries. In Ulhasnagar, Ambarnath, Bhiwandi, Badlapur, Tarapur, Palghar, Vasai and Murbad there are 

nearly 4000 industries which contribute towards the industrialization of the district. 

•  Manufacture of machinery, machine tools and parts except electrical machinery together with the iron 

and steel industry and metal products are the most important and the biggest group of industries in the 

district and includes manufacture of Prime movers, Boilers, Refrigerators, Machine Tools, Computing and 

Accounting machinery, Industrial machinery for food and textile industries, machinery for chemicals, 

paper and cement industries. 

Urban & Rural Areas 
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Literacy 

           Total about 15.4 lakh people in the district are literate, among them about 8.8 lakh are male and about 

6.6 lakh are female. Literacy rate (children under 6 are excluded) of Thane is 71%. 79% of male and 62% of 

female population are literate here. Overall literacy rate in the district has increased by 7%. Male literacy has 

gone up by 3% and female literacy rate has gone up by 9%. 

 

 

   Drainage Pattern 

i. The Ulhas originates from Tungarli. It meets the sea at Vasai creek. River is 135km long & has many 

tributaries; two important of them are Barvi & Bhatsa. 

ii. Vaitarna is largest of Konkan Rivers & rises in the Trymbak hills in Nasik district, opposite to the source 

of Godavari. 

iii. River is 154 km long & has number of tributaries; the most important of them are Pinjal, Surya, Daherja 

& Tansa.  

 

How have the rural-to-urban numbers risen? 

The number of migrants who moved from rural to urban areas stood at 52 million out of a total 

population of 1.02 billion, as per the 2001 Census. Thus, the 2011 number of 78 million is a jump of 51%. The 

share of rural-to-urban migrants in the population rose from 5.06% in 2001 to 6.5% in 2011. Women 

outnumber men in making the rural-to-urban shift. Of the 78 million, 55% were females and they outnumbered 

males in 554 of the 640 districts. The share of male rural-to-urban migrants in the total male population rose 

from 4.6% to 5.7%; for females, the share rose from 5.5% to 7.4%. 
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Conclusion: 

i. The industrial development in Thane has been highly commendable and impressive, particularly in 

relation to setting up of key industries. However, there has been imbalanced development of industries 

in the country. 

ii. During the last two decades, Maharashtra State showed the highest position in respect of major   

industrial output; however, all these industries have been concentrated in and around the areas of 

district. 

iii. To comply with the objective of industrial dispersal,   M.I.D.C. was established to develop industrial 

areas in the State of Maharashtra and in this   direction initially M.I.D.C. developed industrial areas 

near big cities and thereafter the areas were developed at remote places of the state. 
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Emerging Trends of Eco Tourism-Agro Tourism  

Dr. Manasi Manojkumar Kambale 

 

Introduction 

The tourism sector is witnessing some new trends that are supplementing the established trends in the 

sector. These include solo trips, road trips, pocket-friendly travelling, and wellness tourism. These trends are 

expanding the horizon of the tourism industry in India and generating newer avenues for revenue creation.  

Tourism is travel for pleasure or business, also the theory and practice of touring, the business of attracting, 

accommodating and entertaining tourists and the business of operating tours. 

The tourism industry is the world‟s largest and most diverse industry many nations rely on this 

dynamic industry as a primary source for generating revenues, employment private sector growth, and 

infrastructure development The tourism industry, as part of the severe sector, has many regions and even for 

entire countries the tourist direct effects on the social, cultural, educational, and economic sectors of national 

societies, and on their international relations.                            

           Tourism brings large amounts of income into a local economy in the form payment for goods 

and services needed by tourists, accounting as of 2011 for 30% of the world‟s trade in severest, and as an 

invisible export for 6% of overall exports of goods and services. It also generates opportunities for 

employment in the service sector of the economy associated with tourism. The hospitality industries which 

benefit from tourism include transportation services and entertainment venues .This is addition to goods bough 

by tourists, including souvenirs.                  

 

Objectives  

 Identifying the factors that determine the success of a tourism destination 

 Related  tourism planning to tourism policy  

 Strengthening the  Commitment to quality and excellence in tourism management 

Methodology  

This paper uses literature review and tools of collecting secondary data to highlight various impact of 

tourism, document review, varies polices and tourism statistics from the Ministry of Tourism, Government of 

Indian and from world  travel and tourism council, research of journals books newspapers  professionals 

meeting  act. 

Need and Importance of the India’s Tourism Industry 

The India Tourism Industry is large and has significant potential to be a key contributor to India‟s 

economic prosperity. Despite infrastuaral constraints, the industry is on an exponential growth path and offers 

many opportunities which can be converted into economic benefits. Travel and tourism industry‟s contribution 

to Indian industry is immense.  

 Tourism in India has registered significant growth in the recent years and Indian has tremendous 

potential to become a major global tourist destination, Travail and tourism industry is the third highest foreign 

exchange earner for India, and according to an estimate total direct employment in the tourism sector is around 

20 million Indian‟s tourism industry is thriving due to an increase in foreign tourism arrivals and greater than 

before travel by Indians to domestic destinations. In the past few years significant growth has come from 

within the domestic sector, there is a need to bring the tourism in India on per with standards prevailing in 

other countries. 

Indian should capitalize on the strengths in different type of tourism products available to the country. 

Indian has a lot to offer in terms of tourism and related activities. The diversity that India is famous for ensures 

that there is something to do for all tourism in India, no matter what their interests.  

Features of some of the tourism product features are - Adventure tourism, Wildlife tourism, Medical 

tourism, Pilgrimage tourism, and Culture tourism, Heritage Tourist India, Beaches, Health and Wellness, Eco 

Tourism, Agro Tourism. The types of tourism in India have grown and this has boosted the Indian economy. 
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That it continues to grow efforts must be taken by the Indian government so that the tourism sector can 

contribute more substantially to the national‟s GDP 

Ecotourism is a form of tourism that fosters learning experiences and appreciation of the natural 

environment or some component thereof, within its associated cultural context‟ ecotourism a unique subset of 

the tourism industry is focused on the enhancement or maintenance of natural systems through tourism. 

Ecotourism means different things to different people. To some it is the general term that encompasses natural- 

based, adventure, soft adventure, and cultural tourism .Ecotourism itself is meant to be a sustainable form of 

natural resource- based tourism. Ecotourism is a very specific form is part of the broad concept of natural-

based tourism, or it can be said that ecotourism describes a nature-based operation in the field of tourism. 

Ecotourism is a form to tourism involving visiting fragile, pristine and relatively undisturbed natural areas, 

intended as a low-impact and often small scale alternative to standard commercial ma‟s tourism ecotourism 

focus on socially responsible travel, personal growth, and environmental sustainability. Minimize physical, 

social, behavioural and psychological impact. Build environmental and experiences cultural awareness and 

respect. Provide positive experiences for both visitors and hosts. Provide direct financial benefits for 

conservation. 

Ecotourism helps protect natural habitats and pristine environments. The wealth of poorer countries is 

often tied up in natural resources like forests, minerals and land that could be used for agriculture. Exploiting 

these resources often means altering of destroying wildlife habitats and beautiful natural landscapes. 

Agro tourism or agro tourism, as it is defined most broadly, involves any agriculturally based 

operation or activity that brings visitors to a farm or ranch. Agro tourism has different definitions in different 

parts of the world, and sometimes refers specifically to farm stays as in Italy, Elsewhere, agro tourism includes 

a wide variety of activities, including a corn maze, slopping hogs, picking fruit, feeding animals, or staying at a 

bed and breakfast on a farm. Agro tourism activities fall within at least one of the five categories of agro 

tourism and they may span multiple categories. The five categories are direct to consumer. The five categories 

are agriculture education, hospitality, recreation, and entertainment. Agro tourism is a form of niche tourism 

that is considered a growth industry. 

Agricultural tourism has become a necessary means foe many small farms survey. By diversifying 

business operations, farm operators are able to ensure a more stable income. This is because agro tourism 

activities can occur during times of the year that crops may not be in season, and by providing a completely 

separate stream of income. Some studies have found that agro tourism operations often benefit their 

surrounding communities by drawing tourists to the area. The economic boost by the increase in traffic can be 

beneficial to rural areas in need of diversified streams of income.  

People have become more interested in how their food is produced. They want to meet farmers and 

processors and talk with the about what goes in to food production. For many people who visit farms, 

especially children, the visit marks the first time they see the source of their food, be it a dairy cow, an ear of 

corn growing in a field or an apple they can pick right off a tree.  Farmers and ranchers use this interest to 

develop traffic at their farm or ranch, and interest in the quality of their products, as well as awareness of their 

products. 

Why the Tourism as an Emerging Industry 

Tourism plays a major can be considered to be the world. The contributions of tourism to developing 

countries like India significant for its development as its evident from the following facts. Tourism is 

considered as a job creator with multiplier effects. Job creation in tourism is growing one and a half times half 

times faster than any other industrial sector 

Government earn huge tax revenue through the taxes levied on accommodation, restaurants and 

various forms of fees, etc. Tourism stimulates investment in new infrastructural developments like airport, 

seaports, roads, civic systems, restoration of monuments etc. and it improves the living conditions in the 

regions where projects are undertaken Tourism can be considered to be world‟s largest industry and the largest 

creator of employment across the economy. 

The major economic benefit in promoting the tourism industry is the earing of forging exchange. 

Incomes from inbound tourism in the  form of foreign exchanges earnings adds to the national income and as 
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an invisible export, may  offsets a loss on the visible trading account and is of critical importance in bridging 

the balances of payment deficits.   The top ten careers in tourism and hospitality travel agents , research plan 

and book, trips for individuals and groups, hotel manager, spa manger, tour operator, event  and conference 

organiser , tour guide ,executive chef , sommelier, PR Manger, Leisure Activity Co-Ordinator 

Tourism is a very vast vibrant dynamic and growth oriented industry tourism as an industry in the set 

of all business activities which serves the needs tourists while they visit dig gerent places by way tourism 

touring or 

Economics benefits of tourism 

 Provides employment opportunities  

 Generates foreign exchange 

 Increases incomes increases GNP, 

 Can be built on existing infrastructure.  

 Develops an infrastructure that will also help stimulate local commerce and industry.  

 Can be developed with local products and resources Diversifies the economy 

 Tends to be compatible with other economic activities  

 Spreads development  

 High multiplier impact  

 Increases government revenues  

Social Benefit of tourism 

 Broadens educational and cultural horizons  

 Improves quality of life – higher incomes and improved  

 Standards of living 

 Justifies environmental protection and improvement 

 Provides tourist and recreational facilities that may be used by a local population  

Cultural benefits of tourism 

 Reinforces preservation of heritage and tradition visitor interest in local culture  

 Provides employment for aeries 

 Musicians and other performing artists enhancing cultural heritage  

 Breaks down language barriers, sociocultural barriers, and religious barriers 

 Creates a favourable worldwide image for a destination  

 Promotes a global community 

 Promotes international understanding and peace 

  It is an engine of growth for Indian economy and helps to promote sustained development of 

infrastructure, such as airports, railways and roads leading to connectivity of various tourist destinations. 

Tourism is improving the trade relations with other nations. Tourism industry is the third largest forging 

exchanges earner for India. Despite the slowdown in the economy, the Fore earrings from the tourism sector 

has increased from 7.6% to 8.7%.Domesitc tourism plays vital role in achieving the national objectives of 

promoting social and cultural cohesion and national integration. 

 

Tourism’s contribution to GDP of India 

Tourism and travel is the one of the important sectors of the Indian economy. The direct impact 

consists of the supporting sectors of the economy which soppy to the traditional travel and tourism industry 

full and catering companies, laundry services, housekeeping and sanitation services, security services and 

accounting firms etc. The total contribution of the Indian travel and tourism sector to India‟s GDP was Rest. 

3410 Ban in 2010 which was 6.1% of India GSP in that year.   

Grew at faster than the global economy for the eighth successive year 3.9% to contribute a record $8.8 

trillion global economy  and 319 million jobs to the world economy in 2018 .for the eight consecutive year, 

this was above the growth rate of world GDP. The total contribution of travel and tourism to GDP was USD8, 

272.3bn (10.4%of GDP) in 2017, and is forecast to rise by 4.0% in 2018, and to rise by 3.8% pa to USD12, 

450.1bn (11.7% of GDP) in 2028.  
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Conclusions   

 Tourism evidently plays a great role in the developing countries. This is more so in countries that have put 

tourism at the top of investment priorities. Considering these important factors there is need to conserve and 

maintain this industry by having many improvements in ensuring the industry is attracting and retaining more 

tourists 

 Provide hygienic tourist infrastructure remove differential entry fee for foreign tourism, Encourage public private 

partnership model for monument restoration and conservation.  

 Create powerful sub brands and destination branding under the umbrella of incredible India to help potential 

tourism reinforce their decisions to visit India by providing adequate recall. Single window clearance for all 

licenses and should be implemented. 

 Ministry of Tourism should institute a mechanism for fast track passing of initiatives which require coordination 

with other ministries. The India is low level national and international tread limits its inbound tourism potential 

further is sauce much issue Hotel capacity, transport infrastructure, human capabilities, licensing and permits, 

visa, taxation, branding image management the most point ermines that he is perhaps the only person.  

 Give the industry status to hotels under the industries; act .This will help hotels procure resources like power and 

water at concessional rates. Increase the number of hospitality and tourism centric training institutions and 

enhance capacity at existing institutions especially for management cadre. 
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Trends in Geography, Commerce, it and Sustainable Development 

 

Dhulgude Abhijeet, Research Scholar, Dr. Zodage S.B. 

 

1.0 Introduction 

             Mahableshwar is the only hill station in India, from which the sea is visible. The peculiar moisture 

level of this station is maintained by sea breezes. Hence the station is unique due to its location and climate.   

Tourism is considerable as a significant factor in the economy of many nations, today tourism related 

infrastructure in various parts of the country has improved the quality of life of the local people and helped to 

promote local arts and crafts. Tourism has contributed to increased awareness about conservation of the 

environment and the cultural heritage. Tourism is the fastest growing industry. The horizons of tourism are 

ever expanding in the modern world because of increasing income, tourist facilities, advertisements and other 

psychological and organizational set up. More and more people wish to visit different tourist places, especially 

hill stations.  

 As a result of overcrowded tourism, there are some threats to the environment like deforestation, 

pollution, soil erosion, ecological disturbance etc. Therefore the new concept of ecotourism is evolved. 

Ecotourism is a sustainable form of nature based tourism where the principal motivation is to observe, 

appreciate nature and traditional cultures living in natural areas.  

            India has several hill stations. Many tourists are attracted to these hill stations and they become 

overcrowded it is, therefore necessary to develop these hill stations from the view point of eco-tourism. 

Mahableshwar is one of the oldest and  eyes catching hill stations, situated in the Western Ghat at an altitude of 

1438 meters high in Satara district of Maharashtra. Every year thousands of tourist visits to this hill station. 

Due to the nearness of Mumbai, Pune and Kolhapur cities, large number of tourists visits to Mahableshwar hill 

station. In spite of this, it is most unspoilt hill station in India.  

1.2 Concept of Tourism and Eco-tourism 

Tourism, is a generic concept, defined as activities of persons traveling to and staying in places outside 

their usual place of environment for not more than one consecutive year for leisure, business and other 

purposes not related to the exercise of an activity remunerated from within the place visited. (WTO, 2001). 

“When approached in a sustainable manner, tourism can help drive economic growth and alleviate 

poverty. In fact, tourism has proved to be one of the leading ways for least developed countries to increase 

their participation in the global economy”.  

Tourism has been specified by different types of prefixes like, adventure tourism, nature tourism, laser 

tourism, corporate tourism, backpacker tourism, extreme tourism, hobby tourism, book-store tourism, cultural 

tourism, music tourism, coastal tourism, garden tourism, health tourism, medical tourism etc.  Tourism is one 

of the fastest growing trends in the worldwide tourism industry. In this context, „eco-tourism‟ is being 

promoted as a means of „giving nature value‟ and hence of achieving sustainable tourism. The term „eco-

tourism‟ has been defined in many ways and is usually used to describe tourism activities which are conducted 

in Harmon with nature. The environment is one of the primary concerns to ecotourism, which often involves 

travel to relatively undisturbed areas. Ecotourism is the best option to take a break from the routine work. 

Ecotourism is a tourism market based on areas natural resources that attempts to minimize the ecological 

impact of the tourism which takes account of environmental, cultural and social consideration is what 

ecotourism all about. According to the definition and principles of ecotourism established by The International 

Ecotourism Society (TIES) in 1990, ecotourism is “responsible travel to natural areas that conserves the 

environment and improves the well-being of local people”. 

2.0 Objectives 

 To investigate the tourist facilities available at Mahableshwar. 

 To study the responses of the tourists visited to Mahableshwar. 

 To study the efforts taken for ecotourism at Mahableshwar. 

 To suggest the remedial measures for the development of ecotourism in Mahableshwar. 
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2.1 Database and Methodology  

The present study is based on the primary as well as secondary data.  

The primary data has been derived from the following sources: 

a) Questionnaire – 300 Sample questionnaires are filled from tourists where tourists profession, income, 

purpose of visit, interest, opinion, suggestions etc. are taken into consideration.  

b) Interview –The interview of the Members of Municipal Council, MIDC, Forest officials, the hotel and 

shop owners and the local residents are taken to understand the view and efforts taken for ecotourism, 

c) Observation – To support primary and secondary data, observation method is also used to collect the 

data 

Secondary data will be collected from the Gazetteer and Socio-economic abstract of Satara district, 

published data of Mahableshwar Municipal Council, Report of Forest Department, scholars study etc.  

The data is analysed by using statistical methods and cartographic techniques and results are 

interpreted.  

3.0 Study Area 

Mahableshwar is a small hill station of Satara district and lies on the ridge of the Western Ghats at an 

altitude of 1438 meters above MSL. The hill station is on the edge of the escarpment of the Deccan plateau, 

from here mountains fall away steeply towards the western coastal plain of Maharashtra. The location of 

Mahableshwar is 17
o
51' N. latitude and 73

o
30' E. longitude. They are about 53 kms. North West of satara and 

32 kms. West of Wai. A famous hill station Panchgani is 19 kms. Away from Mahableshwar. The climate is 

mostly moderate. The temperature in summer is between 15
o
 to 30

 o
 C and 10

o
 to 20

 o
 C in winter and the 

average rain fall is 3500mm. The soil is laterite and reddish in colour. There are 150 types of trees and 40 

species of birds observed in Mahableshwar. It has a thickest forest cover after Chandrapur in Maharashtra. 

There are many points in Mahableshwar among which The Mahableshwar Temple, River origin point, Venna 

lake point, Wilson points, Babington point, Bombay point, Lodweick point, Elephanstine point, Arthur‟s seat 

etc. are the important places of tourist interest. 

  

 

 
Location Map of Mahableshwar 
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4.0 Analysis of Data 

4.1 Purpose of the Visit 

By analysing questionnaires answered by the tourists at Mahableshwar, we can highlight some of the 

outcomes as follows- 

                                                            Tab.- 1 

Purpose of the Visit 

Sr. 

No. 

Purpose of visit Tourists (%) 

   

Sr. 

No. 

Purpose of visit Tourists 

(%)   

1. Pleasure 210 5. Official 00 

2. Health   45 6. Friends/ relatives 00 

3. Nature   15 7. Pilgrim 00 

4. Study tour   30 8. Business 00 

Total     300 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

               

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.2 Satisfaction Index 

        Tab. - 2 

Satisfaction Wise Average Value Assigned By the Tourist and Satisfaction Index 

Sr. 

No 

Factor Numerical Values for Satisfac-

tion 

Index 

 

Rank 
Excellent Very 

Good 

Good Satis- 

factory 

Unsatis- 

factory 

1 Transportation 

Accessibility 

8.3 7.2 5.7 3.2 1.5 6.0 3 

2 Accommodation 

Facility 

8.7 7.8 5.6 3.5 1 6.2 2 

3 Quality of Food 8.2 7 5.3 3.8 1.6 5.2 7 

4 Quality of Drinking 

Water 

8 7.6 5.2 3.1 2 4.4 8 

5 Tree Plantations 8.1 7.4 5.4 2.4 1 5.5 5 

6 Maintenance 8.4 7.1 5.6 2.8 2 3.8 9 

7 Banking and ATM 

Facility 

9 7.4 4.8 3.5 1.4 5.1 9 

8 Sanitary Facility 8 6.2 4.2 3.7 0.5 4.1  
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Source: Compiled By Researchers (2019) 

 

Tab.No.2 shows the satisfaction index of tourist‟s amenities at Mahableshwar. Satisfaction index has 

been calculated on the basis of grades given by the tourists for the selected parameters. These grades are 8 to10 

for excellent, 6 to 8 for very good, 4 to 6 for good, 2 to 4 for satisfactory and 0 to 2 for unsatisfactory 

parameters. With the help of satisfaction index rank size has been determine. Table - 4 shows ranking of 

tourists amenities. First rank has given by the tourist to the co-operation from the natives of Mahableshwar and 

second having 6.2 satisfactory indexes. Recreation and transportation facility rank third and four having the 

satisfaction index 6. Information signs have ranked fifth which   Index is 5.6 whereas tree plantation got rank 6 

and its satisfaction index is 5.5. Tourists have given rank seven to cleanliness and its SI is 5.3 whereas quality 

of food got the 8
th
 rank having 5.2 SI. Tourists have given rank nine to ATM and Banking facilities, rank ten to 

quality of drinking water and there satisfactory index are 5.1 and 4.4 respectively. Sanitary facility of 

Mahableshwar ranked eleven and its SI is 4.1. Maintenance has ranked twelve and it has the least SI that is 3.8. 

According to satisfaction index tourists have satisfied with the facilities like accommodation, recreation, 

transportation, co-operation, security, market and maintenance. But however tourists are not so much satisfied 

with the facilities like drinking water, food quality, sanitation, maintenance, and cleanliness.  

   

 4.3 Ecotourism At Mahableshwar Hill Station 

  As per the guidelines issued by Central Govt. Mahableshwar is declared as an eco-sensitive zone 

from 4th February 2003. As per these guidelines Mahableshwar hill station comes under Ecotourism centre. 

Ecotourism basically encompasses and three components ecosystem: - conservation, local benefit, and 

environmental education.  

To ensure and fulfil the indicators of ecotourism at the Mahableshwar Hill Station Municipal Council, 

Forest department, M.T.D.C. and the local residents, have under taken the following activities--.  

a. Restriction on entry of vehicles at hill station 

b. Ban on new construction 

c. Forest conservation programme 

d. Ban of plastic carry bags and recycling of plastic bottles 

e. Cleaning of hill station 

f. Help of Senior Citizens 

g. Garbage separation 

h. Vermicomposting plant 

i. ‘Nisarg Rhino’ Biogas project 

j. Environmental education 

k. Benefits to the local people 

 

5.0 conclusion 

          Mahableshwar is pleasant Hill Station in Sahyadri mountain range. Most of tourists visiting to 

Mahableshwar for energetic climate and natural scenery. Maximum tourists visiting to Mahableshwar are in 

the view that the tourist centre is good in all respects. Above 70% tourists are appreciated the tourist amenities 

available at Mahableshwar Hill Station. The most appreciable thing shared by the tourists is the co-operative 

nature of the local people in Mahableshwar hill station. There is a need to strengthen some of the tourist 

amenities like sanitary facilities, parking and traffic control, cleanliness of lake, more number of ATM centres 

9 Information Signs. 8.5 7.9 5.1 2.9 0.5 5.6 4 

10 Recreation Facility 9.6 7.8 5.9 2.6 1.8 6.0 3 

11 Cleanliness 9.2 6.9 4.1 3.8 1.6 5.3 6 

12 Co-operation from 

Natives 

9.4 6.8 5.9 3.1 1.3 6.8   01 
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and display of transport routes with distances at different tourist spots. There is a prime need to be develop 

forest conservation which can give environmental stability to Mahableshwar hill station. 

The ecological environment in ecotourism setup is very peaceful and natural at Mahableshwar. The 

efforts of the Municipal Council of Mahableshwar are satisfactory for restoration of the ecology. This leads to 

increasing number of new tourists as well as increase of revisit of the tourists. The local people understands the 

importance of Sustainable tourism. 

             This study will be useful for the planning of tourism to Mahableshwar Municipal council and Tourism 

Department for further development. 

 

6.0 Suggestions  

1. Needs to developed massive tree plantation and maintenance of existing plants. 

2. Road maps conservation signs and with distances should be displayed at every tourist spots so can the tourist can 

easily understand the ways, distances and rules and regulations of ecotourism. 

3. Number of Tourist Information Centre should make available at Mahableshwar. 

4. Lake and mall road should be cleanly on regularly basis. 

5. More sanitary facilities should be made available at all places specifically for ladies.  

6. Permit rooms and Bars should not permitted in hotels. 

7. More number of ATM Centres should be making available at strategic places. 

8. Need of awareness about ecotourism among the tourists 
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Women Empowerment - A Case Study of Women Sarpanch in Khed Tehsil, Dist Ratnagiri 

 

Surekha Gavit 

 

Introduction: 

Women empowerment is the one of the most vital concerns of socio-economic development in India. 

Women empowerment is the process in which women elaborate and recreate what they can do and accomplish 

in a circumstance that they were previously denied of (Shettar,2015). Women empowerment is term refer space 

of women activates who challenge the patriarchy system for basic power relations and aimed at changing the 

nature and direction of systemic forces that deprecated women. (Shantilin, 2011). Women empowerment is 

basically about the enhance potential to make a difference in their surroundings, which affects their life 

Women empowerment is required in increasing the participation of women at individual and societal level in 

socio-cultural, economic and political spheres for a just and equitable pattern of development. 

Objectives: 

 To identify the status of women sarpanch with reference to their positioning in the local political 

systems. 

 To study the involvement women sarpanch in decision making. 

 To study the problems and challenges faced by women sarpanch in  Panchayats. 

Literature review: 

      A report of All Women Panchayat in Maharashtra and Who Will Make The Chapatis? by Bishakha 

Datta in (2001), dealt with women sarpanch in panchayat is important for rural development.  All women 

panchayats, which are elected institutions of local government, represented attempts by rural women to carve 

out a political space that will enable them to place their needs and priorities on the political agenda.  

      The research on “Women in gram panchayat” by Satyam (2014) dealt with the Panchayati Raj at grass 

root political point of view, for the welfare of marginalised society and for women especially. Impact of 

women leadership in panchayati Raj representative in democracy and how it can be enhanced the women 

participation in politics without any social or gender discrimination.  

Study area: 

  The study area is Khed tehsil. The study 

cover the representative villages those have 

women sarpanch in khed tehsil. 

              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data source and methodology:  

The study is mainly based on primary data which has been collected from the representative sample 

villages that are headed by a women sarpanch in Khed Tehsil. The sample village has been selected using a 

stratified sampling method. Questionnaire survey and interview method has been applied for the generation of 

primary data. The secondary data has been collected from various government reports, census documents, 

reports published by non-governmental organisations, tehsil office records, etc  

Analysis: Socio-economic status of women sarpanch 

The main concern of this research is women participation in local bodies and how women 

empowerment to be achieved through political participation and to analyse the women status through their 

participation on local bodies. In khed tehil there are 215 villages and 114 grampanchyat out of 114 

grampanchyat 62 villages have women sarpanch. The women sarpanch indicates in a way political inclusion 
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of women. The socio-economic background of women sarpanch was also found to be affecting their 

confidence and performance. Age, literacy, occupation helped to analyse the social and economic status of 

women sarpanch. .   22 women srapanch were interviewed. As per the findings largely women srapanch 

elected are from the age group between 26 to 40.  The reason is this age group is largely of married women, 

mainly involved in domestic works and her whole day would revolve around her family.  

Literacy rate of women sarpanch: 

  Educated woman will actively play a better role in politics. But the present scenario out of 22 women 

sarpanch more than 10 women sarpanch education comes under the below matric. . Education has become a 

major indicator in the path of playing active role in the functioning of local bodies.  Education should be a 

means to empower humans alike to become active participants in the transformation of their societies. 

Women sarpanch and decision making: 

Women generally have been excluded from political decision-making processes. Cultural stereotypes 

remain, in my view, the major obstacle to gender equality and thus to women‟s inclusion in decision-making. 

As per findings, it has been experienced that women sarpanch in khed tehsil are not at all involved in decision 

making process. While having interviews with them, many of them invited their family members to answer to 

the questions that were mostly opinion oriented. 

Women sarpanch and training: 

If the training programme is effective then the elected women the leaders become transformative. 

Training is most essential thing for elected member. 22 out of 12 women sarpanch have received the training 

by government but the nature of training was very poor. Giving training to elected women sarpanch is the most 

vital thing in today‟s scenario. Only giving reservation will not bring political empowerment of women, 

training and educating them to be empowered is what we need if we want them politically strong. 

 

Conclusion:  

It can be concluded that women empowerment in contemporary world is the most important concern in 

every society. The other question into which the study delves is to understand reservation dynamics. Most of 

the candidates interviewed agree that reservation has helped in mainstreaming the weaker sections of the 

society; however, while there is agreement on the issue of reservation, there seems to be a lot of angst 

connected with how the reservations are structured. The study also found that while Maharashtra has made 

inroads into ensuring women empowerment on paper but in reality rural women have to be empowered to 

make these reservations practicable and workable.  Secondly, the men are also to be trained into gender 

equality and sensitisation to work with the elected women members. Women empowerment comes only with 

men empowerment. The study found that the only reservation can‟t help to empower the women. 

 

Problem faced by women sarpanch: 

*Lack of political awareness                              * lack of interest in politics 

*Low level education                                          * patriarchal society 

*Lack of training to elected post 

 

Suggestions: 

1. To increase women participation in political process and implementation of policies, organisation of 

workshop, awareness camps and training program would help to inspire them to take part in politics. 

2. Family support is most important thing in human life. Every family member helps her to balance 

between political and family responsibilities and encouragement regarding social work.  So the family 

members can also be involved in the process of making of a women leader sarpanch. 

3. Government should assist NGO like Mahila Rajsatta Andolan and interact with them to take their 

suggestion to empower the women  

4. Only reservations are not enough to empower women. Government should be take suggestions and 

feedback of women contribution in local bodies. 
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Meaning And Main Causes Of Global Warming: A Review 

Dr, Murlidhar Wagh,  

Assistant Professor 

 

The Term Global Warming Used By Scientists: 

The National Academy of Sciences first used global warming in a 1979 paper called the Charney 

Report, which said: "if carbon dioxide continues to increase, (we find) no reason to doubt that climate changes 

will result and no reason to believe that these changes will be negligible." The report made a distinction 

between referring to surface temperature changes as global warming, while referring to other changes caused 

by increased CO2 as climate change.  

 The term global warming became more widely popular after 1988 when NASA climate scientist James 

Hansen used the term in a testimony to Congress. He said: "global warming has reached a level such that we 

can ascribe with a high degree of confidence a cause and effect relationship between the greenhouse effect and 

the observed warming." His testimony was widely reported and afterward global warming was commonly used 

by the press and in public discourse.  

Global Warming: Meaning And Facts: 

“Global warming is the rise in the average temperature of Earth's atmosphere and oceans since the late 

19th century and its projected continuation”. Since the early 20th century, Earth's mean surface temperature 

has increased by about 0.8 °C (1.4 °F), with about two-thirds of the increase occurring since 1980. The Earth‟s 

average surface temperature rose by 0.74±0.18 °C over the period 1906–2005. The rate of warming over the 

last half of that period was almost doubles that for the period as a whole (0.13±0.03 °C per decade, versus 

0.07±0.02 °C per decade). The urban heat island effect is very small, estimated to account for less than 0.002 

°C of warming per decade since 1900. According to satellite temperature measurements, temperatures in the 

lower troposphere have increased between 0.13 and 0.22 °C (0.22 and 0.4 
o
F) per decade since 1979. Climate 

proxies show the temperature to have been relatively stable over the one or two thousand years before 1850, 

with regionally varying fluctuations such as the medieval warm period and the little ice age.  

This graph from NOAA shows the annual trend in average global air temperature in degrees Celsius, 

through December 2012. For each year, the range of uncertainty is indicated by the grey vertical bars. The blue 

line tracks the changes in the trend over time. 

Fig -1: Global average temperature since 1880  

( Image Courtesy NOSS‟S National Climate Data Centre) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Average over all land and ocean surfaces, tempratures have warmed roughly 1.33
0
F(0.74

0
C) over the 

last century, according to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (see page 2 of the IPCC's Climate 

Change 2007: Synthesis Report summary for policy makers ). More than half of this warming-about 0.72°F 

(0.4°C)-has occurred since 1979. Because oceans tend to warm and cool more slowly than land areas, 

continents have warmed the most (about 1.26° F or 0.7º C since 1979), especially over the Northern 
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Hemisphere. The graph above clearly shows the variability of global temperature over various time intervals. 

There are slight differences in global records between groups at NCDC, NASA, and the University of East 

Anglia. Each group calculates global temperature year by year, using slightly different techniques. However, 

analyses from all three groups point to the decade between 2000 and 2009 as the hottest since modern records 

began more than a century ago. Temperatures in the 2010 have been running slightly warmer still.  

 

Causes of Global Warming:  

According to IPCC scientists there are several greenhouse gases responsible for warming and human 

emit them variety of ways. Most come from the consumption of fissile fuels in cars, factories and electricity 

production. These are as follows: 

 Carbon Dioxide:  

The gas responsible for the most warming is carbon dioxide, also called as Co2. Under pre industrial 

conditions of recent centuries, the atmospheric content of Co2.  As maintained at a level of about 0.0294 

percent by volume or 294 parts per million (ppm.). But past century human greatly increased the rate of 

extraction and burning of fossils and fuels such as coal, petrol, natural gas. Consumption of these fuels release 

into the atmosphere both water and Co2.  During the past 130 years means 1860 to 1990 atmospheric Co2 has 

increased about 22 percent by volume and it reached a level of about 350 ppm. Or 0.0350 percent by volume in 

1990 and it reached level of about 380 ppm., or 0.0380 percent by volume. Current estimates are that about 5 

billion tons of the element carbon(s) in Co2 gas are released annually into the atmosphere by the combustion of 

fossil fuels. In addition, clearing and burning of forests injects an estimated 1 to 3 billion tones (gig tons or Gt.) 

of carbon annually into the atmosphere, but at the same time growth of new trees removes a substantial part of 

that carbon from atmosphere. It is clear that net carbon released into the atmosphere is about 6 Gt/year. It 

results that Co2 in the atmosphere increased in some extent and heat retained by the Co2 in atmosphere. Due to 

this, temperature increased and occurred global warming effects.  

The Role of Trace Gases in the Green House Gases  

Other contributors including methane released from landfills and agriculture (especially from the 

digestive systems of grazing animals), nitrous oxide from fertilizers, gases used for refrigeration and industrial 

processes, and the loss of forests that would otherwise store CO2 

Besides Co2 several gases absorbs outgoing long wave radiation through the troposphere known as 

trace gases, because of their relatively small concentration. They are Methane, nitrous oxide, ozone and two 

forms of Chlorofluorocarbons (cfcs). Table lists these gases along with Co2 showing their relative 

concentration, rate of increase per year and relative contribution of greenhouse effects and warming.  

 

Table-1: Gases that contribute to the Greenhouse effect. 

Sr. 

No. 

Name of Gas Concentration 

in ppm x1000 

Rate of 

increase in % 

per year 

Relative 

concentration 

(%) 

Warming capacity  

01 Carbon Dioxide (Co2) 3,53,000 0.5 60 01 

02 Methane (CH4) 1,700 1.0 15 36 

03 Nitrous Oxide (N2o) 310 0.2 05 140 

04 Ozone (O3) 10-50 0.5 08    40 430 

05 Cfc-11 0.28 4.0 04 14600 

(Hydroflurocarbons) 

 Cfc-12 0.48 4.0 08 1700 (Perflurocarbons) 

Source: Henning Rodhe (1990) Sci. vol. 248.  

 

 Altogether these four gases contribute 40 percent to that effect and Methane leads with 15 percent. 

Methane is emitted from the soil and from digestive tracts of animals. It is thought that much of the natural 

emission of Methane comes from peat soil (histosols) of the arctic lands. The additional emission caused by 

human activities, designated as anthropogenic Methane, has resulted from such process as the expansion of rice 
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agriculture in the increase in number of domesticated grazing (ruminants) animals disposal of organic wastes in 

landfills, various kinds of mining operations, and the burnings of fossil fuels. The rate of increase of 

atmospheric Methane has been extremely rapid since about n1900. Global warming, causing melting of frozen 

Tundra soils would tend initially to increase the rate of production of Methane. 

 Table-1 shows the two form of cfc have experienced a much faster rate or increase than the other listed 

including Co2 and their combined effects is 12 percent and second only to Methane among the trace gases.  

 In the future the forcing contribution of Co2 likely to decline. For example Cfcs may be up to 100000 

times more effective than the Co2 in forcing global warming, cfcs came into wide spread use after second 

world war and primarily emitted by the industrial world (Foley,1991). Atmospheric concentration of the two 

most commonly used Cfcs have risen from zero in 1940 to 3,20,000 tons in 1985.Annual rates of increase up to 

Montreal Protocol  were an estimated 5 percent. Cfcs used for purposes including refrigeration, air 

conditioning, aerosols propellants, insulation foams, the cleaning of electronic components and fire fighting 

gases. Although the global production of Cfcs has been declining in the 1990s (Brown, 1996) they remain 

active in the atmosphere for periods up to 75 years in the case of Cfc-11 and 110 years for Cfc-12 (R. D. 

Thompson-1992:70) : eventually they are  destroyed by the Ultraviolet radiation in the stratosphere. 

Cfcs are also the primary cause of Ozone depletion in the upper atmosphere, which leads to the 

exposure plant and animal systems to the damaging effect increased ultraviolet radiation. 

 

Deforestation:  

  Deforestation is estimated by the IPCC to account for approximately 10-15 percent of the recent 

increase in atmospheric Co2. The loss of tree cover itself reduces the uptake of the Co2 from the atmosphere 

and associated burning of logs and biomass sources contributes further to the production of the Co2 through 

oxidation processes. The continued reliance in many developing Countries on fuel wood and biomass sources 

of energy for national development and for daily survival of the majority of the people in these regions is 

evidently in itself a major factor in deforestation and in global warming.  

 

References:  
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Agro Tourism A new trend in Tourism 

Sandhya Gore, Indrajit Kadam 

 

Introduction 

Indian economy is largely agro- based. Tourism is a recent phenomenon occurring and widely now 

recognized as a major industry contributing to G.D.P. Tourism not only brings the economic growth and 

development in the state, but it also has socio-cultural and environmental impacts; which may be positive as 

well as negative. The recent boom in tourism at specific destinations in India and abroad has shown 

devastating impacts of mass tourism on ecology, and environment of the region. 

“Agro-tourism” is one such form of tourism which is gaining popularity amongst the non-conventional 

tourists. In a progressive state like Maharashtra where farmers are ready to experiment, agro-tourism is 

spreading slowly but steadily. There are 638, 691 villages in India as per the Census Report 2001 and the rural 

population is 741,660,293. Some villages are near to big cities and towns. Most of the villages have scenic 

beauty due to availability of lakes, rivers, hills, mountains, paddy fields, fruit orchards. Rural community has 

the potential, resources and ability to exploit the growing tourism industry. The scenic beauty, historical 

monuments, serenity and nature always appeal to urban tourists, caught-up in today‟s fast pace of life(AARF 

2019).  

Nature is an open door school without brick walls, observe carefully , explore the hidden treasures and 

learn something or the other , moreover India is agriculture country , hence it is expected of us to be well 

informed about it. Urban population is increasing day by day, today urban children‟s world is restricted in the 

closed door school, classes, cartoon programs on the television, video games, chocolates, soft drinks, spicy fast 

food, computer, internet, and so on, and they see Mother Nature only on television screen. Moreover out of 

people living in the cities 35 % do not have relatives in villages and 43% never visited or stayed in village. 

Agriculture as business is becoming more and more expensive and many farmers cannot afford it. To add to 

this the gradual loss of fertility of the land that is giving diminishing yields. Unless and until the farmers start 

business of any form to compliment and support to their income from land, they shall be doomed to eke out 

bare existence below poverty line.(Gopal Karri) 

Agro tourism which is based on agricultural activities with a subtle underline and touch of rural culutr. 

One cannot easily imagine a farm being a reason to travel for a tourist. But the attraction can be created by 

adding value to the product. Agrotourism  is not just visiting a farm growing crops and vegetables; it is giving 

an opportunity to the tourist to interact with a culture. It provides tourist with an experience of being part of our 

rural culture. Observing and experiencing a lifestyle different from urban routine. It offers some meaning to the 

tourist at the destination along with a sense of pleasure away from routine activities 

Methodology  

This study used only secondary data through outit‟s analysis. The concepts used in the study are agro 

tourism analysis for the research are mainly from the research papers and books which throw light upon new 

trends of the agro tourism concept. 

 

Importance of Agro – Tourism are:  

1. It brings major primary sector agriculture closer to major service sector tourism. This convergence is 

expected to create win-win situation for both the sectors.  

2. Tourism sector has potential to enlarge.  

3. Agriculture sector has the capacity to absorb expansion in tourism Sector.  

 

Scope Of Agri - Tourism  

Agro-Tourism has great scope in the present context for the following reasons:  

 An inexpensive gateway - The cost of food, accommodation, recreation and travel is least in Agro-Tourism. 

This widens the tourist base. Present concept of travel and tourism is limited to urban and rich class which 
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constitutes only a small portion of the population. However, the concept of Agro-Tourism takes travel and 

tourism to the larger population, widening the scope of tourism due to its cost effectiveness.  

 Curiosity about the farming industry and life style - The urban population having roots in villages always 

have had the curiosity to learn about sources of food, plants, animals, raw materials like wood, handicrafts, 

languages, culture, tradition, dresses and rural lifestyle.  

 Tourism which revolves around farmers, villages and agriculture has the capacity to satisfy the curiosity of this 

segment of population.  

 Strong demand for wholesome family oriented recreational activities -  

 Villages provide recreational opportunities to all age groups i.e. children young, middle and old age, male, 

female, in total to the whole family at a cheaper cost. Rural games, festivals, food, dress and the nature provides 

variety of entertainment to the entire family.  

 

Health consciousness of urban population and finding solace with nature friendly means - Modern 

lifestyle has made life stressful and average life span has come down. Hence, people are in constant search of 

pro-nature means to make life more peaceful. Ayurveda which is a pro-nature medical approach has roots in 

villages. Indigenous medical knowledge of villagers is respected. Organic foods are in greater demand in urban 

areas and foreign countries. In total, health conscious urban population is looking towards pronature villages 

for solutions.  

 Desire for peace and tranquility - Modern life is a product of diversified thinking and diversified activities. 

Every individual attempts to work more, in different directions to earn more money to enjoy modern comforts. 

Hence, peace is always out of his system. Tourism is a means for searching peaceful location. Peace and 

tranquility are inbuilt in Agri-Tourism as it is away from urban areas and close to nature.  

 Interest in natural environment - Busy urban population is leaning towards nature. Because, natural 

environment is always away from busy life. Birds, animals, crops, mountains, water bodies, villages provide 

totally different atmosphere to urban population in which they can forget their busy urban life.  

 Disillusionment with overcrowded resorts and cities - In resorts and cities, overcrowded peace seekers disturb 

each other‟s peace. Hence, peace is beyond cities and resorts. Even though efforts are made to create village 

atmosphere in the sub urban areas through resorts, farm houses, it looks like a distant replica of the original.  

 Nostalgia for their roots on the farm - Cities are growing at the cost of villages. Villagers are migrating to 

cities in search of jobs and to seek the comforts of modern life. Hence, yesterday‟s villagers are today‟s 

urbanites. Deep in the heart of urbanites lies the love and respect for their ancestors and villages. Hence, visit to 

villages satisfies their desire. This is also expressed through the hatred of urbanites to flat culture and love for 

farmhouses located in the outskirts of cities. Any opportunity to visit villages and spend time with family is 

dream of any urbanite. But, minimum decent facilities are always problem. Agro-Tourism attempts to overcome 

this problem.  

 Rural recreation - Villages provide variety of recreation to urbanites through festivals and handicrafts. Villagers 

(farmers) lifestyle, dress, languages, culture / traditions which always add value to the entertainment. 

Agricultural environment around farmers and the entire production process could create curiosity among urban 

taught. Places of agricultural importance like highest crop yielding farm, highest animal yielding farm, 

processing units, farms where innovations tried add attraction to the tourists. Agricultural products like farm gate 

fresh market, processed foods, organic food could lure the urban tourists. As result of this agro – atmosphere in 

the villages, there is scope to develop Agri – Tourism products like agro-shopping, culinary tourism, pick and 

own your tree / plot, bed and breakfast, pick and p bullock cart riding, camel riding, boating, fishing, herbal walk, 

rural games and health (ayurvedic) tourism.   

 Educational value of AgroTourism – AgroTourism could create awareness about rural life and knowledge 

about agriculture science among urban school children. It provides a best alternative for school picnics which are 

urban based. It provides opportunity for hands on experience for urban college students in agriculture. It is a 

means for providing training to future farmers. It would be effectively used as educational and training tool to 

train agriculture and line department officers. This provides unique opportunity for education through recreation 

where learning is fun effective and easy. Seeing believes, doing is learning. This experience based concept is the 

USP of Agro- Tourism.  
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Challenges Faced by Ago tourism in India 

• Lack of Irrigation :  

Agriculture in India is mostly monsoon dependent. In 2010, only about 35% of total agricultural land 

in India was reliably irrigated and remaining subjected to the whims of nature. (World Bank Report, 2013). 

• Climatic Conditions :  

Climatic condition in most of the Indian terrain is not supportive to Agritourism throughout the year. 

During summer, which is a period of 3 to 4 months, there are no crops and the weather is hot and dry in most 

of the states. During rainy season, tourist may not be able to be ready to access the farms full of mud. This 

period lasts to at least 2 months. Thus, Agritourism is practically difficult to be operated for six months in a 

year. (Chadhdha & Bhakre, ibid). 

Financial Problems of Farmers  :  

Floods, drought, debt, use of genetically modified seed, public health, usage of lower quantity of 

pesticides due to less investments produce a decreased yield and this makes farmers difficult to repay the 

interest on loans taken from either Banks or landlords/ savkars. They lose credibility and are unable to get 

further loans from both. In this scenario, investing in agro tourism, may it be a minimum amount, becomes 

difficult for farmers. (Indian Social Institute, 2011). 

Educational Profile of Farmers and Lack of Orientation in Marketing and Customer Communications 

Most of the farmers are very less educated, mostly undergraduates and do not know the manners of 

customer communications to promote and marketing of their farm (Sanjay Sharma, 2012). 

Unawareness about the Concept of Agro tourism 

Agro tourism as a concept is not well promoted in all farmers‟ non agricultural people and unknown to 

maximum farmers in India.  

Less Cultivable Land and Fragmented Land 

Due to inheritance the land of father is divided and distributed to his sons. Thus, the total cultivable 

land per farmer goes on reducing in each generation. As per survey, 80% farmers have less than 1 hectare land 

and only 7% farmers in India have more than 2 hectare land. (Rukhmini S, 2016). For agro tourism, a farmer 

should have bare minimum land of 2 hectares so that the farmer can have adequate crops to offer as a tourism 

product and sufficient land for tourists to rest and recreate. If farmers do not have sufficient land, agro tourism 

project will be a challenge to implement and execute. 

Lack of Government Support 

These is lack of Government support for ago tourism in India  in tourism policy of Maharashtra 

Government, there is a mention of rural tourism but no specific mention of Agro tourism. The detailing about 

the provisions and action plan is not in the abovementioned policy document. (Upadhye, 2015). This 

discourages farmers from undertaking new ventures like agro tourism which are in their favor and source of 

income generation. 

  

Conclusion 

Agro tourism industry in India has a lot potential to develop the rural India.  It is a field with potential 

to develop. The issues like guest host relationship, sustainability, economic feasibility are important for any 

new tourism development at a destination. It is more so in the case of agro tourism as it has a direct impact on 

the host culture and rural community as a whole.  

However, there are many challenges ahead for the growth of agrotourism in India. Major challenges 

discussed are financial problems of farmers in India, less education and less marketing orientation of farmers, 

unawareness about the concept of agrotourism, less cultivable and fragmented land and lack of Government 

support.There needs to be a proper business model to promote and propagate the concept of agrotourism as an 

easily adoptable and implementable venture for farmers in India. All challenges stated above can have 

solutions and agrotourism can be ventured in gradually step by step. All it depends on the will power of 

farmers and proper promotional strategies adopted to market the concept in weekend tourists.It can be 

understood that success of Agrotourism does not depend on how big, how massive and how traffic generating 
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Agrotourism but on the fact that whether it is operating on live and working farms of farmers and whether it 

provides direct monetary benefits to the local farmers or not. 
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The Crux of Job Security in the Workers’ Satisfaction Level 

 

Prof. Prasad S. Bhanage 

 

Introduction: 

Job satisfaction is always been considered necessary for higher productivity. The level of job 

satisfaction is the basic reason for many things like productivity, workers‘ turnover, participation in 

management, absenteeism, attrition rate, workers performance, innovation, creativity, organizational 

development, retention etc. and many others. The importance of job satisfaction has been widely accepted in 

the literature reviewed for this purpose. It is found that the job satisfaction of a worker is directly or indirectly 

connected with the organizational productivity and many problems related to human resource management.  

The researcher wants to the find out contribution of the organizational factors of the job satisfaction of 

the workers, which is the basic reason behind most of the problems in Human Resource Management. Based 

on the definition of the Job Satisfaction the researcher feels that if the job satisfaction of a worker were a 

mental or emotional state of mind, it must be on certain emotional criteria. Out of those criteria, the 

management does not have control over the personal issues. However, the organizational issues can be studied 

for knowing the composition of organizational factors in the job satisfaction of workers. The researcher 

believes and that the composition of these organizational factors is strongly affecting on the level of job 

satisfaction. Thus, it is necessary in the initial stage to know the behavior of the organizational factors in the 

construction of job satisfaction of any worker.     

 

Theoretical Framework:  

Definitions of Job Satisfaction: 

L.M. Prasad, 1989 mentions in his book as ―Job satisfaction is the amount of pleasure or contentment 

associated with a job. If you like your job intensely, you will experience high job satisfaction. If you dislike 

your job intensely, you will experience job dissatisfaction‖. (Andrew J., 1990,).
1  

The following are some definitions of job satisfaction given by various authors: 

1. Williams, J., 2004, ―Job satisfaction is simply how people feel about their jobs on different aspect of their 

jobs.‖ – Specter (1997)
2
  

2. Locke, 1976, ―Job satisfaction is a pleasurable on positive emotional state resulting from the appraisal of 

one‘s job or job experiences‖.
3
  

3. Cranny, Smith & Stone, 1992, ―Job satisfaction is feelings effective response to face the situation.‖
4
  

4. R.D. Agarwal,1983, ―Job satisfaction was an important element in managerial effectiveness.‖ – Parker and 

Kleemeirt 1951
5
  

5. Andrew J., 1990, ―Job satisfaction is the amount of pleasure or contentment associated with a job. If you 

like your job intensely you will experience high-satisfaction, of you dislike your job intensely, you will 

experience job-dissatisfaction.‖- Andrew J. Dubrin.
6
  

 

Relativity of Job Satisfaction:  

The concept of job satisfaction is relative term. It changes from time to time. The primitive man 

certainly had experienced job satisfaction or dissatisfaction. From primitive stage to every stage of human 

civilization, there must be the all levels of job satisfaction in existence. Being job satisfaction is an emotional 

state of mind, the level of job satisfaction changes with the changes in rewards, conditions, job security and 

interpersonal relations. These all situations always change with the time, but the standard mindset in the 

context of job satisfaction doesn‘t change. For instance, previously, Kings or rich people were deriving higher 

level of satisfaction by using BUGGY driven by horses, covered by KHUS curtains sprinkled by water and 

perfume. Presently, higher class people probably can derive the same level of satisfaction by driving a branded 

AC car having fresheners and perfumes inside. If we transfer the King from BUGGY to AC car then he may 

derive much higher satisfaction than that of the higher class person of present age because the king and the 

higher class person both have equal level of satisfaction originally. Now the king is getting something very 
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great in the form of AC car which will boost the satisfaction level very high. Alternatively, the king may get 

lower level of satisfaction from AC car because of the feel of insecurity as AC car is something very strange 

and fearful object for him. In short, the level of satisfaction for the same situation may higher or lower for 

different persons, in different contexts. Therefore the term job satisfaction is relative term. 

Perception Base of Job Satisfaction: Followed by relativity another feature of job satisfaction is Basis of 

Perception. The level of job satisfaction changes due to change in the perception of people. Perception of a 

person about the job is always based on certain criteria or certain expectations from the job performance. These 

criteria or expectations are rewards, working conditions, job security and interpersonal relations. Here we are 

now focusing only on the organizational factors. Every person has specific or unique way of thinking that 

results in deciding the priorities while forming such perceptions. Everybody knowingly or unknowingly gives 

ranking to these organizational factors in the order of importance supported by his or her emotions. There 

would be wide variations in the ranking given to these factors by the worker in any organization or in a given 

region or country. Based on these perceptions, people form their particular level of job satisfaction. 

 

Objectives of the Study: Following are the main objectives of this research: 

1 To study the organizational factors of job satisfaction and their contribution in workers‘ job 

satisfaction. 

2 To measure the percent contribution of organizational factors in the job satisfaction of workers in 

Pimpri-Chinchwad industrial area. 

3 To provide scientific suggestions and recommendations in problem areas through the improvement in 

the level of job satisfaction. 

 

Hypotheses of the Study: The researcher aims at proving the following hypotheses: 

Hypothesis: The contribution of job security in workers‘ job satisfaction is the most significant as compared to 

other factors since this factor provides higher level of job satisfaction for longer period. 

 

Research Design and Methodology: 

 The present study determines 1) what level of influence organizational factors have on workers‘ job 

satisfaction and 2) the percentage contribution of each organizational factor in the job satisfaction of worker. 

The researcher sent research questionnaire to 500 workers in various industrial organizations by visiting 

personally to the workers in the selected industries. The research package contains a cover letter stating the 

purpose of the study, the importance of the study and a confidentiality statement, a copy of the questionnaire, 

since no names were taken, no follow-up surveys were distributed. 

The Universe: This study was undertaken to find out the contribution of organizational factors in workers‘ job 

satisfaction in Pimpri-Chinchwad area. By the end of 2007 the total number of industries in this area are 6195 

consisting of 54(large), 621(medium), 5520(small) industries.
 

 

Selection of the Sample: 

Selection of the Sample: Total 398 Workers replied as respondent on the basis of following criterion: 

Sr.No. Industry No. of  

Industries surveyed 

Total No. of  

Respondents Actual 

1 Industry with workers from 100 to 500 Nos 10 245 

2 Industry with workers more than 500 Nos 04 153 

Total  14 398 
 

Reference Period:  

The primary and secondary data as on 31-10-2011 was taken in to account.  

Techniques of the Analysis: 

 While analysing the data and testing of hypotheses statistical tools like mean, standard deviation, 

correlation, regression, test statistics were used with the help of M.S.Excel, and SPSS. For the presentation of 

the data, tables, charts, bar diagrams are used. 
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Parameters: Following are the determinants of job satisfaction which are taken as parameters for the purpose 

of this research project: 

Pay and Perks: This includes salary structure, perquisites, bonus, incentives, subsidized food, subsidized 

commutation etc. 

Promotion and Benefits: This consists of future job prospects, stability, job security, awards or rewards, 

performance bonus etc. 

Nature and Conditions of work: This includes the nature of job, quality and sufficiency of the equipment 

provided, necessary health and safety requirements, production targets, level of authority and responsibility etc. 

Job Security: Requirement of worker‘s services for a longer period, sense of belongingness, fulfillment of 

family and personal needs for considerably longer period creates relaxation in the mind of workers. 

Relations with Superiors: Here communication, level of discretion, trust, empowerment, understanding 

between the worker and supervisor is the main concern. 

Relations with Co-workers: Mutual co-operation, comparative division of work, formal and informal groups, 

moral support, team attitude, seniority issues, inter-personal problems and conflicts are the important sub-

factors. 

Tools used for Collection of Data: 

The Primary and Secondary data was collected for the purpose of this study from different sources as under:  

Primary Data: 

 Primary data has been collected by conducting survey in the selected industries in Pimpri-Chinchwad 

industrial area. The personal interviews of workers were conducted with the help of well-constructed 

questionnaire. 

Maximum possible care was taken to ensure the accuracy and reliability of the collected data for this 

research. 

Questionnaire: 

The primary instrument of this study was a questionnaire.  

 The questions are pertaining to:1) Pay and Perks, 2) Promotion and Benefits, 3) Nature and Conditions 

of work, 4) Job Security, 5) Relations with Superiors, 6) Relations with Co-workers.  

Secondary Data: The secondary data has been collected for this project from the following sources: 

1 Industrial Directory-MIDC Pune zone. 

2 Published sources such as books and journals. 

3 Research papers published/unpublished. 

4 Master and Ph.D. theses in the related area. 

5 Websites and search engines on the internet. 

Scope and Limitations of the Study: 

1 Fourteen industries consisting of four large scale and ten medium scale industries which are considered 

as first stage sample size, as representative organizations for the study. 

2 Only internal organizational factors are taken in to consideration for the purpose of carrying out this 

research. 

3 Industries in which more than 100 workers are employed were selected for survey. 

4 Industries from Pimpri-Chinchwad industrial area were selected where mostly mechanical engineering 

and automobile industrial units are in majority. 

5 The responses were collected from 398 workers from the selected organizations.  

(Note: It is necessary to clarify here that, for the purpose of this study the term „job satisfaction‟ is written in the 

context of job satisfaction based only on organizational factors. Therefore it is requested to take note of this 

throughout the further discussion in this Thesis.) 

Findings through Analysis of the Data:  

The Percent Contribution of factors of Job Satisfaction: The factors of job satisfaction of workers 

contribute in different percentages individually. This is the internal structure of all the organizational factors to 

construct the actual job satisfaction of workers in the respondent organizations. The average share of 

organizational factors of workers‘ job satisfaction in respondent organizations is found as under:  
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Percentage Share of Factors of Job Satisfaction 
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Medium Scale (MS) 16.85 16.92 17.56 18.42 16.18 14.06 

Large Scale (LS) 16.46 16.26 17.22 18.30 16.39 15.37 

Average of MS & LS 16.66 16.59 17.39 18.36 16.29 14.73 

 

This is shown in the following pie chart: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Correlation between overall satisfaction and job satisfaction component 

 

Factor of Job Satisfaction Overall 

Satisfaction 

Pay And Perks 0.65 

Promotions And Benefits 0.60 

Nature And Conditions Of Work 0.68 

Job Security 0.57 

Relations With Superiors 0.52 

Relations With Co-workers 0.43 

 

Conclusions: 

1. Correlation between the factors of Job Satisfaction: The four factors ―Pay and Perks‖, ―Promotions 

and Benefits‖, ―Nature and Conditions of Work‖ and ―Job Security‖ are moderately correlated with 

each other and the degree of positive correlation between them is more than with the components 

―Relation with Superiors‖ and ―Relation with Coworkers‖. 

2. The contribution of job security in workers’ job satisfaction: The contribution of job security in 

workers‘ job satisfaction is the most significant than the other factors in the industries. Additionally the 

shares of the factors of job satisfaction for Medium scale industries are almost equal to that of large-

scale industries except the factor ―Relations with Coworkers‖. 

3. Significance of Job Security: The analysis of the data indicates that a significant correlation exists 

between pairs of the factor of ―Job security‖ with other factors. Therefore the factor Job Security is the 
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most important for better job satisfaction of the workers. This is very valuable result in the context of 

designing effective retention policy for any organization. 
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Green Marketing and Its Impact on Consumer Buying Behaviour 

 

Dr. L. Jagadeesan, Dr. P.Sumathi 

 

 

I. Introduction 

  Green marketing refers to the process of selling products and/or services based on their 

environmental benefits. Such a product or service may be environmentally friendly in itself or, like reducing 

water usage. It's also about using products from conscientious companies with sustainable business 

practices.―Green‖ is an umbrella term that refers to products and produced and/or packaged in an 

environmentally friendly way. The obvious assumption of green marketing is that potential consumers will 

view a product or service's "greenness" as a benefit and base their buying decision accordingly. The not-so-

obvious assumption of green marketing is that consumers will be willing to pay more for green products than 

they would for a less-green comparable alternative product - an assumption that, in my opinion, has not been 

proven conclusively. While green marketing is growing greatly as increasing numbers of consumers are willing 

to back their environmental consciousness with their dollars, it can be dangerous. The public tends to be 

skeptical of green claims to begin with and companies can seriously damage their brands and their sales if a 

green claim is discovered to be false or contradicted by a company's other products or practices. Presenting a 

product or service as green when it's not is called green washing. Simply put, green cleaning is about using 

products that are safe and healthy for you and the environment and about employing eco-friendly cleaning  

practices that are organic, sustainable and/or otherwise environmentally friendly.  

a. product may be considered ―green if it:  

• Conserves water and energy  

• Prevents contributions to air, water and land pollution  

• Protects indoor air quality  

• Uses renewable, responsibly sourced materials  

• Produces little environmental impact  

• Is manufactured in an environmentally conscious way  

• Using one‘s own bag, rather than a plastic carrier provided by a shop.  

Broad and fairly ambiguous, the terms ―green‖ and ―eco-friendly‖ may be misleading. For example, 

a product labeled ―green‖ may have been responsibly sourced but may not necessarily be organic. What‘s 

more, some manufacturers have been known to intentionally mislead consumers in a practice known as 

―green washing.‖ Products and businesses that have been green washed may appear to be eco-friendly, but 

upon closer inspection, often amount to little more than a well-executed green marketing campaign.  

For green marketing to be effective, you have to do three things; be genuine, educate your customers, 

and give them the opportunity to participate.  

1. Being genuine means that a) that you are actually doing what you claim to be doing in your green 

marketing campaign and b) that the rest of your business policies are consistent with whatever you are 

doing that's environmentally friendly. Both these conditions have to be met for your business to establish 

the kind of environmental credentials that will allow a green marketing campaign to succeed.  

2. Educating your customers isn't just a matter of letting people know you're doing whatever you're doing 

to protect the environment, but also a matter of letting them know why it matters. Otherwise, for a 

significant portion of your target market, it's a case of "So what?" and your green marketing campaign 

goes nowhere.  

3. Giving your customers an opportunity to participate means personalizing the benefits of your 

environmentally friendly actions, normally through letting the customer take part in positive 

environmental action.  
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WHY IS GREEN MARKETING CHOSEN BY MOST MARKETERS?  

Most of the companies are venturing into green marketing because of the following reasons:  

Opportunity in India, around 25% of the consumers prefer environmental-friendly products, and 

around 28% may be considered healthy conscious. Therefore, green marketers have diverse and fairly sizeable 

segments to cater to. The Surf Excel detergent which saves water (advertised with the message—"do bucket 

paani roz bachana") and the energy-saving LG consumers durables are examples of green marketing. We also 

have green buildings which are efficient in their use of energy, water and construction materials, and which 

reduce the impact on human health and the environment through better design, construction, operation, 

maintenance and waste disposal.  

b. Social Responsibility  

Many companies have started realizing that they must behave in an environment-friendly fashion. 

They believe both in achieving environmental objectives as well as profit related objectives. The HSBC 

became the world's first bank to go carbon-neutral last year. Other examples include Coca-Cola, which has 

invested in various recycling activities. Walt Disney World in Florida, US, has an extensive waste management 

program and infrastructure in place.  

c. Governmental Pressure  

Various regulations rare framed by the government to protect consumers and the society at large. The 

Indian government too has developed a framework of legislations to reduce the production of harmful goods 

and by products. These reduce the industry's production and consumers' consumption of harmful goods, 

including those detrimental to the environment; for example, the ban of plastic bags in Mumbai, prohibition of 

smoking in public areas, etc.  

d. Competitive Pressure  

Many companies take up green marketing to maintain their competitive edge. The green marketing 

initiatives by niche companies such as Body Shop and Green & Black have prompted many mainline 

competitors to follow suit.  

e. Cost Reduction  

Reduction of harmful waste may lead to substantial cost savings. Sometimes, many firms develop 

symbiotic relationship whereby the waste generated by one company is used by another as a cost-effective raw 

material. For example, the fly ash generated by thermal power plants, which would otherwise contributed to a 

gigantic quantum of solid waste, is used to manufacture fly ash bricks for construction purposes.  

 

II. Benefits Of Green Marketing  

Today's consumers are becoming more and more conscious about the environment and are also 

becoming socially responsible. Therefore, more companies are responsible to consumers' aspirations for 

environmentally less damaging or neutral products.  

Many companies want to have an early-mover advantage as they have to eventually move towards 

becoming green. Some of the advantages of green marketing are,  It ensures sustained long-term growth along 

with profitability.  It saves money in the long run, thought initially the cost is more.  It helps companies market 

their products and services keeping the environment aspects in mind. It helps in accessing the new markets and 

enjoying competitive advantage.  Most of the employees also feel proud and responsible to be working for an 

environmentally responsible  company.  

 

III. Literature Review:  

A study by Peter Kangis (1992), proposes that the challenges both for marketing specialists and for 

consumers, raised by the concept of green marketing, are due to several issues, such as the lack of an 

acceptable definition for green marketing, the absence of a clear understanding of cause-and-effect 

relationships in matters affecting the environment, and the overt and covert reasons for concern about such 

issues. Suggested that, in the hands of unscrupulous marketers, green marketing can turn into green gold. An 

important study by Vasanthkumar N. Bhat (1993) suggests since inputs, manufacturing processes, distribution, 

use and disposal methods are decided during the design stage, any company venturing out with a green 
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marketing program must start with green design. Presents source reduction and waste management strategies to 

cut down wastes, and also presents a method to compare green design alternatives which can provide designers 

with guidance to select superior designs. As a product must meet several criteria, suggests a concurrent rather 

than sequential product development approach. Concludes with tips for top management to improve green 

design in their organizations. Another study by John Grant (2008) aims to look at how companies obtain a 

greener strategy and what is the future of green marketing. A study by Elham Rahbar (et al, 2011) proposes to 

determine the effect of green marketing tools on consumer's actual purchase behaviour in case of Penang 

(Malaysia). A survey was carried out on 250 Chinese, Malay, Indian and other races that represent the Penang 

population. Factor analysis, Cronbach alpha and multiple regression were used to identify factors impact on 

Penang consumers actual purchase behaviour. The result revealed that customer's trust in eco-label and eco-

brand and their perception of eco-brand show positive and significant impact on their actual purchase 

behaviour. According to Hallin (1995) and McCarty and Shrum (2001), people engage in environmental 

behavior as a result of their desire to solve environmental problem, to become role models and a belief that 

they can help to preserve the environment. However, consumers‟ indications of positive attitude towards 

environmental issues do not necessarily lead to actual environmentally friendly purchasing behavior (Laroche 

et al., 2002). Majority of consumers do not purchase products based on the environmental concern alone and 

they will not trade-off other product attributes for a better environment. Businesses and consumers today 

confront one of the biggest challenges – to protect and preserve the earth‟s resources and the environment. 

They have become more concerned with the natural environment and are realizing that their production and 

consumption purchasing behavior will have direct impact on the environment (Laroche, Bergeron, and 

Barbaro-Forleo, 2001). This awareness is congruent with the belief that the world's supply of natural resources 

is finite and the ecological balance of the environment may be at a critical disruption stage (Hayes, 1990). In 

addition, the great majority of our environmental problems – excess garbage, pollution, waste of energy and 

material, etc. are the result of consumers‟ consumptive behaviors.  

Objectives  

 The aim of this study is to find out how consumer behavior is influenced by Green Marketing by 

Companies.  

 To exhibit the challenges being faced by companies pursuing green marketing. 

  To study the relationship between consumers‟ attitude and perception towards green marketing. 

  To analyse consumer‘s willingness to pay high for green products.  

 

Hypothesis: The purchase behaviour of buyers is not influenced by green marketing practices of organisations.  

 

Research methodology and Data collection  

Sample method : Sample Data has been collected from randomly selected buyers from markets / retail outlet 

of the green products.  

Primary data would be collected through questionnaires. The questionnaire contained questions -

asking like your purchase decision is affected by green marketing activities of the company, repurchase 

decision is affected or not, how much extra you are ready to pay etc Secondary data  

Sample Size- A Random sampling strategy would be carried out. A survey of about 100 consumers  would be 

taken. They are familiar with the purchase of these products and also responsible for the purchase decisions.  

 

Data Analysis  

              Likert 5 point scales were used in all measures. In order to achieve the objective of the study, the 

statistical tool has been used to analyze the data.  

 

Findings 

1) 70% of respondents are aware of green products 

2) 30% can pay more for eco friendly products  

3) 60% have agreed that there is enough information about the products while 40% not.  
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4) 50% of the population in the sample agrees or strongly agrees that the organisations should practice 

green marketing.  

5) majority of the people are not concerned about organisations polluting environment as 58% are neutral 

regarding the  

issue.  

6) 60% customers are not affected by green marketing while making purchasing decision and 40% are 

affected.  

7) 55% buyers prefer to repurchase such products which are green and 45% are not affected.  

8) Survey Questionnaires provided to reflects a social consciousness around respondents: saving and 

advancing the Earth‘s natural In short Green marketing encourages consumers to use eco-friendly 

products and manufacturers to develop more.  

 

The awareness about the products should be done through advertising so that individual buying 

behaviour can be changed which can have an impact on the welfare of the environment. It is also important 

that companies aiming at developing new eco-friendly products should ensure that products perform 

competitively.  

Challenges of green marketing Green products require renewable and recyclable material, which is costly 

Requires a technology, which requires huge investment in R & D Water treatment technology, which is too 

costly Majority of the people are not aware of green products and their uses Majority of the consumers are not 

willing to pay a premium for green products  

 

IV. Conclusion  

Green marketing should not neglect the economic aspect of marketing. Marketers need to understand 

the implications of green marketing. If you think customers are not concerned about environmental issues or 

will not pay a premium for products that are more eco-responsible, think again. You must find an opportunity 

to enhance you product's performance and strengthen your customer's loyalty and command a higher price. 

Green marketing is still in its infancy and a lot of research is to be done on green marketing to fully explore its 

potential.  
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A Study of the Modes of E-Payment in India 

Mr. Shitalkumar Shivaji Jarkoli,  

Assistant Professor 

 

Introduction:  

Digital India and Cashless India commenced by government to promote and encourage e-payment and 

digital payment in economy. Digitally empowered economy that as ‗Faceless, Paperless, Cashless‘ is the main 

objective behind it. It means maximum utilization of electronic medium for the purchase of goods and services 

that is an online transaction. It reduces need to carry bulk cash, cheques at the time of shopping in market, 

make the payment became more easy and without any delay. It revolutionized the payment processing by 

reducing paper work, transaction costs, and personnel cost with paperless e-commerce payments. This system 

is user-friendly and consumes less time and helps to extend their businesses to market. With this revolution in 

the payment and transaction modes of payment through mobile makes payments at any time from any place. 

India introduces several new innovative methods in the digital payment system.  

Objectives: 

To examine the availability of the various modes for electronic payments.  

To study the use of UPI Payment Apps in India. 

 

Research Methodology: 

The study is based on secondary sources of data. Different books, journals, newspapers and relevant 

websites have been consulted in order to make the study an effective one. 

 

Different Modes for Electronic Payments: 

1. Unified Payments Interface (UPI): 

UPI is a type of inter operable payment system through which any customer holding any bank account 

can send and receive money through a UPI-based app. The service allows a user to link more than one bank 

account on a UPI app on their smart phone to seamlessly initiate fund transfers and make collect requests on a 

24/7 basis and on all 365 days a year. The main advantage of UPI is that it enables users to transfer money 

without a bank account or IFSC code. All you need is a Virtual Payment Address (VPA). There are many UPI 

apps in the market and it is available on both Android and IOS platforms. To use the service one should have a 

valid bank account and a registered mobile number, which is linked to the same bank account. There are no 

transaction charges for using UPI. Through this, a customer can send and receive money and make balance 

enquiries. 

2. Internet Banking: 

Internet Banking is the process of carrying out banking transactions online with the help of internet 

facility. Many services such as transferring funds, opening a new fixed or recurring deposit, closing an 

account, etc. are included in this mode.  Internet banking is also referred to as e-banking or virtual banking. 

Internet banking is usually used to make online fund transfers via NEFT, RTGS or IMPS. Banks offer 

customers all types of banking services through their website and a customer can log into his/her account by 

using a username and password. Unlike visiting a physical bank, there are to time restrictions for internet 

banking services and they can be availed at any time and on all 365 days in a year. There is a wide scope for 

internet banking services. 

3. National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT):  

National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT) is a national payment system facilitating one-to-one funds 

transfer. This Scheme provided facility to different participants like individuals, firms and corporate 

electronically transfer their funds from any bank branch to any individual, firm or corporate having an account 

with any other bank branch. Individuals, firms or corporate maintained their accounts with a bank branch 

which transfers funds as per transactions between them by using NEFT. 

 

 

https://www.bankbazaar.com/ifsc-code.html
https://www.bankbazaar.com/ifsc/national-electronics-fund-transfer-neft.html
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4. Immediate Payment Service (IMPS):  

IMPS offers an instant, 24 hours within a week, interbank electronic fund transfer service through 

mobile phones facility among bank and other parties. IMPS are an important service offered by banks to 

transfer money instantly within banks across India through mobile, internet and ATM. This is not only safe but 

also economically beneficial in both financial and non-financial perspectives. It saves money as well as time 

and energy of banks and customers with corporate sector.  

5. Banking Cards (Debit/Credit/Visa/Master/Rupay/Other): 

Credit Card The most popular form of payment for e-commerce transactions is through credit cards. It 

is simple to use; the customer has to just enter their credit card number and date of expiry in the appropriate 

area on the seller‘s web page. To improve the security system, increased security measures, such as the use of a 

card verification number (CVN), have been introduced to on-line credit card payments. The CVN system helps 

detect fraud by comparing the CVN number with the cardholder's information. 

Debit Card Debit cards are the second largest e-commerce payment medium in India. Customers who 

want to spend online within their financial limits prefer to pay with their Debit cards. With the debit card, the 

customer can only pay for purchased goods with the money that is already there in his/her bank account as 

opposed to the credit card where the amounts that the buyer spends are billed to him/her and payments are 

made at the end of the billing period. Smart Card It is a plastic card embedded with a microprocessor that has 

the customer‘s personal information stored in it and can be loaded with funds to make online transactions and 

instant payment of bills. The money that is loaded in the smart card reduces as per the usage by the customer 

and has to be reloaded from his/her bank account. 

6. Point of Sale: POS 

Traditionally, POS terminals referred to those that were installed at all stores where purchases were 

made by customers using credit/debit cards. It is usually a hand held device that reads banking cards. However, 

with digitization the scope of POS is expanding and this service is also available on mobile platforms and 

through internet browsers. There are different types of POS terminals such as Physical POS, Mobile POS and 

Virtual POS. Physical POS terminals are the ones that are kept at shops and stores. On the other hand, mobile 

POS terminals work through a tablet or Smartphone. This is advantageous for small time business owners as 

they do not have to invest in expensive electronic registers. Virtual POS systems use web-based applications to 

process payments. 

7.  Mobile Banking Applications: 

Mobile Banking: Mobile banking is referred to the process of carrying out financial 

transactions/banking transactions through a Smartphone. The scope of mobile banking is only expanding with 

the introduction of many mobile wallets, digital payment apps and other services like the UPI. Many banks 

have their own apps and customers can download the same to carry out banking transactions at the click of a 

button. Mobile banking is a wide term used for the extensive range or umbrella of services that can be availed 

under this. 

 

Popular UPI Apps: 

Google pay, Phone Pe, Paytm App and BHIM App are largely using APPS in India. There are total 

numbers of the transaction as on January 2020 was 1305.02 million (Source: NPCI) and top 4 UPI App Market 

Share as on August 2019 in terms of value (in Crores) as shows below. 

1. Google pay: 

Google Pay is number one in this list. Google Pay is the most innovative and unique UPI payment app 

in India launched by Google. Google Pay also leads in India‘s UPI transaction both in terms of Transaction 

Value. Google Pay has more than 6.7 Crores active monthly users in India. Google Pay has tied up with 4 PSP 

banks in India namely SBI, ICICI, Axis Bank & HDFC Bank to provide VPA service in India. This payment 

app does not have any wallet option, therefore, no KYC documents are needed to operate this app, only you 

need a bank account and your mobile number should link to this account. 
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You can create VPA id by installing the Google Pay App and business deal MPIN by authenticating 

the debit card linked to your Account. The VPA id will be your Gmail id @okhdfc, SBI, axis or ICICI. Google 

Pay has now more than 2000 online merchants‘ partners in India. As per NPCI data, Google Pay leads the UPI 

payment market with a 60% market share and 18 Crores users downloaded the App since September 2017. 

2. Phone Pe:  

Phone Pe is a Bangalore based UPI payments App launched in 2016. This e-payments App is now 

acquired by e-commerce giant Flipkart. Phone Pe is the first UPI Payment platform in India, will be integrated 

as a payment option in Walmart India‘s ―B2B Cash & Carry Stores‖. Phone Pe is partnered with Yes Bank to 

provide UPI payment service in India. As of August 2019 data Phone Pe has a 37.3% market share in UPI 

transaction volume. You can link your existing Jio Money, Free charge and Airtel Money e-wallet with Phone 

Pe App and seamlessly transfer money between these wallets. 

3. Paytm App: 

India‘s largest digital wallet service provider and most downloaded UPI app in both Android and IOS 

platforms. Paytm was the pioneer of digital payment service in India and one of the best UPI app in India. The 

App has excellent UI and integrates many services in a single app platform. As of August 2019 data, Paytm 

accounts for around 5.93% market share in overall UPI transactions and dominates QR code-based offline 

transaction market in India.  

4.  Free charge Payment App: 

Free charge is also a very popular UPI money transfer app in India for its several cash back and in-app 

discounts and offers. You can get your own @freecharge UPI Id using this App. You can add multiple Bank 

Account linked with the mobile number registered for the Free charge App. You can also create a Free Charge 

mobile wallet by uploading some KYC documents. This Gurgaon based Fintech startup now is acquired by 

Axis Bank. 

5. BHIM App: 

The BHIM app allows users to make payments using the UPI application. This also works in 

collaboration with UPI and transactions can be carried out using a VPA. One can link his/her bank account 

with the BHIM interface easily. It is also possible to link multiple bank accounts. The BHIM app can be used 

by anyone who has a mobile number, debit card and a valid bank account. Money can be sent to different bank 

accounts, virtual addresses or to an Aadhaar number. There are also many banks that have collaborated with 

the NPCI and BHIM to allow customers to use this interface. 

6. Amezon pay: 

Another convenient, secure and quick way to pay for online purchases is through Amazon Pay. Use 

your information which is already stored in your Amazon account credentials to log in and pay at leading 

merchant websites and apps. Your payment information is safely stored with Amazon and accessible on 

thousands of websites and apps where you love to shop. If you are planning to sell your products online, 

Amazon would be happy to help you in setting up payment gateways for your products and services. You can 

also consider selling on Amazon, one of the most popular e-commerce platforms in the world. To sell on 

Amazon, please register yourself for free. 
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7. MobiKwik: 

This Gurgaon based eWallet cum UPI payment App is competes with other major UPI Apps like 

Google Pay, PhonePe and Paytm. It is also one of the most popular money transfer App in India. Mobikwik 

provides the UPI transaction facility. It not only that but also have a variety of utility services from mobile. It 

helps to recharge to Direct Mutual Fund investment from the single App. Mobikwik is work with collaboration 

of companies like Uber, Zomato, Dominos, IRCTC, etc uses their payment gateway. This is one of the most 

popular payment gateway service providers in India and is one of the most downloaded. This is highly rated 

UPI apps both in Android and IOS App Store. 

8. Yonoby SBI: 

State Bank of India was launched a mobile wallet to transfer money for pay bills, recharge, book for 

movies, hotels, shopping as well as travel. This offers its services in 13 languages. It is available for non-SBI 

customers also to increases e-payments. This app also allows its customers to set reminders. This reminders set 

for dues, money transfers and view the mini-statement for the transactions carried out. 

9. Pay Zapp: 

This is one of the UPI payments app and digital wallet offered by HDFC Bank in India. This mobile 

Payment app provides numerous cash back offers across different merchant sites. This is also very popular in 

India due this cash back offers. There is provision of a Visa Virtual Debit card for online payments. 

 

Conclusion:   

Day by day UPI transactions are increased and people are carrying at least one UPI app in their phone. 

Banking transactions are more easy and simple to use these UPI apps.  

UPI apps are probably use for online payment like shopping bills, all types of recharge, hotel bills, gas bills, 

light bills, cable TV, rent, Toll, fastage, fees, donations, transfer etc.  Banking hours are limited but UPI is 

available for 24 X 7 for make this engagement. As the popularity of UPI apps are increasing, people are 

keeping less cash. The way in which UPI transitions have been increasing in the last two years, it can certainly 

be said that in the coming period we will definitely be paperless and cashless. We should take proper care 

when using the apps, as it has its advantages as well as its advantages. Considering the growing trend of 

cybercrime, we should not share confidential information with anyone about transaction. Do not share your 

password; pass-code, PIN, MPIN, OTP with anyone. 
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Community Involvement: A Study of PAANI Foundation Water Cup Project 

Dr. Chandrashekhar Salunkhe, 

 Associate Professor 

Introduction 

Water scarcity has caused to water crisis and it has become worldwide issue. India is one of them; 

where the issue may cause to major setback to the people as well as economy.  Poor water management, lack 

of environmental approach, deceptive monsoon, over exploitation of the resources and poor action plans are 

major hurdles in tackling the issue. In the past, life of human was mainly depended upon natural resources and 

they were aware of the conservation of these resources. The present scenario is totally different, lifestyle and 

consumption pattern of the people has totally changed and artificial resources are being produced at large scale 

at the cost of natural resources including water. Such over consumption has caused to environmental 

degradation and imbalance to eco-system. Water scarcity has adversely affected on agro based rural economy 

and it has resulted in huge migration of villagers towards cities in the search of employment.  Government and 

concern authorities are working with huge budgetary provisions but results are not satisfactory. Corruption and 

lack of community involvement including route level people are observed as thrust area.  Peoples‘ active 

involvement has proved grand success in numerous projects and it becomes mass movement if they are the part 

of decision making.   

The present research paper is the outcome of such mass movement undertaken with the banner of 

„PAANI Foundation‟. Said NGO is working with joint hands of BJS to conserve the rain water harvesting 

under „shramdan‟ on community basis. Drought prone villages of Maharashtra State are focused as target area 

under this project; such efforts are proved as sustainable activities with community support.   

Water scarcity in the country  

 World commission on Environment and development i.e. Brundtland commission has  

Introduced the concept of sustainable development at first in their report in 1987; it defined as 

development is such; which meets the needs of present generation without compromising the 

capabilities of the resources to meet & fulfills of requirements of future generation. In the present 

scenario partially world has suffering by water scarcity including India. As developing country, India 

is not able to provide recommended quality fresh water to its population which is more than 125crore. 

India is placed at 120
th

 among 122 countries in the water quality index as per UN report 2010. As per 

ADRI report-2015, India‘s per capita water availability is less than 1700 m3 with reference to 

international norms. According to ADRI study report; data for the period 1970 to 1914 exhibits; 

drought has observed as major natural disaster than the flood in the country. As per NITI AYOG 

Repo-2017, which is based on the study of 24 states out of 29, water crisis of the country will be more 

severe in few years mainly in rural India including some mega cities.  

 

Objectives of the Syudy 

The present study has mainly attempted to analyse work profile of PAANI Foundation as a 

model of community involvement. It has also studied; how natural challenges can be coped with joint 

efforts of people in organised form. The study has enabled to carry out systematic assessment of the 

outcome of the project in water harvesting. It has also enabled to study; how women are being 

empowered by training and can be by encouraged through their active involvement in the project. It 

has studied as how project has succeeded to boost agro economy of the Maharashtra mainly in 

drought prone area.  
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Research Methodology  

 Present research is a form of case study. It was a systematic analysis of the rain water 

harvesting project; that has initiated by PAANI Foundation by encouraging active involvement of the 

sample villagers. These villagers are the main benefiters of the project at mass level. Present analysis 

is mainly based on secondary data for the period of 2016 to 2019. As well as researcher has deployed 

observation technique by  conducting field visits to project sites on sample basis to verify the reality 

of the project.     

Findings    

 An introduction to PAANI FOUNDATION  

PAANI FOUNDATION is a self-financed non-profit organisation founded by actor cum 

social activist Amir Khan  with joint collaboration of technical experts and corporate donors to ensure 

sustainable approach in the development of villages in Maharashtra. This NGO is mainly working to 

spread knowledge for watershed management and ground water replenishment as its main aim. Said 

foundation does not provide any direct cash and tools except technical support in the form of 

knowledge with joint collaboration of Government and other technical expertise.  

Bhartiy Jain Sanghatan (BJS) is also NGO formed by Mr. Shantilal Muttha in 1993, with 

multiple objects to serve the society on charity basis. BJS is one important co-partner of PAANI 

Foundation in their rain water harvesting project. BJS accepts finance in the form of public donations 

to provide tools and machinery for the field works under this project. It has provided numerous tools, 

equipment and machineries including JCB and other earth moving machineries to those villages who 

have achieved set parameters under ‗Satyamev Jayate Water Cup-Project‘.  BJS has provided 

Backhoe more than 490 loaders and Excavators on free of cost to the qualified villages in 2017.               

 Project wise activities of the  of the PAANI FOUNDATION  

1. Satyamev Jayate Water Cup Event 

To ensure the community involvement in watershed and rain water harvesting PAANI 

Foundation is conducting annual competition to drought prone villagers. WOTR-Watershed 

Organisation Trust is the knowledge partner that helps PAANI foundation in conducting water cup 

event. PAANI Foundation makes open appeal to those Gram Panchayats of Maharashtra; which are 

half-abandoned into battling droughts. Said villages are being appealed to participate in water cup 

event in given time by passing resolution in Gram Sabha. Each participating village has to select five 

representatives including two women to participate four days residential training programme. These 

trained representative are required to prepare plan with mutual communication of the villagers and 

concern authorities to for watershed management in the village as per given norms. PF has developed 

separate technical team to give several visits to the participating villages. That team provides 

necessary guidance and technical assistance in due course to achieve the watershed targets. 

Community level Shramdan (Participation in physical work voluntarily) is mainly expected by the 

concern villagers to build  trenches, ponds to marks contour lines up to 45 days on continuous basis in 

between April to May.   

The participating villages are being judged for a total 100 marks under the following broad 

heads. 
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Table No-1 Competition Marking System 

Sr. 

No. 

Criterion  Maximum 

Marks 

1. Wastewater Management 05 

2. Conservation of Trees 05 

3. Soil & Water Conservation structures Built 

Through Shramdaan  

25 

4. Soil & Water Conservation structures Built Using 

Machines 

15 

5. Adequate Weightage to Area Treatment & Ridge 

Line Work 

10 

6. Quality of Structures 10 

7. Soil Testing  05 

8.  Farms Free of Crop Burning 05 

9. Water Saving Techniques 05 

10. Water Budgeting 10 

11. Repair of Existing Structures/Innovative 

Initiatives 

05 

 Total- 100 

        

 Above table represents criteria wise marks under broad category, beyond to this broad heads 

individual contribution of the villagers are also considered to confirm community participation in the 

socio-economic development of the village. It consist of total numbers of villagers participants, 

quantitative increase in numbers of soak pits, public farm lakes, numbers of existing trees and newly 

survived trees are being considered separately. As well as type of crop pattern, type planted saplings; 

individual waste water management etc. factors are also considered including participation of female 

members and members from backward and minor communities as total community involvement.  

The state level winners i.e. top three villages are being appreciated with cash prizes as Rs.75 

lakh, Rs.50 lakh and Rs.40 lakh respectively. Taluka wise villages are also appreciated excluding 

state level winners with cash prizes as Rs.10 lakh, 5 lakh & 4 lakh respectively. 

Each village that takes part in the Water Cup has an opportunity to become water-abundant. 

That is the biggest and most important prize as outcome of this project.   

2. Samrudhha Gram Spardha 

This competition is conducted for selective villages those have already completed threshold of 

water conservation work as per norms of PAANI Foundation water cup. The main aim of this 

competition is to empowering citizens to create their village as they dreamed and to transform village 

ecology and economy.  

This competition has designed to address the basic problem beyond the water scarcity. It 

works towards the restoring the environment, boosting financial security and ensuring long-lasting 

resilience against drought.  

Key areas- Samrudhha Gram approach consist of, soil and water conservation, water 

management and budgeting, increasing tree cover and growing forests, creating protected grasslands 

of nutritious and palatable grasses. Restoring soil quality and health as well as creating the basis for 

every family to increase their income.     

3. Training 

  To ensure smooth functioning of the watershed development activities, training is being 

provided by PAANI Foundation with help of technical expertise including Government officials. This 
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training is especially conducted to the nominated representatives of those villages who have taken 

active participation in water cup event. Said four days residential training programme is conducted in 

model village which is water abundant and so far away from irrigated developments.  

  Training activities are designed in a manner so participants‘ gets knowledge and field 

experience of technical and social aspects that are required to implement watershed development 

programme in their respective villages. Following activities are majorly covered under this training 

programme.  

Training Activities-  

 Measuring annual rainfall in respective village including how much water is wasted and can 

be saved.  

 Understanding watershed structures including farm ponds and contour trenches through field 

work. 

 Understanding topography of your village and designing what can be suitable by the study of 

model villages. 

 Field tour to successful watershed village.  

 Understanding importance of supplementary activities including tree plantation and water 

testing.  

 Playing games to develop leadership skills, team spirit and to teach importance of water. 

 Computer and mobile app training is also provided to know data input processing.   

 

 
           Source- https://www.paanifoundation.in/water-cup/training-programme/ 

4. Books 

Success of watershed management mainly depended upon scientific approach and proper 

understanding of its technical aspects. Villagers are the main target group of this project. Therefore 

PAANI Foundation has designed and published around 20 handbooks at present in simple Marathi 

with effective pictures and graphs to provide fieldwork direction and scientific information to work 

on the projects. These books are written and designed with mutual consultation of the experts in 

respective areas. All these books are freely circulated and freely available in a form of e-books for 

everyone at free of cost.   
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These books facilitate to work on field on community basis. These books are also being 

refereed by other villages those are and were not part of PF project. Some books like Aag Mukt 

Shivar i.e. fire free surrounding are especially designed to conserve the ecosystem of the villages. 

While, book like Hydro Marker not only discuss about use and application of hydro marker but this 

book is also very useful to make all these scientific  instruments with locally available sources by 

volunteers with negligible cost.  

 

5. Films 

Audio visual tools are always proved more effective teaching and training tools for all category 

learners beyond their age and educational status. PF has produced numerous documentaries, videos 

as well as YouTube films including short films as source of training in Marathi language with 

intention to channelise watershed programme on mass level mainly in drought prone rural 

Maharashtra. All the short films, documentaries are produced in regional Marathi language. These 

films helps to create awareness among the community, help them to get motivated also helps them to 

experience the changes in their life and rural economy after successful implementation of the project. 

Following are the some examples of those 27 films and documentaries that are available on PF 

website as well are circulated to the village representatives during their training programme.  

Some titles are as, Introducing Chaturrao and Chatura, How to make your Hydro marker, How 

to construct Soak Pit, Compartment Bunding, Soil Testing, How to make Gabion etc. Film like 

‗Instructions for JCB and Poklane operators are also very valuable that facilitates to concern operator 

about his exact role and importance of his role in making water enriched village.   

6. School Projects 

Collective participation and role playing is major requirement for any sustainable programme. PF 

has kept its focus to ensure sustainability of watershed development programme and therefore future 

generation is also being get involved by assigning them school based projects. PF   has developed 

such activity based projects for school children to develop and to highlight inseparable bonding 

between humans and nature. This project is titled as „Nisargachi Dhammal Shala‟. PF has spread the 

effect of this concept in various schools with the help of Government of Maharashtra. Today, this 

project has reached around 38,000 students from 1174 schools at the end of Jan –Feb 2019. As a 

result it has observed school students are taking lead to communicate the society about social 

problem and also addressing them to mobilise to conserve the nature.   

The outcome of this project is resulted as; students have developed their seed banks and nurseries 

and actively participating in tree plantation. Awareness rallies are being conducted to mobilise crowd 

for public meetings and field activities. Even students are dug soak pits to store and filter the 

drainage water as well as actively taking part to raise the fund. Parents are get encouraged in 

numbers of villages as a result of active involvement of their wards in watershed development 

programme. 

7. PF App  

To monitor the watershed development progress in selected villages; PF has developed software 

based application with mutual cooperation of BJS. Each village has given separate login ID and 

volunteers are trained to upload the data on daily basis according different heads. This app also 
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facilitates villagers to count their marks on daily basis and they can compare their daily work 

progress in respect to work standards. This app also facilitates to provide online guidance to deal 

various issues if any occurs during daily work.    

8. Mass Participation  

Environment conservation and watershed development is the basic requirement of the time. To 

channelise the said activity at mass level and to create public awareness; Mass Shramdan is being 

organised by PF. It has provided platforms to the urban citizens who are ready to volunteer their 

labour services on 1
st
 May which is celebrated as Maharashtra State formation day as well as Labour 

Day. PF makes public appeal to all citizens of Maharashtra with different age and sex categories to 

join in this one day Shramdaan at any village as per their convenience on 1
st
 May in Public 

Shramdaan. It helps to motivate the villagers as well as it also works to complete their task in large 

quantity in a one day mass activity. Citizen can contribute by donating money  to BJS to meet the 

requirements of this project  as well as can render their expertise and technical services on voluntary 

basis  as per their choice and schedule even if they are not part of any village.  This idea has observed 

as practically successful concept. Numerous citizens including celebrities are being observed as 

volunteering their services under this appeal with the title as „Chala Gawakade‟ .   

 Achievements of the PF  Watershed  Development project 

Qualitative change in the approach and social as well as individual behaviour of the villagers 

can be defined as major achievement of the PF watershed development project. This change has 

observed in more than 70% villages who are participating in Satymev Jayate Water Cup event on 

continuous basis since 2016. Villagers participation in Gram Sabha have increased and they are 

showing more interest in village policy making including water budgeting. Women‘s are observed 

as more active in social meetings than earlier practices. All these villages have formed Women 

SHG and most of these groups are become finically independent and stable. Marriage issue has 

become more severe in Maharashtra. Girls are not ready to marry with the boy if he is staying in 

village and especially if he is engaged in farm activities. As well as this issue is very serious if the 

village lies in drought prone zone. This scenario has brought minor change in case of villages 

those are the part of PF watershed development    project.   

 The major qualitative change has observed in water consumption pattern of the villagers. 

Now they do not waste the water and their household water consumption has controlled and they 

manage most of their activities with less water that the earlier even after having regular supply of 

the water in villages. It has specially observed in 48 villages those have secured prize at Tehsil 

level.  

 Quantitative achievements can be stated as; the first edition of the competition was held 

during April 20 - June 5, 2016. About 116 villages took part in the competition to make their 

villages water-sufficient. As a result, 1,368 crore litres of water which is equivalent to 13, 68,000 

tankers of water worth Rs.272 crore was saved as per PF report-2019.  

    
Water Reserviors                                Farm lake  
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Conclusion  

It is to be said in Marathi, „Gav Karel Te Rao Karel Kay‟; it can truly experinced by the 

watershed development programme channelised by PF in Maharashtra. Community invovement led 

to overcome water scarcity in drough prone villages of Maharashtra where PF has stood with some 

model ideas including ‗SAMRUDHHA Gram‖ project. Increased numbers of participating villages 

including increased numbers of village volunteers exhibits the success of the project. The mjaor key 

area of the can be stated as –Increased level of under ground water, decreased numbers of  water 

tankers in the month of may even some villages are reached at zero numbers of tankers requirement. 

Community invovement has also encouraged team spirit in the villages and dercreased nubers of 

communual disputes. Social bonding has also increased  as well as womens are observed as major 

benifitiers in most of cases on the basisi of finacile security due to increased source of income. As 

well as women were most sufferer and strugling in case of water scarcity. Watershed development 

has helped them to supply of guranteed water for drinking and for household requirements. Farmers 

are observed as engaged in two seasons with multiple crops. Villagers are become aware of the varois 

Government schemes as well as in most of cases farmers have changed type of corp according to soil 

fertality. Soil testing policy has obsered as part of practice in said villages. Gram panchayat was just 

administrative an political center  in these villages like other, PF watershed  programmed has turned 

this administrative center in to development and welfare center through ground based traing and by 

developing true spirit by time to time  motivational programmes. Now these villages are taking lead 

to change the socio-economic scenario of nearby villages by volunteering their services, knowledge 

and experinces.  
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Analysis of Marketing and Pricing policies of Cashew as farm Product 

Satish S. Kadam ,  

Assistant Professor  Dr. Jayashree Bhakay 

Assistant Professor, MBSIM Khed (Ratnagiri) 

 

Introduction 

Cashew is one of the important tropical crops called as the ‗poor man‘s crop, rich man‘s food‘. The 

cashew nut is native of Brazil and Portuguese travelers took the cashew tree to colonies in India, first recorded 

in Cochin by 1578 AD, in Goa by 1598 A.D. (Mohod A. G. et al., 2010). The commercial cashew production 

in India was started in 1960. Ever since, the production and productivity of the cashew is increasing. The 

National Horticultural Mission (NHM) has supported well to bring more and more area under cashew 

cultivation. India has progressed in developing new cultivaters, progression system and also a large number of 

products, which could be improvised with further research. The need for the development of propagation 

technologies is being increased for providing higher returns for the farmers producing cashews. This could 

bring out cashew cultivation possible even in the non- traditional regions. Use of seedlings propagated from 

seeds, poor adoption of improved planting materials (clone), low population density per unit area and adoption 

of poor agronomic practices can also help improve yield. The market price of the cashew is very attractive that 

also inclined the farmers for its cultivation. The statistics on area, production, and productivity of cashew in 

different state of the country reveals that the state of Maharashtra ranks first in the production and productivity. 

The area under cashew in Maharashtra is about 1.75 lakh ha and the production is 1.98 MT. The productivity 

of cashew in Maharashtra is 1186 kg/ha compared to average value of 695 kg/ha for the country (CEPC, 2012). 

In last few years in Goa, the cashew yield showed the increasing trend exceptionally in one or two years. 

(Table 1).  

Table 1 Year-wise cashew production (tons) in Goa (Source: Times of India) 

Year Cashew yield 

2017-18 28,012 

2016-17 24,396 

2015-16 17,549 

2014-15 25,011 

2013-14 24,332 

 

Climatic condition at the flowering and fruit setting stage are the crucial factor that primarily 

determines the yield of the cashew. As row cashew nuts need to have processing i.e. boiling or roasting and 

shelling or cutting, cashew nut processing industries have good demand in the cashew growing areas. Cashew 

industries is a good source of employment for the local people. The cashew mill in India employed different 

unit operations/methodology for processing and depending on variety of raw material, location, technological 

mechanization and availability of secured energy supply. The most energy and time intensive unit operations in 

cashew processing are drying of raw seed in open sun, steaming of raw nut and kernel drying with electrical 

energy (Balasubramanian, 2000). The average installed production capacity of the surveyed cashew processing 

industries was about 9800 kg of raw cashew nut seeds per annum. The actual raw material processed by these 

industries was in the tune of 5833 kg per annum, which revealed the average percent plant capacity utilization 

of 55% only. The women workers were prominent in the small scale cashew nut processing mills. (Mohod A. 

G. et al., 2010). Based on the observations, economic analysis of cashew nut processing plant showed that, if 

the plant be operated with full capacity and efficiency then there would be profit of ` 1329.07 per day, 

excluding all expenses. This is quite profitable, but the profit margin could be increased more by plant 

mechanization and modernization. Processing capacity could be increased with significant reduction in labour 

requirement and processing time by modernizing the processing plants. (Banerjee and Shrivastava, 2014). 
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Table:  AVERAGE PRICING TREND OF RAW CASHEW  

                                                 NUT IN DIFFERENT STATES  (Prices Rs/Kg)       

Year Kerala Karnataka Andhra 

Pradesh 

Tamilnadu Goa and 

Maharashtra 

2018 158.87 148 144 150 164 

2017 133.03 137.22 114.18 101.8 142.02 

2016 99.68 112.69 100.35 80.68 129.81 

2015 90 115 74.84 72.27 122 

2014 61.32 78 74.2 63.89 87.08 

2013 51.8 53 52.5 55.5 72.78 

2012 59.59 60.5 58.5 60.5 76.67 

2011 71 70.5 70 71 83 

 

Cashew nut occupies a prime place in the Indian economy, accounting for 16.95 per cent of the total 

area under plantation crops, which stood second position after coconut, and production of cashewnut accounts 

to 16.57 per cent of total production of selected plantation crops in India during 2000-01. India possesses about 

21.6 % of area under cashew plantations (Murugamani & Ravi, 2016). It is the third highest foreign exchange 

earner among agro-based export items with production standing at 6.95 lakh tones and productivity of 778.28 

kg/ha (Indian Cashew Statistics, Cashew nut Export Promotion Council, Cochin, 2010) It provides beneficial 

employment for about 3 million people all around the world, in which, about 1 million are employed in India 

alone (Padmbanaban, 2010).   

The cashew apples, cashew kernels, broken and whole; raw cashew nuts; roasted cashew nuts and 

cashew nut shell liquid (CNSL) are the forms in which the cashew can be sold in the market. As cashew apples 

are perishable, it is having the local and very less market value. Cashew apple which is major part of Cashew 

Produce is perishable goes waste unlike in Goa where it is used to extract Alcohol. CNSL is a byproduct of the 

cashew industry having tremendous export potential. In spite of this potential, a good portion of it still 

continues to be burnt as crude fuel in the local manufacturing units for running boilers or other purposes. 

Export of CNSL from India stood at 6,908 MT, valued at Rs 26.28 crore (US$ 4.08 million) during April 

2017-December 2017, while exports of cashew kernels stood at 67,653 MT, valued at Rs 4,715.21 crore (US$ 

731.15 million) during the same period. (Indian brand equity foundation,2017).  

Due to recent rise in interest from other countries, cashew production and processing has reached new 

heights. As per food and agricultural organization‘s report of 2012, India made about 1,72,719 metric tons 

(MT) of cashews in the country at a rate of 0.70 MT/ hectare (Murugamani and Ravi, 2016) (Table 2). India is 

the single largest producer and exporter of cashews, accounting for 40 % of the global share. It is also the 

largest importer of row cashew nut globally, with around 8 lakh metric tons of average annual imports, 

followed by Vietnam. 

Table 2 Leading cashew nut producing countries and its production.  

(Source:  Global statistical Review 2015) 

Sr.No. Country Production in MT 

1 India 1,72,719 

2 Cote dlvoir 1,71,111 

3 Brazil 1,33,000 

4 Vietnam 1,13,059 

5 World 7,38,861 

 

              Cashew is a major crop in Ratnagiri and Sindhudurga districts such as Lanja, Sangmeshwar, Chiplun, 

Khed, Mandangad, Sawantwadi, Kankavali and all those areas beyond 15 kilometers from the sea coast. 

Vengurla varieties give good seed count. Cashew grown locally gives good outturn especially the vengurla 
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varieties. Organised plantations are better managed with fences and compounds, irrigation and use of organic 

material such as vermicompost and othercompost to maintain soil fertility.  

The major challenges faced by the Indian cashew trade industry are stringent policies regarding 

cultivation, availability of labor, competition from other crops and competitive pricing of crops. India is facing 

major competition with cashew producing country like Vietnam and Nigeria. These countries are exporting its 

cashew at cheaper rates than the domestic rates of our country.  

In view of the above, it was felt necessary to conduct a survey and analyze the data available through 

internet to find out the new technology adaptation of cashew industry in south Konkan region. The study was 

also focused to evaluate and understand several value added products of cashew industries, to understand labor 

related issues and women empowerment as a result of cashew industries and to understand other subsidiary 

activities that can be conducted to improve cashew industry. 

Research Methodology 

 A survey was made with a questionnaire to know the status of the cashew nut processing industries in 

the South Konkan region. The information was gathered through the interviews with the industry owners and 

the labors. The data available on internet through the reliable resources was used for the study. Among the four 

district of Konkan region, the two district of south Konkan viz. Ratnagiri and Sindhudurga were selected for 

the study. Total 6 processing units and 50 farmers selected randomly. The information from sample grower 

was collected by survey method through personnel Interview and data pertaining to the agricultural year 2016-

17. 

             The current study tries to elucidate the problems associated with the cashew industry, from production 

to marketing and the generation of revenues. The current study is shedding light on the current status of cashew 

industries and recommends improvements to current practices adopted by them. This research is descriptive in 

nature as it aims to establish detailed understanding of the topic and providing an overview of the cashew 

industry as a whole. To examine the challenges faced by the industry it is essential to realize the issues faced 

by the people who are closely and directly linked to the industry. Keeping in mind the overall requirements of 

the study, it was suggested that a quantitative method of data collection be applied. This study utilized both 

primary and secondary data for the purpose of data collection for the research. The primary data shall be 

obtained by means of a questionnaire that was designed keeping in mind all the variables that were to be tested. 

The questionnaire shall be closed ended with two major sections; one to obtain demographic information and 

the next containing questions related to the problems faced by the industry. The primary data shall be collected 

from traders from within the cashew processing industry who have inside knowledge of the workings of the 

industry. The survey aimed to the traders who belong either a processing or a producing industry in the state of 

Maharashtra in Sindhudurg district.  

Results and Discussion 

              The observations recorded through the survey, interview and the internet data reached to the following 

conclusions.  

               Estimated tentative export and import of cashew for December 2017 showed that India is having a 

good quantum of export compared to the import. This in turn adds to the income to the farmers and in all to the 

country too. In 2016, the export and import both were more compared to estimated in 2017. This might be 

because of the production, cost of the produce and the demand by the consumers. It is observed from the table 

below that the cost of the imported cashew kernels is remarkably less than the export value. This indicates that 

even importing and then the cashew kernels can be a good business.  

Table 3 Estimated tentative Export /Import details of cashew kernels for December 2017(Source- 

CEPCI, Cochin 2018). 

Export/Import Quantity Value Value Unit Value   

  (M T) (Rs. Crs) (US $ Mins) (Rs. Per Kg.) 

EXPORT 

Dec-17 8031 528.44 82.26 658 

Dec-16 8476 581.57 85.65 686.14 
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April 2017-

December2017 

67653 4715.21 731.15 696.97 

April 2016-

December2016 

61369 3739.32 557.36 609.32 

IMPORT  

Dec-17 40 1 N.A 336.14 

Dec-16 493 26.22 3.86 531.85 

April 2017-

December2017 

2651 161.46 25.04 609.07 

April 2016-

December2016 

2964 146.56 21.85 494.47 

 

Cashew grower’ condition 

 Cashew growers, especially the small cashew growers are least bothered about the market rate of the 

raw cashew nuts. To curtail the efforts to goo up to the industry, they use to sell their produce to the mediator. 

Mediator purchase the raw nut at comparatively low rates. It was also observed that there many middle persons 

who are earning on the basis of purchasing from the farmers and making stocks and selling it to the industries 

at higher rates. It is even observed that the scrap dealers (kabadi or bhangarwalas) are also involved in this 

business just as middle person. This is because they are having good investing capacity. During the season, 

they work more on cashew nut dealing than the scrap. The growers due to their negligence, laziness and more 

over periodic harvesting of the cashew nuts, avoids to make the stock locally and selling it to the industries. 

Non availability of the cashew processing industries also compels them to do so. The transportation of the raw 

nut in small quantity up to the industry adds to the expenditure and reduces their benefit. Hence, they prefer to 

sell it to the local middle man only. The middle man gets the benefit that all the nearby cashew nut growers 

contribute raw cashew nut to him that helps to transport a lump sum quantum of cashew nut to the processing 

industries. It reduces the transportation cost and adds to his benefit just for making stock.  

Status of cashew processing industries 

The fuel and the labor requirement of the cashew nut processing industry is very high. This is due to 

the fact that most of the industries are working on the old technologies. The industries are set up according to 

the land availability and no importance is paid to the proper lay out of the industry. The old industries are set 

years back and are expanded as per the space available. Due to the improper layout of the industry, the time 

and motion required for the processing is much more than the properly set and layout newly established 

industries. The small and medium processing industries are still stuck up to the traditional practices even 

though new technologies are available. The lack of technology transfer, insufficient capital investments, 

shortage of resources and mere negligence may be the cause behind it. The minimum concern have been paid 

to the safety and ergonomic standards in the industry. In some industries it was observed that even availability 

sufficient light is lacking. The workers are least bothered about their heath. Deogirikar et al. (2016) observed 

that the layout of the industry affect the processing cost. They found in their study of two different industries 

that the properly lay out industry has the processing charge as Rs 553 per kg compared to Rs 597 per kg in the 

gradually expanded and improperly layout industry. More processing cost reduces the profit to the owner.  

 

Cashew nut shelling machines in industries 

Many of the cashew processing industries in Sindhudurg are using the manually operated cashew nut 

shelling machines. The reason behind it the low investment capacity of the industry owner, gradual expansion 

of the industry, he feels it is less risky to have more number of small units than a costly bigger unit. The 

owners believe that the quality obtained by shelling the cashew nut with the manual machines are far better 

than the automatic machines considering the oil deposition over the cashew kernels. Owners are used to 

manually operated units as female labors are available for doing the shelling operation. Their per day shelling 

capacity is also good (about 25 kg kernels per day). During interview with the owners, it came to know that 
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automatic machines are avoided because the servicing and repairing facilities are not available nearby. The 

technician has to come from Kolhapur for the minor technical faults too that held up the job.  

Unit operations on cashew nut processing and the energy utilization 

It was observed that the equipments adopted by the industries are not the standard and hence the 

energy consumption is supposed to be much more than the actual needed. There is a scope for an overall 

energy savings of up to 30–48 % and utilization of renewable energy sources such as solar energy and biomass 

gasification in this sector (Mohod et al., 2010). As the unit operations are scattered in the industry, there is 

wastage of human energy due to more movement in the premises during the processing.  

Challenges associated with Cashew Industry in Ratnagiri and Sindhudurga. 

Table : Constraints faced by cashew processors 

Sr.No Problems 

1 Non-availability of adequate working capital finance & high rate of interest 

2 Non -availability of quality raw material and their prices were high 

3 Govt. rules and regulations 

4 Problem of raw cashew nut storage 

5 Problem in marketing of cashew kernels 

6 Non -availability of labour in time and adequately 

 

The major challenges associated with processing and marketing of cashew nut are found to be  

1. High wage rate of labors  

2. Non-availability of sufficient skilled labour,  

3. Non-availability of graded and good quality of raw material  

4. High commission rates of the agents  

5. Improper layout of industry 

6. Location of the processing industry with respect to transportation facility  

7. Distance of processing industry from the main market i.e. Sindhudurg to Mumbai and Goa is about 

500 km and 580 km respectively. 

KOCHI: The Indian cashew industry is facing the double whammy of plunging exports and weak 

local prices that have hit profitability of the processing units in the country. Exports fell to a two-decade low in 

2018-19, down 20 per cent year-on-year to 66,693 tonnes and, in terms of value, down 24 per cent year-on-

year to 4,434 crore, according to the data of the Cashew Export Promotion Council of India (CEPCI). 

             From over 1,00,000 tonnes, the export quantity has fallen steadily in the past few years as Vietnam and 

other countries held a price advantage over India through lower processing cost. 

 

Conclusion 

              Cashew is the major source of foreign exchange earnings, jobs and income in rural areas. A major 

portion of produce is brought by village traders and agents who visit the growers as well as open the shops in 

weekly market for collection of raw Cashewnut.  

              Cashew grower‘s preference for different channels was assessed and five Cashewnut marketing 

channels were observed in the study area. They were 

1) Channel I : Grower- Village merchant- Wholesaler- Processor. 

2) Channel II: Grower- Itinerant merchant/ village merchant- Processor 

3) Channel III: Grower- Village merchant- Factory agent- Processor 

4) Channel IV: Grower- Wholesaler- Processor 

5) Channel V; Grower- Processor 

             The channel I was most popular in the study are as 45 and 40 per cent  cashew grower in Ratnagiri and 

Sindhudurg districts respectively sold there produces through this channel.  Among the different marketing 

cost, transport cost was a major item of cost. When marketing efficiency is more then that marketing channel 

said to be more efficient. In study area channel V is the most efficient having 1:76.56 and 1:67.06 marketing 

https://m.economictimes.com/topic/cashew
https://m.economictimes.com/topic/exports
https://m.economictimes.com/topic/prices
https://m.economictimes.com/topic/CEPCI
https://m.economictimes.com/topic/Vietnam
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efficiency in Ratnagiri and Sindhudurg districts respectively. So the producer should be encourage to sell their 

produce derectly to the processor to get highest price. 

             Cashew is the perennial plantation crop having gestation period of four years. During this period of 

establishment  a cashew grower has to incur initial investment. The establishment amount per hectare required 

for HYVs cashew orchard was Rs 77519.97 and for local variety cashew orchard was Rs. 27253.29. Out of 

total establishment cost maximum expenditure was incurred on labour wages ie 37.21 per cent in HYVs and 

33.05 per cent in local variety of cashew. 

             The benefit cost ratio was higher in HYVs cashew orchard( 1.95) than local variety cashew 

orchard(1.71) 

             The major marketing constraints expressed by the cashew growers were problem of distant location of 

processing units( 80%) followed by high price fluctuations( 74.17) and malpractices of village merchant( 

65.83%) 
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Opportunities & Attrition in Organized Retail Market in Pune 

Jyoti Bhanage,  

IICMR, Nigadi, Pune 

 

1 History & Present status of Organized Retail Market in India: 

 ―The Organized Retail Industry in India has come forth as one of the most dynamic and fast paced industries 

with several players entering the market. A large young working population with median age of 24 years, 

nuclear families in urban areas, along with increasing working women population and emerging opportunities 

in the services sector are going to be the key factors in the growth of the organized retail sector in India‖.
1
  

The above information gives a basic idea as of how the problems in organized retail sector are going to affect 

on society because this sector is emerging as major sector for employment opportunities for youngsters and 

working women as referred above. 

1.1 Report from consultancy firm Booz & Company, 2013, Fast growth in organized retail and opening of 

new malls and stores have raised attrition levels at the shop floor to alarming levels of eight per cent a 

month, or 96 per cent a year, say consultants. Just three to four years earlier, attrition was only two to 

three per cent a month. 

The Indian retail sector grew eight per cent annually between 2007 and 2011, with the organized 

segment growing at more than three times the pace of the unorganized one. The share of organized retail 

is expected to touch 14 per cent of the total by 2016, says a recent report from consultancy firm Booz & 

Company.  

Suresh J, M.D., Arvind Lifestyle Brands says: "When retailers open new stores, they offer Rs. 500 

more and get people. For many sales staff, even Rs. 500 hike is big enough to move." 

In a recent survey done (from July 2012 to January 2013, with 34 retailers taking part) by Tata 

Consultancy Services and the Retailers Association of India (RAI), a third of the respondents said they 

had average attrition rates of more than eight per cent in a month, translating to almost 100 per cent a 

year.
2
 

The above report highlights on certain important and relevant points like 8% growth rate of Organized 

Retail Sector (ORS), increasing rate of attrition from 3% per month in 2010 to 8% per month in 2013. 

Expected share of ORS is 14% in the Indian economy. This is an indicator of the need to focus on the 

issues related to attrition in ORS. 
  

1.2 Shreya Biswas, 2013, has written in her article ―Attrition in India to top world charts in 2013”; in 

Economic Times that one in four employees in the organized sector in India is set to switch jobs, the 

highest attrition rate globally, according to a Hay Group study.  

This indicates the extreme need of strong and urgent steps to be taken to introduce good retention 

policy in organized retail malls.
3
  

The author has clearly mentioned in the above article that India has the highest attrition rate in ORS 

against which strong action has to be taken.  

1.3 Govind Shrikhande, 2013, M.D. of Shoppers Stop, says in his opinion in the article, ―HR Challenge‖ in 

news paper Business Standard, says that employees are leaving for a combination of reasons. ―About 25-

30 percent employees leave for higher education, another 30 per cent leave for higher salaries and others 

for various other reasons."  

Shoppers Stop has put career progression modules within the company. Any customer associate who 

completes 18 months with the company becomes eligible for a ‗Baby Kangaroo‘ program, wherein he 

will get a mentor and additional responsibilities‖.
4  

This is really a good example of retention policy implemented by Shoppers Stop which gives the 

opportunities to rise on the career ladder. The opinion of Mr. Govind Shrikhande describes major two 

reasons of attrition in ORS viz. 30% for higher education and 30% for higher salary and rest 40% leave 

jobs for various reasons.
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1.4 Chiranjiv Singh, 2012, says in his ―FDI in Indian Retail Sector – Highlights and Analysis‖ in CAclub 

India- An Interactive Platform for Finance Professionals that, like every other economy, the retail sector 

is also one of the most crucial and extremely potential sectors of the Indian Economy. As of now, the 

retail sector in India accounts for approximately 33% of the GDP with 46% growth rate in past three 

years from 2008 to 2011. The Indian retail market is one of the top 5 retail markets in the world and 

employs 7% of the total Indian work-force. 

The retail sector in India is divided into two main heads, viz., organized sector and unorganized sector. 

Organized Sector Retailers means to include the licensed retailers i.e. those, who have registered 

themselves for sales tax/VAT, income tax, etc. If we talk about the statistics, the market share of 

unorganized retail sector is 97% of the total retail sector, as compared to organized retail sector, which 

accounts for only 2-3%. Significantly retail industry contributes about 10% to the GDP of India, and it is 

the largest source of employment after agriculture in the country.
5  

In this article it is mentioned that India has found its place in the world‘s retail market. It also mentions 

that the growth of organized retail is less but it is increasing and generating good scope for employment.  

1.5 Gouri Agtey Athale, 2006, mentioned in her article in Economic Times dated Aug 15, 2006, PUNE: The 

retail sector rolls on, especially in Pune where studies indicate that organized retail attracts a higher spend 

than the national average. Estimates indicate that Pune has 8-12 lakh sq ft in organized retail space 

already built up, with another 30 lakh sq ft space to be added over the next two years. Most of this 

development is being done by local developers although their tenants will be global or Indian brands. 

Retail real estate begins to look up in Pune.
6
   

The author in this article highlights the point that huge investments are made by organized retail malls 

in Pune and therefore there is a lot of scope for employment in organized retail sector.  

Some statistical information is given below in the graph to know the growth of the Organized Retail 

Industry in India in comparison with the total retail in the country. It shows that the contribution of 

organized retail is increased from approximately Rs.5000 crores to Rs.70000 crores from the year 1999 to 

2010. In comparison with that the total retail was Rs. 750000 crores in 1999 and Rs. 2200000 crores in 

2010. In conclusion, the percentage in the contribution of organized retail over total retail in the country 

is increased from 0.6 % in 1999 to 3.2 % in 2010.
7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.6 Scope for employment opportunities:  

With reference to one article in newspaper Times of India, 2012, it is a small wonder that retail sector 

has opened the floodgates of employment opportunities to the Indian youth. Statistics reveal that the 

organized retail sector has increasing employee base burgeoning from 5.4 lakh to an awesome 16 lakh 

over the last couple of years. About 2 millions jobs were thrown open in the organized retail sector by 

2010 with all key players including Pantaloon India, RPG Retail, Lifestyle, Wills lifestyle, Shoppers 

shop, Trent Ltd, Crosswords Bookstores Ltd., Ebony Retail Ltd. and Reliance Retail Ltd. The retail sector 

has abundant opportunities for part time positions as well due to the long working hours.
8 
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 According to this newspaper article it is sure that tremendous job openings are going to throw open in 

organized retail sector. 

Until 2011, Indian central government denied foreign direct investment (FDI) in multi-brand Indian 

retail, forbidding foreign groups from any ownership in supermarkets, convenience stores or any retail 

outlets, to sell multiple products from different brands directly to Indian consumers.. 

The government of Man Mohan Singh, Prime Minister, announced on 24
th
 November 2011 the following:  

 India will allow foreign groups to own up to 51 per cent in "multi-brand retailers", as supermarkets are known in 

India, in the most radical pro-liberalization reform passed by an Indian cabinet in years; 

 Single brand retailers, such as Apple and Ikea, can own 100 percent of their Indian stores, up from the previous cap of 

51 percent; 

 Both multi-brand and single brand stores in India will have to source nearly a third of their goods from small and 

medium-sized Indian suppliers; 

 All multi-brand and single brand stores in India must confine their operations to 53-odd cities with a population over 

one million, out of some 7935 towns and cities in India. It is expected that these stores will now have full access to 

over 200 million urban consumers in India; 

 Multi-brand retailers must have a minimum investment of US$100 million with at least half of the amount invested in 

back end infrastructure, including cold chains, refrigeration, transportation, packing, sorting and processing to 

considerably reduce the post harvest losses and bring remunerative prices to farmers; 

 The opening of retail competition will be within India's federal structure of government. In other words, the policy is 

an enabling legal framework for India. The states of India have the prerogative to accept it and implement it, or they 

can decide not to implement it if they so choose. Actual implementation of policy will be within the parameters of 

state laws and regulations. 

The opening of retail industry to global competition is expected to spur a retail rush to India. It has the 

potential to transform not only the retailing landscape but also the nation's ailing infrastructure.  

A Wall Street Journal article claims that fresh investments in Indian organized retail will generate 10 million 

new jobs between 2012–2014, and about five to six million of them in logistics alone; even though the retail 

market is being opened to just 53 cities out of about 8000 towns and cities in India.
10 

 

Diagram No. 1: (Organization Structure of ORMs)
11 

 

2. Review of Literature: 

2.1.1 Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu India Pvt Ltd, 2013, in its article ―Retail Sector - An HR Point of View‖, 

Human Capital Advisory Services, February 2013, has commented as under: In order to address on-

going challenges of retention, HR needs to continue to deploy effective on boarding programs, 

engagement initiatives. The Report also gives the information about past, present and future of 

organized retail market.
 12
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Past: As mentioned above, past focus has been mostly on hiring since attrition is very high in this 

sector. As retail is one of the fast growing sectors in India, the key business motive was also on 

expansion, thus, having HR majorly focus on recruiting and getting people on floor on time.
 12

 

Present: Due to the boom in the retail sector there are lots of attractive job opportunities in the market, 

especially for front line sales. The current focus has shifted to control attrition, increase productivity, 

reduce cost, and minimize hiring. This is done so that profitability can be matched by the initiatives 

taken. Some companies are making huge investments in their people by introducing, Individual 

Development plans, and professional grooming courses to match with international standards and 

building the culture and organizational capability. This would help HR move up the value chain.
 12

  

2.1.2 Defining Attrition:  

Oxford Dictionary, 2013 defines the word attrition as under:  

―The process of reducing something‘s strength or effectiveness through sustained attack or pressure.‖
 13

 

―The gradual reduction of a workforce by employees leaving and not being replaced rather than by 

redundancy‖. For example, The Company said that it will reduce its worldwide employment by about 

10% through attrition.
13  

As per CiteHr, 2013, Attrition means ―The unpredictable and uncontrollable, but normal, reduction of 

work force due to resignations, retirement, sickness, or death.‖
14

  

As mentioned in the encyclopedia- Wikipedia, 2013, “Attrition may refer to the gradual reduction of 

the size of a workforce by not replacing personnel lost through retirement or resignation.‖
15 

2.1.3 Reasons for attrition:  

2.1.3.1 Geraldine Garner, 2008, has written in the article “Five Attrition Factors and What You Can Do 

about Them” in the magazine for professional engineers that following are the reasons of employee 

attrition: 

a. People and Communication 

b. Work Assignments 

c. Lack of Career Opportunities 

d. Infrastructure 

e. The Company
16

 

2.1.3.2 Citeman, 2012, It is not easy to find out as to who contributes and who has the control on the attrition 

of employees. Various studies/surveys conducted indicate that everyone is contributing to the 

prevailing attrition. Attrition does not happen for one or two reasons. The way the industry is projected 

and speed at which the companies are expanding has a major part in attrition. The specific reasons for 

attrition are varied in nature and it is interesting to know why the people change jobs so quickly. Even 

today, the main reason for changing jobs is for higher salary and better benefits. While attrition cannot 

be attributed to employees alone, let us look at some of the possible reasons:  

1. Organizational matters: The employees always assess the management values, work culture, work 

practices and credibility of the organization. 

2 Working environment 

3 Job pressure and stress 

4 Monotony 

5 Salary and other benefits 

6 Personal reasons:  

The personal reasons are many and only few are visible to us. They vary widely from getting 

married to relocating for health/family reasons. The next important personal reason is going for higher 

education.
18

 

2.1.3.3 As per Indian Retail Industry website, 2012, following are the Challenges with respect to human 

resources: The Indian organized retail players shell out more than 7% of sales towards personnel costs. 

The high HR costs are essentially the costs incurred on training employees as there is a severe scarcity 

for skilled labor in India. The retail industry faces attrition rates as high as 50%, which is high when 
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compared to other sectors also. Changes in career path, employee benefits offered by competitors of 

similar industries, flexible and better working hours and conditions contribute to the high attrition.
19

 

Diagram No. 2: Parameters of Attrition for the purpose of this study.    

                          
3 Conclusion: 

Under the present circumstances, retention and motivation of personnel on ORM has become the major 

concern of HR. Looking at the current scenario, it could be said that there is an acute shortage of middle level 

management professionals in the Indian Retail Industry. The current trend is to hire from a smaller 

organization tempting the incumbent with a better pay package. It is imperative that suitable talent be hired in 

various areas such as technology, supply chain, logistics, product development and marketing in order to stay 

side by side of the hectic race for success among MNCs. The call is for HR practitioners to play a more 

proactive and prominent role in order to retain the high tech skilled employees who are constantly looking for 

greater gains and prospects in their work. This is the real HR challenge to retain the "workers" by introducing 

new processes and procedures and still ride high in implementing organizational effectiveness. 

The study of attrition will certainly enable to find out the ways to ensure longer sustainability of the organized 

retail malls. 

Good HR practices can build better relationship with customers. Traditional shop keepers have been 

successful to create and maintain good customer relations. In organized markets it is necessary to inculcate 

better values in the initial stages of the development to establish high quality HR practices and organizational 

culture. This will create a strong bonding between employees and customers for longer period. 

Without the help of well trained, loyal and committed human resource, organized retail malls cannot 

achieve strong position in the retail sector. The reason is a very strong and wide spread network of traditional 

market has notable personal touch with the customers and even their family members. This results in the 

lifelong business with customers for generations. 
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Impact of Digital Banking for the Economic Growth in Rural India 

 
Dr. Wani Murlidhar Namdeo   

Associate Professor 

 

Introduction  

  In this era, we can see a very significant level of change in the means of making and receiving payments. 

Due to constant level of technological infrastructure and policy changes, there has been an increase in the number 

of modes of payments. Cashless economy is the future of Indian economy where there will be no physical flow of 

cash. All the payments will be made and received in the virtual world. Cashless economy got popular after 

demonetization where plastic money was widely used. The study is aimed towards studying the level of awareness 

among the citizens about cashless economy. The study also helps in determining the factors which influence the 

people to switch from cash towards cashless payments and what are the benefits people avail by using other 

means of payments. After the research conducted we can say that the working people, students and business class 

people use digital payment methods more. There are various factors which influence the people to shift such as 

offers, cash back etc. There is still a long run for India to be cashless to full extent as the government needs to 

develop a smooth and secure infrastructure. The prime minister of India, on 8th November, 2016 demonetized the 

two largest denominations of currency notes of INR 500 and INR 1000, which were ceased with immediate effect 

with a few exceptions. The entire nation was in a state of shock because such a huge render was declared invalid 

in just one announcement and it was not the first time the government of India has not taken such a step earlier. 

Indian government took this step in 1946 and 1978 but in 2016 it faced a lot of criticism as people were left with 

only INR 100 notes or less denomination to transact with. The main aim of this step was aimed to attack on 

counterfeit currency, currency used for terrorist financing, black money and corruption. Not only is this the Prime 

Minister of India also working towards digitization of India (DIGITAL INDIA). Thus, both moves 

DEMONETISATION and DIGITIZATION if worked upon effectively will help the Indian Economy to become 

Cashless Economy. Cashless Economy refers to the term where the physical flow of currency notes and coins are 

replaced with digital flow of money, which includes use of plastic money, digital means and over the net 

transactions. Such a replacement doesn‘t mean immediate removal of currency notes but slowly and gradually 

expelling of paper currency by means of following a proper procedure. Physical money means the paper currency 

notes and coins issued by the government as legal tender. Plastic money involves the use of plastic cards such as 

debit cards, credit cards, pre-paid cards, contact less cards etc. Electronic payment modes include all kinds of 

mobile wallets and payments made done through smart phones, laptops etc. 

 

Objectives of the Study:- 

 To Studying the concept of cashless economy. 

 To identify the prospects and challenges of cashless transaction system in rural India. 

 To Studying the current position of cashless in rural India. 

 To study the opportunities and advantages if India become a cashless  

 To bring every Indian in the flow of Digital India.  

 To give benefit of government schemes to every citizen of India.  

 To encourage and motivate all payers and payees to use a digitally enabled cashless economic system.  

 To find out the challenges to establish cashless economy in India. 

 To analyze the initiative taken by the government and RBI to discourage the use of cash in India. 

 To analyze the future trend of cashless transaction. 

 To suggest the future prospects of cashless India. 

 

 Research Methodology:- The present is mainly based on secondary data which is available in the papers, 

articles, journals and internet etc.  
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A. Research Design: The research is analytical and descriptive in nature. The researcher for the purpose here had 

made use of primary data and secondary data. The researcher has made use of questionnaire was used. The data 

was collected and was analyzed by manually. 

Secondary sources were also used with respect to Review of Literature, Journals and articles.  

Descriptive Statistics was done by using Mean, Standard Deviation, Frequency and inferential statistics was used  

B. Sources of Data:-The data required for doing the research has been collected mainly by using primary and 

secondary sources. The primary sources include the questionnaire. The secondary source includes the various 

journals, research paper and internet websites.  

 

 Benefits of Cashless Economy:- 

 Cost of printing physical money or currency notes:-It is the direct cost and affects the Indian economy. 

If there is cash system, people will work on cash transaction and government will be bound to produced 

the new notes. But on adaptation of cashless economy we will be able to save this cost up to a certain 

level. 

 Reduce the Maintenance Cost:-Other than printing cost of currency notes such as storage cost of notes, 

transportation cost of notes, security cost of notes, and device for detection counterfeit notes etc. may be 

saved. Cashless transaction will also reduce the cost of maintenance of ATM machines. 

 Fast Transactions:-A queuing at the point of sale terminals and vending machine will be reduced. It 

means three times more people can be served using a cashless system than could have been if they were 

paying cash. 

 Save Money and Time:-Cash less economy will reduce the costs as there is no need to maintain the 

manual accounting because the banks employees a large no of staff attend and redress the complained. 

 Collection of Higher Revenue:-It will increase the collection of taxes. This increased collection may be 

converted into public welfare policy and schemes. 

 Convenience and Lower Risk:-It is safer of both Bank as well as customers because of having high 

degree of secrecy and if stolen, may be easily locked credit cards or mobile wallet remotely. 

 Reduction of Income Tax Rate:-Due to the lesser availability of hard cash in home and banks, it will be 

very easy to hide and evade the income tax. It will certainly increase not only the no of taxpayer but also 

the collection of income tax. It will ultimately lead to reduce the income tax rate for the whole country. 

 

 Benefits of digital banking:- 

1. There is no need to keep printed notes for financial transaction.  

2. Expenditure on note printing, transport and machinery will be saved.  

3. Time and wages charges will be saved.  

4. There will be no side effects like theft, note cutting while handling. So, our journey     

     will be safe.  

 

 My Mobile, My Bank, My Pocket… 

If we want rocket, there is a queue. If we want bus/railway tickets, there is a queue. If we go to bank, 

there is a queue. If we go for admission in school/college, there is a queue. So, government of India has taken a 

very good step about digital economy. One of the main decision in that is JAM. { J = Jan Dhan, A = Aadhar and 

M = mobile}. The three primary needs digital payment are bank account, one Aadhar number for smooth 

functioning of work and mobile number for internet and connectivity. The government is working on this issue 

from the last two years. The burning example of digital banking is gas subsidy deposited in our bank account. 

This is possible because we have linked aadhar card number and mobile number to our bank account. The 

roadmap of cashless Maharashtra is ready. So, Government of Maharashtra will be launching very soon ―Maha 

Wallet mobile app. Now, we are using debit and credit cards, POS machines, UPI, USSD, E – wallet etc. for 

cashless transaction.  
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The following table shows the survey of mobile, debit and credit card holders in India.  

Sr.No Media Number of people 

 use (Cr.) 

1 Mobiles 100 

2 Smart Phones 30 

3 Debit Cards 6.65 

4 Credit Cards 2.25 

 Online net banking 0.78 

 

 Motivation to cashless transaction:-Central Government and Reserve Bank of India have decided to motivate 

cashless transaction. There is a positive impact to this mission in the last two years. Digital Literacy Abhiyan 

has implemented in 476 districts in India. Approximately more than 1 crore people and 3.50 lakh shopkeepers 

have given training of digital payment.  

Government of India motivate to all citizen of India to go for digital. There are some facility and prizes 

declared by government. Digital payment users are getting following facilities.  

1. 0.75% concession on petrol on the petrol pump, which is approved by central government 

2. Toll discount of 10% on National Highway for RFID cards and ICICI bank presents  

3. FAST tag for effortless toll payment in the year 2019-20  

4. Free accidental insurance of Rs.10 lakh for online railway ticket booking and 0.5% discount on monthly seasonal 

tickets from 1 January 2019.  

5. No service tax on every cashless transaction of  Rs.10,000  

6. 4.32 crore Kisan Credit card holders will get Rupay cards from rural regional and government banks.  

7. 2 POS devices are installed in 1.25 lakh villages whose population is less than 10,000.  

8. Digital payment transaction charge will be given by central government department.  

 

 Challenges in Making India Cashless Economy 

 Lack of Digital Literacy:-Since more than 60% population of India does not know how to use the computer and 

rural Indian does not know about the smart phone. There is need of high speed internet connection but in India, there 

are various rural and urban area where the access of internet is very difficult. The areas which have internet 

connection also have problems in continuous connection. The costs of internet facilities are very high in comparison 

to developed countries. 

 Lack of Infrastructure in India:-There are various area in the rural where banks is still a distant dream because 

these area are still having the banks at their door step. There is lack of ATMs in such 46 Emerging Trends and 

Innovations in Modern Management areas and the areas which have ATMs are not fully backup with the electricity 

and other IT  facilities. So it is necessary to have basic infrastructure for banking services. 

 Lack of Education:-Person of villages and remote area are neither educated enough nor able to operate the banking 

facilities effectively. Due to illiteracy, Indian rural and remote area people having the bank accounts feels unable to 

fill the deposit and withdrawal form of their bank account without the help of other people. It may be the big 

challenge forIndian government to start a campaign to literate them to discharge their duty by themselves. Due to 

lack of education they are not aware for the security measures of the PIN no. 

 Financial Inclusion:-Only 60% of Indian population has bank account in present scenario. It means a large no of 

Indian people do not have bank accounts. Government has launched a Scheme named Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan 

Yojna to open the massive bank accounts for every citizen of India. More than 228 million accounts have been 

opened under this scheme but mostly accounts were opened with zero balance and now they are dormant in the 

banks. A lot of Indian does not only know how to operate the account but also inefficient to operate the account due 

to lack of money, lack of income, lack of information and illiteracy etc. 

 To Cover Large No. of Indian:- In spite of that a large no of bank accounts was opened by people under PMJDY, 

around 40% of Indian population does not have any access to bank and banking services. There is need of proper 

penetration into the market to provide banking service to all Indians. To include a large no of Indian in the main 

stream of banking services is a major challenge for the Indian government. 

 Unwillingness of Indian to Make Cashless Transactions:-Mostly Indian does not prefer to deal with cashless 

transaction because seller does not accept the cards and cheques at the point of sales and they demand for transaction 
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fees that makes the things costly. This problem may be solved to lower the transaction fees by the banks or service 

provider if large no of Indian use the debit and credit cards for making the cashless transactions. 

 One English or Barrier of English Language:-Since India have characteristics of unity in diversity. But English is 

the basic platform of internet as well as details on plastic cards. Moreover the message of transaction are mobile are 

also received in English. Therefore, it must be attempted to teach English everyone or we must use multiple 

language regarding such processes. Impact of Cashless Society for the Economic Growth in India 47 

 Uneven Participants Profile:-There are not only different priorities in the nationalized and private banks but also 

they have uneven extent because various cards are issued by the nationalized bank having the different level of 

motives whenever there is lack of service mission in private banks which makes the affairs costly. 

 Lack of Customer Awareness:- There is lack of awareness about different aspects of cashless transactions. It is the 

need of the hour to stress upon the matter relation to the service tax, transaction fees, security of accounts etc to 

make the consumer aware and effective party of the mission. 

 Costly Swipe Machine:- Since swipe card machine are not provided at subsidy rate hence it may only be used by 

the rich shopkeepers because it may not be possible to have swipe machine by auto driver or a normal vendor. 

Besides it various shopkeepers does not know how to use swipe machines. 

 

 Few of the major finding according to this study are:  

1. There are still a lot of people who do not use any kind of digital payment method.  

2. There is a lot of scope in the future for cashless society.  

3. People are mostly influenced by convenience and offers provided for switching to cashless modes of payments.  

4. There is still a lot to be done to digitalize India.  

5. People don‘t feel safe sharing their financial and personal information over the internet.  

6. People face various problems while using digital payment methods.  

 Cyber Security in Digital Banking  

      We always remember following key points while doing cashless transaction.  

1. Do not store any information in mobile regarding bank account.  

2. Do not save user name and password in mobile.  

3. Do not use public Wi-Fi for banking purposes.  

4. Download bank app from official store of the bank.  

5. Do not click on unknown link of bank. If bank website link begin with https, then it is  

6. Original site of bank. If it is only begin with http, then such sites are fake.  

7. Change your password regularly and it should be difficult.  

8. Do not tell our pin to other person.  

9. Use only security connection for online transaction.  

Suggestions:- 

 To abolish the government fees on credit card transactions. 

 To reduce the interchange fee on card transactions. 

 To provide additional tax rebated to consumer use mostly electronic payment. 

 To provide the education to the Indian for the suitable and proper use of cards. 

 To develop proper infrastructure in the remote area of India to provide the internet and banking facilities in that area. 

 To create awareness among buyer and seller about the benefits of cashless transactions. 

 To establish a regulatory authority to ensure that policy is being properly enforced. 

 Government of India should try to educate people about the benefits of going cashless before taking any crucial 

steps.  

 They should also be able to implement their plans properly and without troubling the public.  

 They should also tell about the opportunities which the public will get if they become digital.  

 People should try and use any digital payment method at least once.  

 Government should develop infrastructure to cope up with any policy change or a plan implementation beforehand.  

 People and government should work together to develop infrastructure and technology to digitalize India.  

 

Conclusion 

India is gradually transitioning from an economy based on cash to cashless economy. Now, there is an 

immense need for India to move towards a cashless economy to save huge money which is being spent on the 
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printing and maintenance of currency. It may assist the Indian government not only to achieve the objective of 

inclusive growth but also to make public utilities more effective. Cashless economy is based on digital 

transactions which are easily traceable and taxable and does not leave any room for circulation of black money. 

The cashless transaction system is reaching its growth day by day because it is not only safer than cash transaction 

but also it is less time consuming and avoid the trouble of carrying and trouble of wear and tear like physical 

paper notes.  

Cashless exchanges or electronic exchanges dependably lead a computerized confirmation gainful for 

both the citizen (Consumer) and expense gatherer (government).Cashless exchange is a help regarding handling 

expenses and holding up time. On the off chance that actualized legitimately it will expand the utilization and 

generation rates in this way enhancing the economy.  

Government should take measures to expand liquidity into the framework so individuals confront fewer burdens. 

Government ought to likewise attempt to enhance general foundation with the goal that an ever increasing number 

of individuals can come into keeping money net and web.  

Society has likewise to have its impact. They need to comprehend the significance of cashless economy 

and acknowledge measures taken by the legislature.  

As a conclusion, one might say that going cashless gives significantly a greater number of advantages than only 

comfort to individuals, organizations and the administration specifically. 
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An Overview on Concept & Challenges of Green Marketing 

 

Kaustubh Bamane,  

Assistant Professor 

 

Introduction 

The term Green Marketing came in the late 1980s and early1990s, began in Europe in the early 1980s 

when certain products were found to be harmful to the environment and Society as a whole. Consequently new 

types of products were created, called ―Green product‖ that would cause less damage to the environment. 

Polonsky (1994) defines green marketing as .all activities designed to generate and facilitate any 

exchanges intended to satisfy human needs or wants, such that the satisfaction of these needs and wants occurs, 

with minimal detrimental impact on the natural environment. 

Elkington (1994: 93) defines green consumer as one who avoids products that are likely to endanger 

the health of the consumer or others; cause significant damage to the environment during manufacture, use or 

disposal; consume a disproportionate amount of energy; cause unnecessary waste; use materials derived from 

threatened species or environments; involve unnecessary use of, or cruelty to animals; adversely affect other 

countries. 

Green products are designed to reduce energy consumption, use less natural resources, raise the 

recycled materials, and reduce or eliminate toxic substances, which are harmful to both the environment and 

human health. The development of a green product is a process within the internal processes of a company. 

The development of green marketing has opened the door of opportunity for companies to co-brand their 

products into separate line, lauding the green-friendliness of some while ignoring that of others. 

Green marketing involves developing and promoting products and services that satisfy customers want 

and need for Quality, Performance, Affordable Pricing and Convenience without having a detrimental input on 

the environment. As a result of this, green marketing has emerged which speaks for growing market for 

sustainable and socially responsible products and service. 

 

Objective Of Study 

1) To know the concept of Green Products 

2) To study the basic concepts and ideas behind green marketing. 

3)  To study the importance of green marketing. 

4)  To identify the challenges associated with different aspects of green marketing in the present 

scenario. 

 

Concept Elaboration 

Green Products 

A green product is a sustainable product designed to minimize its environmental impacts during its 

whole life-cycle and even after it‘s of no use. Green products are usually identified by having two basic goals – 

reducing waste and maximizing resource efficiency. They are manufactured using toxic-free ingredients and 

environmentally-friendly procedures and are certified by recognized organizations like Energy star, Forest 

Stewardship Council, etc. The terms ―green‖ or ―sustainable‖ often refer to products, services or practices that 

allow for economic development while conserving for future generations.  We prefer to describe a green 

product as one that has less of an environmental impact or is less detrimental to human health than the 

traditional product equivalent.  While on the topic of defining a green product, you must realize that almost no 

product will ever be 100% ―green,‖ since all product development will have some impact on the surrounding 

environment.  It all comes down to degrees of impact and as we discussed above, trading off between impacts. 

To understand the trade-offs you should realize that there are select attributes that describe green products and 

services; we list them below to help you further understand what a green product truly is.  Green products 

are… 
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 Energy efficient, durable and often have low maintenance requirements. 

 Free of Ozone depleting chemicals, toxic compounds and don‘t produce toxic by-products. 

 Often made of recycled materials or content or from renewable and sustainable sources. 

 Obtained from local manufacturers or resources. 

 Biodegradable or easily reused either in part or as a whole. 

Some of the characteristics of green products 

 Grown without the use of toxic chemicals and within hygienic conditions 

 Can be recycled, reused and is biodegradable in nature 

 Comes with eco-friendly packing 

 Uses the least resources 

 Is eco-efficient 

 Has reduced or zero plastic footprint 

 

Green Marketing 

Green marketing is known as sustain-able marketing, environmental marketing, green advertising, co 

marketing, organic marketing, all of which point to similar concepts though perhaps in a more specific fashion, 

green marketing is essentially a way to brand your marketing message in order to capture more of the market 

by appealing to people‘s desire to choose products and services that are better for the environment. 

According to the American Marketing Association, green marketing is the marketing of products that 

are presumed to be environmentally safe. Thus green marketing incorporates a broad range of activities, 

including product modification, changes to the production process, packaging changes, as well as modifying 

advertising. Yet defining green marketing is not a simple task where several meanings intersect and contradict 

each other; an example of this will be the existence of varying social, environmental and retail definitions 

attached to this term. According to Pride and Ferrel (1993), green marketing refers to the organization‘s efforts 

at designing, promoting, pricing and distributing products that will not harm the environment. 

 

Importance of Green Marketing 

Possible Reasons for firms increased use of Green Marketing are: 

1. Organizations perceive environmental marketing to be an opportunity that can be used to achieve its objectives  

2. Organizations believe they have a moral obligation to be more socially responsible  

3. Governmental bodies are forcing firms to become more responsible  

4. Competitors‘ environmental activities pressure firms to change their environmental marketing activities.   

5. Cost factors associated with waste disposal, or reductions in material usage forces firms to modify their behavior. 

 

Reasons for Companies going Green 

1. Opportunities -As demand changes, many firms see these changes as an opportunity to exploit and have a competitive 

advantage over firms marketing non- environmentally responsible alternatives. 

2. Government Pressure -   As with all marketing related activities, governments want to ―protect‖ consumers and society; 

this protection has significant green marketing implications. Governmental regulations relating to environmental 

marketing are designed to protect consumers in several ways, 

1) Reduce production of harmful goods or by- products; 

2) Modify consumer and industry‘s use and/or consumption of harmful goods; or 

3) Ensure that all types of consumers have the ability to evaluate the environmental composition of goods.   

Governments establish regulations designed to control the amount of hazardous wastes produced by firms. Many 

by-products of production are controlled through the issuing of various environmental licenses, thus modifying 

organizational behaviour. In some cases governments try to ―induce‖ final consumers to become more responsible. For 

example, some governments have introduced voluntary curb-side recycling programs, making it easier for consumers to 

act responsibly.  

3. Competitive Pressure - Another major force in the environmental marketing area has been firms‘ desire to maintain 

their competitive position. In many cases firms observe competitors promoting their environmental behaviors and attempt 

to emu-late this behavior. In some instances this competitive pressure has caused an entire industry to modify and thus 

reduce its detrimental environmental behavior. 
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4. Social Responsibility-Many firms are beginning to realize that they are members of the wider community and 

therefore must behave in an environmentally responsible fashion. This translates into firms that believe they must achieve 

environmental objectives as well as profit related objectives. This results in environmental issues being integrated into the 

firm‘s corporate culture. Firms in this situation can take two perspectives; 

1) They can use the fact that they are environmentally responsible as a marketing tool; 2) They can become responsible without 

promoting this fact.  

5. Cost of Profit Issues –Firms may also use green marketing inane attempt to address cost or profit related issues. 

Disposing of environmentally harmful by- products, such as polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) contaminated oil are 

becoming increasingly costly and in some cases difficult. Therefore firms that can reduce harmful wastes may incur 

substantial cost savings. When attempting to minimize waste, firms are often forced to reexamine their production 

processes. In these cases they often develop more effective production processes that not only reduce waste, but reduce 

the need for some raw materials. This serves as a double cost savings, since both waste and raw material are reduced. In 

other cases firms attempt to find end - of - pipe solutions, instead of minimizing waste. In these situations firms try to find 

markets or uses for their waste materials, whereon firm‘s waste becomes another firm‘s input of production. One 

Australian example of this is a firm who produces acidic waste water as a by-product of production and sells it to a firm 

involved in neutralizing base materials.ing, calibration of consumer knowledge, and credibility of product claims. 

 

Examples of / green products/ Green Projects/ Companies adopted green marketing 

 Best Green IT Project:  State Bank of India: Green IT@SBI 

By using eco and power friendly equipment in its 10,000 new ATMs, the banking giant has not only 

saved power costs and earned carbon credits, but also set the right example for others to follow. 

SBI is also entered into green service known as ―Green Channel Counter‖. SBI is providing many 

services like; paper less banking, no deposit slip, no withdrawal form, no checks, no money transactions form 

all these transaction are done through SBI shopping & ATM cards. State Bank of India turns to wind energy to 

reduce emissions: The State Bank of India became the first Indian bank to harness wind energy through a 15-

megawatt wind farm developed by Suzlon Energy. The wind farm located in Coimbatore uses 10 Suzlon wind 

turbines, each with a capacity of 1.5 MW. The wind farm is spread across three states – Tamil Nadu, with 4.5 

MW of wind capacity; Maharashtra, with 9 MW; and Gujarat, with 1.5 MW. The wind project is the first step 

in the State Bank of India's green banking program dedicated to the reduction of its carbon footprint and 

promotion of energy efficient processes, especially among the bank's clients. 

 Lead Free Paints from Kansai Nerolac  

Kansai Nerolac Paints Ltd. has always been committed to the welfare of society and environment and 

as a responsible corporate has always taken initiatives in the areas of health, education, community 

development and environment preservation.  

Kansai Nerolac has worked on removing hazardous heavy metals from their paints. The hazardous 

heavy metals like lead, mercury, chromium, arsenic and antimony can have adverse effects on humans. Lead in 

paints especially poses danger to human health where it can cause damage to Central Nervous System, kidney 

and reproductive system. Children are more prone to lead poisoning leading to lower intelligence levels and 

memory loss. 

 India's 1st Green Stadium 

The Thyagaraja Stadium stands tall in the quiet residential colony behind the Capital's famous INA 

Market. It was jointly dedicated by Union Sports Minister MS Gill and Chief Minister Sheila Dikshit on 

Friday. 

Dikshit said that the stadium is going to be the first green stadium in India, which has taken a series of 

steps to ensure energy conservation and this stadium has been constructed as per the green building concept 

with eco-friendly materials. 

 Eco-friendly Rickshaws before CWG 

Chief minister Shiela Dikshit launched on Tuesday a battery operated rickshaw, ―E-rick‖, sponsored 

by a cellular services provider, to promote eco-friendly transportation in the city ahead of the Commonwealth 

Games. 
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 Wipro Green It.  

Wipro can do for you in your quest for a sustainable tomorrow - reduce costs, reduce your carbon 

footprints and become more efficient - all while saving the environment. 

Wipro's Green Machines (In India Only)  

Wipro InfoTech was India's first company to launch environment friendly computer peripherals. For the Indian 

market, Wipro has launched a new range of desktops and laptops called Wipro Green ware. These products are 

RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous Substances) compliant thus reducing e-waste in the environment. 

 Going Green: Tata's new mantra 

The ideal global benchmark though is 1.5. Tata Motors is setting up an eco-friendly showroom using 

natural building material for its flooring and energy efficient lights. Tata Motors said the project is at a 

preliminary stage. 

The Indian Hotels Company, which runs the Taj chain, is in the process of creating eco rooms which 

will have energy efficient mini bars, organic bed linen and napkins made from recycled paper. But there won't 

be any carpets since chemicals are used to clean those. And when it comes to illumination, the rooms will have 

CFLs or LEDs. About 5% of the total rooms at a Taj hotel would sport a chic eco-room design. One of the 

most interesting innovations has come in the form of a biogas-based power plant at Taj Green Cove in 

Kovalam, which uses the waste generated at the hotel to meet its cooking requirements. Another eco-friendly 

consumer product that is in the works is Indica EV, an electric car that will run on polymer lithium ion 

batteries. Tata Motors plans to introduce the Indica EV in select European markets this year. 

 

Challenges of Green Marketing 

 Need for standardization of the products:There is no ‗yard stick‘ currently, from where we could certify that 

the product as organic. Until or unless some of regulatory bodies are involved in providing the certifications, 

which can be proved helpful to verify the authenticity of the product‘s characteristics. A standard quality control 

board needs to be in place for such labelling and licensing. 

 New concept :The new green movements and advocacy programs need to reach the masses and that will be a 

time consuming process. Indian Ayurveda heritage can help to boost up the green marketing for beauty products. 

Indian consumers have an extensive exposure to healthy living life style such as yoga and natural food taking 

habits; can be helpful to make out the concept of green marketing thoroughly. 

 Need to be Patient:It has been observed that the investors and corporate need to view the environment as a long-

term investment opportunity. It is because of the projects related to ‗Green marketing‘ have long-gestation 

period. It requires a lot of patience to get the desired results. 

 Avoiding Green Myopia:The first principle of green marketing is focusing the customer benefits. I.e. that is 

why consumers buy particular goods and services in their first priority. Is it a right approach and motivate the 

customers to buy particular brands or even pay premium for a ‗greener‘ surrogated products. If green product not 

economical viable, as a result, it will reduce the market acceptability. Other challenges, associated with ‗Green 

Marketing‘ are green products which require renewable and recyclable material at the cost effective. It require a 

modern technology which again huge cost in Research and Development. 

 Green products require renewable and recyclable material which is costly. 

 Requires a technology, which requires huge investment in R and D. 

 Water treatment technology is too costly. 

 Majority of the people are not aware of green products and their uses. 

 Majority of the people are not willing to pay a premium for green products. 

 

Challenges in Green Marketing Mix 

Every company has its own favorite marketing mix. Some have4 P‘s and some have 7 P‘s of marketing 

mix. The 4 P‘s of green marketing are that of a conventional marketing but the  

Challenge before marketers is to use 4 P‘s in an innovative manner. 

Product :The ecological objectives in planning products are to reduce re-source consumption and pollution 

and to increase conservation of scarce resources  

Price:Price is a critical and important factor of green marketing mix. Most consumers will only be prepared to 

pay additional value if there is a perception of extra product value. This value maybe improved performance, 
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function, design, visual appeal, or taste. Green marketing should take all these facts into consideration while 

charging a premium price 

Promotion : There are three types of green advertising: - 

     • Ads that address a relationship between a product/service and the biophysical environment  

     • Those that promote a green lifestyle by highlighting a product or service 

     • Ads that present a corporate image of environmental responsibility 

 Place :The choice of where and when to make a product available will have significant impact on the 

customers. Very few customers will go out of their way to buy green products 

 

Conclusion:  

Now this is the right time to select ―Green Marketing‖ globally. It will come with drastic change in the 

world of business if all nations will make strict roles because green marketing is essential to save world from 

pollution 

Green marketing has to evolve since it is still at its infancy stage. Adoption of Green marketing may 

not be easy in the short run, but in the long run it will definitely have a positive impact on the firm. For green 

marketing to be effective, a company has to do three things; be genuine, educate your customers, and give 

them the opportunity to participate. 

Women are likely to be more sensitive than men companies may try targeting products 

towards women ―Green‖ products should be as effective as ―on-green‖. Communicate quality, performance in 

addition to sustainable aspects Emphasize the personal benefits. Use terms like ―safe‖, ―energy efficient‖ 

instead of pure ―green‖ terms Well educated audiences are more analytical and have more questioning 

mindsets, Use labels in compliance, Provide credible endorsements, facts. Green marketing should not be 

considered as just one more approach to marketing, instead should be pursued with greater vigor as it has 

societal and environmental dimensions.  

Marketers also have the responsibility to make the consumers understand the need for and benefits of 

green products as compared to non-green ones. In green marketing, consumers are willing to pay more to 

maintain a cleaner and greener environment. Finally, consumers, industrial buyers and suppliers need to 

pressurize effects on minimize the negative effects on the environment-friendly. Green marketing assumes 

even more importance and relevance in developing countries like India. 
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Tourism – An Instrument of Economic Development in Guhagar Tehsil 

 

Dr. Khot Subhash Shamrao 

 

Abstract- 

Tourism has become a national and international phenomenon in the past 25 years. Nowadays it is sunshine 

sector of all the country. Tourism has become fastest growing service industry in the Maharashtra, India and universe. It 

is a development engine of economic growth, foreign exchange and employment opportunity without pollution for the 

people. More than 60 employment opportunity created for every 10 lakh of investment in tourism sector. In 2018 India‟s 

share in the international tourist‟s arrivals was hardly 1.24 % of world‟s total tourism traffic and share in international 

receipt was 1.97, in spite of the country possessing most favourable tourism resources. India is fastest emerging tourist 

sector in the world. Potentials of tourism in India are very huge. In India 42.673 million jobs, 8.1% of its total 

employment created by tourism.  

Maharashtra is one of the attractive tourist destinations in India. More than five Million foreign tourists visit to 

Maharashtra. In Maharashtra Konkan belt (Palghar to Sindhudurg) is highly natural beauty, enhancing coastline, dotted 

silvery beaches, a rich cultural heritage and hospitable people and various religious centers. All Konkan districts are 

located in the southwestern part of Maharashtra state on the Arabian Sea coast. Guhagar taluka is blessed with hills, sea 

shores, creeks, forests, food, culture, and historical temples among many others. However, Guhagar is still unable to 

utilize to its tourism potential and needs to put more rigorous efforts for tourism development. Guhagar taluka offers a 

totally distinct tourism experience with its diverse geography and cultures. Economy of Guhagar taluka will totally 

change with the help of tourism. In this taluka except a one company not an industry developed. So, tourism can become 

an instrument of economic development of Guhagar region.  

Key word- Tourism, destination, potential, tradition, marketing, Konkan, Guhagar 

 

Introduction- 

Maharashtra is one of the favorable tourist destinations in India for national and international tourists. 

Konkan belt is highly natural beauty, enhancing coastline, dotted silvery beaches, historical forts, a rich 

cultural heritage and hospitable, religious people and various Religious centers. The rising hills of Sahyadri on 

east and the depths of Arabian Sea on the west contribute to the unparallel beauty of Konkan. All the area of 

Konkan is blessed with hills, sea shores, creeks, beautiful rivers, hot water springs, historical forts, forests and 

waterfalls among many others. As compare to other state like Goa, Kerala, and Andhra Pradesh Maharashtra 

less developed and less marketing of tourism so in spite of potential of tourism tourist are prefer other state. In 

Ratnagiri district Guhagar taluka are historical and different beautiful destinations. More than 17 important 

destinations are located but not properly developed. Guhagar taluka offer the most diverse attractions for the 

tourists. This region is endowed with many tourist assets. 
 

Objectives- 

1) To understand different types of tourism and potential of tourism in Guhagar taluka. 

2) To make suggestions for development of tourism in Guhagar taluka. 
 

Methodology- 

This paper is based on primary and secondary data collection. All the data used for the purpose of this 

research has been sourced from various sources like research paper, annual reports, paper Articles, websites 

and books and field visits.  

Position of Ratnagiri disrict- 

Ratnagiri has naturally strong position but due to some reason not properly developed. Ratnagiri 

district is depending upon Mumbai region. Mumbai is the capital of Maharashtra and business capital of India 

is well connected by all modes of transport to Ratnagiri. In the Ratnagiri district lot of tourist places like 

religious, beaches, creeks, forts, adventure places, waterfalls, nature, heritage, monuments. Good rail and road 

connectivity of major cities of Maharashtra and India.  

Foreign tourists arrivals Maharashtra ranks second with 17.6 percentage of share. International Airport 

at Mumbai is used as transit destination by the business traveler as they prefer to fly out for quick holiday to 
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Goa and Kerala. There is nothing difference between Goa, Kerala and Ratnagiri district but there is only 

difference of infrastructure and marketing. Rare foreign tourist visits the Ratnagiri district. Forty percentage of 

the total international tourists arriving to India use Mumbai as gateway of Mumbai. At least two percentages of 

these tourists should visit Ratnagiri area.  

Potential of Guhagar taluka tourism- 

Tourism in Guhagar taluka for its economy is very crucial but it is growing slowly. Guhagar taluka has 

immense tourism potential with its natural beaches, heritage and culture. So the strengths for Guhagar taluka 

will lie with its unique perspective. In this Guhagar tahsil following seven major tourism types are available in 

this taluka.  

Religious tourism- Guhagar town is called is temple town. Number of prominent hindu temples that are 

present here. Total 142 temples in Guhagar taluka but mainly four temples are famous for tourism in Guhagar 

taluka.  

 Vyadeshwar temple- This temple is at entry of Guhagar town. This temple is situated near the State Transport 

bus stand. It is a lord Shiva shrine in Guhagar taluka. The temple is famous for a huge fair organized during the 

festival of Mahashivratri. This temple was built in 12
th

 century.  

 Durga Devi temple- This is an ancient temple located in Guhagar town. This is one of the pleasant sea side 

temple. Around the temple, there is lake with a central wooden pillar. In this temple Navratri, Diwali, Holi and 

Dussehara celebrated with great devotion.  

 Ganesh temple (Hedvi) - This temple is situated on hill. This Ganesh temple famous for dashbhuj. The 

surrounding of location is very beauty and full of nature beauty. Hedvi village is famous for lord Ganesha 

temple. This temple was constructed in Peshwa era.  

 Lord Shiva temple (Velneshwar temple)-Velneswar is a typical Konkani and beautiful village in Guhagar 

taluka. The temple is called as shree Velneshwar temple. There is a huge light post adorned with oil lamps at 

entrance of the temple. The temple is believed to be more than 500 years old. This temple is flocked by a large 

number of devotees during the festival of Mahashivratri. MTDC resort available near the temple.  

Beach tourism- In the Guhagar taluka more than 15 beach destinations but six beaches are important for 

tourism purpose. All the beaches except guhagar beach are untouched and unnoticed by tourist.  

 Guhagar beach- Guhagar beach is very long and clean beach and near about 7 km. Guhagar beach is safe and 

clean beach on the Konkan stretch. The longest beach in Ratnagiri district is in guhagar city. A tucked away 

beach given its idyllic soft, sandy beach that catches the golden sunset. The beach is lined with suroo, coconut 

trees.  

 Hedvi beach- This beach is near about 15 km from Guhagar town. This is most beautiful beach in Ratnagiri 

district. One side of beach is sand and one side it is big rock. The Brahaman Ghal is attractive destinations in this 

beach. The brahaman ghal is about 35 ft in length and 20 ft in depth. It is 20 to 30 ft wide George that products 

milky bubbles during tide period.  

 Palshet beach- Palshet beach is one of the most beautiful beaches in Guhagar Taluka. This beach is a clean and 

long over near about four k.m around.   

 Budhal beach- Budhal is a small fisherman village. Budhal is another serene tranquil sea shore that consists of 

plenty of rocks and has extremely pleasant fell to it.  

 Velneshwar beach-This is one of the most impressive and pristine beaches in the entire konkan. This beach is 

idol for swimming and sunbathing. The entire beach is surrounded by coconut trees.  

 Karul Beach-Karul has a small village in Guhagar taluka. This village has an attractive, beautiful and virgin 

beach. This beach is surrounded by greenery like Coconut, Betel nuts and Alfonso mangoes.  

Historical tourism- Guhagar town and other important destinations has a great history. Two historical forts 

are existed in this taluka.   

 Gopalgad fort- Gopalgad fort is located in Anjanvel village in guhagar taluka. This fort constructed in 16
th

 

century. It spreads near about seven acres. This fort is hidden fort in Maharashtra. This fort is segmented into two 

units. The lower part of the walls is called Padkot while the upper walls are referred to as Balekot. Strong fort 

walls comprising 12 burujs have been constructed to protect the fort against attacks.  

 Vijaygad fort- This is important fort near Thavsal village but totally neglected of local government and 

government of Maharashtra. This fort has built on sea side. This fort 60 percent damage, due to negligence of 

government.  
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Agro Tourism- In this taluka 90 percent people are related to agriculture. Majhya Mamacha gaon is an agro 

tourism farm is located in Mundhar village. This farm house spread over 12.5 acres of agro land providing 

simple accommodation with homely food and rural atmosphere. This destination gives typical rural experience 

to tourist. In Aabloli and Parchuri village some farmers have also developed of Agro tourism.  

Backwater tourism-In Guhagar and Chiplun taluka there are natural and beautiful creeks i.e Vashisthi, Jaigad. 

These two creeks are totally neglected by government of Maharashtra and MTDC. No infrastructure facility 

available on both the creeks.  

Cultural tourism- Guhagar has a glorious in its rich cultural heritage. In this taluka, 90 percent people 

celebrated Ganesh festival and Shimgostav. At this time there are highly religious and cultural environment. 

Bagada festival (Narvan) is also famous in South Konkan. Jakhadi dances, Naman, Khele, Sankasur 

folkdance are famous in Guhagar region.  

Film tourism- Guhagar taluka has every corner is unique and separate identity. All the places in this tashil are 

famous for Konkani touch and greenery so film tourism a lot of potential in this taluka. ‗Kaksparsh‘ and ‗Killa‘ 

films have provided widespread publicity to Guhagar region. 

This tourism destination can be possible to develop and all have large potential for the development. 

Only five percent development can taken place in this destinations. It is observed that, total 17 important 

destinations are exists in this taluka but only three are focused from MTDC and local government. Some 

destinations can become A and B class destinations.  

 

Findings of the study- 

Tourism industry in Guhagar taluka has a huge potential for growth, given the availability and the 

variety of tourist ideas offered by destinations. The well built infrastructure and fresh investments will give the 

boost of Guhagar taluka economy development. When all the destinations studied some conclusion made it.  

 Guhagar tourism is only week end spot and seasonal. 

 Beach tourism is the main attractions. 

 Local people awareness is factor is very low. 

 Safeties of tourist are serious issue on the all beach.  

 Poor infrastructure in all the destinations.  

 Poor response from foreign tourist. 

 No new product development for tourist.  

 Tourism industry is very primary in Guhagar taluka. 

 Farming is the basic occupation of the people in the Guhagar taluka.  

 Lack of professional approach in the local people 

 Only three destinations are considered and other is neglected. 

 Potential of tourism is very high. 

Suggestions for development of Guhagar tourism- 

Guhagar tourism industry has tremendous potential for growth. MTDC and the entire stakeholders role is 

important, some suggestions are required for development of Guhagar region tourism to use its potentials.  

 Beach and religion tourism is common so new products innovation is required like adventure tourism, rural 

tourism, back water tourism, monsoon tourism, socially, Entertainment and Agro tourism. 

 Infrastructure facility of international level to ease the foreign tourists to visit destinations should be 

developed. It is necessary to create A and B class tourist destinations for the attractions of foreign and 

domestic tourist in Guhagar taluka. Guhagar, Velneshwar and Hedvi can become the A class destinations. 

Road condition on the all the destinations are very bad so it should be developed.  

 Cultural, religious and historical information is more important for tourist. Trained guide should be made 

available for tourism destinations. No single guide is available in this taluka. Training of local people for 

guide is necessary.  

 In Guhagar and Chiplun there is natural and beautiful creeks are to be there but no development has taken 

place. As like Kerala Guhagar and Chiplun taluka should develop backwater tourism. Houseboat in 

backwater is necessary. 
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 In Guhagar taluka there is lot of accident on beaches it has negative image created. Creation of special 

tourism police for the security and spirit of courtesy and hospitality.  

 Local product should be available in any season for the tourist. Jackfruit, karvande, pineapple, kokum etc. in 

all the season there should be availability of local product packing.   

 In Guhagar taluka there is lot of beaches and rivers so water tourism should be developed such as 

swimming, surfing, sailing, wind surfing, water scootering, Para sailing, snorkeling, fishing hobby, staying 

in houseboat etc. Proper infrastructure and awareness about water tourism is required.  

 In Guhagar taluka more than 90 percent people related to agriculture. There are highly potentials in 

agriculture tourism. Farmers should have start in monsoon season to attract tourist for Bhatlavni, Mashagat 

etc. For the agro tourism to take modern information workshop, pamphlet, guidance classes and short film 

should be arranged for the farmers. 

 Secure red and green zone (Swimming zone) for safeties of tourist on beaches. In Guhagar taluka all the 

beaches are neglected, security measures should be taken to avoid negative image. On the entry point of 

beach there should be digital banner or flex regarding information about accident on beach. Watch tower, 

life guard, flood light in night and mike system to avoid accident on the beach is necessary.  

Conclusion- 

People of Guhagar taluka depend upon only Mumbai because there is no any other industry developed 

except RGPPL Company. Tourism development play crucial role of Guhagar taluka economy. Guhagar taluka, 

falling short in turn their natural wealth into good business opportunity. Tourism is only one way to develop 

this taluka. Basically infrastructure and marketing is need for the development of Guhagar tourism industry. 

Now Guhagar is famous for only Christmas and summer vacation. It should be changed and this taluka should 

attract tourist every month every day including monsoon. Today the concept of traditional tourism has been 

changed. Some new areas of the tourism have been emerged like Agro-Tourism, Rural Tourism. Marketing of 

Tourism would bring many direct and indirect benefits to the Guhagar taluka people. Guhagar have 

transformed their economies by developing their tourism potential. Guhagar share of tourism in Konkan region 

is very small. Guhagar has huge variety of tourism products. The study finally concludes that the infrastructure 

development, marketing and promotional efforts have resulted in improved performance of the tourism 

industry in Guhagar. 
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Corporate Social Responsibility: A Study of Contribution by leading 

 Companies in Social Development of India 
 

Mahadeo Keshav Kelkar 

 

Introduction:- 

According to Mahatma Gandhi - The great Indian leader of all times ―whatever profits earned by the 

businessman it needs to ploughed back to society and its welfare.‖ Corporate Social Responsibility can be 

defined as Contribution of a business organization in all aspect of the society including Arts and cultural, 

educational, environmental, Preventive Healthcare, Sanitation etc. Corporate Social Responsibility is also 

called as Corporate Citizenship. It is continuing commitment by the business organization to behave ethically 

and contribute in the development of the society. Today business organization being an integral part of the 

society must contribute positively towards the development of the various area of the society. By involving in 

these activities companies gains number of advantages like enhancing public image, attaining focus from 

customers and building up good relations with them, helps in facing strong competition by competitors, 

favorable conditions and healthy relations with government officials etc. 

Significance of the study:-  

This study is undertaken to know the relevance and importance of CSR activities to the business 

organization. This study wants to focus on various CSR activities undertaken by the top Indian business 

organization for the development and welfare of different aspects of the society. 

Research Methodology: 

This research is mainly based upon the secondary data which has been compiled from various research 

papers, Magazines, research articles, books, news-letters, web-links dealing with this current study on 

corporate social responsibility.  

Objective of the study:- 

 To study the concept of Corporate Social Responsibility.  

 To study various CSR activities undertaken by Leading Indian Companies 

 To Study the pattern of Spending by Indian business on CSR activities. 

 To study the impact of Corporate Social Responsibility. 

 To study the CSR activities of Indian organizations in the area of Woman Empowerment. 

Statutory Provision:  

Section 135(1) of the Companies Act 2013  provides that companies having net worth of Rs.500 Crore 

or more or turnover of Rs.1000 Crore or more or net profit of Rs.5 Crore during the immediately preceding 

financial year are required to form a CSR committee of their board of directors. The CSR committee assists in 

formulating and recommending a CSR policy as well as monitoring the same. This CSR policy that is formed 

is required to indicate the activities and the projects that will be undertaken in the areas specified in Schedule 

VII of the Act along with the recommended amount of expenditure to be incurred in conducting such activities.  

 The activities that can be conducted by the company in order to achieve its CSR goals, which are 

enumerated in Schedule VII, are as follows: 

Indicative Activities under CSR 

 Eradicating extreme hunger and poverty;  

 Promotion of education;  

 Promotion of  gender equality and empowerment of  women;  

 Reducing child mortality and improving maternal health;  

 Combating human immunodeficiency virus, acquired immune deficiency syndrome, malaria and other diseases;  

 Ensuring environmental sustainability;  

 Employment enhancing vocational skills;  

 Social business projects;  

 Contribution to the Prime Minister's National Relief Fund or any other fund set up by the Central Government or 

the State Governments for socio-economic development and relief and funds for the welfare of the Scheduled 

Castes, the Scheduled Tribes, other backward classes, minorities and women; and  
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 such other matters as may be prescribed 

Additionally, Section 135(5) requires the board of directors to ensure that in every financial year a 

company spends at least two percent (2%) of the average net profits made by it during the three (3) 

immediately preceding financial years in pursuance of its CSR Policy.  

Findings:- 

 CSR Indian Scenario:- During the the period of four years overall companies spent Rs. 52533 crore on different CSR 

activities including education, healthcare, Rural Development, Environment sustainability, Safe drinking, Clean Ganga 

Fund. Etc 

 

CSR fund distribution by Indian companies from FY 2014-15 to FY 2018-19 

               (Major Recipients) 

Beneficiary Sector Sector wise Share in Cr. 

Education 15742 

Healthcare 9093 

Rural Development 5467 

ENVIRONMNETAL SUSTAINABILITY 3723 

Swachh Bharat Kosh 837 

Prime Ministers National Relief fund 763 

Safe Drinking Water 612 

Senior Citizen Welfare 91 

Armed Forced,Veterans,War widows dependents 81.50 

Technology Incubators 69.71 

Clean Ganga Fund 67.1 

 

 C.S.R Activities of Leading Indian Businesses:- 

CSR is a voluntary action taken up by the business organizations towards betterment of the society and 

sustainable development. Indian Business organizations are very keen towards their social contribution even 

before the Amendments in Companies Act 2013 making its obligatory to certain companies which falls under 

the purview of this compulsion. Business Houses like TATA group, Reliance Industries, Infosys, are few 

among them which involves themselves serving society in various ways over number of years and inspiring the 

others to take active part in the social cause. 

Top Companies in India (by Market Capitalization – NSE) 

Reliance industries:- 

The company is very keen and dedicated towards CSR activities and has been spending more than 

prescribed CSR Budget in last three preceding years. They are contributing considerable budget in the area of 

Education and Research, Skill Development, Healthcare, Sports etc. 

CSR Details in Rupees in Crores. 

Year 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 

Actual CSR 849.32 745.04 659.20 

Prescribed CSR 811.16 703.08 620.41 

 

Tata Consultancy Services:- TCS is global leader in the field of technology and consultancy. TCS is largest 

IT sector employer in India. This group is committed towards its social contribution. It has contributed in the 

socio development of the society in different ways in different area‘s like Water Conservation, Health and 

wellness, Education and skill development, Disaster relief, Environment sustainability, Restoration of heritage 

site, Contribution to Tata Foundation etc. 

CSR Details in Rupees In Crores 

Year 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 

Actual CSR 434 400 379.71 

Prescribed CSR 542 497 446.00 
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HDFC Bank:- HDFC Bank is a leading private sector bank India which provides banking and financial 

services in India and abroad. HDFC bank is committed towards its social welfare activities and spending more 

than its CSR budget during last three year. HDFC bank is spending CSR budget on varies projects including 

Holistic Rural Development, Poverty Alleviation Program, Environmental projects, Health and Sanitation etc. 

 

CSR Details in Rupees In Crores 

Year 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 

Actual CSR 443.78 374.54 305.42 

Prescribed CSR 439.20 365.00 304.00 

 

Hindustan Unilever Limited (HUL) 

 H.U.L strongly believes that Corporate Social Responsibility is an integral part of their organization 

according they are positively ensuring the fulfillment of their societal objectives. H.U.L is market leader in 

FMCG and mission and aim of the company is to improve the Quality of life through their wide range of 

products. H.U.L. is engaged itself in different area of CSR like Woman Empowerment, Providing Health 

facilities in remote area of rural India, Water Conservation and Harvesting, Special education and 

Rehabilitation of children with Challenges etc. 

CSR Details in Rupees In Crores 

Year 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 

Actual CSR 126.45 116.09 103.88 

Prescribed CSR 124.19 112.20 101.71 

 

ICICI Bank: ICICI is one of leading institution in Indian Banking Sector. It offers wide range of banking 

products and financial services to its customers. Apart from its banking business it offers various facilities to 

local community. As a part of CSR it mainly focuses its activities in the area of education, Woman 

development, Sanitation, Environmental sustainability, Empowerment of youth etc. ICICI offers free skill 

training to empower youth, contributed Rs 10 Cr.to kerala relief fund, Bank has reduced its energy 

consumption by 20% from last three years, ICICI bank has set-up Rural Self Employment Training institute in 

Udaipur and Jodhpur for providing Vocational Training to Local villagers. 

CSR Details in Rupees In Crores 

Year 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 

Actual CSR 92.20 170.30 182.00 

Prescribed CSR 118.96 170.20 200.00 

 

Infosys Ltd: 

 Infosys is one of the leading Company global leader IT sector having a cliental in more than 50 

countries. As far as CSR activities are concerned this company is contributing since number of years for social 

cause, Infosys Foundation is a great initiative by this company to fulfill its social responsibility. The 

Foundation supports different activities and programs devoted to privileged class of the society. Infosys CSR 

includes Contribution towards Eradication of hunger, Malnutrition, In the field of education, Environmental 

sustainability, Making available Safe drinking etc. 

CSR Details in Rupees In Crores 

Year 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 

Actual CSR 342.04 312.60 289.44 

Prescribed CSR 340.35 310.25 287.42 

 

Kotak Mahindra Bank :- Kotak Mahindra bank is 4
th
 largest private sector bank in India. This bank is 

consistently building its CSR capabilities as well spending year by year. Kotak group is funding various CSR 

initiatives like MAA Foundation, JSW Foundation, Lata Mangeshkar Medical Foundation, Indian Cancer 
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Society, Wockhardt Fundation,Give India etc. Kotak Group is active in different CSR areas like Environment 

sustainability, Promoting Gender Equity, Promotion of sport activities, Healthcare Initiative and the like. 

CSR Details in Rupees In Crores 

Year 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 

Actual CSR 36.55 26.40 17.33 

Prescribed CSR 96.27 73.97 54.92 

 

Bajaj Finance: Bajaj Finance Ltd is one of the leading Non Banking Financial Company operating in the field 

of Financing the consumer durable products. Apart from its business This group believes that Common Good 

is always better than individual good. The Founder of this group Shri Jamanalal Bajaj was a great person who 

bowed the seeds of CSR in his business long back. Today this group is supporting various social causes like 

promoting Education and healthcare, Supporting the skilled development program for specially abled 

children‘s, Construction of OT complex and others. 

CSR Details in Rupees In Crores 

Year 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 

Actual CSR 56.78 39.56 28.38 

Prescribed CSR 56.59 39.40 28.37 

 

Axis Bank: Axis bank is third largest private sector bank in India operating nationally as well as globally. Axis 

Bank has set up a Foundation in the year 2006 to carry out its CSR activities. This Foundation is working with 

various NGO‘s to cater the needs of privileged class of the society. Axis bank Foundation is actively involved 

in the field of environment and sustainability, in the field of education as well. 

CSR Details in Rupees In Crores 

Year 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 

Actual CSR 137.60 133.77 135.39 

Prescribed CSR 127.94 186.82 196.44 

 

Indian Tobacco Company (ITC):- ITC limited is India‘s one of the oldest private sector organization 

operating in diversified business activities likes hotels, IT, personal care, FMCG products and so on. This 

organization is reputed and widely appreciated nationally as well as globally for its CSR activities over the 

years. There is a wide range of CSR activities of this group and includes Woman empowerment, Integrated 

Watershed Management, Primary School Education, Livestock Management, e-choupal and many more… 

CSR Details in Rupees In Crores 

Year 2018-19 2017-18 2016-17 

Actual CSR 306.95 290.98 275.96 

Prescribed CSR 306.55 290.47 275.27 

 

 CSR and Woman Empowerment:- 

 Today we can see presence woman in almost every field. We can see leadership of woman in various 

field like education, Health, Sport, Science and Technology and so on…However gender inequality, 

discrimination, tradition are some of the obstacles in process of development of woman. Woman 

Empowerment is process of empowering them in various ways and making them sustainable in every area of 

the society. Number of leading organizations are working on it and contributing in the area of woman 

empowerment under their CSR activities. CSR is now becoming a ray of hope to those women who were 

deprived and alien from their social, financial, educational development. 

 Hindustan Unilever‘s Project Shakti aims at financially empowering the women and providing them livelihood 

opportunities to women in rural India. 

 Tata Steel Ltd. has created woman SHG in their communities to impart skills in them to run an enterprise. 
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 ITC Ltd project ―Economic Empowerment of Women‖ is an initiative to provide employment opportunities to 

over than 64000 poor women cumulatively. 

 Reliance Industries A fortune 500 Global company aspires to achieve 15% woman workforce by end of 2030. 

 ―Project Drishti‖:- Whisper helped to restore the eyesight of 250 blind girls through corneal transplant operation 

in which P & G contributed Re 1 per packet of whisper sold. 

 

Conclusions: 

 The Indian business organizations were rarely sensible towards fulfillment of CSR obligations and making it 

integral part of their day to day activities. Very few organizations those which are categorized as leading 

organizations are sensible towards their social responsibility.  

 It is also observed that out of the total CSR budget education is given top priority over other area‘s of social 

importance along with education sector healthcare and rural development. These three sector togather comprises 

50% of total CSR funding by companies. 

 Top Companies are utilizing their CSR budget up to fullest extent, sometimes even more than the prescribed 

funds. 

 Companies are also showing keen interest in the area of woman empowerment and contributing in their 

development and bringing them in the main stream of society. 
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Agriculture Challenges and Sustainable Agriculture Practices of Fruits Production  

Industry in Dharmapuri District 

 

R. Sengodi,  

Research Scholar 

 

Introduction  

India's diverse climate ensures availability of all varieties of fresh fruits & vegetables. It ranks second 

in fruits and vegetables production in the world, after China. As per National Horticulture Database published 

by National Horticulture Board, India produced 90.2 million metric tonnes of fruits and 169.1 million metric 

tonnes of vegetables. The area under cultivation of fruits stood at 6.3 million hectares while vegetables were 

cultivated at 10.1 million hectares. India is the largest producer of ginger and okra amongst vegetables and 

ranks second in production of potatoes, onions, cauliflowers, brinjal, Cabbages, etc. Amongst fruits, the 

country ranks first in production of Bananas (25.7%), Papayas (43.6%) and Mangoes (including mangos teens 

and guavas) (40.4%). The vast production base offers India tremendous opportunities for export. During 2018-

19, India exported fruits and vegetables worth Rs. 10236.93 crores/ 1,469.33 USD Millions which comprised 

of fruits worth Rs. 4817.35 crores/ 692.01 USD Millions and vegetables worth Rs. 5419.48 crores/ 777.25 

USD Millions. Grapes, Pomegranates, Mangoes, Bananas, Oranges account for larger portion of fruits 

exported from the country while Onions, Mixed Vegetables, Potatoes, Tomatoes, and Green Chilly contribute 

largely to the vegetable export basket. The major destinations for Indian fruits and vegetables are Bangladesh, 

UAE, Netherland, Nepal, Malaysia, UK, Sri Lanka, Oman and Qatar. 

Though India's share in the global market is still nearly 1% only, there is increasing acceptance of horticulture 

produce from the country. This has occurred due to concurrent developments in the areas of state-of-the-art 

cold chain infrastructure and quality assurance measures. Apart from large investment pumped in by the 

private sector, public sector has also taken initiatives and with APEDA's assistance several Centers for 

Perishable Cargoes and integrated post harvest handling facilities have been set up in the country. Capacity 

building initiatives at the farmers, processors and exporters' levels has also contributed towards this effort.  

 

Theoretical Concept 

Definition  

A fruit is defined as the developed ovary of a seed plant with its contents and accessory parts, as the pea pod, 

nut, tomato, or pineapple. It is the edible part of a plant developed from a flower, with any accessory tissues, as 

the peach, mulberry, or banana. A fruit is the often sweet and fleshy part of a plant that surrounds the seeds, 

although some fruits like berries bear the seed on the outside of the fruit.  

Review of literature 

Berhane Ghebremicahel (2013) States that co-operative are the best rendering fruitful services to the society 

concerned especially to women development. It is also helpful to encourage the social and economic 

integration of women needed for the entrepreneurship and empowering of the small scale industry. Women 

should play a significant role in the development process of the nation and unquestionably acted as a part of 

the nation building and development for the future.   

Shushmal Maheshwari (2012) states that carbonated drinks are popular among the teenagers, hot beverages 

like tea and coffee are preferred by middle age groups and health conscious people choose the fruit juices. The 

market size of non-alcoholic beverage was worth about Rs. 212 billion in 2011 and is projected to grow at a 

CAGR of about 25 per cent during 2011-2015. 

State of India Agriculture (2012) The Indian economy is growing at compound annual growth rate of 8 

percent and higher expenditure elasticity for fruits & vegetables and livestock as compared to cereals, there is 

an increasing pressure on the prices of such high value commodities which are perishable in nature. The per 

capita monthly consumption of cereals has declined from 14.80 kg in 1983-84 to 12.11 kg in 2004-05 and 
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further to 11.35 kg in 2009-10 in the rural areas. Again, in the urban areas, it has declined from 11.30 kg in 

1983-84 to9.94 kg in 2004-05 and to 9.37kg in the year 2009-10. 

Statement of the problem 

In developing countries agriculture is the mainstay of the economy. As such, it should be no surprise that 

agricultural industries and related activities can account for a considerable proportion of their output. Of the 

various types of activities that can be termed as agriculturally based, fruit processing are among the most 

important. Both established and planned fruit processing projects aim at solving a very clearly identified 

development problem. This is that due to insufficient demand, weak infrastructure, poor transportation and 

perishable nature of the crops, the grower sustains substantial losses. This research would be of immense help 

to the common people, the policy makers, government officials, researchers and also to other nongovernmental 

organizations who are engaging themselves in the upliftment of the poor in particular and the socio economic 

development of krishnagiri district as a whole. 

Scope of the Study 

Krishnagiri district is agriculture dominating state and has very bright scope for setting fruit processing 

industry to uplift the agri-business system which will ultimately boost all other components of agricultural 

business system to complete the process. Economic liberalization, globalization, entry of MNC‟s in processed 

food segment has tremendously increased the opportunities as well as competition in the market with added 

advantage to customers. All the selected organizations dealing with number of products as their product range 

and this effort has been tuned to the basic products and study was done in this light. 

 

The present study has examined the following objectives 

1. To study the Agriculture status of fruit processing industries in Krishnagiri district; and 

2. To analyse the problems faced by the fruit processing units in the district. 

3. To suggest remedial measure to improve the status of fruit processing industrial units. 

 

Methodology of the study : This study based on theoretical research. The study is confined to units in 

Krishnagiri district having a large number of fruit processing industrial units and constitutes the sample 

district. This study is based on primary data has well structured questionnaire was administered on the study 

units to elicit opinion on their perception of production and marketing problems. The period of the study for 

collecting primary data was one year. The period was purposively selected as it was the season for fruits 

harvesting and processing. 

Method of Sampling  : Selection of Study Units There is 74 fruit processing units registered with the Fruits 

and Vegetables Processors Federation in krishnagiri district of Tamil Nadu. All the units were approached with 

a well structured questionnaire. Information was not forth coming from all. On the basis of responses which 

were amenable for analysis, some of the units had to be eliminated and the number of units for study was 

confined to those which had provided the desired data, which numbered 36 units.  Of these, 36 units out of 74 

units are from Krishnagiri district, which responded were taken for further analysis.  

Tools used for data analysis :The collected data were classified and tabulated in a systematic manner. Simple 

percentage analysis, mean and standard deviation ,Various statistical, mathematical and computational tools 

and techniques including; Pearson chi-square test, tabulation analysis etc. are being used, using MS-Excel and 

SPSS software packages (version 16.00) for primary data analysis. And five point scales was used to ascertain 

the opinion regarding the production and marketing aspects from the producers. Weighted score and rank 

analysis were used to analyse their opinion and their perception on problems faced. 

             There are over 4000 fruit processing units in India with an aggregate capacity of more than 12 lakh 

MT (less than 4% of total fruits produced). It is estimated that around 20% of the production of processed 

fruits is meant for exports, the rest caters to the defence, institutional sectors and household consumption. 

Mango and mango-based products constitute 50% of exports. The fruits and vegetables considered important 

by the Horticulture Board of India are mostly grown in the areas of Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh, 

hilly regions of North Uttar Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra, Karnataka, Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh, Assam, 

Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Punjab, Tripura, West Bengal and Orissa. 
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OVERVIEW 

             Indian is an agriculture based country, where more than 50% of population is depend on agriculture. 

This structures the main source of income. The commitment of agribusiness in the national income in India is 

all the more, subsequently, it is said that agriculture in India is a backbone for Indian Economy. The 

contribution of agriculture in the initial two decades towards the total national output is between 48% and 60%. 

In the year 2001-2002, this contribution declined to just around 26%. The aggregate Share of Agriculture and 

Allied Sectors, Including agribusiness, domesticated animals, and ranger service and fishery sub segments as 

far as rate of GDP is 13.9 percent during 2013- 14 at 2004-05 prices. Agricultural exports constitute a fifth of 

the total exports of the country. In perspective of the overwhelming position of the Agricultural Sector, 

gathering and support of Agricultural Statistics expect incredible significance. According to the fourth 

Advance Estimates of Production of food grains for 2013-14, aggregate food grain production is assessed to be 

264.77 million tons (MT). Export of spices from India are relied upon to reach US$ 3 billion by 2016-17, on 

the back of imaginative promoting strategies, inventive bundling, quality in quality and an in number 

appropriation system. The Indian flavors business is pegged at Rs 40,000 crore (US$ 6.42 billion) every year, 

of which the marked portion represents 15%. 

             The National Food Security Mission (NFSM) was launched from Rabi, 2007-08. The fundamental 

targets of the National Food Security Mission (NFSM) is to expand production of rice, wheat, pulses and 

coarse cereals through region extension and efficiency upgrade in a supportable way in the recognized locale 

of the nation; restoring soil ripeness and profitability at the individual ranch level; and improving farm level 

economy (i.e. ranch benefits) to restore confidence amongst the farmers. The Mission met with a staggering 

achievement and accomplished the focused on extra generation of rice, wheat and heartbeats. The Mission is 

being kept amid Twelfth Five Year Plan with new focuses of extra generation of sustenance grains of 25 

million tons including 10 million tons of rice, 8 million tons of wheat, 4 million tons of pulses and 3 million 

tons of coarse cereals by the end of twelfth five year plan. 

             Training is an important procedure of capacity building of people as to enhance the execution. 

Consequently, training needs appraisal is imperative to the training process. It serves to recognize present 

issues and future difficulties to be met through training and improvement. It is obliged to figure out the needs 

of individual trainee on which proficient skills ought to be assembled to do the relegated occupation in the 

associations. The 6% of agricultural production is converted in to processed food, which is focused to achieve 

20% in coming future. The business is work escalated and contributes around 50% for industrial production. 

Multi- National Food Companies have assumed a part of making business sector draw and rivalry. Selection of 

inventive and experimental bundling strategies by food industry has empowered the assembling of sheltered 

and quality sustenance. 
 

 
 

The agriculture sector employs more than 50 per cent of the workforce in India. It plays a vital role in 

our overall economy. 

1. Contribution to National Income : Agriculture and its related activities have always held a significant share in our 

national income. In recent years, the share of contribution has declined gradually with the growth of other industrialized 

sectors in the country. In 1950-51, agriculture and allied activities contributed about 59 per cent of the total national 

income. This number declined to 40 per cent in 1980-81 and then to 18 per cent in 2008-09. But the agriculture share in 

India still remains very high as compared to many developed countries of the world. For example, agriculture 

contributes only 3 per cent to the national income in U.K. and U.S.A. 

2. Source of Livelihood :Over two-thirds of the working population in India is engaged directly in the agricultural sector. 

As per estimate, about 57 per cent of the working population is engaged in agriculture, as opposed to 2 to 3 per cent in 

U.K. and U.S.A. and 6 per cent in France. 

3. Source of Food Supply : Agricultural products are the major source of food supply for the huge population of our 

country. As per certain estimates, it meets about 60 per cent of household consumption. 

4. Role of Agriculture for Industrial Development : There are several important industries in India such as cotton and 

jute textiles, sugar manufacturing, edible oils, plantation industries (tea, coffee, rubber) and many agro-based cottage 

industries that depend on the agricultural sector for the supply of their raw materials. These agro-based industries 

generate about 50 per cent of income in the manufacturing sector, thus, agriculture helps in the industrial development 

of this country. 
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5. Commercial Importance :Agricultural products constitute a large part of the total exports of this country. Some of the 

main items in our export list include tea, coffee, sugar, tobacco, spices, cashew nuts, etc. These contribute to about 50 

per cent of the total exports from India. In addition to agricultural products, products from agro-based industries like 

jute and cotton textiles also contribute another 20 per cent to the country‘s total exports. Hence, the agriculture sector is 

vital to the country‘s international trade and commerce activities. 

6. Source of Government Revenue : Both the Central and State Governments of the country earn significant revenues 

from the agriculture sector. The rising land revenue contributes towards a substantial income. There are also other 

sectors like railways and roadways that derive a good part of their income from the movement of agricultural goods. 

With all the above points, it can be safely said that agriculture is an essential foundation in the country‘s economy. As 

per the Economic Survey 2017-18 Report, agriculture sector employs more than 50 per cent of the total workforce in 

India and contributes around 17-18 per cent to the country‘s GDP. The report also stated that Indian farmers are 

adapting to farm mechanization at a faster rate in comparison to recent past. 

 

Major Agricultural Problems of India and their Possible Solutions 

Some of the major problems and their possible solutions have been discussed as follows. Indian 

agriculture is plagued by several problems; some of them are natural and some others are manmade. 

1.Small and fragmented land-holdings: The seemingly abundance of net sown area of 141.2 million hectares and total 

cropped area of 189.7 million hectares (1999-2000) pales into insignificance when we see that it is divided into 

economically unviable small and scattered holdings. The average size of holdings was 2.28 hectares in 1970-71 

which was reduced to 1.82 hectares in 1980-81 and 1.50 hectares in 1995-96. The size of the holdings will further 

decrease with the infinite Sub-division of the land holdings. 

2. Seeds: Seed is a critical and basic input for attaining higher crop yields and sustained growth in agricultural 

production. Distribution of assured quality seed is as critical as the production of such seeds. Unfortunately, good 

quality seeds are out of reach of the majority of farmers, especially small and marginal farmers mainly because of 

exorbitant prices of better seeds. In order to solve this problem, the Government of India established the National 

Seeds Corporation (NSC) in 1963 and the State Farmers Corporation of India (SFCI) in 1969. Thirteen State Seed 

Corporations (SSCs) were also established to augment the supply of improved seeds to the farmers. High Yielding 

Variety Programme (HYVP) was launched in 1966-67 as a major thrust plan to increase the production of food grains 

in the country.  

3. Manures, Fertilizers and Biocides: Indian soils have been used for growing crops over thousands of years without 

caring much for replenishing. This has led to depletion and exhaustion of soils resulting in their low productivity. The 

average yields of almost all the crops are among t e lowest in the world. This is a serious problem which can be 

solved by using more manures and fertilizers. 

4. Irrigation: Although India is the second largest irrigated country of the world after China, only one-third of the 

cropped area is under irrigation. Irrigation is the most important agricultural input in a tropical monsoon country like 

India where rainfall is uncertain, unreliable and erratic India cannot achieve sustained progress in agriculture unless 

and until more than half of the cropped area is brought under assured irrigation. 

5. Lack of mechanization: In spite of the large scale mechanization of agriculture in some parts of the country, most of 

the agricultural operations in larger parts are carried on by human hand using simple and conventional tools and 

implements like wooden plough, sickle, etc. 

6. Soil erosion: Large tracts of fertile land suffer from soil erosion by wind and water. This area must be properly 

treated and restored to its original fertility. 

7. Agricultural Marketing: Agricultural marketing still continues to be in a bad shape in rural India. In the absence of 

sound marketing facilities, the farmers have to depend upon local traders and middlemen for the disposal of their 

farm produce which is sold at throw-away price. In most cases, these farmers are forced, under socio-economic 

conditions, to carry on distress sale of their produce. In most of small villages, the farmers sell their produce to the 

money lender from whom they usually borrow money. 

8. Inadequate storage facilities: Storage facilities in the rural areas are either totally absent or grossly inadequate. 

Under such conditions the farmers are compelled to sell their produce immediately after the harvest at the prevailing 

market prices which are bound to be low. Such distress sale deprives the farmers of their legitimate income. 

9. Inadequate transport: One of the main handicaps with Indian agriculture is the lack of cheap and efficient means of 

transportation. Even at present there are lakhs of villages which are not well connected with main roads or with 

market centres. Most roads in the rural areas are Kutcha (bullock- cart roads) and become useless in the rainy season. 

Under these circumstances the farmers cannot carry their produce to the main market and are forced to sell it in the 
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local market at low price. Linking each village by metalled road is a gigantic task and it needs huge sums of money to 

complete this task. 

10. Scarcity of capital: Agriculture is an important industry and like all other industries it also requires capital. The 

role of capital input is becoming more and more important with the advancement of farm technology. Since the 

agriculturists‘ capital is locked up in his lands and stocks, he is obliged to borrow money for stimulating the tempo of 

agricultural production. The main suppliers of money to the farmer are the money-lenders, traders and commission 

agents who charge high rate of interest and purchase the agricultural produce at very low price. All India Rural Credit 

Survey Committee showed that in 1950-51 the share of money lenders stood at as high as 68.6 per cent of the total 

rural credit and in 1975-76 their share declined to 43 per cent of the credit needs of the farmers. This shows that the 

money lender is losing ground but is still the single largest contributor of agricultural credit. Rural credit scenario has 

undergone a significant change and institutional agencies such as Central Cooperative Banks, State Cooperative 

Banks, Commercial Banks, Cooperative Credit Agencies and some Government Agencies are extending loans to 

farmers on easy terms. 

 

Conclusion 

Most of the Indians are directly or indirectly depending on the agriculture. Some are directly attached 

with the farming and some other people are involved in doing business with these goods. India has the capacity 

to produce the food grains which can make vast difference in Indian Economy. To achieve targeted mark by 

the government it needs to provide support in case of land, bank loans and other machineries to the small 

farmers along with the big farmers with this we can expect some improvement in Indian economy. 
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Current Status of Corporate Social Responsibility in Indian Companies 

 

Prof. Yuvraj R.Patil,  

Assistant Professor 

 

Introduction  

Corporate social responsibility promotes a dream of industry responsibility to a wide variety of 

stakeholders, besides shareholders and investors. Key areas of anxiety are environmental security and the 

welfare of employees, the community and civil society in general, both now and in the future. The concept of 

corporate social responsibility understands by the idea that corporations can no longer act as inaccessible 

economic entities operating in lack of involvement from broader society. Corporate social responsibility 

involves addressing the legal, ethical, commercial and other outlook society has for business, and building 

decisions that moderately stability the claims of all key stakeholders. Nowadays, the objectives of the 

industries are not narrow to profit maximization, economic gains or enhancing competencies but at the same 

time ensure environmental protection, encouragement of community responsibility with customer interest. It 

will lead to excellent community representations which in turn have positive impact on the wealth of the 

organization.  

 

Objectives of the Study:- 

 The present study covers the following objectives:                                                                                                                                         

1. To explain the concept of Corporate Social Responsibility. 

2. To study the Current Status of Corporate Social Responsibility in Indian Companies. 

3. To study the trends of Corporate Social Responsibility in Indian Companies. 

 

Research Methodology:- 

     The present research study is expressive and systematic in nature. The research paper is typically based 

on secondary sources, which include books, journals, thesis and web pages. 

Khanna Parul & Gupta Gitika (2011), this paper indicated that an analytical study on status of corporate social 

responsibility: in Indian context .It is found that corporate social responsibility is receiving stronger as potential among 

key opinion formers, consumers and the community are rising. Being a good corporate citizen is more and more crucial 

for marketable success and the key lies in matching community expectations and priorities, and in communicating 

involvement and achievements broadly and efficiently. 

Kaur Simran & Tandon Nidhi (2016), the aim of this study on the role of corporate social responsibility in India. This 

study reveals that the Indian corporate sectors are planning to set up corporate social responsibility in the small and 

medium enterprises (SME) sector to raise its reach in isolated areas. Also some industries have already started using the 

corporate social responsibility as a strategy, which aims at common development of company and the society at the same 

time. 

Saxena Neha (2016), in this research paper authors have identified the Corporate Social Responsibility: Issues & 

Challenges. This study reveals that there is a need for creation of awareness about corporate social responsibility amongst 

the general community to make CSR initiatives more successful. This responsiveness generation can be taken up by 

various stakeholders as well as the media to highlight the good work done by business houses in this area. 

Singh Chand (2016), this paper indicated that the study on CSR: Issues and Challenges in India. It provides corporate 

social responsibility policy functions as a built in self flexible mechanism whereby business monitors and ensures its 

active contribution towards the society. Corporate compassion a effect that creates helpful efforts to improve their 

competitive context along with the excellence of the industry environment. CSR moulds in creating a contribute to value 

with the procedure of corporate success with social welfare. 

Shyam Reena (2016), this paper indicated an analysis of corporate social responsibility in India. They also suggested that 

corporate social responsibility is actually about ensuring that the company can grow on a sustainable basis, while ensuring 

equality to all stakeholders, CSR has come a long way in India. It has effectively interwoven commerce with social 

enclosure and environment sustainability. From receptive actions to sustainable initiatives, corporate have clearly 

exhibited their ability to make a significant difference in the society and recover the overall quality of life. In the present 
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social circumstances in India, it is complicated for one single unit to bring about change, as the scale is huge. Corporate 

have the proficiency, deliberate thinking, manpower and money to facilitate extensive social change. 

 

Concept of corporate social responsibility:- 

CSR is a management concept where by companies put together social and environmental concerns in 

their business operations and relations with their stakeholders. Corporate social responsibility is a growing 

business carry out that incorporates sustainable development into a company's business model. It has a 

constructive impact on social, economic and environmental factors. 

Corporate Social Responsibility is the long-term dedication by business to behave ethically and 

contribute to economic development while improving the quality of life of the employees and their families as 

well as of the restricted society and society at large. 

 

Current Status of Corporate Social Responsibility in Indian Companies: 

The statistics used for the investigation has been obtained from the fillings made by the companies up 

to 31
st
 mar 2019 in the MCA registry. The report of the high level committee on CSR 2019 represents the 

liable CSR related to companies profile based on reporting status. Following table shows total no. of liable 

industries consist of those which are compulsory to fulfill CSR commitment and can be bifurcated in to 

company‘s coverage on CSR and not reporting on CSR. Liable Profile CSR companies increases in 2019 

compare to financial year 2013-14. 

 

Table 1.1 Company Profile based on reporting Status. 

 
  Source:-MCA registry March 2019 

 

Table:-2.1 Geographical distribution of CSR fund: 

Following table shows geographical distribution of CSR fund in various states in India from 2014-15 

to 16-17 and projected up to 2019.All stated CSR fund increasing trends going on projected financial year 

2018-19.It means CSR Practices are day to day increasingly by Indian companies. Percentages of India‘s CSR 

funds also increasing up to 2019.In case of Maharashtra CSR practices is good compare to other states. The 

Indias CSR fund of Maharashtra is highest about 15.59 % in 2018-19. 
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Source:NGOBOX and CSRBOX CSR report july 2018 

Corporate Social Responsibility trends in India: 

According to India briefing since the applicability of compulsory CSR provision in 2014, CSR 

spending by corporate India has increased considerably. In 2018, Indian companies spent 47 percent superior 

as compared to the amount in 2014-15, contributing INR 7,536 crores (US $1 billion) to CSR initiatives, 

according to a survey. Scheduled Indian companies in spent INR 10,000 crore (US$1.4 billion) in different 

programs ranging from instructive programs, skill development, social welfare, healthcare, and environment 

conservation, while the Prime Minister‘s Relief Fund saw an increase of 139 percent in CSR contribution over 

last one year.  Taking into account the current amendments to corporate social responsibility provisions, 

industry research estimates CSR fulfillment to improve and range between 97 to 98 percent by FY 2019-20. 

 

https://pmnrf.gov.in/en/
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Conclusion:-  

The main conclusion to be strained from above conversation is that corporate social responsibilities have no 

restrictions and are not forced by race,colour,or religion.Sadly, concern for the the public is often incorrect for 

communalism.In India some companies have already ongoing using the corporate social responsibilities as a 

strategy, which aims at common development of company and the society at the same time . 
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Service Quality of Apparel Speciality Store: A case study of Mahalaxmi  

Apparel store Rajarampuri, Kolhapur 

 

Jyoti Chougale, Pruthaviraj Chougale 

 

1. Introduction 

As the retailing industry in India continues to experience tremendous expansion, along with it the rapid 

growth in the number of apparel or clothing specialty stores is also evident. Fashion retailing in India is poised 

to reach its height with the openings of big size shopping centres in big cities and towns. These new malls 

house a proliferation of clothing retailers, both domestic and foreign, all of which aggressively compete for the 

consumers‘ attention. Considering the competitive environment, there is a need for a retailing strategy that 

differentiates one clothing store from another. This can be achieved through the delivery of high service quality 

(Berry, 1986; Hummel & Savitt, 1988). Moreover, fashion consumers today are savvier, better informed, more 

sophisticated and discriminating  that they expect service quality (e.g. helpful and courteous salespeople, 

convenient store layout, etc) apart from the quality of merchandise purchased. The practice of excellent service 

quality has been proven to lead to increased customer satisfaction and significantly indicate the effectiveness of 

the retailers‘ performance. As service quality can be the cornerstone to retailing success, retailers need to 

constantly evaluate their service quality through the use of a reliable measuring instrument. Such an evaluation 

can serve as a diagnostic tool that helps the company monitor, detect any imperfections and most importantly 

improve their service. 

 

2. Conceptual Background: 

2.1 Service Quality 

Measuring and managing service quality from the consumers‘ point of view is still a developing and a 

challenging issue. Both from the academic community point of view, and in business practice, it is well 

established that measurement of service quality is an important procedure for improving the performance of 

the overall service quality. Thus, there has been an abundance of research on the measurement issues of 

service quality, which have contributed to the development of a solid research foundation. 

2.2 Customer Satisfaction (CS) 

Customer satisfaction has been a subject of great interest to organizations and researchers alike. The 

principal objective of organizations is to maximise profits and to minimise cost. Profit maximisation can be 

achieved through increase in sales with lesser costs. One of the factors that can help to increase sales is 

customer satisfaction, because satisfaction leads to customer loyalty (Wilson et al., 2008, p. 79), 

recommendation and repeat purchase. 

Customer satisfaction is defined by one author as ―the customer‘s response to the evaluation of the 

perceived discrepancy between prior expectations and actual performance of the products or service as 

perceived after it‘s consumption‖ (Tse&wilton 1988, p 204) hence considering satisfaction as an overall post 

purchase evaluation by the consumers (C Fornell, 1992 p 11) 

2.3 Relationship between Service Quality & CS  

Customer satisfaction and service quality are closely related. It can be said that satisfaction assists 

consumers in formulating a revised opinion about their service quality perception. Consumer perceptions of 

the service quality of a firm with which hi prior experience is based on the consumers‘ expectations.   High 

quality satisfying service requires that a firm understand the consumer needs in detail as also the operational 

constraints. It reminds the service provider to focus on quality, and the process should be designed to support 

this system by proper control & delivery, service quality, which is a long term overall measure of customer 

satisfaction Service quality is more difficult for the consumers to evaluate than goods quality. Service quality 

perceptions result from comparison of consumer exceptions with actual service performance. Quality 

expectations are not made solely on the outcome of the service they also involve evaluations of the process of 

the service.  
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3.  Objective Of The Study 

        1) To measure the service quality of specialty apparel stores with the help of Retail Service Quality Scale 

(RSQS) for measuring service quality in retail.  

       2) To study the relationship between service quality and customer satisfaction. 

 

4. Methodology Of The Study: 

    Service quality is measured with five variables  

i) Physical aspect ii) Reliability iii) Personal interaction iv) Problem Solving v) Policy.   

The Sample Design: For this research, ―purposive convenient quota sampling method‖ is used. 130 

respondents are select. 

Data collection: Primary data is collected through RSQS instrument consisted of 26 items of Dabholkar et al., 

(1996) for measuring retail service quality.  

 

5.  Analysis And Interpretation 

The questionnaire is divided into two parts. The first part consists of personal information and the 

second part consists of RSQS instrument. Accordingly analysis and interpretation of data was made in two 

parts. 

General data Analysis and interpretation.   

RSQS data analysis and interpretations. 

General data analysis and interpretation 

1) Residence –The Customer residing in Kolhapur city and also in the areas close to Kolhapur. 

2) Age – The Customer of above 25 year of age, as the Customer above this age are comparatively more 

independent of their parents. 

3) Educational status –The Customer who are educated up to 10
th
 and above and who are more 

perceptive of the service quality. 

4) Income –the Customer having annual income of Rs. 1, 00,000 or more. 

 

RSQS Data Analysis and Interpretations: 

Service Quality Variables: 

Using the mean values, level of performance of service quality variables for various apparel stores, the 

mean value between 3.00 to 4.00 shows the service quality of these variables at an excellent level, the mean 

values between 2.00 to 3.00 indicate good level, the mean value between 1.00 and 2.00 shows fair level and the 

values below 1.00 indicates poor level of quality of performance. In order to express the score in percentage 

the score 4 is taken as 100 percent and the mean score is converted in to percentage applying the following 

formula. 

    Percentage score = mean score X 100/4. 

Table No.01 means scores/ percentage scores: 

Sr. No.  Range of Mean Score Percentage Quality 

1 3.00 to 4.00 75 to 100 Excellent 

2 2.00 to 3.00 50 to 75 Good  

3  1.00 to 2.00 25 to 50 Fair 

4 Below 1.00 Below 25 Poor 

Factor structure of RSQS 

Table No. 02 

Dimension Sub Dimension Perception Item Mean % 

Physical 

Aspects  

Appearance  P1. The store has modern looking equipment and 

fixtures. 

2.56 64.00 

  P2. The store and its physical facilities (trial rooms & 

restrooms) are visually attractive. 

2.45 61.25 

P3. Materials associated with this store‘s service (such 

as shopping bags, loyalty cards) are visually appealing. 

2.40 60.00 
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P4. The store has clean, attractive and convenient 

physical facilities (restrooms, fitting rooms)  

0.88 22.50 

Convenience  P5. The store layout at this store makes it easier for 

customers to find what they need. 

3.62 90.20 

P6. The store layout at this store makes it easier for 

customers to move around in the store 

3.68 92.00 

  Total 2.59 64.95 

Reliability Promises  P7. When this store promises to do something (such as 

alterations) by certain time, it will do so.  

1.32 33.00 

  P8. This store provides its services at the time it 

promises to do so  

1.62 40.50 

 Doing it Right P9. This store performs the service right the first time. 1.63 40.75 

P10. This store has merchandise available when the 

customers want it. 

2.10 52.50 

P11.This store insists on error-free sales transactions & 

records  

2.70 67.50 

  Total 1.87 46.85 

Personal 

interaction 

Inspiring 

confidence 

P12. Employees in the store have the knowledge to 

answer customers‘ questions. 

1.62 40.50 

P13. The behaviour of employees in this store instils 

confidence in customers  

2.65 66.25 

P14. Customers feel safe in their transactions with this 

store. 

3.76 94.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Courteousness/ 

Helpfulness 

 

 

 

 

P15. The employees in this store give prompt service to 

customers 

1.58 39.50 

P.16 Employees in this store tell customers exactly 

when services will be performed  

2.55 63.75 

P.17 Employees in these stores are never too busy to 

respond to customers‘ request. 

2.58 64.50 

P18. This store gives customers individual attention 2.62 65.50 

P19. Employees in this store are consistently courteous 

with customers  

2.52 63.00 

  Total 2.49 62.13 

Problem 

solving 

 P20. The store willingly handles returns and exchanges  0.88 22.00 

P21. When a customer has a problem this store shows a 

sincere interest in solving it. 

1.31 32.75 

P.22 Employees of this store are able to handle 

customer complaints directly &immediately. 

1.75 43.75 

  Total 1.31 32.83 

Policy  P23. This store offers high quality merchandise. 3.56 89.00 

P24. This store provides plenty of convenient to all 

their customers. 

0.98 24.50 

P25. This store has operating hours convenient to all 

their customers. 

3.72 93.00 

P26.This store accepts all major credit cards  2.96 74.00 

  Total 2.81 70.13 

  

 

Average mean 2.21 55.35 

 

Table no. 02 indicate that the overall performance of Apparel speciality stores. The overall 

performance of this stores is (mean score 2.21) at a good level. Physical facility of these stores is including 

Appearance and Convenience of these stores is good level (mean score 2.29).i.e. 64.95% of the respondents are 

of opinion that it is at good level. Reliability of these stores is including Promises and doing it right of these 

stores is (mean score 1.87) fair level i.e.46.85% of the respondents are of opinion that it is at fair level. 

Personal interaction of these stores is include Inspiring confidence & Courteousness/ Helpfulness of these 

stores is good level (mean score 2.49).i.e. 62.13% of the respondents are of opinion that it is at good level. 

Problem solving of these stores is fair level (mean score 1.31) i.e.32.83% of the respondents is of opinion that 
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it is at fair level. Policy indicates the overall performance of the stores is a good level (mean score 2.81) i.e. 

70.13% of the respondents are of opinion that it is at good level. 

 

6.  Finding Conclusion And Suggestion 

Finding 

1) The overall performance of these apparel stores is at a good level 

2) The performance of physical aspect of apparel speciality stores is at a good level. 

3) The performance of reliability of these stores is at a fair level. 

4) The performance of this personal interaction of these stores is at a good level. 

5) The performance of problem solving of these stores is at a fair level. 

6) The performance of policy of these stores is at a good level. 

 

Conclusion: 

However, 55.35% customers‘ response positively which is above 50% and customers are satisfied, 

various factors effect on customer satisfaction like, physical aspect, reliability, personal interaction, problem 

solving, & policy. It has been observed that, 64.95% customer reported positively on physical appearance and 

35.05% are negatively response to customers. Also, 46.85% customer reported positively on reliability and 

53.15% negative response to customers. 62.13% customer reported positively on personal interaction and only 

37.87% negative response to customers. Then 32.83% customer reported positively on problem solving and 

67.17% customer reported negative response to customers and 70.13% customer reported positively on stores 

policy and only 29.87% customer reported negative response to customers. 

 

Suggestion: 

Based on the above analysis, to attain an excellent level, apparel specialty stores are suggested to 

provide immediate attention to the following issues. 

 For physical facilities the store is required to make it attractive outside with convenient store layout and 

sufficient room for with ease along with spacious waiting and trial rooms.  

 Improve reliability, the store promises, stores provides its service, store performance, merchandise available 

when the customer wants it. 

 During their personal interaction with improve employees knowledge to answer customer question, promote 

service, customers employees have to pay individual attention to customers and improve the system of handling 

customer complaints promptly. 

 To improve problem solving, the store is required to pay proper attention to Handling returns and exchanges and 

handling customers properly. To make store policy more responsive to customer for spacious parking lot should 

be the top priority. 
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Role of 4ps for Sustainable Development in Green Marketing 

 

Mr. Sanjay Jagannath Kasabe 

 

Abstract          

        In the era of globalization, it's become a challenge to stay the shoppers furthermore as consumers in fold and 

even keep our natural surroundings safe which is that the biggest would like of the time. shoppers also are attentive to the 

environmental problems like; warming and also the impact of environmental pollution. Inexperienced promoting may be 

a development that has developed particular necessary within the trendy market and has emerged as a very 

important thought in Republic of India as in different elements of the developing and developed world, and is seen as a 

very important strategy of facilitating property development. During this analysis paper, main stress has been created of 

concept, would like and importance of inexperienced promoting. Knowledge has got to be collected from multiple sources 

of proof, additionally to books, journals, websites, and news papers. It explores the main problems in adoption 

of inexperienced promoting practices. The paper describes the present Scenario of Indian market and explores the 

challenges and opportunities businesses have with promoting. Why firms square measure adopting it and way forward 

for inexperienced promoting and concludes that inexperienced promoting are some things which  will unendingly grow in 

each observe and demand. 

 

Introduction 

         According to the yank marketing association, inexperienced Green marketing  is that the promoting of 

products that square measure likely to be environmentally safe. so inexperienced promoting incorporates a 

broad vary of activities, together with product modification, changes to the assembly method, packaging 

changes, furthermore as modifying advertising. nonetheless process inexperienced marketing isn't a simple task 

wherever many meanings meet and contradict every other; an example of this will be the existence 

of variable social, environmental and retail definitions hooked up to the present term. Different similar terms 

used square measure Environmental promoting and Ecological promoting. Thus ―Green Marketing ― refers to 

holistic promoting thought wherby The assembly, marketing consumption and disposal of product and services 

happen during a manner that's less prejudicious to the surroundings with growing awareness regarding the 

implications of world warming, no biodegradable solid waste, harmful impact of pollutants etc., each marketer 

and shoppers are becoming progressively sensitive to the requirement for switch in 

to inexperienced product and services. While the shift to "green" might seem to be overpriced within the short 

term, it'll undoubtedly prove to be indispensable and advantageous, cost-wise too, within the long standing 

time marketing and property promoting, refers to an organization's up efforts at coming with, 

promoting, rating and distributing product which will not damage the surroundings Polonsky (1994) 

defines inexperienced promoting as .all activities designed to get and facilitateany exchanges supposed to 

satisfy human wants or desires, specified the satisfaction of those needs {wants and desires} happens, 

with stripped-down prejudicious impact on the natural surroundings. 

 

Objective And Methodology 

            One of the most important issues with the inexperienced promoting space is that there has been very 

little try to academically examine environmental or inexperienced promoting. Whereas some literature 

will exist, it comes from divergent views. This paper makes an attempt to throw light-weight on the abstract 

issues related to inexperienced promoting. the current study is exploratory in nature to role of sustainable 

development in green marketing wherever the main focus is 4 ps in green marketing on fact finding 

investigation with adequate interpretation. For this purpose secondary knowledge were collected. The 

secondary knowledge were collected through newspapers, magazines, books, conference proceedings, 

Government reports and websites. 

What is Green Marketing? 

          Green marketing consists of all activities designed to come up with and facilitate any exchanges intended to 

satisfy human desires or desires, such the satisfaction of those desires and desires occurs, with borderline harmful impact 

on the natural setting. it's sorry to mention, a greater a part of folks believe that inexperienced selling refers alone to the 
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promotion or advertising of product with environmental characteristics.Terms like Phosphate Free, Recyclable, 

Refillable, gas Friendly,and Environmentally Friendly square measure a number of the items consumers most 

frequently keep company with inexperienced selling.whereas these terms square measure inexperienced selling 

claims, generally inexperienced selling could be a lot of broader construct, one which will be applied to 

consumer merchandise, industrial merchandise and even services includes inexperienced selling, environmental selling 

and ecological selling. This early definition has 3 key elements, like it‘s a set of the selling activity; It examine each the 

positive and negative activities and slender ranges of environmental problems are examined. 

Green Product  

         Green product stresses the straight and tangible edges provided by greener style, such as 

energy potency or recycled content, instead of stressing the environmental attributes them. Reducing the 

environmental impact of a product improves the product's overall performance and quality in ways in 

which ar necessary, not simply the foremost dedicated and constant inexperienced shopper, but to any or all 

shoppersas an example, CNG (Converted Natural Gas) use within the vehicles, super concentrated laundry 

detergents not solely save energy and packaging, they save finish area, money and energy. Organically full-

grown food not solely higher preserves soil and reduce the amount of poisons within the water supply; they 

need superior style and health edges compared to their counterparts. so inexperienced product means that any 

product, that isn't dangerous for environment and client furthermore, and it conjointly work as a future remedy 

of negative impact of a product. 

4 Ps OF GreeenMarketing 

          Standard marketers, inexperienced marketers should address the 4 Ps‗in innovative ways that. 

1.PRODUCT 

  Entrepreneurs desirous to exploit rising inexperienced market either: determine customers ‗environmental 

wants and develop merchandise to handle these needs;or develop environmentally  accountable merchandise to 

possess less impact than competitors.The more and more wide kinds of merchandise on the market that support property 

development and square measure sensible for the triple bottom line include: merchandise made up of recycled 

product, like Quik‗N tufa housing materials created from recycled broccoli boxes merchandise which will be recycled or 

reused.economical merchandise, that save water,energy or gasoline, save cash and scale back environmental impact. 

Queensland‗s solely dry printer,Print point,reduces operating prices by mistreatment less water 

than standard printers and is in a position to pass the savings on to costomers and merchandise with environmentally 

accountable packaging. 

 2.PRICE 

          Pricing could be a crucial component of the promoting combine. Most customers square measure ready to pay a 

premium if there's a perception of further product price. This price could also be improved performance, function, design, 

visual charm or style. Environmental edges square measure sometimes an extra bonus however can usually be the 

deciding issue between merchandise of equal price and quality. Environmentally accountable merchandise, however, 

squre measure usually more cost effective once product life cycle prices square measure taken into thought as an example 

full-efficient vehicles, water efficient printing and non hazardable merchandise. 

3.PLACE 

        The choice of wherever and once to create a product on the market features a vital impact on the customers being 

attracted. Only a few customers exit of their thanks to obtain inexperienced merchandise merely for the sake of it. 

Marketers wanting to with success introduce new experienced merchandise should, in most cases, position them broadly 

speaking within the market place in order that they don‘t seem to be simply appealing to a little inexperienced niche 

market. The placement should even be in keeping with the image that a company needs to project. 

The placement should differentiate a corporation from its competitors. This can be achieved by in-store 

promotions and visually appealing displays or mistreatment recycled materials to emphasize the environmental 

and different edges. 

4.PROMOTION 

         Promoting merchandise and services to focus on markets includes paid advertising, promotion, sales promotion, 

marketing and on site promotions. Smart inexperienced marketers are going to be ready to reinforce environmental 

believability  by mistreatment property marketing and communications  tools and practices. as an 

example, several firms within  the financial trade square measure providing electronic statements by email, e-marketing, 

and written materials are providing electronic statements by email, e-marketing often made mistreatment recycled 

materials and economical processes, like dry printing. Retailers, as an example, are recognizing the worth of alliances 
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with different firms, environmental teams and research organizations once promoting their environmental commitment. to 

cut back the utilization of plastic baggage and promote their inexperienced commitment, some retailers 

sell looking baggage, under the banner of the go inexperienced  surroundings Fund. 

The key to self-made inexperienced promoting is Ne‘er exaggerate environmental claims or 

establish chimerical expectations, and communicate merely and thru sources that individuals trust. Promote 

your inexperienced credentials and achievements. Publicize stories of the company‗s and employees 

inexperienced initiatives. Enter environmental awards programs to profile environmental credentials to customers and 

stakeholders. 

 

Conclusion 

         Now this can be the correct time to pick to pick globally. it'll keep company with forceful 

change within the world of business if all nations can build strict roles as a result of inexperienced selling is 

essential to save lots of world from pollution. From the business purpose of read as a result of a resourceful 

marketer is one WHO not solely convinces the patron, however additionally involves the patron in marketing 

his product.  

Inexperienced selling mustn't be thought-about as only one additional approach to selling, however 

should be pursued with abundant larger vigor, because it has an environmental and social dimension to that. 

With the threat of worldwide warming looming giant, it's very important that inexperienced selling becomes 

the norm instead of an exception or simply a furore. Recycling of paper, metals, plastics, etc., during a safe and 

environmentally harmless manner should become far more systematic and universal. it's to become the 

overall norm tousle energy-efficient lamps and alternative electrical  merchandise.  Marketers even have the 

responsibility to create the shoppers perceive the necessity for and benefits of inexperienced merchandise as 

compared to non-green ones. In inexperienced selling, shoppers are willing to pay additional to keep up a 

cleaner and greener surroundings. Finally, consumers, industrial patrons and suppliers ought to pressurize to 

reduce the negative effect on the environment friendly, inexperienced selling assumes even additional 

importance. 
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Agro-Tourism and Nanded District 

 

Sudarshan Kishanrao Dawane,  

Assistant Professor 

 

Introduction:  

Tourism is now well recognized as an engine of growth in the various economies in the world. Several 

countries have transformed their economies by developing their tourism potential. Tourism has great capacity 

to generate large scale employment and additional income of sources to the skilled and unskilled.  

Today the concept of traditional tourism has been changed. Some new areas of the tourism have been 

emerged like Agro-Tourism. Promotion of tourism would bring many direct and indirect benefits to the people. 

As commercialism and mass production become the standards by which we live, agro-tourism has given 

people who work in the agricultural and horticultural sectors a chance to share their work with the masses. 

Some agro-tourism experiences allow guests to buy food products grown on the farm or hand-crafted products 

made by the farmer's families. Purchasing these goods helps provide ranchers who rely on their land with 

another source of income.  

Home and consumer education has given way to technology courses in middle and high schools, and 

many children grow up without ever really knowing what the countryside is or what it's like to interact with 

live farm animals. Agri tourism, therefore, gives parents the opportunity to introduce their children something 

other than the city life. It has a great capacity to create additional source of income and employment 

opportunities to the farmers.  

Why Agro Tourism?  

Mother Nature is open door school without brick walls of observed carefully one can learn something 

or the other, moreover India is agriculture Country, it is expected that we should know the information related 

to agriculture Today urban children's world has become limited in the closed door classes, cartoon programme 

on the television, video games, chocolates, soft desi spicy fast food, computer, internet, and so on, they see 

mother nature only television screen.  

Now it has become very necessary that children know the traditional, of agricultural farming activities, 

and other businesses dependent on agriculture. Those children come very close to Mother Nature and learn 

many new things in life. 

 

Objectives of the study:- 

1. To understand Agro-Tourism  

2. To look the importance of agro-tourism development in Nanded district.  

3. To illustrate a proper framework for the agro-tourism centers.  

4. To identify the problems and make suggestions to establishment agro-tourism. 
 

Research methodology of study:- 

 The study is exploratory and quantities in nature. An extensive use of secondary data is made. Further 

the secondary data pertaining to the study is originated from various published sources websites and various 

government departments, and also used reference book journals etc.   

Limitations of the study:- Present study is depends geographical study only for Nanded District. Its focus on 

only Agro-Tourism sector and ignore other sector of tourism.   

Location for the agro-tourism center- Location is playing an important role for success in the agro-tourism. 

The location have a good natural background and easy to arrive. Tourists an interested into enjoying the nature 

and rural life. So, farmers should develop their center in the rural areas only which have a beautiful 

background to attract urban tourist in your farm.  

The place of agro-tourism center must need easy accessible by rods with having some agro-tourism 

center must need easy accessible by roads with having some historical and natural tourist places along with the 
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agro-tourism. Hence, the center should be developed near of this tourist place. The places which are already 

developed as a tourist centers those are better for the development of agro-tourism. 

 

Infrastructure facility at agro-tourism centers:- 

 To develop an agro-tourism must have basic infrastructure and facilities in the development of agro-

tourism their farm as follows:  

 Accommodation facilities such as farmhouse, which have the rural look along minimum required facilities.  

 Wealthy resources in agriculture specifically water and plants at the place. 

 Cooking equipment‘s for cooking food, if tourist have interested. 

 The well or lake or swimming tank for fishing, swimming. 

 Bullock cart, cattle shade, etc. 

 Drinking water, food, telephone facilities etc., essential facilities. 

 Indian or Maharashtra food for breakfast, lunch and dinner. 

 Farmers should offer to see and participate in the agricultural activities. 

 Offer an opportunity to participate in the rural games to the tourist. 

 Present bullock cart for riding and horse riding. Fishing facility in your pounds or nearest lake. 

 Offer fruits, corns, groundnuts, sugarcane and other agro-products as par availability. 

 Show local birds, animals, and waterfalls etc. and authentic information about them. 

 Show rural art and craft. 

 

Agro Tourism in Nanded District:- 

Nanded is located in the North Latitude – 8.16 to 19.55 East Longitude – 76.55 to 78.19.  Nanded is 

one of the historical places in Marathwada region of Maharashtra State. It is situated on the north bank of 

Godavari River. It is famous for Sikh Gurudwaras. Nanded is a town of great antiquity. It is said that during 

the Puranic days, Pandavas travelled through Nanded district. Nandas ruled over Nanded through generations. 

Nanded is second largest city in the Marathwada area from a socio-cultural, industrial and educational 

dimension.  Nanded district have borders of Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh.  The geographic area of Nanded 

District is 10528 Sq.k.m and district population is 3361291.  Population divided in rural areas arec247394 and 

913898 in urban areas.  Due to unemployment in urban areas migrating to the city in search of work. 

Nanded is nice place for tourism. The most popular Tourist place in Nanded district is as follows  

 Takht Sachkhand is the gurudwara of Shri Huzur Saheb.  Gurudwara was built by Maharaja Ranjit Singhji.   

 Mahur gadh one of the 9 Shakti Peetha's, one Shakti Peetha as temple of Mata Renukadevi.  This land is peaceful 

and like paradise.  The temple was built near 800 to 900 years ago during the Yadavas.  At the time of Dussehra, 

there is a large crowd of devotees.  The Jatra of Malegaon in Loha is also famous for Jatra.  In Maleragaon jatra, 

there are horse market, camel market and other animal markets. 

 Sahasrakund waterfall is famous waterfall near to Himayatnagar in Nanded district.  Thousands of tourists come 

here to see the waterfall in rainy season.    

 The ancient Kaleshwer temple at visnhupuri temple in Nanded district. 

 Kandahar Forts and Nanded forts is also famous tourist places in Nanded district 

 The ancient temples of ancient temples, historical places, gurudwada, jungle etc. are attracting tourists towards 

Nanded district. 

 In the shocking life of modern times, in the solution to the turbulent pollution unrest, people are far 

away from nature. Agro tourism is one way to relax people life and its helps to closer the nature. In Nanded 

district Agro tourism started at Limbgaon.  The groups of farmers have come together and started agricultural 

tourism.  A new species of mango variety and flower garden was developed in the field at Limbgaon.  A lively 

dining room was provided for the people to live in the field at Limbgaon to see all this glory.  Tourists are seen 

enjoying the natural glory.  These services are provided at very affordable rates and these farmers also to get 

extra income. Thousands of flowering species are also cultivated at Mukhed.  These fields are prone to 

blossom in the rainy season.  Tourists also visit Nanded to see only blossom at mukhed. Jambhul Bet is the 

best tourists place viewed as a place to stay in nature.  Tourist have also enjoys Farmers' Life, their lives, the 

traditional methods of farming, to get experience of living in a hut, machi for all these experience agriculture 

tourism are the first choice for tourists in Nanded. 
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Problem of The Agro Tourism:- 

The Nanded district has greater potential of the development of the agro-tourism centers due to the 

good natural and climatic conditions. But there are some problems in the process of agro-tourism development, 

major problems are follows,  

1. Not of prefect knowledge about agro-tourism. 

2. Weak communication skill and lake of commercial approach of the farmers. 

3. Lack of funds to development basic infrastructure for the agro-tourism. 

4. Presence of unorganized sector I the agro-tourism industry. 

5. Low land holding. 

6. No professionalism in agro-tourism. 

7. Government have not interested in development of agro-tourism in district. 

8. Natural calamity affects farm and also farm products.  

 

Conclusion:- 

 Nanded district has a great natural conditions and different types of agro products as well as variety of 

rural traditions. Urban population want enjoy rural life and to know about the rural lie. It is a good opportunity 

to development to development an agro-tourism businesses the district. But there is a problem of low 

awareness about this industry in the farmer and problem with the finance. Hence, the agriculture departments 

of the district and tourism department should not to try giving orientation about it and not providing some 

innovation ideas regarding the agro-tourism. 

Suggestion:- 

The government and banks should try to provide optimum finical aids to the agro-tourism activities. A 

union of the agro-tourism service providers is also another need of these farmers which helps to the agricultural 

tourism network. Low land holding is a major problem of most of the farmers. Is farmer‘s made a group and 

start agro-tourism centering which is beneficial for all farmers. They also make co-operatives societies 

regarding to agro-tourism for development of agro-tourism and self-improvement. 
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Rural Tourism: Contribution to Sustainable Income 

Rucha Prajakt Khavanekar  

Assitant Professor 

1. Introduction: 

Tourism means travelling for enjoyment. It means arranging for hotel, transport and related facilities 

for people who are travelling during their holidays. Tourism industry is one of the fastest growing industries in 

the country. Tourism contributes 6.23% to national GDP and provides 8.78% of total employment in India. 

According to World Travel and Tourism Corporation, India ranked third among 185 countries in terms of total 

contribution to GDP in 2018. India is also one of the favorite destinations of tourism for foreign tourist. The 

main purpose of tourism is relaxation and pleasure during holiday travel. People spend their time outside their 

routine environment. From daily busy and hectic schedule, people take some time and visit a place for 

recreation with all family members. There are different types of tourism like eco- tourism, medical tourism, 

adventure tourism, rural tourism etc. Indian tourism industry has huge potential for further growth specifically 

rural tourism. Still many places from rural India are untapped which can be explored for rural tourism. 

Similarly some rural tourist destinations are not developed with all infrastructural facilities. Large number of 

visitors can be attracted to such untapped or underdeveloped tourist destinations. Most of the popular tourist 

destinations are overcrowded as well as costly during peak period which do not serve the purpose of tourism. 

Hence tourists are looking for new destinations away from crowd to have physical and mental peace. Some 

tourist searches for place with natural beauty or close to nature. They prefer rural tourism for peaceful holidays 

which is also within their budget and can plan their own tour. Almost 65% of population of India live in rural 

area. Mainly they are dependent on agriculture for livelihood. Rural tourism means selecting and visiting rural 

areas for tourism. But most of the time, rural tourism is seasonal and young villagers entering tourism industry 

may not get regular income. Hence there is a need to understand rural tourism thoroughly and develop 

strategies to attract tourist throughout the year and generate sustainable income within rural India.  Its good 

opportunity for travel agents, tour operators, small hoteliers, young villagers to become small entrepreneurs by 

providing satisfactory service to visitors. Rural tourism can give a chance to villagers to be self-employed. 

They can add to their income and live better life too.                 

Hence the research is conducted to find out capacity of rural tourism to generate sustainable income. 

This research paper also highlights challenges faced in rural tourism. 

Keywords: Rural Tourism, Sustainable income, Local support 

 

2. Review of Literature: 

Ali Turan Bayram, Ercan Karacar, Gul Erkol Bayram (2018) in the research paper titled ―Perception of 

residents towards the impacts of rural tourism in Sinop Province‖ explained the importance of local community and their 

perception about rural tourism. They concluded that local people had both negative and positive perception from social, 

economic and environmental point of view. 

Rezhen Harun, Gabriela O. Chiciudean, Kawan Sirwan, Felix H. Arion and Iulia C.  

Musresan (2018) “Attitudes and Perceptions of the Local Community towards Sustainable Tourism 

Development in Kurdistan Regional Governemnt, Iraq” conducted research to understand local communities‘ 

response towards tourism. He concluded that tourism is a considered as development sector. Its positive impacts are better 

than negative and hence local community support for increased living standards and quality life. They have suggested to 

analyze demand for rural tourism and develop special training programs for work force. 

 Mr.Milind V.Talware, Mr. Upendrakumar A. Tiwari and Dr. B.B.Sonule (2015)  

  Infrastructural facilities for Tourism Development in Konkan Region (Maharashtra State) in his research 

highlighted that Konkan is cultural and geographical potential for tourism. He concluded that development includes not 

only tourism facilities like hotels, recreations but also infrastructure like road, water, electricity etc. He also stated that 

more use of ICT is needed in tourism industry.   

Dr. Devdatta Gopal Lad (2013) “Ecotourism Development in the Konkan Region of Maharashtra: A Review” in his 

research paper focused primarily on ecological sustainable tourism and explained the need of conservation of physical 
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ecology of the region. He further stated for development some destinations as ecotourism or marine tourism to create job 

opportunities. 

Dr. P. R. Karulkar, Dr. Madhukar Dalvi (2018) “Tourist’s satisfaction about Tourism place: A Study of Sidhudurg 

and Palghar Districts of Maharshtra” in the study analyzed that there is a significant relationship between place of 

tourism and customer‘s satisfaction. Tourist take into consideration tourism place and not behaviour of people living in 

that place.  

 

3. Objectives:  

Following are the objectives of research study:  

1. To understand the concept of rural tourism. 

2. To understand the perception of rural tourism among local people 

3. To find out whether rural tourism can generate sustainable income.  

4. To know the challenges in rural tourism. 

 

4. Research Methodology: 

For the study, primary data collection method is used. Data is collected through questionnaire from 

100 respondents from Guhagar Taluka of Ratnagiri district in Maharashtra. Guhagar is a popular tourist place 

with beautiful beaches, temples.      The researcher has applied convenient sampling technique for survey.  

5. Data Analysis:  

5.1 Need for Rural tourism: 

89% of the respondents agreed upon the need for rural 

tourism. They think that there are many tourist places in rural 

area which needs to be explored and tourist can be attracted.       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2 Rural tourism creates small entrepreneurs locally: 

 

It can be observed that 79% of the respondents agreed that rural 

tourism can create small entrepreneurs in local rural area. Local 

people can start small business or provide certain tourism 

related services by taking advantage of local contacts. They 

have good opportunity to begin with available resources. 

 

 

 

5.3 Perception about Rural tourism: 

Regarding generation of 

employment, 72% of the 

respondents are having 

positive perception. 

Similarly towards better 

infrastructure facilities and 

increase in standard of 

living, 52% and 58% of 

respondents are satisfied 

and positive. But regarding 
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creation of pollution, increase in urbanization and change in culture, 56%, 48% and 43% of respondents agree 

which indicates that there is negative perception about rural tourism.  

 

5.4 Rural tourism generates additional income to local people: 

77% of the respondents think that rural tourism generates 

additional income to local ones. Most of the respondents are 

providing services or facilities along with their regular jobs or 

business. From locally available resources, knowledge, 

contacts, there operating cost reduces and additional income  

can be generated.   

 

 

 

 

 

5.5 Rural tourism generates sustainable income: 

From the survey, it is understood that 71% of the respondents 

agree that rural tourism generates sustainable income to them. 

Once they realized the importance of rural tourism and look as 

new source of income, they take more initiative by providing 

better service to increase number of tourist. By effective use of 

social media, technology, advertisement, innovativeness and 

satisfactory service, tourist can be attracted. Same tourist can 

re-visit their place or makes mouth publicity, give references to 

others and this way sustainable income is generated forever.     

 

 

5.6 Challenges faced by rural tourism: 

86 % of the respondents 

faced the major challenges of 

seasonality of business. 

Similarly they also face other 

challenges like improper 

infrastructure, lack of 

government support, non-

trained staff and problem of 

finance. But they are 

experiencing local support to 

promote their business. 
 

 

5.7 Satisfaction of tourist about rural tourism: 

 

It is observed that 59% of the respondents agree and 22% strongly 

agree that tourists are satisfied about rural tourism place visited. It 

means overall 81% of respondents are satisfied with rural tourism. 

But 11% respondents disagree about tourist‘s satisfaction. It means 

there is a need of making developments in services provided to them. 
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6. Conclusion: 

Rural tourism is growing rapidly. People give preference to nature‘s beauty, heritage and culture. They 

want to take feel of rural lifestyle and enjoy natural environment. This has definitely crated opportunity for 

people located in rural area to attract such tourist and earn additional as well as sustainable income. Within 

their locality, they can generate additional source of income. They need to incorporate their culture, folk art, 

homemade products in single package and exhibit rural essence to tourist. Inspite various challenges, local 

community should develop their strong network and think commercially to bring professionalism in business. 

They should reach and connect themselves with the outer world by introducing good rural tourism packages. 

Definitely there is a huge potential in rural tourism and it can also change rural economy and help in rural 

development.   
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A Study of E-Wallets Preferences in Chiplun City 

 

Mr.Chetan Prabhakar Khandekar,  

Asst. Professor 

 

Introduction:-  

E-Wallet is an online prepaid account used to store money and transact online through a computer or a 

smartphone whenever required. It is a pre-equipped electronic wallet which, just like a real wallet, is used by 

the customers to transact immediately (and securely). Unlike Bank Accounts, E-Wallets are considered to be a 

fast mode of digital transactions with guaranteed & secured payment gateways. 

As studied in the research, people are now familiar with the applications of e-wallet companies i.e. Paytm, 

googlepay, phonepe, Freecharge, MobiKwik, amazon pay. Amazing and satisfying offers and discounts are 

offered for e-wallet users. 

Mentioning some of the advantage: instant cashless payment, no need to access bank personally, get 

extra cashbacks, the amount gets refunded in case of failure, wallet to wallet money transfer. 

Disadvantages: possibility of spending more money using easy way of E-wallet, if you lose your mobile you 

lose your e-wallet, battery and internet connection needed. 

Awareness & Suggestions: Do not share your OTP /UPI PIN , fraud links to trap your bank account are 

sent on your mobile number, Do not proceed for transaction if your internet connectivity or bank server is low. 

Check the bank account number /mobile number/name of the receiver twice. 

 

Objectives: 

 To Study The Awareness &preferences of E-wallet 

 To Study The individuals purpose of Adopting E-wallet 

 To Study Alternatives used by consumers To Traditional method of  Payment 

 

Research methodology: 

The current study is based on primary data collected from the different parts of Chiplun . A well-

structured questionnaire was designed to collect the information from the respondents& to study the 

perceptions of customer towards adoption of digital payment mode(e-wallet) .The responses have been 

collected by means of Google forms from 100 respondents. 

The data is analysed to find out : 

 E-wallets are capable of providing benefits to individual. 

 Why is E-walletseeking attention of consumers. 

 E-wallets are taking over the Traditional Methods. 

Doing payments via mobile phones has been in use for many years and is now set to explode. Also 

mobiles are increasingly being used by consumers for making payments.―E-Wallet― has become a part of 

consumers which are nothing but smartphones which can function as leather wallets. 

 

E-wallet Features 

Store multiple credit card and bank  

account numbers in a secure environment. 

Money Transfer & 

UPI payments 

Partnership with your favourite  

Merchandise to support booking via app. 

DTH recharges Insurance policies Give Exciting offers 

Pay Utility bills Municipal tax E-commerce shopping store 

Booking Movie,Bus & Flight tickets Investments Buying and selling of virtual gold 

Mobile recharges Donations Settling up credit card bills. 
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Data analysis:- 
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Findings: 

 Social media active users are aware. i.e 88% of the respondents are totally aware about E-wallets. 

 72% Active users finds convenience in settling bills and recharges via E-wallets 

 E-wallet is successfully seeking consumers attention through its promotional offers i.e cashbacks, discounts, 

rewards. Most of the people transfer money just for the sake of rewards. 

 The modern age group prefer to transfer money without carrying cash for their convenience and time 

management. 

 Google pay , Paytm , Phonepe are the leading e-wallet apps among all other apps 

 81% of the respondents friendly make transaction from their linked bank account with the trust of UPI/OTP 
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Conclusions: 

 E-wallet is Economical and preferred by all age groups 

 72% of the respondents were existing users. 

 28% Aware but not using E-wallet apps for their comfortable reasons. 

 From this research it has been concluded that working status of the consumer is not likely affected to use E-

wallet. 

 Respondents involved in different professional services are maximum users of E-wallet , Businessman users 

prefer offline methods to transfer large amount of funds for their business purposes 

 3% responses experienced failed transcations, loss of money , refunds, but yet recoverable. No major loss  

 97% respondents feel secured, friendly and easy to use E-wallet 

 

Suggestions: 

 The URL of the webpage should be verified, Install apps from trusted sources. 

 Use secure network connection, keep login credentials secure. 

 Create a unique password. 

 Stay vigilant and aware of cell phone‘s network connectivity status and register for alerts through 

SMS and emails. 

 Identify point of contact in case of fraudulent issues, avoid falling prey of engineering tricks. 

 

Limitations: 

 Respondents limited to the age group of 18-30 from Chiplun area. 

 This study is limited to 100 respondents only. 
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Cash Less Transactions And Green Banking: The Perception Of Customers Towards Green Banking 

Techniques Of Commercial Banks - A Study Made In Anegudde Village Of Karnataka State 

 

Nagaraja U  &  Sandhya M 

 

Introduction 

The protection of environment is considered to be the prime goal of all business today. Banks along 

with other financial institutions are also concentrating on the protection of environment. Banks also have an 

unlimited liability and cannot escape from the fact of the discharging their Corporate Social Responsibility 

(CSR). These days following Corporate Social Responsibility norms is the statutory requirement as well.  

Profiteering should not be the sole motive of the banking business. Along with the concept of bank 

concentrating on earning profit it should also aim at protecting the ecology comprising of the people as well. 

However it has been observed from the study that not much initiatives have been taken by some of the banks in 

India even though each bank plays a major role, in the development of the country.  

Banking sector in India is under a huge amount of pressure making it to do the business ethically. In 

the year 1990 to promote sustainable banking across at the International level United Nation Environmental 

Programme Finance Initiatives (UNEPFI) was established. Some of the most dominating countries have also 

been penalised heavily for violating their social responsibilities. A sustainable banking development can take 

place by developing a minimum use of papers in day to day transaction, protecting the energy resources, 

lending for green businesses etc. 

 

Literature Review 

M Narmadha (2016) the concept of green banking will serve the bank, industry and the economy in general. 

Each will be mutually benefitted. It was also felt that the green banking business will certainly improve the 

asset quality of the banks in future. 

Sudhalakshmi and Chinnadorai(2014) tried to present the status of Indian banks and said that it is essential 

for all the commercial banks operating in the emerging India to adopt Green banking business. It also said that 

the step towards gong green will certainly secure the future. 

Rajiv Khosla and Parul Munjal (2013) said that banks have enough scope to be familiar with their Value 

Added Services especially in rural areas. They say that to succeed in the long run they should be innovative 

and provide advanced services.   

Yadav and Pathak (2013) said that Indian banks have realised the importance of protecting the environment. 

It was also found out by them that a large number of green initiatives have been taken by public sector bank 

when compared with the private sector banks. 

Vinay Kumar Nagu (2012) have come out with the findings that E-CRM has reduced cot of banking 

operations and has increased customers loyalty. 

Pravakar Sahoo and Bihu Prasad Nayak (2008) have said that a sincere attempt to implement green banking 

will serve as an effective too to mar the polluting industries that give a pass by to the other institutional 

regulatory mechanism 

 

Objectives of Study 

The study has been executed with the following objectives. 

 To understand the Green Banking Approaches of different commercial banks. 

 To know and understand the initiatives taken by the public sector banks and the private sector banks. 

 To understand the level of perceptions of general public about green banking products  

 To understand one of the green banking initiatives namely cash less transactions done through internet 

 

Methodology 

   The main source used for study is the primary data. It has also made use of secondary data. A structure 

questionnaire has been drafted and used to collect the primary data. This questionnaire is circulated amongst 
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the bankers and the customers. The study has also considered the different literatures that are available offline 

and online as the information aid and are considered as a part of secondary data. 

Area Selected 

A costal village of Udupi district of Karnataka state named Anegudde has been selected for the study. 

It is a village with approximately less than 50000 population. In this village itself there are two commercial 

banks one of which is a private bank. The other one is the nationalised commercial bank. 

Limitations Of The Study 

Any study made cannot be of no limitations. Hence the study here was also carried out with the 

following limitations: 

 The sample size of bankers and 50 customers are too small to conclude 

 Only two public sector banks and two private sector bank found in this village were considered 

 Some of the respondents were unaware of the concept of green banking and the availability of different green 

products 

 Time was the constraint to make an elaborate study 

 

Environmental Protection And Banks: 

Each and every bank plays an important role in the sustainable development of any country. The banks 

might contribute indirectly also when they finance the economic activities that are adversely affecting the 

environment that is nothing but environment hazardous in nature. Before financing any project which is 

dangerous to the environment banks should think diligently and should finance only those projects which 

preserves natural resources, pollution free projects, projects providing safe and healthy life etc. 

A direct and an indirect contribution is done by the banks to the environment as the banks finance 

various projects which may or may not affect the environment. These will in turn influence the environment. 

The influence can be a direct or indirect which again depends on the type of the project that the bank has 

funded. The direct influence on the environment by the bank takes place when a loan is lent to finance a 

project. The direct influence is observed when the bank plans for the use of power for the lights, computers, 

ATM machines etc. In addition banks also need water and they are required to dispose the waste water and 

materials. All this will directly influence the environment.   

In addition to the above, the  external policies of the commercial banks will influence the environments 

indirectly. The external influence may be in terms of bank lending to the projects which are not environment 

friendly. 

Green Banking And Financial Products 

There are various green banking financial products they are as follows: 

 Green loans 

 Green credit cards 

 Green deposits 

 Green reward checking accounts 

 Green saving accounts 

 Green mortgages 

 Green banking and online banking 

Green Banking And Axis Bank 

Using environmental friendly technologies has been driving force of present environment. As 

discussed under observed funding the renewable and clean tech projects not only develops technologies but 

also brings down the cost. 

AXIS bank has taken the green initiatives in the following manner: 

 Subscribe to the E-statement to reduce paper consumption are encouraged. 

 Adopting the concept of green building is encouraged  

 Conducts tree plantation programs 

 Solar system as a energy resources has been used 

 Rain water harvesting has been encouraged  

 Furniture are used by using recycled  materials for greater extent 

 Ten ATMs that are solar based are operating with the solar based UPS 
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Green Banking And Icici Bank 

  Environmental protection strategies have also been initiated by ICICI bank.  Various convenience 

banking facilities such as Any Time Banking, Internet Banking, Tab Banking, and IVR Banking are introduced 

as a part of green initiatives of bank. All banks are functioning electronically. The bank claim that through 

sending of e –statements it could able to save   tonnes of papers. Making use of public transportation and 

pooling of taxes are encouraged to be adopted by the employees of the bank. The bank is also using shedding 

and recycling of all papers internally. Sharing of files electronically, voice mails and emails have replaced the 

issuing of paper memos. The bank has adopted two sided printing approach to reduce the quantity of papers 

used for the printing.    To recycle waste water and to use the same for wash rooms and gardening water 

treatment plants have been established in some of the branches.   

GREEN BANKING INTIATIVES AND PUBLIC SECTOR BANKS 

  One of the major public sector bank namely State Bank of India has also started the green banking 

business. Collaborating with Suzlon Energy Limited in the field of wind mills at Panapatti village, Tamil 

Nadu, it has initiated various green banking projects.   Socially and environmentally sustainable initiatives 

have also been taken by signing to the Carbon Disclosure Projects. Solar plants in collaboration with the EXIM 

Bank of India, the bank has agreed to build solar plants in India.  More and more encouragements have been 

given by funding the green oriented projects. Using of ATM cum Debit Cards YONO Banking etc. have been 

encouraged for the ultimate of the customers. It also encourages paperless transactions. The bank could able to 

win different prestigious awards such as ‗Best customer initiative award‘ for the green channel counter at the 

IBA Technology Awards for its green initiatives.  

Canara Bank in the year 2013 has undertaken the green initiatives as follows: 

 Mobile banking 

 Internet banking etc 

  Several  e-lounges such as internet banking, pass book printing, ATM, online trading etc. have been 

established. The very important point  need to be mentioned is that the bank has stopped lending to the projects 

producing Ozone depletion substances.  A compulsory clause has been inserted in the loan paper that the 

project should obtain No Objection Certificate from the central or state pollution control board to get funds 

from the bank. 

Serving The Purpose Of Green Banking Through Cashless Transaction In India  

The recent digitalization of Indian economy has led most of the Indians to prefer ATM based 

transactions rather they preferring to point of sales payment transactions.  In other words in India people do 

prefer ATM based transactions compared to Point Of Sales payment transactions.  The data revealed by RBI 

also shows that the total value of ATM based transactions has also increased to a remarkable extent. It is 

noteworthy to remember that the card based transactions have also increased in the recent times. 

Bank wise ATM/POS/CARD statistics for Oct 2019 

Name of 

the bank 

Credit card Debit card 

Amount of transactions using Transactions using 

ATM POS ATM POS 

On site Off 

site 

On line  Off 

line 

No of 

transactions 

Amount of 

transactions(lakhs) 

No of 

transactions 

Amount of 

transactions(Lakhs) 

Canara 

Bank 
4715 4066 23552 0 56723 2823.5 832855 19711.7 

SBI 25602 32935 750252 0 127092 4970,7 37478893 1275643.8 

Axis 

Bank 

Ltd 

5322 1243 504211 0 75469 3454,7 17726691 758628.6 

ICICI 

Bank 

Ltd 

5416 9956 447284 0 51627 1919.8 30156892 937262,7 

Grand 

total of 

64 banks 

110425 97318 4825074 0 833239 41519 202809408 7115615 

Source: https://rbi.org.in/scripts/atm  

https://rbi.org.in/SCRIPTS/ATM
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It is found that ATMs have larger reach than a bank establishing a branch as they serve the purpose 

faster. They are easy to maintain and can serve 24x7 when compared with branch serving only for 8 hours a 

day.  

On an average a branch banking transaction is costlier than an internet based transaction to a bank. A 

branch banking transaction costs a bank about Rupees 40-50. On the other hand an internet based transaction 

costs Rupees 15-30 per customer to the bank. (Source: the hindubusinessline.com nov.17, 2015) 

  A noteworthy point here is that a reduction in the banking cost take place when a customer opts for 

more and more card based transaction. An important point here is to notice that as the customer opts for more 

and more internet based banking the banking cost to the banker will reduce.   Lending at an attractive rate is 

possible for the banks when the cost of more and more internet based banking starts getting reduced. This will 

make the customer to bank on.  It will also lead to the creation of capital indirectly. Generally we know that a 

customer as an investor of a bank will expect higher return in the form of interest on the amount that he/she 

invests in a bank. Obliviously an investor will panic when a reduction in the rate of interest on the deposits that 

he/she has made takes place. Indeed we should accept this fact. This will be only for a shorter period. But in 

the long run there will be a definite positive impact due to cent per cent banking transactions as they come 

within the close surveillance. These will increase the revenue to the government which will add to the growth. 

The good effect of this also the control of inflation.  A reduction in the rate of interest should not make the 

investor to panic. One should remember that so long as the rate of interest is more than the rate of inflation it is 

always a good situation. 
 

Outcome Of The Study 

Following results have been noticed from the study: 

Use of Net banking as a part of Green Banking: 

Knowldge of online 

banking 

No of repondents 

saying yes 

Percentage  

32 18 

Out of 50 respondents 32 have said that they know about online banking and the remaining 18 have 

said that they do not know about online banking. 

Age and knowledge of green banking: 

Age group No. of respondents Knowing Not knowing 

Less than 20 9 7 2 

20-30 15 11 4 

30-40 24 18 6 

40 and above 2 1 1 

 

 
 

 

9 

15 
24 

2 

No. of respondents 

Less than 20 20-30 30-40 40 and above
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The above table and the chart reveals that the age of the respondents will not influence much regarding the use 

of the green banking products. Each category of the age group are aware of the green banking products to 

almost on an average of 69 percent extent. 

Option to select the green banking products: 

Type of facilities No. of respondents using Percentage 

ATM/Debit card 44 88 

Credit card 06 12 

Online banking 18 36 

Wallet application 03 06 

Any other 06 12 

 

It is observed that 88 percent of the respondents have said that they have the ATM/Debit cards and 

they are using it. Only 12 percent of the respondents use credit cards as they feel that using the credit card is a 

costly affair thing to do. 36 percent of the respondents have preferred online banking to pay and transfer funds.  
 

Frequency of internet banking as green banking initiative: 

Options No. of respondents Percentage 

Once a day 12 06 

More than 6 times  a week 22 16 

4-6 times a week 8 08 

2-3 times in a week 5 06 

Once a week 3 12 
 

It has been observed that 44 percent of the respondents use internet banking more than 6 times a week. 

6 percent of the respondents use internet banking only once in a week. 

 

Conclusion 

Not only as a part of corporate social responsibility but also as a moral responsibility as each and every 

bank should initiate green banking business may be as a step by step initiative measure. An ensuring of safe 

environment is done through this green initiative. The concept of going green will not only simplifies the 

process of banking but also brings more and more cost efficiency by protecting the economy as a whole. The 

success of green banking lies with the initiatives of bank‘s way by which it tries to popularise the same. The 

unknown green banking products should be made know to the general public.   There is an urgent need to 

educate the rural population with regard to green products only then it is popularised. 
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 Analysis of Marketing and Pricing Policies of Cashew as Farm Product 

 
Satish S. Kadam , Assistant Professor  Dr. Jayashree Bhakay 

Assistant Professor, MBSIM Khed (Ratnagiri) 

 

Introduction 

Cashew is one of the important tropical crops called as the ‗poor man‘s crop, rich man‘s food‘. The 

cashew nut is native of Brazil and Portuguese travelers took the cashew tree to colonies in India, first recorded 

in Cochin by 1578 AD, in Goa by 1598 A.D. (Mohod A. G. et al., 2010). The commercial cashew production 

in India was started in 1960. Ever since, the production and productivity of the cashew is increasing. The 

National Horticultural Mission (NHM) has supported well to bring more and more area under cashew 

cultivation. India has progressed in developing new cultivaters, progression system and also a large number of 

products, which could be improvised with further research. The need for the development of propagation 

technologies is being increased for providing higher returns for the farmers producing cashews. This could 

bring out cashew cultivation possible even in the non- traditional regions. Use of seedlings propagated from 

seeds, poor adoption of improved planting materials (clone), low population density per unit area and adoption 

of poor agronomic practices can also help improve yield. The market price of the cashew is very attractive that 

also inclined the farmers for its cultivation. The statistics on area, production, and productivity of cashew in 

different state of the country reveals that the state of Maharashtra ranks first in the production and productivity. 

The area under cashew in Maharashtra is about 1.75 lakh ha and the production is 1.98 MT. The productivity 

of cashew in Maharashtra is 1186 kg/ha compared to average value of 695 kg/ha for the country (CEPC, 2012). 

In last few years in Goa, the cashew yield showed the increasing trend exceptionally in one or two years. 

(Table 1).  
 

Table 1 Year-wise cashew production (tons) in Goa (Source: Times of India) 

Year Cashew yield 

2017-18 28,012 

2016-17 24,396 

2015-16 17,549 

2014-15 25,011 

2013-14 24,332 

 

Climatic condition at the flowering and fruit setting stage are the crucial factor that primarily 

determines the yield of the cashew. As row cashew nuts need to have processing i.e. boiling or roasting and 

shelling or cutting, cashew nut processing industries have good demand in the cashew growing areas. Cashew 

industries is a good source of employment for the local people. The cashew mill in India employed different 

unit operations/methodology for processing and depending on variety of raw material, location, technological 

mechanization and availability of secured energy supply. The most energy and time intensive unit operations in 

cashew processing are drying of raw seed in open sun, steaming of raw nut and kernel drying with electrical 

energy (Balasubramanian, 2000). The average installed production capacity of the surveyed cashew processing 

industries was about 9800 kg of raw cashew nut seeds per annum. The actual raw material processed by these 

industries was in the tune of 5833 kg per annum, which revealed the average percent plant capacity utilization 

of 55% only. The women workers were prominent in the small scale cashew nut processing mills. (Mohod A. 

G. et al., 2010). Based on the observations, economic analysis of cashew nut processing plant showed that, if 

the plant be operated with full capacity and efficiency then there would be profit of ` 1329.07 per day, 

excluding all expenses. This is quite profitable, but the profit margin could be increased more by plant 

mechanization and modernization. Processing capacity could be increased with significant reduction in labour 

requirement and processing time by modernizing the processing plants. (Banerjee and Shrivastava, 2014). 
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Table:  AVERAGE PRICING TREND OF RAW CASHEW 

NUT IN DIFFERENT STATES 

(Prices Rs/Kg) 

Year Kerala Karnataka Andhra 

Pradesh 

Tamilnadu Goa and 

Maharashtra 

2018 158.87 148 144 150 164 

2017 133.03 137.22 114.18 101.8 142.02 

2016 99.68 112.69 100.35 80.68 129.81 

2015 90 115 74.84 72.27 122 

2014 61.32 78 74.2 63.89 87.08 

2013 51.8 53 52.5 55.5 72.78 

2012 59.59 60.5 58.5 60.5 76.67 

2011 71 70.5 70 71 83 

 

Cashew nut occupies a prime place in the Indian economy, accounting for 16.95 per cent of the total 

area under plantation crops, which stood second position after coconut, and production of cashewnut accounts 

to 16.57 per cent of total production of selected plantation crops in India during 2000-01. India possesses about 

21.6 % of area under cashew plantations (Murugamani & Ravi, 2016). It is the third highest foreign exchange 

earner among agro-based export items with production standing at 6.95 lakh tones and productivity of 778.28 

kg/ha (Indian Cashew Statistics, Cashew nut Export Promotion Council, Cochin, 2010) It provides beneficial 

employment for about 3 million people all around the world, in which, about 1 million are employed in India 

alone (Padmbanaban, 2010).   

The cashew apples, cashew kernels, broken and whole; raw cashew nuts; roasted cashew nuts and 

cashew nut shell liquid (CNSL) are the forms in which the cashew can be sold in the market. As cashew apples 

are perishable, it is having the local and very less market value. Cashew apple which is major part of Cashew 

Produce is perishable goes waste unlike in Goa where it is used to extract Alcohol. CNSL is a byproduct of the 

cashew industry having tremendous export potential. In spite of this potential, a good portion of it still 

continues to be burnt as crude fuel in the local manufacturing units for running boilers or other purposes. 

Export of CNSL from India stood at 6,908 MT, valued at Rs 26.28 crore (US$ 4.08 million) during April 

2017-December 2017, while exports of cashew kernels stood at 67,653 MT, valued at Rs 4,715.21 crore (US$ 

731.15 million) during the same period. (Indian brand equity foundation,2017).  

Due to recent rise in interest from other countries, cashew production and processing has reached new 

heights. As per food and agricultural organization‘s report of 2012, India made about 1,72,719 metric tons 

(MT) of cashews in the country at a rate of 0.70 MT/ hectare (Murugamani and Ravi, 2016) (Table 2). India is 

the single largest producer and exporter of cashews, accounting for 40 % of the global share. It is also the 

largest importer of row cashew nut globally, with around 8 lakh metric tons of average annual imports, 

followed by Vietnam. 

 

Table 2 Leading cashew nut producing countries and its production. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Source:  Global statistical Review 2015) 

 

Sr.No. Country Production in MT 

1 India 1,72,719 

2 Cote dlvoir 1,71,111 

3 Brazil 1,33,000 

4 Vietnam 1,13,059 

5 World 7,38,861 
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Cashew is a major crop in Ratnagiri and Sindhudurga districts such as Lanja, Sangmeshwar, Chiplun, 

Khed, Mandangad, Sawantwadi, Kankavali and all those areas beyond 15 kilometers from the sea coast. 

Vengurla varieties give good seed count. Cashew grown locally gives good outturn especially the vengurla 

varieties. Organised plantations are better managed with fences and compounds, irrigation and use of organic 

material such as vermicompost and othercompost to maintain soil fertility.  

The major challenges faced by the Indian cashew trade industry are stringent policies regarding 

cultivation, availability of labor, competition from other crops and competitive pricing of crops. India is facing 

major competition with cashew producing country like Vietnam and Nigeria. These countries are exporting its 

cashew at cheaper rates than the domestic rates of our country.  

In view of the above, it was felt necessary to conduct a survey and analyze the data available through 

internet to find out the new technology adaptation of cashew industry in south Konkan region. The study was 

also focused to evaluate and understand several value added products of cashew industries, to understand labor 

related issues and women empowerment as a result of cashew industries and to understand other subsidiary 

activities that can be conducted to improve cashew industry. 

 

Research Methodology 

A survey was made with a questionnaire to know the status of the cashew nut processing industries in 

the South Konkan region. The information was gathered through the interviews with the industry owners and 

the labors. The data available on internet through the reliable resources was used for the study. Among the four 

district of Konkan region, the two district of south Konkan viz. Ratnagiri and Sindhudurga were selected for 

the study. Total 6 processing units and 50 farmers selected randomly. The information from sample grower 

was collected by survey method through personnel Interview and data pertaining to the agricultural year 2016-

17. 

 The current study tries to elucidate the problems associated with the cashew industry, from production 

to marketing and the generation of revenues. The current study is shedding light on the current status of cashew 

industries and recommends improvements to current practices adopted by them. This research is descriptive in 

nature as it aims to establish detailed understanding of the topic and providing an overview of the cashew 

industry as a whole. To examine the challenges faced by the industry it is essential to realize the issues faced 

by the people who are closely and directly linked to the industry. Keeping in mind the overall requirements of 

the study, it was suggested that a quantitative method of data collection be applied. This study utilized both 

primary and secondary data for the purpose of data collection for the research. The primary data shall be 

obtained by means of a questionnaire that was designed keeping in mind all the variables that were to be tested. 

The questionnaire shall be closed ended with two major sections; one to obtain demographic information and 

the next containing questions related to the problems faced by the industry. The primary data shall be collected 

from traders from within the cashew processing industry who have inside knowledge of the workings of the 

industry. The survey aimed to the traders who belong either a processing or a producing industry in the state of 

Maharashtra in Sindhudurg district.  

 

Results and Discussion 

 The observations recorded through the survey, interview and the internet data reached to the following 

conclusions.  

 Estimated tentative export and import of cashew for December 2017 showed that India is having a 

good quantum of export compared to the import. This in turn adds to the income to the farmers and in all to the 

country too. In 2016, the export and import both were more compared to estimated in 2017. This might be 

because of the production, cost of the produce and the demand by the consumers. It is observed from the table 

below that the cost of the imported cashew kernels is remarkably less than the export value. This indicates that 

even importing and then the cashew kernels can be a good business.  
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Table 3 Estimated tentative Export /Import details of cashew kernels for December 2017 

(Source- CEPCI, Cochin 2018). 

Export/Import Quantity Value Value Unit Value   

  (M T) (Rs. Crs) (US $ Mins) (Rs. Per Kg.) 

EXPORT 

Dec-17 8031 528.44 82.26 658 

Dec-16 8476 581.57 85.65 686.14 

April 2017-December2017 67653 4715.21 731.15 696.97 

April 2016-December2016 61369 3739.32 557.36 609.32 

IMPORT  

Dec-17 40 1 N.A 336.14 

Dec-16 493 26.22 3.86 531.85 

April 2017-December2017 2651 161.46 25.04 609.07 

April 2016-December2016 2964 146.56 21.85 494.47 

 

Cashew grower’ condition 

 Cashew growers, especially the small cashew growers are least bothered about the market rate of the 

raw cashew nuts. To curtail the efforts to goo up to the industry, they use to sell their produce to the mediator. 

Mediator purchase the raw nut at comparatively low rates. It was also observed that there many middle persons 

who are earning on the basis of purchasing from the farmers and making stocks and selling it to the industries 

at higher rates. It is even observed that the scrap dealers (kabadi or bhangarwalas) are also involved in this 

business just as middle person. This is because they are having good investing capacity. During the season, 

they work more on cashew nut dealing than the scrap. The growers due to their negligence, laziness and more 

over periodic harvesting of the cashew nuts, avoids to make the stock locally and selling it to the industries. 

Non availability of the cashew processing industries also compels them to do so. The transportation of the raw 

nut in small quantity up to the industry adds to the expenditure and reduces their benefit. Hence, they prefer to 

sell it to the local middle man only. The middle man gets the benefit that all the nearby cashew nut growers 

contribute raw cashew nut to him that helps to transport a lump sum quantum of cashew nut to the processing 

industries. It reduces the transportation cost and adds to his benefit just for making stock.  

Status of cashew processing industries 

The fuel and the labor requirement of the cashew nut processing industry is very high. This is due to 

the fact that most of the industries are working on the old technologies. The industries are set up according to 

the land availability and no importance is paid to the proper lay out of the industry. The old industries are set 

years back and are expanded as per the space available. Due to the improper layout of the industry, the time 

and motion required for the processing is much more than the properly set and layout newly established 

industries. The small and medium processing industries are still stuck up to the traditional practices even 

though new technologies are available. The lack of technology transfer, insufficient capital investments, 

shortage of resources and mere negligence may be the cause behind it. The minimum concern have been paid 

to the safety and ergonomic standards in the industry. In some industries it was observed that even availability 

sufficient light is lacking. The workers are least bothered about their heath. Deogirikar et al. (2016) observed 

that the layout of the industry affect the processing cost. They found in their study of two different industries 

that the properly lay out industry has the processing charge as Rs 553 per kg compared to Rs 597 per kg in the 

gradually expanded and improperly layout industry. More processing cost reduces the profit to the owner.  

Cashew nut shelling machines in industries 

Many of the cashew processing industries in Sindhudurg are using the manually operated cashew nut 

shelling machines. The reason behind it the low investment capacity of the industry owner, gradual expansion 

of the industry, he feels it is less risky to have more number of small units than a costly bigger unit. The 

owners believe that the quality obtained by shelling the cashew nut with the manual machines are far better 

than the automatic machines considering the oil deposition over the cashew kernels. Owners are used to 

manually operated units as female labors are available for doing the shelling operation. Their per day shelling 
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capacity is also good (about 25 kg kernels per day). During interview with the owners, it came to know that 

automatic machines are avoided because the servicing and repairing facilities are not available nearby. The 

technician has to come from Kolhapur for the minor technical faults too that held up the job.  

Unit operations on cashew nut processing and the energy utilization 

It was observed that the equipments adopted by the industries are not the standard and hence the 

energy consumption is supposed to be much more than the actual needed. There is a scope for an overall 

energy savings of up to 30–48 % and utilization of renewable energy sources such as solar energy and biomass 

gasification in this sector (Mohod et al., 2010). As the unit operations are scattered in the industry, there is 

wastage of human energy due to more movement in the premises during the processing.  

 

Challenges associated with Cashew Industry in Ratnagiri and Sindhudurga. 

Table : Constraints Faced By Cashew Processors 

Sr.No Problems 

1 Non-availability of adequate working capital finance & high rate of interest 

2 Non -availability of quality raw material and their prices were high 

3 Govt. rules and regulations 

4 Problem of raw cashew nut storage 

5 Problem in marketing of cashew kernels 

6 Non -availability of labour in time and adequately 

 

The major challenges associated with processing and marketing of cashew nut are found to be  

1. High wage rate of labors  

2. Non-availability of sufficient skilled labour,  

3. Non-availability of graded and good quality of raw material  

4. High commission rates of the agents  

5. Improper layout of industry 

6. Location of the processing industry with respect to transportation facility  

7. Distance of processing industry from the main market i.e. Sindhudurg to Mumbai and Goa is about 

500 km and 580 km respectively. 
 

KOCHI: The Indian cashew industry is facing the double whammy of plunging exports and weak 

local prices that have hit profitability of the processing units in the country. Exports fell to a two-decade low in 

2018-19, down 20 per cent year-on-year to 66,693 tonnes and, in terms of value, down 24 per cent year-on-

year to 4,434 crore, according to the data of the Cashew Export Promotion Council of India (CEPCI). 

From over 1,00,000 tonnes, the export quantity has fallen steadily in the past few years as Vietnam and other 

countries held a price advantage over India through lower processing cost. 
 

Conclusion 

Cashew is the major source of foreign exchange earnings, jobs and income in rural areas. A major 

portion of produce is brought by village traders and agents who visit the growers as well as open the shops in 

weekly market for collection of raw Cashewnut.  

Cashew grower‘s preference for different channels was assessed and five Cashewnut marketing 

channels were observed in the study area. They were 

1. Channel I : Grower- Village merchant- Wholesaler- Processor. 

2. Channel II: Grower- Itinerant merchant/ village merchant- Processor 

3. Channel III: Grower- Village merchant- Factory agent- Processor 

4. Channel IV: Grower- Wholesaler- Processor 

5. Channel V; Grower- Processor 

The channel I was most popular in the study are as 45 and 40 per cent  cashew grower in Ratnagiri and 

Sindhudurg districts respectively sold there produces through this channel.  Among the different marketing 

https://m.economictimes.com/topic/cashew
https://m.economictimes.com/topic/exports
https://m.economictimes.com/topic/prices
https://m.economictimes.com/topic/CEPCI
https://m.economictimes.com/topic/Vietnam
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cost, transport cost was a major item of cost. When marketing efficiency is more then that marketing channel 

said to be more efficient. In study area channel V is the most efficient having 1:76.56 and 1:67.06 marketing 

efficiency in Ratnagiri and Sindhudurg districts respectively. So the producer should be encourage to sell their 

produce derectly to the processor to get highest price. 

             Cashew is the perennial plantation crop having gestation period of four years. During this period of 

establishment  a cashew grower has to incur initial investment. The establishment amount per hectare required 

for HYVs cashew orchard was Rs 77519.97 and for local variety cashew orchard was Rs. 27253.29. Out of 

total establishment cost maximum expenditure was incurred on labour wages ie 37.21 per cent in HYVs and 

33.05 per cent in local variety of cashew. 

             The benefit cost ratio was higher in HYVs cashew orchard (1.95) than local variety cashew orchard 

(1.71) 

             The major marketing constraints expressed by the cashew growers were problem of distant location of 

processing units (80%) followed by high price fluctuations (74.17) and malpractices of village merchant( 

65.83%) 
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Need of Security Using Ethical Hacking 

 

Mrs. Ashwini G. Salunkhe ,Dr. Rajendra Patil , Mr. Sachin S. Bhosale  

 

Introduction 

Security is the major fact in today‟s technical world where internet use is very vast and fast growing. 

Every organization has problems related to the security about their personal, sensitive and confidential data. 

This is done only because of hacking, Hacking is done by a one who gain illegal access to data and system 

resources having wrong intensions. There are two types of hackers, one who has permissions of the security 

experts for securing data using hacking tools and techniques and the other who uses that techniques and their 

skill to break security to harm the organization.  

Some of the most costly and effective victims of hacking have been businesses. Businesses are many 

times targeted to hack their customers‟ personal and financial data and often are targeted by their own 

employees, whether dissatisfied or just opportunistic. Businesses can lose billions of dollars yearly as because 

of hacking and other computer holes. Many times, the true cost cannot be evaluated because the effects of a 

security breach can linger for years after the actual attack. Companies can lose user confidence and in many 

cases are held officially responsible for any loss to their customers. The cost of recovering from an attack can 

spread quickly: legal fees, investigative fees, stock performance, reputation management, customer support, 

etc. Companies, and more recently, consumers, are investing more and more money into preventing an attack 

before it actually happens. Businesses that hold stores of consumer‟s personal and financial data are especially 

taking extra steps to insure the data‟s safety.[5] 

 

Survey of Internet Crime Complaint Center 

According to the  IC3 website “Internet Crime Control Center”. It includes yearly and aggregate data 

for complaints and losses over the years 2015 to 2019. Over that time period, IC3 received a total of 1,707,618 

complaints. According to this survey(Fig.1) the complaints count are increased from 2015 to 2019.[2] 

Types of Hackers 

There are mainly three types of hackers who perform different activities of hacking,which are explained below: 

 White hat hackers  

 Black hat hackers 

 Grey hat hackers  

 White hat hackers 

 
 

Figure 1: Complaint records of IC3 [2] 

 

These hackers are also called as ethical hackers or pen testers. Ethical hackers attempt to penetrate into 

the system to exploit vulnerabilities in the system, network and applications. White hat hackers always takes 
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approval of the security experts to find weaknesses and vulnerabilities that a malicious hacker could potentially 

exploit. 

2) Black hat hackers 

The crackers means black hat hackers. The black hat hackers exploit vulnerabilities of the system, 

network or application using different hacking techniques and their skill and enters into the system to get the 

personal data or harm the data.[5] 

3) Grey hat hackers 

The grey hat hackers comes in the category as white hat hacker as well as black hat hackers. They are 

unauthorized hackers but they work as a white hat and black hat hackers. 

 

Phases of Hacking  

 An ethical hacker always follows the process of hacking before penetrating into a system. 

 There are following phases of hacking which are very useful when do the hacking  

1.Reconnaissance - Reconnaissance is also called as footprinting. Reconnaissance is an ethical hacking 

process of gathering information about the target and its environment prior to performing the later 

attacks.[4] 

2.Scanning - This is the phase in which you take the information gleaned from the footprinting phase and 

use it to target your attack much more precisely. Scanning means performing tasks like ping sweeps, port 

scans, observations of facilities and other similar tasks.[4] 

 

Reconnaissance 

 

Scanning 

 

Gaining Access 

 

System Hacking 

 

Maintaining Access 

 

Covering tracks 

 

Fig.2 Phases of Hacking 

 

3.Gaining access 

It defined as the process of  take out user names, machine names, network resources, services from a 

system. In this phase, the attacker creates an active connection to the system and performs directed queries to 

gain more information about the target.[3] 

The gathered information is used to identify the vulnerabilities or weak points in system security and 

tries to exploit in the system gaining phase. 

System hacking 

Hacker can now plan and execute an attack based on the information you uncovered. For example, 

start user accounts to attack based on the ones uncovered in the enumeration phase.[4] 

Maintaining access 

Maintaining access requires taking the steps involved in being able to be persistently within the target 

environment in order to gather as much data as possible. [3] 

Covering tracks 

This is the phase when you attempt to remove evidence of your presence in a system.You purge log 

files and destroy other evidence that might give away the valuable clues neede for the system owner to 

determine an attack occurred. 
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Security using Ethical Hacking 

The positive use of ethical hacking is for the security.It help organizations to develop and maintain 

secure applications. Ethical hacking also provides the organization with the necessary knowledge, awareness 

and risk background the threats to its environment and react appropriately. Security is maintained using ethical 

hacking which uses following types of techniques and skills. 

 

1.Vulnerability Assessment 

A vulnerability assessment is the process of defining, identifying, classifying and prioritizing 

vulnerabilities in computer system or applications. It also provides the organization with necessary knowledge, 

awareness and risk background the threats to its environment and react appropriately. The types of 

vulnerability assessment are as follows: 

 

Network based scan 

 

Host based scan 

 

Wireless network scan 

 

Application scan 

 

Database scan 

 

Penetration testing 

 

Penetration testing is the process to identify security vulnerabilities in an application by evaluating the 

system or network with various malicious methods and techniques. The purpose of this test is to secure 

important data from strangers like hackers who can have unauthorized access to the system. Once the 

vulnerability is identifies it is used to exploit the system in order to gain access to sensitive information. 

Penetration testing is also known as pen test and a penetration tester is also referred as an ethical hacker. 

When a pen test is performed it typically takes one of three forms: 

 Black box 

 Grey box 

 White box 

 

Tools -There are different types of tools that are used to gain the information about the vulnerabilities in the 

system to identify risk that are dangerous to the system. 

Nessus - Nessus is an open-source network vulnerability scanner that used to exploit common vulnerability 

significant capabilities of Nessus includes compability with computers and servers of all size,detection of 

security holes in local or remote hosts, missing security updates and patches detection, simulated attacks to 

pinpoint vulnerabilities. 

WebInspect - WebInspect is a web application security assessment tool that helps to identify known and 

unknown vulnerabilities within the web application layer. WebInspect can also used to check that web server is 

configured properly, and attempts common web attacks such as parameter injection, cross-site scripting, 

directory traversal, and more. 

Quals 

Quals perform vulnerability management scans in such a way as to collect as much information about 

a target, without running an actual vulnerability scan. This can be beneficial when trying to understand why 

your authenticated scan fails, or why not as many targets are being found as you expected. 

Proxies 
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It is an active web application proxy. It‟s a tool designed to find vulnerabilities while browsing an 

application. The process is very simple, it runs like a proxy listening in port 8008 by default, so you have to 

browse the desired web site setting your browser to use this software as a proxy, and then it will analyze all the 

parameters in background mode. 

Metasploit 

Metasploit is used for researching security vulnerabilities and developing code that allows a network 

administrator to break into his own network to identify security risks and document which vulnerabilities need 

to be addressed first. 

 

Rules of Ethical Hacking:- 

1) The hacker must follow the ethical hacking rules. If they don‟t follow the rules then it would be unsafe for 

the organization. [3] 

 The more important thing for ethical hacker is time and patience. 

 Ethical hackers duty have clear intensions to help the organization not to harm them.[3] 

 Privacy is the major concern from the organization point of view, thus the ethical hacker must be kept it private 

because their misuse can be dangerous or illegal. 

 Reach agreement with all of the stakeholders on the date and time for running test. 

Need of Ethical Hacking 

 To protect our system from unauthorized access, safeguard the system and information from malicious attack. 

 Develop preventive networks at regular interval. 

 To form security alertness at all stages in a business. 

 Ethical hacking offers an objective investigation of an organization‟s information security position for 

organizations any level of security expertise. 

 Vulnerabilities in the system can be identified before they get exploited by black hat hackers. 

 Preventing malicious hackers to gain access of crucial data.[3] 

 

Conclusion 

Today, use of internet is fastly increasing so there is a need to secure our data over the internet.But this 

is an invitation to the “hackers or crackers” to gain access of information. Thus security is the major problem 

for the organization. This demonstrates the importance of ethical hackers. For this purpose the organization 

hires ethical hackers who are well knowledge and experienced person. Ethical hacking help organizations to 

develop and maintain secure applications. 
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Big Data Challenges in Iot and Cloud 

Mrs. Ashwini G. Salunkhe, Mrs. K. H. Sodi , Miss. Damini S. Jagtap 

 

Big data 

Big Data is also called data but with a lot of size vast information is a duration used to represent a 

collection of data that is large in size and yet increasing exponentially with time. That means such facts is so 

Large and difficult that none of the old-fashioned data controlling outfits are able to stock it or Process it 

efficiently. 

 

 

 

IOT 

  IOT stand‟s for IOT it is a way of connecting with other devices within a proper system of switching. 

Internet is the most important part in everyone‟s life. Without internet we cannot doing our important work 

which is related to the cell phones, computers, networking etc. with the help of internet we can done the 

informative task easily and correctly with good results. IOT deals with the multiple technologies, embedded 

system, machine learning, wireless sensor network, control system, automation and other underwrite to 

allowing the IOT 

Embedded system: 

  Embedded system is a workstation system a 

combination of a computer processor, computer memory, 

and input, output devices. Embedded system control 

physical operation of machine. For the common use 

Inserted organisations manage many devices. 

 

 

 

Machine learning: 

Machine learning (ML) is the scientific study of algorithms and statistical models.in that Computer 

systems use to accomplish an explicit chore deprived of using obvious directions. Machine Learning 

algorithms build a mathematical model which is depend on sample data, known as “Training data” 

Wireless sensor : 

A without wire device system can be  

clear as a system of strategies that can interconnect  

the Data collect from a observed field done  

without wire links. 

 

 

 

A control organisation accomplishes all the commands, and behaviour of additional strategies or 

Classifications using controller rounds. In other simple arguments, the Explanation of a manage organisation 

Cut down as a system, which is controls other systems. 
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Automation: 

Automation and automatic control is the use of many control systems for operating Hardware such as 

equipment, methods in factories, converting on receiver systems, boilers And heat giving ovens navigation and 

stabilization of ships, aircraft and other Applications and means of transportation with reduced human 

intervention. 

Cloud computing  

In the easy terms, rain cloud calculating is well-defined as storing and acquiring informations and 

programs over the Internet in its place of our computer‟s hard drive. The cloud is just like metaphor for the 

Internet. There are many example of the cloud computing such as the google drive, apple iCloud, and amazon 

cloud drive. Cloud computing depend on sharing of resources to achieve consistency and economies of scale. 

 

Big data challenges for iot: 

Challenges in iot such as data reliability, 

Data reliability:- 

Big data is never accurate in IOT it‟s important to be sure before inspect data that the sensors function 

properly and the quality of the data coming for analysis is reliable and not destroy with various factors. 

Which data to store:-  

In that we have to choose which data to store and which to drop. What is more, the value of some 

data is far not on the surface, but we may need this data in the future. And if you decide to store the data for 

the future, the challenge is to do it with minimal costs. 

Analysis depth. 

In analysis depth when is it enough to get by with quick analysis and when deeper analysis can 

lead more value. 

Security:-  

In internet of thing at similar time period there are 

very need data security. Cyber criminals can get approach 

to information centres and strategies, connect to 

transmission systems, influence plant life, factories, and 

steal personal data from telecom operatives. IOT big data 

is a quite new perception for security specialists, and the 

lack of apposite experience increases security risks. 

 

 

 

 

  

 Big data challenges for cloud computing: 

  Security Issues: in that decrease manage concluded the area of 

complex information and opportunity of data leakage .There is also the 

problem of human privacy in data on the cloud Internet connection: in 

that an application with weighty communication, a stable Internet 

connection with a high bandwidth is required and is not always available 

 

Conclusion : 

In this paper over all study about the big data. What are the importance of the big data? IOT internet of 

thing is the part of our life in that discuss about the importance of the IOT and also what the big data tasks in 

internet of thing are. And how they are effect in dealing the IOT application .cloud computing is the another 
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thing which is related to the big data.in that also describe the are the big data tasks in cloud computing. Both 

are the combination of this three 
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Digital Marketing and its Impact on Buying Behaviour of Youth 
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2
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3 

 

Introduction 

Digital Marketing is defined as buying and selling of information, products and services via computer 

networks or internet. Internet and electronic technologies are transforming the entire economy and changing 

business trends, customer buying preferences and supply chains. A new economy tends to a new business 

models. Tourism industry, ticket booking, and online shopping has seen drastic change in this recent years. 

One noticeable change that 82% of E-commerce share taken by travel and tourism industry in India. Online 

shopping are captivated with prompt delivery and smooth payment mechanisms that are building trust in 

consumers. Matrimonial sites are also taking the lead. Many retailers are now pulling their customers to buy 

the products such as electronics, glossaries and medicines, and so on. The internet is a riotous technological 

innovation but youngster everywhere are walking with the online shopping. Digitalization has been more 

impact on retail shopping and ultimately businesses to sell their goods and services. Now e-market is 

dominating the all physical markets. 

Digital Marketing Scenario in India 

India is the third largest internet population among the world's internet population. After internet 

revolution marketing strategies has been changed and buying preferences of people are changing. Growth of 

digital marketing is tremendous hence, it cannot be compare with any other marketing strategy. Nowadays 

Indians are aware about uses internet not only for buying purpose, but also for employment and matrimonial 

purposes too. For booming digital marketing social media plays an important role. With the help of the internet 

marketing retail sector is booming online and offline. In next few years online sales will grow by 55 percent. 

Our country is third largest country of the internet user, and now our government is also in favour of 

digitalization and the campaign is "Digital India". For developing digital market social media playing an 

important role. Youngster are spending more time and money on online shopping. Presently, the internet 

accounts have small proportion of GDP but it will be boom in next few years. The powerful segment I market 

are youngsters, so they on the priority of manufacturers to satisfy their need and wants. This study is about 

how youth are playing important role and part on digital marketing. 

Buying Behaviour of Youth 

Individual buying behaviour plays a dominant role in the consumer behaviour in public, and 

particularly among the youth. Buying behaviour marketing is a process of establishing relationships between 

products offered in the market, and targeted buying behaviour groups. It involves market segmentation based 

on of buying behaviour, positioning of product in a way that appeals to the preferences, opinions and activities 

of the targeted market. It takes to place promotional campaigns which promotes internet marketing. Internet is 

entered in India is around two decades before. Organised retailing on digital marketing is only 3-4%. It means 

some elements are hurdles in the flourishing of digital marketing in India. The risk comprehends by the 

youngsters of India is one of them. India has more young population and hence, it tends to prefer online 

shopping which is recent marketing trend. The government of India is investing a lot of money in internet 

infrastructure. Now organized retailers are not only easily reaching to urban areas, but also to their rural area 

buyer too. 

Review of Literature : The following are the important review related to this study: 

              Vishal Khasgiwala & Monica Sainy: In their study titled “Gender disparity wise study of 

Impulsive buying behaviour and exploratory tendencies of youth in central India”, impulsive buying 

behaviour is experimented. 

             Impulsive buying is a common behaviour today and can occur in any setting. Much of the human 

activity is driven by impulses that are biochemically & psychologically stimulated. Beatty and Ferrell 

described that Impulse buying refers to immediate purchases which are without any pre-shopping objective 

either to purchase 
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the specific product category or to fulfil a specific need. It is not consciously planned, but arises immediately 

upon confrontation with certain stimulus. India Being a transitional economy technological boom such as 

television shopping channels and the Internet expand consumers‟ impulse purchasing opportunities, increasing 

both the accessibility to products and services, and the ease with which impulse purchases can be made. 

Impulse buying is an unplanned purchase that is characterized by relatively rapid decision-making, and a 

subjective bias in favor of immediate possession. 

              Dastidar & Datta (2009): In this study it was found that, relationship present gender wise between 

both the variable and influence of exploratory tendencies on impulsive buying behavior on in young female is 

higher than young male. It reveals that, variety seeking, risk taking/innovativeness, and curiosity motivated 

behavior in young female is higher result spontaneous buying behavior. While study shows that, in male it is 

lower. The population in the age-group of 15-34 increased from 353 million in 2001 to 430 million in 2011. 

Current predictions suggest a steady increase in the youth population to 464 million by 2021. By 2020, India is 

set to become the world‟s youngest country with 64 percent of its population in the working age group (The 

Hindu, 17 April 2013). 

3. Sathish and A. Rajamohan (2012): In their study Consumer behaviour, and buying behaviour marketing, a 

general approach of consumer is taken. A consumer‟s buying behaviour is seen as the sum of his interactions 

with his environment. Buying behaviour studies are a component of the broader behavioural concept called 

psychographics.” Harold W. Berkman and Christopher Gilson define buying behaviour as “unified” patterns of 

behaviour that both determine and are determined by consumption. The term “unified patterns of behaviour” 

refers to behaviour in its broadest sense. Attitude formation, and such internal subjective activities may not be 

observable, but they are behaviour nonetheless. Buying behaviour is an integrated system of a person‟s 

attitudes, values, interests, opinions, and his over behaviour. It is found in this study that “Consumer behaviour 

is still a young discipline, and most of the research now available has been generalised only during the past 

fifteen years or so. Innovations such as the buying behaviour concept, and AIO research represent ways to 

move the study of consumers away from isolated, often unrelated projects towards broader integrated systems, 

and research techniques. 

              Rashmi Bansal (2007): in her article defined urban youth as youth marketers of today in India and 

not as per the version of sociologists and media men who relate it to the statistics of men under the age of 25. 

Youth could be defined as a potent and cultural force, the consumers of today and the growth engines of 

tomorrow. This study concentrates on the aspirations, inspiration and perspiration of urban Indian youth and 

not on the response of the youth‟s choice of either Western or Indian styles or the cultural values. There is little 

doubt that increasing affluence would lead to radical choices for future generations. 

             Priyanka Mehra (2009): in her article mentions that youth have always been a prime target for 

marketers. More so in India now, as two-thirds of the population is below 35 years of age. According to 

MindShare Insights, the research divisions of media buying agency MindShare, 65%, or over 700 million 

Indians, are younger than 35 years. This segment has an influence on consumer spending far in excess of its 

numerical strength. Nine million people in the age group of 12-25 years from the top 35 cities (one million plus 

population) in India are the ones setting the trends and raising the aspiration value for one-billion-plus Indians, 

reports Mind Share Insights. 

              Manjeet (1999): in her article finds out that India‟s youth are ambitious, technology-oriented and 

confident. By 2015, Indians under 20 will make up 55% of the population and wield proportionately higher 

spending power. In the west, the youth segment has almost always been pitted against their seniors. Rebellion 

was the key starting point. Adventure, music and other symbols of „cool‟ became a perfect recipe for creating 

cult brands that rallied against the system. This model of tapping youth presupposes that it‟s always youth 

versus old. It also preoccupies itself with a continuous search for what‟s „cool‟ among youth. Since the 

behavioural distance between the youth and the others in these societies are significant, it‟s easy to rally youth 

around such points of difference. This model however is at a loss in India, where everything' and everyone is 

young. 

Need of the Study : Digital marketing has brought tremendous changes in the market in which the customers 

are buying the same. Many factors are influencing a buying behaviour of an individual which helps to 
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accomplish need of all customers and especially youngsters. So the research is about digital marketing and its 

impact on buying behaviour of the youth. 
 

Objectives of the Study 

• To study factors influencing the buying behaviour of the youth. 

• To study impact of digital marketing on buying behaviour of youth. 

Research Methodology 

Primary data: The research is done through observation and interviewing technique. The data based on 60 

respondents. 

Secondary data: data is collected from books, online journals and magazines. 

Findings of the Study 

             Digitalization is the fastest growing in India. The youngsters are more preferring internet marketing as 

they have changed their buying behaviour. Social media plays an important role in the growth of digital 

marketing. As the study says digitalization will an only buying behaviour after a decade. Digital marketing 

creates an opportunity in for marketers. 

Suggestions of the Study 

• Marketers need to understand the exact need of youngsters before or selling online products. 

• Pre market survey will help for digital marketing before entering this market. 

• Consumers must be aware about digital marketing and precautionary measures while using it. 

 

Conclusion 

            The buying behaviour of youth is directly impact on individual & family behaviour of buyer.The 

youngsters are started more depending upon the e-commerce sites for shopping and ordering.The digitalization 

trend is a revolutionary element of today's economy. It is a wider scope for marketers. 
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I. Introduction 

Data Mining is a process of extraction of useful information and pattern from huge database. 

This is also known as Knowledge Discovery Database, Knowledge Discovery Process, and Knowledge 

Mining from Data. Knowledge Extraction or Data/Pattern Analysis. Major Knowledge Discovery Database 

application areas are include marketing, fraud detection, telecommunication and manufacturing. 

It is a logical process that used to search large amount of data and find the useful data. The aim of this 

process is to find different patterns that are unknown. Once we get the pattern it helps to take certain decision 

or prediction for their work. 

In Data Mining three steps involved are 

1. Exploration 

2. Pattern Identification 

3. Deployment 

• Exploration: In this step of data exploration, data is cleaned and transform it into different form and important 

variables and nature of database on this problems are find. 

• Pattern Identification: In first step data is explored, refined, transform in another form and in second step is to 

form pattern identification. In this process we choose best algorithm which make the best prediction 

• Deployment: In this step pattern are deploy to get expected outcome. 

II Data Mining Algorithm And Techniques: 

There are different algorithms and techniques are used in a Data Mining to find best pattern. Example 

Classification, Regression, Clustering, Neural Networks, Decision Trees, Genetic Algorithm, Nearest 

Neighbor method. Etc. 

Classification: It is a common algorithm in data mining, which has pre- classified examples that help to 

develop new model that can classify given data. 

There are two process involve in classification that is learning and classification. In Learning first 

analysed the training by classification algorithm 

In classification test data is used for classification, if the accuracy is acceptable the rules can be applied 

for the new data tuples. It uses pre-classified examples to determine the set of parameters required for proper 

discrimination. 

There are different types of classification model 

• Classification by decision tree induction 

• Support Vector Machines (SVM) 

• Bayesian Classification 

• Classification Based on Associations 

• Neural Networks 

Clustering : It is identification of similar classes of objects. 

It is the process of finding similar classes of objects. It can be used as pre-processing approach for 

attribute subset selection and classification 

Types of clustering methods 

• Partitioning Methods 

• Hierarchical Agglomerative (divisive) methods 

• Grid-based methods 

• Density based methods 

• Model-based methods 
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Regression: 

Regression technique generally use for prediction. It defines the relation between one or more 

independent variables and dependent variables. Independent variables are those variable that we already 

known and response variables are what we want to predict. 

Types of regression. 

• Linear Regression 

• Multivariate Linear Regression 

• Nonlinear Regression 

• Multivariate Nonlinear Regression 

Association rule : 

The term association and correlation is use to determine frequent item among large datasets. This is 

applicable for decision making. For example Customer shopping behavior analysis, Catalogue design etc. 

Types of association rule 

• Multidimensional association rule 

• Quantitative association rule 

• Multilevel association rule 

III Education Data Mining: 

Educational Data mining (Sometime known as EDM) is a well known feature in Data mining and 

Knowledge Discovery Databases (KDD) field that focus on educational information such as Course 

Management System, 

Registration System. 

Educational data mining (EDM) is a method for extracting important information that could potentially 

impact an organization. To improve teaching and learning processes it is important to use Education data 

mining as the large amount of student data is generated. 

There are different application of EDM including find out risk students, recognising priority learning 

needs for diverse groups of students, growing graduation rates, effectively evaluating institutional 

performance,maximizing campus resources, and improving subject curriculum renewal. 

In this research first get the information of student through online and offline survey, processing the 

data with respect to selected attributes, apply different classification algorithm on it and then predict the 

result. 

V. Background And Relatedwork 

In Data Mining: Concepts and Techniques, Han and Kamber[1] states that data mining software allow 

the user to study data using different parameters like dimension,category and review the relationships between 

them. 

Archer-North and Associates [5], describes Performance appraisal system. It gives interaction between 

supervisor and employee intermittently to recognize the areas of strength and weakness of employee. 

Chein and Chen [6] define different attributes for evaluating employee performance and they find that 

employee performance is highly impacted by education degree and the job experience. 

Sanders, W. L., & Horn, S. P. Research findings from the Tennessee Value-Added Assessment System 

(TVAAS) database [7]. In this system sanders detect that when managers take decision and provide feedback 

to teachers on their performance it will affect on teachers‟ performance, which indicate that it should include in 

class and out of class. 

Pal and Pal [8] conducted study on 200 students‟ from Bachelor of computer application course and 

they found that secondary and higher secondary grade will effect on student academic performance. 

Tongshan Chang, & Ed.D [9] . It presented a real time application using data mining technique for 

college recruitment and it help institute to manage their enrolment more successfully. 

Z. N. Khan, “Scholastic achievement of higher secondary students in science stream “[10] conducted 

survey of Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh on 400 students containing 400 students 200 boys and 200 girls 

and found that girls with high economic status had higher achievement and boys with low economic 

background had higher achievement in general. 
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Pal and Pal [11] study for placement of student after doing MCA using three different algorithms 

based on EKA tool and they found best algorithm is Naïve Bayes Classification algorithm with accuracy 

86.15% 

Z. J. Kovacic [12] study on educational data mining to predict student‟s performance. He used CHAID 

and CART algorithm and find accuracy 59.4 and 60.5 respectively 

Pal [13] study on 1650 students on the dropout rate and he found that the different attributes affected 

on engineering students are HSG, SSG , family annual income and mother‟s occupation 

V. Data Mining Process 

In this research paper author collect the different attributes of teacher‟s by interacting with different 

teachers and students‟ and got some knowledge about data sets. 

A. Data selection and Transformation 

In this step different attribute effect on teacher‟s performance were selected . A few derived attributes 

were extracted from database. In below table author mention the attributes.   
 

 

   Teachers Attribute  

   
 

SR Attribute  Possible Value 

NO 
 

 
 

 

1 
Teachers Name 

Text 

    

2 
Speed Of Delivery 

{1,2,3,4,5}  

    

3 
Content Arrangement 

{1,2,3,4,5}  

    

4 
Presentation 

{1,2,3,4,5}  

    

5 
Communication 

{1,2,3,4,5}  

    

6 
Knowledge 

{1,2,3,4,5}  

    

7 
Content Delivery 

{1,2,3,4,5}  

    

8 
Explanation Power 

{1,2,3,4,5}  

    

9 
Doubts Clearing 

{1,2,3,4,5}  

    

10 
Discussion of Problems 

{1,2,3,4,5}  

    

11 Overall Completion of {1,2,3,4,5}  

 Course and Regularity    

12 
Student Attendance 

{1-below,2-average,3-high} 

 
 

 

13 
Class Control 

{1,2,3,4,5} 
  

14 Performance of Teacher {1,2,3,4,5} 
  

 

B. Implementation of Mining Model 

Waikato Environment for knowledge analysis (WEKA) ,developed at university of Waikato, New Zealand. It is 

free software licence under GNU general public licence, and widely used in data mining applications. In above mention 

data, arff file is created and on that different classification algorithm apply and get the prediction result. 

C. Classification process 

• Generate training dataset 

• Find valuable attributes for classification. 

• Design Training dataset 

• Learn model in the training dataset 

• Apply it on unknown data 
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D. Classification Algorithm 

• J48: This classification algorithm best model for prediction with higher accuracy. It uses reduced error pruning 

• Random tree: This classification algorithm efficiently on large databases. On large number of dataset it gives 

accurate result. 

• Naïve Bayes: The best classification algorithm performance prediction. It uses when the dimensionality of the 

input is high. It gives highest accuracy and lowest error. 

VI Evaluation 

• This Research evaluated the result by the student and the colleague marking on questionaries‟ 

• The student evaluate the performance of the teacher in teaching and learning time. 

• The colleague evaluate the performance of teacher outside of the class, like conduct professional research on 

his/her filed community service, work cooperatively with a staff member, actively participate in university work. 

The proposed system uses this evaluation data and a play classification model to evaluate and predict the 

performance of the teacher. In this work find out in which area teachers have low and high performance and also 

factor that affect the performance. 

VII  Conclusion 

• In this research paper author found the best attribute that effect on teacher‟s performance. The speedy delivery 

attribute did not useful while punctuality and regularity attribute has shown effect on teachers‟ performance. 

Other attribute effect on predicting the performance. 

• The main focused on how the performance of teacher can be improved and what factors that affect teacher 

performance be considered in teaching and learning area. 
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I .Introduction 

The frequently used method for plant disease detection is by eye observation by the person who is 

expert in detection of plant diseases. For doing it a large team of expert persons as well as continuous 

observation of experts is required, which costs very high and it is not possible for when farms are large. In 

some countries farmers do not have a facilities to contact a experts or even idea that they can contact to 

experts. So consulting experts are expensive as well as time consuming too. In such condition this technique 

proves to be beneficial in monitoring large fields of crops. 

Plant disease detection by naked eyes is very time consuming and high cost method. And very less 

accurate method and it is does not done in the rural and rare areas. This technique is done at that place where 

mobility of such person who is expert in the detection of plant diseases. Whereas if this kind of automatic 

technique of plant health detection is used in less efforts and less time and more accurate and in less money. 

This technique is work on the color of the affected area. In plants the actual part of the crop is compare with 

the affected area is done so farmers understand the any deficiency or any diseases is happen to the crop. So 

they will work on the crop as early as possible. Nutrient deficiency symptoms in plant or crop is most normally 

visible in the leaves of the crop. These symptoms include intervene chlorosis, marginal chlorosis, uniform 

chlorosis, necrosis, distorted edges, reduction in size of the leaf etc. Brown and yellow spots, or early and late 

scorch, and other are fungal, viral and bacterial diseases [1]. 

Image segmentation is a process of cutting a digital image in to the different segments. The main goal 

of the image segmentation is to represent the image from which meaningful data is obtained and analyses this 

data for the further use. Image segmentation is used to separate and group the image into the different parts. 

There are some different ways to perform the image segmentation are ranging from the simple threshold 

method to color image segmentation method. This method is actually used to locate the object and boundaries 

in the images. 

Ii .Literature Survey 

There are various methods are there to automated identification of crop diseases. The diseases includes 

various parts such as leaves, stem, roots, fruits, and many others. As defined earlier that this paper works on 

particularly on leaves. 

Paper [2] explain us a method for detection of plant diseases present on leaves and stem. The work is 

done by K-Means segmentation method and the images are classified using neural network. And explain the 

framework of plant diseases. 

Paper [3] explain us identification and classification of fungal disease affected on agriculture or 

Horticulture Crops using Image Processing Techniques. Various techniques are there to segment the affected 

part of the plant. That paper discussed some detailed features of extraction and classified techniques for to 

extract the features of infected leaf and the classified into plant diseases. The use of ANN methods for 

classification of disease in plants. 

In paper [4] explain us unhealthy region of citrus leaf detection using image processing techniques is 

used for automatic plant diseases classification is done on leaf image processing the research work is 

concerned with the discrimination between diseased and healthy soybean leaves using SVM classifier. 

In paper [5] explains an enhancement in classifier support vector machine to improve plant disease 

detection. It represents leaf disease extraction and classification using color image. Detection of plant diseases 

using classifier support takes place here. 

Paper [6] explains the study of detection of crop diseases and detection of infected part of crop. Input 

images are taken from users and then image processing is started and get the result if any disease detected then 

give the details of that disease. 
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III. Proposed Technique 

In this section, we study about general block diagram of the processed unit. There are various steps are 

required to achieve desired result. The proposed diagram consists of four main steps: First one is image 

acquisition of cashew leaves, second one is feature extraction of cashew leaves, third one is statistical analysis 

and last one is disease classification. The general diagram of the disease detection system is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Fig.1. General Block Diagram 

 

Fig.2.Block Diagram for Image Processing at Server 

In the system, the initial step is getting images of cashew leaves using mobile camera is done. 

Image Acquisition 

The images of the defective plant leaf are captured by camera. This image is color image. And then it 

is inverted in to RGB color format (Red, Green and Blue). For color transformation data for the RGB leaf 

image is created. And then a color image transform is applied to an image. And next data is stored in the 

computer with MATLAB in local server. [6]. 

Image Pre-processing 

Image Pre-processing is lower level of abstraction method. For the removal of noise in image different 

Pre-processing techniques are used. Data from the image pre-processing is send to the image segmentation. 

Image Segmentation 

Image segmentation is a process of cutting a digital image in to the different segments. The main goal 

of the image segmentation is to represent the image from which meaningful data is obtained and analyses this 

data for the further use. Image segmentation is used to separate and group the image into the different parts. 

There are some different ways to perform the image segmentation are ranging from the simple threshold 

method to color image segmentation method. This method is actually used to locate the object and boundaries 

in the images. 

The segmentation can be done using various methods like k-means clustering, converting RGB image 

into HIS model etc. 

 

K-means clustering: 

The K-mean clustering is used for classify the objects by set of features into the K number of classes. 

K-means clustering is a method of vector quantization that is used for cluster analysis in data mining. The 

classification of object is perform by the process consist of minimize the sum of the squares of the distance 

between the object and the corresponding cluster. 
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The algorithm for K –means Clustering: 

• Take a K cluster using centrally or randomly. 

• Give each pixel in image to cluster for minimize the distance between cluster and center cluster. 

• Again compute the cluster centers by averaging all of the pixels in the cluster. Repeat the steps 2 and 

step until process is done. 
 

Feature Extraction 

Extraction of feature plays an important role for identify the object. In many application of image 

processing feature extraction is used. Color, texture, morphology, edges etc. are the features which can be used 

in plant disease detection [3]. 

The features normally used for analysis are contrast, energy, correlation, homogeneity etc. [4]. 

Statistical analysis and classification 

This step involves the extraction of unique features from leaf and classify the images from healthy to 

unhealthy or diseases is detected. 

The classifier is used for support vector machine. This classifier is based on the group of supervised 

learning methods. They are normally used for classification and pattern recognition. Supervised learning is a 

one type of machine learning algorithm. And that are used for known dataset. 

IV. Results 

• Image is captured through the mobile camera. 

• The captured image is uploaded to the local server using android application. 

• User‟s image is undergoes in various image processing algorithms at the server for the 

determination of the disease. 

• The determined disease is sent back as a result on mobile application. The following figure shows 

step by step procedure of the process. 

 

 
Fig.3. Original image 

 

Fig.4. Clusters formed after k-mean clustering algorithm 

 
Fig.5. Disease found 

VI. Conclusion 

  The cultivation of crop is done using image processing in that process the detection and classification 

of plant diseases is done. This paper discussed automated techniques to detection of disease using image of the 
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infected part. So for that features extraction to extract the features of the infected leaf. And classify of infected 

leaf classify in to plant diseases. 
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Introduction 

Information building of universities has arrived the phase of smart education, as established by the fast 

promotion of technologies such as bulk storage, cloud computing and Internet of things in universities. The 

application of big data will also develop one of the core solicitations of smart education system. Big data 

solicitation attaches the physical stage for data storage and calculation, the associate stage for information 

gathering and organization, and the management platform for data examination and dispensation. Data attaches 

all parts of smart education system. The huge volume of information on the rank and actions of each part 

pooled composed will be prepared through big data analysis to current their designs of growth and put into 

smart application [1] . 

Smart Education System. 

 Information Standard System. The construction of a smart education system on the campus is an 

informatization project integrating unification of management, mechanism, and technology. Management is the 

basis of regulator, business is the source of provision, data is the source of basis, and information standard is 

the source of direction. Information standards, the foundation of informatization construction on campus, are a 

necessary condition to realize application service, data sharing and information exchange service [2] . 

The design and implementation of information standards in universities should follow the normative 

model. In agreement with Information Values for Education Management---Informatization Standards for 

Higher Education Institutions and drawing from the successful experiences of standardization work at home 

and abroad, normative systems and information standards of universities shall be designed and compiled based 

on their actual needs and by following the “Five Uniformization” principle of “uniformize file formats”, 

“uniformize index systems”, “uniformize terminologies”, “uniformize classification codes” and “uniformize 

information exchange formats”. 

System for safe operation and maintenance of informationization. The building of a security maintenance 

system, a significant provision for the building of a smart education system, contains physical 

security,operation security, and evidence security. Physical security includes ecological security, apparatus 

security, line security, adversity prevention, and recovery. Operation security includes management security, 

application security, risk analysis and assessment, auditing and tracking, backup and recovery. Information 

security includes operating system and application system security, network security, data and communication 

security, virus and Trojan anticipation, encryption, individuality verification and access control [3]. 

Network service system 

The basis of the construction of smart education system is the complete incorporation of networks, 

which means to assimilate numerous types of networks on campus, accept unified management and control, 

and deliver expanded network accesses and open standard borders, so as to safeguard the network and 

communication for diverse application services within the smart campus system. Presenting cloud computing 

and other facilities to smart campuses and providing private cloud computing services to universities. By 

provided that the teachers and students with a diversity of personalized information services, cloud services 

can be efficiently used for teaching, technical research, management and living resolutions, allowing them to 

enjoy the suitability of cloud computing facilities. Construction of central data platform. By construction a 

unified data distribution and interaction center, uniformization of information portal, individuality verification 

and single sign on can be realized [4]. 

Public service system 

Application facility: Provided that business facility segments, containing management and provision 

modules such as educational administration, systematic research, OA, finance, student affairs, recruitment, 

personnel and logistics. 
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General information service: Provided that public service modules, in specific a diversity of service 

functions containing user management, business functions, approval, log audit, identity verification, reports, 

data interchange, inquiry statistics, workflow, information, official framework and network community [5] . 

Data resource system 

As a data center, data resource system, which is a basic data layer for the overall informatization of 

different departments in universities, includes application business data, application exchange data and other 

core contents. Data source layer can, by mixing numerous data sources, deliver universities with complete and 

correct data, sustenance data interchange between systems, deliver a unified verification service, and deliver a 

united and sharing data provision platform [6]. Founding a shared data center based on big data technology. 

The collective data center based on SOA system construction can, by providing uniform, standard data 

boundaries, understand united management and use of data. With the support of big data technology, the data 

will be more efficiently and correctly conveyed to the top level application system, allowing more 

comprehensive, correct, intelligent and enhanced smart education applications. 

Complete information service system 

The complete information service system is functioned on the data storage and interchange stage. Built 

on the application of big data and from the perception of the whole university, the system conveys out on this 

platform centralized cleaning, adaptation and scattered storage of data collected from all business systems, 

before combined external data service is delivered. In the form of informations or charts, in-depth statistical 

analysis is delivered. This delivers strong provision for decision-making of all kinds of handling staff in 

universities by providing correct and effective complete system for school condition inquiry, report creation 

system and information filling system. 

The complete information service system is based on big data podium. big data stage on campus, based 

on the data incorporation, storage, mining and analysis of big data technology, delivers top layer application 

system with data provision service. 

 

The application of big data in smart education system. 

The conception of big data. Big data, a creation of high-tech age that accentuates the capture, management, 

and processing of data, is not a single technology. It can be assumed as a massive amount of informational 

properties with various sources, or an accumulation of data which cannot be simply captured, deposited, 

achieved and examined by general software. Combined and analyzed with a new method, big data can 

determine appreciated information, donate to decision making, and make new value [7,8]. 

Collection and management of big data. The various types of structured, semi-structured (or weakly 

structured) and unstructured massive data, such as radio frequency data obtained through RFID, sensor data, 

social network interaction data and mobile Internet data are the important of big data provision models. 

Big data management means storing composed data in the memory, found consistent database and then 

apply and achieve the data. The attention of big data management is to address the management and 

dispensation technologies of complex designed semi-structured and unstructured big data. Key difficulties to 

be solved include the accessibility of storage, expression, management, consistency and actual transmission of 

big data. We should develop dependable distributed file system (DFS), storage with optimization of energy 

efficacy, computing-integrated storage, big data severance and big data storage tools with high competences 

and low costs. We should make a innovation in distributed and non-relational big data management and 

treating technology, data synthesis technology of varied data, data organization technology, and manner 

researches on big data modeling technology. We should also make a advance in the transmission, backup, 

replication and other technologies of big data and develop imagining technologies of big data. Data storage can 

be skillful through storage devices in smart campus data center, and data management and handling can be 

understood through the central database of data center[9,10]. 

The basic data of big data system is mostly from the current information management system of 

universities. The main purpose of big data system is to gather, analyze and display the basic data. Moreover 

numerous types of third party management systems, the big data system gathers and completes information on 

users on campus from WEB and mobile APP, like information on geographic location and notices. 
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Application of big data in smart education system. Big data analysis technology can deliver durable data 

analysis for student activities management. From the point of view of data mining jobs and approaches, the 

main objective in the application of big data in smart education system is the conception of data, which permits 

users to detect data dispensation results straight. The second objective is to bring analytical analysis, giving 

possible decision at a sure degree allowing to visualized data. 

Big data technology can, by mining the information and knowledge hidden in a vast amount of data 

and providing the basis for social and economic activities of human beings, improve operational efficiency. 

Big data analysis and mining technologies can also be functional to advance teaching quality in universities, 

analyze performances of users in campus network and public views, which will efficiently indorse the in-depth 

addition of information technology and teaching. 

Promoting the optimization of teaching results. Data resources of university include abundant 

information on teaching, which can be effectively used. By analyzing and mining the data such as click rate, 

download, and repetition rate of knowledge points, the emphasis and difficulty of curriculum can be obtained, 

personalized learning guidance can be established rendering to the visit performances of individual student, 

and guidance can also be made on the career development of students in future. 

Effective asset management. By completing the registration and marking of asset information such as 

building information (the name of the building, construction area, number of floors, number of rooms on each 

floor, total number of beds, fire control facilities and monitoring facilities), condition of living (name of 

school, profession, number and grade of students), and property information (hardware and software facilities), 

the administrators can request and achieve information about people, finance and assets in the management 

system in accordance with their access level by using fixed keyword inquiry and user-defined fuzzy inquiry, 

realizing the effective management of assets. 

Effective asset management. By completing the registration and marking of asset information such as 

building information (the name of the building, construction area, number of floors, number of rooms on each 

floor, total number of beds, fire control facilities and monitoring facilities), condition of living (name of 

school, profession, number and grade of students), and property information (hardware and software facilities), 

the administrators can inquire and manage information about people, finance and assets in the management 

system in accordance with their access level by using fixed keyword inquiry and user-defined fuzzy inquiry, 

realizing the effective management of assets. 

Decision-making aids. Focusing on data capturing smart decision analysis service application is built. 

By building the shared database with “captured data”, the authority and consistency of data used by all systems 

are guaranteed. By ensuring the consistency, integrity and accuracy of data of all business systems in the 

universities with enterprise level information standards, accessibility, intelligibility, reliability and availability 

of basic data throughout the universities are enhanced in data quality. 

With big data, statistical summaries can be made on various data, including population statistics, event 

statistics and department statistics and the like, which can be displayed in the form of reports and charts 

(histograms, pie charts). Big data supports decision making process by allowing administrators to clearly see 

the statistics on people and events of various departments under their jurisdictions. 

Analysis of public feelings. Public views of universities in network age are mostly shared on campus 

BBS, micro-blogs, WeChat and all kinds of immediate communication software. Beside the background of big 

data technology, a typical application of big data is to accurately and quickly grasp the trend of online public 

opinions and guide students to express their views properly. 

 

Conclusions 

With the growth of user number and data on user performance in campus network, big data application 

can improve the value of huge data and deliver the expectedness and significance for administration work. The 

application of big data, by providing more intellectual, efficient and correct services for education, scientific 

research, management and living, can indorse the in-depth addition of information technology and teaching 

and appreciate the overall development of the level of teaching. With cloud computing and IoT serving as the 

network basis for the gathering, delivery, exchange and storage of information, and big data as the core 
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technology for data mining and analysis, a smart education system featuring information gathering, source 

sharing, application addition and complete operation can be built to meet the growing demands at all levels in 

campus development. On the united smart education platform, highly effective campus management and 

intellectual teaching process can be realized to increase the well-being of teachers and students on campus. 
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Introduction 

The age of 21
st
 century is often observed as an age of technology. Technology, today, plays a actual 

significant role in our life. It is understood as a basis of development of an economy. An economy which is 

unfortunate in technology can never grow in today‟s situation. This is because technology makes our work 

much informal and less time unbearable. The influence of technology can be felt in every conceivable field one 

such field is Education. Current technology in education According to the latest visions as to how exactly 

current students of today wish to use technology and how does their education get an influence if they use 

technology, it was exposed that the use of modern equipment technology and tools, the education and 

interactivity of scholars increases. They also find it much more communicating, as well as full of interesting 

areas, when aided by technology. The transmission of information becomes very easy and suitable, as well as 

effective. What this means is, that our minds now incline to work faster when helped with the use of modern 

technology, be it any part of life, here we talk about learning. The dependence and necessity of such an 

invention, that simply makes life an easy, smooth journey is completely unescapable these days even in 

schools, universities and colleges. Now a days Students can make use of technology in the following ways: 

 

Internet connection and round the clock connectivity 

The internet has grown up in importance by many crinkles, over the process of the period. Its 

importance in the teaching world can now never be destabilized. In spite of the chances of deception and 

drawbacks, the use of the internet is like a blessing for learners. Today, the internet is something that is current 

in almost everything we use. From television to gaming comforts, and our phones, the internet is exactly 

everywhere. The use of the internet allows students to find wonderful suitability, they can find numerous kinds 

of help, tutorials and other kinds of assisting material that could be used to academically improve and enhance 

their learning. 

Using projectors and graphics 

Visual images always have a robust appeal associated to words. Using projectors and graphics to aid in 

learning is another form of excessive technological use. Top institutes around the world, now depend on the 

use of amazing PowerPoint presentations and prognoses in order to keep the learning collaborating and 

stimulating. Technological use such as projectors within the schools and institutions can take the 

communication and attention levels right up and also improve inspiration. Students like to see pleasing visuals 

and something that tempts them to think rather than just reading words. The learning part also becomes pretty 

effective when it comes to technology. 

Digital footprint in the education sector 

If we talk about digital and education, then the diffusion of digital media within the education sector 

has now grown-up. This diffusion has resulted in round the clock connectivity with scholars and diverse media 

that are available for different types of assignments or help. As the influence of digital increases, there are and 

there will be more applications that will contribution students in growth and learning. 

Online degrees with the use of technology 

Online degrees now have become a very common sensation. Persons wish to take up online courses for 

their education and certifications. Top organizations offer incredible online programs with the use of numerous 

applications and the internet. This is a notion that will continue to increase as it gets more support and 

mindfulness. The online degree situation around the world is more well-known among learners who work and 

look for flexible studying programs. 

 

Significance of technology in education  
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The part of technology in the field of education is four-fold: it is comprised as a part of the prospectus, 

as an instructional distribution system, as a means of helping commands and also as a tool to improve the 

whole learning process. Thanks to technology; learning has gone from inactive and sensitive to interactive and 

violent. 

Education is vital in business and educational settings. In the previous, education or teaching is used to 

help labors do things differently than they did before. In the latter; education is geared towards making interest 

in the minds of students. In either case, the use of technology can help learners understand and retain ideas 

better. 

 

Factors affecting technology in education 

I. Jung talks about the huge challenge educators are facing in our civilization due to the rapid growth 

of information. The current technologies are challenging that instructors learn how to use these technologies in 

their teaching. Hence these new technologies growth the instructors' exercise needs. Gressard and Loyd (1985) 

declared that instructor's attitudes toward computers are a key factor in the effective implementation of ICT in 

education. They pointed out that instructors do not always have positive arrogances towards computers and 

their poor attitudes may lead to a disappointment of the computer- based projects. Also the most commonly 

cited barriers are: 

 

 

 

 

 

Another barricade given by Butler and Sellbom (2002) and Chizmar & Williams (2001) is 

dependability. Dependability involved hardware failures, incompatible software between home and school, 

poor or slow internet connectivity and out of date software which are accessible mostly at school while the 

students/educators are having more up-to-date software at home. 

 

Influence of ICT on education 

In learning context, ICT has the possible to growth access to education and progress its significance and 

quality. Tinio (2002) asserted that ICT has a marvelous impact on education in terms of gaining and 

fascination of information to both teachers and students through the promotion of: 

Active learning: ICT tools help for the control and analysis of information got for inspection and also learners' 

performance report are all being computerized and made simply accessible for inquiry. In difference to 

memorization-based or repetition learning, ICT indorses learner appointment as learners choose what to study 

at their own pace and work on real life positions' problems. 

Collaborative and Cooperative learning: ICT inspires communication and collaboration among students, 

teachers regardless of distance which is between them. It also delivers students the chance to work with people 

from different principles and working Together in clusters, hence help learners to improve their communicative 

skills as well as their global consciousness. Researchers have found that naturally the use of ICT leads to more 

collaboration among learners within and beyond school and there exists a more collaborative relationship 

between students and teachers (Grégoire et al., 1996). "Collaboration is a philosophy of interaction and 

personal lifestyle where individuals are responsible for their actions, including learning and respect the abilities 

and contributions of their peers." (Panitz, 1996). 

Creative Learning: ICT indorses the operation of current information and to create one's own information to 

produce a tangible product or a given instructional purpose. 

Integrative learning: ICT indorses an integrative method to instruction and learning, by removing the artificial 

separation between theory and practice unlike in the traditional classroom where prominence encloses just a 

particular phase. 

Evaluative learning: Use of ICT for learning is learner-centered and delivers useful feedback through 

numerous interactive features. ICT allow students to discover and learn through new ways of instruction and 
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learning which are continued by constructivist models of learning rather than students do memorization and 

repetition learning. 

 

 

Positive impact 

1. Enhanced Teaching and Learning: 

 

projectors, mind training software, computers, 

Powerpoint presentations, 3D visualization tools; all these have become excessive sources for instructors to 

help students grasp a idea easily. 

                                                                                                           kes learning fun and pleasant for students. 

They‟re able to contribute more in the classroom and even teachers get a chance to make their classes 

more collaborating and stimulating. 

2. Globalization: can “meet” their complements through video conferencing without leaving the classroom. 

 

      combination a group of learners with a teacher from another country. 

3. No Geographical Limitations: 

 

 

classroom. Even numerous foreign universities have started online degree courses that students can join. 
 

                             cation and online education have become a very important parts of the education system now 

 

a day. 

 

Negative impact 

Declining Writing Skills: 

Due to the extreme usage of online chatting and shortcuts, the script skills of today‟s young generation have 

failed quite extremely. 

 

about educating their scripting skills. 

                                                                                                                                               sive writing. 

2. Increasing Incidents of Cheating: 

 

have become countless sources to fraud in exams. 

 

notes on graphing calculators, with least chances of 

being caught. 

3. Lack of Focus: 

 

with their cell phone, iPhones day and night or driving and very often even between lectures. 

                          -connected to the online world has caused in lack of focus and attention in instructors and to 

some extent, even in sports and additional activities. 
 

Advantages 

 

                           ts with busy schedules, freedom to work at home on their own time. 
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Disadvantages 

                          rts and experienced people say that, due to such technology in education, students imagination 

is affected, their thinking ability is reduced. 

                                                -consuming from teacher‟s point of view. 

 

            ere can be health issues too when used over limit. 

 

Conclusion 

Technology has a positive influence on education and at the same time may also posture negative 

effects. Instructors and learners should take advantage of this in the good light and remove the disadvantages 

which are pulling back many of learners as well as schools from achieving superiority. It is thus time for every 

nation to present a more technologically armed education sector in the future. 
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Introduction 

The Internet of things (IoT) is the network of corporeal devices, home appliances, vehicles, and other 

substances fixed with electronics, sensors, software, actuators, and system connectivity which allow these 

substances to gather and conversation data. To each object is uniquely recognisable over its embedded 

calculating system but is able to interoperate within the present Internet substructure. The IoT permits 

substances to be detected or measured remotely diagonally existing network substructure [1], making 

occasions for more straight incorporation of the physical world into computer-based systems, and subsequent 

in better competence, correctness and economic advantage in addition to minimise human interference [2-5]. 

When IoT is increased with devices and actuators, the technology develops a sample of the more universal 

class of virtual physical systems, which also includes technologies such as smart networks, smart homes, 

virtual power plants, intelligent transport and smart cities. Things, in the IoT intellect, can refer to a wide 

variety of policies such as heart observing grafts, biochip transponders on grange animals, cameras flowing 

live foods of harsh animals in beach waters, vehicles with built-in sensors, DNA examination devices for 

ecological, food, pathogen observing [6], or field process policies that support fire fighters in hunt and release 

processes [7]. 

Created on overhead conversation the upcoming of the IoT will be on many requests. Its application 

will variety from, smart city, smart grid, intelligent automobiles, smart electricity meters etc. This article 

presents a study on IoT and its application in science and technology. A literature appraisal is providing based 

on different application of IoT. Architecture and basics of IoT, along with key topographies is also been 

conversed. 

 

II. Literature Review 

A education founded on context-aware calculating, education, and big data in Internet of Things was 

providing by Sezer et al. [9]. Na et al. [10] has planned energy-efficient mobile charging for wireless power  

transmission in Internet of Things links. Jin et al. [11] projected an info framework for making a smart city 

over Internet of Things. Wu et al. [12] cultivate a new paradigm, named cognitive Internet of Things (CIoT), to 

empower the current IoT with a “brain” for high-level intelligence. Xia et al. [13] proposed GPS-free greedy 

routing with delivery guarantee and low stretch factor on 2-D and 3-D surfaces. Ren et al. [14] proposed a 

technique for exploiting the data sensitivity of neurometric fidelity for optimizing EEG sensing. Yu et al. [15] 

developed a method for carbon-aware energy cost minimization for distributed internet data centers in smart 

microgrids. Abdelwahab et al. [16] discussed enabling smart cloud services through remote sensing: an internet 

of everything enabler. Khan et al. [17] discussed a design of a reconfigurable RFID sensing tag as a generic 

sensing platform toward the future Internet of Things. Zhang et al. [18] provided information about ubiquitous 

WSN for healthcare. Främling et al. [19] proposed a universal messaging standard for the IoT from a lifecycle 

management perspective. Sheng et al. [20] proposed leveraging GPS-less sensing scheduling for green mobile 

crowd sensing. Chen et al. [21] discussed information fusion to defend intentional attack in Internet of Things. 

Kantarci and Mouftah [22] proposed trustworthy sensing for public safety in cloud-centric Internet of Things. 

Lin et al. [23] proposes a protocol and a method of spectrum management that can guard against common 

types of security threats despite the limitations of the local processing. New and innovative IoT based 

applications and its basics were discussed in literature [26-29]. As the Internet of Things (IoT) is emerging as 

an attractive paradigm, a typical IoT architecture that U2IoT (Unit IoT and Ubiquitous IoT) model has been 

presented for the future IoT. Based on the U2IoT model, this paper proposes a cyber-physical-social based 

security architecture (IPM) to deal with Information, Physical, and Management security perspectives, and 

presents how the architectural abstractions support U2IoT model. In particular, 1) an information security 
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model is established to describe the mapping relations among U2IoT, security layer, and security requirement, 

in which social layer and additional intelligence and compatibility properties are infused into IPM; 2) physical 

security referring to the external context and inherent infrastructure are inspired by artificial immune 

algorithms; 3) recommended security strategies are suggested for social management control. The proposed 

IPM combining the cyber world, physical world and human social provides constructive proposal towards the 

future IoT security and privacy protection [30]. The Internet is evolving rapidly toward the future Internet of 

Things (IoT) which will potentially connect billions or even trillions of edge devices which could generate 

huge amount of data at a very high speed and some of the applications may require very low latency. The 

traditional cloud infrastructure will run into a series of difficulties due to centralized computation, storage, and 

networking in a small number of datacentres, and due to the relative long distance between the edge devices 

and the remote datacentres. To tackle this challenge, edge cloud and edge computing seem to be a promising 

possibility which provides resources closer to the resource-poor edge IoT devices and potentially can nurture a 

new IoT innovation ecosystem. Such prospect is enabled by a series of emerging technologies, including 

network function virtualization and software defined networking. In this survey paper, we investigate the key 

rationale, the state-of-the-art efforts, the key enabling technologies and research topics, and typical IoT 

applications benefiting from edge cloud. We aim to draw an overall picture of both ongoing research efforts 

and future possible research directions through comprehensive discussions [31]. 

 

III. Architecture Of Iot 

Architecture of IoT [24] depends on various applications of IoT. Fig. 1 shows general 3 layer / 4 layer 

architecture for IoT. For e.g. consider two scenario. Scenario-1, Lets reflect smart devices for effluence, 

wherein sensors intellect the amount of carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, sound level etc. and sends these 

data continuously to the central database. These data will be examined by using investigative tools and gives 

info about sum of air effluence in that specific city to the traffic police. This info helps to take the protection  

when it surpasses the normal level. Here device layer designates sensors will be constantly detecting the air 

and sends the data over Wired or wireless communication to the database. This data will be handled and 

examined and final combined result will be send to the user smart phone over the Air pollution control 

application. Later four layers architecture is essential. 

Scenario-2: Let‟s study a device is devoted near the kitchen or gas cylinder with context to find the 

gas leakage. In this when device senses gas leakage it has to aware the surrounding directly and then has to 

send the message to the vender. In this case examining has to be done in the sensor layer itself. 

 

IV. Elements Of Iot: 

Important mechanisms [25] which are essential to build IoT are i) hardware mechanisms such as 

devices, actuators, ii) Middleware mechanisms such as database for storage and data logical tools iii) 

Visualization through diverse applications. 

4.1 Single identification for to each smart device IoT contains of enormous number of smart devices. Each 

of this devices requires a unique identification for communication and also helps to control and access remote 

devices through internet. Ipv4 addressing supports limited number of single addressing for smart devices. IPv6 

provides large set of unique address. Apart from this unique address, each of these devices also has object id. 

This object id is used to refer the smart device within the communication network. 

4.2 Sensing devices Each object embedded with sensors continuously sense the data based on the context. 

Context may be sensing humidity or temperature or sound level, amount of air pollution or motion etc. 

4.3 Communication Sensed data from smart devices are sent to the database through the communication 

technologies. This communiqué equipment may be Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), Bluetooth, Near 

Field Communication (NFC), Wi-Fi, ultrawide bandwidth(UWB), Z-wave, 3G, 4G and Long Term Evolution-

Advanced (LTE-A). 

4.4 Data storage and analytics In IoT smart devices produces large amount of data, which has to be stored in 

the storage device. These stored data has to be analysed to extract the meaningful information. To do this, 

analytics or logical tool which includes intellectual algorithm has to be established to extract the valuable info 
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from raw data. This analytical tool has to support interoperability with different platforms. In the IoT building 

middleware represents the both storage and analytical tools. A centralized infrastructure is required to support 

both Storage and analytical tools. 

4.5 Visualization Nowadays the world has become smart with smart phones. by means of smart phones or 

laptops operator has to download the essential application and through which operator can cooperate with 

central database and get the valuable information about the actual surroundings.  

 

V. IOT – Key Features 

The most significant features of IoT contain artificial connectivity, sensors, intelligence, active 

engagement, and small device use. A brief review of these features is given below: 

1. AI – IoT basically creates virtually whatever “smart”, sense it improves every feature of life with the power 

of artificial intelligence algorithms, data collection, and networks. This can mean something as simple as 

enhancing your refrigerator and cabinets to detect when milk and your favourite cereal run low, and to then 

place an order with your preferred grocer. 2. Connectivity – New allowing technologies for networking, and 

precisely IoT networking, mean networks are no longer completely tense to main suppliers. Networks can 

occur on a much lesser and cheaper scale while still existence practical. IoT creates these small networks 

between its system devices. 

Sensors – IoT loses its difference deprived of devices. They performance as important tools which alter IoT 

from a normal passive network of devices into an active system capable of real-world integration. 

Active Appointment – Considerable of today's communication with associated technology occurs through 

passive engagement. IoT presents a new example for active product, content, or service engagement. 

3. Small Devices – Devices, as forecast, cheaper, have become smaller, and more powerful over time. IoT 

deeds purpose-built small devices to bring its exactness, scalability, and adaptability. 

 

VI. Conclusions 

The Internet has different radically the way we live, touching connections between people at a 

simulated level in numerous settings spanning from the professional life to social relationships. The IoT has 

the possible to add a new measurement to this procedure by allowing transportations with and amongst smart 

substances, thus leading to the vision of „„anytime, wherever, any media, anything” transportations. This 

article providing a research review about the Internet of Things (IoT). Different aspects of the IoT are 

discussed in this paper. Work reported in literature is provided and discussed. Architecture and different 

elements of IoT is explained. Key Features and its applications are also described. 
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1. Abstract: 

AI is the technology which is very helpful for human being. By using this technology the hard work of human can 

be escape. The artificial intelligence can be use in healthcare, education, in electronics, software development, 

pharmacies, games, engineering, communication and development. AI is based on science and technology on discipline 

like information technology, biology, phycology, mathematics etc. The main advantage of artificial intelligence is , the 

work will be accurate and the time can be save. 

Keywords: Introduction to Artificial intelligence, Aims of AI ,Applications, Advantages & Disadvantages. 

 

Introduction: 

Artificial intelligence is of two words one is Artificial and second is intelligence , artificial means man-

made and intelligence means the capacity of thinking, So we can define the artificial intelligence the branch of 

computer science by which we can develop intelligent machines who can behave like human, think like human 

and make decisions as per the logic program in memory. 

Artificial intelligence is a branch of science which deals with modifying machines for finding solutions 

of complex problems in human-like fashion. In common manner it is borrowing characteristics form human 

intelligence, and by using algorithm we can command the computer. The AI is very helpful for the human as 

well as society. In this the work of human is reduced and by using machine or devices we can complete our 

task. The committee of scientist every five years to assess the current state of AI. The committee checking the 

development of AI. 

Here, one among the booming technologies of computing is AI which is prepared to make a 

replacement revolution within the world by making intelligent machines. The Artificial Intelligence is now all 

around us. It is currently working with a spread of subfields, starting from general to specific, like self-driving 

cars, playing chess, proving theorems, playing music, Painting, etc. 

The Artificial intelligence refers to compute control robot to complete the given task. Since mid-20th 

century, scientists have attempted to develop a system capable of carrying out tasks perceived as requiring 

human intelligence. 

Definition of AI: 

AI refers to the similarity of human intelligence in machines that are programmed to think like humans 

and copy their steps. This term is mainly use to solve the problem like human being. AI is a method in which 

we program the machine to work like a human example, driving cars etc. 

 Artificial intelligence (AI), the ability of a computer or computer- controlled robot to complete the tasks 

mainly associated with intelligent beings. 

 

Aim of AI: 

The goals of AI are: - To build the computers then they can see, hear, walk, talk, and feel. A main thrust of AI 

is the building of computer functions normally clustered with human intelligence, such as thinking , learning, 

and problem solving. That‟s why John McCarthy coined the term artificial intelligence at MIT in 1956. 

 -To Create Expert Systems −The device or machine which exhibit intelligent behavior, learn, think, 

demonstrate, explain, and give suggestions to its users. 

 -To Implement Human Intelligence in computer − Creating systems that understand, think, learn, and 

behave like human beings. 

Applications of AI: 

AI has big role in: transportation; robots ; health ; education; commination; public safety and security, 

entertainment; employment. 
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Smarter cars: 

In 2001 GPS was introduced for personal vehicle for car navigation devices and from this it is become 

a basic part of the transportation infrastructure. Nowadays vehicle are equipped with sensors .An average 

automobile in the US is predicted to have seventy sensors including gyroscopes, accelerometers, ambient light 

sensors, and many sensors are used. Automobiles built 2000 sensor for the better quality and service of cars. 

AI in social media: 

Social Media sites like Facebook, Twitter, and Snapchat contain billions of user profiles, which require 

to be stored and managed during a very efficient way. AI can organize and manage massive amounts of 

knowledge. AI can analyze many data to spot the newest trends, hashtag, and requirement of various users 

AI in Robotics: 

Artificial Intelligence has a remarkable role in Robotics. Usually, general robots are programmed such 

they will perform some repetitive task, but with the assistance of AI, we will create intelligent robots which 

may perform tasks with their own experiences without pre-programmed. 

Humanoid Robots are best examples for AI in robotics, recently the intelligent Humanoid robot named 

as Erica and Sophia has been developed which can talk and behave like humans. 

AI in e-commerce: 

AI is providing a competitive edge to the e-commerce industry, and it's becoming more demanding 

within the e-commerce business. AI helps shoppers to get associated products with recommended size, color, 

or maybe brand. 

AI in Education: 

From fifteen years AI is considered as it is advance in education field. Applications are used by 

educators and learners today. Robots have long been popular educational devices, In 1980s in MIT Lab the 

Lego Mind Storms kits are developed for purpose of education. Some robots like Ozobot and Cubelets teach 

and help learners and children‟s. 

AI in Safety And Security: 

AI is used only when necessary. And deployment is very carefully done, AI is also helpful for 

removing some of the bias inherent in human decision-making. The term AI is also helpful in Cybersecurity, 

and machine learning is making an impact. The CCTVs are deployed almost everywhere in the world today 

tend to be more useful for helping solve crimes and preventing them. 

 

Advantages: 

 By using Artificial intelligence human works can be reduce, by replacing peoples by machines, people 

can do others works. 

 programming , self-writing , sself modifying etc by these works man feels burden on him. 

 The artificial intelligence is like a cheap labor, and by using this labor our work will be fast and the profit will be 

increased. 

 Artificial intelligence can be deployed easily. 

 Machines not required refreshments and breaks as like human beings. 

 The machines can be re programmed for work for long time without getting bored or getting 

tired. 

 The science of robotics and artificial intelligence can be deploy into mining and other fuel exploration process by 

this we can save human life because human can make new robots but we cant make that human. 

 Artificial intelligence can be deployed at industries and companies. 

 The “human error” this phrase was born because humans are mistaking from time to time. Computers, 

however, don't make these mistakes if they're programmed properly. With AI , the choices are taken from the 

previously gathered information applying a particular set of algorithms. So errors are reduced and therefore the 

chance of reaching accuracy with a greater degree of precision may be a possibility. 

 In our day-to-day work, we'll be performing many repetitive works like sending a thanking mail, 

verifying certain documents for errors and lots of more things. Using AI we'll productively automate these 

mundane tasks and should even remove “boring” tasks for humans and free them up to be increasingly creative 
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 Some of the highly advanced organizations use digital assistants to interact with users which saves the 

necessity for human resources. The digital assistants also utilized in many websites to supply things that users 

want. We can chat with them about what we are trying to find. Some chatbots are designed in such how that 

it‟s become hard to work out that we‟re chatting with a chatbot or a person's being. 

 Using AI alongside other technologies we will make machines take decisions faster than a person's and 

perform actions quicker. While taking a choice human will analyze many factors both emotionally and 

practically but AI-powered machine works on what it's programmed and delivers the results in a faster way. 

 Daily applications like Apple‟s Siri, Window‟s Cortana, Google‟s OK Google are frequently utilized 

in our daily routine whether it's for searching a location, taking a selfie, making a call , replying to a mail and 

lots of more. 

 

Disadvantages: 

 Not easy to develop the machines because the equipment are also expensive. 

 Can cost tons of cash and time to create , rebuild, and repair. Robotic repair can occur to scale back time and 

humans wanting to fix it, but that'll cost extra money and resources. 

 Robots, with them replacing jobs, can cause severe unemployment, unless if humans can fix the unemployment 

with jobs AI can't do or severely change the govt to communism. 

 Machines can easily cause destruction, if put within the incorrect hands. That is, a minimum of a fear of the 

various humans. 

 AI is making humans lazy with its applications automating the bulk of the work. Humans tend to urge hooked in 

to these inventions which may cause a drag to future generations. 

 As AI is replacing the majority of the repetitive tasks and other works with robots, human interference is 

becoming less which may cause a significant problem within the utilization standards. Every organization is 

looking to exchange the minimum qualified individuals with AI robots which may do similar work with more 

efficiency. 

 There is little question that machines are far better when it involves working efficiently but they can't replace the 

human connection that creates the team. Machines cannot develop a bond with humans which is an important 

attribute when involves Team Management. 

 Machines can perform only those tasks which they're designed or programmed to try to , anything out of that 

they have a tendency to crash or give irrelevant outputs which might be a serious backdrop. 

 

Conclusion: 

 From the above discussion we can see that Artificial Intelligent Technologies ease human's life and by 

coming future Artificial Intelligent Technologies can provide more competitive advantage. 

 At the end, we‟ve been during this research through the AI definitions, brief history, applications of AI 

publicly , applications of AI in military, ethics of AI, and therefore the three rules of robotics. This is not the 

top of AI, there's more to return from it, who knows what the AI can do for us within the future, maybe it'll be 

a whole society of robots. 
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Introduction 

Green technology which is also called as sustainable technology takes impact on the environment. 

Recycling, renewable resources, safety disquiets, reducing and reusing are used in making of green technology. 

Green technology works with science and technology to protect the environment.as this technology helps in 

balancing the ecosystem it is referred to as clean technology. It is seen that nowadays companies consume 

more energy than what is needed which leads to pollution in the environment. Green technology which is also 

called as environmental friendly Technology helps in making the technology without harming the nature. The 

aim of the green technology is to inhibit the natural resources and fresh the environment. Green technology 

uses the 3 mantras such as reduce, reuse and recycle for the betterment of the environment. Some of the benefit 

of green technology is that it is environmental impact. it reduces the emissions of toxic gases from the 

environment and it is used for saving the natural resources. The Green technology devours the fewer energy 

then conventional technology. The main purpose of green technology is to slow down the global warming and 

decrease the green house gases(GHG).Green energy comes from sunlight ,rain ,tides ,wind and plants this 

energy are renewable 

5. Importance of Green Technology 

 

The above figure describes Importance of Green technology which includes the effectiveness to 

promote the green industry. Due to green technology there is a major savior of the environment. Before the 

green technology there was loss of the environment by the industries but since we use the method of green 

technology we do not harm the environment. Green technology is the elevation to the green business. Green 

technology gives strategic pivot of green growth. Green technology supports in dipping the green house gas 

emissions. It is the new-fangled source for the progress of the country. 

 

IV. Limitations of Green Technology  

  Green Technology wants the renewable and biodegradable material which is expensive.Many of the 

individuals are oblivious of the green harvests and their customs. Most of the people are unwary to 

remuneration a premium of the green products. Water conduct technology is also overpriced.
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6. Goals Of Green Technology 

7.  
The goals of the green technology are as follows: 

 Rethinking: The goal of the rethinking is to think on changing the patterns of the production so as to reclaim or 

reuse the products. 

 Recycling: It is the process of converting the waste materials into new ones. It is the waste discarding technique 

which can be used for saving the natural resources. 

 Renewing: It is the process by which the renewable resources are used to save the natural resources. The things 

which can be used again and again are refurbished. 

 Reducing: The waste which cannot be used again for eg: the electronics which are not in condition to be used are 

reduced.    

 Responsibility: Green Technology takes the responsibility of maintaining the beauty of the nature by not harming 

the environment. 

VI.Future Scope of green Technology 

As we grasp before few years or before the execution of green technology there was lots of 

complications such as global warming, energy- shortages, pollution and we were facing many environmental 

issues. But since we have applied the green technology there is a change in the environment as well in the 

human life. 

Now is up to us that how we look at green technology if we support the green IT then there would be 

a very moral change in the society. Green technology helps in blending the fossil fuels as well as the 

renewable energy from the environment and minimize the environmental influences. The green electricity is 

the freshest and the most valuable form of renewable energy. The green technology reliefs in reducing the 

emissions of toxic gases. It also chains in reducing the waste. It is assumed that both the electricity and 

hydrogen will become the future fuels as the distribution of electric and fuel cell vehicles is growing speedily. 

The green technology uses the renewable energy such as geo thermal energy, rain , wind, tides, algae and 

plants which decreases the global warming from the environment.by saving the energy we can save the 

natural resources from getting harm by the toxic gases and global warming. Using the green products which 

are free from ozone depletion and toxic compounds can protect the nature. 

VII.Conclusion 

By using the Green technology we help to encourage an eco-friendly and domestic environment along 

with our welfares by dropping costs, wounding down of waste and preserving energy. Green technology not 

only comprise in green computing but also emphases on the mechanisms used in the computers. Green 

technology correctly discourses the matter of global warming. Currently all the companies focuses on the 

concept of green IT. Green technology tips to a lot of energy savings, decrease in production of CO2 and 

CFC‟s which leads to environment defense. Green economy has a latent to realize sustainable development an 

eliminate poverty on an extraordinary scale. 
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Introduction 

The internet of things (IoT) is the network of physical objects, devices embedded with sensors, 

electronics, software and the network connectivity that enables the physical objects to collect and exchange 

data. IoT allows these objects to be sensed and controlled remotely across existing network infrastructure. IoT 

cloud platforms that store data coming from small scale computing development boards like Arduino, 

Raspberry etc. are an essential component in the development of such systems. The focus of this paper is to 

create a prototype that will monitor the relative moisture in the plant and provide alerts to notify need for 

watering to restore water levels for healthy growth of crop [1]. 

A key concept of the Internet of Things is the connectivity of multiple smaller devices to construct a 

larger grid of sensing network. Since application of most of these sensors are in large area sensing, such 

sensors are connected wirelessly to a central hub before logging the data over a larger network like the Local 

Area Network or the Wide Area Network. This allows the technology to obtain different statistical data over a 

large area which was not feasible earlier due to lack of IoT compatible hardware and software. 

A general IoT setup might contain several different or similar type of sensing devices connected over a 

small or large network or even across a hierarchy of networks. This enable us to build different sort of network 

architectures and topologies - ring, bus, mesh, star, tree etc. Existing network architectures might be used to 

implement the connection of different IoT devices like a communication network as shown in figure a. 

In the scope of IoT hardware, a wide scale of devices have been used in the recent years. Small, smart 

and computationally expensive devices like Amazon’s Alexa have been used as a means to actuate, regulate 

and monitor various devices like house lights and air conditioning, using IoT communication standards and 

network protocols. Other forms of hardware include the use of mobile computers to perform intelligent 

communication and transfer of data from a sensor to a central remote database. An example of such a system 

might include the use of pocket sized computing devices like an Arduino, Raspberry Pi, Odroid or the Nvidia 

Jetson to acquire data from a variety of physically connected sensing devices and publish them over a wired or 

wireless network to a cloud based logger. 

Recent developments in these smaller computing hardware devices have enabled inexpensive 

processors to perform previously complicated tasks like connecting to the cloud and uploading data. Such 

devices can similarly also be used to actuate devices over the network either manually or automated using the 

collected statistical data and making complex decisions based on intelligent algorithms like Machine Learning. 

The software part of IoT involves the communication between the aforementioned hardware‟s and 

also their network with existing inter-connected systems. Figure b shows a general overview of the typical 

IoT setup and communication network. The lowest layers consist of protocols and methods to interface the 

sensors to small scale processors and controllers to be able to relay data to a more efficient device which can 

handle communication of large data. Such protocols involves hardware access communication like Serial 

Peripheral Interface (SPI), Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C), and Universal Synchronous/Asynchronous 

Receiver/Transmitter (USART) etc. Such devices have a high bandwidth to interface these devices and can 

log some data temporarily. Once the data buffer in these devices have been filled, they may forward this data 

bunch onto a central device which connects many such devices. This communication involves transfer of 

relatively large data at a higher refresh rate over multiple devices. 

For this reason custom IoT protocols have been developed like 6LoWPAN, alongside existing 

protocols like User Datagram Protocol (UDP) to acquire large amount of data from several sensor devices 

simultaneously and log into local storage. The next level involves transport of all acquired data to a larger 

storage usually using complex protocols like Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and other means to connect to the internet. This 

is usually done to enable remote global access to this data and to also perform complex statistical analysis of 
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large amount of data called Big Data Analytics. IoT helps to modularize the data collection process and 

propagates population of more sensing devices to perform better analysis of a certain type of information. This 

scale of data can be useful in a variety of application, for example, a large set of humidity sensors in 

particularly placed locations on a farm can be used to provide data about the water content in the soil, and 

hence to generalize and stipulate the health of the soil, by providing a analytically calculated schedule of 

watering specifics parts of the field at specific intervals. 

This project aims to show a small example of how such a large scale system may operate by showing 

an application of a moisture sensor to the soil under a plant and access the data remotely. 

 

Research Projects 

A.Theory 

Soil parameters such as soil moisture, temperature, light intensity and humidity play a vital role in the 

production and yield of the crop. Real-time monitoring of these parameters can be accomplished using various 

sensors connected to the internet using WiFi connection which comes under Internet of Things. In the past 

days various switches were used to control ON and OFF mechanism for irrigation which includes watering the 

crops. But, present day cellular technology and the inter services has made it easy to monitor the plant even in 

the rural areas [5]. Now-a-days water management is considered as one of the important concerns for 

environment [6]. Managing irrigation water needs to combine a method of irrigation scheduling along with 

method of measuring soil moisture. 

„Smart plant system‟ is an IoT project tutorial which describes how to build an IoT project that 

monitors the plant health status. along with the soil moisture other environmental parameters like 

temperature, humidity and light intensity are monitored [7]. Alert is send to user‟s smartphone when some 

parameter value is out of range. In the above tutorial project 

Arduino Uno and the three sensors temperature humidity sensor, soil moisture sensor and light 

intensity sensor are used. The values are read by the sensors and send over the IoT cloud platform Ubidots 

where they are converted into the variables and are monitored. 

The second research paper „Measurement and Monitoring of Soil Moisture using Cloud IoT and 

Android System‟ describes the system developed for analysing soil moisture in different soils (black and red 

soil) [5]. „Smart Plant Monitoring System‟ is a research paper that implements a cloud based server and a 

mobile based device which helps the user to control and see the status of the plant which is being monitored 

by the hardware device. Along with the temperature, light, humidity the level of carbon dioxide is also 

measured. 

The research paper „IoT Enabled Plant Soil Moisture Monitoring Using Wireless Sensor Networks‟ 

describes the issues in development of a system with the cloud enabled storage and reliable wireless 

connectivity. Here, the Wireless Sensor Network is integrated with Internet of Things to achieve the above 

objective. Further, to enhance the network lifetime, Exponential Weighted Moving Average event detection 

algorithm is adopted [22]. 

B. Soil Moisture Concepts and Terms 

The paper „Measuring Soil Moisture for the Irrigation Water Management‟ describes the management 

of the water in irrigation that is timely application of the right amount of water [6]. Soil moisture levels can be 

expressed in the terms of soil water content. It is commonly explained in the terms of percent water by weight, 

percent water by volume etc. Water is the soil is classified in the terms of availability. 

1) Field capacity 

Is the point at which the easily drained water has drained from the soil. Generally, the field capacity is considered as ⅓ 

bar tension. But, for most of the irrigated soils the field capacity is 1/10 bar tension. 

2) Wilting point 

It is the soil moisture content where most plants would experience permanent wilting and is occurred at 15 bars tension. 

3) Readily available water 

It is the portion of the water that is readily available that is its easy for the plant to use. It common to consider about 50% 

of the available water as readily available water. 
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Application Domain And Data Analysis Discussion 

There are various applications of the IoT like smart home management, infrastructure management, 

energy management etc. This paper mainly focuses on environmental management one of the most important 

application of IoT. They typically use sensors in assisting in environmental protection by monitoring 

atmospheric or soil conditions, air or water quality, movements of wildlife so on. In this paper the health of 

plant will be taken care of by monitoring soil moisture of the plant. 

Hardware Implementation 

The three main components of the hardware are Soil Moisture Sensor, Raspberry Pi, and Arduino [3]. 

In this project we will be using a small plant and place a moisture sensor in its soil. The moisture sensor gives 

an analogy reading which will be converted into digital output using the Arduino microcontroller. This digital 

output will be send to raspberry pi. Then the output will be structured in the form of graph and will be 

displayed on the web page over a wireless network. 

Soil Moisture Sensor 

Soil moisture sensors are used to measure the water content in the soil. Soil moisture sensors measure 

the volumetric water content of the soil using various properties of the soil such as electrical 

resistance,dielectric constant or interaction with neutrons. In this project we will be using Soil Moisture 

Sensor for Arduino EK1361 as shown in figure c. Sensor will be connected to Arduino-compatible board in a 

minimalist fashion to show its output over the serial terminal [4]. Once we are done with the system 

calibration we will have the idea of the values sensor is outputting in completely dry and wet solutions and 

then we will calibrate it for specific soil. Getting these values and comparing them to the ones from the 

previous calibration will give you the best insight into what values mean for your specific plant and soil [9] 

[10]. 

Arduino  

It is a microcontroller that can sense and control objects in the physical world. The moisture sensor 

gives an analogue reading which will be converted into digital output using the Arduino microcontroller. 

Arduino boards use a variety of microprocessors and controllers which are equipped with sets of digital and 

analogue input and output (I/O) pins that may be interfaced to various expansion boards (shields) and other 

circuits. The boards feature serial communications interfaces, including USB on some models, which are also 

used for loading programs from personal laptops/computers. These microcontrollers are typically 

programmed using programming languages such as C++ and C. In this project Elegoo EL-CB-001 UNO R3 

Board ATmega328P Arduino kit will be used as shown in figure d. It has 14 digital input/output pins (of 

which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analogue inputs, a 16 MHz crystal oscillator, a USB connection, a 

power jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button [11] [12]. 

Raspberry Pi 

It is an ARM based SBC (Single Board Computer) running on Debian based GNU/Linux operating 

system Raspbian. We will be creating a server on the raspberry Pi which will be connected over the internet 

to the third party cloud based API PubNub and it will help us to access and monitor the data given by the 

sensor [4] in real time. The digital output from the arduino will be sent to the Raspberry Pi. Here we are using 

raspberry Pi 3 as shown in the figure e. It uses a 1.2GHz 64-bit quad-core ARM Cortex-A53 CPU. It has 1GB 

RAM. It has integrated 802.11n wireless LAN and Bluetooth 4.1. It has RCA video, audio jack, USB 2.0, 

Ethernet, Sd card reader, micro usb power and HDMI slots. Also with the help of these static analysis we can 

create a chart of various data received from the sensor and through the arduino [13]. 

Key IoT Communication Protocols  

The main key communication protocol used here will be WiFi that is wireless protocol over the data 

link layer. With the help of WiFi we can monitor and access the data from any location in the real time. Thus, 

it gives us flexibility to control the sensor and be alert always for the flaws and emergency situations. As 

shown in the figure f there are 5 TCP/IP layers [14]. 

Physical Layer  

The physical layer acts as a transceiver that drives the signals on the network. It transmits and receives bits. 

The physical devices acts over this layer. 
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Data Link Layer  

The data link layer creates frames and transfers them with physical (MAC) addresses across the 

network. The WiFi protocol acts over this layer. Thus, the frames encapsulates the packets and use MAC 

address to identify the source and destination.  

Network Layer  

The network link layer creates packets and transfers them with virtual (IP) addresses across the 

network. The IP addresses are used to identify the packages source and destination. 

Transport Layer  

The transport layer establishes connections with remote host that is between applications running on 

different hosts. It uses TCP for reliable connections and the UDP for fast connections. It assigns port number 

to the different processes running in the applications above. 

Application layer  

The application layer hosts the different groups of applications required for network communications. 

Examples of these applications are email clients and web browsers. In this project the web page will be used 

as a application. 

Application Program Interface  

The Application program interface (APIs) are the inter-connectors which provide the interface 

between Internet and the Things. For IoT to be useful the different network topologies like mesh, tree etc. 

created by it must be connected to the cloud. The way in which they can be connected is Vis APIs. Thus, APIs 

are the sky bridge between the devices connected in topologies and the information or data crunching 

capabilities. APIs expose the data that enables multiple devices to be combined and connected to solve new 

and interesting workflows. 

Here, we have used Pub Nub API [23]. It is a cloud-based, real-time messaging service that functions 

on mobile phones, laptops, tablets, HTML5 web browsers etc. This API allows the user to publish and 

subscribe to the messages. It basically uses HTTP calls and responses are formatted in JSON.  

The reason behind choosing PubNub for our project was that it gives real time updates. It can be used 

in geo-tracking, mapping, alerts and push notifications. Thus, the values that we got from the soil moisture 

sensor can be sent over a PubNub API and they can be monitored at real time from any nook and corner of the 

world provided with internet facility. 

As shown in the (pseudo code below) we need to provide the public key and the subscribe key which 

we will be given while creating an account in PubNub. After providing both the keys the connection is created 

and the output is shown in the output window as shown in the fig i. 

Serial Communication 

Serial communication is the process of sending data one bit at a time, sequentially, over a bus or a 

communication channel. In this case, we have used serial communication to communicate with Arduino from 

raspberry pi and vice-versa. We have implemented an asynchronous serial communication, UART, between 

the Arduino board and the Raspberry pi board with a baud rate of 9600. It communicates on digital pins 0 

(RX) and 1 (TX) as well as with the raspberry Pi via serial ports. 

As shown below in the Algorithm 1 and 2, we can see serial port with baud rate 9600 is activated and 

used to communicate with the raspberry pi. By using this we can get a real time data to the raspberry pi from 

the Arduino and the sensor which is sent out to the API to remotely monitor the moisture data later. 

IoT Architecture  

This paper will be using the following IoT architecture as shown in figure b. There will be soil 

moisture sensor which will sense the volumetric value of the moisture content in the soil. It then will 

communicate with Arduino by sending the analogue values of the moisture content to it. 

The Arduino will then convert those values to the digital and will send them to the raspberry pi. The 

server network will be created in the raspberry pi and the data will be sent over link layer that is wireless 

gateway to display over the web page. Here we have used the third party API Pub Nub. It is a cloud-based 

service and all the moisture content values will be displayed on the Pub Nub. Thus, it will help in real time 

assessing and monitoring the moisture content in the soil of the plant from our current location. 
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IV.Algorithm   

Algorithm can be divided into two sections. The Arduino and the raspberry pi. 

A.Arduino    

The Arduino is connected to the soil moisture sensor. Thus serial communication is initialised by 

setting baud rate to 9600. The analog readings from the soil moisture sensor are read and set to variable a as 

shown in algorithm 1. Then after that they are converted into hexadecimal form and send to the raspberry pi as 

shown in the algorithm 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Raspberry Pi 

The Raspberry Pi is connected to the Arduino by the USB connector and is initialised by setting up the 

path of the Arduino and the same baud rate 9600. The values which we get from the output of the Arduino are 

feeder to the input of the raspberry pi as shown in the algorithm 2. We have got the values range from 0 to 500 

which are converted into percentage that is from range 0 to 100 which is user readable format as shown in the 

algorithm 2. 

Also the values that we get are to be displayed on the web page. Thus, the publish key and the 

subscribe key are created while creating an account on Pub Nub API nd are set to the raspberry pi in order to 

form a connection as shown in the algorithm 2. Thus, the values are continuously displayed in real time over 

the web page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Goals and Milestone are listed below table a 
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Table a: Goals and Milestone 

Planning 

As mentioned above this project defines how to control a crop efficiently. Where, the moisture in the 

soil can be considered to be primary source of data which will be helped in prediction of the crop health. To 

achieve this we divided the work into three major parts/steps, which are, firstly understanding the possibility of 

the idea with a detailed background study, referring to any available previous work and considering drawbacks 

and scope of improvements. Next step is to design using programming, and building the database which to 

analyse the data from the sensor. Finally, we consider testing as one of the important step, where, to resolve the 

bugs and improve the efficiency of the system [7] [8]. 

  

VI.Result 

As shown in the figure h the Soil Moisture Sensor is inserted in the plant. Thus, after that it is 

connected to the Arduino. At the starting we got some random values of soil moisture. We had to calibrate it 

by trying it in dry, wet and different types of soils. After it got calibrated we inserted it in the plant whose 

moisture content we are going to determine. 

Now, the limit of the available water is set between the wilting point (0% available water) and the field 

capacity (100% available water) [21]. So the readings from the soil moisture sensor must be between the 0 to 

100 level. As shown in the figure i we have got the value on an average 88 % which lies between the limit of 

the available water. 

Thus, by observing the readings from the sensor we can monitor the moisture level of the soil. If it 

drops near to 20% then we need to water the crop while if it increases to 95% then we should be not watering 

the plant for some days till it gives an average reading. 

The final output values are displayed over a webpage which we have created using a third party API 

which is PubNub [23]. Thus, it will help us in real time assessing and monitoring the moisture content in the 

soil of the plant from our current location. 

VII.Acknowledgment 

We will like to thank Prof. Brian Kelly for providing us the overview and in depth knowledge in the 

field of IoT. We have been able to make significant progress in the project after taking up the Internet of 

Things course under him. 

VIII.Conclusion 

We have obtained the readings from the soil moisture sensor inserted in the plant as shown in the 

figure h. These readings will be used to monitor the moisture level of the crop depending on the standard limit 

of the availability of the water in real time as shown in the figure i. 

IX.Future Implementations 

Thus, we have completed our project successfully. Further, we can extend this project with adding 

additional sensors like temperature humidity sensor, light sensor etc. to monitor the health of the plant. It can 
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also be extended use machine learning to better understand and predict the health of the plant based on the 

moisture in the soil. Thus, we can create a more effective way to study and improve plant life. 
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Introduction 

For living a life independently the vision is must. Without having the vision the living life is nothing 

because vision is must in our day to day life. Vision give the ability to think about or plan the future with the 

imagination. So every person should be able to think or imagine their own life. But some people have the 

problem of blindness. Blindness means the person is in the state where he or she couldn‟t able to see anything. 

Some people‟s also suffers from the problem of the night blindness. During night time they are unable to see. 

Vision plays an important role to travel independently. 

The statistics by World Health Organization[1] there are around 285 million people who are visually 

impaired. Globally, with 39 million blind about 246 million have low vision.The vision is must for everyone in 

their day-to-day life. The visually challenged people need the help to travel anywhere. Mostly to cross the 

road, travelling by train. 

Some of the peoples use the guided dogs to travel. Guide dogs can guide the peoples about the 

obstacles, crowd, staircases. Guide dogs give the right way to travel but it is misconception that guide dogs 

indicates when it is safe to cross the road, because guide dogs don‟t know about the traffic signals, they don‟t 

know about the indicating lights. So travelling by using the dogs will be dangerous. 

Some researchers have developed the walking stick fulfilling the blind navigation. Gayathri[2] 

proposed a smart walking stick that can detect the obstacles, water, pit. But using the stick will not be safe 

because stick can get the break easily. Stick is difficult to carry, it‟s also a heavy. 

Another work is[3] Virtual eye for the visually challenged peoples in the some specific area. This 

virtual eye give only the directions which are stored in it. It doesn‟t give all the directions. So it will be helpful 

only in the some area. But development of all these aids are not satisfying because according to the World 

Health Organization there are 285 million people‟s who are suffering from the blindness. So these aids doesn‟t 

fulfill the requirements of all the blind people‟s. 

To address the limitations of previous methods we developed a smart shoe which will help the blind 

people‟s to detect the obstacles from the front, back, right and left, and it will also help to detect the knee level 

obstacles. Smart shoe is made up of the ultrasonic sensors which will detect the obstacles. So this smart shoe 

will help the blind people to travel the independently.  

 

Proposed System  

The proposed Smart Shoe system is constructed using various hardware components like : 

• shoe : whose size is up to knee level ultrasonic  

• sensors : to detect obstacles in surrounding micro controller arduino mega : for calculating the 

distance of obstacle in the surrounding from system  

• memory : to store the pulse samples 

• speaker : to provide audio feedback to the user 

• connecting wires : to connect all hardware components together 

• battery 9 volt : to give power supply to all above hardware components. 
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Fig 1. Smart Shoe system showing arrangement of system components 

  

III.Design Of Navguide System 

The designed system aims to help the visually challenged people to travel independently. The proposed 

system system is constructed accordingly by taking into consideration various parameters that would help the 

visually challenged people. 

The Smart Shoe system consists of total 8 ultrasonic sensors which are divided into levels i.e. level 1 

and level 2.Level 1 consists of 4 sensors ( G1, G2, G3, G4) for detecting ground level obstacles present in the 

surrounding and Level 2 consists of another 4 sensors (K1, K2, K3, K4) for detecting knee level obstacles in 

the surrounding. Sensors G1 and K1 are facing to the front of user and G4 and K4 are facing back to the user to 

detect ground level and knee level obstacles. Sensors G2 and K2 are facing at the right of user and G3 are K3 

facing at the left of the user to detect ground and knee level obstacles.The sensors transmits ultrasonic waves to 

the object and after hitting the wave back from the object it gives the information accordingly to the processor 

to calculate the distance of the object from the system.Then based on the surrounding area conditions the 

feedback is provided to the user in the form of audio.  

 

IV.Proposed System Architecture 

The proposed system consists of three main modules i.e. ICM- Information Collection Module, 

LMCM– Logical Map Construction Module, GFM- Generating Feedback Module. 

ICM – This module[5] consists of ultrasonic sensors to detect the obstacles present in the working 

environment at knee and ground level and also detect the staircase. Initially a trigger of 10ms is given to sensor 

after which it transmits the ultrasonic waves and after hiting wave from the object the reflected wave is back 

provided to sensor.The main function of the sensor is to calculate the time upto which the echo pin of sensor 

remains high. 

LMCM- This module[5] consists of micro controller unit i.e. arduino mega processor and a memory 

module.The output of ICM module is provided as input to this module which calculates the actual distance of 

the obstacle object from the system based on the inputted time provided by DGM module. The memory 

module stores a file which contains the audio pulses which need to be fired based on the distance of obstacles 

present in nearby area of the user.  
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GFM- This module[5] consists of speaker which is used to provide audio feedback to the user according to the 

conditions. Based on the audio pulses provided by memory module, this module selects the corresponding text 

from the stored memory file and gives the final output in the form of audio response to the user. 
 

 
 

Fig.2 Proposed system architecture 

In addition to this architecture, we also need an external toggle button to on and off the working state 

of the system. 

V. Features Of Smart Shoe System 

• This proposed system detects the obstacles present in the surrounding at knee level and ground level. 

• Generates a logical map of the surrounding for detecting obstacles at left, right, bottom and back sides 

of the user. 

• It also helps to detect the staircase. 

• Audio response is given back to the user with help of speakers. 

VI. Results 

The smart shoe system after successful implementation provides the audio feedback to the visually 

impaired people in different conditions as shown in the following given table I.  

Sr. 

No 

Situation Audio 

Feedback 

1 Obstacle in front Blocked front 
   

2 Obstacle on left Blocked left 

3 Obstacle on right Blocked right 

4 Obstacle on left and front 

sides 

Go right 

5 Obstacle on right and front 

sides 

Go left 

6 Obstacle on left and right 

sides 

Go straight 

7 Obstacle on left, right and 

front sides 

All blocked 

8 Staircase detected Stairs ahead 
 

 

 

 

Fig.3 Table I 
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VII. Conclusion 

We designed a smart shoe for visually impaired people which provide directional solutions in walking 

independently. The Smart Shoe system overcomes shortcomings of existing system by detecting wet floors, 

floor level and knee level obstacles and providing prioritized information to a user‟s in tactile and auditory 

form. The system is easy to use. 

In future the Smart Shoe system must itself guide the directional obstacle-less way to reach to the 

destination according to user by using GPS module. 
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WHAT IS CRYPTOCURRENCY?


In simple words, Crypto currency is nothing but a type of financial exchange through internet as a 

medium by encrypting it or in other words using cipher text to protect it from cyber threats. Only the receiver 

who possesses the unlock key or password can decrypt it. Cryptography is used to protect emails, financial 

data, banking information of a single user of MNC‟s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROS:

Transactions: One of the advantages of Crypto currency is that is paperless, there is no broker fee or any kind 

of commission between two personnel‟s or company‟s which makes it very efficient and easy to use. It is a 

straight forward transaction. This helps in cutting the middle man out and making the transaction a one-to-one 

deal/affair. 

Security: Crypto currency makes the transaction encrypted from both sides. In other words it is End-to-End 

Encrypted process, which can only be decrypted by the authorized receiver. This makes it very secure and 

reliable. And keeps preying eyes away from our data. 

Confidential Transactions: One great advantage of Crypto currency is that each transaction is unique in its 

own way. A user can only send only the necessary data that he wishes to send the recipint making it worry 

free. 

International Transactions: Crypto currency is not subjected to the exchange rates, interest rates, transactions 

fees, or other taxes imposed by a specific country according to their rules and regulations making International 

Trading easy. 
 
CONS:

Cybersecurity Problems: One of the most important issue is Cybersecurity in which if the details fall into 

wrong hands of hackers, the data can be misused or manipulated and this will result in loss of millions if not 

billions of dollars. This will also expose the personal information of both the sender and receiver. 

Regulations: There is a risk in investing in this emerging tech as it is not accepted by federal governments all 

around the world due to fear of getting hacked as its still developing. And after being completely developed 
there‟s no guarantee that it would be completely safe as hackers can find vulnerability someday somehow. 

Scalability: As it is an emerging and still developing tech, it has to offer many unique features as safety 
precautions to be trustworthy as it is still being dwarfed by some major competitors like MASTERCARD, 
VISA. It should be fast and reliable to be in same level as the above competitors. 
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Market Fluctuations: Most of the users are using Crypto currency as a means to buy tickets houses or as a 

backup investment which is not helping it grow and kill the competition. This is happening because of one 

simple reason that is no guarantee or refund in case of any loss. 

 

WHAT IS BLOCKCHAIN?



It can be defined as a system which keeps the record of all the transactions made through bit coins or 

any crypto graphic manner. In simple words it‟s like a bank passbook which is paperless but with some perks 

and extra layers of online security. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PROS:

Distributed: Block chain data is stored on different nodes of different network n different servers, which 

makes it more resistant to failure. There are no technical failures and malfunctions as the nodes are 

programmed to make a copy of each database to prevent it from getting deleted or lost.  
Stable: The data is very stable and difficult to erase or change after its registered, this makes the block chain 

tech very reliable in storing financial data and banking informations. This helps in preventing fraudulent 

activities from its general employees. 
 
CONS:

Data Modification: As being stable is one of the major advantages of Block Chain, it‟s not always good. It is 

very difficult to modify or change the data once it is saved on the network. Thereby making it a twosided 

feature.  
Storage & Energy: Block chain requires vast amount of storage as bit coin network is increasing every 

minute. Countries like Denmark, USA & some European countries a rapidly adopting block chain tech. 

normally block chain tech requires 200 Gigs of storage to run a store data efficiently. Due to the burst in its use 

it becomes harder for users to download the stored data as its size is increasing every second as of now. 
 
WHAT IS CLOUD-COMPUTING?


It is type of computing tech that mostly relies on shared computing resources as compared to local 

networking/computing resources to handle applications outside a company‟s firewall. Thereby making it web-

based. 
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PROS:

On-Demand Service: This means that cloud computing customers can sign-up, pay and use the cloud services 

without any sales or marketing agent in between.  
Broad Network Access: As cloud computing is totally online, it gives the customer a large resource of servers 

and nodes to store and use the data.  
Low-Cost & Efficient: Cloud computing is completely online based and makes it cost efficient as there is no 

agent in between.  
Anytime Anywhere: Cloud data can be accessed anytime anywhere in the world making it very easy to 

access. For e.g.: The most trusted cloud service i.e.: Google Drive can be accessed anytime anywhere in the 

worlds after we enter out correct credentials. This makes its use very hassle-free.  
Availability: Every major Tech-Giant like Microsoft, Google, Apple and Yandex have launched their cloud 

services. And as Android is the most popular OS around the world, this makes Google Drive the most used 

Cloud Service around the world. 
 
CONS:

Network Connection: Having an Internet Connection is a must to reap all the benefits of Cloud Computing. 

You need a strong network to send/receive, upload/download data & losing network connection would lead to 

loss of time and money. In some under-developed & developing countries having a speedy and reliable internet 

connection is little tough. So in order to take benefit of all the Cloud Computing services the network 

connection must be strong, speedy and very very reliable.  
Limited Features: Not all cloud services provide all created with equally matching features. For e.g. Google 

provides 15 Gigs of cloud storage for free on the other hand Apple gives only 5 Gigs of cloud storage for free. 

And the cost to buy extra storage varies from provider to provider. Google allows users to upload data in 

original format with highest quality whereas other cloud service providers don‟t offer such service. 
 
Not in Control: Basically we are trusting another party blindly to take care of our data, the data might be 

personal and very important and if it gets into wrong hands, there would be one or many consequences.  
Security: Not all cloud service providers are a secure as they claim to be. We can‟t risk to lose our sensitive 

information fall into a wrong hands. Because of the popularity of Cloud Computing, it is targeted by hackers 

more often and these hacks have increased in the past few months. Who is to blame if such Mishap happens?  
Technical Issues: Facing a technical issue is more common than being hacked, it may be due to natural cause 

or man-made cause. We have no other choice but to call the technical support of the cloud service provider for 

help. And some technical issues cannot be solved in house and some providers do not support in-house service 

that too around the clock. 

 

A.I. (Artificial Intelligence):

Building and creating smart machines & devices that typically require a human being, is known as A.I. 

In simple words A.I is programmed to think more or less like humans and mimic their actions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Pros:

Less Human Error: Humans make errors and mistakes from time to time as its human nature to do mistakes. 

Computers don‟t do such mistakes or errors as they are programmed properly. With the help of A.I. certain 

decisions are taken by accessing previous data and by following few sets of pre-programmable algorithms. So 

errors are reduced and chances of having a successful outcome are much more.  
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Take Risks: This is one of the best advantages of A.I. because we can let the A.I robot to machine take the 

risk instead of human, thereby resulting in overcoming many restrictions and limitations, let it be going in 

space or defusing a bomb or moving heavy objects.  
Availability: Humans can only work for 4-6 hrs. or maximum 8 hrs. excluding breaks coz humans are created 

in this way naturally. A.I robots don‟t need any breaks or refreshment and can make them work 24/7.  
Digital Assistance: Digital Assistance are used in smartphones, computers web apps. They are used to carry 

out tasks like online technical support and carry out tasks like setting reminders and alarms. E.g. Google 

Assistant, Cortana, Siri… 
 
Cons:

High Cost: A.I is updating everyday by machine learning and learning from their previous tasks, so the 

hardware and software required to run A.I must be updated to and this constant upgrading proves to be 

expensive.  
Making Humans Lazy: A.I is making humans lazy by doing almost everything in automated manner, for. E.g. 

Self-driving cars, automated homes and online shopping platforms which let the user buy every single piece of 

his/her day-to-day needs and requirements.  
Unemployment: As A.I id replacing humans in everyday tasks, the need of humans to work is getting less 

with each passing day. A.I is creating unemployment as its decreasing human interference by being much more 

logical, creating less errors and takings risks and erasing human limitations.  
Lack of Thinking Power: As A.I is developed by humans, it can only do things which it is programmed to do, 

so there‟s no out of the box thinking. 

 
IoT(Internet of Things):

 
 

Connecting every physical object to Internet is IoT, connected cars, V2X, home automation is 

all IoT.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Pros:
 

 
Efficient Resource Utilization: If we know how things work in IoT we can reap all the benefits and make it 

useful in places where it is most needed, like hospitals and emergency services 

Minimize Human Effort: IoT devices interact with each other in a proper manner thereby decreasing human 

effort. Making human life much easier 

Saving Time: As it is reducing human effort, the tasks are completed quickly s compared to humans therefore 

saving time 

Improve Security: By connecting things we can make secure wireless connections to complete tasks like 

financial transactions, encrypting and decrypting data. 
 
 

Cons:
 

 

Security: As things are connected via internet, the chances of being hacked are more. Hackers find a back door 

or any vulnerability on any secure system so being precautious is the only major we can take. 
 
Privacy: By using IoT based services, we open the privacy risk, because our personal data is being uploaded 

and used to improve the systems behavior. So our private data is always at a risk of being manipulated. 
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Complexity: The process of designing, creating, maintaining and keeping this tech secure is a very tough and 

complex task and it requires an experienced employee and quick thinking and ever ready problem solving 

measures. 

 
Conclusion:  
 In order to stay in the race of development we must update ourselves and develop our resources so that 
we won‟t fall behind. We humans should be the one to control tech and going with the flow is not an option. 
Learning new things gathering information having good relations with neighboring countries is a must to 
develop quickly and responsibly.
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Introduction 

Software expansion model is an appearance of the complete development of software Improvement, 

which expresses the core actions obviously to instruct the working responsibilities on Software advance that to 

be finalised. It is the mechanical outline of all the effort and responsibilities which are executed by system 

improvement, consecutively and conservation to diagonally the complete software life cycle, and the 

connection between the several stages of software advance Deeds are also given [1]. As we all know, there are 

various software development approaches that Defined and designed which are used or employed during 

development process of software [2]. These methods are also mentioned to software expansion models. 

However, each model surveys a Specific life cycle to confirm success in course of progress, and its benefit and 

difficulty are all occurred certainly. Software expansion cycle and software superiority will be artificial by 

software Increase model directly, and it is the important form of the organization and organization for Software 

plans in current IT enterprise. 

Waterfall Model 

The Waterfall Model is developed by Winston Royce. This Waterfall Development Model is also 

known as a classic life cycle. The Waterfall Development Model proposes organised successive method for 

software engineering. It like a tea process i.e we need to go with process by process to create a software of 

good quality. When we use this Waterfall model then according to this model we need to test this project at 

every step of model. But, it‟s difficult to imagine every detail in advance in reality. Most projects start out with 

some uncertainty, and more details are learned by way of the project development The major disadvantage of 

model is that problems in system aren‟t be discovered until late in process(testing phase), but it leaves little 

time for modification, consequential in hypothetically calamitous which possessions on project agenda and 

budget . The application of this model in modern IT enterprise is little now. 

 
 

Figure 1. Waterfall Model 
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Generic Process Model:- 

The Generic Process Model is defines a set of umbrella activity which are also a must for any 

software engineering process as shown in below figure – 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Software Process Framework 

In this Generic Process Model each activity contains a group of software engineering activities which 

is a collection of task that develops a major software product. 

The projects or software which are developed by using the Generic Process Model are follows the 

following model – 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

4.Spiral Model:- 

The Spiral Classical software course prototypical that couple the iterative countryside of prototyping. 

The Spiral Model is proposed by Boehm. The main objectives of Spiral Model are as follows – 
o Spiral Model provides controlled of the linear sequential model to the developer.

o Spiral Model is also provide the systematic aspects of the linear sequential model to the user.

o Spiral Model uses potential of quick expansion of incremental version of the software which we create.

o Spiral Model finds all risks and the errors which are generating in the project during the development 

process.

o The Spiral Model also fined the risks which can be generating in the future.

o Spiral Model explain in following diagram –
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COCOMO Model:- 

The COCOMO Model is stands for Positive Charge Model. The COCOMO Model is one of the 

original charge copies broadly used by the rate assessing community. The COCOMO Model was formerly 

available in Software Manufacturing Finances by Dr. Barry Boehm in 1980. Cocomo) is a deterioration model 

grounded on LOC, . It is a practical charge approximation classical for software plans and frequently recycled 

as a course of unfailingly foreseeing the numerous strictures associated with creation a project such as size, 

effort, cost, time and quality. It was planned by Barry Boehm in 1970 and is founded on the study of 63 

projects, which type it one of the best-recognised models. 

The key limits which define the quality of any software produces, which are also an outcome of the 

Cocomo are mainly Exertion & Schedule: 

Effort: Quantity  of  labour  that  will  be  compulsory  to  comprehensive  a assignment. It is unrushed in 

person-months units. 

Schedule: Simply incomes the quantity of time obligatory for the conclusion of the job, which is, of sequence, 

proportional to the effort put. It is leisurely in the parts of time such as weeks, months 
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Introduction: 

The term Hacker is an expert who finds the loopholes in a computer or networks to gain access into 

a system or group of systems. Hackers are programmers, who have expert knowledge of various 

programming languages, database and network security. Generally, a hacker is a person who is passionate 

about computers. They love discovering new methods and techniques to work with a computer. 

Hacker classifications: Based on their knowledge and the activities performed on a computer, there are 

various types of hackers- 

White Hat Hackers: White Hat Hackers are computer experts who gain access to a system to identify and 

weaknesses that exit in the system. They are also called ethical hackers. These security professionals are 

skilled hackers. 

Black Hat Hackers: The Black Hat Hackers are computer experts who use their skills and knowledge to 

perform malicious activities. 

Grey Hat Hackers: Grey Hat Hackers sometimes perform the act of hacking legally or illegally based on the 

situation. They do not hack the computer for personal gain or to destroy the system. Grey Hat Hackers are a 

combination of white hat and black hat hackers.  
Green Hat Hackers: Green Hat Hackers are new to hacking and they have almost no knowledge about 

hacking. They are also known as neophytes. 

Red Hat Hackers: Red Hat Hackers are similar to the white hat hackers. But, they do not report the malicious 

hacker instead they shut down the hacker by uploading viruses, or accessing his computer to destroy it. 

The purpose of Ethical Hacking is to test a system and its resources for any security flaw within to 

prevent any attack by hackers. Ethical hacking is penetration testing with owner‟s permission, with an 

intention of securing and protecting the system. The use of ethical hacking is to identify various 

vulnerabilities within a system. Ethical hacker always tries to find loopholes within the system or network 

and comes out with the solution to protect the system. Ethical hacking would aid immensely in safeguarding 

a target system‟s security. 

 

Information Security: 

Information Security is the privacy measures applied to a device or system in order to prevent any 

unauthorised access. It can protect important from being compromised or corrupted. It is essential aspect of 

IT for organisation of every size and type. Information Security is an essential part of any enterprise. It 

includes many infrastructure and security techniques that preserve key information from malware programs 

or internal and external attacks. The discuss elements involved in information security are: 

a) Confidentiality: 

It is guaranteed that information can only be accessed by authorised users. This helps in safeguarding personal 

information and gives an assurance that similar information will not be shared with any unauthorised user. 

Various security policies are used by organisations and associations to protect details of its users. 

b)  Integrity: 

It guarantees that no unauthorised user can modify a resource or information.  
Attackers can damage the integrity of the data, mostly during the data transmission. 

c) Availability: 

It ensures that a system performs operations including storing, processing, and accessing of the data after 

instructed by the authorised user. It only allows authorised users to access information without any 

restriction. 

d)  Authenticity: 

It provides a proof of originality for any digital information. It ensures that the information, whether received or 

sent, is original. Various technologies and tools such as digital signatures and smart cards are used to ensure the 

originality of data. 
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Information Security Policies: 

Information security policy includes the set of rules that are implemented by the organisation for 

ensuring that all networks or users, who come under the domain of the organisation. Information security 

policies include the framework associated with best practices that all the employees must ideally follow to 

protect sensitive data. The process of creating information security policies can help the organisation define 

information assets they own and involved the employees in securing those assets. These policies declared, 

both internally and externally, that information is a form of assets which belongs to the organisation and needs 

protection from destruction, disclosure, modification or unauthorised access. 

The purpose of security policy in an organised is as follows:- 

 Protecting information and people of that organisation. 

 Helping the reduced risk of an attack, destruction or authorised access. Helping to track compliance as 

with legislation and regulations. 

 Authorising the security personnel for investigation, probing and monitoring. Defining the company 

consensus baseline stance on the security. 
 

 Vulnerabilities:Vulnerabilities was considered as a software or hardware bug which an attackers is likely to 

exploit. But today, the vulnerability is regarded more as a software or hardware bug, or a misconfiguration error 

which an attacker can exploit. The vulnerabilities can be referred by their CVE numbers. CVE stands for 

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures. It is a list which contains standardised vulnerabilities naming. [4] 

 Security Threats:Threats would constitute any software or technique that is potentially dangerous to the 

working of a computer or network system. Such element can break the security of a system and cause serious 

damage to it. Any software or hacking technique used by a hacker is considered to be a thread to the information 

framework of an organisation. They are categorised on the basis of the target and methods of attacks. 

 Malware:Malware (short for malicious software) refers to various forms of harmful software such as viruses, 

worms, Trojan horses, rootkits adware, spyware and many others. They are designed to disrupt or damage 

operation in your computer. Malware can be considered as any affected or corrupted software that damages or 

disables computer systems and provides limited or full control over the target system. 

 Viruses:A computer virus refers to a code or program that is used by a hacker to disrupt a system or a network. 

A virus consume most of the system available memory and corrupts the existing data and eventually leads to 

system crash. Viruses, in general, are a threat to any IT ecosystem. They can spread through various mediums 

such as email, and removable storage media. 

 Computer Worms:A Worms is a self-replicating standalone malware that spreads rapidly on computer 

connected to a network. Worms keep replicating until the occupy all available resources such as memory, hard 

drive space, and network bandwidth. They do not require any interaction which makes them appear dangerous. 

Some worms may contain viral component to infect executable file.  
 Trojan Horses:A Trojan horse is a piece of malware that contain malicious or harmful code. It usually hides 

inside another software. It does not replicate itself like viruses. A Trojan is any malicious computer program 

which hides its true intent from the user. 

 Rootkit:A rootkit is a small software designed to hide files, registry entries or processes. This enables hackers to 

access a PC without being detected.  
 Spoofing:When hacker tries gaining access to a computer or network by trusted source and fooling the hardware 

and software. 

 Penetration Testing:Penetration testing is a method used to test a computer, network or any application for 

identifying possible vulnerabilities. Penetration testing can be performed manually or it can be automated.[3] In 

both these methods, a tester needs to collect information about the system before performing the test. The aim of 

these testing is identify security loopholes. 
 
Need of Penetration Testing: 

Ethical hacking is one of the most effective ways for determining the vulnerabilities or weaknesses in 

any network system. Penetration testing can be helpful in examining the risks in internal security of the 

computer network through the external penetration testing done from different access point. Penetration testing 

is even useful in identifying the security risks in the wireless networks by accessing it through remote control 

or other wireless devices. It can be effective and useful for the business as the owner gets an idea of the 

locations where there is likelihood of a security breach. Penetration testing even test the network components 

such as routers and firewall, and even checks the vulnerabilities of passwords.[3] 
 
Types of Penetration Testing: 

Depending upon the level of information on the target system, penetration testing can be classified 

into three primary categories- 
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 Black Box Testing: In this type of testing, the tester does not get any technical information from the client. 

This type of test can be both functional and non-functional. The test cases are derived by analysing the 

specification of the system without knowing its internal structure.  
 Grey Box Testing: It is also called as grey box analysis. In this testing, a tester tests the product with limited 

understanding of the internal design. The tester does not have permission to access the code of the program. 

The tester may know how components are interconnected without having the detailed knowledge of its 

functionality.  
 White Box Testing: In this type of testing, the client provides full internal details and source code access to the 

tester. When a company needs to test every single line of code a detailed testing of the product, white box testing 

is useful. 
 
Conclusion: 

In this paper firstly we introduced the concepts of system security, hacking, hacker, ethical hacking 

aka pen testing. Then in next section we discussed various tools, techniques and approaches which are 

normally constitutes weaponry of a seasoned hacker. In our paper we explained how ethical hacking is a 

continuous and dynamic process, then we discussed various opportunities available to an ethical hacker as a 

professional. 
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Introduction 
Mobile and wireless networks have made extraordinary development in the last few years. At the 

present time many mobile phones have also a Wireless LAN adapter. One may expect that near soon many 

mobile phones will have Wax adapter too, besides their 3
rd

 Generation, 2
nd

 Generation, Wireless LAN, 

Bluetooth etc, adapters. We are using Internet Protocol for both generations as 2.5
th
 Generation or 3

rd
 

Generation Public Land Mobile Networks (PLMN) on one side and Wireless LAN on the other side, raised 

study on their integration. Concerning the 4
th
 Generation, its focus is towards perfect incorporation of cellular 

networks such as GSM and 3G. Multi-mode purchaser workstations are seen as need for the 4
th
 Generation, but 

security mechanisms and special operating system support in special wireless technologies remains a test. 

Nevertheless, integration among different wireless networks (e.g. PLMN and WLAN) is execute in 

implementation even nowadays. Although, different wireless networks from a only utmost used absolutely, 

i.e., there is no combining of separate wireless access technologies for a same session (e.g., FTP download). 

The anticipated Open Wireless Architecture (OWA) in is targeted to propose open baseband processing 

modules with open interface parameters. The OWA is related to MAC/PHY layers of future Generation 

mobiles. The 5
th
 Generation terminals will have software defined radios and modulation scheme and new error-

control schemes can be downloaded from the Internet . The enhancement is seen towards the consumer 

terminals as a focus on the 5
th
 Generation mobile networks. The 5G mobile terminals will have access to 

separate wireless technologies at the same time. The 5G mobile workstation should be capable to blend special 

flows from different technologies. The network will be dependable for managing user. The 5
th
 Generation 

workstation will make the ultimate selection among different mobile access network providers for a specified 

service. The paper gives the concept of intelligent Internet phone where the mobile can bring the great 

connections. 

 

Literature Survey 

1-CHALLENGES IN RELOCATIOM FROM 4
th

 GENERATION: 

A. Multi-mode user terminals by means of 4G network, there will be a necessity to design a single user 

terminal that can operate in separate wireless networks and conquer the design issues such as restrictions on 

the size of the device, its cost and power utilization. These issues can be solved by using software radio 

proposition. 

B. Choice among different wireless systems. Every wireless system has its typical characteristics and roles. 

The choice of most proper technology for a particular service at a specific place and at particular time. This 

will be applied by making the choice according to the best possible fix of consumer QoS (Quality of 

Service) requirements. 

C. Security Reconfigure, adaptive and lightweight protection mechanisms should be designed. 
 

Network infrastructure and QoS support Integrating the current non-Internet Protocol and Internet 

Protocol-based systems and providing QoS assurance for end-to-end services that engage various systems is a 

challenge. 

Charging and Billing It is hard to assemble, handle and accumulate the Consumers account 

information from various service providers. In the same way Consumers billing is also a different-different 

task. 

Data Encryption: If a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver will communicate with the main 

transmitter then the communication link between these two is not hard to break and consumer must use 

encrypted data. 

2-Key terms of 5G Technology: 

  5G is a completed wireless communication with no limitation; somehow people called it‟s a REAL 

wireless world. 
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 Some additional features such as a Multimedia Newspapers, and also to watch a T.V programs with the 

clarity of an HD T.V. 

 An this Generation We can send Data much faster than that of the previous generations. 

 5G will bring about perfect real-world wireless or called as” World Wide Wireless Web”(WWWW). 

 Real wireless world with no more limitations to access. 

 Wearable devices with AI capabilities. 

 Internet protocol version 6 (Ipv6), where a visiting care-of mobile Internet Protocol (IP) address is assigned 

according to a location and the connected network. 

 One unite global standard. 

 Cognitive radio technology, are also known as smart radio. 

 High Altitude stratospheric Platform Station (HAPS) systems. 

 

How 5G Works 

As any other cellular network, 5G networks will consist of cells divided into sectors and send data 

through radio waves. Each cell is connected to a network backbone through a wired or wireless connection. 5G 

may transmit data over the unlicensed frequencies currently used for Wi-Fi. It promises as a smarter, faster, 

and efficient network. The goal of 5G is to have far higher speeds available, at higher capacity per sector, and 

at far lower latency than 4G. In order to increase network efficiency, the cell is subdivided into micro and pico 

cells. 5G will be a new mobile revolution as it is expected to provide gigabit-per-second data rates anytime, 

anywhere. In a 5G wireless network, every mobile phone will have an Ipv6 address depending on the location 

and network being used. 5G utilizes user-centric network concept World Wide Wireless Web (WWWW) 

instead of operator- centric as in 3G or service-centric as in 4G. WWWW will be capable of supporting 

applications and services and interconnected the whole world. 5G includes the latest technologies such 

cognitive radio, Internet of things, nanotechnology, and cloud computing. 
 

5G technology has the following advanced features: 
 Architecture will be device-centric, distributed, programmable, and cloud-based. High data rates. 

 One to Ten Gbps connections to end points. One millisecond end-to-end round-trip delay. Low battery 

consumption.  
 Better connectivity irrespective of location. Larger number of supporting devices. 

 Lower cost of infrastructure development. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Physical/MAC layer: 

Physical and Medium Access Control layers i.e. OSI (Open System Interconnection) layer 1 and OSI 

layer 2, define the wireless technology and shown in Fig. For these two layers the 5
th
 Generation mobile 

networks is likely to be based on Open Wireless Architecture (OWA). 
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B. Network layer: 

The network layer will be IP because there is no competition today on this level. The Ipv4 (Internet 

Protocol version 4) is worldwide spread and it has various problems such as limited address space and has no 

real possibility for QoS support per flow. These issues are solved in Ipv6(Internet Protocol Version6), but 

traded with significantly bigger packet header. Then, mobility still remains a problem. There is Mobile IP 

level on one side as well as many micro-mobility solutions (e.g., Cellular IP, HAWAII etc.) 

C. Open Transport Protocol (OTA) layer: 

The mobile and wireless networks be different from wired networks regarding the transport layer. In 

all TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) versions the assumption is that lost segments are due to network 

congestion, while in wireless network losses may occur due to higher bit error ratio in the radio interface. 

Therefore, TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) moderation and conversion are proposed for the mobile and 

wireless networks, which retransmit the lost or damaged TCP segments over the wireless link only. For 5G 

mobile workstation will be suitable to have transport layer i.e. Possible to be downloaded and installed. 

D. Application layer: 

Regarding the applications, the ultimate request from the 5
th
 Generation mobile workstation is to 

provide intelligent QoS management over a variety of networks. In This Days mobile phones, the users 

physically select the wireless interface for specific Internet service without having the possibility to use QoS 

history to select the best wireless connection for a given service. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5G mobile phone Design 

Fig. shows 5
th
 Generation mobile phone design. The 5

th
 Generation is being developed to put up the 

QoS and rate needs set by the forth coming applications like wireless broadband access, MMS (Multimedia 

Messaging Service), video chats , mobile TV, HDTV content, DVB ( Digital Video Broadcasting) , minimum 

services like voice and data, and other services that make use of the bandwidth. The definition of 5
th
 

Generation is to provide sufficient RF coverage, more bits/Hz. 
 

Features 

1. 5G technology offers high resolution for cell phones user and bi- directional large 

bandwidth shaping. 

2. The advanced billing interfaces of 5
th
 Generation technology make it more attractive and effective. 

3. 5G technology are also providing subscriber supervision tools for fast action. 

4. The high-quality services of 5G technology based on Policy to keep away from error. 

5. 5G technology is providing large broadcasting of data in Gigabit which supporting nearly 65,000 

connections. 

6. 5G technology offers a transporter class gateway with equal consistency. 

7. The traffic statistics by 5G technology makes it more exact. 

8. Through remote management offered by 5
th
 Generation technology a user can get a better and faster 

solution. 
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9. The remote diagnostics also a feature of 5G technology. 

10. The 5G technology is providing up to 25 Mbps (Megabytes per Second) connectivity speed. 

 

Challenges 

The transition from 4G to 5G presents several transformational challenges which must be tackled to 

fully realize the 5G vision. There are challenges faced with the new technologies enabling 5G. There are also 

challenges with the integration of this technology to provide services in different application scenarios. Some 

have criticized 5G for its high projected cost and that it is incompatible with the previous generations. Just as 

2G phones could not connect to 3G or 4G networks, 3G and 4G phones will not connect to a 5G network. One 

is forced to buy a new phone which is likely to be more expensive than 4G/LTE (Long Term Evolution) 

service. To address these challenges, we need a drastic change in the design of cellular architecture. We also 

need to meet 5
th
 Generation system execution need such as Mfentocells, stringent latency, network scalability, 

very long battery life, and green communications. It is a challenge to satisfy these requirements and minimize 

costs at the same time. 

 

Applications 

Some of the remarkable applications of 5G wireless technologies include: 

Virtual reality/augmented reality/tactile Internet Autonomous driving/connected cars Wireless cloud-

based office/multiple-person videoconferencing Unified global standard for all Network availability anywhere 

and anytime Blockchain 3D and ultra HD videos Smart gird Smart surgery and remote medical examination 

Mobile security In addition, 5G will allow one to pay all bills in a single payment with his/her mobile and vote 

from his/her mobile 

Future Scope 

In this paper we have surveyed 5
th
 Generation technology for mobile communication. The 5G 

technology is designed as an open policy on various layers, from the physical layer up to the application. 

Presently, the current work is in the modules that shall offer the best Operating System and lowest cost for a 

particular service using one or more than one wireless technology simultaneously from the 5G mobile. A new 

look of the 5
th
 Generation technology is about to start because 5

th
 Generation technology is going to give tough 

completion to normal computer and laptops whose marketplace value will be pretentious. There are lots of 

improvements from 1G to 5G (i.e. 1G, 2G, 3G, 4G , 5G) in the world of mobile communication. The new 

approaching 5G technology is available in the market at cheap rates, high peak expectations and much 

reliability than its foregoing technologies. 5G network technology will release tale age in mobile 

communication. The 5G mobiles will have access to various wireless technologies at the identical time and the 

workstation should be able to integrate various flows from different technologies. 5G technology offers high 

resolution for intense mobile phone consumer. We can watch an HD TV channel in our mobile phones without 

any dis. The 5G mobile phones will be a tablet, PC, Cell phones etc… Many mobile root technologies will be 

developed. 
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Introduction (Big Data) 

Big data is a combination of analytical, semi structured and indeterminate data collected by Institution 

that can be stored for information and used in machine learning projects, anticipating modelling and other 

advanced analytics applications. for instant education chief, one ongoing protest is to provide a quality learning 

experience for students while keeping the price of teaching affordable. Using the appropriate data, in the 

proper way, can help institutions and leaders keep up with this current challenge. As Universities of higher 

education collects large amount of data about their students, and as students‘ record databases have widen 

more elaborated and available – we are entering a new span of using data to advance the student success, 

streamline processes, and more adequately handle assets. Once the data is figure out it ensures better student 

placing processes, exact admission budget, and early warning systems that identify and assist students at-risk 

of failing or dropping out. 

 

Objectives 

The main goal of this paper is to help the Individual Learners to identify their Flaw and Achievements, 

to help Mentors to properly identify their Coaching Practices and to help the Administrators to identify 

Confinement, progress and Achievement factors of the Organization. 

 

Analysis in Higher Education 

Education Academic analysis will be a crucial part of the future. It covers all the activities in higher 

education involving administration, research, resource allocation and management. Big data influence big hope 

for higher education some of which are pursuing to be achieved while rest are the areas to be analysed. It is for 

the sake of the several assets provided by the big data analysis. The higher education scanning and assessment 

are upper class and can be mostly split into two categories. The first category is to present the quality of 

education and teaching through information technology and the second category is nothing but the main frame 

of higher education forming a clear-cut relation among schools, teachers and association. Institutions are 

competing in analytics not because they can – Nowadays current business is flooded with data and data 

crunchers, but also because they should. Many organizations including institutions of higher education are 

awash with a lot of data and it has pinched interest in analysis. Quantitative analysis and statistical analysis 

have become prominent in analysis and big data research techniques. 

The Big Data analysis lifecycle can be splited into the following nine phases. 

 Business Case Calculation 

 Data Recognition 

 Data Recovery & Filtering 

 Data Abstraction 

 Data Authorisation & Cleansing 

 Data Gathering & Representation 

 Data Analysis 

 Data Visualization 

 Usage of Analysis Result 
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Fig: BIG DATA ANALYSIS LIFECYCLE PHASES 

  

The Data Analysis phase shown in above Figure is dedicated to carry out the physical analysis task, which 

commonly involves one or more types of analysis. This phase can be constant in nature, especially if the data analysis is 

exploratory, in which case analysis is duplicated until the convenient Arrangement or Interrelationship is disclosed 

 

IV.Conclusions 

It is found that data and analysis can help Educational Institution to a better understanding among themselves, 

learned and proper knowledge of their own institutions. It‘s Important to build the strong university of the future. All 

Institutions should consider recommending an appropriate learning analysis system to Boost students support and 

Achievement. Big Data Analysis is a trend that will boost extensively in the coming span and will have a vast brunt on 

any educational institution due to the many asset. Institutions should diagnose appropriate big data analytics gadget to 

accumulate the benefits from the giant bulk of data and how Big Data Analytics gadgets. 
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Introduction  

A) What is intelligence?  
Intelligence has the ability to choose one's behavior to proper new conditions. By define more 

definition, as the ability to observe information, and recalling the data to be more functional about adaptive 

behaviors within an environment. Intelligence are most considered in humans, which also observes the non-

human animal‘s plants etc. Artificial intelligence is nothing but to implement ideas in machines. (i.e., 

software).The degree of intelligence in the ability to change the ideas into practically.  
B) Human Intelligence:  

Human intelligence is the ability of humans, divided by perception, consciousness, self-awareness, and 

volition. Human intelligence is the intellectual property of humans, which is used by complex cognitive feats 

and high levels of motivational and self-awareness. It allows humans to collect imageries of things and practice 

in upcoming behaviors. It is a reasoning process which allows humans to get knowledge and think . 

In Animals:  
The most focus is on intelligence researchers,were scientists endeavored to examine animal 

intelligence.It comprises several events of problem solving,as well as numerical and verbal reasoning abilities .  
In Plants:  

The actual meaning is Animals possess the ability to adapt to their surroundings by learning to change 

their habits and behavior .Some animals are highly adaptable mammals with a keen ability to learn new skills. 

Parrot have an incredible capability to identify different human faces and have a high aptitude for 

communicate.  
 

II. Artificial Intelligence:  
A.I. with the construction of intelligent machines AI is a part of computer science, which accept new 

things that merge the computers to perform equal like humans [1].In newly AI can be defined as intelligent 

agents, that acts as environment and change the actions into win. Some of the actions which computers deal 

with artificial intelligence are designed includes following:  
 

 

 

 
 

     Understanding 

 

a)Learning: 

Learning is define into many forms. The basic form of learning is trial-and-error. Trial and error is a 

fundamental method of problem solving It enables the learner to get better success in situations that is not 

earlier time encountered. 

b)Reasoning: 

Reasoning comprises drawing inferences which are applicable to the task or situation in hand. One of 

the hardest problems in challenging AI is that of giving computers the capability to separate the closely 

connected or not. 

c) Problem Solving: 

One of the common problem in Artificial intelligent is Problem solving, as like finding data .many 

types of problems can be solving in Artificial intelligent [4]. The problem solving can be divided into two 

form. They are: Special Purpose and General Purpose. A special-purpose method is also known tailor-made 
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which is used to solves only a specific problem, were the general purpose method solves the problem in a step 

by step process. General-purpose method is used to a wide variety of problems. 

 

III. Functions Of Artificial Intelligence: 

The Artificial Intelligence has various functions like agent function, heuristic function and evaluation 

function. 

a) Agent Function 

AI acts as an analysis on computational agency. An agent is approximately the actions in an 

environment, which includes dogs, humans, robots, worms etc.... A computational agent is an agent where it 

results in actions which can be explained in terms of computation. Agent functions are placed in time were 

they receive sensory data in time and do actions in time. The function inputs are set to do work at a particular 

time . 

b) Heuristic Function : 

A Heuristic function helps to solve the problem which is not solve problems, even though there is no 

positive declaration that it will never lead to wrong direction. In order to practice them in a specific domain 

there are coupler with approximate domain heuristics. The domain can be divided into two ways- specific, 

heuristic information. The heuristic function, in rule themselves appraises individual problematic states and 

regulates how suitable they are: A heuristic function is a function which maps the problem state explanation to 

measures the action desirability, usually represented as number weights. The designed heuristic functions 

provides good estimate to consider the path desired is good or not 

c) Programing function: 

It uses the logical approach that used logical function or procedure within its programming structure.it 

define that programming is done with expression instead of statements. 

 

IV. Advantages And Disadvantages: 

Advantages 

Reduce human error: 

This means that human being can make mistake as time to time .which is a problem ,to over come this 

problem the proper programming are made as we write proper program or statements the computers work 

properly and give us write answer.with artificial intelligent decisions are taken by previously collected 

information applying a certain set of algorithm.so error are reduce and reaching accuracy with a greater degree. 

2)Take risk instead of humans: 

In some case we need to take risk and it is not possible for human at every time so for that situation we 

can create robot which can take that risk .we can overcome the problem by developing an artificial intelligent 

robots which can help us in various hazardous situation and can do risky things for us which can be used either 

in natural disaster or man made. 

3) 24/7 available: 

An human average work 7 to 8 hours in a day .human being are made as they want some time to 

refreshing their self and get ready to work on next day they have weakly of for their personal time and get 

away from their work for some time .we can used artificial intelligent robots for such work which is available 

24 hours. 

4) Helping in repetitive task: 

In our day to day life we can do many work like sending message thanking email, to verify certain 

amount of data etc. we can remove boring task for human and give them only task which they can perform 

happily 

5) Faster decision : 

Using artificial intelligent we can make decision faster as compare to human .human can thing 

practically or emotionally and then take decision but computer can only work on programming ,using artificial 

intelligence technology we can make machine take decision faster as compare to human make decision. 
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6) New invention: 

Artificial intelligence also help to create some new innovation .it create many invention in different 

fields which is helpful for us 

 

Disadvantages: 

1) High cost of creation: 

In day to day life the software and hardware of artificial intelligence are updated so it need to update 

daily as updates are required .machine need update and maintenance it need huge cost which is not possible to 

every one 

2) Making human lazy: 

As all work is doing by artificial intelligence it make human so lazy .as its application are used in 

every filed so human are make so lazy. If it happen every time then it may effect on future generation .we not 

thing about them, they are make their future or their life very lazy 

3) Unemployment: 

As AI taking the place of human in every field which may effect on life of human ,many people are 

jobless due to replacement of their place by machine .many company are replace the minimum qualified 

people with artificial intelligence robots which effect the life of their people 

4) No emotion : 

As machine has no emotion they only work on their programming language only. there is no daunt that 

machine work more better than human but the problems with this is emotion .machine cannot create emotional 

bonding between the people as human create bonding when doing work with team management. 

 

Applications 

Agricultural benefit: 

In agriculture artificial intelligence are used to improve their quality of product also used to improve 

the development of growing crops these advantages go on including crops and soil monitoring , agricultural 

robots etc., 

b) Manufacturing: 

AI technologies remain into their technique into manufacturing. This development is similarly seen in 

can, the No.1 EMS in electronic industry, were 10,000 robots were developed in factories to balance the 

increasing labour cost in china. Fox can n is also silently employed with Google to speed up its robotics 

program, hopeful to convert itself into a high-tech manufacture focus on high margin and capital-intensive 

products. Japan is one of the leading country in robots. Changing the human with robot is a trend in 

manufacturing that we can‘t stop or avoid. Since this technology adopts the low cost, high-accuracy and 

efficiency of robot, which going to benefit the human society in a broad level. E.g.: Robotics. 

c) Finance: 

Artificial intelligence is used to protect the people by their financial loss and also to secure and prevent 

fraud detection. Banks customs are also used the artificial intelligence systems to establish some operations 

and capitalize in stocks, and get properties. Applications connected in end-user devices with financial 

institution servers that are accomplished of examine in enormous volumes of information, providing modified 

into financial advice, calculations. It helps to progress financial plans and methods to track their progress. It 

comprises several customized investment, opportunities, loans, rates and fees. 

d)Transport: 

Transportation is one of the challenging domain, because it has some beneficial characteristic 

complexity. It is moulded up by geographically and functionally circulated heterogeneous elements, both 

artificial and human, with dissimilar decision-making abilities having mutual or individual goals, constructing 

its dynamics slightly uncertain. The balanced usage of transportation infrastructure son which they interact 

with the location must be achieved on a maintainable basis.AI ensures the productivity by making enhanced 

use of existing transportation infrastructure, including them with smarter, greener, safer, and more efficient 
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technologies. The modern transportation systems are a natural ground to conceive, develop, test and apply AI 

techniques. 

e) Military: 

The main application of artificial intelligence is to enhance the command and control communication 

technology they used as for their better security and also perform some task which is necessary in military. 

 

VI) Conclusion: 

Artificial intelligence play a major role in our life but it also has some draw backs. Artificial 

Intelligence and the technology are unique lateral of the life which continuously make attention and wonder us 

with the innovative ideas, topics, innovations, products etc...AI plans can overtake the human experts. 

Nowadays the great challenge of AI is to the catch methods of demonstrating the consistent data and 

understanding that people can be enable to carry out daily actions such as holding a wide-ranging conversation, 

or finding their way along a busy street. Conventional digital computers may be accomplished of running such 

programs, or we may essential need to develop new machines that can support the difficulty of human thought. 

This is not the conclusion of AI, there is further to originate after it, who recognizes what the AI can do for us 

in the future, perhaps it will be an entire culture of robots. 
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Introduction 

Decision support mentors are in employment or decision support systems (DSS) are executed in order to support 

supervisory in an institute. This assumes that the way in which decision-making actually takes place in the reminder is 

implicit. There are various prototypes of management. characters with a background in measurement would commonly 

are exposed to rational decision-making policies, like Simon‘s (1977) four-step call model that comes with aptitude, 

design, miscellany and review This process is often convoyed by the calculation of the subjective expected utility (SEU) 

or alternative tactic of level routes to make straightforward electing the best preference. It has been detected that the 

amount produced of decision support assignments, often packaged as decision support structures, are not used to support 

decision-making in the way that was future. This could imply some consistency between the administrative route that is 

being false or modelled and the way decision-making occurs in practice. In order to test assumptions about decision-

making and the use of decision support know-how, the texts on decision-making was malicious and compared to the way 

that a number of managers make decisions in run through. 

The red-top starts with the introduction of few theoretic models of decision-making. Ahead this, the results from 

seminars with a few plain decision-makers on the topic of decision-making are discussed. A comparison is done between 

the imaginary models and the scope to which they reflect the actual practices and sophisticated about decision-making by 

the decision-makers. Subsequently, general insights gained from the dialogs are shortened, such as on the topic of the 

process of decision-making and how to influence other decision-makers. Other topics that collect particular devotion are 

the use of technology in decision-making and the routine of order sustenance tools. 

Various models of decision-making 

Different visions and ideas of decision-making may be initiate in the collected works. The succeeding list of 

visions, auxiliary theories and simulations is based upon classes provided by Keen and Scott Morton (1978), Huber 

(1981), and Das and Teng (1999). Das and Teng‘s list is, by the situation, a meta-classification. The last two items point 

out in the list below, namely naturalistic decision-making and the multiple angles methodology, are relatively new and did 

not perform in the revealed categorisations 2 few models of supervisory. 

Various sights and theories of decision-making may be establish in the mechanism .Das and Tang‘s list is, by 

itself, a meta-classification. The last two items mentioned in the list below, namely lifelike decision-making and the 

multiple perceptions methodology, are relative The behind list of views, supporting notions and models is based upon 

categorizations provided by Keen and Scott Morton (1978), Huber (1981), and Das and Teng (1999).Das and Teng‘sly 

new and did not appear in the bring up labelling. 

The rational model 

The balanced manager view assumes a balanced and totally informed decision-maker (―economic man‖) as 

labelled by neoclassical microeconomic theory around the middle of the preceding century. The process of balanced 

executive comprises a number of steps, such as those given by Simon (1977): 

Intelligence: finding instances for making a decision; 

Design: inventing, evolving and analyzing possible courses of action; 

Choice: selecting a specific course of action from those offered; and 

Review: evaluating past choices. 

 

In traditional or flawless reasonableness, methods of decision analysis are used to accord numerical standards or 

services to each of the alternatives during the ―choice‖ phase. The alternative with the highest value (or maximum 

subjective expected utility) is selected. When using the rational model in this fashion, it is expected that managers [11]: 

―know of all possible alternatives; 

know the significances of applying each alternative; 

have a well-organized set of partialities for these significances; and 

have the computational ability to compare imports and to determine which is chosen.‖ 

The model of bounded rationality 

The ―amuse,‖ process-oriented view is predicated essentially on Simon‘s (1979) work on confined 

reasonableness, admitting that the balanced manager doesn‘t always have complete information, which optimal choices 

are not always compulsory. Rendering to Simon (as quoted by Chase et al. (1998)), ―The soul normal act is formed by a 
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clippers whose two edge are the gathering of task environments and therefore the computational abilities of the actor.‖ 

These scissors cut the problem space into a much smaller area that is viable to search. Bounded reasonableness is 

considered by the activities of searching and satisficing. Alternatives are searched for and evaluated chronologically. If an 

alternative satisfies certain implicitly or explicitly stated minimum conditions, it is said to ―satisfice‖ and the search is 

done. The process of searching might be made easier by the identification of monotonies in the task environment. 

Although Simon has been highly acclaimed for the idea of bounded reasonableness, it still describes (albeit constrained) 

normal behavior. For this reason, variety of researchers, like 

Huber (1981) and Das and Teng (1999), don‘t differentiate between perfect and bounded reasonableness in their 

classification of decision-making models. 

The instrumentalist view 

The logical instrumentalist view involves a step-by-step process of incremental actions and keeps the strategy 

hospital adjustment. Under Lindblom‘s (1959) disjointed instrumentalism (―muddling through‖) marginal, feasible 

changes are made, performing from the established order to unravel existing problems rather than towards the goals. 

Another investigators describe a process of ―spoiling with a purpose‖ [6]. 

The administrative procedures view 

The administrative events view seeks to understand decisions as the output of standard operating procedures 

invoked by administrative subunits. March (1988) contributed to this theory. Huber [7] named this vision the ―program 

model,‖ representing that the results are pre-programmed in current procedures as well as the routinized thinking of the 

people involved. Das and Teng (1999) mention to it as the ―avoidance mode‖ which views executive as a systematic 

process aimed at maintaining the status quo at the cost of invention. On the further hand, krabuanrat and Phelps (1998) 

amend this view during a positive light, exactly because the use of codified administrative experience. 

The political view 

The political opinion sees executive as a personalized trading process, driven by the agendas of participants 

rather than rational processes. People differ on the administrative goals, values and the similar information. The executive 

process never ends, but remains a continuous battle among different coalitions. After one group wins a round of the battle, 

other parties might recover or become even more determined to win the next round. Influence and power is employed in a 

deliberate manner and to further self-interest. The aim of the unions are defined by self-interest rather than by what is 

good for the administration as a whole. Select (1981) is one of the key contributors on politics and power in decision-

making. 

TRIPARTITE: DECISION-MAKING 

While the court regularly exercises its statutory power to get skilled medical help, its decision-making is 

predicated on a three-way legal model, instead of a medical model. court selections square measure created by three-

member panels, consisting of a member illustrative of staff, a member representative of employers, and a impartial vice 

chair.18 Panel members square measure lay adjudicators, within the sense that they're not appointed for his or her medical 

experience. However, in the course of their adjudicative activities, panel members are frequently exposed to healing 

evidence and theory, and develop expertise in assessing and weighing such evidence, and in directing further medical and 

scientific investigations. The tripartite structure provides the Hearing with a number of advantages in decision-making. 

While all adjudicators are required by law to render impartial decisions, representative members contribute a practical 

viewpoint and experience in the workplace, as well as a familiarity with issues of current concern to their communities. 

The Tribunal's Members' Code of Specialized Responsibility19 helps certify that the Board gets the full benefit 

of this tripartite structure. Members are committed to deciding each case on the real merits and justice based on the law 

and the evidence received in that case. They are also committed to approaching appeals with an open mind and to 

discussing issues fully with their panel colleagues. Considerable time is spent in assembly and in the drafting process 

trying to resolve issues of concern to all members. Where agreement is not possible, a dissent explaining the reasons for 

variance is written. 

The panel members' commitment to these standards has produced a working environment where all three 

members fund to a decision as adjudicators, not as partisan advocates. The Tribunal refers towards this form of tripartism 

as "collegial tripartism". 

Models and Modes of Decision-Making 

Authoritarian schemes of decision construction say how judgments ought to be made if the decision producer 

requests to survey certain moralities of rationality (e.g., the attitude of transitivity). These schemes are part of controlling 

skill. They provide formal rules and procedures for structuring and processing the relevant information and, thus, provide 

support in complex decision situations. Descriptive theories aim to show how societies essentially make resolutions. Since 

the rational capacity is narrow, or at least is not everlastingly used capably, actual judgments are often suboptimal equaled 

with the decisions approved by strict schemes? The first eloquent model of decision assembly under incredibility was 
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offered by Edwards in 1954. The subjective equivalent utility (SEU) model assumes that folks attempt to maximize their 

subjectively expected utility. The SEU of an option is that the sum of the utilities of its consequences, weighted by the 

subjective probabilities of their occurrence. The choice maker is assumed to settle on the choice with the very best SEU 

value. In 1979, Kahn man and Tversky proposed prospect theory (PT) as an updated version of the SEU model. The idea 

sticks to the idea that decisions are determined by the values and probabilities of their consequences but takes under 

consideration the various observations of decision-making behaviors that don't concur with the SEU model. PT has 

convert identical persuasive, particularly within the economic and medical domain. In 2002, Kahn man was awarded the 

Nobel Award in financial side, primarily for this theory (Tversky had died in 1996). The essential elements of PT are the 

worth function and therefore the decision weight function. With reference to the worth factor, PT assumes that folks 

mentally code the potential outcomes of options in reference to a point of reference , that is, the established order or the 

aspiration level. Outcomes above the point of reference are coded as gains and outcomes below the point of reference are 

coded as losses. Gains and losses are evaluated consistent with a worth function that has two properties. First, the function 

is concave over gains and convex over losses; that‘s, additional gains please less, and extra losses hurt less. Second, the 

function is steeper over losses than over gains; that's , a loss of $100 hurts quite a gain of $100 pleases With reference to 

the probability factor, PT assumes that subjective possibilities of outcomes are transformed into weights that represent the 

importance of the occurrence of the result . As an example, many of us weigh the transition from a 0.99 probability to 

certainty (1.00) as heavier than a transition from a 0.41 probability to a 0.42 probability. PT provides explanations for 

variety of empirical phenomena that always are considered as irrationalities or anomalies, particularly in economics. 

Examples include the finding that preferences aren't invariant with reference to their description (i.e., framing effect) and 

therefore the finding that investors sell winner stocks too fast and hold loser stocks too long (i.e., disposition effect).An 

alternative theory, image theory, was proposed in 1990 by Beach. Image theory has become very popular in super vision 

and business schools. Beach assumed that people apply an optimizing policy like the one proposed in PT, only under very 

special conditions. More regularly, people survey whether a new route is attuned with their objectives and policies (called 

images) and accept and instrument the route if that is the item. If the option is not compatible and violates important 

features, other options are searched and explored. When people are confronted with a number of options, they first screen 

out the ones that are discordant with goals and plans, and only if more than one option remains do they try to identify the 

optimal one. 

Other researchers have also pointed out that in real life, optimizing judgment assembly is the allowance quite 

than the instruction. Features of the problem and the situation are often more important than the potential consequences of 

a decision. For instance, the behavior of managers in organizations is strongly determined by rules. The decisions of 

consumers are often determined by affects. In ethical conflicts, decisions are primarily determined by basic ideals, such as 

morality and ‗‗do not harm,‘‘ irrespective of the consequences. 

Still another approach focuses on what is called naturalistic decision making, indicating the process by which 

people use their experience to make decisions in complex and dynamic environments, regularly above stage burden and 

involving high risks (e.g., pilot decisions on the flight deck). For such positions, in 1993, Klein suggested a blame clued-

up decision prototypical that encompasses respect of cue forms that hints to rescue of a rejoinder route. Ongoing valuation 

of single possibilities is measured distinctive, and the first option that contests the decision producer‘s goals and the 

situational controls is picked. 

Models of directorial resolution constructing describe decision making by both single and multiple actors in a 

logistic perspective. The normative sensible (classical) model adopts that the association follows a computational value-

maximizing decision-making scheme. The model‘s efficacy is limited to a lesser set of conditions with explicit 

appearances (e.g., goals can be described in quantitative terms); consequently, alternative models were developed based 

more on the actual behavior of decision makers in organizations. For request, the (communication) logistic model centers 

on the partial information-processing aptitude of decision producers and advances an effect satisfying scheme. In tally, the 

waste can typical apprehends of societies as ‗‗organized anarchies‘‘ (e.g., having shifting goals). Universities are 

considered the prototype of such organizations that do not follow one specific decision-making strategy. Outcomes result 

from the variable participation of their various members and groups in constantly changing tasks. All of these models 

differ in their ability to crumble with altered units of improbability and encounter among interests. 

Methods 

Decision researchers use a variety of calculable and qualitative techniques to survey how people make decisions. 

Experimental studies in the lab usually ask participants to make judgments about values and importance as well as about 

uncertainties and risks, to make choices among given options, and to evaluate options, search for information about 

options, or distribute goods. Return times, eye arrangements, and further negotiating data (including verbal reports) are 

also used as methods of the information-processing activity of participants. Outside of the lab, the inquiry form is the 

dominant method, where either decision problems are presented by the researcher, and applicants provide the required 
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responses (e.g., apprentices in a oration) or decision positions retire and the canvasser observes and histories partakers‘ 

behavior (e.g., pilots in a field). 

Conclusion 

Approximately 50 years ago, the study of decision making started with lab tryouts examining how people make 

choices among monetary risks. Ever since then, the scope of educations has been stretched very, reflecting the aggregate 

importance of appreciative and successful decision making in our humanity as well as the evolution of methodology and 

model assembly within the inquiry municipal. However, the extension of the field has also eroded the idea of a general 

theory of decision making in favor of situation and domain-specific models and realistic research on the conditions under 

which the various modes and schemes are being applied. 
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Introduction 

Using the internet, social media, mobile apps, and other digital communication technologies has 
become a part of billions of people‘s daily lives. For instance, the present number of internet users in India is 

about 323 Million and around 3.2 Billion on this planet. Earlier people—the next generation of mass 
consumers—have also high levels. People also spend collective time online. For example, in the India, an 

over the last period of the number of hours spent online by people has more than gathered, and now averages 
20.5 hours per week.  
Earlier people—the future generation of mass consumers—have likewise high levels 

      People also spend more time online. For example, in the UK, over the last decade the number of hours 

spent online by grown-ups has more than creased, and now arithmetic mean 20.5 hours per week 

  Social media has fuelled part of this growth: worldwide there are now more than 2 billion of peoples 

using social media and Facebook alone now has just about 1 billion vigorous users per day clearly, peoples are 

exposed themselves to more and more digital and social media. This is for many purposes, within their roles as 

consumers as they search for information about products,1 purchase and consume them, and communicate with 

others about their experiences. 

Marketers have recognized to this foundational shift by increasing their use of digital marketing channels. 

In fact, by 2017 nearly one-third of global advertising spending is estimate to be in digital channels 

Thus, the future purchaser marketing will largely be carried out in the digital settings, particularly social media 

and mobile. 

It is there for essential for purchaser research to inspect and understand consumer behaviour in the 

digital environments. 
 

This has been up-to-the-minute over the last decade, with increasing amounts of research focusing on 
digital consumer behaviour issues.  

The works is still relatively promising, however, and more research is of course needed— particularly 
given the ever-changing nature of the digital/social media/mobile environments in which consumers are 
situated and interact with brands and each other. This article efforts to  
This can include specific products or services, as well as brands as a whole.  

 

Research Themes And Findings   
Five separate investigation themes emerge in recent consumer research on digital marketing and social 

media. The five themes are consumer digital culture, advertising,impacts of digital environments, mobile, and 
online WOM and reviews.  

The most popular themes are online WOM, which is enclosed by almost half of the trainings, and 
advertising, signified by slightly over one-quarter of the articles. 

Impacts of Digital Environments    
A still-emerging refrain in current years is how digital/social media environments influence consumer 

behaviour [21-23]. The significances can be supposed of as environment-integral (i.e., digital environments 
influence behaviour in those environments) or environment-incidental (i.e., digital environments influence 

behaviour in other, unrelated environments). It is inspiring to see how the some informational and social 
characteristics of digital/social environments, such as being exposed to other consumers‘ opinions (e.g., 

reviews) or choices (e.g., bids in online auctions), or even just to friends‘ lives over social media, can impact 

subsequent behaviours.  
For occurrence, with respect to environment-integral significances, Lamberton et al. [21] and Norton et 

al. [22] considered learning from strangers in digital environments. They find that customers in inexpensive 

online settings infer relational difference and act destructively against unclear others (strangers) [21], and find 

that seeing online that others made the same choices as oneself can reduce, not increase, confidence in one‘s 

choices if others‘ explanations (e.g., in online reviews) are dissimilar [22]. Adopting a different perspective, 
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Wilcox and Stephen [23] inspected an environment-incidental response with respect to how using Facebook 

artificial self-control. They create that when uncovered to closer friends on Facebook, consumers afterward 

exhibited lower self-control in choices related to, for example, healthy behaviours (e.g., choosing a cookie 

instead of a healthier granola bar). 

Mobile 

Consumer behavior in settings is also increasingly important, as consumer use mobile devices more 

frequently. This is particularly interesting in shopping contexts. In an in- stock shopping setting, Hui et al. [24] 

studied how customers respond to mobile coupons in 8 physical stores, conclusion in a field trial that mobile 

offers requiring consumers to deviate from their intentional shopping paths can growth unplanned spending. In 

an online shopping setting, Brasel and Gips [25] attentive on shopping on mobile devices (e.g., tablets) and 

exactly, on how moving products (instead of clicking with a mouse) can increase feelings of emotional 

possession and endowment. This is a stimulating contribution because work on how consumers physically 

interface with mobile devices and how that influences decision making is scant but, as this article showed, 

important. Unconnected to shopping is work by Bart et al. [26] that cautious how mobile display ads—which 

are very small and carry very little (if any) information—influence customers‘ brand superiorities and purchase 

intentions. They newcomer that in countless product categories mobile display ads have no effect, but that they 

do lift attitudes and intentions for high-involvement, utilitarian products (e.g., financial services). 

 

Online WOM and Reviews 
WOM is the greatest-represented topic in digital and social marketing investigation, which is 

unexpected given the reliance consumers appear to have on socially sourced online information. 
A number of sub-themes were enclosed recently. First, a stimulating set of articles Measured language 

properties of online WOM and/or reviews [27-33], usually showing how judgements of reviews and how 
important they can depend on subtle language-based properties. 

For instance, Kronrod and Danziger [27] showed that symbolic (vs. literal) language in online reviews 

positively pretentious customer attitudes and choice for hedonic goods. Moore [28] considered descriptive 
language in online reviews, outcome that whether customers explained actions or reactions artificial perceived 

evaluation helpfulness. Hamilton et al. [29] well-thought-out negative WOM, finding that using softening 
language when conveying negative opinions 

Recommendations For Future Research 

The digital/social media customer behaviours works is fast-growing and largely focuses on marvels 

that are practically applicable and hypothetically interesting. Researchers have mostly considered how 

customers use information (e.g., online WOM, reviews) available to them in digital/social media 

environments. Future investigation should continue this method, although in a more long-drawn-out fashion. 

Consumers‘ behaviour‘s other than those related to online WOM/reviews should be considered, and other 

types of information originate (and inferences made) in online environments should be measured. For 

example, it would be stimulating to consider the complex interplay between spreader, receiver,  
linguistic/content, and context factors when it comes to backgrounds and significances of online WOM.  

Another high-potential way for future investigation is to consider how several kinds of digital 

environments (including social media and mobile) impact a wide variety of customer outcomes, including 

psychological and economic constructs. Few trainings have done this, thoughit is possible that a assembly of 

customer outcomes are influenced by the digital environments in which they are increasingly located. It is also 

possible that some adverse significances may be perceived, comparable to Wilcox and Stephen‘s [23] finding 

linking Facebook use to lower self-control. In adding to this, the ways that customers physically interact (i.e., 

interface) with digital environments need deeper examination, given what Brasel and Gips [25] found in terms 

of feelings of endowment when using touch-based boundaries to shop. In studying the impacts of digital 

environments on customers, it will also be essential to consider longer-term responses because these 

belongings may be subtle but cumulatively important. Thus, one-shot experimental studies should be 

complemented by longitudinal experiments and archival data capturing consumers‘ digital exposures, online 

social interactions, and behaviour‘s over time.  
Finally, investigators should consider emerging important topics, particularly customer privacy issues 

in the situation of digital marketing and social media. Tucker [15] considered this to an extent, though a 
complete understanding of how consumers think about their privacy, what they need to do to keep it, and how 
they value (or devalue) digital media services that protect (or not) privacy is still needed.  

In assumption, there has been much recent activity in the consumer behavior/psychology literature 

related to digital and social media marketing, and many important donations to knowledge have been made. To 
transfer this works forward, particularly given the fast-moving nature of numeral locations, research that 
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attempts to broaden our understandings of key phenomena, inspects brand-new phenomena, and develops 
theories in an area that lacks an established theoretical base will be most valuable. 
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Introduction 

In Modern world probability is ever changing. Data Communication and network have changed the 

way business and other daily matters works. Now, they highly depend on computer networks and internet work 

.A set of devices often mentioned as nodes connected by media link is called a Network A node can be a 

device which is capable of source to destination data generated by other on the network like a computer, printer 

etc. This links connecting the electronics devices are called Communication channels. Computer network is a 

telecommunication channel using which we can transfer data with other computers or electronics devices, 

connected to the same network. It is also called Data Network. The best example of computer network is 

Internet. A networking is simply a group of two or more Personal Computers that are devoted together. There 

are many types of networking system, but there are two most common types of networks are follows as Local-

Area Networks (LANs), and Wide-Area Networks (WANs). 

A local area network (LAN) is a computer network that intercommunicate computers within a limited 

amount of area such as a school, laboratory, university campus or office building etc. but the a wide area 

network (WAN) not only covers a larger environmentally area distance, but also generally involves rented 

telecommunication circuits. 

A computer network is a digital telecommunications network for distributing resources between 

intersection vertex or link, which are computing devices that use a common telecommunications technology. 

Data transmission between intersection node is supported over data links consisting of physical cable media, 

such as twisted pair or fiber-optic cables, or by wireless methods, such as wirelress fidelity , microwave 

transmission, or free-space optical communication. 

Network intersection are network computer devices that originate, route and conclude data 

communication.[1] They are generally identified by network addresses, and can include hosts such as personal 

computers, phones, and servers, as well as networking hardware such as routers and switches. Two such 

devices can be said to be networked when one device is able to tranfers information a with the other device, 

whether or not they have a direct connection to each other. In most cases, application-specific communications 

protocols are layered payload over other more approximation communications protocols. 

Computer networks support so much application such as services, such as access to the World Wide 

Web, digital video, audio, transfer the use of application and storage servers, printers, and fax machines, and 

use of email and instant messaging applications. Computer networks may be divides in by many criteria, for 

example, the transmission medium used to carry their signals, bandwidth, communications protocols to 

organize network traffic, the network's size, topology, traffic control mechanism, and organizational intent. 

The best-known computer network is the Internet. Computer communication links that do not support junk 

mails, such as traditional point-to-point telecommunication links, simply transmit data as a bit stream. 

However, the overwhelming majority of computer networks carry their data in packets. A network packet is a 

formatted unit of data (a list of bits or bytes, usually a few tens of bytes to a few kilobytes long) carried by a 

packet-switched network. junk mails are sent through the network to their destination. A longer message is 

packetized before it is transferred and once the junk mails arrive, they are then reassembled back into their 

original message. 

Junk mails consist of two kinds of data: control information, and user data (payload). The control 

information provides data the network needs to deliver the user data; for example: source and destination 

network addresses, error detection codes, and sequencing information. Typically, control information is found 

in junk mails headers and trailers, with payload data in between. 
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With junk mails, the bandwidth of the transmission medium can be better shared among users than if 

the network were circuit switched. When one user is not sending junck mails, the link can be filled with 

packets from other users, and so the cost can be shared, with relatively little interference, provided the link isn't 

overused. Often the route a junk mails needs to take through a network is not immediately available. In that 

case, the junk mails is sequentially and waits until a link is free. 

 

Network Topology 

A bus network: The all nodes are linked to a common medium along this medium. This was the hand over 

used in the original Ethernet, called 10BASE5 and 10BASE2. This is still a common topology on the data link 

layer, although modern physical layer variants use point-to-point links instead. 

A star network: The all nodes are linked to a special central node. This is the typical layout found in a 

Wireless LAN, where each wireless client linked to the central Wireless access point. 

A ring network: The each node is linked to its left and right neighbour node, such that all nodes are linked 

and that each node can reach each other node by traversing nodes left- or rightwards. The Fiber 

Distributed Data Interface (FDDI) made use of such a topology. 

A mesh network: The each node is linked to an approximat number of neighbours in such a way that there 

is at least one traversal from any node to any other. 

A fully connected network:The each node is linked to every other node in the network. 

A tree network:The nodes are arranged in arrayed. 

 

Advantages of Networking 

1.It enhances communication and availability of information. 

Networking, especially with full access to the web, allows ways of communication that would time and 

send files to other people wherever they are in the world, which is a large benefits for businesses. Also, it 

allows access to a huge amount of useful information, including traditional athority substance and timely facts, 

such as news and current events. 

2. It allows for more convenient resource sharing. 

This utility is very important, particularly for larger amount of companies that really need to produce 

vast numbers of resources to be shared to all the people. Since the technology involves computer-based work, 

it is confidentally that the resources they wanted to get across would be entirely shared by linked to a computer 

network which their audience is also using. 

3. It makes file sharing easier. 

Computer networking allows easier availability for people to share their files, which greatly helps them 

with saving more time and acheivement, since they could do file sharing more accordingly and successfully. 

4. It is highly flexible. 

This technology is known to be very adjustable, as it gives users the great chance to explore everything 

about crucial things, such as software without modifying their functionality. Plus, people will have the 

obtainability to all information they need to get and share. 

5. It is an inexpensive system. 

Installing networking software on your device would not have to pay too much, as you are assertive 

that it lasts and can beneficially share information to your equally. Also, there is no need to change the 

software regularly, as mostly it is not required to do so. 

6. It increases cost capability. 

With computer networking, you can use a lot of software products reachable on the market which can 

just be stored or installed in your system or server, and can then be used by various workstations. 

7. It enhancement storage capacity. 

Since you are going to share information, files and resources to other people, you have to certify all 

data and content are properly stored in the system. With this networking technology, you can do all of this 

without any disagreement, while having all the space you need for storage. 
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Disadvantages of Networking 

1. It lacks independence. 

Computer networking involves a process that is operated using computers, so people will be relying 

more of computer work, alternatively of applying an acheivement for their tasks at hand. Aside from this, they 

will be dependent on the main file server, which means that, if it breaks down, the system would become 

useless, making users idle. 

2. It poses security problems. 

Because there would be a large number of people who would be using a computer network to get and 

share some of their files and resources, a certain user‘s security would be always at risk. There might even be 

unauthorized activities that would happens, which you need to be careful about and aware of it. 

3. It lacks validness. 

As previously stated, if a computer network‘s main server breaks down, the complete system would 

become unusable. Also, if it has a bridging device or a central linking server that fails, the entire network 

would also come to a standstill. To deal with these problems, large networks should have a powerful computer 

to serve as file server to make setting up and maintaining the network easier. 

4. It permit for more presence of computer viruses and malware. 

There would be instances that stored files are corrupt due to computer viruses. Thus, network 

administrators should managing regular check-ups on the system, and the stored files at the same time. 

5. Its light policing utilization encourage negative acts. 

It has been observed that providing users with internet linking has fostered unacceptable behavior 

among them. Considering that the web is a minefield of interruption—online games, hilarity sites and even 

porn sites—workers could be induce during their work hours. The large amount network of machines could 

also encourage them to engage in illicit practices, such as instant messaging and file sharing, ratherly of 

working on work-related matters. While many organizations draw up certain policies on this, they have proven 

problems to enforce and even engendered resentment from employees. 

6. It requires an logical handler. 

For a computer network to work logically and optimally, it requires high technical skills and know-

how of its operations and administration. A person just having basic skills cannot do this job. Take note that 

the authority to hold such a system is high, as assingning permissions and passwords can be discouraging. 

Similarly, network configuration and connection is very uninteresting and cannot be done by an average 

technician who does not have advanced knowledge. 

7. It requires an high costly set-up. 

Though computer networks are said to be an low cost system when it is already running, its initial set 

up cost can still be high depending on the number of computers to be linked. the high costly devices, such as 

routers, switches, hubs, etc., can add up to the cost. Aside from these, it would also need network interface 

cards (NICs) for workstations in case they are not built-in. 

 

Limitation of Networking 

 In theory, we should say that network marketing does not require publicizing. However, in actuality, it 

is not possible for any producing to recommending ‗brand-building‘ and ‗brand-loyalty‘, in the absence of 

publicizing. When, therefore, network marketing is coupled with a publicizing, the advantage of lower 

marketing overheads may be considerably decreasing. 

Because of multi-level system of marketing, sales divining is a difficult. 

 A insecurity associated with multi-level marketing is that dealers (who often become largest 

customers) may take over control of the company. 

Future scope of Networking 

 Growing Chance – Every sector requires networking in some or the other way. In the business sector, 

networking is applicable from producing to business processing. As establishment and institutions invest in 

domains like technology, cloud computing, big data, etc they all depend on a workforce with networking skills 
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to make the most of this technology. Today the supply of networking workforce does not match with the 

demand, due to which in the future these professionals will determinine chance for the growing economy. 

 Automation – Technology is undergoing continuous automation. Automation plays an important role 

during cost reduction, productivity, performance. Automation is becoming the base of networking. Automating 

the configuration, deployment, maintenance, and troubleshooting has now become a part of automation. 

Everyday network tasks like these grow the scope of networking. There is a myth that automation might take 

away jobs in the near future which is not true. It will simply add skill sets to the work profile of a network 

engineer. 

 Innovation – Companies expand with the help of innovation. Due to this Innovation is no more an 

option for companies but an chance to grow. The change could be external for a better provision of products 

and services to the clients or internal for the better performance of the internal networks. If you are an 

innovator, you have a huge opportunity to take up your career to another level. 

IV. Job Opportunities – The networking domain is vast the sub-domains like routing and switching, security, 

service provider, collaboration, etc. Let‘s consider some examples. Routing and Switching is the pillar of 

networking. The professionals working in this domain handle the basics of networking. Every company will 

require routing and switching professionals to handle their networks. Same is available in the security domain. 

Every network set up in companies will need security to protect their sensitive data. Hence the job 

opportunities in this domain multiply day by day. 

 You will go places all over the world – Networking transfers an international standard. It means that 

the world recognizes your knowledge and skills in networking. Especially, a Cisco certified professional may 

travel to global corporations around the globe. Networking professionals work in a lot of domains. They 

support small businesses, schools, industries and every place where networking is available. 

 

Conclusion 

While the age-old concept of the network is understructure in virtually all areas of society, Computer 

Networks and Protocols have forever changed the way humans will work, play, and communicate. Forging 

powerfully into areas of our lives that no one had expected, digital networking is further empowering us for the 

future. New protocols and standards will emerge, new applications will be conceived, and our lives will be 

further changed and upgrade. While the new will only be better, the majority of digital networking's current 

technologies are not cutting-edge, but rather are protocols and standards conceived at the dawn of the digital 

networking age that have stood solid for over thirty years 
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Introduction 

Today the Internet has taken a hard place in people's lives. It is very difficult to imagine a young man 

who at least once a day did not check for updates in social networks and did not leaf through the news lines. 

The modern real world needs us to stay in touch and keep side by side of the latest news and trends. However, 

does this trend influence the performance of the students? 

When social media such as Facebook, YouTube and Twitter etc. become visible, our world was 

divided into online and offline. Social media are online skill stages that help to connect people composed far 

and near. It is used to physique connection among people [18]. With their help, we can communicate with each 

other, even on various continents, listen to music, read books, look at photos and much more. Social media 

have significantly basic our lives and tightly tied to ourselves [17]. 

During the time expended determining those for connections, youngsters go into various connections 

and get the chance to speak with a relatively boundless number of individuals and quality gatherings, with an 

extensive range of identities, take in a significant measure of stories, have the opportunity to trade possibilities 

and talk about matters important to them. Therefore, operators of social networks, in greatest belongings, are a 

representative of the younger generation. 

International Journal of Advanced Information Technology (IJAIT) Vol. October 2018 According to 

the scientists, social networks are particularly unsafe for youngsters, as they form a bad impression that love 

and friendship are easy to overcome and just as easy to destroy [5]. In adding, young people who are 

acquainted with the fast stream of Internet life, the truth may seem to be disproportionately dull, and they can 

have a go at, making it impossible to "restore" it by making foolish activities. Some are factions of the use of 

social media. They claim that the latter provide access to knowledge and help students exchange information 

rapidly. Others contemplate that students‘ use social media primarily to communicate about everything except 

studies and that they only distract students from the learning process. The use of social media by students helps 

to have access to basic the information as quick as possible [18]. 

Many universities and schools around the world check the access to social networks within its 

buildings. They excuse this by helping students concentrate on their studies. On the other hand, they reject 

students the occasion to use the numerous materials available on these resources, such as scientific videos on 

YouTube [8]. 

The background of study is the one of the colleges in eastern province of Saudi Arabia, the Jubail 

University College (JUC). JUC is an associated of the Royal Commission for Jubail& Yanbu. It was 

recognized in 2006 to achieve the aims of the Royal Commission, in developing human resources and to 

provide the Saudi manpower with high education and training so that they can appropriately manage the 

Kingdoms‘ growing economy in its numerous sectors [7]. The purpose of this study is to find out the 

impression of social media on academic performance of selected college students. To reach this, existing 

studies will be analysed, as well as survey among defendants will be directed. Respondents are the sixty (60) 

students who are aggressively using social media. 

 

Concepts And Literature Reviews 

To shack bright on the both, positive and negative sides of using social media in over-all, as well as 

discover its possessions on students‘ academic performance, present studies were revised. 

Studies instigate out that academic result of students who spent most of their time cooperating using 

social media are positive because they were able to share and create ideas and thoughts related to their studies. 

They also use these sites for having a fun as these social media sites are helpful in their academic work [3]. 
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A comparable study exposed that online social media had enhanced the communication between the faculty 

member and students which enable the communication of the correct information and recover understanding 

and the expansion of the ideas and the courses. Based on the information composed, it is visible to say that the 

use of the social media during the lecture time is not recommended [1]. 

Mensah &Nizam [10] decided in their study that social media stands have an important effect on 

students‘ academic performance in Malaysia tertiary institutions. Nevertheless, among the six variables used in 

their study, time suitability and health dependence have a stronger significant impact on students‘ academic 

performance. This is because time management plays an important role in determining the success and failure 

of an individual. Thus, students who deficiency time management can easily decrease prey to the bad impact of 

social media. 

Likewise, health and dependence, students who are occupied with social media stages ends up 

skipping meals which has health impact. 

Another study shows that students who are not only pretentious by social media, employees and 

employers too. A U.K. firm released a study showing that people who use Facebook, Twitter and other social 

networks while at work abstracts a heavy cost on their employers [14]. 

According to Kolan and Dzadza [8], the nature of social media as a useful domestic but a dangerous 

master and a two-edge foil has been exposed in the conclusions of the study. In the face of the benefits that 

students can bind from social media networks such as sharing of information, building relationship, 

contribution in group discussion, there is to some extent addiction and interruption of attention caused by the 

use of social media which could have serious moments on the academic life of students. One of the undesirable 

effects of social media is piracy. The primary motivator for Australians of all ages illegally downloading 

movies and TV shows is that it is free 13]. 

According to Landry [9], social media a tool that could be used for good or bad, it all depends on the 

person. Social media has its sheets of good and bad. Yes, it is easier to remember the bad rather than the good 

but, social media sites have twisted occasions for people all over the world. 

 

Conceptual Paradigm 

 
Figure 1: Paradigm of the study 

 

International Journal of Advanced Information Technology (IJAIT). October 2018 The model of this 

study approved the Shikawamodel, also known as fishbone diagram. Skikawa model is fundamental diagram 

developed by Kaoru Ishikawa that shows the causes of an exact event [19]. The variables of social media that 

may affect the students‘ academic performance are: access to internet; usage of social media; their perception 

on social media; and their incidence of using it. Through these variables, the current study will recognize the 

impression of using social media to the academic performance of the defendants and will be able to draw 

references that may improve the learning process and reduce the bad impact of social media. 

Statement Of The Problem 

This paper objects to find out the both positive and negative power of social media on students‘ 

academic performance. Specifically, it sought to answer the following: 

 What is television and why students use it? 
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 How much time prepare students put on using social media? 

 What is the effect of social media on students‘ academic performance? 

The present study that will evaluate the outcome of social media on students‘ academic routine 

supposes the following: 

 Students use social television to interconnect and study. 

 On regular, students occupy at least on hour a day for social media use. 

 The impact of social media on academic routine could be both positive or negative at the same time. 

Scope And Delimitation 

The study was steered to evaluate the effect of social media on students‘ academic performance. Sixty 

(60) students who are aggressively using social media are the accused of the study. It was directed during the 

summer semester of academic year 2017-2018. The study limited only on variables of social media that the 

investigators expected that has properties of defendants‘ hypothetical presentation. These variables are 

respondents ‗access to internet, usage, awareness on social media, and their occurrence of using it. 

Significance Of The Study 

Social networks are fetching more popular among university students and are a new way of expenses 

free time and serve as a discrete channel for finding the required information, both educational and 

entertaining. Therefore, it is urgent to examine the question of what outcome social networks have on their 

users, in specific, how the use of social networks touches the academic success of students. This study will 

discover this information, giving the researchers an occasion to explore and improvement new knowledge. 

Furthermore, it can be used for future studies. 

Research Design, Sources Of Data, Instrumentation And Data Collection, And Tools For Data Analysis 

The study used the measurable as well as qualitative methods of research. Expressive research design 

was applied to gain correct profile of situation [16]. 

To support the study, information relevant to the study were gained from both primary and secondary 

data. Primary data were developed from the accused of the study, sixty students accused. On other hand, 

secondary data were obtained from previous studies, words, books, documents, and electronic materials related 

to the existing study. 

The gadget for data collection was the review questionnaire, observations, review of previous studies 

and analysis. To fold data for the three research questions, survey, review of works and analysis were used. 

Survey surveys were floated to the respondents. It is a tool comprising several questions to gather information 

from the accused. The review questionnaire contains clear and simple questions that enable the accused to 

provide exact information. Each item in the survey questionnaires are intended to answer the research sub-

problems. Google Form was used to create the questionnaire for the respondents. Google Forms are remarkable 

tool that is free and powerful, it is model for anyone who needs to pucker information about nearly anything. 

Google Forms is suppressed within Google Drive right under the word processor, database and performance 

apps [21]. 

The data that were composed were collected, matched and tabularized. These data were obtainable in 

graphs were analysed and interpreted for the readers to appreciate better the results obtained. To determine the 

suitable sample size, Slovin‘s formula was used [6]. There are 71 students aggressively using social media that 

are members of section‘s WhatsApp group. Slovin's formula is written as: 

n = N / (1 + N e2) 

Where: 

n = number of models 

N = total people 

e = error tolerance (0.05) 

thus, n = N / (1 + N e2) 

=71 / (1 + (71x ((0.05) 2)) = 71 / 1.1775 = 60.3 

To answer the three research questions, statistical tools were recognized. For first and second research 

question, aside from fiction evaluation, mode was used. For the third research questions, typical weighted 

mean was utilized. 
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The collected data were used to analyse the impact of social media on students‘ academic 

performance. 

Conclusion, Recommendation And Direction For Future Research 

Based on the discoveries, social media becomes an important part of the student's full life, took up 

most of his extra time. The time spend by the accused on social media stressed that the impact on their 

academic routine ends up negative. 

So, the social media, which also has a acquainted name as a social networks or web, chooses students 

as its possible dead. All kinds of computer technologies, mobile phones have suggestively expanded the scope 

of both positive and negative factors of the divine and intellectual development of the younger generation. 

Thus, it can be absolute that social media have a dual outcome on the student achievement, and it is 

necessary to slant teenagers' use of social networks with ultimate responsibility. In no case should we forget 

about the negative consequences that extreme social infatuation could have. Based on the finding and 

expectations drawn, the following endorsements are hereby offered: Organizations should focus on making 

pleasant things useful - promoting social networks as a tool not individual for communication and 

entertainment but also for learning. 

Social networks should allow their users to of your own accord restrict attendance on certain days, for 

example, to students during a session. 

Finally, students themselves must realize all the potential harm from extreme use of social networks, 

and responsibly approach the learning process and academic results. 
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Introduction 

In traditional method, an individual goes to visit a place where they may have never been before. So 

they would go and talk to the localities in-order to find the information about the tourist spots and the way to 

get there. While communicating to the localities an individual may face a basic, know problem of speaking in 

different languages i.e. it is possible that the localities may not know to speak and/or recognize the language 

you are trying to communicate in with them. [6] So to overcome this problem a new business area is developed 

(i.e. tourism agencies) focusing on tourism and travelling for tourists. Here's an individual becomes a 

guide(agent) for tourists and the agent would do all the required arrangements (tourist spots, best route, place 

to stay and etc.) for the tourists and gets paid for it. Here the tourism agencies would itself have to find the 

tourists spots, best route, and etc. before making a package for the tourists and for this they would require all 

the information about the place and have to analyse everything, also by considering the weather. In addition, 

for collecting, analysing, storing, displaying, etc. the agent needs a good software, which would simplify this 

work largely. Therefore, here is the concept of using GIS geographic Information System for tourism. [10] 

 

what is GIS? 

Geographic Information System is an ―Information System‖ that stores all the information about the 

geography of all the places around the world and visualizes this geographic information on a map as a data to 

an individual. 

Components of GIS: Hardware, Software, Data and People, and the types of GIS statistics are Raster 

Data and Vector Data. The geographic records are described explicitly in phrases of geographic coordinates 

(i.e. Latitude and Longitude or some coordinates) or implicitly in terms of postal code, avenue cope with, and 

so forth. GIS has the capacity to translate implicit geographic records into an express map location. [4] 

How GIS works: Visualizing Data- The geographic information this is saved within the databases are 

displayed inside the GIS software program. Combining Data- Layers are combined to shape maps of choice. 

The Query- To search the price in the layer or creating a geographic query. [9] Using GIS in tourism 

Management Company, the company can easily collect the information of the places to visit for tourists, can 

store this information as their data for future use, can analysis this data as required and can display this data 

gathered after analysing in a map format for better understanding for the tourists. GIS maps is commonly used 

by visitors and vacationers to finalize their region to go to on the idea of the unique appeal of that vicinity and 

its culture and is used by the tour's and journey organizations for their clients (vacationers). 

 

The concept of TGIS 

The most basic reason of tourism is that tourists leave their residence in search of novelty. Most of the 

journey records and statistics have geographical attributes, which gives a foundation for the establishment of 

TGIS. The complete description of this concept is as follows: On the premise of geographic statistics database 

for tourism, TGIS makes use of strategies and idea of statistics technology and system engineering to collect, 

replace, manipulate, display, question, analyse the cartographic output tour records. It is the tour provider 

machine that places enter controls and applications into one machine. [3] The research objects of TGIS is those 

records and information which are associated with the tourism geographic information, including 

transportation‘s, lodging‘s, enjoyment, purchasing and subculture traits and functions. The ultimate goal of 

TGIS: to offer correct, timely and handy services to meet the unique needs of various customers. The 

improvement and layout of TGIS need to be guided with the aid of the regulations of tourism enterprise and 

must be regular with the exploring idea of tourism planners that very well considers the tourism economics, 
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advertising, awesome, psychology and other factors in order that it could meet the necessities of an extensive 

variety and forms of purchasers. [2] Therefore, with the tremendous growth of the web, a broad spectrum of 

tourism information is already spread/distributed over various web sites. To fulfil the visitor request for an 

extensive records series it is far inevitable to make gathered information from exceptional resources available. 

Besides this problem, tourists are also confronted with differences regarding information of tourist places, etc. 

presented on different web sites. [5] The solution to this problem is using maps to represent information in an 

effective and creative way so that it would be easy for the tourist to understand about the place before planning 

to visit that place. Maps are the herbal means of indexing and presenting tourism related statistics. Travellers 

are using maps to navigate for the duration of their travels and for making ready their routes. Moreover, maps 

exploit the two dimensional abilities of human imaginative and prescient and gift the facts in a compact and 

―easy to study‖ way. One of the example of this solution is the maps installed in Malls at each floor 

representing the names of shops and the path to get there, customers at mall can go and read the map as it is 

easy to read and understand. 

 

Benefits Of Gis For Travels And Tourism 

Following are some of the benefits offered by (GIS) Geographic Information System to travels and 

tourism region: 

Visualization of Tourist Spots 

Travels and Tourism is one of the extensive and important industry that unfolds over all nook of the 

world. When you are visiting to a brand new place‘s it is the duty of the travels and tourism enterprise holder, 

to welcome their visitors by way of making them go to each travellers spot. However, for that we want to 

know the traveller spot of that vicinity. Therefore, in such cases GIS maps are very beneficial. GIS maps 

facilitate in marking and finding out the visitor area and thru GIS customers can visualize the ones spots they 

are planning to visit. 

Tourist Location 

GIS helps in locating the traveller region to the travels and tourism enterprise holders and their clients. 

With the assist of GIS they are able to visualize the vicinity without problems at the same time as sitting at 

domestic and can even plan a tour to it, with the proper planning of your tour. 

Route Planning 

So, if you were planning a tour to a new state, then how would you be travelling there? How are you 

going to reach there? and etc. Therefore, for that we need not only navigation but also proper and efficient 

route. In such cases, GIS maps are very useful, as they permit you to in making the proper path for your 

excursion. With the assist of GIS, you may plan your route via making the quality efficient routes and may 

pick certainly one of them that is greater possible to you. 

Accommodation 

Travelling to a new venue, this is so exhilarating however, you get caught in terms of the food and 

live, which means approximately your accommodation. GIS maps allow you to out with this foremost 

problem. As we recognize, now we are able to look for the resorts and eating-places of any venue very 

effortlessly over Maps. Hence, you do now not want to worry about the lodging facility. All you want to do is 

just use GIS maps and get the high-quality lodging facility to live in step with your options, which is close by 

to the traveller spots you will visit. 

Cultural Events and Special appeal 

We tour to explore new locations and the way of life and special appeal of that place. So, for 

finalizing your excursion you can use GIS maps. GIS maps, typically used by the travellers and tourists to 

finalize their vicinity to go to on the premise of the unique attraction of that place and its culture. With GIS 

possible effortlessly look for the cultural activities and precise attraction furthermore; the enterprise holders 

also can replace such locations in the map. These are the some primary advantages, which GIS presents to 

Tour and travels enterprise. 

If you recognize any other such benefits of the GIS for excursions and travels industry, do allow us to 

know via commenting below within the remark box of GIS for travels and Tourism enterprise. [8] 
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Conclusion 

The development of tourism no longer simplest needs its personal facts control and change, however 

also adapts to the monetary improvement and statistics wishes of the entire society. The GIS applied to the 

tourism management is the inevitable call for tourism control and tourism development. The development of 

modern information generation continuously gives new demanding situations to tourism control. In this case, 

it's far a completely crucial trouble that the way to make complete use of the GIS inside the tourism 

management to make tourism control better adapt to the desires of Information development. It needs an 

ongoing in-intensity discussion and research. [7] 
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I. Introduction 

Cloud computing is the combination of many pre-existing technologies that have matured at different 

rates and contexts. The purpose of cloud computing is to allow all users to take benefit from all these 

technologies. Many organizations are move towards cloud because it allows the users to store their data on 

clouds and can access at anytime and anywhere. Data breaching is a possible way in cloud environment, since 

data from various users and business organizations lie together in cloud. By uploading the data to the cloud, 

the data owners transfer the control of their data to a third person that may raise security problems. Cloud user 

are place their confidential or sensitive data, it includes personal health records, emails and government 

sensitive files. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLOUD DATA STORAGE MODEL 
 

A simple solution is to encrypt the data before uploading onto the cloud. In cloud computing the data 

are not visible to external users and cloud administrators but has the limitation that plain text based searching 

algorithm are not applicable. In this paper, we will discuss the security flaws in data storage and the 

mechanisms to overcome it. 

 
II. Cloud Storage 

In cloud computing cloud storage is the primary user. Cloud storage as a storage of the data online in 

the cloud. The cloud computing does not provide control over the stored data in cloud data center. The cloud 

service providers have control over the data, they can perform any malicious tasks such as copy, destroying, 

modifying, etc. Distributed data center include a cloud storage system, which is typically use cloud-computing 

technologies and offers some kind of interface for storing and accessing data. When storing data on cloud, then 

the data is stored in a particular place with specific name. 
 
There are four main types of cloud storage: 

Personal Cloud Storage: 

It is also called as mobile cloud storage. In personal cloud storage individual data is stored in the 

cloud, and he may access the data from anywhere. 

Public Cloud Storage: 

It is the enterprise and storage service provider are separate and they have not any cloud resources 

stored in the enterprise's data centre. Public cloud storage fully manages the cloud storage provider. 

Private Cloud Storage: 

It is the enterprise and cloud storage provider are integrated in the enterprise's data centre. In this 

storage, the storage provider has infrastructure in the enterprise's data centre that is typically managed by the 

storage provider. Private cloud storage helps resolve the potential for security as well as performance. 
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Hybrid cloud storage: 

It is a combination of public and private cloud storage, where some critical data resides in the 

enterprise's private cloud while other data is stored and accessible from a public cloud storage provider. 
 
III. Characteristic Of Cloud Computing : There are the five characteristics of cloud computing: -> 
 

 The first characteristics is on-demand self-service, which means a consumer of services is provided the 

needed resources without human intervention and interaction.  
 The second one is broad network access, where resources can be accessed from anywhere through a standard 

mechanism by thin or thick client platforms such mobile phone, laptop, and desktop computer. 

 Third one is Resource pooling which means the resources are pooled in order for multi-tenants to share 

the resources. 

 The fourth one is Rapid elasticity which means that resources are dynamically increased when needed and 

decreased when there is no need. 
 
IV. Encrypted Data Storage for Cloud 

Data in the cloud is placed anywhere, it is important that the data can be encrypted. We are using the 

secure co-processor as part of the cloud infrastructure to enable efficient encrypted storage of sensitive data. 

The secure co-processor is tamper resistant, one could be tempted to run the entire sensitive data storage. 

Pushing the entire data storage functionality into a secure co-processor is not feasible due to many reasons. 

Another issue is that the software running on the SCP must be totally trusted and verified. This 

security requirement implies that the software running on the SCP should be kept as simple as possible. We 

can encrypt the sensitive data sets using random private keys and to alleviate the risk of key disclosure. 

V. Security and Privacy Issues in Data Storage 

Cloud Computing allows the users to store their data on the storage location maintained by a third 

party. Once the data is uploaded into the cloud the user loses its control over the data and the data can be 

tampered by the attackers. The attacker may be an internal (CSP) or external. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATA SECURITY AND STORAGE 

 

The protection of information arises the following challenges:The security and privacy issues 

related to data storage are confidentiality, integrity and availability. 

A. Confidentiality 

The major dispute in cloud computing is confidentiality. Data confidentiality means accessing the 

data only by authorized users and is strongly related to authentication. In another way confidentiality means 

keeping users data secret in the cloud systems. As we are storing the data on a remote server and transferring 

the control over the data to the provider here arises the questions such as: 

For ensuring confidentiality, cryptographic encryption algorithms and strong authentication 

mechanisms can be used. Encryption is the process of converting the data into a form called cipher text that 

can be understood only by the authorized users. Blowfish is a fat and simple encryption algorithm. 
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B. Integrity 

Another serious problem faced by cloud computing is integrity. Integrity of data means to make sure 

that the data has not been changed by an unauthorized person or in an unauthorized way. It is a method for 

ensuring that the data is real, accurate and safeguarded from unauthorized users. As cloud computing supports 

resource sharing, there is a possibility of data being corrupted by unauthorized users. Digital Signatures can be 

used for preserving the integrity of data. The simple way for providing integrity is using Message 

Authentication Code (MAC). 
 
C. Availability 

Availability refers to being available and accessible to authorized users on demand. The aim of 

availability in cloud computing systems is to ensure that its users can use them at any place and at any time. 
 
VI. Contractual and Legal issues 

After moving to cloud computing environment, there are many issues in geographic regulatory law, 

performance assurance, contract enforcements, etc. The issues are comes under the legalities, Service Level 

Agreements and data location in data centers. 

Service level agreements 

The Service Level Agreement (SLA) can be described as a protocol, it specifies set of conditions and 

terms among user and Cloud service provider. The SLA should specify the following: Actions that CSP will 

taken when data breach happened, remedial actions and performance level at minimum level. 

Legal issues 
The legal issues arise because that the presence CSP resources in geographically conflicting various 

legal jurisdictions. If the user is migrated to one geographical to other, an issue will occur because of different 

legal jurisdictions. For a movement data is distributed over a various data center, those are owned by CSP 

those have different laws and security guidelines. This scenario may takes into the serious issue in cloud 

computing. 
 
VII. Data backup 

The data backup is an important when accidental and/or intentional disasters. The CSP has to 

perform regular backups of stored to ensure the data availability. In fact, the backup data should be keeping 

with security guidelines to prevent malicious activities such as tampering and unauthorized access. 
 
VIII. Conclusion 

Cloud computing enables users to store their data in remote storage location. But In cloud computing 

data security is major threat. Due to this many organizations are not willing to move into cloud environment. 

To overcome this, confidentiality, integrity, availability should be encapsulated in a CSP‘s Service-Level 

Agreement (SLA) to its customers. Effective auditing mechanisms also can be used for providing data 

integrity. 
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Introduction 

The wireless revolution was concocted in the year 1880 by Alexander Graham Bell and Summer 

Tainted when first time the photo phone was created [1]. Originally phone was globally used for 

communication. Later few features are added which is useful for day to day life such as FM radio, massage 

service, etc. Almost a decade ago, smartphone jumped in market which change the whole world. Now the 

smartphone market is growing and become the unstoppable. Everyday there is number of smartphone 

throwing. Deliver better feature than other. Product can‘t be stable in market because every day it get new 

competition of new and well once. Mobile phones became the basic need of human being. Digital world 

become easier and less time consuming, to handle this manageable gadget is smartphone. Better features and 

pocket friendly cost are the fascination of the smartphones. Smartphones are available in approximately Rs. 

2000 to lacs and more. Digitizing the banking system, educational system is less time consuming and more 

popular in generation. Every technology comes with it‘s advantages and disadvantages. Smartphones are 

making are work easy and portable but it also have some adverse effect on living being and atmosphere. 

2. Evolution Due To Smartphone 

Wireless communication makes the world associated. The best intermediate for it is mobile. Mobile 

means handy communication or can say wireless communication. We can carry mobile all over because of its 

compact design, lightweight, and portability. More last few decades mobile become smarter that it can 

simplify many works and help the human in a more accurate way. This smart device we now know as 

‗Smartphone.‘ The smartphone is beneficial in many fields such as education, banking, and finance, 

agriculture, communication, social, marketing, etc. Traditional education is limited to classrooms, books, and 

libraries. Attending the lectures in the classroom, carrying heavy books, visiting the library for supplementary 

stuff is the traditional way. But now due to digitization, virtualization and the smartphone's world of 

knowledge is open to everyone. Books are now available online as we can download it for free or very less 

amount. The vast library of the book is available irrespective of language, field, author, type, etc. Carrying a 

heavy book is not a good option. Some times books are not available physically to particular geographic 

locations. But now with online book books are available on the internet and we can use it without any 

geographical constraint. digital book are easy and very much portable to carry with the support of smart 

devices. The online classroom is where lectures are recorded as audio or video and available to a student who 

is not able to travel or present in a particular geographical location. Many other kinds of stuff of education 

such as calculator, compass, dictionary are also provided by smartphones. Communication was the main goal 

initially behind launching the mobile. The Internet make the world smaller. Low prices for communication 

and data subscriptions are attracting the customer. Communication is not limited to audio or massages but 

now we can video call a person and only one but can call multi[le person called as video conferencing. 

Similarly, we can conference the audio call and multiple participants can add who is at a different 

geographical location. Now we can not only pass the massages but also multimedia like audio, video, 

documents, etc. Social media is the most attractive platform for every generation but especially for the young 

generation. People can socially be connected via the internet. Social media and the OTT platform become the 

new language for entertainment. 

OTT platforms are growing rapidly such as Netflix, Amazon, iTunes, etc. Songs, movies, and other 

entertainment stuff is available on a smartphone so we anytime anywhere can start our entertainment with our 

smartphone. The era of digitization also make banking and finance sector digitized. Now we can use banking 

facilities online with online banking using smart devices more preferably smartphones. Transferring the 

money, balance checking is digitized with saving the time to go to the bank and perform the task as well as 

reduce the usage of paper with is very good for the environment. We can carry many financial documents very 

easily in the smartphone with the help of the smart wallet. 
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Marketing is growing with smartphones as we can buy anything from online marketing websites or 

applications. Buying and selling become portable easy and convenient with the help of the smartphone. In 

the agriculture field, may mobile application is available for farmers for the betterment of land and their 

knowledge. Weather forecasting is easily available. A farmer can sell their product directly in the market 

without any middle parties. Many videos or information is available about product, farming techniques. All 

these features are available in a smartphone which is easy to understand with different local language 

support and better understanding user interface. Also, the smartphone is a portable and low-cost solution. 
 
III. Adverse Effect Of Mobile 

Every technology has more or fewer drawbacks. Mobile became the basic need, but this need is 

becoming our addiction which is not at all good. Addiction of mobile degrading the human physically, 

psychologically, economically and socially. The wireless device contains some radiation which has a 

frequency range of 3 kHz to 300 GHz. Wireless device such as smartphones, computers, wireless router 

(WiFi), etc. These gadgets contain radiation which may cause many diseases. These devices generate harmful 

radiations which can cause too many harmful diseases such as Brain Tumour, Male Infertility, and effect on 

the fetus, Alzheimer‘s disease, Ear Hearing Impairment, asthma, insomnia, high blood pressure, rheumatoid 

arthritis leukemia, birth defects, Immune system, and Heart trouble.[8] Radiations are also shown up of some 

symptoms which are: headache, sleep disruption, tiredness. In serious cases, DNA damage can also happen 

because of radiation produced by wireless devices like which given off by mobile phone devices during the 

receiving and sending process of the data.[8] 

The psychological effect is difficult to detect in early stage. This happened due to the excess use of 

smartphones. A user becomes addicted to a smartphone to the extent that he/she forgets the real world and 

starts living an imaginary world. Sometime customers may go to depression mostly because of social media. 

Social media show the world very fascinating. Depression may cause mental illness and some times suicide. 

Smartphone also changes or manipulate the mind-set, this sometimes leads to criminal mind-set. Games are 

also affecting human psychology. There are many cases of depression and suicide just because of excess 

gaming. A smartphone is now an easy and convenient way for banking but with banking, a major issue is a 

raise that is ‗security‘. Is mobile devices are secure enough? The data that is stored in your mobile device is 

must be protected with legal antitheft or antivirus. Data can be a steal from devices. There are many ways 

such as a virus that may break the firewall or corrupt the data, malicious inside that leak or altered the data 

that is shared or stored. Many cases are registered for fraud. This fraud can be done via stealing your data or 

by fake calls that asked for your personal information. Banking or other passwords that stores some sensitive 

information. Many of customer faces the fraud messages or scams. When mobile is steal or lost the major 

concern is the data that is present in the mobile. This all factors of smartphone security may lead to major 

economic fraud. Human is social animal. But smartphone is breaking that social connectivity in humans. 

Every public place most of the public is on smartphone. Conversations become less, emotional connectivity 

is missing. Mobile main aimed was communication but social media and other platform decreases that 

communication. Call prices and data subscription prices are decreased and become pocket friendly but social 

connectivity and awareness is also decreasing. 

IV. Outcomes 
1. A smartphone is a better device to carry and access documents easily. 

2. Smartphones proved many features of communications like video call, conference call from anywhere 

anytime irrespective of the geographical location. 

3. A smartphone is an alternative to many devices such as calculator, scientific calculator, compass, 

weather forecast, laptop, storage device, radio, mp3/mp4 player, etc. 

4. Costumers are more interested in features rather than price. 

5. Smartphones and the internet allow working from a smartphone.  

         As per the requirement, internet speed is increasing. From 3G to now 4G and WiFi is a new medium of 

internet. Usage of the smartphone during driving and walking has increased the lead to a more number of 

accidents. 

 Increasing the frequency of the internet causes many diseases. 

 Smartphone usage caused many psychological diseases. 

 Antivirus and antitheft software make customers assured about security while using the smartphone. 

 Antivirus and antitheft gives the confidence to use net banking and other third party services. 
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V. Conclustion 

Digitization and compact, portable design of smartphone it is very simple and convenient way to 

carry many documents and books. Many work can be done using smartphone without being physically 

present to the location such as billing banking, etc. Communication and transfer of data became very easy. 

Smartphone has many advantages but excess gaming, social media decrease the concentration and 

memorizing power in humans. Students are distracting due to other application of smartphone than the 

educational and social purpose. Many diseases are accruing due to radiation of smartphone. Many financial 

frauds are done. Smartphone is a gat invention of the generation but we have to know the limits of this. Use 

the smartphone a needed and legal usage. 
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1.0 Introduction 

The present universal public exceeds 7.2 billion, and more than 2 billion of these individuals are using 

the Internet in day to day life. Moreover, 5 billion people are using diverse cell phones, as indicated by 

McKinsey. Because of this innovative transformation, many individuals are producing huge measures of 

information or data through the extended utilization of such devices. Specifically, those devices produce a lot 

of diverse or mixed data that are either structured or unstructured. This is known as Big Data. Huge Data is 

described by three angles: 
 
 The data are innumerable, 

 The information can't be sorted into ordinary social databases, and 

 Information is produced, fixed, and prepared rapidly. 
 

Large Data is promising for business applications and is quickly expanding as a section of the IT 

business. It has produced a significant interest in different fields, including the production of medicinal 

services machines, banking exchanges, online networking, and education. Generally, information is put away 

in a profoundly organized configuration to boost its educational substance. In any case, current information 

volumes are driven by both unstructured and semi-structured information. Subsequently, start to finish 

handling can be obstructed by the interpretation between organized information in social frameworks of a 

database the board and unstructured information for examination. 

This study offers: 

1. A complete survey of massive information technologies; 

2. A discussion of the technologies for analysis and management of the large Data; 

3. A list of the problems and challenges connected with the massive information. 
 

This paper explains basic ideas and describes the information volume, it describes the opportunities 

and challenges; and concludes the paper. 

 

2.0 Background 

Big data can be described by the following characteristics: 

Volume : Volume in big data means the dimensions of the data. Volume refers to the amount of data generated 

through websites, portals, and online application. Volume encompasses the available data that are out there 

which need to be assessed for relevance. 

Velocity : Velocity in big data is the speed in which the big data are generated and the speed at which the data 

needs to be processed. If the data is not processed at the required speed, it loses its significance. Due to data 

streaming in form of social media sites, sensors, and monitoring it is important for organization to speedily 

process data both when it is on move and when it is static. 

Variety : The information created from different gadgets and sources pursues no fixed organization or 

structure. Contrasted with content CSV or RDBMS information shifts from content documents, log records, 

gushing recordings, photos, and different other unstructured organization. variety is about the capacity to 

characterize the approaching information into different classifications. 

Veracity : It is the all-encompassing definition for huge information, which alludes to the information quality 

and the information esteem. The information nature of caught information can change extraordinarily, 

influencing the precise investigation. 
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Source Production 

Youtube Users transfer 100 hours of new recordings every moment. Each month, more than 1 

 billion novel clients get to YouTube. Over 6 billion hours of video are observed every 

 month, which compares to nearly 60 minutes for each individual on Earth. 

Facebook Every moment, 34,722 Likes are enrolled 100 terabytes (TB) of information are 

 transferred day by day. Currently, the site has 1.4 billion clients The site has been 

 converted into 70 dialects. 

Twitter The site has more than 645 million clients The site produces 175 million tweets for 

 each day 

Google The site gets more than 2 million hunt inquiries for every moment Consistently, 25 

 petabytes (PB) are handled 

Tumblr Blog owners publish 27,000 new posts per minute 

Instagram Users share 40 million photos per day 

WordPress Users upload 3,125 new photos per minute Bloggers publish near 350 new blogs per 

 minute 

LinkedIn 2.1 million groups have been created 

 

3.0 Big Data Technologies 

      The main components and network of big data as follows: 

 Techniques for investigating information, for example, A/B testing, AI and characteristic language 

handling 

 Big information advancements, similar to business insight, distributed computing and databases 

 Visualization, for example, outlines, charts and different showcases of the information. 

 

To extricate information from Big Data, different models, programs, virtual products, durable goods 

and advancements have been structured and proposed. They attempt to guarantee progressively exact and 

dependable outcomes for Big Data applications. Be that as it may, in such condition, it might be tedious and 

testing to pick among various developments. Truth be told, numerous parameters ought to be considered: 

innovative similarity, sending unpredictability, cost, effectiveness, execution, unwavering quality, backing and 

security dangers. The Multidimensional data can be represented as OLAP Data Cubes. Array Database system 

provide the memory storage and high level query support on mathematical data type.Apache Hadoop, NoSQL, 

MongoDB are the data integration tool which allows big data analysis. 

Apache Hadoop 

Apache Hadoop is an outstanding Big Data innovation that has a significant supporting network. It has 

been intended to maintain a strategic distance from the low execution and the unpredictability experienced 

when provide the memory storage and high level query support on mathematical data type.Apache Hadoop, 

NoSQL, MongoDB are the data integration tool which allows big data analysis. preparing and breaking down 

Big Data utilizing customary advancements. One primary preferred position of Hadoop is its ability to quickly 

process huge informational collections, because of its parallel groups and disseminated document framework. 

Truth be told, not normal for conventional advances, Hadoop don't duplicate in memory the entire far off 

information to execute calculations. Rather, Hadoop executes undertakings where information are put away. In 

this way, Hadoop calms system and servers from an impressive correspondence. Another bit of scope of 

Hadoop is its capacity to run programs while guaranteeing adaptation to internal failure, ordinarily 

experienced in appropriated condition. To ensure that, it avoid information misfortune by reproducing 

information on servers. The power of Hadoop platform is based on two main sub-components : the Hadoop 

Distributed File System (HDFS) and the MapReduce framework. 

HBase 

HBase is a conveyed non social database based on the highest point of HDFS. It empowers quick 

record queries (and updates) for enormous tables. HBase inside places the information in listed "StoreFiles" 

that exist on HDFS for fast queries. HBase is worked for Low Latency tasks. HBase gives access to single 

lines from billions of records. 
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HDFC 

HDFS is a dispersed document framework fitting to store huge records. HDFS is certifiably not a 

broadly useful document framework. It doesn't give quick record query in documents. HDFS stores 

enormous documents (gigabytes to terabytes in size) crosswise over Hadoop servers. HDFS is appropriate 

for High Latency tasks cluster handling. Information is principally gotten to through MapRe-duce. 

NoSQL: 

While the customary SQL can be adequately used to deal with enormous measure of organized 

information, we need NoSQL (Not Only SQL) to deal with unstructured information. NoSQL databases 

store unstructured information with no specific mapping. Each line can have its very own arrangement of 

segment esteems. NoSQL gives better execution in putting away enormous measure of information. There 

are many open-source NoSQL DBs accessible to study enormous Data. 

 

4.0 Opportunity On The Market 

As indicated by McKinsey, the viable utilization of Big Data benefits economies and introduces 

another flood of gainful development. Benefiting from important information past Big Data is the essential 

focused system of current ventures. New contenders must have the option to pull in representatives who have 

basic aptitudes in taking care of Big Data. By outfitting Big Data, organizations increase numerous favorable 

circumstances, including operational efficiency, informed strategic direction, improved customer service, new 

products, and new customers and markets. 

4.1 Marketing opportunity 

Marketing Decisions Process is very complex. Different choice are available to decision maker which 

result in multiple objectives and countless alternative actions. The marketing strategy aim to initiate, 

strengthen, intensify, and preserve overtime their relationship between a company and its stakeholders, 

represented primarily by its customers and involves the analysis, planning, execution, and evaluation of the 

activities carried out to pursue these objectives. Relational marketing become popular in late 1990 increasing 

customer satisfaction to get competitive advantage. The increased flow of information and the introduction of 

ecommerce have enabled global comparison customers can use Internet to compare features, prices and 

opinion on products and services offered by various competitors. The number of competitors using advanced 

techniques for analysis of marketing data has increased. The systematic gathering of sales transaction provide 

a large amount of data that can be transformed into knowledge and then into effective and targeted marketing 

actions. 

4.2 Challenges 

It is easy to get caught up in the hype and opportunity of big data. However one of the reason big data 

is so underutilized is because it may also present challenges. One survey found that 55% of big data projects 

are never completed. As more and more data is gathered, digitized, and moved around the globe the policy 

and compliance issue become more and more important. Accessing data for consumption is a challenge for 

big data projects. Some of the data may be available to the third party and gaining access can be a legal 

contractual challenges. New tools and techniques built specifically to address the need of big data must be 

leve lagered, rather than trying to address the aforementioned issues through legacy system. The inadequacy 

of legacy system on one hand and lack of experienced resources in new technologies is a challenge. 

 

5.0 Conclusion 

This paper concludes the fundamental concept of Big Data and it‘s technologies. This concept include 

the importance or role of big data in today‘s technologies. Big Data is everywhere and it can help organization 

any industry in many way. he massive knowledge has become too complicated and too dynamic to be ready to 

analyze and manage with traditional data tool. Regardless of the significant advancements in Big Data field, 

we can see through our examination of different innovations, that many weaknesses exist. More often than not, 

they are identified with embraced designs and methods. In this way, further work should be done in a few 

zones, for example, information organization, domain explicit devices and platform tools so as to make cutting 
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edge Big Data infrastructure. Consequently, mechanical issues in numerous Big Data zones can be 

additionally contemplated and establish a significant research topic. 
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Introduction: 

The extremist of the 21st century will not essentially need bombs, uranium, or biological weapons. He 

will requisite only electrical tape and a decent pair of walking shoes. Placing a limited small pieces of tape 

unnoticeably on a stop sign at a connection, he can mysteriously convert the stop sign into a green light in the 

eyes of a self-driving vehicle. Done at one sleepy connection, this would affect a misfortune. Done at the main 

intersections in primary metropolitan zones, it would convey the shipping system to its knees. It‘s hard to 

argue with that type of return on a $1.50 investment in tape. 

Regardless of their use, AI attacks are different from the cybersecurity problems that have dominated 

recent headlines. These attacks aren‘t bugs in program that can be fixed—they are intrinsic in the heart of the 

AI processes. As an outcome, exploiting these AI liabilities wants no ―hacking‖ of the directed system. In fact, 

attacking these dangerous structures does not even always involve a PC. This is a new set of cybersecurity 

problems, and cannot be solved with the existing cybersecurity and policy toolkits governments and businesses 

have assembled. Instead, addressing this problem will require new approaches and solutions. 

Around five zones most directly affected by artificial intelligence outbreaks: content filters, the 

military, law enforcement, traditionally human-based tasks being replaced by AI, and civil society. These areas 

are striking targets for attack, and are rising more susceptible due to their increasing acceptance of artificial 

intelligence for dangerous tasks. 

This strategy will develop the safety of the community, military, and expensive in the face of artificial 

intelligence attacks. But for policymakers and stakeholders alike, the first step towards realizing this security 

begins with understanding the problem, which we turn our attention to now. 
 
Overview of Artificial Intelligence Attacks: 

An artificial intelligence attack (AI attack) is the purposeful manipulation of an AI system with the end 

goal of causing it to malfunction. These attacks can take changed methods that attack at different weaknesses 

in the essential algorithms: 

 Input Attacks: operating what is fed into the AI method in direction to alter the output of the system 

to serve the enemy‘s objective. Because at its core every AI system is a simple machine—it takes an 

input, performs some calculations, and returns an output— manipulating the input allows attackers to 

affect the output of the system. 

 Poisoning Attacks: corrupting the procedure during which the AI structure is created so that the 

resulting system malfunctions in a technique preferred by the attacker. One direct way to execute a 

poisoning attack is to corrupt the data used during this process. This is because the state-of-the-art 

machine learning methods powering AI work by 
 

―learning‖ how to do a task, but they ―learn‖ from one source and one source only: data. 

 Cause Damage: the attacker wants to cause damage by having the AI system malfunction. An 

example of this is an outbreak to effect a separate vehicle to ignore stop signs. By attacking the AI 

technique so that it incorrectly identifies a stop sign as a diverse sign or symbol, the attacker can cause 

the separate vehicle to ignore the stop sign and crack into other vehicles and pedestrians. 

 Hide Something: the attacker wants to evade detection by an AI system. An example of this is an 

attack to cause a content filter tasked with blocking terrorist propaganda from being posted on a social 

network to malfunction, therefore letting the material propagate unencumbered. 
 
Damage Faith in a System: the attacker wants a machinist to lose trust in the AI system, leading to the 

structure being shut down. An example of this is an attack that causes an automated security alarm to 

misclassify regular events as security threats, triggering a barrage of false alarms that may lead to the system 

being taken offline. For example,  
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attacking a video-based security system to classify a passing stray cat or blowing tree as a security threat 

may cause the security system to be taken offline, therefore agreeing a correct risk to then evade revealing. 

Impacted Systems:-  
For production and policy causes, the five most pressing susceptible areas are content filters, military 

systems, law enforcement systems, traditionally human-based tasks being replaced with artificial intelligence 
and civil society. 

Content Filters:  
Content filters are society‘s digital resistant systems. By removing foreign resources that are risky, 

illegal, or against the terms-of-service of a particular application, they preserve platforms healthy and root 

obtainable infections. Content filters are also uniquely eligible to police content at the scale the Internet wants. 

The content uploaded to the Internet each minute is a staggering quantity growing at a staggering frequency. 

Over three billion imageries are shared each day on the Internet. AI-based contented filters have arisen as the 

prime, if not only, tool able to operate at this scale, and have been usually adopted by industry. 

Military:   
A second foremost AI attack is the military. Military applications of AI are probable to be a critical 

factor of the next major war. The U.S. Department of Defence has freshly made the integration of artificial 
intelligence and machine learning into the military importance with its formation of the Joint Artificial 

Intelligence Centre (JAIC). Adversaries may capture the physical equipment, including drones and armament 
systems, on which AI systems spirit live. The loss and capture of this kit will be tedious in future conflicts, and 

the risk poses to AI structures will grow up as AI-enabled systems are used in the arena or on equipment that 
can be caught by an adversary.  

The military‘s unique domain necessitates the creation of similarly exclusive datasets and tools, both 

of which are likely to be shared within the military at-large Finally, the military looks the challenge that AI 

attacks will be tough, if impossible, to detect in combat conditions. Detecting AI attacks in the face of their 

rare application would focus on two methods: detecting intrusions into systems holding assets used to train 

models, and analysis of model performance. 

Law Enforcement:  
A third major attack is application of Artificial Intelligence to law enforcement. The National Institute 

of Justice argues that ―Artificial intelligence has the potential to be a stable part of our criminal justice 

[system]‖ over its usage to ―copy...social competence in software algorithms and computer hardware.‖ The 
applications of AI for law prosecution are both already deployed and being dynamically studied. Amazon has 

recently launched a facial recognition system that is being piloted by police departments in the US.  
The system seeks to match target facial images against a large database of criminal mug shots. Beyond 

just its usage in keeping pace with growing amounts of contented, AI can be used to provide livelier policing 
and criminality prevention by identifying criminal warning signs earlier and catching suspects faster. As these 
AI-based law enforcement systems become more widespread, they will naturally become attack targets for 
criminals. 

Commercial Artificial Intelligence of Human Tasks: 
A fourth outbreak is the commercial AI of conventionally human-based jobs. Although some of these 

applications are inside application and facilities where attacks would not have serious societal moments, 

attacks on other apps could prove very risky. Self-driving vehicles and trucks rely heavily on Artificial 
Intelligence to drive carefully, and attacks might expose millions to danger on a everyday. Some commercial 

applications also have ramifications for law enforcement. Automated identity showing and customs kiosks at 
airports that are constructed and activated by private businesses also trust on AI, and attacks could jeopardize 

the safety of the skies and national borders. 

Civil Society:  
Just as not all usages of AI are ―good,‖ not all AI outbreaks are ―bad.‖ Although AI in a Western 

context is mainly observed as a positive power in society, in many further contexts it is employed to more 

nefarious finishes. Countries like China and other repressive regimes use AI as a technique to track, switch, 
and intimidate their people. As a result, ―attacks‖ on these schemes, from a US-based policy opinion of helping 

human rights and free expression, would not be an ―outbreak‖ in a destructive logic of the word. 

AI Security Compliance as a Policy Solution for AI Attacks:-   
This report proposes the creation of ―AI Security Compliance‖ programs as a foremost public policy 

mechanism to defend against AI attacks. The goals of these compliance programs are to 1) reduce the risk of 
attacks on AI structures 2) decrease the effect of successful attacks.  

Compliance programs will accomplish these goals by encouraging stakeholders to adopt a set of best 
practices in securing their systems and making them more robust against AI attacks. These best practices 
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manage the entire lifecycle of AI systems in the face of AI attacks. In the planning stage, they will force 
stakeholders to consider attack risks and surfaces when planning and deploying AI systems. In the 

implementation stage, they will encourage adoption of IT-reforms that will make attacks more difficult to 
execute. The AI system taking steps to secure other preparation activities, such as dataset collection. 

 

AI Suitability Tests:  
―AI Suitability Tests‖ that measure the risks of current and upcoming applications of AI. These tests 

should effect in a decision as to the satisfactory level of AI use within a given software. These tests should 

check the application‘s vulnerability to attack, the importance of an attack, and the obtainability of alternative 
non-AI-based techniques that can be used in place of AI systems.  
Review and update data policies:  

Review and update data policies and sharing follows to protect beside data being weaponized against 
AI systems. This contains formal authentication of information collection practices and restricting information 
sharing. AI handlers must analyse and secure their data gathering and sharing policies. These reviews must be 
formal, identify emerging ways data can be weaponized against structures and be usage to shape data gathering 
and use practices.  

These reviews are required for data may emerge as a potent weapon in the age of AI outbreaks, and 
steps must be taken to have stakeholders realize the dangers data can now pose. This is especially important 
because this new danger is in stark contrast with data‘s current reputation in society: data is currently regarded 
pervasively as ―digital gold‖ within the private sector, government, and military. 

Restrict Data Sharing:    
Critical AI systems must limit how and when the data used to develop them is shared in demand to 

make AI outbreaks more tough to execute. For critical systems, as a rule data should not be shared. Exceptions 
must well-reasoned. The causing data sharing strategies should be clearly written and followed. 

Mitigation Stage Compliance Requirements:-    
Mitigation stage compliance requirements focus on ensuring stakeholders plan responses for when 

attacks inevitably occur. This includes creating particular response strategies for likely attacks, and learning 
how the compromise of one AI system will affect additional systems. 

Create attack response plans:  
Regulate how AI attacks are probably to be used, and craft reply plans for these scenarios. 

Stakeholders must determine how AI outbreaks are likely to be used against their AI application, and then craft 
response tactics for mitigating their outcome. In determining what assaults are most likely, investors should 

look to existing threats and see how AI attacks can be used by adversaries to accomplish a similar goal. For 

example, for a social network that has seen itself mobilized to spread extremist content, it can be expected that 
input attacks aimed at deceiving its content filters are likely. After this, response plans should be designed. 

Response plans should be constructed on the finest efforts to answer to outbreaks and control the quantity of 
loss. Response plans may also need real-world stroke to be taken. 

Rapid Shared Vulnerability Mapping:  
Create maps which shows how the compromise of one asset or system affects all other AI systems. 

Representatives should need AI system operators to map how the concession of a specified asset or system 
would affect all other structures. Characteristics of the AI area make these shared susceptibilities common. 

Organizations should have vulnerability maps that document the assets their different AI systems 
share. For example, one such map would document which systems utilized the same training datasets. If this 
dataset was later compromised, administrators would instantly know what other applications are vulnerable 
and need to be addressed. These shared vulnerability maps should be combined also into the attack response 
plans as well.  
 

Conclusion:  
For hundreds of years, humans have been suspicious of inscribing human knowledge in technical 

conceptions. With machine learning and artificial intelligence, we take a step nearby to this fear. It is the fear 
of the unidentified of a creation. In the future, technical progressions may one day help us to better recognize 
how machines can learn, and even learn how to insert these important abilities in technology.  

But today is not that day. The current set of state-of-the-art artificial intelligence algorithms are, at 
their essence, pattern matchers. They are intrinsically vulnerable to manipulation and poisoning at every stage 
of their use: from how they learn, what they learn from, and how they operate. This is not an accidental 
mistake that can be easily fixed.  
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In high-risk application areas of AI, such as government and critical manufacturer‘s use of AI, 
obedience can be mandatory and prescribed by the appropriate controlling bodies. In low-risk application areas 
of AI, compliance can be optional in order to not strangle innovation in this rapidly changing field.  

The world has learned a figure of raw lessons from the unencumbered and careless enthusiasm with 
which technologies with serious vulnerabilities have been deployed. Connected infrastructure has led to 
outbreaks with hundreds and lots of dollars of economic loss. The warning marks of AI attacks may be written 
in bytes, but we can understand them and what they indicate. We would be wise to not ignore them. 
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Abstract 

Now-a-days there is a fast growth in mobile application development in industries. There are numerous 

challenges like acceptance of GUI, understand ability of the facilities delivered, compatibility with varying Smartphone 

architecture, ease of navigation, aesthetics and flow of controls and menu, portability, security, reliability, etc. that are to 

be considered with seriousness in order to avoid any kind of vulnerability or failure. Mobile applications are of great 

importance as they are providing various features which are of great use for us like-use of navigation for finding 

particular location, online shopping, online movie tickets booking, etc. There are various challenges that are to be faced 

during these applications development. In this paper, we will focus on covering up all those challenges and the best 

practices that can be performed in order to tackle those challenges. 

Keywords: Mobile application, Mobile Application Development, development challenges, best practice. 

 

I. Introduction 

Nowadays users are expecting from their mobile phones to function almost similar to that of desktop 

computer systems. But due to the complex methodologies of mobile application development, it makes it more 

challenging than the desktop computer system. Mobile Application Development is a process of building up 

application software for mobile phone devices & for doing so development environment with specialized 

integration is used which are Android Studio or Eclipse is required. But while doing this, there are various 

parameters like OS, Processing Power, memory, compatibility, etc. are to be considered firstly. These apps 

should be interactive, easily downloadable through various platforms such as Google Play Store and iOS App 

Store. 

There are various challenges like reliability, availability, security, robustness, and usability which are 

of major concern while developing and deploying an application. There is a scarcity in the methodology 

adopted w.r.t the advancement in mobile application development due to a lack of research methods and 

analysis of challenges that might occur during the mobile application development process. 

V. Rahimian and R. Ramsin[1] look through the challenges in mobile application development by 

considering the current state of mobile development techniques. Leigh Williamson listed unique challenges for 

Mobile Application Development like- form factors, user input technology, usability, and user interaction 

designs [2]. Similarly, J. Dehlinger & J. Dixson found 4 major challenges for mobile application development 

engineerings. These challenges were found by them while the creation of universal users interfaces while 

trying to enable software reusability via various platforms, while context-aware designing a mobile app and in 

agility balancing and requirement uncertainty[3]. 

This research paper focuses on the challenges faced during mobile application development & ultimate 

practices to overcome those challenges. 

Best Practices In Mobile Application Development 

  There should be more focus on ―what not to do‖ rather than ―what to do‖ while developing an 

application. Some of the challenges are discussed in this paper along with their best practices in order to 

overcome those challenges. 

A. Improper Resource Estimation 

It occurs is the beginning phase of mobile application development. If the business is not aware of 

required requirements and resources, it will easily deviate. It is considerably challenging for few developers to 

analyse these requirements and resources. 

BEST PRACTICES-There should be proper business plans and logics to be discussed in a and recorded 

according to customer‘s requirements and feedbacks. This approach requires proper and better user 

communication, partial resource operations and repetition of assessments to be followed in each interval of 

time. 
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B. Scheduling of Time and Cost 

Due to low budget and funding there are many mobile apps projects which became unsuccessful. 

Many people think that developing a mobile application is not that costly, but it actually depends upon the 

application and its feathers. A developer working on a lower or limited budget tends to deliver a low quality 

product. This is similar w.r.t time too. If a developer isn‘t given a proper time for developing an application, 

there is a high chance of getting an incomplete or poor quality product. BEST PRACTICES-Proper plan 

should be made according to the appropriate time and cost over each activities to be executed. All the features 

or enhancements to be made are to be noted and accordingly necessary plans are to be made. 

C. Selection of Target User 

Before developing mobile application, a group of target user is to be considered. Lack of analysis and 

foresight will make the application to be of lower value in the market. According to the target user interest the 

application is to be made. If there is lack in this selection, the development is already going in the wrong 

direction. 

BEST PRACTICES-Users feedback is the best way to overcome this challenge. This will enable us to not all 

know the target user but also will tell us which feathers the target users are interested in. This will help us to 

know the features to be needed in our application. 

D. User Interface 

User interface is one of the important things in mobile application development. The front end design 

should be compatible with all the devices screen resolution. Generally a developer forgets about user interface 

and focuses moreover the features to be needed. This makes the application hard for user to understand and 

handle, which indirectly reduces its value in the market. 

BEST PRACTICES-Developers team should avoid using too many resources, rather analyse those resources 

and build up a simple and clear design for the mobile application. 

E. Performance vs Battery Life 

Performance and Battery life is one of the main challenges for developers while developing mobile 

application. Developers generally focuses on better performances of an application, which generally ends up 

with mobile getting heated up due to lots of power consumptions because of application performances. This 

generally lets to user‘s switching better and similar application which reduces the power consumption and 

heating of mobile phones. 

BEST PRACTICES-Developers needs to consider the battery life applicable for most of the devices. 

According to that battery life, application performance should be decided, rather than just focusing over the 

performances and ignoring devices battery life. 

F. Memory Space 

More the feathers, more the application size increases. Developers generally try to implement and 

integrate multiple features in one application, avoiding the main objective features. This lets to maximization 

of application size and application occupying lots of devices memory space. 

BEST PRACTICES-The best way to overcome this challenge is to focus over the main objective features of an 

application, rather than adding too many features into it. While updating of an app, the old data should be 

completely replaced with the new data, rather than keeping unwanted old data attached to the new updated 

application which results in increase in application memory space. 

G. Security & Privacy 

Importance of security and privacy is increasing day-by-day. There is a chance of device being used by 

an unauthorized user. This is the a bit challenging as there are many devices along with its operating system. 

Developers generally end up making the privacy terms and conditions complex to user understanding. Data 

transmission as well as servers of application should be preserved and protected for securing user data. 

BEST PRACTICES- Privacy terms and conditions should be displayed to the user in proper and simple 

designs, using simple language, make it easy to access. Data transmission and servers of an application should 

be protected using appropriate security measures and guarantee user‘s accountability. 
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H. Data Synchronization and Access 

Mobile devices are good enough to access data, either from the application or from the browser. 

Application built should be created which can keep track of data being accessed from application database and 

should understand the connection being built via database. If the connection is disconnected, it should be able 

to reconnect to its last existing data and update the application data accordingly. 

BEST PRACTICES-Proper synchronization of data is necessary when we are dealing with application data 

being send via network. Encryption is the best possible way to overcome this challenge along with proper 

synchronization of data in order to update and access the application data. 

I. Methods for Providing Input 

It is difficult to provide an input via a keypad to the user. Also not many users are good with using 

keypad keys efficiently. Hence providing a method for an input is not that easy challenge to deal with. BEST 

PRACTICES-We can enable user to give proper input via using a touch gesture rather than keypad. This will 

make it easier and attractive for the users to use the application easily and efficiently. 

J. Problems in Testing 

It is challenging for developers for testing mobile application because of various operating systems, 

platforms, it makes it very difficult to perform testing. Various factors like VPN dropping, wireless network 

connectivity, and application altering process are also to be considered while testing. It is necessary to find 

whether there is any problem with hardware of the device or with the network connectivity of that device by 

testing all of these above factors. 

BEST PRACTICES-Testing is to be performed in every phase of development in order to avoid errors or 

problems in further phases. Testing should be performed on every platform and also in different locations for 

different browsers verifications. If all of these factors are accomplished we can say that the app is ready and 

effective for deployment process. 

III. Conclusion 

Mobile applications nowadays offer various functionalities that it has become a part of our life. There 

is a tremendous rise in mobile application which makes it more challenging to make a bug free, efficient, user 

friendly and useful application. Developers should follow all the best practices discussed in this paper in order 

to overcome the challenges. This paper has discussed real challenges and best practices generally occurred to 

mobile application developers. If this best practices are properly implemented for the given set of challenges, it 

will provide a best product from it. 
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1.Introduction 

Artificial Intelligence can point out spaces where courses need to increase. Lecturers may not always 

be conscious of gaps in their lectures and learning resources that can leave students confused about certain 

concepts. Different scholars have different learning styles, aptitudes, welfares and needs. One instructor in a 

classroom of 30 students will hardly be able to provide to each of those needs. Exercise and classes could be 

modified based on a student profile, interests can be refined and enhanced by exposing scholars to diverse 

courses and content. [2] Artificial Intelligence deals a way to solve that problem. For an instance, Coursera, a 

massive open online course supplier, is previously putting this into practice. When a huge number of learners 

are found to submit the incorrect answer to a homework assignment, the scheme alerts the lecturer and gives 

future learners a modified message that offers hints to the correct answer. This type of system helps to fill in 

the gaps in clarification that can happen in courses, and helps to confirm that all learners are building the same 

theoretical foundation. Rather than waiting to hear back from the lecturer, scholars get instant feedback that 

helps them to appreciate a concept and remember how to do it properly the next time around. Here are just a 

some of the ways those tools, and those that will follow them, will shape and describe the learning experience 

of the future. 

 

1.Artificial intelligence can automate basic activities in education, like grading. 

In college, grading exercise and tests for huge lecture courses can be deadly work, even when TAs 

divided it between them. Even in lower grades, lecturers often find that classifying takes up an important 

amount of time, time that could be used to cooperate with scholars, prepare for class, or work on specialized 

development. While AI may not always be able to truly replace human grading, it‘s getting attractive close. It‘s 

now possible for teachers to systematize grading for nearly all types of multiple-choice and fill-in-the-blank 

testing and automatic grading of student writing may not be far late. Today, paper grading software is still in its 

beginning and not quite up to par, yet it can (and will) advance over the coming years, permitting teachers to 

emphasize more on in-class activities and student interface than grading. 

2.Learners could get additional support from AI tutors. 

While there are clearly things that human teachers can offer that machines can‘t, at least not yet, the 

coming could see more scholars being taught by tutors that only exist in zeros and ones. Some instructing 

programs based on artificial intelligence previously exist and can help students through basic mathematics, 

writing, and other subjects. These agendas can teach scholars fundamentals, but so far aren‘t ideal for helping 

scholars learn high-order thinking and inspiration, something that real-world educators are still essential to 

simplify. Yet that shouldn‘t rule out the option of AI tutors being able to do these things in the future. With the 

quick pace of technological progression that has marked the past few periods, advanced teaching systems may 

not be a pipe dream. 

3.AI-driven curriculums can give scholars and teachers helpful feedback. 

AI can not only help lecturers and scholars to skill courses that are modified to their needs, but it can 

also deliver feedback to both about the achievement of the course as a whole. Some schools, specially those 

with online offerings, are using AI systems to monitor scholar development and to alert lecturers when there 

might be an matter with scholar performance. These kinds of AI systems permit scholars to get the provision 

they need and for lecturers to find areas where they can advance teaching for scholars who may fight with the 

subject matter. AI programs at these schools aren‘t just contribution information on individual courses, 

however. Some are working to grow systems that can help scholars to choose majors based on areas where they 
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prosper and fight. While scholars don‘t have to take the information, it could mark a courageous new world of 

college main selection for future scholars. 

4. AI could revolution the role of instructors. 

There will continually be a part for instructors in teaching, but what that role is and what it involves 

may variation due to new technology in the procedure of intelligent computing systems. As we‘ve already 

deliberated, AI can take over errands like classifying, can help scholars improve learning, and may even be a 

additional for real-world teaching. Yet AI could be modified to many other aspects of education as well. AI 

systems could be programmed to provide knowledge, portion as a place for scholars to ask questions and find 

information or could even possibly take the place of trainers for very basic course resources. In most cases, 

however, AI will shift the role of the trainer to that of organizer. Trainers will addition AI lessons, assist 

students who are stressed, and deliver human interaction and hands-on experiences for scholars. In numerous 

ways, technology is previously driving some of these changes in the classroom, specially in schools that are 

online or grip the tossed classroom model. 

5. AI can make trial-and-error education less threatening. 

Trial and error is a dangerous part of education, but for many scholars, the idea of fading, or even not 

significant the answer, is paralyzing. Some simply don‘t like being put on the spot in obverse of their peers or 

expert figures like a instructor. An intelligent computer system, planned to help scholars to learn, is a much less 

intimidating way to deal with trial and error. Artificial intelligence could suggestion scholars a way to trial and 

learn in a comparatively judgment-free environment, specially when AI instructors can offer solutions for 

improvement. In fact, AI is the perfect format for supporting this kind of education, as AI systems themselves 

often learn by a trial-and-error technique. 

6. AI may change where scholars learn, who teaches them, and how they obtain basic skills. 

While main changes may still be a few periods in the future, the truth is that artificial intelligence has 

the possible to fundamentally change just about all we take for decided about education. [2] 

Using AI systems, software, and provision, scholars can study from anywhere in the world at any time, 

and with these kinds of programs taking the place of assured types of classroom instruction, AI may just 

replace lecturers in some instances (for better or worse). Instructive programs powered by AI are already 

helping scholars to study basic skills, but as these programs grow and as developers study more, they will 

likely offer scholars a much wider range of services. 

 

2. Problem Statement 

In a coaching and learning atmosphere, scholars‘ active participation with lessons as well as the use of 

learning methods that help scholars remember what they learn is significant sizes. Effective learning methods 

grow the quality of learning. Scholars learn best by doing and experiencing. To be effective and efficient, 

science coaching programs need to be student-centered and based on research and examination and should 

contain experimental actions. In a supportive education approach, students and teachers are in a state of 

dynamic communication in the classroom. 

Each scholar‘ have different learning skill. One example of a topic clarified by an instructor can be 

understood by scholar in one go or it will take more than two or three examples of the same topic to understand 

the topic. Sometimes, it might ensure that the scholar was absent from the earlier class. Sometimes, the 

instructor is not able to give a suitable example which is easily sufficient to understand by each and every 

student in a classroom. 

 

3. Recognizing Designs 

Instructors who are able to grip technology as a foundation for their instruction plan can reap the 

welfares of automatic data capture shaped from their scholars‘ assignation. The big advantage of digital 

information systems is their skill to store and quickly process enormous amounts of information in a short 

space of time. 

Collective with dedicated algorithms, these systems are able to classify and make sense of student 

assignation and behavior patterns that appear in a instructor‘s class and report these findings to the instructor. 
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The ability for instructors to be assisted by technology in the management of their lessons means that they can 

pass less time pencil-pushing and extra time gaining useful visions from their classroom AI tools to deliver 

higher standards of instruction. 

4. The Process Of Learning And Teaching 

 To study and instruct is the main problem of a knowledge-oriented civilization, and its process to solve 

can touch the future of each country. Best solving of coaching and learning must be done, based on leading 

culture Numerous models have accessible, including Keller learning model (ARCS). Keller believes that 

motivation is under the consequence of individual, ecological, specialisms and learning materials. Keller, in his 

motivational, instructive designing, composing theories and motivational events with instructive designing and 

forms an application result that causes students to do more struggle to achieve educational goals EQ emotional 

model. This model emotion or sensation has many effects on learning Sam 2009. After making emotional 

memory as and values in the civilization. The model of instruction and education must pose as appropriate as 

with society associate with text reports, that vital motive comes manifest the emotional model of human is, as a 

positive range of emotions like joy, desire, hope and compassion, and negative range consist of sadness, anger, 

fear displeasure, and aggressiveness, emotion in the procedure of teaching must be in positive spectrum and 

rather must be in the form of lively and numerous of learning model which must take care to archive goals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1 Keller’s’ motivator didactic model (ARCS) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2 Excitement Model (EQ) [5] 

5. The Ai Process 

 An example scenario of a teacher‘s interaction with their classroom AI tools could be as follows: 

Teacher: Show me the scholars who have difficulty understanding portions. 
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AI: I have found 14 scholars who show three categories of difficulty in understanding portions. [Shows list of 

students] 

Teacher: Why does Vikas not understand portions? 

AI: My analysis shows that Vikas missed the first lesson where portions were explained. His connections 

advises that he doesn‘t understand the concept of portions. 

Teacher: What actions are suggested for Vikas‘s difficulty in portions? 

AI: You should ask your coaching associate to deliver Vikas with the information from the first lesson at the 

initial occasion, followed by the delivery of homework item A12. [Click this to review] Teacher: Which other 

scholars can these actions be applied to? 

AI: Vinayak and Rakesh were also absent from the first portions lesson, but they are showing better abilities in 

understanding the subject. 

Teacher: Is tomorrow‘s lesson plan suitable for these scholars? 

AI: No, because none of the identified scholars are showing a full understanding of portions at present. [2] 

 

6. Conclusion 

The capability for information systems to deliver this level of vision not only saves time, but can 

deliver the level of detail that may not be clear or possible for instructors to identify at face value. Classroom 

AI tools have abilities in analyzing numerous sources of data and comparing them to known designs. This can 

identify the root causes for problems, and also drive towards more reliable outcomes across different classes, 

irrespective of the experience of coaching staff. 
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Introduction 

Today, Internet application growth petition is very high. So, Internet Of Thing (IoT) is a main 

technology by which we can produce several useful internet applications. 

Basically, IoT is a network in which all physical substances are connected to the internet over the 

network devices or routers and exchange data. IoT allows things to be exact remotely crosswise existing 

network infrastructure. IoT is a very good and intelligent technique which reduces human energy as well as 

easy access to physical devices. This technique also has been autonomous control feature by which any device 

can control without any human interaction. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the above figure demonstrate the connectivity of several devices of various fields with Internet 

and exchange data between them. So, the above figure denotes the connectivity of the world by various 

existing technologies. 

The Internet of Things (IoT) sense, is that the combinations of hardware, software, data, and services. 

It can be preferred through an extensive diversity of the devices such as DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) 

analysis devices for environmental monitoring, electric clamps in coastal waters, Arduino chips in home 

automation and many other. These devices gather useful data with the assistance of several existing 

technologies and share that data between other devices. Examples consist of Home Automation System which 

uses Wi-Fi or Bluetooth for exchange data between differen-differentdevices of home. 

 

Existing Trends Of IOT 

From the place of work equipment to the children toys, the internet has always been important and 

to keep internet exploitation-free, IoT is there. There are a lots of IoT trends that are coming up for our 

protection and to keep it clean, we have selected mostly 20 IoT Trends and described all the details of each 

trend. 

1. Big Data Convergence 

IoT doesn‘t emphasized by changing the way of living and doing business, but it also preserves its 

eyes on producing a huge amount of data. Big data platforms are usually completed for supporting the 

demands of large-scale storage and for performing the enquiry, which is mandatory for take out the full 

advantages of IoT. This is the new Internet of Things Trends that we are fronting and will see in the 

nearby future in large-scale mode 
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The IoT and big data share a close connection, and nowadays, we see a lots of new devices that are 

selected for the producing a fair share of the data. Cloud is well-thought-out to be accomplished of controlling 

the analytic supplies and storage; it lacks some particulars while working with bigger data and so IoT needs to 

work on their big-data connection from now on. 
 

2. Data Processing with Edge Computing 

The basic weakness that IoT has is that it adds up devices behind schedule the firewall of the network. 

Securing the devices may be easy but securing the IoT devices needs a lot more. We are mandatory to combine 

the security between the network connection and the software applications which links to the devices.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

IoT gets the best success by their cost-effectiveness and effectiveness while processing data. Faster 

processing of data is projecting in all the smart devices such as the self-driving vehicles and the intelligent 

traffic lights. Authority computing is said to the solution to this anxiety of this Internet of Things Trends. 

Authority computing usually outpaces the Cloud when it comes to speed and cost. We all know about 

that faster processing means lower latency, and that is what Authority Computing does. Data processing with 

the Authority Computing will happen with the Cloud for the betterment of IoT. 

3. Greater Consumer Adoption 

In the next ten year, we will get to see a huge change in IoT when the shift away will happened 

from the Consumer-based IoT just like the market flops of Lily Robotics. The capital growth of the 

consumer-based IoT will decrease, and the future will be the year for the industrial. This Internet of Things 

Trends will require time to grow. 
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Better View and therefore the Swift Route finding, companies like this that are supported the Industrial-IoT 

are going to be seen building of IoT architecture, and it'll solve the difficulties in insurance, transportation, 

agriculture or telecommunication, and a vivid reduction will be seen in the capital expenditure 

4. “Smart” Home Demand Will Rise 

In the past, we have seen the IoT apps have flowed with the idea of smart home technology, and this 

will be continual shortly so that home can get more interactive. People will not direct the devices; instead of 

that devices will tell the people of the house what they should do. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There will be a short-tempered growth; this year, we will get to see steady growth in place of the companies of 

these days are facing security and disintegration matters. Keen Household Internet of Things Trends or IoT 

Trends is the hot topic in this present time. 

5. The Healthcare Industry Embraces IoT 

Where a vendor is seen taking profits of the capability of interacting with the customers, wearable 

devices are being used by the healthcare sectors, and these sectors will be face by steady but stable 

development. 

 

You can visualize all the medical devices using the Cloud and storing the images for Intelligent 

Systems? This will be approximately to note down that in this way, the government will get the best advantage 

out of it. 

6. Auto-ML (Machine Learning) for Data Security 

In present days, we see that the developers are focus on the fresher methods in which people can share 

data securely by the use of technology. Nowadays, many of the industrial companies will learn to trust and 
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accepting the machine learning model prediction and will acclimatize their operations for averting the 

downtime by output models. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Machine learning standard physical activity will be identical automated, just like the auto-ML toolset, and it 

will become more popular. Companies resolve by increasing the substantial capitals assets that are associated 

with the Could (by 3-5x) as it is one of the top-ranked IoT Trends. 

7. IoT – Massive Growth Coming 

In compared to the other type of technology, the IoT devices usually get more data and information about the 

devices and users, and by 2020, there will be IoT devices in the world about 31 billion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As per the IoT Trends, we can easily accept that it will increase to the fullest. IoT is usually getting or 

collecting so many data, and there is Artificial Intelligence (AI) to take out the essential data. Shortly, We will 

get to see the IoT devices to work for doing activities, and they will also support the technicians in providing 

discerning suggestions. 

8. Blockchain for IoT Security 

A wide range of entrepreneur, financial and government processes, customer and industrials will get 

decentralized, self-governing, self-healing, and smart. Some of the start-ups are seen building up their terrain 

on top of the IOTA‘s Tangle (IOTA is a distributed ledger crafted for recording and executing transactions 

among devices in the IoT ecosystem) for developing modules and additional components for the enterprises 

without the cost of SaaS and Cloud. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We should get ready to see the centralized and massive computing models breaking apart into the jobs 
and micro-services that will be disseminated to the decentralized devices and machines. Someday, the IoT will 
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diffuse into governance, health, transaction, financial, and additional disciplines which people of these days 
cannot be think. This kind of IoT Trends are going to create significant effective differences for us. 

9. Better Data Analytics 

The upcoming years will be surprise us with the most protruding trend, which will be between the 

connected world and the IoT. Now, how the world and the IoT get combined with AI for fetching a decision-

making assistant for all the business and individuals and that‘s all we are looking forward to. 

AI that can be quickly identify the trends. IoT Trends will bring up better data analytics and make it 

easier to precaution them. It is also collecting insights from the considerable data for making a better decision 

for our lives. 

10. Smart Cities to Become Mainstream 

In the past, we have seen that the states were progressing out more technologies and sensors for taking 

the profits of available data collection tools. Shortly, we will see the IoT Trends where the forward-thinking 

cities will invest in ground-breaking data exchanges which will afford the access and the combination of the 

data between the private and public association along with the citizens. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We will get the occasion to see the translation of thinking from the smarter cities. The IoT 

integration with the approachable cities will decrease traffic congestion, unlock sustainable development, 

and improve safety. 

Future of the IOT network 
SDN can be used to virtualize the different services of the switch to use it according to the user need, 

support APIs, object control. SDN like Open Flow provide functionalities like a Network layer: Responsible 

for reliable transfer of content between different types of end nodes.flow table with entries of process flows, a 

secure channel between the controller and switch etc. to provide a network where new protocols can be applied 

and tested. The connection Device layer: Embedded actuators, sensors and controlling of devices in an IOT 

network should be an automatic process mechanism.in which the unique identification numbers are to be 

allocated There is also a kind of a virtual layer associated with this structure which is responsible for security 

as the devices producing and storing data are highly immune to be used wrongly for acquisition and 

manipulation of data. 

automatically (plug-and-play mechanism). The future network will be based on IPv6 networking 

where in two types of addresses, namely, Unique Local Address (ULA) for local naming of devices and 

communication in a network with no internet and Globally Unique Address (GUA) will be able to Current 

network: The network definitely needs a identify the devices in the vast network. Mapping of GUA to 

centralized data store for consistent source of data. Most of the ULA will be easier leading to more efficient 

networking but proposed architectures are based on the WSN fundamentals,scalability might still pose a 

problem. but the architecture needs to be changed with changes in the number of devices connected and 

customization in services. SOA (Service oriented network) helps solve the problem with Content distribution 

network (CDN). It is based on distributed client-server architecture where copies are stored on the server but is 

linked in a peer-to-peer connection for better exchange throughput. 
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The proposed systems support wide range networking but involve a lot of costs for supporting low 

power usage and chips that need to be used. So instead, we need gateways to support heterogeneous networks 

and collect data from all these networks. Also, grouping the devices according to the service needs is also 

important. Physical grouping is based on the physical proximity of the devices and is managed by a device 

SDN acts as a control manager that can change the network manager, and Logical grouping is based on the 

services these configuration according to the current status, act as a software devices are providing. All the 

devices, even if they belong to counterpart for doing the controlling functions for hardware different networks, 

that are serving the same application are put and create a virtual space between the control and data 

centres.together in a group. This solves most of the problem. To support scalability, physical add-ons are 

replaced by Network Function IOT is all about communication between devices. Security thus becomes an 

important issue to be addressed. 

Security Concerns in IoT Devices and Software’s 
The main object of IoT is to minimize human intervention and solely depending on the machines to 

function on their own. IoT and Artificial Intelligence go hand in hand, bringing intelligent objects (those which 
work minus human instructions) to the surface. 

As it is a new field that has unfolded, it is vast and enormous to expand, thus, its architecture plays 
an important role in bringing clarity to the audience. 
There are three main notches that constitute the entire functioning of IoT. 

1. Perception Layer: It is how the system perceives its surroundings using various sensors such as RFID, 
it gets hints from its environment as to how the object must be designed and how it should respond. 

2. Network Layer: It acts as a mediator between the perception layer and the application layer. It plays 
an essential role in migrating all the necessary information collected at the perception level to the 
application layer to generate output. 

3. Application Layer: This is the top-notch layer that is responsible for performance as a whole. It 
aids the user with the best services and intelligent object for The main purpose of IoT is to 
minimize human intervention and solely depending on the machines to function on their own. 
IoT and Artificial Intelligence go hand in hand, bringing intelligent objects (those which work 
minus human instructions) to the surface. 
There are additionally three more layers that act as sides to the existing main layers. 

4. Middleware Layer: It exists just below the application layer and is used to store the collected 
information in the database and retrieves the same for processing it and passing it on to the application 
layer. 

5. Support Layer: Combines both network and application layer, besides acting as a base for an 
intelligent setup to be used by the application layer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Applications of Blockchain in IOT: 

Supply chain management: Blockchain based on IOT can play a major role in secure upstream and 

downstream supply chain management and transactions. It can be filler for the gap created by vulnerabilities 

between seamless operations on the World of IOT will absolutely be connected undecidedly, where trust will 

play a major role in communication between devices. Inspire of verification of devices before connection, 

security still remains an irony for a transparent world of IOT. It is believed that block chain will be able to 

transform the upstream. 

Identity management: It can be support Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) which involved management, 

revocation, updating and registration of keys. security part of this field by automizing and decentralizing 
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transactions and mechanisms. Block chain makes definite that no block or set of data is altered with as all the 

blocks are chained, wherein, if content of any one block is changed. 

Data storage management: Blockchain can provide control on access of data, record logs of events which 

cannot be tampered with. 

Trade of goods and services: Purchase of goods, to know of the unwanted action taken upon it. Since IOT 

also sensors, devices can be supported. demands automatic transactions that need to be completed privately and 

securely, blockchain will be of definite help. All devices communicate in a decentralized fashion using 

blockchain and do not store all of its data on a central cloud. To build a standard for an implementing 

blockchain based IOT, firms like BOSCO, Cisco are teaming up. 

Challenge-response technique in audit firms: Periodically, a challenge is sent over to the host for it to return 

a hash value that is matched with the initial hash value calculated over a transaction. If they don‘t match, it 

means that it has encountered some change and security has been compromised. It can be used to provide a 

smooth flow of operations in supply chain management. 

Autopay: Authorised payment generation through card on availing any service (only for the owner). 

Travel/Tour: Blockchain based on IOT can also be used supporting identity and access management 

systems.for trusted automatic foreign currency exchange. 

Problems in IOT that blockchain can address: Everything in an IOT network is connected to a cloud. 

Integrity: With new blockchain architecture, internet. But this poses certain problems like Assimilation of 

different consensus becomes difficult these devices themselves can prove to be a bottleneck and increase 

traffic, hence affecting efficiency and resulting in network failure rates,With other problems like misbehaving 

miners etc. 

Anonymity: Mixed protocols should be used to - less immunity to manipulation due to centralized Address 

this issue. All the possible way in which any functioning, communication links the same user should be 

avoided. 

 

 
Architecture of block chain in iot 

This architecture can be comprehensive for all the IOT networks. Though it solves a lot of problems 

and lays the base for further development, a lot of future work on improvising the security aspects even more 

and handling the resource-limited IOT network is the needed. 

 

Conclusion 

To totality up and about all the study that has been carried out, we have come up with the following 

conclusion: 

People-centric sensing: Here, the users are the come up with the following conclusion which explains the use 

producers as well as the consumers of the actions that unfold of trends for modern IoT technologies: Admitting 

the fact that, that is, they themselves demand it and utilise it. We are wanting in the proficiency on the 

technology side of this. 

Ubiquitous sensing: Acquiring data from every possible place in order to generate a fruitful action. 
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Location aware sensing: The data attributing to a particular location or place is collected, analysed and stored. 

Potential domain. There is a need for a standardized business model from which, an object specific model for 

different IoT applications can be derived. This model needs to be based on the three main components: 

hardware, software and connectivity. On the hardware side, it should fulfill the need 

Participatory and Opportunistic sensing: Here, in for complex embedded sensor architecture, whereas on 

the participatory, the user gets the privilege to share the needful software side it should also support 

deployment of the modern data as per the privacy concern, whereas in opportunistic technologies like Artificial 

Intelligence and Block-chain. In sensing the system senses even, the confidential information order to combine 

both hardware and software, utilization of and the user remains oblivious of this fact. High speed and scalable 

connectivity need to be done with 

Contextual: Comprises of sensing from the very proximity or nearby environment 

Machine learning: Adding intelligence to the raw source of data collected through machine learning 

algorithms and mining. 

Hence, in the upcoming years even though, with a bit complication, not only will IOT flourish 

imbibing itself into the lives of people, but majorly machine learning aided sensing will also soar high and be 

the reason of the amalgamation of intelligent objects into IOT. 

Upgraded protocols like IPv6 and SDN. In IoT related applications, the most important parameter is 

data which is very much vulnerable to attacks. Data should always be secured on all layers of process, making 

IoT more secure and safe. Considering this evolving phase of IoT technology, we can‘t define trends which can 

last forever but, in this paper, we‘ve tried to identify and explain those trends which are derived from the 

essential components of the IoT domain and most suitable for today‘s IoT driven world. And hence in the 

upcoming ages also, the trends might vary but they will be relying on the study carried out in this paper. 
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Introduction: 

The term "Things" within 

the Internet of Things refers to 

anything and everything in day to 

day life which is accessed or 

connected through the web . The 

internet of things (Iot) is a network 

of physical objects that objects 

contain devices, vehicle, buildings 

and other items connected to the 

electronics, software, sensors and 

network connectivity that enables these objects to gather and exchange data. In this technology we connect the 

objects to the internet to get the desired output. For example, when cars are connected to the internet to provide 

facilities and to improve safety this system is known as connected cars system in Iot. And this is the one of the 

most important flavour of Iot. 

In 1980‘s machine to machine technology began with wired connections for SCADA (Supervisory 

control and data acquisition) in the factory, home and in business security system. After that in 1990‘s 

machine to machine technology began moving towards wireless technology. At that time actually the 

revolution of internet of things is started. The term Internet of Things is 16 years old. But the particular idea 

of connected devices had been around longer, a minimum of since the 70s. Back then, the thought was often 

called ―embedded internet‖ or ―pervasive computing‖. But the actual term ―Internet of Things‖ was coined 

by Kevin Ashton in 1999 during his work at Procter and Gamble. Ashton who was working in supply chain 

optimization, wanted to draw in senior management‘s attention to a replacement exciting technology called 

RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) because the web was the newest trend in 1999 and because it in some 

way made sense, he called his arrangement Internet of Thing. 

The internet of things refers to the various futuristic things like wearables, home appliances, vehicles 

and Personal computers etc. The IoT will make all practical life things are very simple. In other words we will 

say that we are going to connect the things to internet for easy and reliable use of that things. We all know that 

internet application development demand is very high so IoT is a very useful technology by which we can 

produce various useful internet applications. By using IoT technology we will get remotely access on network 

infrastructure. 

Architecture of internet of things: 
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Cloud Infrastructure - 

Cloud infrastructure refers to the hardware and software components like servers, storage and Network 

and virtualization software. It works as a virtual storage for various structures of IoT. The generates vast 

amount of massive data and this puts huge strain on cloud infrastructure. Cloud infrastructure provides 

necessary tools to make IoT applications. Cloud helps in achieving efficiency, accuracy and speed in 

implementing IoT applications. Cloud helps in IoT application development but IoT isn't a cloud computing. 

Network Infrastructure – 

Modern Network Infrastructure provides a summary of and insights into modern network 

infrastructures, methods and approaches to style and evaluate these infrastructures, also as an outline of 

techniques that are needed enablers of future IoT systems. A special focus is placed on particular techniques 

that allow distributed entities to talk and collaborate efficiently in both cooperative and non-cooperative 

environments. An IoT network refers to a set of interconnected devices that communicate with other devices 

without the necessity for human involvement, like autonomous cars, smart appliances, and wearable tech. The 

network infrastructures most related to IoT networks are 4G LTE and 5G which are built to support the 

resource demands of the IoT. 

Gateways – 

An Internet of Things (IoT) gateway may be a physical device or software database that is the joining 

point between the cloud and controllers, sensors and intellectual devices. All data moving to the cloud, or the 

other way around , goes through the gateway, which may be either a fanatical hardware appliance or software 

program. An IoT gateway can also be mentioned as an intelligent gateway or an impact tier. Some sensors 

generate tens of thousands of knowledge points per second. A gateway provides an area to preprocess that data 

locally at the sting before sending it on to the cloud. When data is aggregated, summarized and tactically 

analysed at the sting , it minimizes the quantity of knowledge that must be forwarded on to the cloud, which 

may have a large influence on response times and network transmission costs. Another advantage of an IoT 

gateway is that it can provide additional security for the IoT network and therefore the data it transports. 

Because the gateway accomplishes documents occupation both directions, it can keep data moving to the cloud 

from leakages and IoT devices from being negotiated by hateful outside attacks with features like tamper 

detection, encryption, hardware random number generators and crypto engines. 

Things – 

IoT isn't complicated in conception, but its complex in its execution. What is important to know is that 

albeit new hardware and software are still under development, we already have all the tools we need now to 

start making IoT a reality. Thing is an embedded computing device (or embedded system) that transmits and 

receives information over a network (need not be ready to interface with internet directly) for the aim of 

monitoring another device or interrelating with a user. A Thing is also a microcontroller—or microprocessor-

based device. Hence an easy chair, tv, fan, microwave, fridge, sprinkler, bulb etc. (the list goes on) on their 

own can't be called ―Things‖. Why you ask? Most of day to day things don't have any embedded systems E.g. 

bed, chair, fan, and bulb. Albeit they are doing have embedded systems inbuilt, they are doing not have the 

capabilities to transmit and receive information over a network. E.g. washing machine, microwave, electric 

stoves. 

 

Features of Iot: 

1. Connectivity - connectivity refers to establish a proper connection between all things of Iot by using a platform 

of server or cloud. After connecting the Iot devices, it requires high speed of communication between the 

devices to get the desired output as early as possible. 

2. Analysing – After connection of all the devices of Iot it is required to the real time analysing of data 

collected and use that data to get a desired output. If connected devices gathered the data and use it properly 

or as per need then we can call this system as a smart system. 

3. Integrating- IoT integrating the various models to improve the user experience as well. 

4    Artificial Intelligence- IoT makes things smart and enhances life through the utilization of knowledge . For 

example, if we've a coffee machine whose beans have getting to end, then the coffee machine itself order the 

coffee beans of your choice from the retailer. 
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5   Sensing- The sensor devices used in IoT technologies detect and measure any change in the environment and 

report on their status. IoT technology brings passive networks to active networks. Without sensors, there 

couldn't hold an efficient or true IoT environment. 

 6    Active Engagement- IoT makes the connected technology, product, or services to active engagement between 

each other. 

7    Endpoint Management: It is important to be the endpoint management of all the IoT system otherwise, it 

makes the complete failure of the system. For example, if a coffee machine itself order the coffee beans when it 

goes to finish but what happens when it orders the beans from a retailer and that we are not present reception 

for a couple of days, it results in the failure of the IoT system. So, there must be a requirement for endpoint 

management. 

 

Flavors of IoT- 

1. Smart Home 

With IoT creating the joys, ‗Smart Home‘ is that the foremost searched IoT associated feature on 

Google. But, what's a wise Home? Wouldn‘t you're keen on if you'll activate air con before reaching home or 

cut lights even after you've left home? Or unlock the doors to friends for temporary access even once you're 

not reception. Don‘t be surprised with IoT taking shape companies are building products to form your life 

simpler and convenient. Smart Home has become the innovative stepladder of accomplishment within the 

domestic spaces and its projected Smart homes will become as common as smartphones. The cost of owning a 

home is the foremost important expense during a homeowner‘s life. Smart Home products are promised many 

to avoid wasting", many to avoid wasting", to save many lots of lots of time, energy and money. With Smart 

home companies like Nest, Eco bee, Ring and August, to call a couple of of, will become household brands 

and are getting to deliver a never seen before experience. 

2. Wearables 

Wearables have experienced an explosive demand in markets everywhere the earth. Companies like 

Google, Samsung have financed severely in building such devices. But, how do they work? Wearable devices 

are installed with sensors and software‘s which collect data and knowledge about the users. This data is later 

pre-processed to remove vital insights about user. These devices almost cover fitness, health and entertainment 

necessities. The pre-requisite from internet of things technology for wearable applications is to be highly 

energy efficient or ultra-low power and tiny sized. 

3. Connected Cars 

The motorized digital technology has engrossed on enhancing vehicles internal functions. But now, 

this consideration is rising towards enhancing the in-car experience. A connected car could also be a vehicle 

which is during a position to optimize its own operation, maintenance also as comfort of passengers using on 

board sensors and internet connectivity. Most large auto makers also as some brave start-ups are working on 

connected car solutions. Major brands like Tesla, BMW, Apple, and Google are working on bringing 

subsequent revolution in automobiles. 

4. Industrial Internet 

Industrial Internet is that the new buzz within the economic sector, also termed as Industrial Internet 

of Things ( IIoT ). It‘s empowering industrial engineering with sensors, software and enormous data analytics 

to form brilliant machines. According to Jeff Immelt, chief executive, GE Electric, IIoT might also be a 

―lovely, required and investable‖ benefit. The powerful philosophy behindhand IIoT is that, smart machines 

are more precise and reliable than humans in interactive through data. And, this data can support company‘s 

choice disorganizations and difficulties sooner. IoT holds great potential for control and sustainability. 

Applications for tracking goods, real time information exchange about inventory among suppliers and retailers 

and automatic delivery will increase the supply chain efficiency. Consistent with GE the event industry 

productivity will generate $10 trillion to $15 trillion in GDP worldwide over next 15 years. 

5. Smart Cities 

Smart city is another great application of IoT creating interest among world‘s population. Smart 

exploration, automatic shipping, smoother energy management systems, water circulation, city security and 

environmental monitoring all are examples of internet of things applications for smart cities. IoT will solve 
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major problems faced by the people living in cities like pollution, holdup and lack of energy supplies etc. 

Goods like cellular communication allowed Smart Middle trash will send warnings to municipal service station 

when a bin must be deflated. By installing sensors and using web applications, citizens can find free available 

parking slots across the town. Also, the sensors can detect meter tampering issues, general malfunctions and 

any installation issues within the electricity system. 

6. IoT in agriculture 

With the constant rise in world‘s population, demand for food quantity is tremendously raised. 

Governments are helping farmers to use advanced techniques and research to extend food production. Smart 

farming is one among the fastest growing field in IoT. Farmers are using meaningful insights from the info 

to yield better return on investment. Identifying for soil moisture and nutrients, monitoring water usage for 

plant development and defining custom compost are some modest uses of IoT. 

 

Conclusion – 

In conclusion, Internet of Things is the idea in which the real-life world of information technology 

linked to the real world of things. The technologies of Internet of things such as RFID and Sensor make our 

life become superior and more relaxed. 
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काव ऩठाय - जैलवलवलधतेलय ऩमयटनाच्मा ऩरयणाभाांचा बौगोलरक अभ्माव 

याशुर ळाांतायाभ ऩलाय, 
 वशाय्मक प्राध्माऩक 

 

प्रस्तालना -  
भशायाष्ट्रातीर वाताया जिल्ह्मात  काव ऩठायालय ऑगस्ट, वप्टेंफय, ऑक्टोफय, आणण नोव्शेंफय 

भहशन्मात ननवगााचा एक चभत्काय ऩशालमाव मभऱतो, तो म्शणिे काव ऩठायालय पुरणायी वलवलध 
फशुयॊगी पूरे. मा ऩठायालय रार भातीचा फायीक थय, वजछिद्र िाॊबा खडक, ऩिान्म, आद्राता, ताऩभान इ. 
बौगोमरक घटक लनस्ऩतीछमा लाढीव ऩोऴक आशेत. मेथे फशुताॊळ लनस्ऩती वऩुष्ट्ऩ आढऱतात. 
िागनतक लायवा स्थऱ म्शणून िाशीय झाल्हमाऩावून काव ऩठायालय ऩमाटकाॊछमा वॊख्मेत हदलवेंहदलव 
लाढ शोत आशे. ऩमाटनाभुऱे स्थाननक गालाॊछमा वलकावारा चारना मभऱत अवरी तयी प्रत्मष 
िैलवलवलधतेने अनतळम वॊलेदनळीर अवरेल्हमा काव ऩठायालय त्माचा वलऩरयत ऩरयणाभ शोत आशे. 
अभ्माव षेत्र - काव ऩठाय शे भशायाष्ट्रातीर वाताया जिल्ह्मात, वाताया ळशयाऩावनू 23 ककभी अॊतयालय आशे. 

• काव ऩठाय - अषलतृ्तीम वलस्ताय  १७अॊळ ४२ मभ. ते १७अॊळ४५मभ. उत्तय  

     येखालतृ्तीम वलस्ताय ७३अॊळ ४७ मभ. ते ७३अॊळ ५६ मभ. ऩूला. 

   

काव ऩठाय १७९२  शेक्टयलय ऩवयरेरे अवून त्माऩैकी ११४२  शेक्टय लनखात्माची तय ६५०  

शेक्टय खािगी षेत्राची भारकी आशे. वभुद्रवऩाटीऩावून उॊची १२१३  भी. आशे. वयावयी ऩिान्म ३०००  

ते ३५००  भीभी आशे. तय वयावयी ककभान १० अॊळ वे. ते कभार ३० अॊळ वे.ताऩभान आशे. शे ऩठाय 
कातऱ खडकाचे, कभी भाती ल अन्म द्रव्म अवरेरे आशे.  

उद्दिष्टे-  

• काव ऩठायालयीर िैलवलवलधता अभ्मावणे. 
• काव ऩठायालयीर ऩमाटनाचा आढाला घेणे. 
• काव ऩठायालय शोणाय्रा ऩमाटनाभुऱे िैलवलवलधतेलयीर ऩरयणाभ अभ्मावणे.  
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वांळोधन ऩद्धती- 
भहशतीच ेवॊकरन  

 वदय भाहशती शी प्राथमभक ल जव्दतीम भाहशती स्त्रोताॊलय अलरॊफून आशे.   प्राथमभक 
भाहशतीवाठी ऩमाटक ल कावऩठाय वुयषा वमभतीछमा कभाचाÚमाॊछमा भुराखती, अनुवूची 
इत्मादीचा लाऩय केरा.  

 150 अनुवूचीव्दाये प्राथमभक भाहशती गोऱा कयण्माचा प्रमत्न केरा. 
 प्रत्मष ननयीषणे केरी. 
 लताभानऩत्र, भामवके, वलवलध रेख, ऩुस्तके, इॊटयनेट इ. छमा भाध्मभातनू दयु्मभ भाहशतीच ेवॊकरन 

केरे. 
वलश्रेऴण ल वादयीकयण  

भाहशतीच ेवलष्ट्रेऴण ल वादयीकयण वलवलध तक्ते, स्तॊबारेख, वलबाजित लतुाऱे इ. छमा आधाये केरे आशे. 
काव ऩठायालयीर जैलवलवलधता 
लनस्ऩती वलवलधता 

 

    
 

वोनकी                     यानशऱद         कालऱा     आबाऱी  
  

   

            तेयडा                   टोऩरी  काली         भॊजियी 
 70 % गलतलगीम, 6 % झुडुऩ,े 12%झाड ेआणण 12% लेरीॊच ेप्रभाण आशे. कावऩठायालयीर 

अनेक पुरे दमुभाऱ आशेत. वोनकी,आबाऱी, यानशऱद, तेयडा, कालऱा शी काशी प्रभुख पूरे मालऴी 
पूररी आशेत. 

 काशी पुरे वात, नऊ तय काशी फाया लऴाांनी पुरणायी आशे. उदा. वात लऴाांनी पुरणायी टोऩरी 
काली आशे.   
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 प्राणी  वलवलधता- 

       
 

          
 

       

     
 

• 11 प्रिाती ऩैकी47  िाती धोक्मात, ऩैकी 6 अनतळम धोक्मात आशेत. 
• वलवलध पुरऩाखयाॊछमा 32 प्रिाती.  

• ऩषाॊछमा 30  प्रिाती.  

• वयऩटणा-मा प्राण्माॊछमा 19  प्रिाती आशेत. 
• वस्तन प्राण्माॊछमा 10  प्रिाती – ववा, ळकेरू, डुक्कय, गलायेडा, बफफट्मा, इ. 

 

काव ऩठायालयीर ऩमयटन - 
 मुनेस्कोने िागनतक लावया स्थऱ म्शणून िाहशय केल्हमानॊतय काव ऩठायालयीर ऩमाटनात गेल्हमा 

चाय लऴाात लाढ झारी आशे. 
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 ळननलाय, यवललाय ल ळावककम वुट्टमाॊछमा हदलळी 3000 ते 4000 ऩमाटक बेट देतात. इतय 
हदलळी 1000 ते 1500  ऩमाटक मेतात. 

 एक फशायाछमा काऱात वयावयी 60000 ऩेषा िास्त ऩमाटक बेट देतात. 
 100 रु प्रतीव्मक्ती प्रलेळ  पी तय 50 ते 100 रू लाशनतऱ कय आकायरा िातो. मातुन 4 त े

5 कोटी रूऩमाॊच ेउत्ऩन्न उऩरब्ध शोते. 
 आर्थाक उत्ऩन्नाछमा 50% यक्कभ स्थाननक गालाॊछमा वलकावावाठी लाऩयरी िाते. 

 
 

 

जागततक लायवाची भाद्दशती 
बेट देणाये फशुतेक ऩमाटक केलऱ भौि भिा कयण्मावाठी मेतात माऩैकी ककत्मेक ऩमाटकाॊना 

काव ऩठाय शे िागनतक लायवा स्थऱ म्शणून मुनेस्को ने िाहशय केरे आशे माची भाहशती देखीर नवते. 
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कावऩठायालयीर ऩमयटनाच ेऩरयणाभ 

• काव ऩठायालय योि शिायो रोक बेटी देतात, त्माॊछमा श्लावोछिलावातुन  ननभााण शोणाया  
काफानडामऑक्वाइड पुराॊवाठी घातक ठयतो. 

• ऩमाटकाॊछमा ळयीयालयीर  यावामननक वुगॊधी द्रव्माॊचा घातक ऩरयणाभ पुराॊलय शोतो. 
• ऩमाटकाॊना पोटो काढण्माचा भोश आलयता मेत नाशी आणण ते पुरझाडाॊना तुडलत, त्मालय 

झोऩून पोटो काढतात. 
• गुटखा, तॊफाख,ू मवगायेट इ. ऩदाथाांछमा वेलन ल थुॊकण्माभुऱे पुराॊलय ऩरयणाभ शोतो. 
• ऩमाटकाॊछमा नैवर्गाक वलधीतुन ननभााण शोणाया अभोननमा लामू पूराॊचा फशाय गऱण्माव 

कायणीबूत ठयतो. 
• ऩमाटकाॊछमा गाडमाॊतून  काफान भोनाक्वाइड, काफानडामऑक्वाइड ल नाइट्रूव डाई ऑक्वाइड 

लातालयणातीर फाष्ट्ऩात मभऱून आम्र ऩिान्माची ननमभाती कयतात. मात प्राभुख्माने डडझरे 
गाडमाॊभुऱे  शोणाये प्रदऴुण अर्धक आशे. 

डडझेर  ऩेट्रोर  वी. एन.जी.   इतय   

49 % 37 % 13% 1% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

ऩमाटकाॊछमा अनतलालयाभुऱे ककटकबषक लनस्ऩती आऩरे अन्न मभऱलू ळकत नाशीत. कायण 
ककटक लनस्ऩतीॊलय फवत नाशीत.  उदा. डधॎवेया  
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ऩमाटकाॊची गदी आणण त्माछमा लाशनाॊभुऱे लाढणाÚमा ताऩभानाने काव ऩठायालयीर पूरे 
कोभेिुन िात आशेत. 

  

तनष्कऴ ं- 
o काव ऩठायालयीर ऩमाटनाच ेचाॊगरे लाईट ऩरयणाभ शोत आशेत.  

o ऩमाटन व्मलवामाभुऱे स्थाननकाॊना योिगाय उऩरब्ध शोत आशे. 
o ऩमाटनाछमा ननधीतून मभऱणाया ऩैवा स्थाननक ऩाच गालाॊछमा वलकावावाठी लाऩयरा िातो. 
o काव ऩठायालय मेणाये फशुताॊळ  ऩमाटक मुला लगा, उछचमळकक्षषत, वधन आशेत ऩयतुॊ काव 

ऩठायाछमा िैलवलवलधतेची पायळी  भाहशती नवणाये आशेत. 
      काव ऩठायालयीर ऩमाटनाभुऱे आर्थाक पामदा शोत अवरा तयी लाढते प्रदऴूण, फेिफाफदाय आणण 
अवॊलेदनळीर  ऩमाटक माभुऱे िैलवलवलधतेरा अत्मार्धक धोका ननभााण झारा आशे. 
उऩाम - 

 गदी कभी कयण्मावाठी बेट देणाÚमा ऩमाटकाॊछमा वॊख्मेलय ननमॊत्रण ठेलणे ऑनराइन  फुककॊ ग 
वक्तीची कयाली, ल ननमभाॊच ेकाटेकोय ऩारन कयणे.   

 तािभशर ल अजिॊठा रेणीछमा धयतीलय लाशन तऱ काव ऩठायाछमा अरीकड ेकभीत कभी 3 
कक.भी दयु अवाले.  10 कक.भी अगोदय गाडमाॊची  ऩी.मु.वी. तऩावणी कयाली. 

 लाशनतऱ ते ऩठाय िाण्मावाठी वलद्मुत गाडमाॊचा  लाऩय कयाला. 
 वुयषायषकाछमा वॊख्मेत लाढ करून ऩमाटकाॊछमा लताणुकीलय ननमॊत्रण ठेलणे. 
 ऩमाटकाॊछमा फॎग ल लस्त ु ठेलण्मावाठी व्मलस्था कयाली िेणेकरून खाद्मऩदाथा ल इतय कचया 

शोणाय नाशी. 
 गुटखा तॊफाख ूचघऱणा-मा ऩमाटकाॊछमा प्रलेळालय वक्तीने ननफांध घारालेत. 

 

थोडक्मात काव ऩठायाछमा वॊलधानावाठी मुनेस्को आऩल्हमाऩयीने प्रमत्न कयेरच ऩयॊतु बायतातीर 
मा िैलवलवलधतेच े खये भुल्हम वभिून त्माछमा वॊलधानावाठी प्रत्मेक ऩमाटकाने, नागयीकाने तेलढाच 
शातबाय रालणे आलष्ट्मक आशे. तयच काव ऩठाय िागनतक लायवा म्शणून ऩुढछमा वऩढीरा ऩशालमाव 
मभऱेर. 
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जरवाषयता काऱाची गयज 
डॉ. वलष्णु जामबामे,  

वशाय्मक प्राध्माऩक 

 
प्रस्तालना- 
 िे ऩाण्माचा वलचाय कयतात , त ेिीलनाचा वलचाय कयतात. कायण ऩाणी म्शणिे िीलन आणण 
िीलन म्शणिे ऩाणी, एव्शढे अनन्मवाधायण भशत्ल अवरेरे शे ऩाणी म्शणिे ऩॊचभशाबूताॊऩैकी एक, 
आग वलझलणाये ऩाणी. ऩण आता ऩाण्मावाठी भाणवाॊची भाने ऩेटू रागरी तय वलझलामची कळी? 
थोडक्मात ऩाणी टॊचाई आणण त्मा भुऱे तॊटे अवेच लाढत याशतीर आणण शोणाये नतवये भशामुद्ध ऩाण्मा 
वाठीच अवेर अवेशी म्शटरे िाते.  
 ऩाण्माअबाली बवलष्ट्मात ननभााण शोणा-मा िर वॊकटालय भत कयण्मावाठी ऩाण्माफाद्दक िेव्शढे 
सान रोकाॊऩमांत ऩोशचवलता मेईर तेव्शढे ऩोशचवलरे ऩाहशिे.  सानाभुऱे वभस्मा वुटतात असानातून 
प्रश्न ननभााण शोतात.      
      ऩाण्माफद्दर रोकाॊना सान कभी आशे का? सान कभी आशे अवे म्शणणेशी मोग्म लाटत नाशी. 
रोकाॊभध्मे वाभाजिक फॊधीकीच ेवलस्भयण शोत उऩरब्ध ऩाण्माच ेलायेभाऩ ळोऴण शोत आशे. त्माच वाठी 
िर वाषयतेची प्राधण्माने गयि आशे. उऩरब्ध ऩाण्माचा लाऩय चकुीछमा ऩद्धतीन ेशोत अवून लायॊलाय 
दषु्ट्काऱाचाशी पेया वुरु आशे. मालय भत कयण्मावाठी वाभाजिक िर वाषयता ननताॊत गयिेची ठयते. 
आचयणाव वलचायाॊची िोड देऊन; आचायातून वलमी आणण वलमीतून स्लबाल फदर आणण त्मातून 
एकूण व्मजक्त फदर अळा वलचायधायेलय अधायीत वॊस्काय मळॊऩण कयीत िर वाषय वभािाचीननमभाती 
कयाली रागेर.  

ळुद्ध ऩाणी शी एक दमुभाऱ नैवर्गाक देणगी आशे.एकूण उऩरब्ध ऩाण्माछमा ९७% ऩाणी वभुद्राचे 
खाये ऩाणी आशे तय उयरेल्हमा ३% ऩाण्माऩैकी २% ऩाणी हशभनद्मा ल ध्रलुीम प्रदेळातीर फपााभध्मे 
आशे. म्शणिेच पक्त १% ऩाणी भानली उऩमोगावाठी उऩरब्ध अवून त्माऩैकी ६२% ऩाणी वशि 
उऩरब्ध अवून ३८% ऩाणी बूमभगत आशे.  
 िागनतक उऩरब्ध ऩाण्मा ऩैकी २% ऩाणी बायताछमा लाट्मारा आरे अवून; िगाछमा एकूण 
ऩषृ्ट्ठबागाछमा ४% िभीन तय एकूण रोकवॊख्मे छमा १७% रोकवॊख्मा आणण िगाछमा तुरनेत १५% 
गुयाढोयाॊची वॊख्मा बायतात आशे. त्माभुऱे बूभीलयीर िाल्हस्त्रोताॊलय प्रचॊड दफाल ऩडतो. बायतात वयावयी 
११७० मभभी ऩाऊव ऩडतो आणण तो ऩुयेवा अवल्हमाच ेबावते. भात्र ऩाऊव ऩडण्माछमा लेऱा, कारालधी, 
प्रभाण आणण षेत्र मात मबन्नता आशे. ऩाऊव ऩडण्माची ळक्मता शी देखीर फेबयलश्माची अवून ती 
रशयी शलाभान लय अलरॊफुन आशे.    
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 बायतात दयलऴी दय भाणवी ४०० दळरष शेक्टयऩाणी ऩालवा द्लाये मभऱते. लाढत्मा 
रोकवॊख्मेभुऱे आणण ऩाणी उऩरब्धता कभी शोत अवल्हमाने दय भाणवी १९०० घनभीटय ऩाणी लाट्माव 
मेते.   

ऩाणी उऩरब्धता आणण वलतयण तक्ता क्र.-१              
वन रोकवांख्मा (कोटीांभध्मे) ऩाण्माची उऩरब्धता 

(घनभीटय भध्मे) 

१९५१ ३६.१ ५१७७ 
१९९१ ८४.६ २२०७ 
२००१ १०२.७ १६२० 
२०२५ १४१.४ (अॊदाजित) १३४१ 
२०५० १६४.० (अॊदाजित) ११४० 

 

ज्मा हठकाणी दयडोई एकशिाय घनभीटय ऩेषा कभी ऩाणी आशे ककॊ ला ळतेीछमा वॊधबाात दे 
शेक्टयी ३ घनभीटय ऩेषा कभी ऩाणी आशे; तेथीर िर व्मलस्थाऩण वभाधानकायक स्तयालय आणणे 
काशीवे कठीण आशे. भशायाष्ट्र याज्माच ेषेत्रपऱ ३०.७ राख शेक्टय अवून िरवॊऩत्ती वुभाये वुभाय 
४३५० राख टी.िी.एभ.आशे; कोकणात भशायाष्ट्राछमा १०% षेत्रपऱ अवून भशायाष्ट्राछमा िरवॊऩत्ती 
ऩैकी ४६% ऩाणी ऩालवाद्लाये मभऱते. 
 कोकणात ऩडण्माये ऩालवाछमा ५% ऩाण्माचा लाऩय शोतो. मा करयता वाभाजिक, प्रळावकीम 
नेततृ्ल िफाफदाय अवुन; मेथे ख-मा अथााने िर वाषयतेची गयि आशे. ळास्त्रीम ऩद्धतीने िर 
व्मलस्थाऩण केल्हमाव तवेच िमभनीची झीि टाऱत शरयत अछिादन लाढवलल्हमाव;रोकवॊख्मा ननमॊबत्रत 
करून ऩाण्माची कभतयता टाऱणे ळक्म आशे.    
देळाछमा बाली वऩढीची ऩाण्माची गयि ओऱखनू खारीर स्लरूऩाच ेधोयण याफवलणे आलश्मक आशे.   

१. ऩाणी शी याष्ट्रीम तवेच नवैर्गाक वॊऩत्ती आशे शे आक्रभक ऩणे ठवलनू; नतची भारकी आणण वभ 
प्रभाणात ती लाऩयण्माचा अर्धकाय देळातीर वला रोकाॊचा आशे.   

२. वऩमाछमा ऩाण्माची टॊचाई, तवेच दषु्ट्काऱालय भत कयण्मावाठी ऩालवाचा थेंफ न थेंफ अडवलणे ल भयुावलणे 
मावाठी ळास्त्रोक्त ऩाणरोट वलकाव कामाक्रभ याफवलणे शा एकभेल भागा आशे. लाचलनू   

३. ऩाण्माचा प्रत्मष लाऩय कयणा-माॊकडून  ऩाणी लाऩयाचा मोग्म तो  अर्धबाय लवरू कयता माला ; मा 
वाठी राबधायकाॊछमा ऩाणी वॊस्था स्थाऩन कयण्मात माव्मात.  

४. ळतेीवाठी ऩाणी लाऩय कयताना तऴुाय अथला हठफक प्रणारीचा लाऩय फॊधनकायक अवाला.  
५. ब-ूगबाातीर िरवाठ्माच ेऩनुबायण न कयता ऩाणी उऩवणे शा गॊबीय गनु्शा वभिण्मात माला. 
६. ऩाणीवाठ्माची फाष्ट्ऩी बलनाने शोणायी शानी कभी कयणे खर्चाक अवेरी तयीशी ती प्राधान्माने कयण्मात 

माली. 
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७. डोंगयभाथ्मालरून ऩामथ्माकड े लाशणाये ऩाणी अडवलण्मावाठी वोऩे आणण मोग्म उऩाम मोिने गयिचे े
आशे.    

८. ऩालवाळ्माछमा अखेय उघडमा नाल्हमातनू लाशणाये ऩाणी अडवलण्मावाठी लनयाई अगय तस्तभ फॊधाये 
उऩमकु्त आणण ककपामतळीय ठयतात. 

तक्ता क्र.२- ऩाणी अऩव्मम टाऱण्मावाठी उऩाम मोिना 
लाऩयाचा प्रकाय ऩाण्माचा अऩव्मम उऩाममोजना 

दात घावण्मावाठी फेमवन भधीर नऱाचा लाऩय केल्हमाव 
४/५ मरटय अऩव्मम 

भग/ग्रावचा लाऩय केल्हमाव ३/४ मरटय 
ऩाणी फचत 

दाढी कयण्मावाठी फेमवन भधीर नऱाचा लाऩय केल्हमाव १० 
त े२० मरटय अऩव्मम 

भग/ग्रावचा लाऩय केल्हमाव २ त े
मरटय ऩाणी लाऩय 

स्नानावाठी ळॉलय भुऱे ८० मरटय अऩव्मम तय टफ 
फाथ घेतल्हमाव १०० त े १५० मरटय 
अऩव्मम  

फदरी लाऩयल्हमाव २० मरटय लाऩय. 
ळॉलय चा ननमोिन फद्ध लोय केल्हमाव 
२५/३० मरटय ऩाणी लाऩय    

शात धुण्मावाठी   फेमवनभधीर नऱाचा लाऩय केल्हमाव २ 
मरटय  

भगचा लाऩय केल्हमाव अधाा मरटय  

कऩड ेधुण्मावाठी  लॉमळॊग भळीन लाऩयल्हमाव २६० मरटय 
लाशता नऱ लाऩयल्हमाव २४० मरटय  

फादरीचा लाऩय केल्हमाव ४० मरटय  

शॉटेल्व कॅं टीन भध्मे  ग्राव बरून ऩाणी हदरे िात ेऩाणी 
उष्ट्टे शोऊन याहशरेरे ऩाणी लामा िाते . 

आलश्मक तलेढे घोटबय ऩाणी ओतून 
घेणे, म्शणिे ऩाण्माची फचत. 

   
९. रोकवॊख्मा १२५ कोटीलय जस्थय व्शामरा, तवेच अनुत्ऩादक गुयाॊची वॊख्मा ननमॊबत्रत कयण्मावाठी 

याष्ट्रीम भतैक्म घडलून आणणे. 
१०.  वलरावी याशणीभानाभुऱे शोणाया ऩाण्माचा गैयलाऩय योखनू, वाधी वॊममभत आणण स्लछि 

याशणीभान अॊगीकायण्माव वभािारा प्रेरयत कयणे. 
११. ऩाण्माचा थेंफ न थेंफ वाठलून वऩण्मा वाठी िऩयालय ऩडणाऱ्मा आणण इतय काभाॊवाठी लाशून 

िाणा-मा ऩाण्माच ेप्रबाली ितन कयणे ल त्मावाठी देळव्माऩी भोशीभ याफवलणे.  

१२. ऩाण्माछमा घयगुती अगय ळतेी काभावाठी ऩुन:लाऩयाचा ननमभ कयणे.  

 

‘ऩाण्मावायखा ऩैवा खचा झारा ‘, मा वायख्मा उक्तीतून वभािाची ऩाण्मावलऴमीची भानमवकता 
हदवून मेते. मा करयता दृष्ट्टीकोनात फदर आलश्मक अवून त्मारा अनुवरून आचयण वुधायण्माची 
गयि आशे.  

िर वाषयतेछमा भाध्मभातून खारीर गोष्ट्टीॊच ेसान रोकाॊऩमांत ऩोशचवलरे ऩाहशिे.  

१. ग्रामभण बागात वऩण्माछमा ऩाण्मावाठी मणेाऱ्मा अडचणी ल त्मालयीर उऩाम. 
२. ळशयीबागात ऩाण्माचा शोणाया अऩव्मम ल त्मालयीर उऩाम. 
३. ळतेीची वध्माची प्रचमरत मवॊचन ऩध्दती, त्माभऱेु शोणाये नकुवान, वधुायीत मवॊचन ऩध्दतीच ेपामदे ल 

त्मातनू उत्ऩादादन लाढ मा वलऴमी चे प्रमळषण. 
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४. औद्मोगीकयणाभऱेु शोणाया ऩाण्माचा अलािली लाऩय, िर प्रदऴूण आणण त्मालयीर उऩाम. 
५. फजश्ऩबालानाभऱेु शोणायी ऩाणी ऩातऱीतीर घट आणण त्मालय उऩाम. 
६. व्मजक्तगत ऩाणी लाऩयालय ननमॊत्रण. 
७. ऩाणी ऩनुबायण, ऩाणी अडला –जियला आणण वाठला धोयण 
८. राखो, कयोडो कुटुॊफे वकाऱी अब्िालधी मरटय ऩाणी मळऱे झारे म्शणून गटायात वोडून देतात, भात्र 

िराळमात भहशनो भहशने वाठलरेरे ऩाणी तािचे अवत ेशे मळकवलणे म्शणिेच िर वाषयता शोम.            
९. दगडाचे देल धुतल्हमा मळलाम स्लछि शोत नाशीत शा भ्रभ आशे शे वॊत गाडगेफाफा  ककतानातनू वाॊगतात, 

भात्र आिशी त्मा वाठी कयोडो मरटय ऩाणी लामा घारलरे िात.े 
१०. यस्त्माछमा कडरेा वालािननक िागेतीर लाशता नऱ फॊद कयण्माची वलम म्शणिचे ‘विुर वॊस्कृत िर 

वाषयता शोम’.  
११. ‘ज्माछमा ळतेात ऩाणी नाशी, त्माछमा डोळ्मात ऩाणी;, अळा वशि वभऩाक आणण वोप्मा ळरैीत 

िरवाषय कयणाऱ्मा म्शणी वभािात रूढ कयणे  म्शणिेच िरवाषयता. 
१२. भॊहदयात प्रलेळ कयताना िय ऩाण्माचा नऱ अवेर तय शातऩाम धुण्माछमा वफफी खारी प्रनत स्नान 

उयकरे िात.े त्मलैािी लाशता झया ठेलल्हमाव पक्त ऩाम मबिलनू ऩढेु िातीर. 
१३. आडली-वयऱ कयालमाची तोटी काढून, केलऱ तोटी दाफल्हमालयच ऩाणी मेईर अळी लाव्य्स्था केल्हमाव 

शिायो मरटय ऩाणी लाचू ळकत.े  
१४. वकाऱी फेमवन भध्मे अखॊड वरुु अवणाया नऱ, फाथरूभ भध्मे कऩड ेधुताना लाशणाया नऱ मा वलमी 

फदरल्हमा तयी राशो मरटय ऩाण्माची फचत शोल ूळकत.े          
मा फाफी अॊगबूत वलमीभध्मे रुऩाॊतयीत शोणे म्शणिेच िरवाषयता शोम.  

 ग्रामभण बागाॊभध्मे शातऩॊऩातरी गऱती,ऩाणी ऩयुलठा कयणाऱ्मा ऩाईऩ राइन भधीर गऱती मा फाफीॊ 
आऩत्ती भाननू त्मा लय तातडीनय उऩाम कयण्माचे धोयण म्शणिेच िर वाषयता शोम.   

 वऩकाॊना त्माॊछमा गयिे नवुाय तऴुाय ककॊ ला हठफक ऩद्धतीने ऩाणी देण्माछमा तॊत्राचा लाऩय कयणे म्शणि े
िरवाषयता शोम.  

 ऩाण्माचा ऩनुलााऩय माच धोयणालय उद्मोग प्रकल्हऩाॊची उबायणी झारी ऩाहशिे.  
 एकीकड ेऩाण्माछमा अनतलाऩयाभऱेु िभीन षायमकु्त/र्चफड शोत अवताना दवुयीकड ेतऴृाता शोऊन बेगा 

ऩडरेल्हमा िमभनी शे दृश्म ननमोिनाछमा अबालालय प्रकाळ टाकणाये आशे. शी ऩयीजस्थती फदरण्मावाठी 
केरे िाणाये प्रमत्न म्शणिचे िरवाषयता शोम.   

वॊदबा : 
१. वॊऩणुा ऩमाालयण ळास्त्र –प्रा. चौधयी ऩी. ए. 
२. ऩमाालयण वभस्मा ननयाकयण ल षेत्र –डॉ. श्रीकाॊत कारेकय 
३. ऩमाालयण मळषण-डॉ. घोभोड ेम.ुके. 
४. ऩमाालयणीम वभस्मा –वभाधान की चुनौतीमा-याभ मवॊश 
५. आऩत्ती व्मलस्थाऩन वॊकल्हऩना आणण कृती- भयाठे प्र. प्र.  
६. ऩमाालयण ळास्त्र – वलठ्ठर घायऩयेु 
७. ऩमाालयण वलसान –प्रा. अहशययाल य. ला. 
८. रोकयाज्म- िुन २०१८     
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ऩश्श्चभ घाट- जैलवांऩत्तीच ेधोके ल वांलधयनाची गयज 

डॉ.ऩजुा भोद्दशत,े  

वशाय्मक प्राध्माऩक  

 

प्रस्तालना –  

बायतात ऩजश्चभ घाटाच े अजस्तत्ल अनतळम भशत्लाच ेआशे भात्र ऩजश्चभ गशातातीर उिाा प्रकल्हऩाॊभऱेु अनेक 

िैलवलवलधता धोक्मात मेत आशे. अनेक वलकाव मोिनाॊभऱेु िव ेधयणे, यस्त,े खाणी, िॊगरतोड माभऱेु िैल वलवलधता 
धोक्मात मेल ू रागरी आशे. िगात कोठेशी न आढऱणाऱ्मा प्राणी ऩषाॊछमा िाती ऩजश्चभ घाटात आढऱतात त्माभऱेु 

ऩजश्चभ घातरा िागनतक लायवा राबरा आशे. अळा मा घाटाच ेभशत्ल िाणून घेणे भानलाछमा दृष्ट्टीन ेआणण ऩमाालयणाछमा 
दृष्ट्टीन ेहशतालश आशे.     

ध्मेम उद्दिष्टे – 

 ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर िैलवलवलधतचेे भशत्ल अभ्मावताना खारीर उहद्दष्ट्ट्म ेप्राभखु्माने अभ्मावरी िाणाय आशेत.  

1. ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर िैलवलवलधतचेे भशत्ल अभ्मावणे.  

2. ऩजश्चभ घाटाछमा -शावाची कायणे अभ्मावणे. 

3. िैलवलवलधतछेमा वॊलधांनावाठी उऩाम   

अभ्माव ऩद्धती – 

         ळोध ननफॊधावाठी प्रस्ततु केररेी भाहशती प्राथमभक ल द्वलतीम स्त्रोताछमा आधाये 

केरी आशे. वदय भाहशती लताभान ऩत्र,े स्थाननक भामवके ,अशलार, वलककऩीडडमा, वलवलध 

ऩसु्तके, ळोधननफॊध ल इॊटयनेटचा लाऩय केरा आशे . तवेच ननयीषण ल ऩाशणीतनू अभ्मावर े

गेरे आशे.  

ऩजश्चभ घाटाची बौगोमरक ओऱख – 

      बायताछमा ऩजश्चभ ककनाय टमारा वभाॊतय अवा उबा उत्तय दक्षषण ऩवयरेरा ऩलात  

म्शणि ेव्माहद्र ऩलात ककॊ ला ऩजश्चभ घाट शोम. ताऩी नदीछमा दक्षषणेकडून भशायाष्ट्र ल 

गिुयातछमा वीभेिलऱ ऩजश्चभ घाटारा वयुलात शोत.े ्मा ऩलाताची राॊफी 1600 ककभी आशे. 

ऩजश्चभ घाटात भशायाष्ट्र गोला कनााटक केयऱ आणण तमभऱनाडू मा याज्माॊचा वभालेळ 

शोतो. मा घाटाची रुॊ दी 100 ककभी छमा दयम्मान आशे. तवेच माची ऊॊ ची वयावयी 1200 भी 
इतकी आशे. ऩजश्चभ घाटात अनेक उॊचच उॊच मळखये आशेत. 

      ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर शलाभानात वदु्धा फदर आढऱतो. ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर उॊचीनवुाय 

शलाभानात फदर शोताना हदवनू मेतो. िास्त उॊचीलय ३-४ अॊळ वे.गे्र. ताऩभान आढऱत े तय कभी उॊचीछमा प्रदेळात 

ताऩभानाचा दय १५ अॊळ वे.गे्र. आढऱत.े अनतउॊच बागात कामभ धुके अवत ेल हशलाळ्मात मेथीर ताऩभानात प्रचॊड घट 

शोऊन दक्षषण ल उत्तय बागात ताऩभानात वलवलधता हदवनू मेत.े ऩजश्चभ घाटात ऩिान्माछमा वलतयण भध्मेशी वलवलधता 
आढऱत.े कोकणात वयावयी ३००० त े४००० मभमभ. तय देळालय ८०० त े१००० मभमभ. अव ेऩालवाच ेप्रभाण हदवनू मेत ेतय 

वलऴलुतृ्तािलऱीर घट प्रदेळात थोडाच ऩाऊव ऩडतो ऩण लऴाबय ऩाऊव ऩडतो.  
     ऩजश्चभ घाटाछमा ल उत्तय ल दक्षषण बागात ऩानझडी ल वदाशरयत लषृ आढऱतात. घाटाछमा उत्तयेरा कभी  
आद्राता अवल्हमाने कभी उॊचीलय ऩानझडी लषृ आढऱतात ल िास्त उॊचीलय वदाशरयत लषृ आढऱतात.   
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अभ्मावाच ेभशत्ल- 

 िैलवलवललधतनेे नटरेल्हमा ऩजश्चभ घाटाचा िागनतक लायवा मादीत वभालेळ कयण्मात आल्हमाने वाय टमा िगाच े

रषॊ लेधून घेतरे आशे. ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर अनेक वलकाव प्रकल्हऩाॊभऱेु ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर ऩमाालयण ल िैलवलवलधतरेा धोका 
ननभााण झारा आशे. मा बागात अवॊख्म प्राण्माॊछमा प्रिाती, दमुभाऱ , वॊकटग्रस्त, स्थाननक लनस्ऩनत आशेत. मातीर काशी 
लनस्ऩनत आणण प्राणी माॊछमा प्रिाती िगाछमा ऩाठीलय कोठेशी वाऩडत नाशीत. त्माभऱेु ऩजश्चभ घाटारा शॉट स्ऩॉट रयिन 

म्शणून ओऱखर े िात.े मा वॊलेदनळीर प्रदेळातीर िैलवलवलधतचे े भशत्ल अभ्मावनू िैलवलवलधतछेमा वॊलधांनावाठी 
उऩाममोिना वचुलणे. 

िैलवलवलधता म्शणि ेकाम ? 

        ब्राणझर भध्मे इ.व. 1982 भध्मे लवुॊधया मळखय ऩरयऴद वॊऩन्न झारी. त्मालेऱेऩावनू िैलवलवलधता शा ळब्द 

प्रचमरत झारा. भानलाचा लाढता वलकावाचा प्रबाल लनस्ऩनत प्राणी मालय शोऊ रागर ेआणण त्मातनूच िैलवलवलधतछेमा 
वॊलधांनावाठी ल व्मलस्थाऩानावाठी रष देण्माची गयि ननभााण झारी आणण त्मातनू िैलवलवलधतछेमा वॊदबाात व्माख्मा 
केल्हमा गेल्हमा आशेत त्मा खारीर प्रभाणे आशेत. 

1. “ऩथृ्लीतरलाय अजस्तत्लात अवणाय टमा लनस्ऩनत,प्राणी, वकू्ष्भिील , ऩाऱील प्राणी, लषृ इ. िैवलक घटकाॊची 
वलवलधता म्शणि ेिैलवलवलधता शोम.” 

2. लाल्हटय.डी . योवेन माॊछमा भत े“एकाच ऩरयवॊस्थेत ककॊ ला ऩरयवॊस्थेळी वॊफॊर्धत कक्रमाॊभध्मे मबन्न िातीछमा मबन्न 

वॊख्मेछमा विीलाॊच ेएकत्रीकयण म्शणिेच िैलवलवलधता शोम.” 

3. “वलवलध ऩरयवयाॊभधीर िैवलक घटकाॊभधीर वलवलधता ल प्रकाय म्शिेच िैलवलवलधता शोम.” 

             बायताभध्मे िलऱिलऱ दशा िैलवलवलधता अवरेरी बौगोमरक षेत्र ेआशे. त्माभध्मे अनेक प्रकायछमा लनस्ऩतीछमा 
िाती आशेत. प्राण्माॊछमा िाती आशेत त्माॊना भशत्ल आशे. शमातीरच एक भशत्लाच ेषेत्र म्शणि ेऩजश्चभ घाट आणण ऩजश्चभ 

घाटातीर िैलवलवलधतभेऱेु त्मारा अनतवॊलेदनळीर प्रदेळ म्शणून ओऱखर ेिात.े 

ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर िैवलवलधता :-  
         ऩजश्चभ  घाटातीर ऩमाालयण दृष्ट्ट्मा वॊलेदनळीर अवरेल्हमा ३९  िागाॊना मनेूस्कोने िागनतक लायवा दिाा हदरा 
आशे. डॉ. यािेंद्र ळेंड े माॊनी िलैवललधता िऩण्मावाठी मनुोस्कोछमा फठैकीत िागनतक लायवा देण्मावाठी प्रमत्न केर.े 

िागनतक लायवा राबल्हमाने मा ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर िैवलवलधतचेे प्रकाय कोणत ेआशेत त ेऩाशूमा  
● ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर लनवॊऩदा- ऩजश्चभ घाटात वलवलध प्रकायची लनवॊऩदा आढऱून मेत.े बायताछमा एकूण क्वेत्र्पाराछमा ५% 

बाग मा घटन ेव्माऩरा अवरातयी मातीर ऩानझडी ल वदाशरयत लषृ मा वायखी लनवॊऩदा अनतळम भशत्लाची आशे. मा लन 

वॊऩदेच ेवलतयण ऩढुीर प्रभाणे.  

1. ऩजश्चभ घाटात िलऱऩाव वलवलध प्रकायछमा ४५०० प्रिाती आशेत, त्मा ऩकैी १७२० अत्मॊत दमुभाऱ गटातीर आशेत.  

2. ऩजश्चभ घाटात लषृाॊछमा ४०९ प्रिाती आशेत  त्मा ऩकैी ३०८ 

दमुभाऱ गटातीर आशेत.  

3. ऑकका ड छमा २४५ प्रिाती आशेत त्म ऩकैी ११२ मा स्थाननक 

आणण दमुभाऱ प्रिाती आशेत.  

4. यान तयेडा लनस्ऩतीछमा ७२ प्रिाती तय कॊ दीपुराॊछमा ४६ 

प्रिाती हदवनू मेतात.   

5. कायलीछमा १८ प्रिातीॊची नोंद मा घाटात केरी गेरी आशे.  
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         बायत वयकायने ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर अनेक िॊगर ेवॊयक्षषत केरी आशेत. त्मात २ याष्ट्रीम उद्माने, १३ िैवलक षेत्र 

आणण अनेक अबमायण्मे आशेत. केयऱ भधीर वामरॊट व्शॎरी इत्मादीॊचा वभालेळ शोतो.     
● ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर प्राणणवॊऩदा 

ऩजश्चभ घाटात शिायो प्रकायची प्राणी वॊऩदा आढऱत ेती िगात इतयत्र कुठेशी आढऱत नाशी. मातीर भशत्लऩणूा 
प्राणी वॊऩदा ऩढुीर प्रभाणे.   

1. वस्तन प्राणी – ऩजश्चभ घाटात वस्तन प्राण्माॊछमा १३९ प्रिाती आशेत त्मातीर ननरर्गयी िैवलक षेत्रात शत्ती 
भोठ्माप्रभाणात आढऱतात तय कनााटकातीर ब्रम्शर्गयी ल ऩणु्मर्गयी मा अबमायण्मात  शी शत्तीॊचे भोठ्मा प्रभाणात 

लास्तव्म आशे. शी वॊख्मा िलऱऩाव ६००० ऩेषा अर्धक आशे. बायतात वाऩडणा-मा एकूण लाघाॊऩकैी १०% लाघ माच बागात 

हदवनू मेतात. मातीर वलाात िास्त लाघ कनााटक, तामभऱनाडू आणण केयऱछमा िॊगरात आशेत तय यानगाई तवेच वाॊबय, 

भाकड,े शयणे, बफफट, काऱा र्चत्ता, यानभाॊिय इ. िॊगरी प्राणी तवेच गाम, म्शैव, भाॊिय, कुत्री इ. ऩाऱील प्राणी शी मा घाटात 

आढऱतात.    

 

 

 

 

   

 

     

 

2. वयऩटणाये प्राणी –  ऩजश्चभ घाटात वयऩटणा-मा १६५ प्रिाती 
आशेत त्मातीर ८९ स्थाननक प्रिाती आशेत.  माभध्मे वाऩाॊछमा वलवलध िाती 
त्मात ककॊ ग कोब्रा शा वाऩाॊचा यािावदु्धा ऩजश्चभ घाटातच आढऱतो. गाॊडूऱ 

प्रकायच ेप्राणी वदु्धा ऩजश्चभ घाटात आशेत. भॊडरी, गोगरगाम, कवरुॊ ड, घोयऩड. 

वयडा, इतय वयऩटणाये ककड ेऩजश्चभ घाटात भोठ्मा प्रभाणात आढऱतात. 
 

3. उबमचय प्राणी –  िगाभध्मे आढऱणा-मा िगाभध्मे आढऱणायटमा उबमचय 

प्राणाॊछमा १७९ प्रिाती आशेत त्माऩकैी ८०% प्रिाती ऩजश्चभ घाटात आढऱतात.   

179 उबमचय प्राणाॊछमा प्रिातीऩकैी वभुाये 80% प्रिाती ऩजश्चभ घाटाभध्मे 

आढऱतात. त्मातीर 89 प्रिाती मा स्थाननक प्रकायछमा आशेत. माभध्मे फेडूक िगात कोठेशी वाऩडत नवरेल्हमा फेडकछमा 
प्रिाती ऩजश्चभ घाटात आढऱतात. कावल मा उबमचय प्राण्माछमा वदु्धा अनेक िाती ऩजश्चभ घाटात आढऱतात 
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िरचय प्राणी – ऩजश्चभ घाटात िरचय प्राण्माॊची वदु्धा भोठ्मा प्रभाणात लस्ती स्थाने आढऱतात॰ ऩजश्चभ घाटात 

भाश्माॊछमा 104 िाती आढऱतात. त्मात खेकड े, णझॊगा , भावे अव ेप्रकाय आशेत. तवेच ऩजश्चभ घाटात ऩानवऩ ऩाणघोडा 
माॊचेशी प्रकाय आढऱतात. अनेक िोट्मा भोठ्मा िरप्रिाती ऩजश्चभ घाटात आशेत. 

ऩश्श्चभ घाटातीर ऩषी ल कीटक वांऩदा – 

          ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर िैलवलवलधततेीर ऩषी ल कीटक वॊऩदे भध्मे भोठ्मा प्रभाणात –शाव झारेरा हदवनू मेतो 
ऩजश्चभ घाटात ऩक्ष्माॊछमा 508 िाती आशेत. त्मात कफतुय, फगऱा, भनैा, ऩोऩटछमा वलवलध िाती र्गधाड, गरुड, घाय, 

कालऱा, र्चभण्मा,   भोय, कोककऱा, यानकोंफडी,घफुड इ. अनेक ऩषी ऩजश्चभ घाटात अजस्तत्लात आशेत.तवेच ऩजश्चभ 

घाटात कीटकाॊभध्मे वदु्धा 450 प्रकायच ेकीटक आशेत. त्मात भुॊग्मा, डोंगऱे,बुॊगे इ. अनेक प्रकायछमा प्रिाती ऩजश्चभ घाटात 

आढऱतात. 

 ऩजश्चभ घाटात अश्मा वलवलध प्रकायची िैलवलवलधता आढऱून मेत.े 

    
 

ऩश्श्चभ घाटातीर जैलवलवलधतचेे भशत्ल – 

            ऩजश्चभ घाट शा िैलवलवलधतनेे बयऩयू वभदृ्ध आशे. अनेक प्रकायच े प्राणी, ऩषी, कीटक तवेच घाटातीर 

िैलवलवलधतचे ेभानलाछमा उऩबोक्ता, उत्ऩादकता, वाभाजिकता ल ननैतकता इ. दृष्ट्टीन ेभशत्ल ऩढुीर प्रभणे वाॊगता मेईर. 

1. औऴधी लनस्ऩनत – ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर िैलवलवलधतभेध्मे अनेक लनऔऴधी लनस्ऩनत आढऱतात. त्मात कडूमरॊफ, 

तऱुव, कोयपड, िाॊबऱू, दलूाा, म्शाका, आलऱा, र्च ॊच, अडुऱवा, रलॊग, दारर्चन, ज्मेष्ट्ठभध इ. अनेक लनौऴधी 
ऩजश्चभ घाटात अवल्हमाने भानलारा त्मा औऴधाॊचा उऩमोग वलवलध आिायालय कयता मेतो. 

2. धामभाक भशत्ल – बायतीम वॊस्कृतीभध्मे ऩषु्ट्कऱ लनस्ऩनत ल लषृाॊना भशत्लाच ेस्थान आशे. लड, वऩ ॊऩऱ, तऱुव, 

दलूाा, रुई, फेर मा हशॊद ूधभाात देलऩिूेवाठी भशत्लाछमा भानल्हमा िातात. तवेच वलवलध कामाावाठी आॊब्माछमा 
ऩानाॊचा ल वलवलडग पुराॊचा उऩमोग धामभाक कामाावाठी केरा िातो. तवेच फरै ल गाम माॊची ऩिूा केरी िात.े 

डुक्कय शा प्राणी भजुस्रभ रोकाॊचा दैलत भानर ेिात.े तवेच शत्ती ल कावलराशी धामभाक दृष्ट्टीन ेभशत्ल आशे. 

तवेच भोय, कालऱा मा ऩषाॊनाशी धामभाक दृष्ट्टीकोणातनू भशत्ल आशे॰ 
3. अन्न ऩयुलठा – ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर अनेक लनस्ऩनतऩावनू भानलारा अन्न उऩरब्ध शोते त्मात आॊफा, कािू, र्चकू, 

पणव, कयलॊद, कोकभ, ऩेरु, अऱू, तोयण इ. पऱे तवेच भवाल्हमाची झाड ेआणण यानातीर बाज्मा ज्मात बायगा 
कुडा, टाकऱा अश्मा अनेक बाज्मा भानल ग्रशण कयतो तवेच अनेक प्रकायची कॊ दभऱेु भानल आऩल्हमा आशायात 

लाऩयतो. त्माभऱेु भानलारा अन्न ऩयुलठा कयण्मावाठी ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर िैलवलवलधता अनतळम भशत्लाची आशे. 

4. योिगाय उऩरब्धता -    ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर िैलवलवलधतलेय आधारयत अनेक व्मलवाम आि भानलावभोय आशेत. 

त्मात लनातनू भध वॊकरन, बाज्मा, पऱे, औऴधी लनस्ऩनत माॊछमा वॊकरनातनू योिगाय उऩरब्ध झारा आशे. 
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5. फीि प्रवायावाठी – ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर प्राणी ल ऩषी माॊचा उऩमोग लनस्ऩतीॊची फीि े ऩवयवलण्मावाठी भोठ्मा 
प्रभाणात शोत आशे. प्राणी ल ऩषी लनस्ऩतीॊची पऱे खालनू स्लताछमा वलष्ट्ठेद्लाये  लनस्ऩतीछमा बफमाॊची दयूलय 

ऩखयण कयतात. ऩाऊव ऩडल्हमानॊतय भातीळी झारेल्हमा वॊमोगातनू मा बफमानन अॊकुय पुटतात ल िॊगर वभदृ्ध 

शोण्माव भदत शोत.े 

6. धूऩ ननमॊत्रण – ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर लनस्ऩतीभऱेु ऩजश्चभ घाटात ऩडणाय टमा ऩिान्माभऱेु िी िमभनीची धूऩ शोते ती 
लनस्ऩतीॊछमा अिादानाभऱेु  ननमॊबत्रत ठेलरी िात.े लानास्ऩतीची भऱेु खोरलय िालनू भदेुरा घटत र्चटकून 

याशतात त्माभऱेु भदुा वरै शोत नाशी आणण त्माभऱेुच नतची धऩू कभी शोण्माव भदत शोत.े  

7. भदेृची वऩुीकता – ऩजश्चभ घट िैल वलवलधतनेे नटरेरा आशे. अनेक प्राणी, ऩषी ल लनस्ऩती माॊछमा वॊऩन्नतभेऱेु 

भदेृची वऩुीकता लाढण्माव भदत शोत.े लनस्ऩतीॊचा ऩाराऩाचोऱा, प्राण्माॊची वलष्ट्ट तवेच भतृ प्राणी ल कुिरेरी 
पऱे-पुरे भदेृ भध्मे मभवऱून नतरा वेंहद्रम घटकाॊचा ऩयुलठा कयतात मा वेंहद्रम घटकाॊभऱेु भदेृची वऩुीकता लाढत े

ल त्माचा ळतेीरा शी पामदा शोतो.  
8.  इॊधन उऩमकु्तता – ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर लनस्ऩतीॊचा लाऩय भान्लाद्लाये इॊधनावाठी भोठ्मा प्रभाणात केरा िातो. मा 

िॊगरातीर राकडाॊचा ज्लरनावाठी लाऩय केरा िातो तवेच त्मा द्लाये भोठ्मा प्रभाणात कोल्हष्ट्माची ननमभातीशी 
केरी िात.े तवेच, िॊगर लवैलध्म भऱेु ऩाऱील िनालयाॊचा लाऩय केरा िातो आणण त्माॊछमा वलष्ट्ठे द्लाये िैवलक गॎव 

ची ननमभाती इॊधन शेतनेू केरी िात.े      
 

● भानली कृती ल जैलवलवलधतवे धोके / -शाव – 

           ऩजश्चभ घाटात वलवलध विीलाॊछमा िाती प्रिाती वॊख्मा वलऩरु अवनू त्मा विीलाॊछमा िाती प्रिातीनॊ भानली 
कक्रमाॊभऱेू धोके ननभााण झार ेआशेत त ेधोके ऩढुीर प्रभाणे. 

1. लाढत्मा लवाशती. 
2. लाढती रोकवॊख्मा. 
3. भानलाचा ऩमाालयणालय लाढता शस्तषेऩ.  

4. नवैर्गाक वॊवाधॊनाॊचा अनतरयक्ता लाऩय. 

5. राकूडतोड ल लनवॊकरन  

6. औद्मोगीकयण 

7. खाणकाभ  

8. लाढत ेलाशतकू भागा  
9. व्माऩायी ळतेी. 
10. भानली कृतीभऱेु लणल ेरागणे. 

11. मळकाय 

12. ऊिाा प्रकल्हऩ  

       ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर िैलवलवलधतलेयीर लाढत ेधोके रक्ष्मात घेता िैलवलवलधतछेमा वॊलधानाची गयि ननभााण झारी आशे. 

● जैलवलवलधतचे ेवांलधनंावाठी भानलाची जफाफदायी – 

भानलाछमा वलवलध कृतीॊभऱेु िैलवलवलधतरेा धोका ननभााण झारा आशे. शी िैवलकवॊऩदा ऩमाालयण दृष्ट्ट्मा तवेच 

भानलाछमा दृष्ट्टीन ेअनतळम भशत्लाची आशे. त्माभऱेु तीचे वॊलधान शोणे गयिेच ेअवनू त्मा फाफतीत भानलाची बमुभका 
भशत्लाची ठयत.े                
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1. िॊगरतोड थाॊफवलणे 

2. मळकाय थाॊफवलणे 

3. नवैर्गाक वॊवाधने ननमोिनऩलूाक ल आलश्मक तलेढीच लाऩयणे 

4. लन्मप्राण्माॊच ेवॊलधान कयणे. 

5. लषृ रागलड कयणे. 

6. वॊयक्षषत िॊगर ेल अबमायण्मे माॊची ननमभाती कयणे. 

7. उद्माने ल प्राणी वॊग्रशारमे ननभााण कयणे. 

8. आलश्मक तथेीर प्राणी वॊग्रशारमे दत्तक घेणे/ वाॊबाऱणे. 

9. अनतरयक्त उद्मोग ल लाशतकू भागा माॊना आऱा घारणे. 

10. ऩमाालयणीम कामद्माॊच ेऩारन कयणे. 
 

● तनष्कऴय – 

ऩजश्चभ घाट बायतातीर िैल वलवलधतवेाठी अनकूुर षेत्र आशे. मा षेत्रात िलऱऩाव ३१५ िातीॊच ेऩषृ्ट्ठलॊळीम प्राणी 
आढऱतात. बचूय,िरचय तवेच वयऩटणाये प्राणी, ककटक माॊछमा स्थाननक िातीॊनी वॊऩन्न अवरेरा शा प्रदेळ ऩमाालयण 

वभतोर याखण्माछमा दृष्ट्टीने भशत्लाचा अवनू मेथीर िैवलक वलवलधता वॊयक्षषत कयण्मावाठी ळावकीम ल अळावकीम 

स्तयालरून वलवलध वॊस्थाॊद्लाये प्रमत्न वरुु आशेत. व्माघ्र प्रकल्हऩ, याष्ट्रीम उद्माने, अबमायण्मे, इत्मादी द्लाये िैवलवलधतरेा 
वॊयषण हदर ेिात आशे. लनस्ऩती ल लषृाॊछमा वलवलध िातीॊच ेवॊलधान कयण्माछमा शेतनेू स्लतॊत्र प्रकल्हऩ याफवलर ेिात 

आशेत. भात्र ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर वद्म ऩरयजस्थती ऩाशता लयीर वला मोिनाॊची अॊभरफिालणी प्राभाणणकऩणे शोत अवल्हमाच े

हदवनू मेत ेनाशी. नागयीक, अर्धकायी आणण कभाचायी तवेच वभािातीर प्रत्मेकाने शे आऩरे कताव्म आशे अव ेवभिून 

ऩजश्चभ घाट लाचवलण्मावाठी प्रमत्न केल्हमावच ऩजश्चभ घाटातीर शी वभदृ्धता हटकून याशीर.  

 

वांदबय वाद्दशत्म- 

1. Environment Geography&Savindar Sing. 

2. ऩमाालयण बगूोर          - डॉ. वबुाऴचॊद्र वायॊग  

3. ऩमाालयणळास्त्र            - डॉ. व्शी. ि.े ऩाटीर ल प्रा. एव. व्शी. ढाऱे  

4. www.westernghat.in 

5. Wikipedia 
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कृऴी ऩमयटन कोकणातीर रोकवांख्मेच ेस्थराांतय योखण्माचा नला आधाय 
 

प्रा.श्री. लळयीऴ चांद्रकाांत वभऱे,  
वशाय्मक प्राध्माऩक 

 

प्रास्तावलक: 
बायतीम अथाव्मलस्थतेीर ग्राभीण अथाव्मलस्थचेे स्लरूऩ आणण कृऴीषेत्राचे भशत्त्ल  वभिून घेऊन वभुाये 

१५० लऴाांऩलूी आऩल्हमा देळाछमा याष्ट्रवऩत्माने म्शणिेच भशात्भा गाॊधी माॊनी बायतीम िनतरेा खेडमाकड ेचरा शा 
भशत्त्लऩणूा वॊदेळ हदरा शोता.ऩयॊत ु स्लातॊत्र्मोत्तय कारखॊडात देळ वलकावाछमा वॊदबाात आखाण्मात आरेल्हमा 
लेगलेगळ्मा ऩॊचलावऴाक मोिनाॊभध्मे औद्मोर्गक षेत्रालय भोठ्मा प्रभाणालय रष हदल्हमाभऱेु  उद्मोगधॊद्माचा 
भोठ्मा प्रभाणात वलकाव झारा आणण शे उद्मोगधॊदे देळछमा काशी बागात कें हद्रत शोऊन देळाॊभध्मे प्रादेमळक 
अवभतोर ननभााण झारा त्माचा ऩरयणाभ म्शणून बायताचे ळशयी बणण ग्राभीण अळा दोन बागात वलबािन 
झार.े मा वलबािनाराच अमरकडछमा काऱात इॊडडमा आणण बायत अव ेवॊफोधण्मात मेत आशे.  ळशयीबागात 
उद्मोगधॊदे आणण वेलाषते्राचा वलकाव शोऊन एक प्रकायची वॊऩन्न िीलनळरैी ननभााण झारी. तय ग्राभीण बाग 
प्राभखु्माने कृऴी आणण कृऴीषेत्राळी वॊफॊर्धत अवणाये व्मलवाम माॊलय अलरॊफनू याशीरा. बायतीम ळतेीचे एक 
भशत्त्लाचे लमैळष्ट्ट्म म्शणिे बायतीम ळतेी शी भान्वनूचा िुगाय वभिरी िात े म्शणिेच बायतीम ळतेी शी 
ऩालवालय अलरॊफनू आशे आणण ऩालवाछमा अननजश्चततभेऱेु दयलऴी देळाछमा अनेक बागात दषु्ट्काऱाची तय काशी 
बागात ऩयूग्रस्त ऩरयजस्थती ननभााण शोत े त्माचा ऩरयणाभ म्शणून ळतेी उत्ऩन्नात अननजश्चतता ननभााण 
शोत.ेत्मातनू फेकायी, दारयद्र्म मावायख्मा वभस्मा ननभााण शोतात आणण मा वभस्माॊलय भात कयण्मावाठी ग्राभीण 
बागातीर अनेक रोक उत्ऩन्न मभऱलनू चरयताथा बागवलण्मावाठी ळशयीबागाकड ेस्थराॊतय कयतात अरीकडीर 
काऱात स्थराॊतयाचे शे प्रभाण कोकणातीर म्शवऱा,श्रीलधान,तऱा,भरुुड िॊजिया आणण भाणगाल तारकु्माॊभध्मे 
लाढरेरे आशे ऩरयणाभी कोकणातीर मा तारकु्मातीर अनेक खेडी  भाणवाछमा अबाली ओव ऩडत चाररी 
आाशेत ळाऱा फॊद ऩडत आशेत ओवाड िमभनीच ेप्रभाण लाढरेरे आशे त्माचा ऩरयणाभ िो ळतेकयी आऩल्हमा 
ळतेिभीनीत वऩकवलणाया ताॊदऱू अन्नावाठी लाऩयत शोता तो ळतेकयी दकुानातीर ताॊदऱू वलकत घेऊन अन्न 
म्शणून लाऩयत आशे  ळतेिभीन वलक्रीचे  प्रभाण लाढरेरे  आशे मा वभस्मेलय कृऴी ऩमाटन शा प्रबालळारी 
उऩाम ठरू ळकेर का? माचा अभ्माव कयण्माचा प्रमत्न मा ळोध ननफॊधाछमा आधाये  कयण्माचा प्रमत्न केरा 
आशे. 
वांळोधनाचे उिेळ – 
    १.ऩमाटन वॊकल्हऩनेची व्माख्मा आणण व्माप्ती वभिून घेणे. 
    २.कृऴी ऩमाटनाचा आर्थाक ल वाभाजिक वलकावालय शोणाया ऩरयणाभ अभ्मावणे 
    ३.कृऴी ऩमाटन कें द्र वॊकल्हऩना वभिून घेऊन त े ननभााण कयण्मावाठी अलश्मक  अवणा-मा ऩोऴक  
      ऩरयजस्थतीचा अभ्माव कयणे. 
अभ्मावऩद्धती ल भमायदा – 

प्रस्ततु ळोध ननफॊधावाठी प्राभखु्माने प्राथमभक आणण दयु्मभ भाहशती वाधनाॊचा उऩमोग  कयण्मात आरा 
अवनू ळोध ननफॊधाभध्मे प्राभखु्माने म्शवऱा, श्रीलधान,तऱा आणण भाणगाल मा तारकु्माॊतीर रोकवॊख्मा 
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स्थराॊतयाचा आर्थाक,वाभाजिक, ळषैणणक घटकाॊलय शोणा-मा ऩरयणाभाॊचा आढाला घेण्माचा आरा आशे शी प्रस्ततु 
ळोध ननफॊधाचा  व्माप्ती ल भमाादा आशे. 
ऩमयटन वांकल्ऩना अथय  ल व्माप्ती – 

कोणत्माशी  लस्तचूे  उत्ऩादन न कयता वलवलध रोकाॊना वलवलध प्रकायछमा  योिगायाछमा  वॊधी उऩरब्ध 
करून  देणाया  आणण २१ व्मा  ळतकात  अनतळम  लेगाने वलकमवत  शोणाया, देळाछमा आर्थाक वलकावाभध्मे 
कृऴी ल उद्मोगषेत्राऩेषा आर्धक मोगदान  देण्माच े वाभथ्मा  अवणाया  व्मलवाम  म्शणि ेऩमाटन व्मलवाम 
ओऱखरा िातो. मा व्मलवामाची १९४२ भध्मे प्रा.शुझीकेय आणण केऩ माॊनी व्माख्मा कयताना अवे म्शटरे  की, 
"ऩमाटन म्शणिे कामभ स्लरूऩाची लस्ती न कयण्माछमा शेतनेू अननलावी व्मक्तीछमा वशलवातनू आर्थाक 
उत्ऩादनामळलाम अवरेरी भ्रभॊती शोम." तय प्रा.व्शी एव शभान माॊछमा  भत े"एखाद्मा देळात ऩयदेळी  व्मक्तीच े
आगभन शोऊन भ्रभॊती कयणे आणण ऩयत स्लगशृी िाणे म्शणिे ऩमाटन शोम" .मालरून आऩणाव अवे म्शणता 
मेत ेकी, ऩमाटन शी फशुषते्रीम प्रणारी अवनू मा प्रणारी भध्मे ऩमाटकाने एखाद्मा वलमळष्ट्ट हठकाणी बेट देण्माचे 
ननजश्चत  केल्हमाऩावनू त्मा  हठकाणारा बेट देऊन ऩयत घयी मेईऩमात घडरेल्हमा लेगलेगळ्मा कक्रमाॊचा वभालेळ 
शोतो.अमरकडीर काऱात शा व्मलवाम अनेक बागात वलबागरा अवनू कृऴी ऩमाटन, आयोग्म ऩमाटन, धामभाक 
ऩमाटन,यािकीम ऩमाटन, वाॊस्कृनतक ऩमाटन, कक्रडा ऩमाटन, अवे ऩमाटनाचे वलवलध प्रकाय उदमाव आरेरे 
हदवतात."िागनतक ऩमाटन ल प्रलाव ऩरयऴदेछमा" अशलारानवुाय िगातीर १८५ देळाछमा वशबाग अवरले्हमा मा 
वॊस्थेत बायत नतव-मा स्थानालय अवनू २०१८ भध्मे ऩमाटन व्मलवामाने बायताचे स्थूर देळाॊतगात  उत्ऩादनात 
२३४ अब्ि  डॉरय  म्शणि ेएकूण िीडीऩीछमा ९.४ % एलढी  बय  घातरी  आशे. 

आिच ेिग म्शणि ेएक ग्रोफर व्शीरेि झारॊ आशे अवॊ म्शटरॊ िात कक ऩमाटनाछमा िोयालय ज्माॊनी 
अगदी कभी लेऱात आऩरी  प्रगती वाध्म केरी अळी अगदी िोटी गालॊ िळी आशेत तवेच ब्राझीर आॉस्रेमरमा 
न्मझुीरॊड मावायख ेवलकमवत देळशी आशेत थोडक्मात अगदी रोकर त ेग्रोफर अळा वला  हठकाणी ऩमाटन शा 
व्मलवाम भशत्त्लाची बमुभका फिालत आशे ऩमाटन व्मलवामात वातत्माने नलनलीन प्रलाश मेत अवतात कृऴी 
ऩमाटन शा अवाच एक नव्माने वलकमवत शोत अवरेरा व्मलवाम आशे "ळतेकऱ्माॊने स्लत् छमा पऱत्मा पुरत्मा 
ळतेात ळशयी ऩमाटकाॊना ग्राभीण िीलन ,ळतेकऱ्माॊची िीलनळरैी मावलऴमी हदरेरॊ आनॊददामी मळषण म्शणिे    
कृऴी ऩमाटन शोम "अळी ढोफऱ व्माख्मा कृऴीऩमाटनाची कयता मेत ेआि वभुाये ७०० ऩेषा िास्त कृऴी ऩमाटन 
कें दे्र भशायाष्ट्रात उबी आशेत. 

ऩलेुकडीर व्माद्री ऩलात याॊगाचा प्रदेळ ,ककना-मारगतचा खराटीचा प्रदेळ ल ऩलेुकडीर डोंगयाऱ बाग 
माॊछमा भधीर भदैानी प्रदेळ अळी यामगड जिल्ह्माची बौगोमरक यचना अवनु उल्हशावा, ऩातऱगॊगा, बोगालती, 
अॊफा, कुॊ डमरका, काऱ ल वावलत्री मा जिल्ह्मातीर प्रभखु नद्मा आशेत श्रीलधान ,म्शवऱा, अमरफाग, भाणगाल, 
भरुुड िॊिीया, ऩेण, ऩनलेर, किात, योशा मा तारकु्मात अर्धक प्रभाणात िॊगर ेआशेत त्माभध्मे वाग, खैय,आॊफा, 
र्च ॊच, अॊिनी, अिुान, ऐन ,काॊचन ,ककॊिऱ, कुडा गेऱा, िाॊबऱू, ननरर्गयी, वालय मावायख े७०० प्रकायच ेलषृ तय 
बफफटे, बेकय, लाघ, कोल्हशे ,यानडुक्कय ,वाॊफय मावायखे १८प्रकायच ेप्राणी तवेच भोय, फरुफरु ,दमाऱ, बायव्दाि, 
नततय, गरुड घाय, ऩोऩट, वतुाय ,कोतलार, फहशयी ववाणा ,ळशाफाि इत्मादी १५० ऩेषा िास्त िातीच ेऩषी 
आणण ९० ऩषैा िास्त िातीची यॊगीत पुरऩाखये आढऱतात भशायाष्ट्राछमा ऩजश्चभ ककनायऩट्ी लय लवरेल्हमा मा 
यामगड जिल्ह्मातीर १६ तारकु्माच ेदोन बागात वलबािन शोत ेत्मातीर काशी तारकेु उत्तय यामगड भध्मे तय 
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काशी तारकेु दक्षषण यामगड भध्मे मेतात अभ्मावावाठी घेतरेरे म्शवऱा,श्रीलधान,तऱा,भरुुड िॊजिया आणण 
भाणगाल मातारकु्माचा वभालेळ दक्षषण यामगड भध्मे मेतो शे तारकेु डोंगय द-माभध्मे वभदु्राछमा, नदीछमा ल 
खाडीछमा ककनायी लवरेरे औद्मोर्गक दृष्ट्टीन ेऩणूात् भागावरेरे ऩयत ु नवैर्गाक दृष्ट्टीने वभदृ्ध  अवनुशी कृऴी 
ऩमाटनाछमा नकाळालय आऩरी िागा आणण ओऱख अद्माऩशी करू ळकरेरे नाशीत मातारकु्माचा अभ्माव 
कयताना अव ेआढऱून आर ेकक कृऴी ऩमाटन छमा अनेक वॊधी मा तारकु्मात आशेत मा वॊधीचा वलकाव केरा 
तय शे तारकेु ऩमाटन आणण कृऴीऩमाटन षेत्रात खुऩ भोठी प्रगती करु ळकतीर  
कृऴीऩमयटन कें दे्र वलकलवत शोण्मावाठी ऩोऴक वांधी 

तारकु्मातीर बौगोमरक आणण वाभाजिक ऩरयजस्थती चा अभ्माव कयताना अवे आढऱत े कक मा 
तारकु्मातीर बौगोमरक आणण वाभाजिक जस्थती कृऴी ऩमाटन कें द्र स्थाऩन कयण्माव अनकूुर आणण वॊऩन्न 
अलस्थेतीर आशे अश्मा अनकूुर आणण ऩोऴक ऩरयजस्थती घेतरारा आढाला खारीर प्रभाणे 
आांफा,काजूच्मा भोठ्मा फागा आणण वऩुायी नायऱच्मा भोठ्मा लाड्मा  

मा तारकु्मात अनेक ळतेकऱ्माॊछमा ळतेिभीन फयोफयच आॊफा काि ुमाछमा भोठभोठ्मा फागा तय काशी 
ळतेकऱ्माॊकड ेळतेिभीन फयोफयच नायऱ वऩुायी माॊछमा वऩढी िात भोठभोठ्मा लाडमा आशेत तय काशी ळतेकयी 
अश्मा फागाची आणण लाडमाची नव्माने ननमभाती कयत आशेत माहठकाणी उत्ऩादीत शोणाया आॊफा "यत्नार्गयी 
शाऩवू" छमा प्रकायातीर आणण उछच गणुलत्ता अवरेरा आढऱतो त्माभऱेु त्मारा ळशयात आणण ऩयदेळात 
खुऩभोठी भागणी आशे तय मेथे काि ूउत्ऩादन आणण वलक्रीची भोठे व्माऩायी कें द्र अवनु मेथीर ओल्हमा काि ूरा 
स्थाननक फाियऩेठेत भोठ्मा प्रमत्न भागणी अवत ेतय वऩुायी भध्मे प्रवीद्ध अवरले्हमा "योठा" वऩुायीच ेउत्ऩादन 
माच तारकु्मा शोत ेमा फागाभध्मे ऩमाटकाॊना आलश्मक अवरेल्हमा वोमीववुलधा उऩरब्ध करून हदल्हमा आणण 
आॊब्माछमा शॊगाभात "झले्हमात" आॊफ ेकाढणे त ेझाडालरून खारी वोडणे आॊब्माची आडी रालणे ,ऩेटी बयणे तय 
कािूछमा फागेत कािूछमा पऱाऩावनू कािूची फी लेगऱी कयणे ,ओल्हमा कािचूी फी पोडणे, ओरा काि ूबािणे 
वऩुायीछमा फागेत वऩुायी गोऱा कयणे, वोरणे नायऱाछमा फागेत  नायऱ प्रत्मष झाडालरून काढताना ऩाशणे 
आणण त्माच हठकाणी त्माचे भधुय आणण आयोग्म लधाक ऩाणी ऩमाटकाॊना हदल्हमाव वभदु्र ककनायी भौिभिा 
कयामरा आरेरा ऩमाटक आऩरा भकु्काभ लाढलेर आणण कृऴीऩमाटनाछमा भाध्मभातनू तारकु्माभधीर अनेक 
ळतेकऱ् माॊना उत्ऩन्न प्राप्त शोऊ ळकेर 
पणव,कोकभ,कयलांद,जाांबऱू,आलऱा माांचे उत्ऩादन – 

तारकु्माभधीर अनेक ळतेकऱ् माॊछमा  ळतेाभध्मे पणव, कोकभ, िाॊबऱू, आलऱा माॊची  झाड े तय 
फाॊधालय कयलॊद ल भेंदीछमा झाडाॊची  कुॊ ऩणे अवतात माचाशी लाऩय कृऴी ऩमाटन कें द्रावाठी कयता मेऊ ळकतो 
पणवाछमा झाडालरून पणव कवा  काढतात, काऩा ल फयका पणव मा दोन पणवाभध्मे अवणाया पयक कवा 
ओऱखाला, पणव कवा काऩाला गये कवे काढाले मा वलऴमी प्रत्मष शाताऱणी कयण्माची वॊधी ऩमाटकाॊना हदरी 
तय तो त्माछमा भाशीतीत बय घारणाया बाग अवेर तवेच कोकभचे झाड कव ेअवत,े, कछचे कोकभ ऩक्के 
कोकभ माभधे अवणाया पयक, कोकभचा यव कवा काढतात, यव काढून मळल्हरक याहशरेरे कोकभच े वार 
आभवरु म्शणून कवे लाऩयरे िात,े त्माचे अवणाये आशायातीर भशत्त्ल॰ िाॊबऱूछमा झाडालरून िाॊबऱे कळी 
काढतात आणण काट्माछमा अवणाऱ् मा कयलॊदाछमा  िाऱीभधून  कयलॊद गोऱा  कयण्माची वॊधी िय ऩमाटकाॊना 
मभऱून हदरी तय नक्की त्माॊना आनॊद शोईर त्माचफयोफय आफे ,कािू, पणव,पणवऩोऱी, कोकभ वयफत, 
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आलऱा वयफत, िाॊबऱू मवयऩ माॊछमा उत्ऩादनाव फािायऩेठ प्राप्त शोऊन ळतेकऱ् माछमा उत्ऩन्नात बय घारण्मात 
शे कृऴी  ऩमाटन उऩमोगी ऩडरे. 
भत्वळतेी 

तारकु्मातीर अनेक बागातीर ळतेकयी ळतेी फयोफयच खा-मा ऩाण्मातीर आणण गोडमा ऩाण्मातीर ळतेी 
कयतो मा भत्स्म ळतेीचा लाऩयदेखीर कृऴी ऩमाटन व्मलवामवाठी कयता मेतो   आरले्हमा ऩमाटकाॊना प्रत्मष 
भावेभायीची वॊधी हदरी भाश्माॊना अन्न देण्माचा आनॊद त्माॊना हदल्हमाव अन्न खाण्मावाठी ऩाण्मात एकत्र िभा 
शोणाये भावे ऩाशण्माचा तवेच प्रत्मष शातात भावे ऩकडण्माचा अनबुल देऊन ऩमाटकानाॊ खूऴ कयता मेत ेतय 
ळतेालयच त्माछमा वभोय तािी भछिी काढुन त्माच ेकारलण आणण चुरीलय ळकेररेी ताॊदऱाची ककॊ ला नाचणी ची 
बाकयी  ऩमाटकारा तपृ्त कयत ेआणण तो ऩमाटक त्माऩमाटन केद्राच ेनाल वलादयु ऩवयलतो मावाठी ऩमाटकाछमा 
वॊऩणूा हदलवाच ेव्मलजस्थत ननमोि  केल्हमाव आरले्हमा ऩमाटकाच ेऩमाटनाच ेहदलव लाढवलण्मावाठी कयता मेतो. 

भोठी िॊगर,ेनद्मा, डोंगय , गड ककल्हर ेवलस्तीणा ल स्लछि वभदु्र ककनाये, दधुडी बरून लाशणाऱ्मा नद्मा, 
लेगलेगळ्मा खाडमा तारकु्मारा वलस्तीणा आणण स्लछि वभदु्र ककनाया राबरेरा आशे तवेच वशा त ेआठ भहशने 
दधुडी बरून लाशणाऱ्मा नद्मा आणण लेगलेगळ्मा खाडमा भोठी िॊगर,े डोंगय , गड ककल्हर ेआशेत त्माचाशी लाऩय 
कृऴी ऩमाटनावाठी कयता मेऊ ळकतो कृऴी ऩमाटन कें द्रात आरेल्हमा ऩमाटकाछमा वॊऩणुा हदलवाचे मोग्म ननमोिन 
केल्हमा ऩमाटकाॊछमा  वभदु्र वपायीचे  ननमोिन कयता मेत ेआणण खोर वभदु्रातीर प्रलावाचा अनबुल त्मारा देता 
मेतो तारकु्मात अनेक बागात ळतेक-माछमा िभीनीरा रागनुच भोठी िॊगरे आशेत त्माचाॊ लाऩय िॊगर वपायी 
आणण त्मातनु ऩषी, लनस्ऩती, प्राणी ननयीषण कयण्मावाठी तय डोंगय द-माचा लाऩय वाशवी खऱेाॊवाठी गडकोट 
आणण ककल्हमाचा लाऩय ऐनतशामवक गोष्ट्टीॊचा उरगडा करूण देण्मावाठी कयता मेऊ ळकतो 
वाांस्कृततक ऩयांऩया आणण करा  

तारकु्मातीर अनेक गाले वाॊस्कृनतक दृष्ट्टीन ेवभदृ्ध अवनु मेथीर अनेक फलुा बिनम्राट म्शणून प्रमवद्ध 
आशेत फाल्हमा नतृ्म ळक्तीतयुा नतृ्म कयणाये अनेक नाभलॊत कराकाय माहठकाणी आशेत तवेच यॊगकभी, 
मळल्हऩकाय ,शस्तकायागीय ,कोकणी गीत ेगाणायी भहशराभॊडऱे ,आग्री आणण कोकणी बाऴतेनु नाटक आणण कवलता 
वादय कयणाये शौळी करालॊत माबागात आशेत त्माॊचा लाऩय कृऴी ऩमाटन कें द्रात लेगलेगऱे वाॊस्कृनतक कामाक्रभ 
वादय कयण्मावाठी शोऊ ळकतो. 
आदयततथ्म कयण्माची वऩढीजात वलम 

कोकणी भाणवाॊची  आर्थाक ऩयीजस्थती ियी फेताची अवरी वडतेोड फोरण्मात ियी तो ऩयीर्चत अवरा 
तयी भनाने शऱला आणण प्रेभऱ अवतो त्माभऱेु कोकणी भाणवारा  नेशभी पणवाची उऩभा देतात पणव िवा 
फाशेरून काटेयी आणण आतनु गोड अवतो तळी कोकणातीर भाणवॊ देखीर फाशेरून ककतीशी यागीट ताऩट लाटत 
अवरी तयी भनातनु प्रेभऱ अवतात आणण आऩल्हमाकड ेआरले्हमा ऩाशुण्माॊच ेआदयनतथ्म कयण्मात त्माची वयफाई 
कयण्मात त े लाकफगाय अवतात मा त्माछमा स्लबालाचा पामदा त्माॊना ऩमाटन कें द्र चारलताना शोऊ ळकतो 
त्माछमा मा स्लबालाने ऩमाटक माहठकाणी नेशभीच आकवऴात शोतीर मात ळॊका नाशी गयि आशे काशीप्रभाणातीर 
व्माऩायी प्रमळषणाची  

  अळाप्रकाये नवैर्गाक लयदशस्त राबरेल्हमा मा तारकु्मात िय ऩमालयणाचा, कृऴकाचा आणण त्माॊछमा 
कल्हऩक फदु्धी चा लाऩय केरा गेरा तय मा तारकु्माभध्मे इको टुरयझभ आणण ग्राभीण ऩमाटनाच ेअनोखे कें द्र उब े
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याशु ळकत ेआणण शी कें दे्र तारकु्मातीर ग्राभीण अथाव्मलस्थेरा उबायी देण्माचे काभ करू ळकतात त्मातनु 
आऩोआऩ च गालातनु योिगायाची वॊधी ळोधण्मावाठी गेरेरा ककॊ ला िाण्मावाठी इछिुक अवणाया तरूण स्थाननक 
ऩातऱीलयच आऩआऩल्हमा षते्रात उत्तभ मोगदान देऊन उत्ऩन्न प्राप्त करू ळकतो आणण त्माचा ऩरयणाभ म्शणनू 
मेथीर दायीद्रम फेकायी आणण रोकवॊख्मा स्थराॊतय मावभस्मालय भात कयत मेऊ ळकेर 
 
वांदबय वाद्दशत्म: 
   १.www.mpscworld.com 
   २. अथा वॊलाद िानेलायी भाचा २०१३ खॊड ३६ अॊक।४ ऩान नॊफय ३९४ त े३९९ 
   ३.वाप्ताहशक वकाऱ ४ िानेलायी २०२० कृऴी ऩमाटन 
   ४.दै.वकाऱ लताभानऩत्र ळकु्रलाय २१ फे्रब्रुलायी २०२० वकाऱ टु ड ेऩान ५ िैलवलवलधतेलय वॊकट श्री अमभत गलऱे माॊचा रेख 
   ५.वलककऩीडडमा 
   ६.यामगड गॉझटे 
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आजच्मा मुगात ऩमयटन एक उदमोन्भुख उद्मोग 
डॉ. ऩयाग लवांतयाल वऩ ांऩऱाऩयेु,  

वशाय्मक प्राध्माऩक 

 

प्रस्तालना :  

बायत एक वलळारकाम देळ आशे, िो वलवलध ऩमाालयणीम लमैळष्ट्ठाॊकरयता प्रमवद्ध आशे. बायतात प्रत्मेक 
लऴी बायतातीर एका याज्मातनू दवुऱ्मा याज्मात, एका प्रदेळातनू दवुऱ्मा प्रदेळात िाणाऱ्मा ऩमाटकाॊची वॊख्मा 
हदलवागणणक लाढतच चाररी आशे. एलढेच नाशी तय ऩयदेळी ऩमाटकाॊचे बायतात ऩमाटनाकरयता मेण्माचे प्रभाण 
भोठ्मा प्रभाणात लाढरे आशे. रॎव्शर अॉड टुरयझभ कॉजम्ऩहटहटव्शनेव रयऩोटा २०१९ अनवुाय बायत शा ऩमाटन 
षेत्रात िगातीर १४० देळात ३४ व्मा स्थानालय आशे. लल्हड इकॉनॉमभक पोयभछमा अशलारानवुाय ऩमाटन षेत्रात 
आमळमा-ऩॎमवकपक भध्मे नतवऱ्मा क्रभाॊकालय बायत ऩोशचरा आशे. ऩमाटन उद्मोगाभऱेु बायतारा भोठ्मा 
प्रभाणात वलदेळी धन प्राप्त शोत.े मा कायणाभऱेुच बायत वयकायचे ऩमाटन भॊत्रारम वातत्माने प्रमत्न कयीत 
आशे. मात नलनलीन ऩमाटन स्थऱे ळोधणे, नवलन ऩमाटन स्थऱाॊची ननमभाती कयणे, उदा. गिुयात भध्मे  िगातीर 
वलाात उॊच १८२ भीटय वयदाय लल्हरबबाई ऩटेर माॊचा ऩतुऱा तमाय केरा ल त्मा ऩरयवयाचा पाय वुॊदय वलकाव 
केरा आशे. उत्तय प्रदेळाॊतीर गॊगा, मभनुा  तटालयीर घाटाॊचे वळुोबीकयण कयण्मात मेत आशे इत्मादी., ि ेऩमाटन 
स्थान ऩलूीऩावनू अजस्तत्लात आशे त्माचा वलकाव केल्हमा िात आशे. ऩमाटन स्थऱाऩमांत ऩमाटक वशितनेे िाऊ 
ळकतीर माकरयता यस्त े वलकाव, येल्हले वलकाव, लामभुागा वलकाव तवेच िरभागााचाशी वलकाव अत्मॊत लेगाने 
केल्हमा िात आशे. 

बायत वयकायचे अतलु्हम बायत तवेच अनतथी देलो बल  मा ऩमाटनवलऴमक अमबमानाने स्थाननक तवेच 
वलदेळी ऩमाटकाॊचे रष बायताकड ेतवेच बायतातीर वलवलध ऩमाटन स्थऱाॊकड ेआकवऴात केरे आशे. ऩमाटकाॊना 
स्थाननक रोक तथेीर वॊस्कृती, तथेीर खानऩान, तथेीर बाऴफेाफत्त अलगत कयीत आशेत. ऩमाटनाभऱेु 
आॊतययाष्ट्रीम फॊधुबाल तवेच वशमोगारा चारना मभऱत.े 

ऩमाटनाचा अथा काम? ऩमाटन म्शणिे अळी मात्रा िी कयभणूक ककॊ ला पुयवतीछमा लेऱी आनॊद 
मभऱवलण्माछमा दृष्ट्टीने केरी िात.े मा वला फाफीॊलरून अवे रषात मेत े कक ऩमाटन उद्मोग शा हदलवागणणक 
लाढतच चाररा आशे आणण बवलष्ट्मात देळात योिगाय ननमभाती तवेच देळाछमा आर्थाक वलकावात ऩमाटन 
उद्मोगाचे भोठे मोगदान शोऊ ळकत.े मा वॊळोधन ऩबत्रकेत माच वलऴमाचे वलश्रेऴण कयण्मात आरे आशे, ज्मात 
आिछमा व्मस्त िीलनऩद्धतीत ऩमाटन उद्मोग एक उदमोन्भखु उद्मोग म्शणून ऩढेु मेत आशे. 
वांळोधन कामायचा उदे्धळ  

१. ऩमाटनाछमा वलवलध प्रकायाॊची भाहशती िाणून घेणे.  

२. ऩमाटनाचे भशत्ल िाणून घेणे. 
३. ऩमाटन उद्मोगाचे राब तवेच नकुवान िाणून घेणे. 
४, ऩमाटन शा एक उदमोन्भखु उद्मोग बवलष्ट्मात शोऊ ळकतो माचे वललेचन कयणे. 

वांळोधन ऩद्धती :- मा वॊळोधन ऩबत्रकेत वाभान्मत् भाहशती वॊकरनाकरयता द्वलतीमक स्रोताॊचा उऩमोग कयण्मात 
आरा आशे. मात भाहशती वॊकरनाकरयता भामवके, लतृ्तऩत्र, वयकायी अशलाराचा उऩमोग केरा आशे. तवेच 
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वलऴमाळी वॊफॊर्धत वलवलध वॊळोधन ऩबत्रका, ळषैणणक वाहशत्म, वलमबन्न ऩबत्रकाॊचा वशबाग आशे. अभ्मावाछमा 
उदे्धळानवुाय मा वॊळोधन ऩबत्रकेत वॊळोधनाकरयता  लणानात्भक वॊळोधन ऩद्धतीचा उऩमोग कयण्मात आरा आशे. 
 
ऩमयटन षेत्राची व्माप्ती  

१. नवैर्गयक  ऩमयटन : नवैर्गाक ऩमाटनाचा अथा नवैर्गाक स्थानाॊचा अनबुल घेणे. ज्मात ऩषी दळान, 
पोटोग्रापी, राॊफ ऩामी मात्रा, िॊगर वपायी, मळकायी, भावेभायी.  नवैर्गाक ऩमाटन शे ग्राभीण 
रोकाॊकरयता उऩमकु्त आशे. नवैर्गाक ऩमाटनाभऱेु लन्मिील तवेच नवैर्गाक वॊवाधनाॊचे यषण कयणे 
तवेच त्माची गणुलत्ता लाढवलणे माॊचा वभालेळ आशे. उदा कॉम्फेट नॎळनर ऩाका , ताडोफा उद्मान, 
चॊद्रऩयू, ऩेंच प्रकल्हऩ. 

२. वाशव  ऩमयटन : बायतात वाशव ऩमाटनाकरयता लेगलेगऱे बाग आशेत. ऩमाटक रेककॊ ग कयीता रडाख, 
मवक्कीभ, हशभारम ऩलात, हशभाचर प्रदेळ, िम्भ ूआणण काश्भीय इत्मादी स्थानाॊलय िाणे िास्त ऩवॊत 
कयतात. ऩाॊढऱ्मा ऩाण्मातीर याफटीॊग कयीता ऩमाटक उत्तयाॊचर, आवाभ तवेच अरुणाचर प्रदेळात 
िातात. वाशव ऩमाटनाचे उदाशयण डोंगयालय चढणे, स्कीइॊग, उॊटाची वपायी, ऩॎयाग्रामडड ॊग तवेच स्कुफा 
डामवल ॊग िे मव ॊधुदगुा-भारलण भध्मे कयता मेत.े 

३. लन्मजील ऩमयटन: लन्मिील ऩमाटनारा भखु्मत् अळा स्थानाॊची मात्रा अवा केरा िातो ज्मात मात्रा 
कयण्माचा भखु्म उद्देश्म शा स्थाननक लन्मिीलाॊचे यषण कयणे आशे. लन्मिील ऩमाटनात  ऩषी ननयीषण 
कयणे, वभदु्रातीर जिलवषृ्ट्टीचा ळोध घेणे. उदा, डॉजल्हपन, व्शेर, लाघ मावायखे लन्मप्राणी यात्रीछमा लऱेी 
फघणे, मात ऩनलेरिलऱीर कनााऱा ऩषी अबमायण्म, भारलणछमा वभदु्रातीर डॉजल्हपन दळान माॊचा 
वभालेळ शोऊ ळकतो. 

४. तीथयमात्रा ऩमयटन : तीथामात्रा ऩमाटन शे धामभाक दृजष्ट्टकोनातनू तवेच  वलवलध रूढी ऩयॊऩयाॊछमा मवद्ध 
कयण्माकरयता केल्हमा िात.े उदा, भशायाष्ट्रातीर कोंकण वलबागात प्रत्मेक लऴी ित्रा आमोजित केल्हमा 
िातात. उज्िैन, अराशाफाद मेथे कुॊ बभेऱा शोतो, भशायाष्ट्रातीर अष्ट्टवलनामकाछमा दळानाकरयता शिायो 
रोक मेतात. राखो रोक चाय धाभची मात्रा कयतात. 

५. वाांस्कृततक ऩमयटन : वाॊस्कृनतक ऩमाटन शे कोणत्माशी देळ ककॊ ला वॊस्कृतीळी वॊफॊर्धत ऩमाटनाचा एक 
प्रकाय आशे, प्राभखु्माने वलमळष्ट्ट बौगोमरक षेत्रातीर रोकाॊची िीलनळरैी, त्माॊचा इनतशाव, त्माॊची करा, 
लास्तकुरा, िुने यािलाड,े गड-ककल्हर,े शस्तकरा, लायरी ऩेंहटॊग इत्मादी. वाॊस्कृनतक ऩमाटनाच े वलवलध 
उदाशयणे हदल्हमा िाऊ ळकतात. ज्मात अमरफाग भशोत्वल, गॊगा-मभनुा तटालयीर गॊगा आयती,  
वयकायछमा करा आणण वाॊस्कृनतक वलबागातपे वलमबन्न याज्मात आमोजित वाॊस्कृनतक भशोत्वल, २६ 
िानेलायी रा हदल्हरीछमा यािऩथलय वलवलध याज्माॊची झाॊकी तवेच ऩायॊऩरयक नतृ्म इत्मादी कामाक्रभ 
फघण्माकरयता देळ-वलदेळातनू भोठ्मा प्रभाणात ऩमाटक मेतात. 
मामळलाम ऩमाटनाचे इतयशी प्रकाय आशेत ज्मात कल्हमाणकायी ऩमाटन, व्माऩाय ऩमाटन, वलयावत ऩमाटन, 

पुवाती ऩमाटन, मा वला ऩमाटन प्रकायाॊछमा भाध्मभाने भोठ्मा प्रभाणात रोक प्रलाव कयीत अवतात. माभऱेु 
शॉटेर व्मलवाम लाढीव रागतो तवेच ऩमाटन स्थानाचा वलकाव शोण्माव भदत शोत.े 
ऩमयटनाचे भशत्ल  

आि देळात ऩमाटनाछमा षते्राची लाढ कयण्माकरयता वलवलध उऩाम कयण्मात मेत आशेत. ज्माच े भऱू 
कायण बायतातीर ऩमाटन षेत्राचे लाढरेरे भशत्ल. बायतातीर ऩमाटन षेत्राचे लाढरेरे भशत्ल मवद्ध कयणाये काशी 
भदु्दे ऩढेु हदरे आशेत.  
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१. आर्थयक दृष्टीने ऩमयटनाचे भशत्ल : ऩमाटनाभऱेु वलदेळी भदु्रा प्राप्त शोत,े वयकायछमा उत्ऩन्नात लाढ शोत,े 
माभऱेु प्राथमभक ववुलधा ननभााण कयण्मात भदत शोत ेऩरयणाभत् स्थाननक अथाव्मलस्था फऱकट शोत.े 

२. वाभाश्जक आणण वाांस्कृततक दृष्टीने ऩमयटनाचे भशत्ल : वाभाजिक आणण वाॊस्कृनतक ऩमाटनाभऱेु 
वॊस्कृती हटकून याशण्माव भदत शोत.े ऩमाटक नल-नलीन स्थानालय िात अवतात त्माभऱेु त्माॊछमाभध्मे 
एक-दवुऱ्माप्रती वम्भान, वहशष्ट्णुता तवेच पे्रभाची बालना ननभााण शोत.े ऩायॊऩरयक करा, मळल्हऩाॊचा 
ऩनुरुद्धाय, वभ्मता तवेच वाॊस्कृनतक गौयल तवेच ओऱख ननभााण शोत.े वाॊस्कृनतक आदान-प्रदान शोत े
तवेच स्थाननक लस्तूॊची भागणी लाढत.े 

३. ऩमायलयणाच्मा आधायालय ऩमयटनाचे भशत्ल : ऩमाटन आणण ऩमाालयण मात ऩयस्ऩय कक्रमा शोत,े 
ऩमाटकाॊभध्मे ऩमाालयण िागतृी ननभााण शोत,े लन्मप्राण्माॊचे यषण शोत,े ऩमाालयणावॊफॊधी वभस्माच े
िलऱून आकरन कयता मेत ेतवेच िैलवलवलधतचेे यषण कयणे ळक्म आशे. 

ऩमयटन उद्मोगाचे राब  
१. योजगाय प्राप्ती : ऩमाटन उद्मोगाभऱेु स्थाननक रोकाॊना योिगायाॊछमा वॊधी उऩरब्ध शोतात. इॊडडमन 

एक्वपे्रव नवुाय २०१९ भध्मे ऩमाटन षेत्रात १३.९२ राख  एकूण योिगाय ननमभाती ननमभाती झारी शोती 
ती एकूण योिगाय ननमभातीछमा ८.७८ टक्के आशे. मालरून अवे रषात मेईर कक बायतात ऩमाटन 
उद्मोगाची लाढ खूऩ िास्त प्रभाणात आशे. 

२. वेला षेत्राचा वलकाव : वेला षते्राचा एक बाग शा ऩमाटन षते्र आशे. वेला षते्राळी वॊफॊर्धत ककतीतयी 
व्मलवाम आशेत ज्मात शॉटेर, लाशतकू, िर ऩरयलशन, लाम ूऩरयलशन, यस्त ेऩरयलशन इत्मादी ऩमाटन  
उद्मोगाछमा वलकावावोफत लाढत िातात. उदा.  भुॊफई त ेगोला मा दयम्मान िरेळ शे भोठे िशाि वरुु 
कयण्मात आर ेआशे ज्माभध्मे एकालेऱी २००० ऩमाटक प्रलाव करू ळकतात. अळा प्रकायछमा वलवलध 
िशािाॊभऱेु ऩमाटन षेत्राचा वलकाव शोण्माव भदत शोत.े 

३. वलदेळी भदेु्रची प्राप्ती : २०१७-२०१८ भध्मे वलदेळी ऩमाटकाॊकडून २८.७ बफमरमन म.ुएव. डॉरय प्राप्त 
झारे. तवेच २०१८-१९ भध्मे २७.७ बफमरमन म.ु एव. डॉरय प्राप्त झारे. 

४. भनोयांजन : बायतात देळ-वलदेळातनू वटु्ीछमा कारालधीत  ऩमाटनाकरयता रोक मेत अवतात. त्माभध्मे 
भखु्म उदमेळ शा कयभणूक ककॊ ला भनोयॊिन शा आशे. लातालयणातीर फदराभऱेु ऩमाटक आऩरे ळयीय, 
भन तवेच आत्म्मारा िणू रयचािा कयण्मावायखा अनबुल प्राप्त शोतो. 

५. आर्थयक वलकाव : ऩमाटन देळाछमा अथाव्मलस्थेछमा वलकावात भदतगाय मवद्ध शोत आशे. बायतात एकूण 
घयगतुी उत्ऩादनात ऩमाटन षेत्राचे मोगदान ६.२३ टक्के आशे.िवे्शा ऩमाटक वटु्ी भध्मे ऩमाटनारा िातात 
त्मालेऱी स्थाननक रोकाॊना माचा आर्थाक राब प्राप्त शोतो. 

६. वाांस्कृततक आदान-प्रदान : ऩमाटन शे वलमबन्न वॊस्कृतीछमा रोकाॊना एकबत्रक मेण्माकरयता वॊधी प्रदान 
कयत.े बायतात अनेक िाती धभााच ेरोक याशतात. प्रत्मेक िाती-धभााची लेगलेगऱी वॊस्कृती-रूढी-ऩयॊऩया 
हदवनू मेत.े ऩमाटनाभऱेु वलमबन्न वॊस्कृतीचे रोक एकत्र मेतात. प्रत्मेकिण आऩल्हमा रूढी-ऩयॊऩया-
वॊस्कृतीचे दळान इतयाॊना देत अवतात. त्माभऱेु एकदवुऱ्माप्रनत वम्भान कयण्माची एक वॊधी प्राप्त शोत.े 
माभऱेु वाॊस्कृनतक वद्भाल ननभााण शोण्माव चारना मभऱत.े 

७. स्लास्थ्म तवेच कल्माण : काशी रोक योगाछमा उऩचायाकरयता, तब्मेतीभध्मे वधुाय कयण्माछमा दृष्ट्टीने 
लेगलेगळ्मा स्थानाॊलय िातात. मारा स्लास्थ्म ऩमाटन अवे म्शणतात. अश्मा प्रकायछमा ऩमाटनाचा प्रभखु 
उद्ध्मेळ भानमवक, ळायीरयक तवेच भनोलसैाननक कल्हमाण प्राप्त कयणे आशे. स्लास्थ्म वधुाय 
कयण्माकरयता रोक मोग, ननवगोऩचाय, भेडडटेळन, एयोबफक्व, झुॊफा, तथा  अन्म उऩचाय माकरयता 
बायतात लेगलेगऱे वेन्टवा आशेत त्मा हठकाणी िातात. 
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ऩमयटन एक उदमोन्भखु उद्मोग 

 
                ऩमाटन भॊत्रारम अशलार २०१९ 

लयीर स्तॊबारेखानवुाय २०१५ त े २०१९ ऩमांत आऩल्हमा बायत देळाॊत ऩमाटकाॊछमा वॊख्मेत ककती टक्के 
लदृ्धी झारी. रा आरेखानवुाय ऩमाटकाॊची वॊख्मा वलाात िास्त २०१७ भध्मे आशे. तय वलाात िास्त ऩमाटकाॊछमा 
वॊख्मेत लाढ हशवदु्धा २०१७ भधेच हदवनू मेत.े वलाात कभी ऩमाटक वॊख्मा हश २०१५ भध्मे हदवनू आरी. 
 

 
                       ऩमाटन भॊत्रारम अशलार २०१९ 

लयीर आरेखानवुाय बायतात आरेल्हमा एकूण ऩमाटकाॊऩकैी १२,८ टक्के ऩमाटक  शे वलदेळातनू आरेरे 
शोत ेतय ८७.२ टक्के ऩमाटक शे आऩल्हमाच देळातीर शोत.े 

२०१९ ऩमांत बायताने ऩमाटन षेत्रात ४.२ कयोड नोकऱ्मा ननभााण केल्हमा आशेत ज्मा एकूण योिगायाछमा 
८.१ टक्के आशे. 

द लल्हडा रॎव्शर अॉड टूरयझभ कौजन्वर छमा नवुाय वन २०१८ िी.डी. ऩी. छमा लाढीत ऩमाटन षते्रात 
िगातीर १८५ देळात बायत नतवऱ्मा क्रभाॊकालय आशे. तय २०२८ ऩमांत बायतारा ऩमाटन षेत्राऩावनू मभऱण्माछमा 
उत्ऩन्नाचा आकडा ३०.५  बफमरमन डॉरय ऩमांत िाणे अऩेक्षषत आशे. 

नोव्शेंफय २०१९ ऩमांत इ टुरयस्ट जव्शवा घेऊन बायतात मेणाऱ्मा ऩमाटकाॊची वॊख्मा २३.८ टक्के लाढीफयोफय 
२.५५ राख झारी आशे. डडवेम्फय २०१९ ऩमांत १६९ देळाॊना इ वलझा ची ववुलधा प्रदान कयण्मात आरी. 

िानेलायी त े डडवेम्फय २०१९ मा कारालधीत वलदेळी ऩमाटक िे बायतात आरे शोत े त्माॊची वॊख्मा 
९६,६९,६३३ शोती. 

कें द्र वयकायछमा स्लदेळ दळान मोिनेअॊतगात ७७ मोिनाॊभध्मे ६०३५.७० कोटी रुऩमाॊची गुॊतलणूक 
कयण्माव भॊिुयी देण्मात आरी. 
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कें द्र वयकायने र्चककत्वा ऩमाटनारा प्रोत्वाशन देण्माकरयता भेडडकर लीिा ककॊ ला एभ-वलिा देण्माची शी 
एक नलीन शे्रणी वरुु केरी आशे. 

कें द्र वयकायने ऩमाटकाॊना ऩमाटनावॊफॊधी आऩरे अनबुल वाभानमक कयण्माकरयता अतलु्हम बायत भोफाईर 
अॉजप्रकेळन वरुु केरे आशे. 

बायत वयकायछमा भाहशतीनवुाय २०१९ भध्मे गिुयात जस्थत स्टॎचू ऑप मनुनटीरा  २९ राख ऩमाटकाॊनी 
बेट हदरी.   

ऩमाटन षते्राची लाढ शोण्माछमा दृष्ट्टीने कें द्र तवेच याज्म वयकाय वकायात्भक प्रमत्न कयीत आशे, ज्मात 
ऩमाटन स्थानाॊलय स्लमॊचमरत भागाांची ननमभाती कयणे. उदा. भशायाष्ट्रातीर नामळक जिल्ह्मातीर वप्तळृॊगी मेथे 
योऩ रेन वरुु कयण्मात आरी. यामगड ककल्हल्हमालय िाण्माकरयता योऩेले वरुु कयण्मात आरा इत्मादी. ऩमाटन 
स्थानाॊलय वलवलध ववुलधा ननभााण कयण्माकरयता १०० टक्के प्रत्मष वलदेळी गुॊतलणुकीरा ऩयलानगी देण्मात आरी 
आशे. 

कें द्र वयकायछमा ऩमाटन भॊत्रारमातपे एक लेफ आधारयत वालािननक वेला वलतयण प्रणारीची वरुुलात 
कयण्मात आरी ज्मात ऑनराइन शॉटेर फकुकॊ गची वोम कयण्मात आरी. ऩमाटन भॊत्रारमाद्लाये ऩमाटनाव 
प्रोत्वाशन देण्माकरयता स्लदेळ दळान अॊतगात भोठ्मा प्रभाणालय ऩमाटन वकका टचा वलकाव केल्हमा गेरा आशे. 

कें द्र वयकायछमा फिेट २०१९-२०२०  छमा अनवुाय बायतात १७ प्रनतजष्ट्ठत ऩमाटन स्थानाॊना वलश्लस्तयीम 
ऩमाटन स्थऱ म्शणून वलकमवत कयण्माचे ननजश्चत केरे आशे. 

कें द्र वयकाय घयगतुी तवेच वलदेळी ऩमाटकाॊकयीता अध्माजत्भक ऩमाटनाची वोम कयण्माकरयता भान्मता 
हदरी आशे. 
 

तनष्कऴय  
उऩयोक्त भाहशतीछमा आधाये ऩढुीर ननष्ट्कऴा काढण्मात आरा आशे.  

१. बायत वयकाय ऩमाटन उद्मोगारा प्रोत्वाशन देण्माकरयता वलमबन्न प्रमत्न कयीत आशे.  
२. बायतात नल-नलीन ऩमाटन स्थान ननभााण शोत आशेत िे ऩमाटकाॊकरयता आकऴाणाचे कें द्र शोत आशे.  
३. बायतीम येल्हलेद्लाये टुरयझभ वकका ट रेन वरुु कयण्मात आरी आशे. ज्मात प्राभखु्माने भशाकार एक्वपे्रव, 

याभामण एक्वपे्रव आशे, ज्माभऱेु ऩमाटकाॊना ऩमाटन स्थानालय िाण्माकयीता वोमीचे शोत आशे. 
४. ऩमाटकाॊना आकवऴात कयण्माकरयता इ टुरयझभ वलिा, भेडडकर वलिा देण्मात आरा आशे. 
५. बायत वयकायनी ऩमाटन व्मलवामारा प्रोत्वाशन देण्माकरयता भोठ्मा प्रभाणालय लावऴाक अॊदािऩत्रकात 

ऩवेै गुॊतवलण्माच ेप्रालधान केरे आशे. 
६. ऩमाटनात लाढ शोण्मावोफतच स्थाननक रोकाॊना, शॉटेर व्मालवानमकाॊना, फव वेला देणाऱ्माॊना भोठ्मा 

प्रभाणालय पामदा शोत आशे.  
७. मा वला तथ्माॊचा वलचाय केरा अवता अवे हदवनू मेत ेकक बवलष्ट्मात बायत ऩमाटन षेत्रात एक अग्रणी 

देळ शोईर. 
उऩाममोजना  

१. देळात अिूनशी अवे खूऩ स्थान आशेत ज्मारा चाॊगरे ऩमाटन स्थऱ म्शणून वलकाव कयता मेणे ळक्म 
आशे अळा स्थऱाॊफाफत व्मलजस्थत ननमोिन करून त्माॊछमा वलकावाफाफत मोिना आखणे आलश्मक 
आशे.  

२. ज्मा ऩमाटन स्थऱाॊना बायतीम ऩयुातत्ल वलबागाने ऩमाटन स्थऱ म्शणून आऩल्हमा ताब्मात घेतरे आशे 
अळा ऩमाटन स्थऱाॊछमा वलकावाची गती भॊद आशे ती लाढलामरा शली. उदा. भशायाष्ट्रातीर यामगड 
ककल्हरा, िॊजिया ककल्हरा. 
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३. भशायाष्ट्रारा रागनू अवरेरी ऩजश्चभ ककनायऩट्ीचा वलकाव केरा तय त े चाॊगरे ऩमाटन स्थान शोऊ 
ळकत.े  

४. ऩमाटन स्थानालय िाण्मा-मेण्माकरयता आलश्मक भात्रते ऩरयलशन व्मलस्था शोण्माची गयि लाटत.े 
५. ऩमाटन स्थानालय नोव्शेंफय त ेभाचा आणण भे ल िून मा भहशन्मात शॉटेर भारक आऩल्हमा शॉटेरचा दय 

लाढवलतात. शा दय वलावाभान्म िनतरेा ऩयलडण्मावायखा नवतो, त्माभऱेु शॉटेर व्मलवामालय वयकायच े
ननमॊत्रण अवणे आलश्मक लाटत.े 

६. फशुवॊख्म ऩमाटन स्थान शे ऩशाडालय अवतात. अळा हठकाणी योऩे ले ववुलधा अवाली अवे लाटत.े  
 

वांदबय वचूी  

1. ऩमाटन भॊत्रारम, २०१६ 

2. इॊडडमन टुरयझभ अॉड शॉजस्ऩटीमरटी रयऩोटा, डडवेंफय २०१९ 

3. En.wikipedia.org 

4. https://www.incredibleindia.org/ 

5. https://www.ibef.org/industry/tourism-hospitality-india.aspx 

6. http://tourism.gov.in/ 

7. Tourism_Industry_-_A_Sunrise_Sector_for_Emerging_India 

8. https://www.incredibleindia.org/ 

9. http://www.incredibleindia-tourism.org/ 

10. https://data.gov.in/sector/travel-and-tourism 

11. https:// pib.gov.in/ 

12. https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/ 

13. https://shodhganga.inflibnet.ac.in/ 
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http://tourism.gov.in/
https://www.incredibleindia.org/
http://www.incredibleindia-tourism.org/
https://data.gov.in/sector/travel-and-tourism
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/
https://shodhganga.inflibnet.ac.in/
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लवांधदुगुय श्जल््मातीर खाणकाभ व्मलवामातून शोणार् मा आर्थयक ऊराढारीचा अभ्माव 
                    

 प्रा. डॉ. ऩी.डी. गाथाड,े  
वशाय्मक प्राध्माऩक 

 
प्रस्तालना  
      ऩलूी ऩेन्ळन लय अलरॊफनू अवणाऱ् मा जिल्ह्मात आता खाण व्मलवामाभऱेु भोठीआर्थाक उराढार शोतमे. 
अनेक रोकाॊछमा शातारा काभधॊदा मभऱारा. डॊऩय चारक भारक त े मॊत्र ननभााण कयणाये उद्मोिक, त्माॊची 
देखबार दरुूस्ती कयणाये काभगाय, फॉका, दकुानदाय, िोटे भोठे व्मालवानमक, लॉचभन, शॉटेर चारक त्मातीर 
काभगाय मा वलाांना खाणकाभ उद्मोगाभऱेु योिगाय मभऱारा आशे. त्मातनूच कयोडोची उराढार शोतमे. त्माभऱेु 
अनेक भोठभोठ्मा उद्मोिकाॊच े ऩाम शऱूशऱू मव ॊधुदगुा जिल्ह्मातीर व्माद्रीछमा कडकेऩायीत रऩरेल्हमा 
गालाकडीर डोंगयाकड ेलऱताना आढऱतात. मा कुफेयाच ेऩाम ज्माॊछमा गालारा रागतात त्मा गालकऱ् माॊना स्लगा 
िलऱ आल्हमाचे स्लप्न ऩडतात. तय ज्माॊछमा गालात खाणी चार ू झाल्हमाने त्मातरे अनेकिण तोंड झाकून 
यडतात. 
 
अभ्मावाचे उिेळ  
    1. मव ॊधुदगुा जिल्हशातीर खननि वॊऩदेचा अभ्माव कयणे. 
    2. खननि वॊऩदेतनू मभऱणाऱ् मा उतऩाॊदनाचा अभ्माव कयणे. 
    3. खननि वॊऩदेतनू शोणाऱ् मा आर्थाक उराढारीचा अभ्माव कयणे. 
    4. खननि व्मलवामाभऱेु कोणत्मा घटकारा योिगाय. 
    5. खाणकाभाभऱेु शोणाऱ् मा चाॊगल्हमा लाईट फदराचा अभ्माव कयणे ल त्मालय उऩाम वचुवलणे. 
 
अभ्माव ऩद्धती  
    वदय ळोध ननफॊधावाठी प्राथमभक ल द्वलतीम स्त्रोताद्लाये भाहशती मभऱवलण्मात मेणाये अवनू वलेषण 
प्रश्नालरी ल प्रत्मष भरुाखतीद्लाये प्राथमभक भाहशती प्राप्त केरी िाणाय आशे. तऩळीरलाय भहशतीवाठी वॊदबा 
ग्रॊथ, भामवके, दैननके, मवॊधदुगुा जिल्हशा खाणकाभ वलबाग, जिल्हशार्धकायी कामाारम येडी कऱने मेथीर खाणकाभ 
वलबाग मवॊधुदगुा जिल्हशा गॎझेट, कृवऴ, तशवीर ल ऩॊचामत वमभनत कामाारमे, माॊछमाकडून मभऱवलण्मात आरी 
आशे. दोडाभागा  
 
अभ्माव षते्र  

भशायाष्ट्राछमा ऩजश्चभ ककनायऩट्ीलयीर अगदी दक्षषणेकडीर जिल्हशा. ऩलेूव व्माहद्र ऩलाताछमा याॊगा ल 
त्मारगत कोल्हशाऩयू जिल्हशा ऩजश्चभेव अयफी वभदु्र, दक्षषणेव गोला ल कनााटक याज्म उत्तयेव यत्नार्गयी जिल्हशा. 
तय ऩजश्चभेव अयफी वभदु्र उत्तयेव ळकु नदी, ऩलेूव व्माहद्र ऩलात याॊगा, दक्षषणेव तयेखोर नदी माॊनी मव ॊधदुगुा 
जिल्ह्माची नवैर्गाक वीभा स्ऩष्ट्ट केरी आशे. मा जिल्ह्माव 121 ककभी राॊफीचा वभदु्र ककनाया राबरा आशे. 
याज्माछमा एकूण बौगोमरक षेत्राछमा 1.70 % इतके अत्मल्हऩ षेत्र मा जिल्ह्माछमा लाट्मारा आरे आशे. 
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खतनज वांऩदा  
      मवॊधुदगुा शा एक ननवगा वॊऩन्न जिल्हशा आशे. जिल्ह्मात खननि वॊऩजत्त भफुरक आशे. जिल्ह्मात 
रोशखननि म्माग्नीि, मवमरका, फॉक्वाईड, कोनाइट, ग्रापाईट, गानेट, मवमरकॉन, खननिाॊचे वाठे भफुरक 
आशेत. लेंगरुाा तारकु्मातीर येडी मेथे रोशखाननिाछमा खाणी आशेत. कणकलरी तारकु्मात कोभाइट चे वाठे 
आशेत. वालॊतलाडी तारकु्मातीर आॊफोरी मेथ े फॉक्वाईड, कणकलरी, कुडाऱ तारकु्मात अभ्रक, पोंडा घाट 
ऩरयवयात चुनखडी आणण मवमरकॉन खननि वाऩडत.े भारलण ऩरयवयात र्चकणभातीचे वाठे आशेत. कणकलरी, 
कुडाऱ भारलण, लेंगरुाा ऩरयवयात मळयगोऱा दगड वाऩडतो. त्माचा उऩमोग याॊगोऱी तमाय कयण्मावाठी शोतो. 
मालरून मवॊधुदगुा जिल्हशा शा खननि उऩरब्धतछेमा दृष्ट्टीने वभदृ्ध आशे शे स्ऩष्ट्ट शोत.े 
      भशायाष्ट्रातीर इतय जिल्हशमाप्रभाणेच मवॊधदुगुा जिल्ह्मात कभी अर्धक प्रभाणात वलाच भशत्लाची खननि े
मभऱतात शे मालरून स्ऩष्ट्ट शोत.े तय काशी खननिाॊचा नव्माने ळोध घेणे चार ू आशे. जिल्ह्मात लेंगरुाा 
तारकु्मातीर येडी, वालॊतलाडी तारकु्मातीर झायाऩ, दोडाभागा तारकु्मातीर कऱणे फयोफयच देलगड, पोंडा मा 
ऩरयवयात रोशखननि, भॎगेननि, फॉक्वाईड, ग्रेनाइट, मवमरका ल वोने माॊवायखी खननि वाऩडरी अवनू त्मातीर 
अनेक हठकाणी प्रत्मष उत्खनन चार ू आशे. मा व्मलवामाभऱेु अनेक हठकाणची िॊगरे,डोंगय वऩाट झारे, 
िैलवलवलधता नष्ट्ट झारी तयी मा व्मलवामातनू भोठा आर्थाक पामदा शोत अवल्हमाने अळा घटनेकड ेरष हदर े
िात नाशी. 
       जिल्ह्मात तारकुाननशाम खननि षेत्राचा अभ्माव कयताना वालॊतलाडी तारकु्मात फाॊदा, ताॊफोऱी, डगेले, 
तऱलणे,वाताडाा, डोंगयऩार, गाऱेर मा गालाभधून रोशखननि ताॊफे, ननकेर, वोने मा स्लरुऩाचे खननि मभऱतात. 
दोडाभागा तारकु्मातीर उगाड,े झोऱॊफ,े आमी, आडाऱी, तऱकट, लझये मा ऩरयवयात रोशखननि मभऱत.े देलगड 
तारकु्मात काटलन, र्गमे, कोटकभत,े नरयॊगे, वौदाऱे, िशीफाफ, वलिमदगुा, याभेश्लय, पणवे मेथे रोशखननि, 
फॉक्वाईड मभऱत.े कणकलरी तारकु्मातीर कणकलरी, बफडलाडी, शुॊफयणे मेथे कोभाइट, ताॊफे, ननकेर, वोने शी 
खननिे मभऱतात. कुडाऱ तारकु्मातीर ननरुखे मेथे रोशखननि लेंगरुाा तारकु्मातीर टाक, येडी, वोनवयेु मेथे 
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रोशखननि ग्रापाईट मभऱत.े तय भारलण तारकु्मातीर र्श्रखॊड,े लझये गालात रोशखननि भामका शी खननिे 
आढऱतात. जिल्ह्मात तारकुाननशाम खननि वाठे ल खननिाचे प्रकाय खारीर प्रभाणे आढऱून मेतात. 
   

श्जल््मातीर तारकुातनशाम खतनजाचे षते्र शेक्टय भध्मे 
अ. क्र. तारुक्माच ेनाल  रोशखतनज  रोश भॅगेतनज  लवलरका लाऱू  लवलरका स्टोन  गे्रनाइट जाांबा  एकूण  

१ दोडाभागा   ४७३३.०१ - - - १३३५.१ - ६०६८.११ 

२ वालॊतलाडी  ४३६३.५ ३७७.६६  - - २५.६८ ९२.०० ४८५८.८४ 
३ लेंगुराा  ११२.९ २६१.०९  ४९७.७४  ७८३.२९  - - १६५८.०२ 
४ कुडाऱ  - - १०२.१८  -  ५०.३८ १२.२५ १६४.८१ 
५ भारलण  - - १४१.८७  -  - ८०.०० २२१.८७ 
६ कणकलरी  - - ३५५.३७  ७३.७५  - १७.७४ ४४६.८६ 

७ देलगड  - - २७३.९५ -  - १५.०० २८८.९५ 

८ लैबल लाडी  - - ४७.६१ -  - ८२.०० १२२.६१ 

  ९२०९.४१ ६३८.७५ १४१८.७२ ८५७.०४ १४११.१६ २८९.९९  

 
श्जल्शमातीर तारकुातनशाम खतनज वाठे खारीर प्रभाणे 

 

                                          

 
       जिल्ह्मातीर खननि वॊऩत्तीचा तारकुाननशाम वाठमाछमा अभ्माव केल्हमाव अवे आढऱून मेत े की 
दोडाभागा वालॊतलाडी लेंगरुाा तारकेु खननि वाठमाछमा दृष्ट्टीने वभदृ्ध अवनू जिल्ह्मात इतयत्र रोशखननि रोश 
भॎगेननि, मवमरका, लाऱू, स्टोन, ग्रेनाइट, िाॊबा प्रकायचे खननि आढऱून मेतात. कुडाऱ, भारलण, कणकलरी, 

अ. क्र. तारुक्माच ेनाल  एकूण खतनज वाठे  
१ दोडाभागा  ६०६८.११  
२  वालॊतलाडी  ४८५८.८४  
३  लेंगुराा  १६५८.०२  
४  कुडाऱ  १६४.८१  
५  भारलण  २२१.८७  
६  कणकलरी  ४४६.८६  
७  देलगड  २८८.९५  
८  लैबललाडी  १२२.६१  
 एकूण  १३८३०.०७  

1st Qtr 

2nd Qtr 

3rd Qtr 

4th Qtr 
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लबैललाडी मा ऩरयवयात अनेक प्रकायछमा खननिाच े वाठे भफुरक अवल्हमाने मा तारकु्मातनू राखो रुऩमे 
ककभतीछमा खननिाचे दययोि उत्खनन केरे िात.े मा खननि वलक्रीतनु ल त्मातनू मभऱणाऱ् मा यॉमजल्हट भधनू 
जिल्ह्माव भोठ्मा प्रभाणालय अथा प्राप्ती शोत.े   

श्जल््मात खारीर प्रभाणे खतनज वाठे आढऱतात॰ 
अ. क्र. खननिाचे नाल  एकूण वाठे  

१ रोशखननि  ९२०९.४१  
२ भॎगेननि ६३८.७५ 
३ मवमरका, लाऱू १४१८.७२ 
४ मवमरका,  स्टोन ८५७.०४ 
५ ग्रेनाइट १४११.१६   

६ िाॊबा  २९८.९९ 

 एकूण  १३८३४.०७  
रोशखतनज  
       मवॊधुदगुा जिल्हशा ननभााण शोण्माऩलूी म्शणिे १९६० ऩावनू मेथे खाणकाभ व्मलवाम केरा िातो. लेंगरुाा 
तारकु्मातीर येडी मेथे भे गोगटे मभनयल्हव फेऱगाल ल भे न्म ूइॊडडमा काऩोयेळन मर. भुॊफई माॊछमा वभुाये १५ त े
२० खानी आशेत. मा हठकाणछमा भातीभध्मे ६०त े ६२ % रोशखननि आशे. १९६० र चार ू झारेल्हमा मा 
खाणीतनू १९९३ ऩमांत रोशखननि उत्ऩादन केरे िात शोत.े १९९३ त े २००३ मा कारालधीत मा खाणी काशी 
कायणाॊभऱेु फॊद शोत्मा त्मानॊतय त्मा ऩनु्शा चार ूझाल्हमा अवनू मा हठकाणछमा खननिाची ननमाात प्राभखु्माने 
चीन, िऩान, यमळमा इत्मादी देळाॊना शोत.े येडी प्रभाणेच दोडाभागा तारकु्मातीर कऱणे मेथेशी रोशखननिाची 
खाण अवनू मेथून भोठ्मा प्रभाणात रोशखननिाचे उत्खनन केरे िात.े 
लवलरका  
     पोंडा घाट ऩरयवयात वभुाये २५ कोटी टन मवमरका खननिाचे वाठे आशेत. मा ऩरयवयात ककभान वशा 
हठकाणी मवमरकाच े उत्खननाछमा खाणी आशेत. तथेनू दययोि ७५ त े १०० रक मवमरकाच े उत्खनन करून 
कोल्हशाऩयू, फेऱगाल, वाताया मा हठकाणी कॊ ऩनीरा ननमाात केरे िात.े  
लवलरका वॅंड  
      मवमरका वॅंड शे खननि जिल्ह्मातीर पोंडा, कावाड,े लाघोयी, ननलये, तेंडोरी, लारालर, चेंदलन, 
कणकलरी, अर्चणे, लबैललाडी मेथे आढऱत.े भशायाष्ट्र याज्म खननकभा भशाभॊडऱ नागऩयु, एस्भो रेडड ॊग 
काऩोयेळन कोल्हशाऩयू कावाड े को ऑऩयेटीव्श वोवामटी मव ॊधुदगुा खननि उद्मोग रोये केमभकल्हव कोल्हशाऩयू मा 
कॊ ऩन्मानद्लाये खाणकाभ व्मलवाम वरुू आशे. 
र्चये खाण उत्खनन  
 भशायाष्ट्रभध्मे ज्माप्रभाणे दगडखाणी आशेत त्माच प्रभाणे जिल्ह्मात िाॊबा दगडाछमा खाणी आशेत. मा 
दगडाऩावनू फाॊधकाभावाठी तमाय केरेल्हमा वलमळष्ट्ट दगडाव स्थाननक बाऴते र्चये अवे म्शणतात. जिल्ह्मात 
अश्मा दगडाछमा खाणी देलगड, भारलण, कणकलरी, कुडाऱ, दोडाभागा तारकु्मात आशेत. जिल्ह्मातीर 
मरॊगडाऱ, तऱेफािाय, अवयोंडी, चौके, भवयेु, कुदे मा हठकाणचे र्चये फाॊधकाभावाठी प्रमवद्ध आशेत. जिल्ह्मातीर 
फाॊधकाभाची गयि ऩणूा करून कोल्हशाऩयू, वाॊगरी, फेऱगाल मेथे शे र्चये ननमाात केर ेिातात. 
आर्थयक ऊराढार  
 आऩल्हमा जिल्ह्मात आि घडीरा रशानभोठ्मा म्शणिे भामनय आणण भेिय मभऱून लेगलेगळ्मा 
खननिाॊचे उत्खनन कयणाऱ् मा ११० खाणी अस्तीत्लात आशेत. मा भध्मे वलाात भोठ्मा म्शणिे भेिय तीन खाणी 
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अवनू येडी, कऱणे, तऱलड े मा हठकाणछमा खाणीचा माभध्मे वभालेळ शोतो. मा खाणीतनू खननिाचे भोठ्मा 
प्रभाणात उत्खनन केरे िात अवनू दयलऴी ४२ कोटी रुऩमाचे लावऴाक  उत्ऩन्न मभऱण्माचे उद्दीष्ट्ट ठेलण्मात आशे 
आशे. ऩयॊत ुवयकायी आकडलेायी नवुाय दयलऴी मा खाणीतनू १३ कोटी ४५ राख रुऩमाच ेउत्ऩन्न मभऱत ेअव े
वाॊर्गतरे िात.े मा लय कोणाचा वलश्लाव फवत नाशी. जिल्ह्मात आि घडीरा भिेय खाणीचा फोरफारा अर्धक 
शोत अवरा तयी भध्मभ आणण रशान खाणी भोठ्मा प्रभाणालय अवनू माभध्मे िाॊबा दगड म्शणिे र्चयेखाणीची 
वॊख्मा ४४ एलढी आशे. मा फयोफयच कळय म्शणि ेदगडखाणीची वॊख्मा ४३ एलढी तय ग्रनेाइट उत्ऩादन कयणाऱ् मा 
खाणीची वॊख्मा दोन एलढी अवनू मा खाणीॊना गौण खाणी म्शणून ओऱखरे िात.े मा खाणी भधून लऴााकाठी 
४७ कोटी रुऩमे उत्ऩन्न मभऱण्माचे उद्दीष्ट्ट ठेलण्मात आरे अवरे तयी लऴााकाठी त्मातनू ३६ कोटी ३९ राख 
रुऩमाचे उत्ऩन्न मभऱत,े अवे वाॊर्गतरे िात अवरे तयी त्मालय वला वाभान्माचा वलश्लाव फवत नाशी. तयी शे 
उत्ऩन्न कभी नाशी. 
    आि जिल्ह्मात भिेय खाणी फयोफयच भामनय भधीर दगडखाणी र्चयेखाणीची वॊख्मा भोठी भोठी आशे. 
मा खाणीलय अनेकाॊचा योिगाय अलरॊफनू आशे. दगडखाणी र्चयेखणी मालय यस्तफेाॊधी, इभायती, गटाय, घये 
फाॊधणीचे काभकाि चारत.े त्मालय अनेक उद्मोिक व्माऩायी कभाचायी ल काभगायाचे िीलन आणण योिीयोटी 
अलरॊफनू आशे. म्शणून शा उद्मोग अनेकाॊना योिगाय आणण शातारा काभ उऩरब्ध करून देतो. 
    आऩल्हमा जिल्ह्मात आिशी ९९.९९ टक्के रोक घयफाॊधणीवाठी र्चऱ् माचा लाऩय कयतात. ळशयात कुठे तयी 
अत्मल्हऩ प्रभाणात भाती ल वीभेंट छमा वलटा लाऩयल्हमा िातात. ऩण वलात्र घय फाॊधणी वाठी र्चऱ् माॊचाच लाऩय 
शोतो. म्शणून र्चये उत्खनन भोठ्मा प्रभाणालय शोत.े त्मातनू ळतेकयी, ळावान माॊना आर्थाक राब शोतो. 
काभगायाॊना काभ मभऱत.े घय फाॊधणाऱ् मारा र्चये मभऱतात. म्शणून मा खाणीलय अनेकाॊचे हशतवॊफॊध आणण 
योिगाय योिीयोटी अलरॊफनू आशे. मा फयोफयच मा खाणीलय काभ कयणाये फवुद्धिीली म्शणिेच खननि वॊळोधक, 
अभ्मावक, ळावकीम स्तयालयीर अर्धकायी कभाचायी, खाणभारक, ठेकेदाय मामळलाम रक टेम्ऩो भारक,चारक 
ककयकोऱ व्मालवानमक, खडीकवय काभगाय, शभार, ि.ेवी.ऩी. ऩोकल्हमान चारक, भारक इतय भळीनलय काभ 
कयणाये कभाचायी मा वलाांचा योिगाय ल उदयननलााश आणण योिी योटी माच व्मलवामालय अलरॊफनू आशे. मा 
व्मलवामातनू अनेकाॊछमा शातारा योिगाय मभऱारा ल जिल्ह्मात आर्थाक उराढार लाढरी एलढे भात्र खये.    
 
खाणकाभ व्मलवामाच्मा वभस्मा  

१ धुऱीचे वाम्राज्म 
२ अऩघात 
३ लाशतकुीरा अडथऱे 
४ यस्त्मालय खडड े 
५ वॊऩणूा डोंगयाचे वऩाटीकयण  
६ िैलवलवलधतचेा ह्राव 
७ ऩाणीऩातऱी खारालरी  
८ ळतेिमभनी गले्हमाने ळतेकयी त्रस्त  
९ उत्ऩन्नाचे वाधन नष्ट्ट झारे. 
१० मळलायात भोठभोठ्मा खडमाची ननमभाती अनेक गयुाॊचा भतृ्म ू 
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कृऴी ऩमयटनाचा बौगोलरक अभ्माव 
 
 
 
 
गोऴलाया : 

कृऴी ऩमाटन वध्मा भोठ्मा प्रभाणात नालारूऩव मेत आशे. मा व्मलवामाभुऱे ळतेकयी ळतेीतनू 
मभऱणाऱ्मा ऩैळा ऩेषा मा व्मलवामाछमा भाध्माभातून भोठ्मा प्रभाणात तो ऩैवा उबारू ळकतो. 
त्माभुऱेच कृऴी ऩमाटनारा लाल मभऱाला मा शेतनू ळावनाने वलवलध मोिना आणण बवलष्ट्मातीर मा 
षेत्रातीर लाढती भागणी माची दखर घेऊन आऩल्हमा कडीर प्रत्मेक ळतेकऱ् माने कृऴी ऩमाटनाव वुरुलात 
कयाली मा उदे्दळाने ळावकीम स्तयालय भोठ्मा प्रभाणात मोिना याफलल्हमा िात आशे. खयॊतय कृऴी 
ऩमाटन शी ऩयदेळी वॊकल्हऩना आशे. ब्राझीर, न्मूणझरॊड, ऑस्रेमरमा मा देळात ती खऩू रोकवप्रम आशे. 
आऩल्हमा देळातशी आता शी वॊकल्हऩना  भोठ्मा नालारूऩाव मेत आशे. भात्र मोग्म ननमोिन आणण 
दयूदृष्ट्टीने मा गोष्ट्टीकड े ऩाहशरे तय भशायाष्ट्र शे कृऴी ऩमाटनात एक प्रभुख याज्म म्शणून उदमाव 
मेण्माव िास्त लेऱ रागणाय नाशी.आिछमा मा धकाधकीछमा िीलनात योि लेगलेगऱे प्रश्न, वभस्मा ल 
लाढत िाणाऱ्मा िफाफदाऱ्मा, ऩैवा कभालताना मेणाये लेगलेगळ्मा प्रकायच े तणाल, बीती, इत्मादीॊना 
वतत वाभोये िाले रागत.े वततची यशदायी, प्रदऴूण, फदररेरी िीलनळैरी ल त्माभुऱे मेणाये लेगलेगऱे 
आिाय, योिचा झगभगाट ल आमुष्ट्मातीर गयिा ऩणूा कयताना शोणायी दभिाक, मा वलाांभधनू भुक्तता 
मभऱण्मावाठी ऩुन्शा ननवलाकायऩणे ननवगाािलऱ िाऊन त्माछमाळी हशतगुि कयणे ल नेशभीछमा 
काभाॊभधनू थोडमा लेगऱेऩणातून ळाॊतता मभऱवलण्मावाठी कृऴी ऩमाटन शा अनतळम उत्तभ ऩमााम आशे. 
मातून ळतेकऱ्माॊना िादा कभाई तय ळशयी रोकाॊना ननवगा वाननध्मात िाण्माची वॊधी मभऱते. 
प्रस्तालना : 

“ळतेी, ग्राभीण िीलन आणण ऩमाटन माॊचा वभन्लम म्शणिे कृऴी ऩमाटन शोम” 
कृऴी ऩमाटन म्शणिे ळतेालयीर पेयपटका, आऩल्हमा वॊस्कृतीची ओऱख, आनॊद, ळशयी 

िीलनळैरीचा उफग आरेल्हमा रोकाॊनी काशी हदलव ळतेकऱ्माॊछमा ळतेालय िाऊन याशणे ल ळतेकऱ्मान े
ळशयी रोकाॊचा वळुल्हक ऩाशुणचाय, आदयानतथ्म कयणे म्शणिे कृऴी ऩमाटन शोम. कृऴी ऩमाटनातून 
ग्राभीण वलकाव आणण ग्राभीण वलकावातून भशायाष्ट्राचा वलकाव मा ब्रीद लाक्मारा वािेवे कृऴी ऩमाटन. 
ळतेी व्मलवाम िोड व्मलवाची वाथ देऊन उत्ऩादनाॊत बय घारता मेणाया प्रकल्हऩ म्शणिे कृऴी ऩमाटन 
शोम.कृऴी ऩमाटन मा व्मलवामाची वुरूलात िगात ऑस्रेमरमा मेथे वुभाये ६५ लऴााऩूली झारी. तय 
भशायाष्ट्रात प्रथभ फायाभती मेथे कृऴीतस स्ल.आप्ऩावाशेफ ऩलाय माॊनी केरी ळतेीभधीर नलीन्माऩूणा 
प्रमोग, कृऴी वॊळोधन ऩाशण्मावाठी मेणाऱ्मा रोकाॊना ननळुल्हक याशण्माची, बोिनाची वोम माच हठकाणी 

प्रा.अतनर तन.लळांदे  

डॉ.वी.डी.देळभखु भशावलद्मारम योशा. 
ता.योशा. जि.यामगड. 
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केरी िात शोती. भात्र आता ळुल्हक आकारून  प्रलेळ हदरा िात आशे. माराच कृऴी अभ्माव दौया 
म्शणून वलात्र ओऱखरे िाते. वध्मा वलाात भोठा व्मलवाम म्शणूर रोक ऩमाटन मा व्मलवामाकड े
लऱत आशे. त्मात प्राभुख्माने भशायाष्ट्रात वलवलध हठकाणी कृऴी ऩमाटन व्मलवाम भोठ्मा नालारूऩाव 
मेत अवल्हमाभुऱे अनेक रोक मा ऩमाटनाव ऩवॊती देत आशे. त्माभुऱेच वलात्र कृऴी ऩमाटन शा एक 
नलीन व्मलवाम उदमाव मेत आशे.  

याज्मातीर दषु्ट्काऱग्रस्त ऩरयजस्थती, गायऩीट, लादऱ, बूकॊ ऩ मावायख्मा नैवर्गाक आऩत्तीभुऱे, 
ळतेी ल ळतेीळी वॊफर्धत योिगायाॊभध्मे घट शोताना हदवून मेत आशे. मेत्मा काऱात कृऴी ऩमाटन शा 
ळतेकऱ्मावाठी ऩमाामी उत्ऩन्न मभऱलून देणाया भागा ठयेर. ळतेी उद्मोगारा रागून कयता मेणाया ऩण, 
अरीकडचे वलकमवत शोत अवरेरा ऩूयक उद्मोग म्शणिे कृवऴ ऩमाटन उद्मोग. वध्मा वगऱीकडचे 
ऩमाटन व्मलवाम लाढत चाररा आशे ऩण तवा तो कृवऴ व्मलवामाळी िोडूनशी कयता मेतो. ळतेातरी 
शला भोकऱी आणण ननयोगी अवते ऩण नशेभी त्माच शलेत याशणाऱ् मा ळतेकऱ् माॊना त्मा शलेच ेकाशीच 
अप्रुऩ लाटत नाशी. ळशयातल्हमा कोंदट शलेत याशून उफगून गेरेल्हमा ळशयी रोकाॊना मा शलेचे कौतुक 
लाटते कायण त्माॊना शी शला कधी मभऱत नाशी. ळशयातरे रोक थॊड आणण भोकळ्मा शलेरा आवुवरेरे 
अवतात. त्मावाठी ते शला ऩारटामरा रोणालऱा, भशाफऱेश् लय अळा थॊड शलेछमा हठकाणी िात 
अवतात. आता मा थॊड शलेछमा हठकाणीशी गदी लाढू रागरी आशे. लाशनाॊची रगफग वुरू झारी आशे. 
गदा झाडाॊची िागा आता मवभेंटछमा िॊगराॊनी घेतरी आशे. शला प्रदवूऴत झारी आशेच ऩण मा िागाॊना 
ळशयाॊच ेरूऩ मेऊन त्माॊचे लैमळष्ट्ट्म नष्ट्ट झारे आशे. अळा हठकाणी आता ऩूलीप्रभाणे थॊडाला याहशरेरा 
नवल्हमाने आऩण ळतेातरी थॊड शला मा रोकाॊना ऩुयलू ळकतो. ळतेीच ेषेत्र प्रचॊड वलस्तायरेरे आशे. 
त्माभुऱे थॊड शला, वलयॊगुऱा आणण वलश्राॊती मावाठी आऩण त्माॊना ळतेात आणू ळकतो. ळतेात ककतीशी 
रोक आरे तयीशी ळतेात गदी शोणाय नाशी. भशाफऱेश् लय वायख्मा हठकाणी रॉि आणण शॉटेराॊछमा 
भारकाॊनी धॊदा करून ऩैवा कभालरा आशे ऩण त्माॊनी मा नादात थॊड शला गभालरी आशे. तळी जस्थती 
ळतेाची शोणाय नाशी. ऩमाटक भशाफऱेश् लयछमा ऐलिी ळतेात याशणे ऩवॊत कयामरा रागरे आशेत. नतथे 
त्माॊना काशीशी नको आशे त्माॊना केलऱ ळाॊतता, थॊड नैवर्गाक शला आणण यानातरे लातालयण शल ेआशे. 
त्माॊना ते देऊन आऩण ऩैवे कभालू ळकतो. ळशयातल्हमा लातालयणाचा कॊ टाऱा आरा आशे का, तय 
ळतेात मा, झोऩडीत यशा, झाडाखारी ननवगााने हदरेरी थॊड शला खात झोऩा, ऩाण्माछमा कारव्मातून 
चारा, वलहशयीत उडमा भाया, ऩाण्मात डुॊफा, झाडारा टाॊगरेल्हमा झोक्माचा आनॊद रुटा, शाताने डशाऱे 
तोडून खा, शुयडमाचा आस्लाद घ्मा, ळतेातल्हमा गोठ्मातच चरुीलय बािरेल्हमा गयभ गयभ बाकयीची 
आणण झणझणीत वऩठल्हमाची चल चाखा, भशाफऱेश् लय ऩेषा ककती तयी िान. शेच तय आशे कृवऴ 
ऩमाटन.मात ऩमाटकाॊना भशाफऱेश् लयछमा भानाने ककतीतयी कभी ऩैवे रागतीर ऩण त्माॊछमाकडून िे ऩैव े
मभऱतीर ते ळतेकऱ् माॊवाठी ककती तयी भोराच ेठयतीर. आता शा व्मलवाम अनेक ळतेकयी कयामरा 
रागरे आशेत. मात पायळी गुॊतलणूक नाशी. मभऱणाया ऩैवा भात्र िास्त आशे. ळतेकयी ननवगााने झटका 
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हदरा की वॊकटात वाऩडतो आणण तवे झारे की शलारहदर शोतो. त्मावाठी कृवऴ ऩमाटनावायखा 
व्मलवाम ककती तयी चाॊगरा ठयतो. भुॊफईत कयण्मात आरेल्हमा ऩाशणीत, ४० त े ५० टक्के रोकाॊचा 
ळतेीळी काशीशी वॊफध आरेरा नाशी, अवे हदवून आरे आशे. मा रोकाॊना लऴाातून एक दोन हदलव 
ळतेात मेऊन याशणे आलडते. त्माचा पामदा ळतेकऱ् माॊनी घेतरा ऩाहशिे. ळशयाॊऩावून िलऱ अवरेल्हमा 
ळतेकऱ् माॊना तय शा व्मलवाम चाॊगराच ककपामतळीय आशे. 
उद्दिष्टे  

1) भशायाष्ट्रातीर कृऴी ऩमाटनाच ेभशत्ल अभ्मावणे. 
2) भशायाष्ट्रातीर कृऴी ऩमाटनाचा अभ्माव कयणे. 
3) भशायाष्ट्रातीर कृऴी ऩमाटन वलकावावाठी ळावककम मोिनाॊचा आढाला घेणे. 

वलऴम वललेचन : 
2015 वारी केरेल्हमा ऩाशणी अशलारानुवाय काशी भशत्लऩूणा भाहशती उऩरब्ध झारेरी आशे. 

त्माभध्मे भशायाष्ट्रातीर कृऴी ऩमाटन कयणाये ळतेकयी कुटुॊफाछमा उत्ऩन्नात कृऴी ऩमाटनाछमा 
भाध्मभातून 40 टक्के अर्धक आर्थाक उत्ऩन्न मभऱारे आशे. तवेच ळतेालय आधारयत अनेक 
योिगायाछमा वॊधीशी उऩरब्ध झारेल्हमा अवल्हमाच ेआढऱून आरे आशे. कृऴी ऩमाटनाच े भशत्ल आणण 
गयि वलाच स्तयालय आशे. भशायाष्ट्रात कृऴी ऩमाटनाभध्मे वाधायणत् 69 टक्के कृऴी ऩमाटन चारक 
ळतेकयी ऩदलीधय आशेत. 20 टक्के कृऴी ऩमाटन चारक िन्भाने ळतेकयी नवरे तयीशी व्मलशारयक सान 
खऩू आशे. 1 टक्के कृऴी ऩमाटन चारक ळतेकयी उछच ऩदलीधय अवून 10 टक्के कृऴी ऩमाटन चारक 
ळतेकयी वातली ऩमांत मळकरेरे आशेत. 58 टक्के कृऴी ऩमाटन कें द्राॊना ळाश् लत मवॊचन वुवलधा उऩरब्ध 
आशेत. 30 टक्के कृऴी ऩमाटन कें द्राछमा िलऱ गड ककल्हरे आशेत. त्मातनू इनतशावाची भाहशती मभऱते 
आशे. 75 टक्के कृऴी ऩमाटन कें द्रालय कौटुॊबफक वशरी मेतात. तवेच 20 टक्के कृऴी ऩमाटन कें द्रालय 
ळाऱेछमा वशरी मेतात. 5 टक्के कृऴी ऩमाटन कें द्रालय वला वशरी मेतात. उदा. ळाऱा, कॉरेि वशरी, 
कॊ ऩनी वशरी, कौटुॊबफक वशरी इत्मादी.  

कृऴी ऩमाटनातून ग्राभीण वलकाव आणण ग्राभीण वलकावातून भशायाष्ट्राचा वलकाव, मावाठी ल 
ळतेकऱ् माॊछमा हशतावाठी भशायाष्ट्रात कृऴी ऩमाटन कयणाऱ् मा ळतेकऱ् माॊनी ल कृऴी ऩमाटन वॊस्थाॊनी एकत्र 
मेऊन एक भशावॊघ स्थाऩन केरा आशे. त्माच ेनाल „भशायाष्ट्र स्टेट ऍग्री ऍण्ड रूयर टुरयझभ को-ऑऩ. 

पेडयेळन मर.( MART) अवे अवून भध्मॊतयीछमा काऱात भशायाष्ट्राछमा प्रभुख ळशयात „भाटा‟ने केरेल्हमा 
वव्शेषणानुवाय वुभाये ४२ टक्के रोकाॊना ग्राभीण बागात एकशी नातेलाईक नवल्हमाच ेमवद्ध झारे आशे. 

ळतेकऱ् माॊभध्मे शोणायी िागतृी, ळतेीऩूयक उत्ऩन्नाच े वाधन म्शणून माकड े फनघतरे िात 
अवल्हमाने हदलवेंहदलव कृऴी ऩमाटन व्मलवाम चाॊगरेच भूऱ धरून फशरू रागरा आशे. उऩरब्ध 
वाधनवाभग्रीत अगदी कभी बाॊडलरी खचाात केरा िाणाया शा ऩूयक व्मलवाम आशे. ळशयी ऩमाटकाॊना 
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ग्राभीण िीलनाची ओऱख करून देणे ल त्मामोगे ळशयी ऩैवा ग्राभीण बागाकड ेलऱवलणे, शा उदे्दळ वाध्म 
शोतो. 
कृऴी ऩमयटनाची आलश्मकता आणण पामदे – 

आि ळतेीछमा ऩुनरुज्िीलनावाठी ल लाढीवाठी, कृऴी ल ग्राभीण ऩमाटनाची गयि आशे. कृऴी 
ऩमाटनाभुऱे ळतेकऱ्माॊवाठी स्थाननक फािायऩेठ ल इतय योिगायाची वॊधी उऩरब्ध शोईर. तवेच 
ळतेीवोफत िोडधॊदा आणण त्मातून ऩमाामी ल अनतरयक्त उत्ऩन्न ळतेकऱ्माव मभऱेर. ग्राभीण ल 
स्थाननक योिगायाभध्मे लाढ शोऊन, फेयोिगाय, कुळर ल अकुळर श्रमभकाॊना स्थाननक ऩयीवयाभध्मेच 
काभ ल भोफदरा मभऱेर. गालातीर वोमी-वुवलधाॊछमा गुणलत्तेभध्मे लाढ शोईर. ळतेकयी ल गालाछमा 
वलाांगीण वलकावावोफत रोकाॊचा अमबभान लाढेर आणण स्थननक लायवा, इनतशाव, चारीरयती 
इत्मादीफद्दर वलाांना भाहशती शोईर. मळलाम रघुउद्मोग-कुहटयोद्मोगाव दीघाकाऱ चारना मभऱेर. 

ऩमाटकाॊवाठी ळतेी ल ळेतीवलऴमक कामााच े आकरन शोण्मावाठी ल त्माचा प्रत्मष अनुबल 
घेण्मावाठी कृऴी ऩमाटन शा उत्तभ ऩमााम आशे. ऩुस्तकाॊत ककॊ ला र्चत्रऩट ल वोळर मभडडमाभध्मे 
हदवणाऱ्मा ळतेीतीर गोष्ट्टीॊना स्लअनुबलाने आत्भवात कयता मेईर. रशान भुराॊना झाडालय चढणे, 
आॊफे ल पऱे  काढणे, म्शळीछमा ऩाठीलय फवून पेयपटका भायणे, ळतेातीर बािी काढणे, ऩषी-प्राणी 
ननयीषण कयणे, ऩाटातीर ऩाण्मात ककॊ ला ऩाऱील प्राण्माॊवोफत भनवोक्त खेऱणे मावायख्मा गोष्ट्टीॊचा 
अनुबल घेता मेईर. मळलाम भोठ्माॊना चरुीलयच े िेलण, तािी बािी-पुरे-पऱे, ळुद्ध शला, भानमवक 
ळाॊतीवाठी आलश्मक अळी ळाॊतता, झाडाखारी वालरीतीर ककॊ ला भचाणालय झोऩ, वलशायीतीर अॊघोऱ 
अश्मा ग्राभीण िीलनळैरीचा उऩबोग घेता मेईर. 
ळतेकर्माांवाठी पामदे  

 भध्मस्थामळलाम ळतेकऱ्माॊछमा शातात आगाऊ यक्कभ ऩडरे. 
 दयलऴी उत्ऩन्नात लाढ शोत िाईर. 
 आऩल्हमा भाराच ेदय ळतेकऱ्मारा स्लत् ठयलता मेतीर. 
 स्थाननक योिगाय उऩरब्ध शोईर. 
 नाऩीक, फयड, ऩाणथऱ िमभनीलय प्रोिेक्ट उबा कयता मेतो. 
 कभीत कभी बाॊडलरात व्मलवाम उबा कयता मेतो. 

ऩमयटकाांवाठी पामदे  
 धकाधकीछमा तणालऩूणा िीलनातून आगऱालेगऱा वलरुॊगऱा मभऱतो . 
 ननखऱ ग्राभीण भनोयॊिनाचा आनॊद घेता मेतो. 
 वुॊदय ल वाधी याशण्माची व्मलस्था अनुबलता मेते. 
 ग्राभीण भशायाष्ट्राची खयी ओऱख शोते. 
 आमुष्ट्मबय ितन कयता मेतीर अळा वुखद आठलणी मभऱतात.  
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कृऴी ऩमयटनाच्मा द्दठकाणी उऩरब्ध शोणार्मा वुवलधा 
१. ळतेातीर वाहशत्माॊचे प्रदळान ल ळतेातीर प्रात्मक्षषके 
२. ळतेातीर दकुान( ऍग्री भॉर ) 
३. ळतेातीर दकुानाछमा ( ऍग्री भॉर ) भाध्मभातनू ळतेभाराची वलक्री 
४. ळतेातीर वपय: घोडा, म्शैव, फरैगाडी, रॎक्टय, रशान रेन 
५. ऩषी ननरयषण 
६. भावेभायी 
७. गरुाफ फाग , पुरऩाखरु फाग 
८. ऩाण्मात खेऱण्मावाठी िागा 
९. वाशवी ऩमाटन( एडलेंचय टूरयझभ ) 
१०. ननलाॊत फवण्मावाठी िागा : आभयाई, लडाचे झाड. 
१२. ळारेम वलद्माथ्माांवाठी ळषैणणक वशर (उन्शाऱी ल हशलाऱी मळबफये) 
१३. लका ळॉऩ 
१४. वलवलध वण 
१५. येस्टॉयॊट: ग्राभीण चवलच ेिेलण 
१६. टूरयॊग टॉकीि( ्लेळीय र्थएटय ) 
१७. भेडडको टूरयझभ 
१८. याशण्माची उत्तभ वोम : टेन्ट्व, झाडालयची घये, ऩाण्मातीर घये, डॉभेटयीि, फाॊफचूी घये, ऩषी 

ननरयषणावाठी भचान,भातीचीघये, राकडाचीघये. 
१९. स्लछि स्लछितागशृ 
२०. २४ ताव वयुषा 

कृऴी ऩमयटनात घ्मालमाची काऱजी – 
कृऴी ऩमाटन कयताना ऩमाटकाॊनी खाव काऱिी घेणे आलश्मक आशे, कायण ळशयी ल ग्राभीण 

िीलन माभधीर कामाप्रणारी भध्मे खऩू भोठा पयक अवतो. तो पयक रषात घेऊन, आऩल्हमारा इिा-
दखुाऩत शोणाय नाशी माची काऱिी घेऊनच ऩमाटनातीर उऩक्रभाभध्मे ऩमाटकाॊनी वभावलष्ट्ट व्शाले. 
ळतेकऱ्माछमा अथला तेथीर सात व्मक्तीछमा देखयेखीखारीच वला गोष्ट्टीॊचा आनॊद घ्माला. झाडालय चढ 
उताय कयताना काऱिी घ्माली, तवेच ळक्ती लाऩयाची काभे मोग्म प्रभाणात कयालीत. झाड,े प्राणी, 
ऩषी, ळतेकी अलिाये, ळतेकयी, त्माच ेकुटुॊफीम ल स्थाननक रोकाॊना आऩरा त्राव शोणाय नाशी माकड े
वलळऴे रष द्माले. 

ज्माप्रभाणे ऩमाटकाॊनी काऱिी घेणे आलश्मक आशेत, त्माप्रभाणे कृऴी ऩमाटन कें द्र चारकाॊनीशी 
ऩमाटकाॊची काऱिी घेणे आलश्मक आशे. ऩमाटकाॊवाठी भुरबूत वुवलधाॊची उऩरब्धता आणण स्लछिता 
अर्धक भशत्त्लाची अवते. कें द्र चारकाॊनी आधनुनक वुवलधाॊऩेषा नेशभीछमा याशणीभानाप्रभाणेच कें द्राची 
भाॊडणी ठेलाली. जस्लमभॊग ऩुर फाॊधण्माऩेषा वलशीय, नदी, ऩाण्माच ेऩाठ, त्माॊची वुयषा माकड ेरष द्माले. 
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गयिेव्मनतरयक्त आधनुनक वुवलधा, ळशयी खेऱ, ऩयदेळी खाद्मऩदाथाांचा अलरॊफ कयणे टाऱाले. आऩल्हमा 
कें द्राची नोंद MTDC कड ेकयणे गयिेच ेआशे, त्माभुऱे अश्मा कें द्राॊना वयकायी मोिनाॊचा राब घेता 
मेईर ल ऩमाटकाॊना वुयषेची शभी मभऱेर. 

वध्मा ५०० शून अर्धक कृऴी ऩमाटन कें दे्र भशायाष्ट्रात आशेत, अवे कृऴी ऩमाटन वलकाव भॊडऱाने 
(ATDC) नभूद केरे आशे. कृऴी ऩमाटनाच े हदवणाये वकायात्भक ऩरयणाभ भशायाष्ट्राछमा आर्थाक, 
वाभाजिक, धामभाक आणण वाॊस्कृनतक लाढीवशी नक्कीच ऩूयक ठयतीर अळी आळा आशे. 
कृऴी ऩमयटन कें द्र उबायणीवाठी कृऴी वलबागाच्मा पामदेळीय मोजना- 

कृऴी ऩमाटन शा ळतेीव उत्कृष्ट्ट िोड व्मलवाम आशे. भुॊफई, ठाणे, ऩुणे, नामळक, औयॊगाफाद, 
नागऩूय, नाॊदेड, रातूय, अभयालती, कोल्हशाऩूय ल अन्म हठकाणी भोठ्मा प्रभाणालय ळशयाॊची लाढ शोत 
आशे. ळशयी रोकाॊचा कृऴी ऩमाटनाकड ेकर लाढीव रागल्हमाभुऱे याज्मात वध्मा ५०० शून अर्धक कृऴी 
ऩमाटन कें दे्र वुरू आशेत. कृऴी ऩमाटन कें द्र उबायताना कृऴी वलबागाछमा वलवलध मोिनाॊछमा भाध्मभातून 
भदत मभऱू ळकते. त्माऩैकी काशी ठऱक फाफी ल मोिना ऩुढीरप्रभाणे आशेत. 
जभीन वुधायणा- 

कृऴी ऩमाटन कें द्राभधीर िभीन वुधायणे अॊतगात ळतेीव िैवलक फाॊध, वरग वभतर चय, 
कॊ ऩाटाभेंट फॊडड ॊग, अनघड दगडी फाॊध, भाती ल मवभेंटच े फॊधाये आणण लऱण फॊधाये, ळतेतऱे मा 
फाफीॊवाठी ळावनाभापा त 100 टक्के खचा कयण्मात मेतो. भात्र, त्मावाठी वदय ऩमाटन कें द्र शे 
ळावनाछमा वलवलध ऩाणरोट षेत्र वलकाव मोिनाॊभधीर गालात अवाले आणण ताॊबत्रकदृष्ट्ट्मा वदय िागा 
मोग्म अवाली. 
ळतेतऱे – 

 याष्ट्रीम परोत्ऩादन अमबमान मोिनेअॊतगात वाभुदानमक ळतेतळ्मावाठी 500 घन भी. त े
10,000 घन भी. ऩाणीवाठ्माछमा तळ्मावाठी 65,500 ते 7,53,000 रुऩमाॊऩमांत 100 टक्के अनुदान 
शे ळतेतऱे खोदाई ल प्रॎजस्टक अस्तयीकयणावाठी अवते. भात्र, शी ळतेक-माॊनी  वभूशाने कयालमाची 
फाफ अवून, त्माॊछमाकड ेपऱवऩकाखारी कभीत कभी 0.50 शे. ते 10 शे.ऩमांत षेत्र अवाले.भशात्भा गाॊधी 
याष्ट्रीम ग्राभीण योिगाय शभी मोिनेअॊतगात वलवलध आकायाची ळतेतऱी अवून, त्मावाठी 18,577 रुऩमे 
ते 2,78,000 रुऩमाॊऩमांत ळतेतळ्माछमा आकायभानानुवाय ल षेत्रानुवाय 100 टक्के अनुदान आशे. मा 
व्मनतरयक्त गनतभान ऩाणरोट ल इतय ऩाणरोट वलकाव कामाक्रभाॊतगात देखीर ळतेतळ्मावाठी 22,329 
ते 1,18,118 रुऩमाॊऩमांत ळतेतळ्माछमा आकायभानानुवाय अनुदान देम आशे. 
पऱफाग रागलड – 

 मावाठी भशायाष्ट्र ळावनाछमा योिगाय शभी मोिनेअॊतगात आॊफा, कािू, र्चकू, ऩेरू, डामऱॊफ, 
र्चॊच, मरची, वुऩायी, िोिोफा, तेरताड, यफय, ऩानवऩॊऩयी, औऴधी लनस्ऩती इ. अनेक लषृ रागलडीवाठी 
प्रत्मेक ळतेकऱ्मारा बौगोमरक वलबागाव ननजश् चत केल्हमाप्रभाणे कभीत कभी 0.10 शेक् टय ते कभार 4 
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ते 10 शेक् टयऩमांत पऱफाग रागलडीवाठी 25,020 ते 1,95,640 रुऩमाॊऩमांत 100 टक्के अनुदान काशी 
अटी ल ळतींलय देम आशे. 
भशात्भा गाांधी याष्ट्रीम ग्राभीण योजगाय शभी- 

 मोिनेअॊतगात लैमजक्तक ळतेकऱ्माव वरग पऱफाग अथला लषृरागलड आणण फाॊधालय 
पऱऩीक रागलडीवाठी आॊफा, कािू, र्चकू, ऩेरू, डामऱॊफ, वॊत्रा, भोवॊफी, मरॊफ,ू नायऱ, फोय, वीतापऱ, 
आलऱा, र्चॊच, कलठ, िाॊबूऱ, कोकभ, पणव, अॊिीय, वुऩायी, फाॊफू, िरोपा, वाग, र्गरयऩुष्ट्ऩ, कडुमरॊफ, 
मळॊदी, ळलेगा, शातगा, कढीऩत्ता, वोनचापा आणण औऴधी लनस्ऩती रागलडीवाठी पऱऩीकननशाम 
प्रनतशेक् टयी कभीत कभी 50,814 ते िास्तीत िास्त 1,78,188 रुऩमाॊऩमांत अनुदान देम आशे. 
एकाश्त्भक परोत्ऩादन वलकाव अलबमान मोजनेअांतगयत-  

द्राष, आॊफा, ऩेरू, स्रॉफेयी, केऱी, ऩऩई रागलडीवाठी प्रनतशेक् टयी ककभान 36,350 ते कभार 
86,660 रुऩमे अनुदान देम आशे 
भधभाळी ऩारन - 

 भध उद्मोगावाठी आलश्मक अवरेरी वाहशत्म भधऩेट्मा (लवाशतीवश) भधमॊत्र ल अन्म 
वाहशत्म रु 42700/- ऩुयवलण्मात मेते. मात प्रमळषण वलनाभूल्हम तवेच वाहशत्म खयेदीलय 10,000/- 
ऩमान्तच ेअनुदान ऩजश्चभघाट वलकाव मोिना अथला जिल्हशा लावऴाक मोिना माॊच ेभाध्मभातून ते हदरे 
िाते. मळलाम ळतेक-माव भधावाठी शभी बाल रु. 120/- प्रनत ककरो ननधाायीत केरा अवून भॊडऱाकडून 
भध खयेदी केरा िातो. 
औऴधी लनस्ऩतीची रागलड - 

औऴधी लनस्ऩतीची रागलड मा घटक मोिनअेॊतगात वभूश ऩद्धतीन े औऴधी लनस्ऩतीॊची 
रागलडीव प्रोत्वाशन देण्मात मेत आशे. औऴधी लनस्ऩतीॊछमा रागलडीकरयता प्रिातीननशाम प्रकल्हऩ 
खचााछमा २० टक्के, ५० टक्के ल ७५ टक्के एलढे वलत्तीम वा्म देण्मात मेते. 

 

वभायोऩ:  

बायतात कृऴी ऩमाटन वुरु कयणाये भशायाष्ट्र शे ऩहशरे याज्म आशे , आि मभतीव ५०० ऩेषा 
िास्त कृऴी ऩमाटन कें द्र अजस्तत्लात अवून भागछमा लऴाात मा कृऴी ऩमाटन कें द्राॊना ८ राख ऩमाटकाॊनी 
बेटी हदल्हमा अवून रुऩमे १८ कोटी च ेअनतरयक्त उत्ऩन्न कृऴी ऩमाटन कें द्र चारकाॊना मभऱारे आशे, 

५००० रोकाॊना मा भाध्मभातून योिगाय मभऱारा आशे , गालातीर भहशरा फचत गट , मलुक , कायागीय , 

कराकाय , मा वलाांना कृऴी ऩमाटनारा मेणाऱ्मा ऩमाटकाॊभुऱे पामदा झारा आशे , त्माभऱेु कृऴी ऩमाटन शे 
गालारा ऩूयक व्मलवामाॊचे िाऱे ननभााण कयणाया ळतेीलय आधारयत उऩक्रभ आशे ,िगबयातीर देळाॊनी 
ऩमाटन षेत्र खऩू गाॊबीमााने घेतरे आशे , आमळमा खॊडातीर ककत्मेक देळाॊची आर्थाक उराढार पक्त 
ऩमाटनाछमा िोयालय वुरु आशे , त्मा वला देळाॊच े ऩमाटन धोयण खऩू अनुकूर आशे, आऩल्हमा देळात 
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भशायाष्ट्र याज्म कृऴी ऩमाटन चऱलऱ वुरु कयणाये ऩहशरे याज्म आशे. काऱाची गयि ओऱखून 
भशायाष्ट्रातल्हमा ळतेकऱ् माॊनी आता िोभाने कृऴी ऩमाटन व्मलवाम वुरू केरा ऩाहशिे. अत्मॊत उज्ज्लर 
अवे बवलतव्म अवणाया अवा शा कृऴी ऩमाटनाचा ऩूयक व्मलवाम करून तो भुख्म व्मलवाम कवा शोईर 
माचा ध्माव घेतरा ऩाहशिे. आि ळतेीभाराछमा दयाफाफत अननजश्चतता आशे. ळतेकयी ळतेी उत्ऩादन 
वऩकलतो. त्मारा दय ननजश्चतीचा शक्क नाशी. माभुऱे ळतेकऱ् माॊना उत्ऩादनखचावुद्धा मभऱत नाशी. अळा 
अलस्थेभध्मे कृऴी ऩमाटन व्मलवामात ऩमाटकाॊच ेदय ननजश्चती ऩॎकेि ठयवलणे ळतेकऱ् माॊछमा शातात आशे. 
म्शणून शा व्मलवाम आर्थाकदृष्ट्ट्मा स्लातॊत्र्म ल वाभथ्मा देणाया आशे. 
 

 


